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INTRODUCTION

Identifying Innovations in the Teaching of Psychology

1.

There is a gr-sat need to facilitate communication between people who want
to improve the teaihing of psychology: As is true with most academic disci-
plines, communication about research and Rhholarship in psychology is main-'
tained by professional journals and other information systems, but dissemina-
tion of information about teaching ha'sbeen almost non-ticistent, In, the past

year the Division of the Teaching of Psychology (Division Two) of the American
Psychological Association has concentrated its efforts on improving the
exchanging of information on teaching among its constituents through two signi-
ficant programs. First, the Division now publishes the Journal,of the Teaching.
of Psychology. Secondly, the Division received a grant from the Exxon Educa-
tion Foundaeion.to survey innovative.undergraduate teaching methods, courses'
and programs in psychology, and.tO)publish a compendium of its findings. The
objective of the grant is to provide each of us who works in the f -ield access
to individuals and proacams.to assist us in improving our teaching.

We have tried-to assemble a considerable amount ofAinformation about
innovative teaching in psychology and distribute it widely in a relatively
short period of time. It will be obilious that this is not intended to be an

authoritative treatise on teaching, but rather a readily useable reference
work..

We constructed a questiOnnaire on innovative tepthing practices and
mailed it to nearly 7,000 psychologists. The damplig procedUre included all
members of Division Two, all APA members.who in the last APA Manpower Survey
indicated that they spent 40% or more of their time'id teaching, all chairmen
of undergraduate and graduate psychology pliograms in the United States
(including two-year Institutions), and all members of the Council of Under-
graduate PsycHology Departments. The responses from our survey constitute
the core of this directory.

In'attempting to define "innovation" as our subject of study, we start
with the idea ol,..-spmething "new", but then must ask, "New to whom?" Our

practical response has been, ".If it is new and innovative to someone, it is
likely that it will be drew to some others as well." Even "old" ideas might
be reconsideredby those who for lack of opportunity or institutional sup-

/port in the past may now be predisposed to try out a "ntw" -idea.

The directory is intended to be functionally descriptive rather than
evaluative. An idea need not be entirely successful to be reported, for
what does not work in one situation/institution might very well work in
another context, and vice-versa. While our resources constr ined us from
providing any evaluation of pridtrams, most of the innovators ave some evalu-
ation evidence, and many others discussed the problems and p tfalls of their
efforts. By publishing all survey responses we can give attention to ideas
that, upon.modificatfon/revision, might prove worthwhile in many institutions
beyond their point of origin and without regard'to their degree of success.

The category system used here to.describe innovative activity was adapted
from a system developed by Dr.Richard Johnson of the Exxon Education Founda-
tion, and from the Yellow Pages of Undergraduate Innovations, which was written
by us and others at Cornell University's Center for Improvement of Undejgradu-
ate Education and published by Change Magazine. The idea for the diredtory

3



came from our experience in developing the Yellow Pages, which attempted to
survey all areas of undergrquate instruction. The knowledge gained from

working on that project has aided us substantially, and while we have bor-
rowed much from that volume, the fact that we are now able to focus on the
discipline of psychology has led us to what we feel is a significant improve-

r Tent. MOst importantly, each innovation is described in much greater ,etail
in thjs directory than was possible ina survey of rill disciplines.

In compiling the directory, we have noted several trends. One o the

most salient seems to be an attempt to make the content of psycholog m e

meaningful and useful to the student's own life; to prqvide informat/on
and teahniques for analyzing one's own phenomenological world. Another
trend is the individualization of instruction, making it more effective and
efficient for the heterogeneous 'student groups of today. With regard to

the latter, we might note that Dr. Fred Keller's Personalized System of
Instruction (which is described in some detail further on in this directory),
was by far the most commonly mentioned innovative approach utilized.

It is our hope that this director& will encourage a higher, level of
willingnesh to experiment with new alternatives in teaching psychology;
but increasing professional pressures suggest that innovative/improvement
efforts will take place only to the extent that they are supported and
encouraged. by department chairmen, administrators, and those colleagues
who are also taking "risks" in changing from the traditional ways. Shared
responsibility and commitment for improving the teaching of psychology
should lead to progress where individual efforts might fail. ,

As this volume goes to ptess many new ideas are being implemented
and many others continue to go unrecognized; this directory is/meant to
be a starting point, and it is hoped that the users themselves will con-
tribute to its continuation and extension.

If you have an innovation to add to this collection, there is a
detachable qUestionnaire in the back. A significant number of additional

returns will warrant a periodic update of this publication. Also, your

comments as to how future editions may be made more useful will be appre-
ciated. i

This project was,made possible by a grant from the Exxon Education
Foundation. We wish to acknowledge the editor assistance of Victor

Garlock and Melanie Miller, and the secretariall sistance'of Anne Reeves,

Susanne Snoyer, and Janet Snoyer.

Ithaca, New York
June, 1975
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How to Use This Directory

As indicated in the:table of'contents, this di ctory is divided
into two major sections: the first specifies the rious Categories-of
innovations and the second consists of descriptions'of the innovations
themselves, In the first section, each category definition is followed
by a list of the titles of innovations falling into that category', together
with the 'page number where the detailed description for each innovation
can be found. In the second section, each detailed description appears
on the front side of a page, with the relevant biographical and institutional
information for that innovation on the back.

,If you are interested in a particular kind of innovation:

1. Check the table of contents for the various categories.'
2. Read the category descriptions in the text( to better

determine the nature of the innovations listed in that
category.

3. Read the listings following the most appropriate category
description, turning to the pages corresponding to the
titles of most interest to you.

Example: You have an interest in the use of audio-visual materials;
in the table of contents under "Method of Content Delivery" you.note
a category entitled "Use of Various Media." Read the deScription
to verify that you are in the right place, and then rifer to the
4istings that follow.

If you are interested in innovations within a particular content area:

1. Check the table of contents for the location of the particular
content area.

2. Check the "All Fields" and "Multiple Listings" pages for
material which may have relevance for that content area.

Example: You are interested in innovations in Social Psychology; in
the table of contents filia the pages associated with "Social Psyqhology"
and those associated with "All Fields" and "Multiple Listings,"
checking these latter two for innovations which have relevance for
social psychology.

We. recommend that readers do not limit themselves to looking'only at
their own area. By consulting the "All Fields" and "Multiple Listings"
categories, and even other subdiscipline sections* it is likely that some-
thing of value might be found.

Perhaps most important, one should use th17 book as a no ebook.and
phone book. Wrl1te in it, make comments, and add relevant in ormation to
it. Call or write an innovator for more information or jus let him/her'

know that you share an interest. We sincerely hope this vo ume wi 1 work.

for you.

a



1.

CURRICULUM

The innovations in this category deal with new courses and new approaches
to traditional courses. They respond lito the questions, "Where else can psycho-
logy go ?" and "How is psychological, knowledge and experience best organized?"
Included are modifications in traditional courses, modifications in the major
sequence, new topics, interdisciplinary courses and ,personal)growth-oriented

courses.

Modifications-of Traditional Courses

Instructors are fl.nding better ways to structure the old content areas.
By modifying the topics or material covered Or by rearranging their order of
presentation, the structure of knowledge is reexamined and new perspectives
are hopefully gained. [Atthough modc6ication o6 the unit AtAuctuke .0 an
integtat pant o6 PSI cowuseis, it o 6at that thae change6 a/Le move inzt4uc-
tunat than cwInicaean in natuke, and .thins they a/Le identi6ied in °hen

categon4.e,s.]

A personalized introductory statistics course based on task

Page

479

analysis of statistical procedures

Stimulating interest in introductory psychology by use of' 265

multiple media

..The study of hominology 269

f Introducing undergYaduates.to sophisticated laboratory 97

,4,

quipment
4,

I

Un raduate sequence in counseling psychology 341
....

( Living psychologists -- tapes made with distinguished 279

scholars

A personalized course: psychological self-help 345

Individualized/modularized multi-media educational/ 437

adolesCent psychology course

Exploring your (the teacher'A) interests with committed 593

students

Unders ending personality theory through integrated themas 573
r

an theories

Teaching simple statistics for research

Introduction to psychology thtlough science fiction

Basic system of all sciences

The conc t of organ use revisited in the gluteus maximus

Self-grading: an experience in self-evaluated learning

A 4aboratory with a PSI course

Mini studies in class -- test taking as a way to help
students understand behavior

497

127

129

387

355

515

135

A modular laboratory to accompany introductory psychology 301

it
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CURRICULUM

Modifications of Traditional Courses (cont.)

picreasing self-directed learning skills through

introductory psychology .

A contemporary theorists course using contemporary
theorists

Student-led seminars :\

Page

223

541

327

The use of personalized instruction and self-modification 329

projects in a behavioral self-control course

A beginning course for psychology majors, education - 227

majors, and other transfer students

Research orienta on in an undergraduate history and 543

systems of psych logy course

Motivating for statistics learning in he undergraduate- 455
,

experimental course for majors'

An end-term project involving the application of principles '233

of generalpsychology to the ,analysis of everyday
I

events

Person-oriented approach to the preparation of 393

undergraduate teachers, viewing he curriculum as
iembracing both course content an the meaningof that

content for the stuclent, and using small group

_discussion, peer facilitators, integrated field

experience, contract grading, and student evaluations

Using group-inquiry approach to teaching-learning process

Programmed teaching design: an approach to group

instruction

413

. <-415

A problem-oriented approach in the teaching of introductory 73

edudational psychology

A personalized "Psychology of Adjustment" Laboratory course 331

Designing instruction to achieve higher levp1 goals and

objectives: a three state model

The use of historical notes, perspectives, personal vignettesi .475

and biography in the teaching of introductory statistics

An interrelational approach to, the teaching of social 563

psychology

Teaching undergraduates practical psychology

421

Interdisciplinary'course entitled "Exploring personality

through literature"

8
r

- 261,

567



CrRRICULUM

Modifications of Traditional Courses (cunt,)

Page

An emotional experience of Kubler-Ross' stages of dying v 407

using rock music

Faculty genealogies: a stimulus for student involvement 549

in history and systems

Four teaching innovations: studert experiment design, 167

self studies, group studies, and "buzz sessions"

A modular program in educational psychology 443

Application of linear models and diagrams to simplify
and clarify psychological theories and psychological
interactions in general psychology, abnormal
psychology, adolescent psychology andlpsychology of

;, personality

Introductory psychology: should it be taught as, a general `;31

survey course?

1
7

9

'209

307.
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CURRICULUM

Modification of the Mator Sequence
4

Changes in the psychology major represents a reevaluation on the part

of .the psychology depArtmevot with respect to. the best way of transmitting

the discipline of psychology.

A degree program in-Animal behavior

Pa0
379

Eastern Illinois University offers two options to psychology 199
-

majors': I) Scientific and.II)' Paraprofessional training

.Integrated course in experimental psychology and statistics

Cs

13
10

ti
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'CURRICULUM' 4

New Topics
.

New courses represent a need to look deeper into selected topics. As

knowledge is expanded in new directions, the evolution of related courses
of Study and specializations is'inevitable. Problems arise in identifying
instructional resources in the new areas and thus communication betwedh
like-minded professionals is essential. .

Page

Seminar on visual thinking 589

An experiential learning appratch in teaching a first, 591

course in psychology
r

Development of idicurriculum in, psychological medicine . 179
,

Intergenerdtional bommunications workshop 555

185'-Value, attitudinal and'mor-al conflict, development, .

clarification, and responsibility: processes and
content for educators, administrators, rehabiaiation
people and other healing pro ssions

The psychology of creativity

Seminar on consciousness

561

255

The psychology of teaching: a graduate seminar on 423

college teaching

Self-administered personality development course 569

Psychology of play and recreation: a developmental 399

analygis 4

Repeated testing, use of undergraduate senior leaders,
semi lecture-semindis prevented in upper level
course in drugs and behavior

The Student-centered education project: a procedure for 439

promoting student initiated innovation in educational
technology

Using self-analytic group for teaching about interpersonal 4575,

relationships

Teaching undergraduates to be behavioral _therapists 349

Certificate program in the teaching of high school psychology 595

An assessment of psychology and the artistic process 289

Symposium on alcoholism 357

Undergraduate seminar in psychology history 547 .

Institutional depersonalization (mental hospital and
585

prison)

385

Laboratory course in biofeedback 523

An emotional experience of Kubler-Ross' stages of dying '407

using rock music

14
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CURRICULUM

New Topics (cont,)

The psychology of sleep and dreams

Seminar in the teaching of psychology

Innovative techniques ,for a supervisory' psychology

course in a community college

Page

597

165

377



CURRICULUM

Interdisciplinary ,Courses

Interdisciplinary courses are established in recognition of the shared
concerns of different disciplines. Curriculum decision makers frequently
assert that greater intellectual benefits are derived from courses which
.treat knowledge from allied fields simultaneously than from those courses
which treat ideas in disciplinary' isolation. Another perspective is that
of problem-centered education which would join psychology with otherdisci-
plines in attacking some problem or Issue.

Among the problems associated with interdisciplinaty courses are finding
appropriate reading material and, to the extenc that team teaching is in-
volved, developing a common language and working rapport with faculty mem-
bers from other disciplines.

Page

Combining educational psychology with student teaching;
a team approach

411

A degree program in animal behavior 's 379

University learning center 191

Interdisciplinary course entitled "Exploring personality '567

through literature"

Coordinated (Interdepartmental) Seminar. Supplementary
weekly seminar for students simultaneously enrolled
in the introductory courses in psychology and
biology

An interdisciplinary course on Oesearch for undergraduates

An assessment of psychology and the artistic process

weomputers and psychology

An assessment of psychology and the artistic process

Computers and psychology

An experiential approa h.to the study of creativity

Undergraduate seminar in psychology history

An interdisciplinary approach to psychology and religion

10

13

193

111

289

299

289

299

2*1



CURRICULUM

Personal Growth - Oriented Courses

Integrating affective growth gOals is a.respOnse to the belief that edu-

cation should accomodate and nurture in students the process of human develop-

pent. Emotional maturity has long been held as a desireable educational out-

come, but the specifieation-of affective objectives to accompany cognitive

objectives in a course or program has only recently become more acceptable.

Advocates of this approach also make the assumption that for learning tobe

meaningful it must be related to the motivational and emotional states of

the individual student.
These courses have typically grown out of a humanistic orientation where

human relations and personal adjustments are central themes, but behaviorist-

oriented cqurses whi h attempt to provide students with skills in self-manage-

ment and self control also indicate d growing interest in "giving psychology

away".

The use of-personalized instruction and self-mddifcation projects

in a;beboVioral self-control course
7.47,

Pert° riented approach to the-preparation of undergraduate

ea hers, ewiliag the curriculum as embrAcing both course

ontent and the meaning of that content for the student,

and using sm 11 group discussion, peer facilitators,

'integrated fi ld experience, contract grading, and student

evaluations

'.4/ Teaching Oggergraduates pr4tical psychology

0. The journr,1: an autobiographical approach to classroom learning

Self-administered personality development course

Ole study of hominology
>,4

A personalized course: psychological self-help

ProbloOsolvingtas a method of teaching basic theories of
counseling'and psychotherapy in an in-service training

course for teachers of special education

Education ;through student interaction: structured, self--led 123

Self"

discussions of articles as part of the introductory course

-mor, toring of study behavior 125

Page

329

393

261

81

569

-269

345

347

Self grading: an'experience in self-evaluated learning

Discusgon,in the round

An expediential approach to the study of creativity

355

403

211

Principl s of self-modification: an innovative psychology course ,2I7

447

323

Teaching educational psychology

41,1 Role-playing as supplemental instructional technique in

lritrdductor psychology

a
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METHOD OF CONTENT DELIVERY

While curriculum innovations deal with what t taught, the'question of

how the content should be presented is quite a different matter. The limi-

tations of the verbal lecture presentation have-long been known. In instructor-

centered teaching it remains the most popular vehicle fort information trans-
misson, but other modes are being used to supplement, or in some cases replace,

the lecture.

Use of Various Media

The use of various media, such as films, slides, videotapes, and audio
recordings, enable many students to gain insight and exP:eriences rarely feas-
ible within the traditional lecture context alone. Since recorded phenomena '

can be presented repeatecqy (generally at the teacher's and student's conven-
ience), experiential learning can be combined with instructional flexibility.

The use of mega can also be effectively combined with other instruc-
tional techniques. The audio-tutorial approach utilizes slides, film strips',

tape recordings, etc., in providing self-paced, modularized instruction.
To-accomplish the one-way transmission of information, instructional

media can be effective substitutep for some types oflraditional teaching.
This is particularly true when qualified instructors are not available, or
when the traditional format of instruction is not appropriate in view of the
learner's special circumstances (e.g., instructional television for re to

areas, courses by newspaper). The use,ot tapes, films; or slides slay also

serve to free instructors of large lecture courses for more personal inter-

action with their students..
Users of media claim additionally that the involvement-1°f different

senses in the receiving of information leads to a more integrated under-

standing, of a given topic.

Page
S

Individualized/modularized multi-media educational/ 437

adolescent psychology course

The CAPIWIF (cassette assisted programmed instruction 107

with immediate feedback system of instruction
using take-home-tutoring cassettes and cassette
recorded classroom tests

A group project using audio- visual equipment 375

Guest speakers via telephone. 117

The videotape recorder: off-the-air programs and their 281

use in an introductory psychology course or
advanced psychology courses

Using films as they were not meant to be used 133

An audio-visual course on perception and the prac-
titioner for self-paced apd grotirinstructional
settings

Student generated multi-media show entitled "Intro-
duction to Psychology"

The use of videotape in introductory psychology lectures

15

207

305

311
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METHOD OF CONTENT DELIVERY

'Use of Various Media (cont.)

Page

An emotional experience of Kubler-Ross% stages of dying' 407

using rock music

Use of video equipment as instantaneous feedback in an 391

experimental psychology course

A contemporary theorists course using contemporary 541

theorists

Value, attitudinal, and moral conflict, development,
clarification; and responsibility: processes
and content for educators, administrators,
rehabilitation people and other healing professions

General psychology: closed circuit television. Teaching 241

coordinated to programmed material

Workshop in secondary school psychology 247

Extension teaching withtaped lectures and personalized 469

instruction

Using films, TV, and undergraduate coun elorakto teach 77

introductory psychology

'.185

Supplementary lectbring via audio and visual tape 333

Teaching the principles of dynamic psychotherapy tik 335

prospective clinical psychologists and other
mental health professions

Nine-minute six form triple-opportunity mastery of 259
introductory psychology using overhead projection
in large classes

Rate controlled speech input to facilitate learning through 83

self instruction

Student scheduled involvement in films, discussions, and 99

repeatable tests

Optimizing instruction in large courses 85

Stimulating interest inAintroductory psychology by use of 265

multiple media

DATACALL: a,computer-based game for tea.:hing research 485

strategy

PSI in a liberal arts college for the deaf) 267

Humanistic, contract-based approach to.teaching psychological 433

foundations of education 1

Use of music before class to illustrate set and stimulus 273

control of behavior

Living psychologists -- tapes made with distinguished 279

scholars

10

a
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METHOD OF CONTENT DELIVERY

Use of Various Media (cont.).

Page

Personalized system for mass-enrollment courses using 319

;interactive vidtotapes, with mastery criteria, self-
pkcing, and extensive individual tutorials

Expandinwthe availability ofPintroductory psychology 321

through broadcast television

Use of taped lectures and an open lab as a method for 533

teaching quantitative methods in psychology

Forty-five color films for teaching introduCtory 243

psychology

17.

40
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METHOD, OF CONTENT DELIVERY

Computer-Related'Procedures

While the potential for using computer systems has been recognized for

some time, the develoTGent of this potential has proved to more difficult

than was originally expected and only recejly have computer-related.pro-
cedures been widely employed across different disciplines and content areas.
This utilization includes simple drill on content, record keeping, assess-

ment of student learning, trainidt in specific skills, individualized pre-

sentation of instructional material, and opportunities for trying out new

learning with immediate knowledge of results.
Though frequently used for administration and evaluation purposes, the

greatest innovative value lies in the improvement of instruction -- both

actual and potential. Because a computer can be programMed to make deci-

' sions in response to student actions, computer-related procedures offer

the real possibility of moving beyond the limited features of programmed

instruction or teaching machines. In recent applications, students use
a typewriter-keyboard at a remote terminal to interact with the computer

and the'computer responds with either printed messages or images on a TV-

like display device. A program, frequently written by the innovator, deter-
mines how the computer will respond to each student inpe. Such as system

allows for considerable flexibility in both student and computer responses.

Computer-related techniques can serve as adjuncts to other innovations.

example, the presentation 21 a module can be controlled by a program

which activates peripheral-aevfces such as films, slideS, or videotapes.

Computers are also useful for complex simulap.ons, and games which involute

students interacting with each other or with the computer through remote

terminals. Thisis particularly effective when students must utilize a

great deal of data, which the computer can easily store.' This character-

istic, of course, makes the computer useful in any context in which

large smcFunts of information need to be processed and easily retrievable.

Page

The use of computer simulations of psychologicaii ,461

experiments in alrge undergraduate classes in
research methods

EXPERSIM as an aid in teaching experimental design 463

Computer-assisted teaching of analysis of variance 465

computations

Automated information retrieval 419

Workshop iAsecondary school psychology 247

Computer, simulations of progressively complex 471

psythology experiments

1. PSI.in psychology at Hilo Coll5e 2.'Computer support 189

of PSI

DATACALL: A computer-based game for teaching research 485

strategy

CompAter assisted individualized (mastery) instruction with 93

,'large intact class sections

18



METHOD OF CONTENT DELIVERY

Computer-Related Procedures (cont.)

Individualized/modularized multi-media educatibnal/
adolescent psychology course

EXPER SIM-(Experimental Simulation): the use of
computer simulation in instructional laboratory
courses

'Teaching experimental methodology to vndergraduate
psychology students with the help of a computer
simulating experimental data ti

Computers and psychology

Using computer simulated experimedts with the Louisville
Experiment System (LESS) for.teaching undergraduates

bk. research methodology

Mini-computer laboratory for experimental psychology

1

'22

Page.

499

503

299

529

531



METHOD OF CONTENT DELIVE8X

New Printed or Written MaArials

The development of new printed materials that differ in either form or

content from standard textbooks or readers represent alternative means of

transmitting information and arousing interest. Occasionally such material

are used to suppleMent or replace lectures.

Using fiction to teach psychological concepts

Programmed teaching design: an approach to group
instructiog

Materials and delivery system for a self -paced personality,

theory course

A personalized introductory statistics course based. on
tusk analysis of statistical procedures'y

Student scheduled involvement in films, discussions, and
repeatable tests

I

A contract for the teaching team of the. day model, a
design for,(summer) sessions in which classes meet'in

two hours blocks

Teacher as resource lecturer: reacting to students' needs
through preliminary mini research

Using dictated notes to teach psychology to community
college stud nts with limited literacy

Are lectnres nece sary?

Introduction to psychology through science fiction

Use of novels in the teaching of personality theory

Groap or peK,sonai'counseling kit (applicable to class-

' room, family, and/or individual counseling and
teaching

2t)

20

Page

177

415

559

479_

99

101

119

201;.

353

127

583

365
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METHOD OF CONTENT DELIVERY

Use of Models, Illustrations, and Examples

Instruction can often be facilitated by the use of a good model,
Adlustratidn or example. Gimmicks to make a point more salient
also included in this category.

4

are

Page..

Teaching ANOVA models yia miniature numerical examples 459

Teaching introductory psychology by "mini-lecture" ` 69

The student as &a generator in undergraduate statistics 483

Exploring your (the teacher's interests with committed
students

593'

The concept.. of organ use revisited in'the gluteus maximus -383

Application\of linear models and diagranis to simplify and 209

clarify psychological theories and psychological
'interactions in general psychology, abnormal psy-
chology, adolescent psychology, and psychology of

personality
t.

j

.

2

21

11A

V
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METHOD'kOF CONTENT DELIVERY

Use of Other Resources

In some instances and for some'toics it may be useful to use resources

outside of'the classroom for transmitting information.

Page
4

Making the most of library esources

Introducing undergraduates sophisticated laboratory equipment'

Using dictated notes to teach psychology to community college

students with limited li eragy

Teaching of undergraduate pqyc ological statistics with.and without'.513

,A4

65

974

201',

a. textbook

An "unconventional" lecture cou in introductory psychology

S

25

22

297
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INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION

It is Clefr that students differ greatly in terms 9f what they learn
and how they. 'barn it. Individu.al differences can-be accomodated 1357 allowing

students to proceed through required curriculum at their own rate, by letting
them choose and design some of their own courlape-related activities and by
allowing them to work independently of structured courses.

I One of the factors that 'dictates the 'extent to whichrinst tion can be

'Individualized is student-faculty ratio, Large classes will ii vistably
the potential for ipdividual attention from one teacher and thus assistance

is necessary. Individualization also demands a certain flexibility in the
evaluatioli system; as the time for mastery of materials varies-from.one indi-.
vidual-to another assessment must be made in title appropriate ways and at that.
appropelate/times.

Self-Paced Instruction t

Self-paced instruction, which involves "mastery-based learnimg", may
proceed as fast or aS.slowly, with as much or"as little review or repetition f.

as the student or teacher desires until mastery is reached. But the degree
of formS1 structure imposed in such courses may vary; in some cases time
deadlin6s for-each unit are incorporated to reduce procrastination and

;
incomplete work.' 1

As the following listings will indicate, the Personalized System of
Instruction devised by Professor Fred Keller is an attempt'at individualiza-
tion that has become very popular with psychologists. It utilizes the
Skinnerian operant conditioning principles of specification of terminal
behaviors and effective arrangement of consequerices. In practice, PSI

usually has the following features: unitization (information 'broken down
into small manageable units), self-pacing (whereby the student proceeds
through one unit at a time,at his own pace), criterion-referenced mastery
(which must be demonstrated prior to advancing to the next units) and effe
use of student proctors. .Various modifications of the syStem can be made.
Where courses are quite small it may be possible for one instructor to pro-
vide all the individualized attention.(e.g. immediate feedback on tests).
Where students are lagging behind or when administration of individualized
Sequences becomes.4ifficult, the self-pacing aspect can be modified by
setting up periodic, regular testing,for all *though one might questiOn

whether the PSI label, modified or otherwise, is appropriate in such
cases, Where programs lack self-pacing they are not included in this'

category.

Page

Programmed instruction of statistics and the4problem of 509

self-discipline

Self-paced course in introductory psychology 287

A laboratory with a PSI course -515

A modular laboratory to accompany introductory psychOlogy 301'

An audio-visual course on perception and the practitioner 207

for Self-paced and group. instructional settings

.Structuring a personalized system of instruction in an 581

introductory social psychology course

2 6
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INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION

Self -Paced Instruction (cont.)
Page

Personalized system for mass-enrollment courses using J, 319

interactive videotapes, with mastery criteria,
self- pacing, and extensive individual tutorials

A petsonalized system of instruction 197

Competency,based instruction'in research 537

PSI psychology in an urban community college . 263 .

An individualized course for school pers6nnel in 429'

behavior modification .

Student scheduled involvement in films, discussions, and 99

repeatable tests'

Optimizing instruction in large courses 85

1. PSI at Hilo College 2. Computer support of PSI 189

PSI in a liberal aits college for the deaf 267

Computer assisted individualized (mastery) instruction with 93

large intact class sections

Personalized system of instruction in elementary statistics 489

using undergraduate and graduate students as tutors

Introducing.undergraduates to sophisticated laboratory 97

equipment
1111,

Individualized computer-generated workbooks for elementary. 491

statistics

A PSI course in psychological Stati§tics 493,

Personalized system of instruction 197

Teaching educational psychology by means of a personalized 435

system of instruction
450>

Individualized/modularized multi-media educational/ "437

adolescent psychology course

PSI takes the anxiety out of statistics 495

Development and use of a modified self-paced syStem of 571

instruction in an undergraduate course, in

personality

The CAPIWIF (cassette assisted programmed instruction with 107

Immediate feedback) system of instruction using take-

home-tutoring-cassettes and cassette recorded class-

,. room tests
. The-student centered educationproject: a procedure for 439

promoting student initiated innovation in educational

technology

Systematic design and implementation of an introductory 285

psychology course

Personalized system of instruction for statistics and 505

experimental psychology .

7

24



INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION

0 Self-Paced Instruction (cont.)

Page

Personalizedsystem.of instruction 313

An .application of behavior principles to the teaching of 317
gneral psychdlogy

Self-paced course in the psychology of learning

A personalized. system of instruction course in elementary 453
statistics

Increasing self-directed learning skills through
introductory psychology

4

"-Introduction to Psychology" course for adults based upon
the personalized system of instruction

Using a modified Keller system in teaching general psychology

Self-paced, personalized system of instruction,, in
introductory psychology and edUcatiodal'psychology

Mastery, test security, and by-objective feedback in a
large introductory psychology course

Personalized system of instruction in undergraduate
teaching

.

c
The psychology and life unit mastery system

Personalize instruction (Keller plan) in physiological
psychology

Materials and delivery system for a self-paced personality
theory course

Student outcomes in self-paced instruction in relation to
student characteristics

A personalized "psychology of adjustment" laboratory course

Extension teaching with taped lectures and pefsonalized
instruction

223

225

229

181

235

557

239

381

559

71

331

469

Interdisciplinary physiological psychology with a laboratory 383
and personalized instruction

The personalized system of instruction.(PSI) in an 395
undergraduate child psychology course

Personalized system of instruction (modified Keller system) 337
in abnormal psychology

Effects of student-student interviews in self-paced 425
course

A personalized introictory statistics course based on task 479
analysis of statistical procedures

Using a unit-mastery procedure to teach introductory, 481
experiMental psychology

- 28
,25



INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION

Student-Directed Learning

Student-desigped curriculum aqd instruction represents another approadh

to individualization. Rather than prescribing,most or all of the tasks and

materials, as is generally true of self-paced programs, students are permitted

and encouraged to tallor their own learning experience within limits of

greater or lesser restriction. The intention is to give students more respon-

sibility:for their own learning. In many cases, it is a response to students'.

demands for more control overkt,heir educational lives; and in other cases it

represents a strong feeling on the part of the instructor that learning is

ultimately moreeffective under these circumstances. Negotiations between
students and instructors over learning activities provides for shared responsi-

bility and. control.

Page

The use of personalized instruction and self-modification 329 V

projects in a behavioral self-control course

The therapeutic community teaching concept in behavioral 61

science education

A beginning course for psychology majors, education 227

majors, and other transfer students

Independent study and self-directed learning in psychology 173

Development of a contract-based grading system and 551

experiential learning in an introductory course in
organizational psycho:logy

Person-oriented approach to the preparation of undergraduate 393

teachers, viewing the curriculum as embracing both
course content and the meaning of that content for the

student, and using small group discussion, peer
facilitators, integrated field experience, contract
grading, and student evaluations

Using group inquiry approach to teaching-learning prdcess , 413

course

Individualized opportunity in psychology courses 183 4

A personalized contractual plan in educational psychology 417

Interdisciplinary course entitled, "Exploring personality 567

through literature"

Self- adx,inistered personality development course L 569

An innovative model in educational psychology matching 431

student, teacher, and methods

Optimizing instruction in large courses 85

Coordinated (interdepartmental seminar): supplementary . 193

weekly seminar for students simultaneously enrolled
in the introductory courses in psychology and biology

2°
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INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION

-Student-Directed Learning (cont.)

Computer assisted individualized (mastery) instruction
with large intact class sections

The student-centered education project: a procedure for
promoting student initiated innovation in educational
-technology

Undergraduate research at Regis College

Spicing up an abnormal psychology course

Student generated multi-media show entitled "Introduction
to Psychology"

Principles of behavioral self-modification: an innovative
psychology course

Teaching educational psychology: a humanistic, process-
oriented, field-centered approach

Institutional depersonalization (mental hospital and
prison)

Role-playing as a supplemental instructional technique
in introductory psychology

Personalized and participatory learning and teaching

t

Page

93

439

501

.359

305

217

447

585

3,23

449



INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION

Independent Study

Independent study dillers from the previous category because it is not

tied 1o'W'n to classroom or learning center activities, and it could conceiv-

ably be designed entirely by the instructor. Though it is not a new con-

cept, the one-to-one tutorial relationship between student and'instructor

`continues to make this a popular alternative to traditional classroom study.

0

Independent study and self-directed learning in
psychology

1. The Bay Area as a resource in psychology
2. Student /faculty /community designed B.A. in psychology

31

28

Page

173

87



LEARNING THROUGH EXPERIENCE

There are those who feel that the passivity of typical classroom
behbior is the greatest detriment to learning. They argue that thp
greater the active involvement of the learner

.'"The

more worthwhile and
.

,
substantial will be the learning experience ctiL-fhe best way to deal with
this problem would be to get thestudent out of the classroom where the
issues and problems seem somewhat artificial, and into the real world
situations where experiential learning can be maximized. But even within

,

t4e classroom the use of exercises, case s udies, simulations and role-
playing can do a great deal to :make psycho og "come alive" to students.

ve)While experiential learning may ha significant advantages for a
greater understanding of psychology, it would appear to ue crucial for
learning the practice of psychology. Internships and practica have long
been a part of graduate training but they are now being integrated into
undergraduate programs as the listings blow will indicate. And the same
is true for academic psychology; many undergraduates are becoming actively
involved in original research. ,

Simulations, Games and Role Playing

Simulations, games and role playing are ways of experiencing a model
of reality and an approximation to field experience at much less cost in
time and money. Such procedUres can be effectively used as a substitute .

for, a preparation for, or in combination with, field experience.
Simulation refers to a deliberate eff6rt to constrict a model, an

abstract of reality, having components which are "important" t6 a particular
conception of that reality. Gaming is a major variant of this .aid involves
participants in making decisions in the "play" of the model. Role playing
has some of the elements of games and--Mmulations without the strict ad-

. herence to the model or structure.
Because they are entertaining, such activities have the advantage

of being intrinsically motivating to'students. Unlike most educational
techniques, they'are often capable of providing a holistic perspective of
the systematic relationships in a problem or topic. The techniques are
particularly valuable in that studentS' decisions are, for the most part,
clearly consequential (though within a "safe" environment) and thus result
in immediate feedback based on objective evaluations. By requiring students
to interact cooperatively and competitively with one another, most games
are thought to promote social-emotional'growth and facilitate socialization
into adult roles.

Page

Using computer simulated experiments with the Louisville 529

Experiment Simulation System (LESS) for teaching
undergraduates research methodology

Role playing as e supplemental instructional technique 323

in introductory psychology

Deyelopment of acontract-based grading system and
experimentak learning in an introductory course in
organizational psychology

The use of computer simulations of psychological
experiments in large undergraduate courses in
research methods

32

29

551

461



LEARNING THROUGH EXPERIENCE

Simulations, Games and Role Playing (cont.)

Page

EXPERSIM.as an aid in teaching experimental design 463

A personalized contractual plan in educational,psychology 417

Designing instruction to achieve higher level goals and

objectives: a threestage model

421

Teaching the principles of dynamic psychotherapy to '335

.
prospective clinical psychologists and other mental

health professions

SIMSOC: Simulated Society 565

$imulations and the creation of meaning 253

The psychology of teaching: . a graduate seminar on

college-teaching

423

DATACALL: A computer-based game for teaching research 485

Role - Flaying administration of an intelligence test 271

EXPER SIM (experiment simulation) The use of computer

simulation in instructional laboratory courses
499

Role playing situation as a vehiCleto teach the application

of psychological principles

373

Teaching undergraduates to be behavioral therapists 349

Teaching experimental methodology to undergraduate psychology

students

503

Structured undergraduate behavior therapy practicum 351

Extended family therapy role playing in an undergraduate

clinical psychology course

361

Teaching educational psychology: a humanistic, process-

oriented, field-centered approach

447

Personalized system for mass-enrollment courses using 319

interactive videotapes, with mastery criteria, self-

pacing, and extensive individual tutorials

3 `)
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LEARNING THROUGH EXPERIENCE

Case Studies

While case studies and simplified or vicarious "real" experiences do
not typically require active participation,to the extent that simulations,
games, and role-playing do, they are similar in the attempt to bring reality
into the classroom in some manageable way. In considering a "case" one, can
be a psychologist for t4e moment, experience the situation, analyze the dy-
namics and make decisions. The value of these experiences (as is also true
of,simulations) lies in the ability of the instructor/designer to abstract
reality so that it can be manageably presented in the classroom without
reducing it to the extent that realism is lost. This is the challenge in
the use of such techniques.

Page

An experiential learning approach in teaching a first 591

course in psychology

Utilization of early testing to expedite experimentally 409

based classes

An end-term project involving the application of principles 233

of general psychology to the analysis of everyday

events

Value, attitudinal, and moral conflict, development, 185

clarification, and responsibility: processes and

content for educators, administrators, rehabilitation
people and other healing professions

Teaching the principles of dynamic psych9therapy to
prospective clinical psychologists and o,,pher mental

health professions

Four teaching innovations: student experiment design, self 167

studies, group studies, and 'buzz" sessions

The journal: an autobiographical approach to classroom 81

learning

Using self-analytic group for teaching about interpersonal 575

relations /

Undergraduate sequence in counseling psychology 341

331

Problem solving as a method of teaching basic theories of
counseling and psychotherapy in an'in-service course
for teachers of special education

A group project using audio-visual equiPment

The videotape recorder: off-the-air programs and their. use

in an introductory psychology course or advanced
psychology courses

Institutional depersonalization (mental hosptial and
prison)

347

375

121

585

c,



LEARNING THROUGH EXPERIENCE

Exercises for Skill Development

Frequently before going into the field, or in place of field experience,

a student can be given the opportunity to practice some newly acquired

skill. This may involve counseling skills, laboratory skills, behavior

modification skills, interpersonal process skills or other kinds of analysis,

prescription and communication techniques.

The use of personalized instruction and self-modification

projects in a behavioral self-control course

The therapeutic community teaching concept in behavioral

science education

A beginning course for psychology majors,.education

majors, and other transfer students

Participation exercises in a course in the psychology of

personality

Using group inquiry approach to teaching-learning process

course

Page

329

61

227

553

413

Intergenerational communications workshop 555

A problem-oriented approaCh in the teaching of-introductory 73

educational psychology

Experiential curriculum in psychology at 4 two-year college 187

The psychology of teaching: a graduate seminar on college 423

teaching

Teaching undergraduates practical psychology 261

Self-administered persdnality development course

Optimizing instruction in large courses

Introducing undergraduates to sophisticated laboratory

equipment .

Undergraduate sequence in counseling psychology

Training undergraduates as coleaders of multifamily

counseling groups

Eastern Illinois Unive city offers two options to:psychology

majors: ;) Scien ific and II) paraprofessional

training curriculum

A personalized course: psychological self-he

569

85

97

341

343

199

345

Teaching educational psychology by means of 435

system of instruction

Problem '-solving as a method of teaching basic theories of 347

counseling and psychotherapy in an in-service training

course for teachers of special education

3



LEARNING THROUGH EXPERIENCE

Exercises for Skill Development (cont.)

Teaching undergriduates to be behavioral therapists

Encouraging active sttdent learning

Using films asthey are not meant to be us

Teaching psychOlogy majors to think like scie tists:
using open-ended questions to shape'problem-
solving be avior in undergraduates

An expeFfential approach to the study of creativity

Principles of behavioral 'elf- modification: an innovative
psychology course

-
Projecta-in empirical psychotherapy as a component of 367'

psychology courses
dit

Competency based instruction in research 537

467

Page

349

131

133

145

211

217

Student experimental psychology convention

3G



LEARNING THROUGH EXPERIENCE

Field Study, Internships, and Practice

Internship and fieldwork are terms used to describe experiences
designed to provide a transition from classroom training to on-the-job,

activity. Supervised field experience, as part of traditional on-campus
education. is considered here as a category of innovation because of its

increased'Use as a relatively self-contained academjec experiente. Instead

of suFplementing classroom experience, it is seen by many as a preferable

mode of instruction because it provides a more integrated rand realistic

. perspective.
By allou,ig and encouraging students to leave t campus for'substan-

tial periods of time in the active pursuit of knowle and training (with

greater or lesser amounts of direction), faculty make the implicit assump-

tion that self-direction and responsibility add meaning to the learning

experience.
Consistent with this new perspective on off-campus education is the

development of mechanisms such as written reports and oral presentations

for integrating these experiences back into the normal curriculum and

for providing better means of evaluating and accrediting these experiences.

Page
4

Volunteer field work for academic credit , 67

Undergraduate practicum'in industrial psychology 369

Utilization of early testing to expedite experientially 409

based classes,

Combining educational psychology with student teaching: 411

a_team approach

Person - oriented approach to the preparation of undergraduate 393

teachers, viewing the curriculum as embracing both

course content and the meaning of that content for

the student, and using small group discussion, peer

facilitators, integrated field experience, contract

grading, and student evaluations

Intergenerational learning/living 237

Undergraduate field experience program 371

Helping students explore counseling as a possible career 75

goal and preparing them for possible positions as

counselors (semiprofessionals in school guidance

work).

Experiential curriculum in psychology at a two year 187

college

Four teaching innovatilons: student experiment design, self 167

studies, group studies, and "buzz" sessirs

Alternative way to satisfy the laboratory requirement of 477 -

operant conditioning in a course in the experimental

psychology of learning

Field work in developmental psychology: middle school 397

placement
37
34



LEARNING THROUGH EXPERIENCE

Field Study, Internships and Practica (cont.)

Page

Role-playing administration of an intelligence test 271

Undergraduate sequence in counseling psychology 341

Training undergraduates as co-leaders of multifamily 343

counseling groups 1

The student centered education project: a procedure 4.39

for promoting student initiated innovation in
educational technology

Teaching undergraduates to be behavioral therapists 349

Certificate program in the teaching of high school 595

psychology

Traveling internship program 113

Touring psychology classes 115

Structured undergraduate behavior therapy practicum, 351

Full-time field work program integrated with class- 205

room learning: Project Outreach spring internship

Undergraduate field work program in local community 203

settings: Project Outreach

Discussion in the round 403

. Spicing up an abnormal psychology% course

Regional internship: psychology in action

Field( experience in psychological settings: an inno-
vative psychology Bourse

The use of child observations in teaching develop-
mental psychology to perspective teacher4

Teaching educational psychology: a humanistic, process-
oriented, field-centered approach

introducing undergraduate psychology majors to methods of
clinical inference and research

An individualized course for school personnel in behavior
modification and applied research techniques

Coordinated (interdepartmental) seminar: supplementary
weekly seminar for students simultaneously enrolled
in the introductory courses in psychology and
biology

359

149

363

405

447

339

429

193

Observing natural behaviors-of animals 389
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LEARNING THROUGH EXPERIENCE

Research

Research is becoming more and more popular -n-tindergr uate psychology

courses.. There are at least two likely explanat ons. Firs
11#

, competition

for graduate school ad issi41 ig becoming ever re intense and the resulting

selection process mire Vigorous. Undergraduate classroom'performance and

academic(promise, however brilliant, are frequently not enough to gain

admission to highly seIectiVe programs and prOven ability to engage in

research is definitely to the applicant's credit. Secondly, there are

many who feel that research'is a more viable way to teach psychology than

,o, dissemination of facts. In this view, learning is regarded as a process;

by providing adequate tools the instructor enhances learning 6x discovery

and encourage

JI,

the continual investigation of behavior.

In any c se, those who favor some form of research experience for

undergraduates ,are faced with the financial constraints of providing

research facilkcies and opportunities. Furthermore, like other forms of

individualized *nstruction, the research process mug be carefully monitored

if it is to be'a effective learning experience.

Research orie tation in an undergraduate history and

systems.o> psychology course

Autothated innoration retrieval fit W.

Student experime tal psychology convention

Four teaching in vations: student experiment design,

self studied group studies, and "buzz" sessions

Introducing undergruates to sophisticated labAatory

equipment 4

The student centerededucation project: a procedure for

promoting student initiated innovation in educational

technology

Undergraduate research\at Regis College
1

Facilitating original experimentation in social psychology

at a professiona,1 level of theoretical and methodo-

Oogical
sophistication by advanced undergraduate,

students

An interdisciplinary course on research for undergraduates 111

A group research project in experimental psychology 579

Competency'based instruction in research 537

Page

,543

419

467

167

97

439

501.

) 577%
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EVALUATION, IEDBACK AND GRADING

Grading and evaluation have always been controversial. Students want

more careful evaluation, but at less emotional cost; instructors feel the
need tp",perve both students as individuals and others who desire summary

ratings''of students. In response to these problems (and to the ipnovations
4scribed earlieltwhich require adjustments in assessment systems), a wide
Variety of new procedures have been developed and applied.

With competency-based programs and programs utilizing contracts, evalu-
ation is frequently built into the learning process rather than being alb
end-product of the course. "Mastery" or "completion" is often the only
final evaluation, w eedback about performance and progress'being
given throughout ti se or program.

Since a great learning takes place outside the classroom,
.assessment systems haVe'.been 'revised in many case to include such experiences .

qlft-campus edUccation' may beat be evaluate4 VY:ae wiser who is in contact
With the student in the, field and has'acciess`to the student's journal or
other written reports in which the experience is described. An oral examin
ation is also used on occasion.

Traditibnal examination/grading systems are also being improved through
technological adVances. Computerized tests allow for rapid scoring and
reporting, thus provrding faster and more accurate feedback. Such procedures
are'aften effectively implemented with modular instruction where testing is
,frequent and immediate feedback essential. Interactive computers can'accomo-
date both the learning and the evaluation aspects of.suCh programs.

The listings in this category are divided into farmadJVe evaluation;
summative evaluation, and combinations of the two. In fprmative evaluation .

the innovations focus on how students are given feedback to help in the
process of learning.. In vmmative evaluation the focus is on novel ways to
reduce some of the problems associated with arriving at a final grade and
certifying the learning experience. These V.40 kinds'ofevaluation'are
both considered in systems which provide more or better feedback, prescribe
appropriate remedial activities and utilize the evidence of adjustment
and progress to arrive at a final grade. Most mastery- oriented grading

systems fall into this Category as do most contract systems.

Formative Evaluation a

Formative evaluation'has often been neglected in college courses.
Since evaluation is fraught with problems, and final grades tend to be
the only evaluation that is obviously consequential for both instructor
and student, many have been content to deal with final grades only. Stu-

dents often complain about insufficient, or ineffective feedback from their
teachers so that improvement can be lade. Rarely are they required or even

expected to modify the deficiencies or inadequacies in their performance.
The innovations in this category suggest that it is possible and desirable
to spend more time in providing students with more information about their
efforts as they are in the process of learning rather than after they are
through.

Utilization of early testing to expedite experimentally-
based classes

Page

409

Paper-tutorial in conjunction with standard lecture 544

format in a history of psychology course

40
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EVALUATION, FEEDBACK AND GRADING

Format valuation (cont.)

The journal: an autobiographical approach to classroom.
learning

Student evaluation of essay examinations as a means of 103

enhancing the value of feedback

The CAPIWIF (Cassette assistecrprogramied instruction 107

with immediate feedback) system of .instruction

using take-home-tutoring-cassettes and cassette
recorded classroom tests

The use of research tutorial strategies to develop 535

research skills, as measured by two completed
research projects each year, with doctoral
students in psychology

Page
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EVALUATION, FEEDBACK AND GRADING

Summative Evaluation (Grading)

Improvement in summative evaluations are represented by new grading
procedures that give more equitable consideration to'individual differences,
provide a more efficient and objective way of assessing achievement, utilize
others (such as the student involved) in making that judgment or some
combination of these things.

Page

Taking the guesswork out of studying for undergraduate 169

psychology courses

Development of a contract-based grading system and 551
experiential learning in an introductory course
in organizational psychology

Materials and delivery system for a self-paced personality 559

theory course

General psychology: closed circuit television. Teaching 241

coordinated to programmed material
An interrelational approach to the teaching of social 563

psychology

Ad individualized course for school personnel in behavicir 429

modification

Stimulating interest in introductory sychology by use of 265

multiple media

Humanistic, contract based approach to teaching 433

psychological foundations of education

Using students' "question cards" as mid-term and final 281

examination items

Development and use of a modified self-paced system of 571

insfruction in an undergraduate course in
psychology

Repeated testing, use of undergraduate senior leaders, 385

semi lecture-seminars presented in upper level
course in drugs and behavior

Class decision in determining method of grading 108

A group project using audio-visual equipment 375

Grading 139

Large group, small group, and individuals

Spicing up an abnormal psychology course.

The use of alternative grading systems in introductory
psychology

39

143

359

309

as

If
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EVALUATION, FEEDBACK AND GRADING

Summative Evaluation-(Grading) (cont.) re

Page

Certificate program in the teaching of high school 595

psychology

Evaluation by use of "small group exams" 151

Labor saving mastery course examinations which test 153

for concept attainment ratehr than rote learning

Self-paced c urse-in the psychology of learning 525

Filing exams ations in the University library as a 155

.motivational device for study

Student selected learning in an assigned textbook 159

Using an oral recitation quiz technique in discussion
sections of social psychology and psychology of
personality courses

43

40

163



EVALUATION, FEEDBACK AND GRADING

Combination

The combination of formative and summative evaluation is best accom-
plished in mastery-oriented approaches (such as PSI) whereby students get
numerous opportunities with intervening feedback to assess their
abilities and improve performance.

Contract systems in which students agree to meet various criteria for
grades also typically include mechanisms for feedback and additional
opportunities when criteria. are not met. Contract systems differ, however,
in terih of the exttnt to which the criteria are teacher-determined or
student-determined (see Individualized Instrubtion category).

0

A personalized system of instruction course in elementary
statistics

"Introduction to Psychology" course for adults based
upon the personalized system of instruction

The mastery classroom: combining the mastery testing
approach of PSI with the group-pacing and activities
of the traditional classroom

Page

453

225

171

The use of personalized instruction and self-modification 329

projects in a behavioral self-control course

Using a modified Keller system in teaching general 229

psychology

Self-paced, personolized system of .instruction in 181
introductory 'psychology and educational psychology

Person-oriented approach to the preparation of undergraduate 393
teachers, viewing the curriculum as embracing both
course content and the meaning of that con ent'for
the student, and using small group disduss on, peer
facilitators, integrated field experience, contract
grading, and student evaluations

Mastery, test security, and by-objective feedba k in a
large introductory psychology course

Personalized system of instruction in undergrad ate teaching 557

The psychology and life unit mastery system 239

381

235

Personalized instruction (Keller Plan) in physi4ogicaf
psychology 1

Programmed teaching design: an approach to grotpi"

instruction

A personalized contractual plan in educational
psychology

Extension teaching with taped lectures and,personalized
instruction

A personalized "Psychology of Adjustment" laboratory course

44

41

415

417

469

331



EVALUATION, FEEDBACK AND GRADING

Combination (cont.)

Page

Personalized system of instruction 197

Teaching educational psychology by means of a ,personalized 435

system of instruction

A contract for the teaching team of the day model, a design 101

for (summer) sessions in which classei meet in two
hour blocks

PSI takes the anxiety out of statistics 495

The student centered education project: a procedure for 439

promoting student initiated innovation in educational
technology

Systematic design and implementation of an introductory 285

psychology course

Contingency management for the increasing generalization 401

of academic skills in a developmental psychology
course

Teaching undergraduates to be behavioral therapists 349

Personalized system of instruction for statistics and
experimental psychology

Self-paced course in introductory psychology

Mastery criteria and "self-pacing" in undergraduate
courses

A combination of mastery learning and behavior
modification in an educational psychology course

A comparison of lectures, interviews, and discussions in
teaching research design Skills

Self grading: an experience in self evaluated learning

505

287

291

441

511

355

Adaptation of the Keller Plan to an introductory psychology 293

course
.

An audio-visual course on perception and the practitioner 207

for self-paced and group instructional settings

Structuring a personalized system of instruction in an 581
introductory social psychology course

Personalized system of instruction 313

7i
...,

Formative evaluation, mastery grading, and peer directed 445

small group discussion in an introductory educational
psychology class

Motivational, mastery and persistence behavior as a 148

function of frequency of testing in introductory

psychology classes: an alternative to PSI

45
42



EVALUATION, FEEDBACK-AND GRADING

Combination (cont.)
Page

In erdisciplinary physiological psychology with a 383
laboratory and personalized instruction

Using unit mastery tests in psychological statistics 473

The personalized system of instruction (PSI) in an S 395
undergraduate child psychology course

Personalized system of instruction (modified Keller 337
system) in abnormal psychology

Longitudinal evaluation and improvement Of teaching: 257
an empirical approach based on analysis of student
behaviors

Nine-minute six form triple-opportunity mastery of 259
-- introductory psychology using overhead projection in

large sections

. (
Effects of student- student interviews in a self-paced 425

course

Using unit mastery and frequent testing in. educational , 427
psychology

Using a unit-mastery procedure to teach introductory 1481
experimental psychology

PSI psychology in an urban community college . 263

Student scheduled involvement in films, discussions, and 99
repeatable tests

Optimizing instruction in large courses 85

1. PSI in psychology at Hilo. College. 2.. Computer 189
support of PSI.

PSI in a liberal arts collegkfor the deaf 267

Group oral final examination 89

Humanistic, contract-basea approach to teaching psychological 433
foundations of education

Computer assisted (mastery) instruction with large intact 93
class sections

Personalized system of instruction in elementary statistics 489
using undergraduate and graduate students as tutors

Learning contracts 95

Programmed student achievement in introductory 277
psychology

Use of the, Keller Plan with undergraduates at an urban 275
state college

A PSI course in psychOlogical statistics 493

Humanizing mastery learning without paraprofessional 195'

assistance 4 6

43
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EVALUATION, FEEDBACK AND GRADING

Combination (cont.)

Students develop personalized contracts fof grades in

introductory psychology: undergraduate teaching

assistants used

Page

219

An application of behavior principles to the teaching 317

ofgeneraI psychology

Personalized system for mass-enrollment courses using 31

interactive videotapes, with mastery criteria,

self-pacing, and extensive individu'al tutorials

Zip code quick quiz card self-scoring multiple-choice

test with immediate knowledge of results

A personalized system of instruction 161

Competency based instruction in research 537

Varfations on Keller's PSI method for teaching intro- 32$

ductory psychology

Variations on Keller's PSI method for teaching educational 451

psychology

529 0

4`7



COURSE MANAGEMENT

This tends to be a "catch all" category dealing with better ways to
run a course or program. It includes variations in who occupies the
teaching role as well as how that role is utilized in the elicitation
and maintenance of desired classroom behavior.

Various factors contribute to the changing role of the college teacher.
The press to individualize will make it impossible for, teachers to give
equal attention to all students. The role of teacher as expert is also
changing. The vast explosion of information makes information-maqhgement
as important as information-dissemination. Teaching students'howCeo learn
requires different abilities and activities than teaching them what to learn
and providing that intormatibn.

Hence, the teacher needs help. .S/he gets that help in many cases
as the following listings will indicate - by using personnel available
in the department, at the graduate and undergraduate levels and from the
community, and by using new techniques and resources which will increase
student involvement.

The category is divided into team teaching, teaching assistants,
peer teaching, use of professionals, motivation techniques, class arrange-
ment, calendar and time sequence chang&s, and the use of other resources.

Team Teaching

Team teaching has the potential to handle more students individually.
It can also provide the instructional mechanism for interdisciplinary
courses as well as the varied expertise necessary. Aswas suggested
in the section on interdisciplinary courses, the challenge in team teaching
is in maintaining open communication.

Page.

Motivating for statistics learning in the undergraduate 455

experimentalcourse for majors

Combining educational psychology with student teaching: 411

a team approach

Interdisciplinary physiological psychology with a labora- 383

tory and personalized-instruction

University learning centr 191

Interdisciplinary course entitled, "Exploring personality 567

through literature"

Computer assisted individualized (mastery) instruction 93

with large intact class sessions

Training undergraduates as co-leaders of multifamily 343

counseling groups

Introduction to psychology through science fiction 127

A modular laboratory to accompany introductoy psychology 301

A modular Orogram in educational psychology 443

Teaching educational psychology: a humanistic, process- 447
oriented, field-centered approach `,

48

45



COURSE MANAGEMENT

Teaching Assistants

Large introductory lecture courses have been traditionally

by using graduate students as teaching assistants; but academic pressures

on the graduate students and financial pressure on departments have made

this difficult in many cases. The problem is being resolved'to some

extent by using carefully selected, trained, and supervised upper-division

undergraduates as teaching assistants and assigning credit instead of

payment for their services. In self-paced individualized courses where

individual qualification can be determined by achievement those who have

progressed the furthest assist in teaching those who are less advanced,

and get credit accordingly.

managed

A personalized system of instruction coarse in elementary

statistics

M4 "Introduction to Psychology" - course for adults based 225

. upon the personalized system of instruction
a.

Page '

453

Using a modified Keller system in teaching general 229

psychology

The use of undergraduate teaching assistants in an 447

experimental psychology laboratory course

Undergraduate student-led discussion groups

Self-paced, personalized system of instruction, in

introductory psychology and educational psychology

CoMbing educational psycho gy with student teaching:

a team approach

Person-oriented approach to t e preparation of under-

graduate teachers, viewin the curriculum as

embracing both course content and the meaning of

that content for the student, and using small

group discussion, peer facilitators, integrated

field experience, contract grading, and student

evaluations

231
-to

181

411

393

Mastery, test security, and by-objective feedback in a

large introductory psychology course

235

Personalized system of instruction in undergraduate

teaching

557

The psychology and life unit mastery system 239

Personalized instruction (Keller plqn) in physiological

psychology

381

A personalized contractual plan in educational psychology 417

Mateaals and delivery system for a self-paced personality

theory course

559

Extension teaching with taped lectures and personalized 469

instruction

4R

46
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COURSE MANAGEMENT -

Teaching Assistants (cont.)

Page

A personalized "psychology of adjustments' laboratory 331

. course

The psychology of teaching: a graduate seminar on

college teaching

Use of the Keller plan with undergraduates at an urban 275

state college

Using unit mstlby tests in psychological statistics 473

423

The personalized system of instruction .(PSI) in.an

introductory child psychology course

Using films, TV, and undergraduate tounselors to teach

introductory psychology

Personalized system of instruction (modified Keller

system) in abnormal psychology

Using undergraduate teaching assistants in introductory

psychology

Effects of student-student interviews in a self-paced

course

PSI psychology in an urban community college

1.PSI in psychology at Hilo College 2. computer support

of PSI

PSI in a .liberal arts college for the deaf

421

77

337

251

,425

263

189

267

Personalized, system of instruction in elementary 489

statistics using undergraduate and graduate students

as tutors

A PSI course in psychological statistics 493

Personalized system of instruction 197

Book of the week course: a design for motivating students /175

to help one another learn about development,

personaj.ity, social and abnormal psychology

Repeated testing, use of undergraduate senior leaders, semi 385

lecture-seminars presented in upper level course in

drugs and behavior

The role of undergraduate teaching assistants in introductory 283

psychology

Systematic design and implementation of an introductory

- psychology course

The student centered education project: a procedure for

promoting student initiated innovation in educational

technology

Personalized system of instruction for statistics and

experimental psychology

Self-paced course in introductory psychology

50
47

285

439

505

287



COURSE MANAGEMENT

Teaching Assistants (cont.)

Page

Mastery criteria and "self-pacing" in undergraduate 291

courses

A comparison of lectures, interviews, and discussions in . 511

teaching research design skills

Using teaching assistants and/or fellows to model

behaviors for students

Student-assisted-instruction in community college.

introductory psychology

Undergraduate field work program in local community

settings: project outreach

Using undergraduates (including first-year) as -teaching

aides in introductory psychology

Using undergraduate and graduate student tutors as

adjuncts to an undergraduate statistics course

Structuring a personalized system of instruction in an

introductory social psychology course

The use of undergraduate assistants in varipus psychology

courses

Personalized system of instruction

Formative evaluation,mastery grading, and per directed
small group discussions in an introductory
educational psychology class

Students develop personalized contracts for grades in 219

introductory psychology: undergraduate teaching

assistants used

Redesign of an introductory psychology course 315

An application of behavior principles to the teaching of 317

general psychology

Self-paced course in the psychology of learning 525

Personalized system for mass-enrollment courses using 319

interactive videotapes, with mastery -criteria, self -

pacing, and extensive individual tutorials

Use of taped lectures and an open lab as a method for 533

teaching quantitative methods in psychology

Highly structured lectures, undergraduate teachipg-aides, 539

"week before" essay questions, and extended testing

time as means to teaching experimental psychology

51

141

295

203

303

521

581

215

313 .

445
d

48



Peer Teaching

Peer teaching is to be distinguished from the use of teaching assis-
tants in that students who are actually enrolled in the class are called
on occasionally to lead the class or a portion of,jet. They are not paid

nor do they receive any-credit for.it. This decision follows the belief
that students are capable of sharing responsibility for management of
their classroom learning experiences and do indeed benefit from taking

that responsibility.

Page

Student-led seminars 327

Person-oriented approach to the preparation of 393
undergraduate teachers, viewing the curriculum /
as embracing both course content and the meaning
of that content for the student, and using small
grip discussion, peer facilitators, integrated
field experience, contract grading, and student
evaluations

Effects of student-student interviews in a self-paced 425

course

An innovative model in educational psychology matching 431
student, teacher, and methods

1. PSI at Hilo College 2. Cotputer support of PSI 189

A personalized course: Psychological self-help 345

A contract for the teaching team of the day model, 101

a design for (suMmer) sessions in which classes
meet in two-hours blocks

Teacher as a resourc lecturer: reacting to students'
needs through preliminary mini-reseaFch

Education through student interaction: structured, self-
led 0,,scussions of articles as part of the intro-
ductory course

49

119

123-.



COURSE' MANAGEMENT

Motivational Techniques

The use of motivational techniques includes various ways that desired

academic behaviors can be shaped and active classroom involvement can be

encouraged. The range is from token economics to various interpersonal

process exercises; the techniques-used obviously reflect the theoretical

perspective of the instructors.

Page

Token reinforcement. used to increase student 59

participation in a lecture-discussion class

The therapeutic community teaching concept in behavioral'

science,education

Extra credit: a toke reinforcement system for increasing 63.

interest, motive ion, and outside reading

Motivating for statistics learning in the undergraduate 455

experimental course for majors

The psychology and life unit mastery system 239

Programmed teaching design: an approach td group 415

instruction

A personalized contractual plan in educational psychology 417

61

Student experimental psychology convention 467'

A personalized "Psychology of Adjustment" laboratory 331

course

An innovative model in educational psychology matching

student, teacher, and methods

-Optimizing instruction in large courses

Use of the Keller Plan with undergraduates at an urban

state college

Exploring your (the teacher's) interests with committed

students

Systematic design and implementation of an introductory

psychology course

Using peer groups after "de-sensitizing" discussion of any

uneasy feelings about working with numbers in tests

and measurements courses to fdcilitate becoming

comfortable with and proficient in using statistical

concepts

Programmed instruction of statistics and the problem of

self-discipline

Self-monitoring of study behavior

431

85

275

593

285

507

509

125

A combination of mastery learning and behavior modification 441

in an educational psychology course

53



COURSE MANAGEMENT

Motivational Techniques (cont.)

Using teaching assistants and/or fellows
behaviors for students

Encouraging active student learning

Filing of examinations in the university
a motivational device for study

Personalized and participatory learning

5 '

51

Page

to model 141

131

library as 155

and teaching 449



COURSE MANAGEMENT

Class Arrankement

Class-arrangement can be modified in various ways. Small groups can

elicit behavior that large groups and individualized experiences cannot.

Peer teach4ng can be utilized. Proponents argue that students are quite

capable *teaching each other and that the potential outcomes of such

procedures'in terms of cooperation and interpersonal understanding are

Page

Outitof-class problem groups with brief in-class reports 91

Using self-analytic groups for teaching about inter- 575

' personal relations

Using peer groups after "de-sensitizing" discussion of 507

my uneasy feelings about working-with numbers in
tests and measurements courses to facilitate becoming
comfortable with and proficient in using statistical

concepts

Education through student interaction: structured, self- 123

led discussions of articles as part of the intro-

ductory course

A group research project in experimental psychology 579

'Discussion in the round r 403

Motivational, mastery and persistence behavior as a 148

function of frequency of testing in introductory
psychology classes: an alternative

Redesign of an introductory psychology course .315

Evaluation by use of "small group exams" 151

Use of an oral recitation quiz technique in discussion 163

sections of social psychology and psychology of
personality courses

5 5

52



COURSE MANAGEMENT

Use o0Dther Resources

The novel use of other resources such as the library, computer facilities,
and community settings are identified here as alternative ways of providing
and managing different kinds of educational experiences.

'Page

Making the most of library resources 65

Research orientation'in an undergraduate history and
systems of psychology course

Mastery, test security, and by-objective feedback in a 235

large introductory psychology course

Automated information retrieval 419

University learning center 191

Coordinated (interdepartmental) seminar: Supplementary 193

,weekly seminar for students simultaneously
enrolled in the introductory courses in psychology
and biology

1. The Bay Area as a resource in psychology 87

2. Student/Faculty/Community Designed B.A. in psychology

41 Individualized computer-generated workbooks for elemen- 491

tary statistics

Office hours and seeing students

Using teaching assistants and/or fellows to model 141

137

behaviors for students

Petsonalized system for mass-enrollment courses using
° interactive videbtapes, with mastery criteria,

self-pacing and extensive individual, tutorials

56

53

319



TRAINING AND EVALUATION OF TEACHERS

Where teaching assAttants are used (see category on Course Management)
the training of teachers is an important issue. The assumption that the .

mere availability of graduate and/or undergraduate assistants insures the
success of various instructional goals has often proven to be false.

Evaluation of teaching continues to be an important issue in under-
graduate education and 'nearly all institutions have arrangements'for stu-
dent evaluation of courses. While most of the questionnaires returned in
this survey indicate some icind of evaluation, only those identifying the
evaluation procedures as the innovation are included in the following list.

Page

Student outcomes in self -paced instruction in relation to 71

student characteristics

A preliminary investigation of the use of student's course 79
evaluations for course revision and teaching-learning
system modification

Component analysis of personalized systems Of instruction 105
variables involved in student Withdrawals;
correspondence of study plans and actual study among
transitional students; design of instructional
practicum course for undertraduates

The role of undergraduate teaching assistants in introductory 283
psychology o-

Systematic.design and implementation of an introductory 285
psychology course

Are lectures necessary? 353

Teaching of undergraduate psychological statistics with 513
and without a textbook

A comparison of lectures, interviews, and discussions in 511
teaching research design skills

An "unconventional" lecture course in introductory 297
psychology

Structuring a personalized system of instruction in an 581
introductory social psychology

An experimental analysis of contingency-managed, 213
individualized, competency-based, and personalized
'systems of instruction
yt

Introductory psychology: should it be taught as a general 307
survey course?

An application of behavior principles to the teaching of 317
general psychology

Seminar in the teaching of psychology

Newsletter for social psychology instructors

54
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STUDENT GROUP

In addition to what is taught and how it is taught,' psychologists are
giving increasing attention to who is being taught and who else besides
college students can effectively utilize the knowledge psychology has to
offer.

st

Age
,

is a qualification that is becoming less important. Many colleges

are making it possible for adults in professional.or training situations
to return to school. The idea of extension education is not a new one, but
more legitimacy is being given to the educational potential of people who
have knowledge through practical experience. The needs of younger students
are also being met in a variety of ways as institutions recognize where
there is overl between freshman year in college and the last years in
highschool. Tice e teaching of psychology at the high scho4l level has
expanded dramatically in recent years. ,

And within college populations, students in other fields are benefiting
from the attempts of psychology to "reach out". Listings for precollege

student,4, adults, professionals, and non-majors follow:

Page

"Introduction to PsychOogy" - course for adults based upon 225

the Personalized System of Instruction

A beginning course for pSychology majors, education majors, 227

and other transfer students

Intergenerational communications workshop 555

Intergenerationaljearning/living 237

Teaching the principles of dynamic psychotherapy to prospec- 335

tive clinical psychologists and other mental health
professions

The psychology of teaching: a graduate seminar on college 423

teaching

An individualized course for school personnel in behavior 429

modification and applied research techniques

PSI in a liberal arts college for the deaf 267

Problem solving as a method of teaching basic theories of 347

counseling and psychotherapy in an in-service-training
course for teachers of special education

Using dictated notes to teach psychology to community c011ege 201

students with limited literacy

An audio-visual course on perception and the practitioner for 207

self-paced and group instructional settings

Expanding the availability of introductory psychology through 321

broadcast

Innot,ative techniques for a supervisory psychology course in 377

a community college

Development of curriculum in psychological medicine 179

5U
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INNOVATIONS

Page

All Fields 59-166

Multiple content areas 167-222

General (and Introductory) Psychology223-326

Abnormal, Clinical and Counpeling 327-368

Applied and Industrial 369-378

Comparative and Physiological 379-392

Developmental 393-408

Educational 409-452

Experimental, Statistics and Learning. 453-540

History and Systems 541-650

Social and Personality 651-688

Other 689-698

I

50

57



TOKEN REINFORCEMENT USED TO INCREASE STUDENT PARTICIPATION IN A LECTURE-

DISCUSSION CLASS

All fields

Participation in class was defined -as a verbalization by a student, directed towards
the entire class, the content of which was related to a content area covered in the
course. Questions or comments dealing with grqdes were not counted. Frequency of
responding was tallied by the instructor using n event counter with a manually
programmed buzzer. The counter had a 15 foot lead, allowing the instructor
mobility while lecturing. When the program was in effect, student responding was
reinforced on a Variable Ratio 20 schedule. Reinforcement consisted of a.paper token
which entitled the recipient to one additional point on any exam during the semester.
After the buzzer sounded; the Instructor initialed and handed out the token, and
manually reset the counter. This sequence typically lasted 1 than one minute and
was minimally disruptive to class activities. Tokens could billneemed following any
of the exams or at the end of the semester.

The procedure was evaluated using an ARAB reversal design. The participants were
44 students enrolled in the author's Abnormal Psychology class. The claps met twice
weekly for 75 minutes in a small auditorium with 60 elevated, fixed seats` Each
student's work was evaluated on the basis of his performance on five 50 item multiple
choice exams (one every three weeks and one optional essay final). The results
revealed considerable increases in participation when the token reinforcement was in
effect. Daily student ratings of class enjoyment and learning improvdd following the
implementation of the program, although it was not possible to attribute the improve-
ment solely to the reinforcement.

A more complete description of the program is available in Proceedings of the Second
National Conference on Research and Technology in College and University Teaching,
Georgia State University, Atlanta, 1974.

CL
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INNOVATION DATA .

The innovation involves..

Freshmen
Sophomores

Lia juniors
GY Seniors

IR Psychology Majors
li) Non-Majors

Honors Students
Other (specify):

Prerequisites fur students who participate in innovation:

Number of students who participate in innovation per year _311._
.How long has the innovation been in effect? 1= years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to devblop and try the innovation = $ 79_00

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ "none

Evaluation done on innovation;

Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
Other (specify):

INSTITUTIONALtDATA

Number of senior majors in the partment 70() (if applicable)

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year/
Number of full-time-equivalent faulty

Size of Instit
Total s udent enrollment

Characteris cs of Institution

Public -City
El Public-State

Private
urban

eg Non-Urban

in 1974 -75 academic year 1 inn

Men only
Women only

81 Coed
Community or Junior College

Undergraduate level program
El Post-Baccalaureate Master's

Post-Batcalaureate Doctoral

Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory
Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

64 Semester Quarter Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Edward E. Abramson, Ph.D.
Title: Associate Professor
Department: Psychology
Institution: California State University, Chico
Address: Chico, Ca. 95926

Telephone: (Area Code) 916 Number: 895-5178 Extension:

6



THE THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY TEACHING. CONCEPT IN BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE EDUCATION

General Psychology; Social Psychology; Criminology; Abnormal Behavior; All Fields

The therapeutic community concept was born out of Alcoholics Anonymous, Synanon,
Dayrdplallage and their hundreds of offspring now operating in every major city in
the USA. This development has been hailed by the former president of the APA, O. Hobart
Mowrer, as probably the outstanding development known to man for achieving positive
change in people. The writer is one of the founders of Daytop Village and has been.
experimenting over the past ten years with various procedures to apply the therapeutic
community (TC) concept to college teaching. The version described below is the 1975
model as employed in a class of 60 students taking an elective 5-credit course meeting
twice a week dealing with methods of psychotherapy-at the Florida State University
School of Criminology.

Method: The purpose_of the initial few meetings is to induce an atmosphere of mutual
regard, informality, expectation of positive results. At the very first session the
instructor greets the class precisely on time and engages in a "monologue" about the
desperate loneliness that appears to pervade all levels of our civilization. He won-
ders: Would it be possible to attempt to overcome this disorder at least in the
microcosm of our classroom? If so, how can we possibly do it? A spirited discussion
develops, leading to the conduct of two icebreaker experiences: a) The mutual inter-
viewing procedure, and b) the first name group discussion.

For the mutual interview, the class numbers itself aloud from 1 to 60. The odd

Lry
numbers line up against one wall, and th -evens face them against another. The
instructor explains that the skillful in iewei-can make every human being emerge as
a unique and fascinating identity. The odenumbered students are given 15 minutes to.
interview the even numbered and a selected number (about 10) are permitted to intro-
duce their subject to the class. The first name experience involves dividing tile
class into 6 groups of 10 each and every person tells the group about the origin of
his first name, his feelings about it, whether he would name his own children after
himself, etc.
Making a contract and goal setting: The class is then asked: What do you want from
me? What can I do for you? What do you want to learn? Go ahead, ask for what you

want: it may actually be possible to provide it in this class. Assert yourself! Don't

be bashful! The instructor lists all the goals set by the class and then discusses
each-one in turn indicating his feelings about the prospects of meeting this goal. He

then advises, however, that the class must be prepared to commit itself to engage
itself in certain behaviors. What do they imagine these behaviors might be? He lists
the need for class attendance, reading the prescribed assignments: writing at least a
page a day, practicing being enthusiastic, friendly, responsibly concerned. He also
elicits the need to volunteer for all reports and cooperating with the group coordinator.
Each member is then issued a 5x8" card with their name and city of their origin on them.'
Beneath is an area of boxes which are to be filled in when the student has achieved a
certain number of points on the token economoy. A prepared contract is then issued to
the class and they are invited to initial it.
Token Economy: All activity in the class is designated as earning a set number of
points: e.g., speaking at the seminar session which begins every class meeting earns the
student one workpoint; chairing such a session earns two workpoints. Writing a report
about various campus activities eanrs a point per hour of activity.
Grading systir. _Grades are designated on the basis of the number of workpoints accumu-
lated and a minimal score on the final examination.

A full deriicription of this procedure can be found in the December, 1974 issue of
the Teaching of Psychology. References may be had upon request.



INNOVATION DNIA

The inntRation invokes

Freshmen
Sophomores

R3 Juniors
el Srmors

El Psychology Majors
Non-Majors

® Honors Students
IX Other (specify': Criminology Majors

Prerequisites lor students who participate in innovation:
NONE

Number ol students who participate in innovation per year 12Q

Finvr long has the innovation been in effect? _12years

Approth mnote am ol initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ 2.50

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ services of Graduate Assistant

1:Ndilation done on innovation:

t Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(sj
Other (specify):

INSTIIIITIONAL DATA
SUP (11 Department in.1974 -75 academic year

Nimilie..Lof full-time-equivalent faculty',
17

Number of senior majors in the department' 1000

Size of Institution
Total stmlent enrollment in 1974-75 academic year 2 s,nnn

(if applicable)

(:haracteristicslof Institution

Public -Litt/
i Public-Slate

Private
'rban

( Non -urban

Men only
Women only

IN Coed
Community or funior College

ID Undergraduate level program
Post-Baccalaureate Master's
Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory
Professional

Prtdominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester '41'Quar ler Trimester

0

4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Dr. Alexander Bassin
Title: Professor
Depart ment: School of Criminology
Institution: Florida State University.
Address: Tallahassee, Florida 32306

Telephone: (Area Code) '904 Number: 644-4050berms

v 0,

62

Extension:



EXTRA CREDIT: A TOKEN REINFORCE4MENT SYSTEM FOR INCREASING INTEREST, MOTIVATION,

AND OUTSIDE READING

All fields

This approach, used by the writer at both a multicampus urban community college and
a prestigious private university, enormously increases outside reading done by students,

increases motivation and interest in the subject, reduces withdrawal rates, and, most
.

importantly, does not demand a great increase in costs or in instructor time for its success.
At the first class meeting, each student receives a printed description of the extra

credit system, which states: "Extra credit points are usually obtained for abstracts
(summaries) of relevant outside readings, written or typed on one side only of 5x8" file
cards". Detailed instructions' follow on how to write an abstract, emphasizing the avoidance
of plagiarism and critical opinion and deemphasizing student writing ability. Guidelines

for length are: for books, 1 card per 20-30 pages; for articles of up to 15 pages, 1 card;

for films, TV programs, lectures, field trips, experiment conducting ur participation, etc.,
1 card per 1/2 hour. "Abstracts receive credit according to the f-llowing approximate rates,
if satisfactory. Articles'of 5-15 pages from psychological jot Lals and Scientific
American receive 2 points each. Articles in other periodicals usually receive 1/2-1 point

each. Books receive about 1 point per 30 pages (depending on relevance, difficulty, etc.).
Research papers usually receive more credit than abstracts of the same material." At the,
end of the course the distribution of total test scores is established. Grades are then

assigned on a modified normal-curve basis. If a student has earned extra-credit points,

these are then added to his test total. (I.e., no one is penalized by anyone else's extra
credit.) If this places the student's total in a higher grade category, he receivFs 1 higher

letter grade. 30 extra credit points guarantee a grade rase. An extensive reading list

of acceptable books,' including many recent best-sellers, kSyialso provided. However, stu-

dents are told that they may receive credit for anything r4levant to the course. .

The suggested length of abstracts allows a confident 41Lidgement jf whether or not the

student has actually read the material. Less than one occiArence per year of defected

plagiarism has resulted. With 3 50-item multiple-choice 'tuts producing mean scores of

30-35, the range of,test totals within a particular letter4rade at the end of the course

is usually 25,points or less. The 30-point requirement fotia guaranteed grade-raise is

til

thus very safe; in practice, students with 20 points rarel fail to qualify. The limita-

tion to one letter grade increase avoids student resentmek of "easy" A's, B's, etc.
The final date for submission of extra credit work,i*4two weeks before the end of

classes. This allows the instructor (or an underclass asi*stant) time to score abstracts,

(many of which are submitted at the deadline) and give fe04-,back before final exams. Feed-

back is given in class by reading names and cumulative P: 'Tit totals biweekly. Only

unsatisfactory abstracts are returned to the students. 4
Inan experimental test of the system, students in ea:h of 2 introductory section's

were randomly assigned either to an experimental group, ()Orating under the system described,

4 he effect of the contingent
fl

or to a control group. The controls each received an extr-credit bonus of the mean number
of points obtained by the experimentals, in order to test
reward. Results indicated no significant difference in t4St scores, a significant dif-
ference in withdrawal rate, and highly significant diffetqces in the amount of outside
work and in several measures of attitude toward the cour& all favoring the extra-credit

system.
Currently, in the writer's introductory classes, about 65% of all students earn extra

credit. Among these, about 70% thereby earn a grade raisOor have already earned A's by

their test scores). The mean number of points obtained Oer all students is about 9,
,equivalent to reading 270 pages of relevant books, sinceilVer 80% of the points obtained

are from book abstracts.
A more detailed description and report may obtained0vm the writer.

0
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'NNW. ATION DATA

The innovation involves.

M Freshmen
O Sophomores
O Juniors

Seniors

fi/ Psychology Majors
131 Non-Majors
Ea Honors Students
IN Other (specify): Might be used with graduate students.

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

Number of students who participate in innovation per year c. 1000
How long has the innovation been in effect? 9 - years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ fl

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ 0

Evaluation clone on innovation:

Etii Student opinion questionnaires
Measures.of'student perfur,mance comparison with non-innovatiop control group(s)

0 Other (specify): Innovation and
ip controlgroups experimentally compared on ,

achievement test scores, student opinion questionnaires, withdrawal rates,
and amount of outside reading and other nonrquired but course related
work.

INSTITUTIONAL DATA Mcommunity college campus; B-private university
Site of Department in 1974-75 academic year

Number of full-time-equivalent faculty. A=.8,

Number of senior majors in the department: 11'50 (if applicable)

Site of Institution
I'otal student enrollment in 1974-75 academic

Characteristics of Institution

year A.4.000. 1115,000

A Eil Public- County A&B IN Undergraduate level program
0 Public-Stale B Post-13accalaureate Master's

A&B129 Private
frban

B Ea Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

0 Non-Urhan A&B M Liberal Arts
B ® Teacher Preparatory

Men only ' B 0 Professional
Women only

A&B

A

l Coed
t Community or Junior College

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester MI Quarter Trimester IN 4-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

Name.

Depart mem
Institution:
Address:

Other (Specify):

Brian R. Bate, Ph,D.
Associate Professor of Psychology
Behavioral Stiences
Cuyahoga Community College, Western Campus
11600 Pleasant Valley Road
Parma, Ohio 44130

Telephone: (Area Code) 216 Number:845-4000/888-6723 Extension:

6 t.,
64
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MAKING THE MOST OF LIBRARY RESOURCES

All Fields

O

Even in our smell library, the number and variety of psychology resources is overwhelming- to the beginning student. I have organized
these various materials to make them extremely accessible to the student. When he becomes interested in psychology as a major or
career, I then teach him how to find materials for himself. Listed hers are the various ways I have been able to make our small
psychology collection stretch much further. For all books and tapes, I list the call number to make rt easier for students to find the
sources.

Newspaper Filo

Articles are dipped from recent newspapers and then sorted by topics into folders. These folders are kept at the Reserve Desk.
Students bring in articles they think would fit into the Newspaper File.

2. Psychology Vortical File

I collect and organize according to topic magazine articles, articles from old books of readings, sections from old textbooks,
Bobbs-Merrill reprints, Scientific American reprints, and Germane Limning Press articles. Students can check these out for a
week. Along with high usage is a high permanent taking"of articles. Because so many now and interested sources are being
published, I have not made Xerox copies to replace missing articles.

3. Books of Readings

I took 30 of the general psychology books of readings, reed through them to select interesting and nontechnical articles, and
than made a topic index to these sources. Only one topic and relevant sources were pieced on a page so that I could update the
lists as new books of readings are published. I have done this for General Psychology, Child Psychology, and Social
Psychology. These articles are usually more technical then the Psychology Vertical File articles.

4. Behavior Modification Bibliography

Behavior modification is a very popular topic with my students. I divided behavior modification into seven areas, divided each
of the areas into smaller questions, and than wrote behavioral objectives for each question, Under each behavioral objective I
listed the articles. books, programmed materials, topics anti films that the student could use to accomplish the objective.

5. Reference Materials

I used the same headings as in my book A Guide to Library Research In Psychology (1971) to group teference works along
with textbooks for the areas of most interest.to our students; child psychology, social psychology, adolescent psychology,
educational psychology, abnormal behavior, and general psychology.

6. Paperbacks

Using the APA's, The Psychology Teacher's Resourca Book (1973) along with other listing of paperbacks and popular
psychology books, I ordered and then grouped according to topic about 200 paperbacks, For the most popular ones, I hay
written study guides and have ordered more than one copy.

7. Hardbacks

After noting which topics students were most interested in I put together bibliographies on 30 of the most interesting
psychological topics' which cut across Library of Congress headings and is more useful to students than the card catalog.

B. Magazines and Journals

Ws have few journals since students ors able to use the books of readings indexed according to topic. The magazines and
journals wo have are listed and the abstract or index which indexes them is listed. Recent interesting articles are listed by
journal.

9. Media

There is a complete listing of films, videotapes, games. tapes,lfide-tapes, records, super eight films, and filmloops.

10. A Guido to Psychology Resources at HCC

Students were finding some good sources but were missing others. Some forgot my instructions at the beginning of the year.
Consequently, I have developed a small booklet which explains each of the various categories listed here and how to use each.
I give out copies to my students and leave extra ones in the library,

.1
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INNOVATION DATA

.The innovation involves:

El Freshmen
El Sophomores
O juniors

Seniors

Prerequisites for students

El Psychology Majors
Non-Majors

O Honors Students
O Other (specify):

who participate in innovation: none

Number of students who participate in innovation per year:
How long bas the innovation been in effect? _2_ years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ 0

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ 0

Evaluation done on innovation:

O Student opinion questionnaires
O Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)

. 0 Other (specify):

- INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivaleni faculty
Number of senior majors in the department. (if applicable)

Site of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year. 1000

Characteristics of Institution

Public -City
ES Public-State
O Private
O Urban
O Non-Urban

O Men only
Women only
Coed'

El Community or junior College

O Undergraduate level program
O Post-Baccalaureate Master's
O Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

O Liberal Arts
O Teacher Preparatory
O Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

- IN Semester 'Quarter 0 Trimester 0 4-1-4

, INNOVATOR DATA

Nam,e: Dr. James Bell

Title: Associate Professor

Department: Psychology

Institution: Howard Community College

Address: Columbia, Maryland 21044

0 Other (Specify):

Telephone: (Area Code) 301 Number: 730 -8000 Extension: 49
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VOLUNTEER FIELD WORK FOR ACADEMIC CREDIT

All Fields\i,

PSYCHOLOGY 50 (FIELD RESEARCH)

FACT SHEET

(
Psychology 150 offers one to six units of credit in a given semester (including
summer school and intercession) for volunteer work in various. community organi-
zations such as clinics, hospitals, halfway houses, research institutes, .schools,
poverty programs, and many others. A recommended l &st of such organizations
should be examined; placements other than those listed must be approved.

1

The requirements of the course are as follows:
1. Attendance at the first general meeting of the semester, where further

details of the program are discussed.
2. Selection. of a placement within the two-week period following the initial

meeting.
3. Approval of the selected placement within the month following the initial

meeting.
4. Completion of a brief "information sheet" indicating the name, address,

and phone number of the placement organization, as well as the super-'
visor's name, to be submitted before midterm.

5. Documentation of approximately 40-50 -Horrts on-the-j ork (including
training sessions, seminars, reading, etc.) per unit credit. (For

example, one unit's credit entails 40 horus work; two units, 80 hours;
three units, 120 hours, etc.) No grade will be given withobt teceipt
of the supervisor's evaluation form.

6. Informal seminars 'to discuss placement experiences will be planned and
scheduled at the beginning of the semester, and the pertinent information
posted in the psychology department office. Students must attend at
least one seminar per semester:

7. Completion of a-volunteer evaluation form, which may be obtained from
the psychology department secretary, before the end of classes.

Grading will be based on complete and punctual fulfillment of the above-mentioned
requirements, as well as an evaluation by the supervisor whose name is specified
on the student's mid-term form.

V sitd- will be made by the instructor to a selected number of placements where

C----).

tudents are working in a given semester to discuss details of students' work
experience, and, in a general way, to facilitate communication with stgdenta
and supervisors.

.
,

6C
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

KI,Freshmen 01 Psychology Majors
El Sophomores 12 Non-Majors
WI Juniors. 0 Honors Students,
El Seniors 0 Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:.

General Psychology
. -

Number of students who participate in innovation per year. 150

How long has the innovation been in effect? 4 years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to-developand try the innovation = $ 0

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project .7- $ 0

Ealuation done on innovation:

Ot Student opinion questionnaires
O Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
O Other (specify):

Evaluation of student performance by supervisors at field work placement

uNisTITt ITIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty: ___8_____
Number of senior majors in the department: 50 (if applicable)

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academikyear.

Characteristics of Institution

O Public-City
O Public-State
(R. Private
EJ Urban
O Non-Urban

O Men only
O Women only
El Coed
O Community or Junior College

Undergratluate level program
0 Post-BacCanbreate Master's
-O Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

El Liberal Arts.
O Teacher Preparatory
O Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

lid Semester 0 Quarter CI Trimester 0 4-1-4 0 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

'Narnok V. Lee Bender, Ph.D
Title:. Assyel5rofsor
Department: Psychology
Institution: University of San Francisco
Address: Golden Gate Ave.

San Francisco, CA 117

Telephone: (Area Code) 415 Number: 666-6151

6 9

Extension:



TEACHING INTRODUCTORY PSYCHOLOGY BY "MINI-LECTURE"

All fields

I have devised a system of "mini-lectures" which appears to be effective in
maintaining student interest and attention. Four or five multiple-choice questions,
each designed to convey one or two major points, are presented at intervals of
about ten minutes by an overhead projector. Students are allowed time to study,

and, if they wish, to record each question and its our possible answers. A show
of hands ("votes") is then requested for each of the four alternatives to each

question. The correct answer is finally provided, and a mini-lecture based on the

item follows.
4

The."voting" serves. to keep the'class alert and encourages the completion

of assigned reading before each class meeting. The questions, moreover, familiarize
the students with the general nature of questions which may be expected on examinations.

A well-designed and/or "treacherous" question will frequently elicit a larger number
of votes for wrong alternatives and this appears to be especially effective in
evoking interest -- and discussion. The instructor also gains insight into misin-
terpretations of the material and is therefore better able to prdvide clarification.

The primary virtue.of the system is motivational; the student is kept in

suspense until the correct answer is given. Further, pteeentation of the answer

serves to'reward the student who has prepared well for the class, or provides

immediate feedback to the studentwho for one reason or another selects a wrong

answer. In addition, by dividing each lecture into several mini-lectures, the
/ instructor is forced to analyze the course material and select those few points

and principles which he/she believes to be of special interest.'
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

® Freshmen
kl Sophomores

Juniors
Seniors

13 Psychology Majors
El Non-Majors
O Honors Students
O Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

NONE

Number of students who participate in innovation per year j50
How long has the innovation been in effect? 3 year's

Approximate amount of initial, funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $5.00 to)10.00

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $5 nn

Evaluation done on innovation:

53I Student opinion questionnaires
O Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
O Other (specify):

INSTITUTIONAL-DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75. academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty.
Number of senior majors in the department- (if applicable)

Sim, of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year: 19,000

Characteristics of Institution

O Public-City
a Public-St ate
O Private
O Urban
O Non-Urban

O Men Only
O Women only
CB Coed
O Community or Junior College

611 Undergraduate level program
O Post-Baccalaureate -Master's
O Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

El Liberal Arts-
O Teacher Preparatory
O Professional ,

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Lik Semester 0 Quarter 0 Trimester 0

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Larry T. Brown

Title: Professor of Psychology

Department: Psychology

Institution: Oklahoma State University

Address: Stillwater, Oklahoma 74074

Telephone: (Area Code) 405

4-1-4 0 Other (Specify):

Number: 372-6211

7 1.1.
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Extension: 7252



STUDENT OUTCOMES IN SELF - PACED INSTRUCTION III RELATION TO STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS

All Fields

As California State College,. Bakersfield, assessed the effects of its major involvement
with self-paced instruction (including 5 Psychology courses), it became clear that
some students prospered in them and others floundered. An investigation was begun,
with funding from the CSUC Fund for Innovation, into relationships between student
characteristics and course outcomes in traditional vs. self-paced courses. Results
will be available by 1 September 75 and will be sent upon request. The overall plan
for the study is presented below.

Attempts were made to obtain responses to a questionnaire (IRAQ) from every student
enrolling in a self-paced course section and from every student in selected comparison
courses or sections during the entire 1974-1975 academic year. The 261-item.IRAQ
is composed of 34 items soliciting attitudes and self-reports of behaviors relevant
to self-paced and traditional instruction, and additional items required to score

' the following scales used by prior researchers:

The California Psychological Inventory: Scales Do, Re, Ac, Ai, Fx
The Leary IACL: Scales Managerial, Autocratic, Docile, Dependent,

Responsible, Hypernormal
The Alpert-Haber Achievement Anxiety Test: Scales Facilitating, Debilitating

Scale scores, self - report, items, and items clusters will be used as predictor
variables in an effort to account for variance in the outcome measures described
below The'overall aim of the project is to develop, if possible, flow charts or
pre¢F ctor equations to determine in advance the fitness of any given student for
self -paced instruction vs. fitness for the traditional procedures, as an aid to
academic advising. If successful, such prediction-and-selection would reduce
attrition and failure in self-paced courses.

Outcome measures of interest are completion vs. non-completion of the course (in
one quarter; in two quarters; subsequently); accelerated completion; level of
completion as reflected in grade; and others.

The size (2350 FTE) and philosophical nature (high instructor autonomy) of this
campus make it difficult to find matched self-paced and traditional sections using
the same text and examinations. Moreover, data collection was voluntary, with a
small fee ($) for completing the questionnaire, and overall returns approximate
40% of the target population. Within those restrictions, effortslkave been made
to collect outcome data for all students who returned questionnaires in all of their
courses during this academic year. Many kinds of within-subjects andFetween-
formats comparisons are therefore possible.

Because the perspective taken covers up to two quarters after each course is offered,

1 there is a considerable time lag involved. By August, 1975, there will be complete

Fall, 1974, data and partial results for succeeding quarters.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:.

OE

Freshmen
Sophomores

E juniorsa Seniors

6 Psychology Majors
IX1 Non-Majors
O Honors Students
O Other (specify).:

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

Participation was incidental to their enrollment in self-paced or selected comparison

courses; completion of the questionnair'e was voluntary
Number of students who participate in innovation per year400Student responses are anticipated

Him long has the innovation been in effect? I years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ 7,000 evaluation Cost

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ unknown

Evaluation done on innovation:

a Student opinion questionnaires
b- Measures of student performance in comparison with non innovation. control group(s)

O Other (specify):

,INSTITUTIONty. DATA
Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year not applicable

Number of full-time-equivalent faculty
Number of senior majors in the department (if applicable)

Size of Institution 2350
Total student enrollment in 1974-7-5 academic year:

Characteristics of -tastitution

Cg Public-City
di Public-State
O Private
O Urban
O Non-Urban

O Men only
CI Women only
tl Coed
O Community or junior College

FTE

la
Undergraduate level program

(excludedMaster's texcluded from study')

A0 Post-Baccalaureate Doctora

(3 l.iberal Arts
O Teacher Preparatory
O Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

0 Semester 6 Quarter 0 Trimester 4 -1-4 0 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: v,
Title:
Department:
Institution:
Address:

Dr. David Chestney Cohen
Associate Professor
Psychology
California State College, Bakersfield
9001 Stockdale Highway
Bakersfield, CA 93309

Telephone: (Area Code) 805 Number: 833-2372

7:3
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A PROBLEM-ORIENTED APPROACH IN THE TEACHING OF INTRODUCTORY EDUCATIONAL

PSYCHOLOGY

All fields

For decades researchers have been searching for the criteria of effective
teaching. To date, they have only suggestive ideas. Yet students in programs
of teacher education assume that courses in introductory educational-psychology
deal with objective facts and rules for effective teaching. I decided that it

was necessary to overcome this misconception. I therefore determined to aban-
don the usual method of using classroom time to present an endless torrent of

supposedly objective facts. Instead, I turned the classroom into a laboratory

for the teaching of method. I taught the students the basic techniques of
research, instructed them in the use of primary sources such as those found in
scholarly journals, and led them to look for problems rather than definitive
facts in their studies. I instituted brainstorming sessions focusing on the
identification of problems. The goal of all this was to help students appre-
ciate the tentativeness of knowledge in the field, the need to look at findings
with healthy skepticism, and the exhilaration that comes from new and useful
configurations of data. To identify problems was not always easy for my stu-
dents, accustomed as they were to intimidation by the tyranny of printed words

and authoritarian professors. But eventually, by themselves, or with my pri-
vate direction, they soon began to isolate and articulate such prdblems. And

what is more, they liked the process.. As the apodictic certainty of the subject
receded from the students' horizons, it was replaced by the growing confidence
in their own ability to question, to reorder, and ultimately, hopefully, to
create perhaps more realistic and useful horizons of their own.
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INNOVATION)ATA
The innovation involves

O Freshmen
O Sophomores

luniurs
Seniori

CS Psychology Majors
51 Non-Majors
O Honors Students
II Other (specity): Education Major

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

A course in Introductory Psychology

Number of students 1,vho participate in innovation per year: 65

Him Ion h.is the Innovation been in effert7 2 years

Appro\imate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $

Amin, \imate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = S.

Evaluation done on innovation:

la Student opinion'questionnitires
O Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control groupfs)
0. Other (specify):

INSTITI 'TIONAL DATA

"Sire of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty: 30_

Number of senior majors in the department. (if applicable)

Siren Institution
.

'Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year: ahniir mina()

Charm teristics of Institution

O Public-City
Public -State

O Private
C3< I Irhan
O Non -1 irban

O Men only
O Women only
O Coed

at'llndergraduale level program
Q Post-Baccalaureate Master's
O Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

TO Liberal Arts
III Teacher Preparatory .
12 Professional

O Community or junior College

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

9 Semester 0 Quarter 0 Trimester 0 4-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title
Department:
Institution:
Address.

0 Other (Specify):

Dr. Shelby.Kuth Cohen
Associate Professor of Educational Psychology

Special Education and Individualized Instruction
Kean College of New Jersey
Morris Avenue
Union, New Jersey 07083

Telephone: (Area Code) Number: Extension:



4

HELPING STUDENTS EXPLORE COUNSELING AS A POSSIBLE CAREER GOAL AND PREPARING
THEM FOR POSSIBLE POSITIONS AS COUNSELORS (Semiprofessionals in School

Guidance Work). This innovation is viewed as the Associate Degree portion
of a career ladder opportunity culminating in professional counselor
positions with the appropriate training and experiences.

A wide variety of subject areas such as: General Psychology, Human Development,

The Atypical Child, Abnormal Psychology, Interviewing Techniques, Education and

Psychological Measurement, Counseling Theory and Practice, Problems of Minority
Groups, and appropriate field work experiences are all included in this
innovation.

This attempt at innovation has two objectives. The first is to offer students
who are interested in counseling as a possible career goal the opportunity to explore
some of the academic learning and work experiences which they will encounter as part

of counselor training. Both classroom instruction and field work experiences are com-

bined in this innovation. Such experiences foster student clarification of what is
involved in counseling work early enough to permit students to change career objectiveg

without substantial losses to the student. .

The second objective of this innovation is to prepare interested students for

possible employment as assistant counselors in a school'guidance setting within the

framework of the Associate in Arts Degree. This second phase of the innovation is

just beginning to take shape. At the core of this innovation are three five-credit
courses each of which require three class hours per week and one day per week in a

counseling field work assignment. The second and third courses in this sequence

require that the field work be in a school guidance setting. These courses deal

with:, interviewing, philosophical and psychological aspects of counseling; the

use of records in guidance work; career guidance; and counseling theories and

practices.

When this innovation started in 1974 Fall semester there were twenty-two
students enrolled in the Introduction to Counseling course. There are currently

eighty students and two-thirds of a full-time faculty member's time involved in

this innovation. It is anticipated that this innovation is not likely to exceed

two hundred students per semester. Public elementary, intermediate, and secondary
schools; parochial secondary schools; and severhl community agencies on.Staten

Island have participated in this innovation by providing qudents with the necessary

field work assignments and supervision in their an school guidance offices.

Informal and questionnaire feedback from the students and the schools are very

encouraging.
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INNOVATION DAIA

The inno%ation invokes.

Frps hmen 0. Psychology Majors
Sophomores Non-Majors
juniors Honors Students
Seniors CO Oilier (specify): School guidance personnel in public and

private schools.
Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

Prerequisites: Introductory Psychology is a prerequisite for all of the elective courses

in the innovation. In addition, the three combination classroom instruction and field

work courses are consecutive prereapiaites for each other.
Numuer ot students wno participate rn inno%allon per year 200
How long has the innovation been in effect? ___2____ years

Approximate amount ill initial funding necessary to dt.elop and try the innovation = S

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = S 40,000

EN.illuation done on innovation:

Sludroi opinion questionnaires
\b of student performance incomparison with non-innovation control growls)
OthertspecaYl: Thus far openended comments from students and questionnaires filled out

by the person supervising the student in the field work assignment have been used to

evaluate the innovation; they have been highly favorable. Next semester we will also eval--

uate student progress through pre and post testing in human relations effectiveness.
ENSTITITTIONA-1. DATA

Sue of Department in '1)74-75 academic year
Number of full- time - equivalent faculty. 28
Number of senior majors in the department: _iinne (if applicable)

Si,. of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year 11,000

Ckaracteristics of Institution

Z Polito -City.
Publn -Stale
Private

50 I Irban
Nora -urban

Men only
Women only

CZ Coed
Community or Junior College

1 Undergraduate level program
Post-Baccalaureate Master's
Post:Baccalaureate Doctoral

Liberal Arts
Z Teacher Preparatory

Professional

PredOmmant Calendar System at Your Institution

Ig Semester Quarter Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Nanie. Norman M. deMoose, Ph.D.

Title: Associate Professor
Uppdrnnenr Psychology and Sociology

Institution: Staten Island Community College

Address: 715 Ocean Terrace, Staten Island, N.Y. 10301

Telephone: (Area (:ode) 212
Number: 390-7744
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USING FILMS, TV, AND UNDERGRADUATE COUNSELORS TO TEACH kipTRODUCTORY PSYCHOLOGY

General Psychology: Method can be applied to other subipcts

.;,c.

Traditional and modern objectives for the introductorytnodrse are first pre-
sented to the students. A guide lists the dates and concurrent assignments
over the basic text, Teaching Tests Over Text; the 56 elms to be screened,
TeatHing Tests Over Psychology Films, homework, and thpmaterial to be covered
on each of seven exams of the quarter. The class filli,a 708 seat auditorium
which is fully equipped with modern projection equipme0. A large seminar room
is available for group discussions immediately after each screening. In addition,

the instructor is available for individualAnferences145 hours per week; under-
graduate student counselors are available for 150 additional man hours a week.

0
Students are requested to read the Teaching Test (TT) ',questions in_the film
manual before the films are screened, then answer the Verified Latin Square
(VLS) questions at the first opportunity. When studeriXs have studied the TTs
over the films beforehand, valuable class time is saved in introducing it and
in discussing it afterwards. 44

.j,

Students for whom English is a second language, disadvantaged students, or any-
one who has failed an earlier test may take two hoursto write the next exam pro-
vided they have spenf four conference hours (2/week) 4th an undergraduate
counselor prior to the exam. Graduate TAs were very successfully replaced with
undergraduates who had earned high As in this course,and who had volunteered
to help others learn. Each counselor spent one hour day in the office and
earned three hours of academic credit. Five or six counselors were available
at six different-class hours each day.' The counselera also previewed films with
the instructor, helped write TT questions over new films and current TA programs
relevant to the course, helped proctor exams, and adVised the instructor on more
effective methods of conducting the course, etc.

No other faculty member was involved in this program, and with the assistance
of one secretary and 20-30 undergraduates, one instructor was able to teach over
2,000 students per year (10,000 student credit hours).

On exams, as many questions are asked on films as on the text. Item analyses
of questions show that students learn better from the films and TV than from
books, and least from lectures. By writing teaching test questions over a few
new films each quarter, we have developed a pool of items'over 70 films, the
best 30% of those we have used in the last ten years. Students rate the films
each quarter on relevance and teaching effectiveness, and the poorest three are
replaced.

From 50-70% of the clIss earn As (26-30 out of 30) with either VLS or ILS for-
mats where the odds against getting any question correct by guessing are 1/1,250.
Those who fail usually stop coming to class, and we average 20 times as many
As as Es. With VLS formats the modal score has usually been a perfect score.
Exams administered at the beginning of the end of the quarter have shown that
as much as 90% of all questions missed the first time were answered correctly
on the final. Since we developed Teaching Tests and started using more films,
registration in this section has tripled and students have rated it above all
other large sections. This was true on evaluations made independently by four
different offices. Forgetting is significantly lower than for traditional
types of examination questions. Visual imagery in films over psychological
concepts are retained better by foreign students and disadvantaged English
speaking students than technical vocabulaTc
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves

Ct Freshmen
Ci Sophomores

Ci Seniors

Prerequisites for students

None

O Psychology Majors
O Non-Majors
O Honors Students
O Other (specify):

who participate in innovation:

Number of students who participate in innovation per year. 2000
Flow long has the innovation been in effect?IlL___ years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation =

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ 0

Evaluation done on innovation:

11 Student opinion questionnaires
O Measures of student performancein comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
O Other (specify):

INSTITt ITIONAL. DATA'

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equiv(alent faculty. 41_69
Number of senior majors in the department: 432 (if applicable)

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year. 34,504 (Aut.74)

Characteristics of Institution

O Public-City
C3 Public-State
O Private
O Urban
O Non-Urban

O Men only
O Women only
® Coed
O Community or junior College

0 Undergraduate level program
O Post-Baccalaureate Master's
I;a Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

O Liberal Arts
O Teacher Preparatory
O Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

O Semester 19 Quarter 0 Trimester .0 4-1.-4

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Tole:
Department.
Institution:
Address:

0 Other (Specify):

Paul E. Fields
Professor
Dept. of Psychology
University of Washington
4327 N.E. 55th St., Seattle, WA. 98105

Telephone: ( Area.Code) 206 Number: 543 -6522

r-r 0
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A PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION OF THE USE OF STUDENT'S COURSE
EVALUATIONS FOR COURSE REVISION AND TEACHING-LEARNING SYSTEM MODIFICATION
All Fields

'.

Objectives: To deterMine the effects of instruction modified periodically as a result
of students' evaluations and group discussion upon student learning and satisfaction.

A student course evaluation form was constructed with seventeen items collected
under the general headings of "Course EvaLation", "Examinations and Grading",
"Instructor Evaluation", and "Overall Evaluation Summary ". Spaces are provided or
student responses regarding the "outstanding" and "weakest" features of the cour e.
Also each of the seventeen rated items has a space for additional comments. Each rated-

item has five categories for responding as follows: "strongly agree, agree, disagree,
strongly disagree and not applicable".

The results of the students' evaluations from the end of the Fall Semester, 1974,
Developmental Psychology class were collected into an "agree" vs. "all other responses"
tabulation. The free responses and those comments describing the "strongest" and "weakest"
features of the course were categorized and, along with the result6 of the students'
evaluations, presented at the beginning of.the Spring, 1975, Semester to the students
in Developmental Psychology..

..

The professor held an open discussion with the students in which both the professor
and students contributed ideas on how to modify the teaching-learning system Assignment
sheets with objectives, lecture points, quiz hints(vocabulary) and discussion questions
were retained. Also, cummulative testing over the course, stanine grading combined
with straight percentage carrect'(student benefits by receiving the highest grade
from either method) and ging over each test immediately after completing it were retained
from the Fall Semester teaching-learning techniques. Added to the teaching-learning
system were inclass, completion-type quizzes with immediate grading and' student-prepared,
multiple-choice questions. These questions were used for student study and a retake test
(if the student qualified by completing all assignments). The retake test was constructed
by the professor from the items submitted by students (about 500 per six-weeks test).
These retake test results are not included in this study.

The students were Wormed that additional evaluations of the course would be requested
as the course progressed and used to adjust the teaching-learning system as needed.

Preliminary Results: An F test (1.24) indicated that the population variance could be
pooled and a comparison of the means could be made by a t test. A significant difference
(H = P4.001 for t ratio of 5.20) was found between the means of the raw test scores
on the first period test in favor of the Spring Semester, 1975, class over the Fall
Semester, 1974 class (N - 66 for each group). These tests were each forty items drawn
independently from a pool of items which had some pretesting and analysis completed;
however, no research on the tests or the two populations have beerrcompleted at this. CI'
time to determine their equivalency. One control for this research is being conducted
in another class where the feedback from the students' evaluation has not been used
in any systematic way to change'the course. ,

Evaluations were completed by the students in the Spring, 1975 Semester following
the first-six week test and the return of their results and grades. The Fall, 1974,
Semester students had rated five of the swenteen items below the point of seventy-percent
of the student "agreeing". However, all of the seventeen items were rated at or above the
point of seventy-three percent of the students "agreeing" by the Spring, 1975, class
with only one of the five previously "low" rated items not showing a significant gain
on a one-tailed test beyond the 46 point using a Chi square test of the Null Hypothesis.

, It is interesting to note that the one item not showing e.subetantial gain in
"agreeing" was the item which concerns "theomethod 'of teaching this course" And how
"appropriate" it was. As indicated, the students did want and receive some
additional modifications in the teaching-learning system after this first period
evaluat.pn.

-This innovation will be more adequately tested at the end of this semester by
comparing the Fall, 1974 and Spring, 1975 Classes using their performance on an
identical final examination. Additional comparisons will be made using the students'
course evaluations. gso, a replication with-additional controls is contemplated
for net year.
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1!<INOVATION DATA

The innotation invokes.

Freshmen
M Sophomores

Juniors
Seniors

Ea Psychology Majors
E) Non Majors

Honors Students
Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who parli7:Ipate in innovation: enrolled in Developmental Psychology,

Prerequisites:,General Psychology

Number of students who participate in innovation per year:
flow long has.the Innovation been in effect? 1 ' ..years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to itevelop and try the innovation = $ 75-00

Appioximate amount needed each }ear to support ongoing project = $ 25.00

E%aluation done on innovation

Ea Student opinion questionnaires
Xleasurvc of student performance in pocomparison with non-innovation control group(s),
Other ( speecif ).

INSTIT('TIONAI. DATA

.
Sue of Department in 1974-75 academic year

Number of full-time-equivalent faculty:
t..Number o,enior majors in the department applicable)

-0 Site of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year 4200

Characteristics of Institution

Publi-City
CD Public-State

Private
-0 Urban
E3 Non-Urban

Men only
Women only

111/ Coed
Community or Junior College

51 Undergraduate level:program
'Post-Baccalaureate Master's
Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

111 Liberal Arts
Bil Teacher Preparatory

Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

EID Semester Quarter Trimester 4 -1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name Robert B. Hessert, Ph.D.
Title Associate Professor
Department: Psychology
Institution: Bloomsburg State College

Address: Bloomsburg, PA 17815

Telephone: (Area Code) 717 Number: 389-2919

81
80

Extension:



THE JOURNAL: AN AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL APPROACH TO CLASSROOM LEARNING

Most Sub-fields of Psychology

The purposepurpose of the Journal is to partially individualize and supplement the under-
graduate psychology course. It encourages students to relate the facts, concepts
and ideas which they acquire from the course to their past and present experiences,
their thoughts, work, self-reflections, books and magazines read, and other courses.

Students write at least two entries each week in a spiral notebook. Although any
entry is acceptable as long as its content is directly anchored to course-based
material, typically, entries are (in accordance with Bloom's. Taxonomy of Educational
Objectives) examples of concepts, evaluations or analyses of ideas, applications
of principles, or new ideas. Guidelines and sample entries are distributed on
orientation day. Journals are collected and reviewed during the third and last
weeks of the'course. Criteria for evaluating journals include: depth of thinking,
accuracy (when appropriate), types of entire's (see above), and number of entries.

Nearly all students write a satisfactory or better journal.- However, the major
problems encountered include: difficulty in writing the first few entries,
difficulty in relating course material to experience, cramming (writing entries Just
before journals are collected), and opportunity for deception.

for the teacher the maj9r_ advantages of the Journal are: partial individualization
Of a predominantly lecture course, availability of additional information for
evaluating student performance, extension or course contact time beyond class and
study periods to daily activities, and more active involvement in the course. In

addition, 149 students in six courses ( Introductory, Learning, Experimental, Cog-
nition, Physiological and Consumer) rated (7'very much, 1=not at all) the journal

. as: a valid measure of learning (765.09), a source of feedback (7r5.61), a means
of stimulating critical thinking ('ion5.93), a means of permitting self-expression
(X..5.68), and a source of motivation (764.88). Students regard the journal more as
a supplement to exams (77(....5.06) than as a substitute OR=3.68) for them. Tau
correlations between journal grade and final grade for two classes in Learning and
one each introductory and Consumer ranged from .526 to .711 (p<.01). About 95%
of the students prefer writing a Journal to a term paper, though few students have
prior experience with a journal. No equipment is necessary. Classes under 35
require no assistants. Journals are also appropriate for Social and Develop-
mental Psychology courses. Additional data and sample entries are available..
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

ID Freshmen
Sophomores

15:1 Juniors
83 Seniors

IN Psychology Majors
El Non-Majors

Honors Students
Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate it innovation: none

Number of students who participate in innovation per year. 50-75
How long has the innovation been in effect? 3 years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ 0

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $

Evaluation done on innovation:

® Student opinion .guestionnaits
Measures of student performance in comparison with non,innovation control group(s)
Other (specify): va?

0

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent facu
Number of senior majors in the depart

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974 -75 academic year:

Characteristics of Intitution

1;1 public-City
Public-Sta,te

O Private
Urban
Non-Urban

Men only

O Women only
fa Coed

Community or Junior College

Predominant'Calendar System at Your Ingtitution

IS Semester Quarter Trimester 4-1-4

s:

Undergraduate level program
Post-Baccalaureate Master's
Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

(if applicable)

7f111_

4

El Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory
Professional

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title: -

Department:
Institution:
Address,:

.""

Dr. PauL Hettich
Associate*Professor
Psychology
Tarat College
ake Forest, Illinois 60045

Telephone: (Area Code)\312

01) their (Spec

Number: 234,7,3000
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4

RATE CONTROLLED SPEECH INPUT TO FACILITATE LEARNING THROUGH SELF INSTRUCTION

Q

All fields

Introduction. Practical application of the advances in electronic instrumentation.and
educational technology.would seem to be one of the logical sources to be xamined for
innovation in teaching and. learning. In 1953, Fpirbanks, Everett, and Jaeger reported
a device to play recorded speech with over 5(rX reduction in the time without the usual
increase in pitch such as heard on records playing at fhe' wrong .speed. The first
application made was to compress talking books for the blind. Since 19534 various
institutions, military establishments, etc., have attempted to use compression .

techniques to reduce the playback time of conferences, lectures, speeches, etc. l'

Since the invention of the speech compressor, which also can expand speech, a
considerable amount of research has been generated. Several conferences reporting

1
research with compressor techniques have een held and a Center for Rate Controlled
Recordings has,.been established at the U versity'of Louisville to act as a clearing
house. .

In many learning teaks the rate and manner of information input are important
variables that are not adequately under thecontrolof the learner. Lectures are
often given too rapidly and important concepts are not repeated oftenenaugh. In

addition, at the early stages of learning the normal rate is often too fast and at

..4 later stages it,As too slow -- therefore, it is costly in time and motivation.

Procedure. The basic rationale for the innovation is to.permit playback of cassette
,recordings at rates controlled bythe student. Lectures by some professors may be
too slow or too rapid, some parts pay not be too important -- a recording of lectures
can be,made available to students who.can go to the Variable speech Control tape

)recorder and play it back to suit themselves.
V-N

This system requires thfit lectures'be recorded and made av liable to students.
Several Variable Speech Control tape recorders must also be av lable. These

recorders can lie placed in the library or in space' available n the department.

Instrumentation. Various makes of the va iable tape recor ers are available. The

Nari-speech .recorder made by Lexicon nc.,(60 'Amer S , Walthad, Mass. 02154)

has been used at Southern Illinois Univers ,04
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IN VATION DATA

The in n involves:

fl freshmen
CC Sophomores

funifirs
0 Seniors

Psychology Majors
RI Non-Majors

Honors Students
0 Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation'

NONE

Number of students who participate in innovation.per year: 15-
How long has the innovation been in effect? 1 years n

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ 3000 (will purchase
3 instruments)

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ 50 00

Evaluation done on innovation:

11 Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
Other (specify):

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty: 8,
Number of senior majors in the department:

Sire of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year: 20,000

(if applicable),

Characteristics of Instiption

Public. -City
la Public-State

Private-.
)

Urban
Non-Urban

Men only
Women only

g§ Coed
Community or (unior college

'0 Under aduate level program
Post - Baccalaureate Master's

0 Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

Liberal Arts.
-0- 'reacher Preparatory
Oil Professional

PredominantCalendar System at Your Institution

13 Semester Quarter Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Dr. H. Hoshiao
"Title: Professor
Department: Speech Pathology and Audiology
Institution: Southern Illinois University
Address: Carbondale, IL. 62901

Mr

Telephone: (Area Code) Number:
8

84

Extension:



OPTIMIZING INSTRUCTION IN LARGE COURSES

All Areas

A course structure has been designed which makes,use of a complex collection of
techniques which should lead to optimized learning in large courses. The tech-.
niques have been used for 225 students, but would work with most any larger or
smaller number. One instructor and ten undergraduate assistants are,used in
the current version. A time-Shared computer system is used, but is optional,
as are other devices such SA television.

The features of the course are (a) flekible pacing, in which students may submit
. work whell appropriate to their own Style and schedule, but within the context of
a quarter system; (b) unit approach, in which students study materials in small,
highly meaningful,blocks; (c). unit mastery, in which students must complete a
unit at some instructor -defined criterion of mastery before being allowed to pass
on to the.next unit; (d) cumulative design, in which material studied early in
the course is continually tested in later units, is usid in completing later
On4.ts-,and serves as the continually expanding framework upon which to add new
kmAdedge; (e) flexible selection, in which students have some measure of freedom

-in selecting which materials to include in their units, which units to concen-
trate upon, and which resource materials to use,in mastering units; (f) shaped
Steps, in which students meet evaluation criteria which are gradually increased
as their skills increase; (g) self-instruction, in which students make their own
units, select their,own materials (as mentioned), and are asked to acquire
independent study skills; (h) behavioral objectives, in which the instructor
Carefully specifies for the student the exact goals .of the course in terms of
knowiedge and skills; (i) motivational devices, in which the student is en-
couraged to learn well instead of being discouraged from learning poorly; (j)
transfer emphasis, in which, is dthe course designed to produce behavioral changes
in students outside the classroom and when they leave the-course; and (k) tech-
nological resources, in whidh students receive detailed information about their
progress through the course from an easily accessible computer program, and in
which the instructor makes use of closed circuit television to supplement the
blackboard in class meetings.

The basic structure of the course involves two standard textbooks, two supple-
mentary paperbacks, and a novel. The students read the texts, breaking them. into
units. They are evaluated on how well they can apply, course principles from a
unit to the' description and understanding of situations which they select from
the novel. Some students select an Outward Bound Laboratory in lieu of reading the
novel. In this course, the tradittOnal testing. of knowledge.. of content and the
traditional assumption that ability to apply.will follow such knowledge is reversed;
the Ability to apply knowledge'is tested and the assumption ismade that acquisition
of knoWledge must have preceded a- correct application. /Tem 300 word paperip are
written.and 1 to 4 1/4-hour discuisions(one-to-ons With a tutor) aretaken.

The techniques have been extensively evaluated through cfuestionn;ires and split-grodp
experiments.' Reprints.of publications,are available, as is an extensive syllabus.
The.data consistently show a gieatly increased preference (and increased examida-7

tion scores) for this - format in comparison with a more traditional format.
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INNOVATION. DATA

The innovation involves:

ID Freshmen
gi Sophomores.

Itinqrs
JO Seniors

® Psychology Majors
01 Non-Majors

Honors Students
Other (specify):'

Prerequisites for students -who participate in innovation:

Number of students who participate in innovation per year _225_
How long has the innovation been in effect'? years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ 0

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ 0

Eva Lid 1 ion done on innovation:

58 SI talent opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
Other (specify):

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number-of full-time-equivalent faculty 300
Number of senior majors in the department: 70

Size of Institution
Toted student enrollment in 1974-75 academic

Characteristics of Institution

'0 Public-City
Public-State
-Private
Urhan

EC Non-Urban

Men only
Women only

CI Coed
Community or Junior College

(if-applicable)

year: 4,000

O Undergraduate level program
Post-Baccalaureate Master's

131 Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory
Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution I

Semester 61 Quarter Trimester 4-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title:
Department:
Institution:
Address:

Other (Specify):

G. Christian Jernstedt
Associate Professor of Psychology
Dept. of Psychology
Dartmouth College
Hanover, NH 03755

Telephone: (Area Code) 603 Number:
OR

81
86

646-2778
3181

4

Extension:



1. THE BAY AREA AS A RESOURCE IN PSYCHOLOGY
2. iTUDENT/FACULTY/COMMUNITr DESIGNED B.A. IN PSYCHOLOGY

All Fields

1., Students at Lone Mountain College can use the resources of the San
Francisco Bay Area in-tgo, ways::

a) Through our Office of Ogf-Campus Study, students may elect
to broaden their horizons by involvement in field work related
to their interests in psychology. Students may also contract
with individuals outside of the college who are capable of
teaching them material and skills not available otherwise.:
Credit is also available for many experiential- situations.

1:) Tunbridge in San Francisco is a program designed to help
students make career decisions through field experience,
supexvised by professionals who haVe agreed /to work with the
program staff as community resources.

2. Participation in the Independere-Study PrOgram allows psychology
students td design, in consultation with a faculty advisor /tutor
and community resources people, a program of study which is uniquely,
designed to meet their own needs. This program makes full use of
Lone Mountain College's resources as well as those of the large
community of psychologists ih the Bay Area.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves

RI Freshmen
S6phomores
Juniors

181 Seniors

13 Psychology Majors
CI Non-Majors
151 Honors Students
0 Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who partn.ipate in innovation:

Varies with the program

, .

Number of students who participate in innm,at per year: 20

How long has the innovation been in effect? 4 years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation= $

Apptoxonole amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ 0

0

done on innovation:

O Student opinion questionnaires
O Measures of student performance in-comparison with non innovation control group(s)
O Other (specify).

no formal evaluation done

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full- time equivalent faculty- 3

Number of senior motors in the department> 10

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year:

Characteristics of Institution

O Public-City
1:1 Poldic-State

Pri 1, a le
El Urban
0 No,n-l`rban

O Men only
0 Women only
E Coed
O Community or Junior College

(if applicable)

800

Z1 Undergraduate level program
fl Post - Baccalaureate Master's
'0 Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

II Liberal Arts
O Teacher 'Preparatory
O Professional .

PrefIrm»rmni Calendar System at Your Institution
4

O Semester 0 Quarter 0 Trimester 0 4-1-4 l Other (gpecily): 4-1-4 with 'January,

Summer & Intersession

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title
Department:
Institution:
Address.

Dr. GAII;e,A. Kaplan
Assistant Professor and Director.of the dependent Study Program

Psychology
Lone Mountain College
2800 Turk Blvd.
San Francisco, Ca. 94118

Teleph(ne: (Area Code)

44.

415 Number: 752-7000 Extension: 260
1-

8
88



GROUP ORAL FINAL. EXAMINATION

All fields
t

For the past several years I have been using a group oral final examination
Format. The students are assigned the task of formulating 5 key principles
or generalizations with respect to the main aspects of the course. For

example,-these might be the key guidelines for "doing research" in a methods
course. Since they on] have five to choose, each must be important enough,

IPL.

rnut they ate warned not to have them so'general as to be useless. Since the
separation is for an exam, the motivation tends to be high and the preparation
th ough. I call on students at random, asking for a single principle which
is recorded on the board. By going around the room in thig fashion everyone
is insured several opportunities to participate. Even if a student indicates
that his principles are "already on the board," he is encouraged to say it
as he had written it down. Since the principles are discussed as they are.
raised, the feedback is immediate. We develop organizational schemes as the
items are recorded on the board so that by the end of the discussion,the
domain in question is placed in a larger context. After all the principles
are offered, I can bring in additional issues that have not been raised..;

From an educational pointof view the procedure provides an exciting and
content-packed.conclusion to the course. The students are invariably amazed
and pleased with the insights that develop and often comment on the high.
feedback situation that the format permits:. The procedure also provides
the teacher with an examination format that requires little advanced preparation
and no pile of papers to contend with the day after. It should be emphasized,
however, that the process itself is an extremely demanding and tiring exper-
ience. The ideal group size is somewhere between 6 and 10.. Beyond.that,'
it is extremely difficult to remember the_cohtribution of each student for
evaluativepurposei. This-means that in larger classes the procedure must
be repeated to keep the group size small enough. It should bQmentioned
that the procedure is less suited to a.class where the final counts heavily
in the grade. Mylleourses involve numerous shorter-assignments and as such
the final is intended as much as an opportunity for integration, as it is for
evaluation,



INNOVATION DATA

The innovation invokes

Freshmen
Sophomores

310 Juniors
1E) Seniors

I Ps\chology Majors
Non-Majors

Ca Honors Students
Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

None

Number of students who participate in innovation per year 18

Hiwv lung has the innm,ation been in effect! 3 years

Apppiximatit amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ n

Approximate amount needed ei-ich year to support ongoing project = $ 0

Evil 'odium done on innovation:

E141;;Itidertt opinion questialaire45.
Medsures of student petformance in comparison with`' an-innovation coptrol group(s)
Other (specify):

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

of Department in 1974.'1'75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty: 50 ?
Number of senior majors in the department: 300- ? (if applicable)

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year

Characteristics of Institution

Public-City
ILI Public-State

Private
Urban _
Non-tIrban

Men only
Women only

El Coed
Community or Junior College

Z3 Undergraduate level program
1E3 Post-Baccalaureate Master's
1Z3 Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

M Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory
Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester Quarter CRTrimesher 4-1-4 0 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:

Department:
Institution:
Address:

ta,

Rachel Kaplan
Lecturer in Psycholog4;
Associate Prof aro:or,' School..of Natural Resources.

University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48164

Telephone: (Area Code) 313 Number: .764-0426

9.1

Extension:

e.
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OUT-OF-CLASS PROBLEM GROUPS WITH BRIEF IN-CLASS REPORTS

All Fields

Class discussions always present the limitation that certain and perhaps many
students rarely participate. °There is always the temptation to divide the students
into small groups where everyone is likely to participate. But just telling
groups to "discuss" rarely works out and group projects, with their attendant
reports in class, tend to take up too much class time with what the other students
find rather boring. In the last several dears I have begun to use an alternative
procedure with out-of-class groups that gets around most of thfse difficulties.
The ground rules are as follows:

1. The gfoups are assigned to make their membership as varied as possible in
terms of background and areas of interest. There are from 4-6 stud is
per group.

2. The problem for the group to ork on is announced a week before the- group.-
reports are due. All groups work on the s e problem.

em3. All groups report on the same day. Each resentation is to last no more
than five minutes. There is thus an em

P

sis on sticking to the highlights
of the group discussion. Class disFussiI follows the presentation of,
all the group reports (never more tban four on a given day - sometimes
only half the class would thus be assigned a given problem).

4. There are group problems assigned every two or three weeks. Whoever
presents the report for the group cannot present another report until
everyone else in the group has made a presentation.

5. Each group is responsible for handing in a single page with a very bri f
sketch of theA. Conclusions, and with the signatures of all participatin
members.

The group reports receive a most attentive hearing by the whole class. They all
haVe, after'all, been dealing with the same problem (often rather intensively -
the 'prospect of a report in class is apparently motivating). 'Also five minutes is
within the college or graduate student attention span. The students often have

',trouble restraining themselves until the reports are completed - they often have
developed strong feelings on the issues and the ensuing disioussionS are frequently
animated. Studentevalua0.ons indicate that they find the procedure valuable, that
it leads to active processing and frequently to clarification of issues. They
also indicate that they frequently spend considerably more than the suggested 4/

hour out of class.
P

In my more frustrated moments I ometimes think of education as a process of
providing answers to questions at the students have not asked. The p oblem-
group procedure is very effective for raising questions that 'subsequent assign-
ments can then deal with. By the time the students are done with the reparation,
preSentation and discussion of the reports, they do care about the issues and
they tend to be much clearer as to what the issues are. Thus their cognitive
Structure is primed for what they can glean out of subsequent materials. For
this reason I tend to schedule a group report session so that it precedes the
reading of the assigned material on the topic in question.

-9 2
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves

GI Freshmen Psychology Majors
DI Sophomores. e3 Non-Majors
DI juniors jaHonors Students
13,Sesaiors OD Other (specify): anyone, any clasi of 12-60

Prerequisites fur students who participate in innovation:,

None
b

Number of students who partitipate in innovation peryear 80 ?

Hoow long has the innovation been in effect.' _____3_.'years

APPitix1111.1te amount of initial funding necessary to develOp and try the innovation = $

Approvimate amount needed each pear to support ongoing project =1

0

F.%,aludtion done on innovation:

at Student opinion questfonnaires.
O ), ,,gores of student perforthance in, comparison wihuon-innovation control group(s)
0,04lier (spei.ify)

)11

INSTIT,IiTioNAL DATA
.
Slip of DePattment in 1p74.75 academic year .50 ?Number if full-lime-equivalent faculty.

Number of'senior majors, in the department ? (if applicable)

SILf! (it lostitutton . Ai

'' Total student enrirlInientin 97445 acadernic year: , 30000 I

Characteristics of Institution

O Pohlu-City
Public -State

O PriVattf.
. 0 Urban
O Non-Urban

O Men only
O Women only
Di Coed
0 Community or Junior College

Predominant Calendar System at Your histitution

--1/
-e

1 O Semester 0 Quarter la Trimester 0 4 1 -4 0 Other,(Specify):

tinaorgraduate level program
® Post - Baccalaureate Master's

Post-Liaccalaurate Doctoral

f.iberarArts
O Teacher Preparatory
O Professional

INNOVATOR DATA

Name
Title
Department.
Institution:
Address;

Stephen Kaplan
Professor
Psychology & Computer & Communication Sciences
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

V

..---Akphone: (Area Code) in Number:. 764-0426
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Extension:



COMPUTER ASSISTED INDIVIDUALIZED (MASTERY) INSTRUCTION WITH LARGE INTACT
CLASS SECTIONS.

APPLICABLE TO ALL FIELDS: (Developed using introductory psychology classes.)

:SYSTEM OBJECTIVES:
1. To allow students in large enrollment courses to progress at their own pace with few to

no teaching assistance.
2. To allow students to select,,from a wide variety of learning options to meet course re-

quirements (i.e., traditional lecture, group discussions, independent study, group
projects, audio tutorial, etc.)

3. To differentially diagnose student learning (cognitive) style and study habits as a
basis for prescribing learning options.

PROCEDURES:
1. A computer program was developed to assist instructors in single-handedly managing

large classes in individualized instruction.
a. All students and instructors input to the computer (i.e., exams, attendance,

2. The
a.

b.

C.

d.

diagnostic tests} use mark sense IBM cards.
A computer data base stores all input. In addition, the computer scores all tests,
keeps complete' records automatically, and generates special reports as required,

including:.
1)' Student feedback sheets which list the errors the student made on each test item.

(These are linked to learning objectives for each unit of study.)

2) The computer generates weekly reports on cumulative progress of students for
posting as well as information for evaluating classes' performance.

3) The computer stores learning objectives and mastery test items. Instructors

can easily generate dittos of mastery tests and learping objectives from the

computer. Learning objectives are distributed to students.

4) The computer scores cognitive style surveys and prints summaries for each

student and mastery summaries for instructors. (These are used by instructors

during student conferences.)
5) Instructional material used in the system are selected from commercially

available texts, test files, and individualized study workbooks.
tional material can be used with this system.

basic instructional procedure uses a modified Keller plan.
Students receive points for attendance, completion of mastery tests,
participation in study groups, etc. Points for each grade level are
Students are required to take and pass a minimum of ten units out of

for any grade. Students retake tests until mastery is achieved.
Two instructors participated in this project teaching ten classes
enrollment of 500 students.
Mastery, tests are given once a week in each class. Students may take a mastery test

from either instructor at any time they are given. The tests are given in regular

classes; no special facilities are needed. Class time is used for lectures, movies

demonstrations, tests, etc. Students may negotiate alternative learning options

and omit class attendance.
MATERIALS AND RESOURSES:
1. The computer programs are written in IBM 1130 FORTRAN (a subset of FORTRAN IV) for a 16K

machine with one disk pack. All input requires mark sense card reader or 519 punch.

2. Cost of computer system operation is part of services provided to all instructors by

the college.
3. Once in operation, the system costs, except for Computer services, are identical to

conventional instruction.
EVALUATION: The system is currently under rigorous-evaluation. 'Informal evaluation reveks

the system operates smoothly and efficiently and student enrollment and drop rates are not

different from conventionally taught classes. Course grade distribution shows a skew in

favor of higher grades compared to prior-semesters taught by the participating instructors.

Student opinion questionnaires are favorable and justify continuation of the program.

Any instruc-

term papers,
predetermined.
.13 to qualify

for a total
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INNOk A HON DATA'

The innovation involves

CZ Freshmen
Ca Sophomores

ilin1111%

Seniors

10 Psychology Majors
50 Non-Majors

Honors Students
Other (specify):

Prvequisites for students who participate in innovation:

Number of students who participate in innovation per year. 1000
How long has the innovation been in effect'? years .

Approximate amount of initial funding necessan develop and try the innovation = $2000

Approximate amount needed each year to suppiirt ongoing project = $

1;.%,,luation.fme on innovation:

a Student opinion questionhairer-
ISI Measures of student performance incompivison with non-innovation control group(s)
(2) Othe (specify):

INSTITUTIONAL DATA .

Size of Department in 1974,-75 academic year
Number of firll-time-equivalent faculty:
Number of senior minors in the department: _I (if applicable)

Size of Inst4tution-
Total,student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year''1%;000 day, 8,000 extended day

CharacterLsni s of Institution

Publi; -Crts;
Public-State
Pri% ate

CS 'rban .
Non-IIrtiory

)Men only
Women only
Coed
Commuty or Junior College

la Undergraduate level progr'am
Post-Baccalaureate Master's
Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

lt) Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory
Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

(NI Semester Quarter Trimester 4-1.4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Jack Kirschenbatim

Title. Instructor

Deliartment Psychology

Institution: Fullerton College

,Address: Fullerton, CA 92634

Telephone: (Area Code4 '714 Number: 871-8000 Extension: 74
,

94
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LEARNING CONTRACTS

Educational Psychology (applicable to others)

-at

In the interest of individualizing _the teaching - learning - evaluation process,
the student and instructor negotiate what learning-activities will be undertaken,
how knowledge will be demonstrated, hvw it will beovaluated, and what the conse-.
quences in terms of a grade'will be.

Prior to this process, course objectives are presented and students are told
that these must be met in some minimal way to receive a grade of C.- lbw this is
done, and how far beyond that a student chooses to go is the subject of negotiation.
To avoid having the contract be purely quantitative (the more work the higher the
grade), guidelines for all projects are specified.and agreed upon in advance and
inadequate work is returned for revision. While all decisions and determinations
are negotiable, a high degree of quality control can be maintained while still
permitting students a large degree of decision-making freedom and an opportunity
to take additional responsibility for their own learning. Contracts are settled
early in the term but are re-negotiated as needed at any time.

In doing this on two separate occasions, I found 'that it tdnds'to be more
demanding of my time and effort than when I prescribed the learning activities
and means of evaluation. While I could administer an exam to .everyone at once
in the past, with this procedUre only some chose to take exams and they did so
at different times. Certain other administrative problems arose: initially,

panY students procrastinated andturned much of their work at the end of the
quarter,overburpening me and leaving little opportunity for feedback and revision.
But in a subsequent term, students were told-to specify dates when activities
would be completed And despite the absence of consequenCes for tardiness, this
measure reduced-'the problem significantly. I also found that while only a few
students, specified classroom participation as part of their contracts, attendance
was, comparable to thatof courses I taught previously, And the amount and quality
of interaction of those attending was significantly greater.

Some of this is my subjedtive judgement, and systematic assessment remains.
to be done, but compar*ons of course evaluatiombwith those of a.previous

_quarter when the contracts were not used indicate that the contract-based course
was more effective in most respee'ts, and it appears that the contracts were a
contributing factor. , -*02
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

O Freshmen 0 Psychology Majors
Sophomores , , DI Non-Majors
Juniors Honors Students

O Seniors ca Other (specify): education students

-Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

Developmental PsycholOgy

Number of students who participate in innovatiln per year. 35
How long has the innovation been in effect? years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ 0

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project =

Evaluation done on innovation:

12 Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performapce in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
Other (specify):

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty: 24

Number of senior majors in the department: 200 (if applicable)

Size of Institut lion 10 000Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year:

Characteristics. of Institution

Public-City
lJ PUblic-State

Private
Urban

-0 Non-Urban

Men only
Women only

' Coed
Community or Junior College

gl Undergraduate level program
ia) Post-Baccalaureate Master's

Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

ki Liberal Arts
t Teacher Preparatory
O Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester gl Quarter 0 Trimester 13

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Douglas A. Kleiber
Title: Assistant Professor
Department: Psychology
Institution: St, Cloud State College
Address: St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301

4-1-4 Other (Specify):

Telephone: (Area Code) 612 Number: 255-3142

97
96

Extension:
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INTRODUCING UNDERGRADUATES TO SOPHISTICATED LABORATORY EQUIPMENT

ti

All Fields'

41,

The psychology department at Nebraska Wesleyan University recently acquired a
large amount of relatively sophisticated equipment with our new building. This blessing
has produced the "problem" of familiarizing our undergraduate majors with this equipment
so that they can use it in research, and in particular, in their independent research
projects required of all senior majors. The present method of introducing the equipment
was adopted for) seyeral reasons: (1) It requires a-minimal amount of faculty supervision.
(2)'The students work at their own pace. (3) It4alloWe for successivj approxiMations
without penalty. (4) It encourages creative applications of equipment usage. -(5) It
is within our "hands-on psychology" teaching philosophy. An additional more major
objective, apparently achieved, is to reduce, if not eliminate, theestudents' anxiety
over using complex equipment, and to provide them with a "strategy" for approaching
unfamiliar equipment.

The method itself is quite simple. The experimental psychology class-.(required of
all juniors) is divided into nine teams of 2-3 students. The equipment (described below)
is set.out in ten small rooms. For each piece of equipment, an instruction manual
(suppiled.by the manufacturer) and/or a "problem" is supplied. The students' task
to master the equipment in terms of understanding the functions and describing some
uses in experimentation.

In order to be approved on .a piece of equipment, the student team must notify
either the course assistant (an undergraduate) or the course instructor. The students
are then questioned, as a team, about the functions of each switch or dial, and asked
to describe their uses in praptice. Partiqular attention is given to relatively
mundane tasks such as loading paper, filling ink reservoirs, charging/changing
batteries, calibration, etc, as these tasks are always encountered but often overlooked
in training. Hypothetical problems are alSo presented, with fine/ approval requiring.
successful operation under varying conditions.

In order to build confidence, students-are encpuraged to proceed from simple
equipment to more complex equipment. A check-list is posted on the bulletin board,
with the requirement that each team be checked out on each piece of equipment. The
equipment is available eight hours a day, but the instructor or assistant are -available.
for check-off only during specific-hours. (eliminating continuous interruptions in their
other duties).

The equipment covered in this manner over a five-week period includes: a biofeedback
EEG, memory drum, rat operant equipment, pigeon operant equipment, multi-function physio-
graph, reaction time apparatus, biofeedback EMG, pursuit rotor, GSR device, delayed
feedback tape recorder, T-scope, six-channel event recorder, MUller-Lyer device, depth
perception apparatus, temperature biofeedback device, cutaneous sensitivity kit, social
psychology communication and recording system, mirror tracer, and electroMechanical
programmin%equipment and techniques. Other equipment (e.g. stereotaxic instruments,
microtome and histology equipment, stimulators, 8-channel EEG, flicker fusion apparatus,
Singerman color mixer, etc) is introduced in the course in which the equipment is most
appropriate to the content area.
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.1NivOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

Freshmen
Sophomores
Juniors
Seniors

I Psychology Majors
Non-Majors
Honors Students
Other (specify):

Prerequisites for.students who participate in inno,vation:

la

Number of students who participate in innovation per year: 25_
How long has the.innovation beetrin effect? ____1___ years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ cost of equipinent

Approximate arpount.needed each year to support ongoing project = $1 20.00
for training

Evaluation done in innovaiion. 4

. A
R) Student opinion questtonnaires
ria Measures of student performance in - comparison with non - innovation control group(s)

Other (specify):

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty: _A_
Number of senior majors in the department 23

Size of InstitutiOn
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year:

Characteristics of Institution

Public-City
Public-State

ED Private
El Urban

Non-Urban

Men only
Women only

Eg Coed
Community or Junior College

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester Quarter Trimester

INNOVATOR DATA

Jig adicable)

1000

El Undergraduate level program
Post-Baccplaureate Master's
Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

El
(Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory

13 Professional

Name:
Title:
Bepartment:
Institution:,
Address:

Marty Klqin, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor
Pszchology
N'aslca Wesleyan University
50th and St. Paul Streets
Lincoln, *Nebraska 68504

4-1-4 Other (Specify):

Telephone: (Area Code) 402 Number: 466-2371

9

98

Extension:
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STUDENT SCHEDULED INVOLVEMENT. IN FILMS, DISCUSSIONS AND REPEATABLE TESTS

Over the last decade, a system of large class, instruction has been developed
which utilizes educational technology bcth'in presenting material to students and In
monitoring educational achievements by students.- '

To maximize effectivenesS of educational activities, the choice of "when during each
Week" educational. actl4ities are performed IS left in the hands of each individual student.
The major'components of the course (film presentations, discussions, readings, and rests)
are all available throughout the week, and students can schedule their work and modify
their schedule to fit the circumstances of the moment.

Self-scheduled attendance at presentations (the functional equivalent of lectures
which take"'plaCe qn alternate weeks) is made possible by reOlacIng personally delivered
"lectures by mimeographed handouts, audiotaped comments played to introduce films, and
educational films seliacted to exemplify major concepts and principles. Ten hours per day,
Monday through Friday, presedtations are made In two small lecture halls (capacity 100
each). Each presentaticon takes two hours, so #pch week there are 25 opportunities for
studentS to attend the four hours of presentatrbns. Tests are given on the week following
a week of presentations and which may be taken any tithe during the week In a testing room
which operates for 50 hours during the week. Discussion opportunities are also available
,with either the instructor or a graduate asslstant to a discussion room adjacent to the
\testing room. Students are encouraged to come to this room to study, grade testsrask_
abput items, and discuss anything. relevant to the course.

To derease the aversiveness of exams, the examinations cover only a few weeks'
.

material, are increased In frequency; and are repeatable. Lar20, numbers of equivalent
forms of an exam are generated by computer; 4,000 different foriMs of an exam are printed
out routinely each week so that each student In the class of 1500 Is free to take a test
to find out what he does not know, study what he finds tie does not know, and to try again
and again on other .forms of the test until a satisfactory grade on the exam 'is achtleved.
Only the highest grade achieved on a number of equivalent forms Is counted; it Is assumed
that it is Important for a student temasterthe material, but not important whether
mastery wa achieved on the first try or on the third.

Compdger programs make feaSible the production of large numbers of equivalent forms,.
each of which Is a unique stratified random sample of items about the material being
covered. Availability of large numbers. of equivalent forms has impOrtant educational con-
sequences: makeup tests are alWays available; exams and answers to exams may be made
available to students for guidance of study; students may share -heists they4lavp taken
and thereby are encouraged to discuss course material with each other; secrecy/is min-
imized and an atmosphere of "full disclosure" and operihess is encouraged; the role of
instructional staff becomes that of helping students meet an external and impersonal
standard of test performance made by sampling from.a large item pool.

Outcomes: Since January, 1970, approximately 10,000 students have received instruc-.
tion In introductory psychology by means' of,student-scheduled attendance at fi lm.presen-
tations, discussions and testing with computer generated repeatable exams. Costs have
been comparable to 'Conventional lecture insthaction; grades have Increased until the
modal grade is now A; failure rate has decreased to less than 10 percent; amount learned
appears to have increased substantially; student enrollments haye doubled. Further
modifications in the educational system are planned, but these involve improving
materials and procedures rather than modification of the baslcapproach. This system
of Instruction has been field tested and found to be viable and valuable.
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INNOVATION ,DATA

The innovation Inv*.olves:

al Freshmen "- O Psychology Majors
C.4 Sophomores O Non-Mi.i.jors
O Juniors 0 Honors Students

Seniors 0 Other (specify):

Prereqpisites for students who participate in innovation:

S

None

Nifinber of students who participate in innovation per year: 2000-2500
'How long has the innovation been in effect? 5' years

Appro.iniatP amount of intuit funding- necessary to develop and Iry the innovation = $

Appro.imate ainount 'needed each year lo support ongoing proje-ct = $10.000

F:valuation done on innovation:

25,000

6 Student opinion questionnaires
Nleasures of student performance in comparlson"%with non - innovation c ntrol group(s)

O Other hoe( ify):

INSTITt 'TIONAI, DATA

Size of DepArtment in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalentac4ly 21

'tlumber of senior majors in the department 75 (if applicable)

Size of Institution .
N.

Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year. 21,000

Characteristics of Institution 1
O Public-4:0.y 0 Ilndergraduate level program
rb Public-State Post-Baccalaureate Maste.'s
O Private XI Poi:I-Baccalaureate Doctoral
O Urban
O Non-Hrban 1 JAI LiberalArts

Teacher Preparatory-'
O Men only Professional
O Women only

Coed
0 Community or Junior College

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

.ernesler 0 Quarter 0 Trimester 0 4-1-4 0 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Donald D. Jensen
title RrofesSor
Department: Psychology
Institution: Unl vers I ty of Nebraska - Lincoln
Address: Lindoln, Nebraska 68508

o

Telephone: (Area Code) 402 Number: 472-3721

10 JI-

100

Extension: 23



A CONTRACT FOR THE TEACHING TEAM OF THE DAY MODEL, "A DESIGN

HOR'(SUMMER) SE roNs IN WHICH CLASSES MEET IN TWO HOUR
N

BLOCKS

IntrOductory and Other Courses

Fr he staff's point of view, this section of the course is an elective. The course /-
s given at other times and in other quarters, so no one taking it should do so who is
of willing to participate in the design as prescribed below. In other words, staying -

n this setion is a contract between the staff, you, and your fellow students. If you
are opposed to the contract and believe you must take thi section, please see a staff
member at once.
There are several goals from the staff's point. of view. You probably We others which
"we hope you will share. Here are some of ours: 1. to.expose you to basic ideas, con-
cepts, and research in psychology; 2..to help you learn thejdeas, concepts, etc., of
psychology and see'their relevance for you; 3. tcr.have you take the major share of res-
ponsitility for your own learning and for te4ching your fellow students; 4. to have you
share in evaluating your own learning and thAt of your fellow students; 5. to help you
see how effectively you can do tasks 3 and 4; 6. to explore new ways of conducting.col-
lege classes; 7. to give us practice in serving more as "consultants to learners" than
as "teachers".
The class will be quite different from tha.typical one. We are all to be teachers add

learners. The class will be groUped into teaching-learning teams; each consisting of

eight students. Within each team, there will be four pairs of students. Each day

(except for the days labeled "communications': and "assessment"), one pair (the "teaching
pair" for that day) within each team will be responsike for preparing and conducting
a learning session on the assigneemdterial for the remainder of the team: The session
will take the first class hour on the date indicated on the schedule. During the second
hour, all the "teaching pairs" will meet with the staff -- in full view of the "students
of the day" -- to discuss their experiences ogether. During this second hour, the

staff will serve as consultants to the teaching pair. Between classes, the staff may

be Unsulted.by any teaching pair.

Each student is responsible for each day's reading assignment and each team is respon-
sible for preparing the exercise in the Student Guide in preparation for the day's die.,

cussion. The teaching pair should decide (alone orwith the whole team) how the exet-
.cise is to be done. Evety team member should know his assignment the day before the
exercise is to be discussed. For the Communications Day, the staff will present mater-

ial and activities.
,

The above contract Is open for discussion during the first hour and during Communications
sessions.

There is a requirement for all classes in Introductory Psychology: All students must

participate in research. 'Details will be given at the first class.

Lastly, there is evaluation. Our concern is not to evaluate you so much as how to
evaluate ow effectiveness. We think that should be the major function of tests.
Thus, we will begin with a multiple choice test based upon the textbook-- it will be
given during the first cldss. It will be repeated during the exam period. At that

examination period, you will tell us how much welght t6 put on your second examina-
tion or the change from the first to the second (Imam. The remainder of the grade will
be up to your team -- you will submit a statement of your criteria and the letter
grade which somehow combines your ratings on your criteria. -During the quarter, we

will talk often about decision-making, self and group evaluation, feedback to our-
selves and others, and the like. We hope that these discussions will help you make a
decision that makes sense to you.

1 0 c)
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INNO,,A HON DATA

The irmo%atilin invokes

LI Freshmen
Sophomores
Iumors

® rieniors

Jg Psychology Majors
13] Nun - Majors
O Honors Sr udents
O Other (specify):

Prerequisites lor students who particip;le tit innovatio.

NONE

Number of students who.participate in innovation per year 40-60

Huv long has the innovation been in effect'? years since 1968

Appromm,ite amount of initial funding necessary to'develop and try the innovation =

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project =

EN.aluation done on innovation;

Stiollnt opinion questionnaires
CB Measures of student performance in comparisof with non-innovation control group/9)
0 Other (specify):

Data are that in the next two Intro Classes, no difference between
my students and others. What.elqe is new?

INSTITUTIONAL. DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty 30___
Number of senior majors tn the departmerrti 70f1 (if/1pplicable)

Site of Institution
Twill student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year 23,600

Characteristics of Institution

011 Publk-City
1;4 Public-State
II Private
Eg Urban
O Non-Urbon

O Men only
O Women only
120 Coed
O Community or lumor College

Ilndergfailuate level program
.,120 Post-Baccalaureate Master's

Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

120 Liberal Arts.,
Teacher Preparatory

11E1 Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your rnstitution

O Semester 'L2I Quarter 0 Trimester 0 4-1-4 0 Other (Specify):

.. INNOVATOR DATA

------..."-, Name: Leonard M. Lanky
Title: Professor
Department: Psychology .

Institution: University of Cincinnati
Address:

sA

Cincinnati, Ohio 45221

Telephone: (Area Code) 513 Nurhber: 475-4680
475-4873

1),
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Extension:



14:

STUDENT EVALUATION OF ESS

All fields

Y EXAMINATIONS AS A MEANS OF ENHANCING THE VALUE OF
FEEDBACK

A midterm essay examination is administered to the class under the usual conditions,
except that students are Eequired tb use examination booklets a d to wri their names on
the booklet cover only. Before the next class session, students name as listed iq they
instructor's grade book are given code numbers, which are entered in e upper -right,hand

corner of the first page of each booklet, And,the portiion of the cover with the student',
name is torn off. If the exam was giveh to two sections, the code number for each section
includes an-identifying letter. If the exam was given to on class only, the class is
divided alphabetically, with the'code numbers for the first ftalf designated as A numbers
and the second half as B numbers.

At the next meeting of the class following the examination, students are told they will
be evaluating the replies of Lbw. exatAination they took. The purpose, of "this activity is
that of making examination-taking more of a learning experience, for the material cevered
will mean more to them by their becoming involved in evaluation. (Research has shown that
students_learn more from critiquing the answers of others than by conventional methods of
study.) Furthermore, they will learn something about writing exams in any subject. The

activity is reality- oriented, for the grades they award the answers are to be summed and
entered in the instructors grade took. To anxious questions about studentg% competence
as evaluators, the instructor replies that previous use of the method shows a high positive
relationship between instructor- and student- awarded marks. In any event, the student
should feel free, once their exam)pok has been returned, to request the instructor to re-
evaluate it...

Students are then organized into groups ranging from 3 to)6, depending on the size of
the class. If the exam was given to only one class, the group are divided at the middle

of the alphabet into A and B gYoups. The exams from the second half of the alphabet are
given to the A groups and, those from the firstbalf to the B groups; thus, no student can
grade his own exam. The exam questions are also distributed. The first question is read
aloud, and the instructor elicits possible answers from the .ktudents, outlining them on
the blackboard. He may indicate how he would rate each of tWe answers if he were grading
the eam, or ask students to suggest relative weights. The students are then instructed

to follow this procedure: (1) one person in each group reads an answer aloud; (2.) the

group discusses the answer; (3) the group, by consensus or averaging members' ratings,
assigns a grade to the answer; (4) the answers to the same question in other books are
rated by the same procedure. Students are spe cally instructed not to follow the pro-

cedure of reading the answers silently, handing em around the group, and averaging the

ratings , for it is important that they discuss the evaluation. It is through discussion
that they become involved in the process and thus become active Learners.

When all the groups haVe finished grading the first question,, the same procedure is

carried out with respect to the next, and so on. (Often some group's work more rapidly or

have shorter answers to the grade; in such an event, the instructor shifts unfinishdd exam
booklets from slower groups to the faster ones,-making sure that B booklets are only given
to A groups, etc.) Before each new question is taken up, the instruc6n shifts booklets
around among the groups, in order to increase the number of judges worki2g,on each booklet,
enhancing the reliability of the ratings.

It usually requires two class sessions to grade a typical midterrri exam of four or
five essay questions. After the score3 for each booklet have been summed,and entered into
the instructor's grade book, the exams are returned to the owners at the third session of
class following the exam. The right of appeal may be exercised on that day only (to fore-
stall students having time'to "fix" their answers).

This approach has also been used in connection with an out-of-class assignmpnt in
which students are given an anonymous research report and asked"to abstract it, an assign-
ment that tests the ability of the student to understand and interpret research. The

abstracts are then coded and graded by the same method employed with the essay midterm
exams.

1 0 4



INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

0,Fres.hmen
Sophomores
Juniors

f\, Seniors

Psychology'Majors*
Non-Majors
Honars. Students
Other (specify):

undergraduates generally,
majcAll aid nonmajors

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation: none

Number of students who participate in innovation per year. 150
How long has the innovation been in effect? years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try rhe innovation = $

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing protect = $ 0

Evaluation doh on innovation:

-0 Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
Other (specify):

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Site of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty: 50
Number of senior majors in the department: 750 (if applicable)

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment. in 1974-75 academic year. 22,000

Characteristics of Institution

Public-City Undergraduate level program
MI Public-Slate Post-Oaccalaureate Master's

Private Post- Baccalaureate Doctoral
a Urban

Non-Urban ID Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory

Men only Professional
Women only
Coe6a d

I have also used this method at the American

Community or Junior College University of Beirut, a private, coeducational,
liberalarts university.

Predominant Calendar Syslem at Your Institution

Semester 0 Quarter 0 Trimester 0 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title:
Department:
Institution:
Address:

Henry Clay Lindgren
Professor of PsychOlogy
Psychology
San Francisco State University
San Francisco CA, 94132

Telephone: (Area Code) 415 Number: 564-9299

105
104

Extension:



COMPONENT ANALYSIS OF PERSONALIZED SYSTEMS OF INSTRUCTION ,
VARIABLES INVOLVED IN STUDENT WITHDRAWALS
CORRESPONDENCE-OF STUDY PLANS AND'ACTUAL STUDY AMONG TRANSITIONAL STUDENTS
'DESIGN OF INSTRUCTIONAL PRACTICUM COURSE FOR UNDERGRADUATES

Graduate and undergraduate.courses in psychology.

I

Several staff members of the Psychology De artment at Drake,Univei-sifc consider
thesapptied analysis 6f instructional behavior to be their major research effort.
At all times there are several research projects and master's theses underway.
Presently (1974-1975 academic year) the following theses are underway:

Baraniecke, J. Effects of a laboratory based point system on the production of
continuous correspondence and on the production of 28 two-page outlines.

Cook, H. Student responses to course evaluation questtons as a function of observer-
rated instructor responses.

Paine, C.K. An analysis of response charactristics in PSI courses.

,Sowers, J.A. The effects of a class' based point system on corr spondence between
planned and actual study teime and between actual and reported study time for

t
university transitional students.

Volo, S. The effect of study guidesgon student performance on study guide and non-
study guide items.

'Waller, E. The effects of test deadlin s in a self-paced university cdurse.

Wylie, R.G. The effectsof, contingency Iracting on student - pacing in PSI courses.

The following reprints are available upon request:

Lloyd, K.E. & Knutzen, M.J. A, self -paced programmed undergraduate course in

the experimental analysi's of behavior. Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis
1969, 2, 125-133.

q141

Lloyd, K.E. Contingency management in university courses. Educational
Technology, 1971, 11, 18-23.

, Lloyd, K.E., Garlington,,W.K.4 Lowery, D., BurgLs, M., Euler, H.A., and Knowlton, W.R.
A note on some reinforcingiproperties of'university lectures. Journal of
Applied Behavior Analysis, 1972, 5, 151-156.
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INNOVATION 4/ATA

The innovation involves:

18 Freshmen
CR Sophomores
LSI tumors
511 Seniors

Psychology Major
El Non-Majors
bit Honors Students

. Other (specify):

Prerequisites for studerits who participate in innovation:

none

Number of students who participate in innovation per year 400
How lung has the inniwatiori been in effect? years

Approximate d1111)1111t of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation =
ti

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project =

Evaluation dune on innovation:

Student opinion questionnaires
kl Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)

Other (specify):
ABA reversal dtiNns
Multiple baseline esigns

INSTITIITIoNAL D'ATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-lime:-equivalent faculty
Number of senior majors in the department: _50_ (if applicable)

Site of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year

Characteristics of Institution.

O Public-City
O Public- State.
txJ Private
$1 Urban

Nonltrban

Men only
Women only

El Coed
Community,or junior College

Predominant Calendar System at Your

4800

4iry

Ilndergraduale lev'el program
K Post-Baccalaureate Master's
IX Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

ta. Liberal Arts
jilt 'Teacher Preparatory

t Professional

Institution

011,Semester Quarter TrimesteF 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Kenneth E. Lloyd Margaret E. Lloyd
Tide: Professor & Chairperson Assistant Professor

Department of PsycholOgy

1.

Department:
Institution:
Address:

Drake University.
Des Moines, Iowa 50311

Telephone: (Area Code) 515 Number: -271-2876

107
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W. Scott Wood
.Associate Professor

Extension:



THE CAPIWIF (CASSETTE ASSISTED PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION WITH IMMEDIATE FEEDBACK)
SYSTEM OF tNS4RUCTION USING TAKE-HOME-TUTORING-CASSETTES AND CASSETTE RECORDED
CLASSROOM:TESTS

Basib Principles of Psychology; Psychological Statistics; 20th Century Systematic
Thought:in Pbyahology; 'Psychological Effects of'Brain Damage; Applicable to any
course in which the total mastery approach to learning is acceptable to"students;
Not recommended for introductory courses in psychology using encyclopedic textbooks.

Method: 0.
Every lesson is recorded on a cassette in the form of a dialogue discussion

with abobt twenty .yes or no questiOni folloWed by their answers inserted'at five
minute intervals to permit immediate feedback of student comprehension. Students
purchase onenew cassette at the,beginning of the course; turning this in at the .

learning canter for lesson number one, this in turn, for lesson number two and so
on throughout the'course. A full course consists of 14 to 16 lessons, each one
covered by a-90 minute take-home-tutoring-cassette. There are also special prigt,
64 or mimeo.materialg And a text book may be usedligwell. Claws meetings may.
86 limited to one for every'lesson or, ip.courseg like sta4,stiCs, there may als'o
be lectures, discussions, and'a labbratory.

Classroom tests, usually on every lesson, are Oven by cassette 'and Scored
immediately by. machine right in the classroom. Quegtlons are of the yes 6r no.
variety, fifty to,a test, the latter taking twenty minutes.

Equipment:

Necessary equipment includes a tape recorder suitable for making master tapes,, -

.classroom cassette players, earphones, a speaker, and e high speed scoring machine;
learning center facilities including a highspeed cassethe duplicator;'tabulator
print-out equipment for printing consolidated rosters of students in large courses;
duplicating equipment for duplicating ros7ers with new grade entries after every
lesson (for bulletin board posting).

Evaluation: . * .

The unique nature of the content of present CAPIWIF courses precltides compari-
sonon to other methods of instruction but/ the advantages are many, including student
attendance flexibility. Attrition is verage for the college and, after many re-
visions and improvements, there are virtually no complaints about the method. In
large courses, such as introductory psychology, the classroom space and teacher
time required is less than half that demanded by traaitignal instruction.

Availability:
i

A sampler cassette and mimeogi4phed instructions for settirt up a CAPIWIF
system of instruction in any course, Whatever 'are available from PROJECT SOCRATES
'upon request. A set Of 16 c90,master, study tapes and, 16 tests on 8 cassettes for
the course, "BasiC Principles of PhYphology", is available fOr purchase. The
printed Manuals for the course are 4tso available, for distribution to students
through their local coliege bookstor.4The other courses which have been 'develOod
will not be available as they were juilt around commercially. .published texematerialS
which have recently gone out of pr pt. As the concern of PROJECT SOCRATES with the
CAPIWIF system of instruction has ben to perfect it and demonstrate its feasabil-
ity, its.application to. any furtheir courses will be left up to other workers'who
consider such an enterprise worth fhe time and effort.

. p.

.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

ESI Freshmen
El Sophomores
151 Juniors
SI Senior's

is

Psychology Majors
Non-Majors
Honors Students
Other (specify): Blind and shut-ins

' Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:'' none

Number of students. who participate in innovation per year: `.:1000_
How longhas the innovation been in effect2-5._ years

Approximate ampunt of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $

none

Evaluation done on innovation:

O Student opinion questionnai-res
1:0C-k1 e a s ures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
10 Other (specify): Drop-out rate;s ident comments.

INSTITUTIOI1AL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty: 4

Number of senior majors in the department:

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year 5000

(if applicable)

Characteristics of Institution

Public-City
0 Public-Sttite

Private )

O Urban
O Non -Urban

O Men only
O Women only,
O Coed
II Community or Junior College

O Undergraduate level prOgram
Post-Baccalawate Master's

O Post-Baccalataaie Doctoral

O Liberal Arts
O Teacher Preparatory
'0 Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

AU Semester p Quarter 0 Trintesfer 0 4-1-4 0 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Harry C. Mahan, Ph.D.

Title:. Director, PROJECT SOCRATES

Department: Psychology

Institution: Palomar College

Address; San Marcos, California 92069

Telephone: (Area. Code) 714 Number: 744-1150

1
108

Extension: 395



CLASS DECISION IN DETERMINING METHOD OF GRADING

v.:

To reduced the ferocious competition and anxiety about grades, for the last
several years I have invited my undergraduate students to help decide which method
of evaluation Will be used. The only method absolutely ruled out is self-grading.
Without exception,,all my classes have agreed to be evaluated as follows: ,

Rather than have a traditional examination in which students try to
guess what the instructor thinks is important, we have used a system-in which
I hand out lists of 30-40 questions several weeks before the examination. The
examination itself consists of 9 or-10 questions taken verbatim from a:at list.

2. Rather than employ.a "curve" in which students compete against each
other for grades, we have decided to use straight percentages of correct answers
as a system of grading. On my own, without consultation with the class, I have
decided that 88-100% is equal to a grade ofA, 80-87% = B, 75-79% = C, 70 -74% = D,
and 69% or lower is a failing grade. I find that with this system students work
in groups rather than individually,"and that a considerable number of C and lower
grades drop out of the class after the first examination.

The limitation of this method of grading is that students tend to study the
questions rather than the material of the course. To counterbalance this, I have
tried to be as ingenious as possible in thinking of questions which cannot be
answered by memorizing a statement or paragraph in the text, but require thought,
integration of material, ability to conceptualize. Writing such questicins is not
easy, but the reduction of anxiety in the class makes it worthwhile.

110
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

O Freshmen 0 Psychology Ma
O Sophomores 0 Non-Majors

'0 funiors 0 Honors Stu ents
ag Seniors 0 Other (sp ify):

Prerequisites for studentss'who participate in innovation:

Number of students who participate in innovation per year 70RQ
How long has the innovation been in effect? years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $

Approximate amount needed each year.to support ongoing project = $

Evaluation done on innovation:

MI Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)

, Other (specify):
/I

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty: /i2
Number of senior majors in the department..,__3°° (if applicable)

Size of Institution r,

Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year- 1R,000 (2)

Characteristics of Institution

Puhlic-City 0 Undergraduate level program
Ca Public-State 0 Post-Baccalaureate Master's
O Private CSI Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral
O Urban
O Non-Urban 0 Liberal Arts

0 Teacher Preparatory.
O Men only 0 Professional
O Women only , .

al Coed
O Community or Junior College

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

gi Semester 0 Quarter Trimester Q 4-1-4 " Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Dr. Joseph Masling
Title:
Department: Psychology
Institution: "SUNY at Buffalo
Address: Buffalo, N.Y. 14226

Telephone: (Area Code)
716

Number:

111
831-1847

110

Exte^nsion:



AN INTERDISCIPLINARY COURSE ON RESEARCH FOR UNDERGRADUATES

All Fields

COURSE BACKGROUND: Very few persons will ever conduct research in their lifetime. How-

ever, nearly everyone is touched by research of one sort or another- -
from medical. research to city planning. People must know, first, what is common to
retearch, what distinguishes it from other sources of information and knowledge, and,
sec6nd, how to conduct it, appraise the course of researcn action, and interpret and
evaluate the research results.

,Fundamentally, research consists sense.of "need to know" something with a high
degree of assurance--it could be a problem, an opportunity, a "gap" in theory, or the.
results of applied practice or policy; (b) the design and construct aspects; (c) the
means for gathering data and a host of'related techniques and method4; (d) ways-and means
for interpreting data against one's research goals; and, (e) getting the messkage to the
intended audience--research reportage.

I,

THE COURSE OBJECTIVE: The Course is taught jointly b( faculty from psychology, sociology,
and nursing. It stresses the above research aspects and, insofar

1

as it is feasible, direct the learner's attention an involvement to research focuses
and applications within their chosen field, e.g., al ied health, social science, behavioral
science and education. These aims are noted, given resources appropriate to the tasks
and Criteria:

1. Problem Analysis: The student shall demonstrate mastery of the_ antecedents of
research--its rationale and purposes--relative td a given field of inquiry, and of
a given problem/top c in particular.

2. Research Planning: The student shall demonstrate ability to,pla isolate the elements
of a research plan, schedule and otherwise identify and arrange he order, sequence,
and procedures appropriate to the conduct of researh, given various research
'approaches, i.e. historical and comparative research, descriptive research and
experimental formats.

\

3 Documents: The student shall demonstrate abilities to identify, locate, and assess
the merits gf documents which are of unequal value in the formulation of a research
problem, approach and design, noting those items which are most salient and construc-
tive to thesenSe of orderly theory Orthe development of an explanation.

4. Design: The
requirements
implications

5. Techniqtes:
demonstrate
and data int

student shall demonstrate mastery of research designs,, including the
of use, the normal forms of design and variations, plus the data
of research designs.

The student shall master the basic vocabulary of research techniques,
mastery of basic data collection methods, sampling procedures, scaling
erpretation.

6. Research Evaluation: The student shall demonstrate the use of evaluative research
criteria inthe appraisal of reseaW worts appropriate to given fields of study.

.L 6#
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INNOVATION DATAs

The innovation- involves:

O Freshmen
O Sophomores
O Juniors.
la Seniors

Psychology'..Majors
RD Non-Majors
O Honors Students
(3 Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation: None

Number of studerits who participate in innovation per year: 100
How 'long has the innovation been in effect"? One years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ None

Evaluation done on innovation:

None

fRI Student opinion questionnaires
O Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
O Other (specify):

INSTITUTIONAL DA A

Size- of Department i 19'74-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty:
Number of senior majors in the department: _10_ (if applicable)

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year: 1,100

* Characteristics of Institution
Public-City
Public-State
Private
Urban
Non-Urban

Men only
Women only
Coed
Community or Junior College

Er Undergraduate level program
1{1 Post-Baccalaureate Master's
O Post-Bacc.alaueate Doctoral

fel Liberal Arts
83 Teacher Preparatory
10 Professional

Predo54pant Calendar System at Your Institution

O Semester 3 Quarter 0 Trimester 0 4-1-4 0 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: f Dr. Chandra M.N. Mehrotra

Professor 'and Head
Department: Department* of Psychology
Institution: College of St. Scholastica
AcIdress,:' 1200 Kenwood Avenue, Duluth, MN 55811

Telephone:. (Area Code) 218 Number: 728-3631

113
112
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Extension: 489



TRAVELING INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

All Fields

Recently at St. Cloud State College, we have designed a new traveling intern-
ship program. This program is individually designed so a student may intern

/ at a graduate school or work environment of his choice. This involves the
irwructor contacting behavioral colleqgues at various centers lining up a

, work situation for the student. The intern volunteer for ten weeks to put in
a.forty hour week working fon the individual and getting on the job experience.
The featuto, res of this program are as follows:

1. A Two Way Look and See: The traveling internship gives the student a chance
to see the graduate school or.job being considered asiWell as opportunities

for them to see the students in their work-a-day world.
2. Adaptation: It can reduce the initial shock response which some employees

and graduate students haVe in a new situation.
3. Maximal Environment:,The internship is located in the environment a per-

spective graduate student or employee can most benefit, that is where
he plans to work or study.

4. Hands On: This internship allows the students to get hands on experience
by working in a program under outstanding supervision.

5. Minimized Cost of Experience: This program can allow the student to be at
an out of state graduate school and pay the more economical in-state

tuition.
6. Pay Offs to the Internship Supervisor: fienefits to the supervisor can be

(1) Motivated free'help; (2) Prerequisite skills learned by the student
prior to the internship; (3) A chance to see a possible employee or graduate
student for aOureal life" trial period prior to acceptance; (4) In many
cases four years of familiarity with a student are reflected in a recommen-,

dation for an internship.
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INNOKATION DATA

lw innovation involves.

Freshmen
Sophomores

I funiors
fEl Seniors

Psychology. Majors
Non-Majors
Honors Students
Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate.in innovation:

nearing completion of Psychology major

Number of students who participate in innovation peryear:_allY
Him long has the innovation beef's in effect? _1_ years

Appro.imate ainount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = S 0

.Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ 0

ha du.ctcun dime on innovation:

ECI Student 'opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
01 her (specify): Faculty evaluation

number

'Ye

ANSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-tinie-equivalent faculty- 24
Number of senior majors in the department: ?no

.Size of Institution
Total student enrollmenti

Chirac teristics of Institution

Public, -City

EC Public-State
Private
lIrban,
Non-Hrban

Men only
Women only

El Coed

(if applicable!

in 1974-75 academic year` 10,000

Undergraduate level program
MI Post-Baccalaureate Master's

Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

181 Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory
Professional

. Community or Junior College

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Seipester, Cal Quarter Trimester 4-1-4.

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title:
Department:
Institution:
Address:

Gerald Mertens and.Ann Kocer
Psychologist
Dept. of Psychology
St. Cloud State College
St. Cloud, Minn. 56301

Telephone: (Arm Code) 61

0

Other (Specify):

Number: 255-2138

7, 1
114

Extension:
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TOURING PSYCHOLOGY CLASSES

_J?

All Fields

a

Since 1970 St. Cloud State CA.1-ege has offered touring psychology classes which
have been quite successful. These courses have taken gtudents to major centers
in the area of behavioral science, that i$ "wkere'the action is in psychology."
They have varied in the approaches they used. One might categorize them as
follows:

4

Summer Tours: The summer tours have run about five weeks in length during the
summer session. They have permitted students to travel to centers all over
the United States and Canada. The list of stops looks like "Who .is Who in
Behavioral Psychology."

Christmas and spring Vacation Tours: This tour is a seven to ten day tour during
'the Christmas and Spring breaks. It has visited some of the major centers in
the Midwest and Southern United States, including one tour to Mexico. These
tours have at times been done in conjunction with other groups such as
campus religious groups.

Thursday Afternoon In-state Tours: This tour permits students to go to centers
of behavior modification in the state at relatively low cost.

Short Hops to Special Centers or Events: This category includes anythinerrom
group participation visits to a center, to visiting a graduate school such as
Western Michigan University, or visiting a convention.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation.iny,crives:

1E1 Freshmen
EiB Sophomores
El juniors
KI Seniors

Psychqlogy Majors
Non-efajors,

CI Honors Students
a Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

Number of students who participate in innovatiop per year. Any_number
How long has the innovation been in effect? " years

Approxiraile amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation =
4

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $

Evaluation done on.innovation:

Studenfropinion questionnaires
tg Measures of student performance
. Other (specify):

200

comparison with.nontniivation control group(s)\
INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of bepartmen't in 1974-75 Academic year
Numtier of full-tinl-equivalent faculty 24
Number.of senior majors in the department: Inn

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year

Characteristics of Institution

Public-City
TO Public-State

Private
t trhan
Non-Urban

Men only
Women only
Coed
Community or junior College

Predominant Calendar System at

(if applicable)

10,000

Undergraduate level progranl,
El Post-Baccalaureate Master's

Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

V Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory
Professional

Your Institution

Semester Quarter Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify);

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title:
Department:
Institution:
Address:

Gerald C. Mertens and Ann Kocer
Psychologists
Psychology
St. Cloud State College
St. Cloud, Minn. 56301

Telephone: (Area Code) 612 'Number: 255-2138 Extension:



GUEST SPEAKERS VIA TELEPHONE

All Fields

Exploring new educational modes appears fruitful in an era where long publi-
cation lags exist, relevancy is stressed, and anoeffort is now being made to
bring students where the action is and'at the seem time reduce.travel. One
fl ed go no further than a walk through the yellow pages. "Ma Bell" has a
communication device which 'amplifies the-telephone voice of a distant.speaker.
This device allows the audience to'speak directly to the guest speaker. For

'examPle, in'the last two years "Ma" has permitted St. Cloud State College to have
its students listen to and ask questions of some of the best behavioral people
in the country. For some $400, students have convered kith B.F. Skinner at
Harvard, Nate Azrin at Anna State Hsopital id Illinois, the best of the behavioral
faculty at Western Michigan University, Dave Fischer in California, Harris Rubin
at Southern Illinois, Williard Day at Nevada, and Ted Barber id Medfield, Mass.
Some of these prominent speakers are not available for campus visits, and if they
were the costs would be fantastic. (Among its features are:

1. Easy to Operate

2. Plug in installation: The unit connects to a regular phone line by a standard
telephone jack.

3. For audienteii,sf any size: Where additional volume is re red for a larger
audience the set can be connected to a public address syst

4. Microphones: Two remote microphones enable the audience to speak to the
lecturer. Microphones are under control of the moderator.

5. For information retrieval: Stored information resources and computer programs
providing voice feedback may be accessed over the nation-wide telephone by
an option that plugs into the unit.

Econoic Measures: This can be done for approximately a $40 fee and a $10
rental, per month. Thdse 5whools on the WATS system can further reduce the
cost of calls. By prearranging times and phone numbers, with the speaker,
you can aall station-to-station to keep the costs at a minimum.

Possible Visual Aids: Slides have been sent ahead and shown at the time of
uthe phone conversation. Certainly other visual aids could be sed at the

time of the phone call (e.g. video tapes, films, demonstrations, handouts,
graphics, overheads). Another area where the method has been utilized
is in the transmission of set conferences. The portable unit permits remote
attendance at distant conferences.'

8. Anonymity: Speakers (e.g. ex-con, patients, prostitutes, etc.) can discuss
with a class and not lose anonymity. /"

*
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves

19 Freshmen 13 Psychology Mvj rs
fl Sophomores I3 Non-Majors

'ICJ tumors Honors Students
El Seniors 1211 Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

f -

Number of students who participate in innwvation per year: any number
How long has the innovation been in effertr,3_ years

Approximair amount of init-ial funding necessary to develop and try li innovation = $\ nApproximate amount needed each year to support uhgoing project ..$ 200

Eudthdron done o n'innovation:

g] Student opinion questionnaires
fl NII,14.ures of student performance in rdamparison with non-innovation control group(s)
O Other (specify):

7.

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Sire of Department in 197475 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty
Number of senior majors in the department: 200 (if applicable)

Size of Institution
Twill student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year 10,000

Characteristics of Institution

O Public-City
ID Public-State
O Private
O Urban
O Non-( irban

. 0 Men only
O Women only
111 Coed
O Community or Junior College

O Undergraduate level program
O Post-Baccalaureate Master's
O Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

O Liberal Arts
O Teacher Preparatory
O Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

0 Semester a Quarter 0 Trimester 0 4-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

Gerald C. Mertens and Ann Kocer
Psychologists
Psychology
St. Cloud State College
St. !Cloud, Minn. 56301

Name:
Title:
Department:

, Institution:
Address:

Other (Specify):

.Telephone: (Area Code) Number' Extension:
612 255-2138
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- TEACHER AS RESOURCE LECTURER: REACTING TO STUDENTS' NEEDS THROUGH

PRELIMINARY MINI RESEARCH

This procedure is used in a course titled "Psychology and Effective Behavior"

but there is no reason it cannot be adapted to any area.

The total class period is 75 minutes. Each student is required prior to class

to read the material and develop a response on.a 3"x5" card to that part of the

assignment that they would like me to respond to as a resource person. This

can be in a form of 6-)question or merely asking me to expand on a particular

topic area. These responses are given points toward the final grade on an off-
on system (i.e. ten points If the card is anywhere near ailequate'and 0 for no

card), The total class is broken into groups of five. 'A't first these groups

are formed on a random basis but subsequently, after I gain some awareness of
the abilities of the class members, I form a combination of the better students

and students who are en9puntering difficulties with the material. Thus, what

happens is that a tutorial arrangement develops.

During the first 30 minutes each small group is given newsprint and markers

and required to develop a rank order of topic areas that they arrive at by

consensus. This order is developed from their response cards. This-30 min-

ute period of negotiation,rapidly develops into a sharing of insights about the

materials. Questions and Problems with the materials are aired with the
better students often helping others in their grout.

During the next 30 minutes, all of th
are placed around the classroom on ti

to discern the common problem areas
standing the material. I then spend

questions.

At the end of this time an objective
choice, identification and matching,
usually consist of ten questions.

newsprints with the Yank ordered topics
walls. This allows both me and the class
d felt areas of deficiencies in under-
his time responding to these topics and.

quiz on the material consisting of multiple
s given to the entire class. These

For the last ten minutes the class i given immediate feedback as to the

correct answers and discussion, 9:11 nation and compromises are worked out.

I have found that this procedure allaws for student participation plus my being

able to respond to their felt needs rather than the usual lecture which attempts

without any preliminary survey to inform the students of the lecturer's concern.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

EI Freshmen
El Sophomores
ILCI Juniors.
El Seniors

3ti Psycho log Majors
Non-Majo s

El Honors S utlents
0 Other (sti 'city):

Prerequisites-for students who participate in inn( vation:,

NONE

100
years

Nun Sober of student- s who participateln imlovatif n per year
Hoy. long has the innovation been in effect? _ 5

ApproximAte amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ i-n0

Approximate amount needed each yealto suppor ongoing projedt 5 00

Evaluation done,on ittmtv4tion:

11 Student opinion questionnVes 4-

Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
Other (specify): .

111STITUTIONAI. DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic-year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty:

. Number of senior majors in thedepart (if applicable)

Size of Institution .
1.0fal student enrollment in 1974;75 ac demic yea..

Charattgristics of Institution

Public-City
Public-State

A Private
X Urban

Non-Urban

Men only
Women only
Coed
Community or Junior College

Predominant Calendar Syste at Your Institution

al Semester Quarter Trimester 4-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Robert F. Munson, Ph.D.

'Title: Professor of Psychology

Department: Psychology
Institution: Bellarmine College

Address: 2000 Norris Place
Louisville, Kentucky

fl Undergraduate level program
O Post-Baccalaureate Master's
O Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

B Liberal Arts
O Teacher Preparatory
O Professional

Telephone: (Area Code)
502

40205

Number:
452-8581

0 Other (Specify):

121
120

Extension:

4.



Y,

THE VIDEOTAPE RECORDER
PSYCHOLOGY COURSE OR,

OFF-THE -AIR PROGRAMS AND THEIR USE IN AN INTRODUCTORY
ANCh PSYCHOLOGY COURSES

General Psychology; A4ianced Psychorogy

/ %. ,...

I use a.Videocass tte Tape Player/Recorder to record off-the-air TV9programs for
playback in my Ge er41 and Advanced Psychology courses. As an exaiple, I recently

"videotaped an episo4 from the television series M*A*S*H. I listed the actor's
roles on the blackboard giving the students, clues as to some of the behayjeral ,

situations and..problems which each actor Might40. con/rotted with. I then instructed
the students to p4refully observe the behavior oCthe actors as they viewed the
videotape. The la dents were also instructed to'Make a Writtenrist of the
behaviors of eaqh f the actors: Such an analysis, by several classes "verifier"
the hypothesis 0 students often commit concepts to memory, but are unable to '

apply tifem in ur life" situations. This particular episode was quite instru-
mental in portr ) such behaviors as repression, projection, regression, and
displacement. viewing the videotape, the students were asked to respond
as how they mi eve behaved in the same situations. .

_

There has been formal evaluation of this project as I use it more as'an (

instructional potivatiopal aid to provide students with "simulated or Teal
life " situati in which they must "dissect out the salient ierties or
concepts curr, y under study; something not always easy to achieOlowith thd con
ventional tex k/lecture format. In my opinion, this method presents more of.
eunified sit f on in which categories of material are broken down and the
student must synthesize and integrate his knowledge. The videotape method

.

t, oints in the Introductory Psychology course; 2) a greater
as I concept.' e it could consist of 3 levels: 1) several recordings for
analysis at
reliance on .recordings to exemplify ,psychological concepts in Advanced
Psychology ses; and, 3). ultimately, an gntire course based upon the
psychologica

...

nalris of television prdgrams and commercials.

Due to ,thei friction of the availabilityof'videotape equipment, this Method
is utilized. Oy periodically and not as regularly as I would desire. Access
to the eq4, Ot is on a reSeriVed basis as' there is.only one VideOcasiette ,
Recorder. ditionally, any program to be recorded must be early in. the. evening
as the pexsa ;lel in the Audio-Visual Dept. mast be available. Due to'these
limitatie'' I am attempting to save money from .my own income to purchase a
personaP 0 system. It.is my contention that for this project to realize its
full po tial, someone with the knowledge of the subject matter must mpnitor a
large n of porgrams before a Library of usable programs can be compiled.
/ am wi g to donate my time, but first I must obtain Access to the videotape
equipme

The s
'2fic

videocassette equipment utilized'at Mesa Campus are the Sony Color
Video 0tte Player/Recorder (Model VO-1800) and'the Sony Color Videocassette
Player 'del VP-1200). This system utilizes 3/4" Chromium Dioxide Tape with a
casset 'Which has a total maximum recording /playing time of 60 minuted.

1 2 K.
p,
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves'

Freshmen
&I Sophomores

juniors
Seniors,

12 Psychology Majors
El Non-Majors

Honors Students
Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

None for Introductory Psychology;' and Introductory Psychology for Advanced Psychology

Number of students who participate in innovation per year300-400
How long has the innovation been in effect? years .

Approximate ainout of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation =
$ approx. 2,000 3,000

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ approx. $30 per 60 mihute blank
videotape, cassette

Evaluation done on innovation:

Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student perTormance in comparison with non-innovation control groUp(s)

II Other (specify): No formal evaluation

'INSTITIVTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty.
Number of senior majors in A/department:

approx. 20

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 'academic year

Characteristics of Institution

al Public-City
Public-State
Private
tfrhary
Nun -Urban

Men only
Women only

IN Coed
MI Community or Junior College

(if applicable)

1.0,000

lid Undergraduate level program
Post-Baccalaureate/Master's
Post -Bas laureate Doctoral

gl Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory
Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

fia Semester Quarter

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title:
Depart ment:
Institution:
Address:

Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

David L. Norris, M,.A.
Psychology Instructor
Psychology
San Diego Evening College, Mesa Campus
7250 Mesa College Dr.
San Diego, CA 92111

Telephone: (Area Code) 714
. Number: 279-2300

1. 2 3

322

Extension:224



EDUCATION THROUGH STUDENT INTERACTION: STRUCTURED, SELF-LED DISCUSSIONS
OF ARTICLES AS PART OF THE INTRODUCTORY COURSE

General Psychology (Applicable:to other courses)

Program Description: Weekly discussion sections centered around an article
related, to the general area being studied in lectures. Students are trained
to run through the following discussion steps Without external leaders.'

I. OVERVIEW
Step 1. Definitions
Step 2. Statement of Main Theme

II. DISCUSSION
Step. 1. Content Analysts,
Step 2. Critique of Material

'Step 3. Integration
Step 4. Application

III.. EVALUATION OF GROUP
Step 1. Content
Step 2. Process

Students read the article and fill out a discussion guide before class. Stu -

dents, in turn, then lead each section of the discussion. A facilitator may
help maintain structure,.but is not'essential after the first few meetings.

Objectives: Increase student interaction and exchange of ideas. Show vari-
ation in viewpoints. Obtain greater personal involvement, and .increase rele-
vance of ideas. Provide developmental experiences in organizing ideas and
discussing them with others.

Format: Groups include 10r16 students. Training is by videotape and a student
manual. Manual by Kitchener and Hurst, also includes study guides for efih
class, available through RMBSI, P.O. Box 1066, Ft. Collins, CO 80521. Groups
meet like any discussion section, but are self led. Requires monitoring and
encouragetent by either faculty member or trained facilitators during early
meetings only. Articles may be in a book of readings (highly convenient) or
ordered as reprints separately. For introductory, the best articles are brdad
in scope, somewhat controversial, and short.

Evaluation: A series'of studies are now being prepared for press. ktudent
response is quite favorable. A few students have difficulty beeause.of shyness,
but often change through the class. A few reject the group as a useful learn-
ing experience, but usually respond to suggestions that one purpose of the course
is to learn how others feel and respond, not merely to learn material. Content
learning may, be somewhat lower than equal time in more lectures, but, other bene-
fits including interpersonal learning and greater carrying of ideas outside of
class, compensate.

'
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

ZJ Freshmen
£1 Sophomores

Juniors
Seniors

50 Psychology l.4(ii.ors
® Non-Majors

Honors Students
-0 Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

No prerequisites
4

Number of students who participate in innovation per year 100=400
How long has the innovation been in effect? 3 years

ApprOximate amount of initial funding necessary lu develop and try the innovation = $ None

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongOing project = $_None_

Evaluation done on innovation:

a Student opinion questionnaires
a Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation co trot group(s)
Ia Other (specify):

Behavioral observations in class show greater involv nt and.activity of some

personality types, but liking and performance not'inf need.

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Departnient in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full -time- equivalent faculty: _23_
Number of senior majors in the department: __in (if applicable)

6(Size of Institution .

Total student nrollmentU 1974-75 academic year: 17,000

Characteristics of Institution

Public: -City 13 Undergraduate level program
a Public-State 151 Post-Baccalaureate Master's

Private 13 Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral
Urban
Non-Urban iii Liberal Arts ,

Teacher Preparakkry
' Men only la Professional

Women only
la Coed

Community or Junior College

Predominant Calendar System at Your Inititution

Seniester Quarter 0 Trimester 4r-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title:
Department:
Institution:
Address:

E. R. Oetting
Professor of Psychology
Department of-Psychology
Colorado State University
Fort Collins, Colorado 80521

Telephone: (Area Code) 303

glOther(Specif3)1411 change from quarters
to semesters Fall 1975.:

Number: 491-6828

125
124

Extension:



SELF-MONITORING OF STUDYftEHAVIOR

All Fields

Each student can optionally self-monitor on a daily basis
total number of pages read and minutes studied. When the
students turn in their graph on a weekly -basis they earn
a small number of points which is applied toward the final
grade. The students are encouraged to plot their data points
daily and to post the graph near their usual study area.

Evaluation: The evaluation of the above technique was
based, in part, on my Ph.D. dissertation, which is
currently in press (Behavior Therapy). In a pre-post

,control group design I demonstrated that if a student self-
monitors his study behavior for a semester he can ..raise his
grade point average significantly, (i.e., 1/2 grade point
on a four point system at p<7.05).

12'
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involt'eS:

O Freshmen
O SophOmores
O Juniors
O Seniors

Psychology Majors
Non Majors
Honors Students

IN Other (specify): All students, all classes

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

NONE

Number of students who participate.:in innovation per year 300
How long has the innovation been in effect? 2 years

ApprOximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ none

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project none

' Evaluation done on innovation: Basis of Ph.D. dissertation

O Student opinion questionnaires
O NANISUITS of student performance in:comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
O Other (specify): .

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
'Number of full-time-equivalent faculty 15
Number of senior majors in the departmentUnkniZM(if applicable)

Size of Institution,-
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year: unknown

Characteristics of InstitutiOn

O Public-City
tfil Public-State,
O Private
O Urban
O Non-Urban

O Men only
O Women only
Ea Coed
O Community or Junior College

SI Undergraduate level program
Post-Baccalaureate Master's

CI Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

E Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory

CI Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

O Semester MI Quarter 0 Trimester 0 4-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Kern A. Olson
Title: Lecturer in Psychology
Department: Psychology
Institution: University of Maryland
Address: APO New York 09403

0 Other (Specify):

(European Division)

Telephone: (Area Code) Number: Extension:

1.2 7
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INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY THROUGH SCIENCE FICTION

All Fields

Introductory psychology has 'been blessed with a fair degree of interest and
anticipation on the part of students about to take the course and,cursed with a
large degree of disinterest and boredom once the actual work has begun. We tried
to design a course which combined a rigorous outline of general psychology with
the futuristic orientation and involvement generated4by science fiction Stories
which employed psydhological themes. We felt science fiction would provide a
medium for communicating both the scientific and speculative aspects of psychology
in absorbing and ch*lenging form.

The course was Offered as an option for completing a two-quarter sequence in
introductory psychology within the university honors program. A mixed group of
16 undergraduates, including several psychology majors and a majority of freshman
and sophomore honors students, paaicipated. As an alternative to the traditional
lecture course, we used a team-taught seminar format. Since we ha araather select
sample of the student population, both in terms of interest and ap Mae, we had
few qualms about presenting them with a heavy reading load and req ring some
integration of theories with research; the discussion which followed wet both
sophisticated and enjoyable.

WeVere fortunate in obtaining two textbooks which utilize science fiction
material as a basis for explicating psychological concepts: Introductory Psychology
Through Science Fiction, edited by Katz, Warrick, and Greenberg (Rand McNally, 1974)
and Valence and Vision, edited by Jones and Roe (Rinehart Press, 1974). Valence and
Vision which makes use of both science fiction writings and "American- Psychologist "
type essays, is probably the most useful of the two. It should be added that several
events outside of the usual academic curriculum contributed to the content of the
course; for example, a university-sponsored lecture by Gene Roddenberry, producer
of the television series "Star-Trek" and a number of episodes of "Nova," the PBS
series on the "frontiers of science," and a television showing of "Charly" (an
adaptation of the required reading, Flowers for Algernon) were all recommended,
to students as topics for discussion. Although we realize that the same fortuitous
events will not recur for an offering of a similar course, it is certainly possible
to utilize whatever opportunities present themselves, or to provide such oppor-
tunities in the form of guest lectures.

Both in our own opinion and in the opinions of students expressed in two
different evaluation questionnaires, the course was successful. We were pleased
with the discussion,format, with the team-teaching approach, and with the quality
of student perprmance as measured by exams, papers and class discussion. In

evaluating the course, students evidence enthusiasm for the science fiction approach
and were generally satisfied with the amount of psychology they had learned. Dis-
intergst and boredom were not in evidence.

Although this was an experimental course, and in spite of the problems of genera-
lizing from such a small and select number of students, we have reason to believe
that the approach could be adapted to accommodate larger numbers of students. For
larger sections, we would suggest a lecture format, perhaps entitled "'Introduction
to the FUture of Psychology." Appropriate textbooks would be Valence and Vision:
and a good introductory text which utilizes futuristic themes, such as Ps chol.
Today. As a theme for auch a course we can only concur with the words of Gardne Murphy:

One dares not be overbold for fear the critics will laugh, while actually
science fiction, and the casual predictions of scientists for the last hundred
years or so, have been much too modest - in fact, much too myopic - as to what
actually can be achieved...An ultracautious note may indeed sound like science,
but only the plodding science of Sir Francis Bacon's Novum Organum, not
the creative science that indeed has remade the world, and is remaking the
world? through the extravagant inventiveness of a Planck and an Einstein.

- "Psychology in the Year 2000," American Psychologist, May 1969.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

21 Freshmen
® Sophomores
SI juniors
10 Seniors

12 Psychology Majors
12 Non-Majors
13 Honors Students

Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who, participate in innovation:
for honors. students: 1 quarter of introductory psychology
for advanced students: interest in science fiction

Nullifier of students who participate in innovation per yearaft_____
I-low lung has the innovation been in effect7-. 1/4 years'

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary I() develop and try the innovation

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $

Evaluation done on innovation:

EJ Student opinion questionnaires
Metisures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)

SI Other (specify): comparison of general-honoi-s introductory students witivdvanced
psychology majors

$

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent fanulty 27
Numher of senior majors in the department 147

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment

Characteristics of Institution

Public-City
El Public-State

Private
El Urban

Nun -Urban

(if applicable)

in 1974-75 academic year 26,900

Men only
Women only

ID Coed
Community or Junior Chl lege

Z Undergraduate level program
1E1 Post-Baccalaureate Master's
to Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

XI Liberal Arts
1E1 Teacher Preparatory
13 Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester ICJ Quarter Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title:
Department:
Institution:
Address:

Stephen Anderson and James Oshinaky
Intro. to Psychology through Science Fiction
Psychology
University of Tennessee
8 Ayres Hall
Knoxville, TN 37916

Telephone: (Area Code) Number:
615 974-2531

12
128

Extension:
974-2389



BASIC SYSTEM OF ALL SCIENCES by Z.A. Piotrowski

Subject Area: All Fieldd

In view of the great complexity of personality and projective techniques, I
present simultaneously(1) definitions of basic concepts, (2) empirical referents
or what the concepts denote in terms of empirical evidence, (3) propositions or
logical interrelating of concepts, and (4) the state of validation of the propos:1-
tions. The rationale-for this teaching device is offered in my "Basic system of all
sciences" (in "Personality Theory", ed. by H.J. Vetter and B.D. Smith, pp. 2-18,
1971). Although all four functions must be in harmony to create a sound:empirical
science, they are independent of one another in the sense that defects inTny of
them cannot be compensated for my improvement in any of the other three. Thus,
their number is irreducible. Concepts are of the greatest importance ause they
are principles of classification. A thorough discussion offbasic conce t keeps the
students' minds on the specific goal of the course.and organizes the lea g process.

Skill in the use of the basic science system encourages a Stiudent's constructive,
critical ant indepedent thinking. It helps greatly in evaluating scientific
'literature. It facilitates the recognition that many apparent differences in
results are merely differences in terminology or differences in the meaning in
which concepts have been used, were caused by the use of different empirical
referents, or different validation procedures. It is a wholesome'experienoe to
realize the manifold reasons for disagreements, and to discover that most differences
result from incompatible approaches to problems and not necessarily from differences
in acuteness and thoroughness of empirical observation or lack of order and regu-
larity in the observed events occurring naturally or produced experimentally. The
student acquires means to determine whether the agreement or disagreement among
authors is genuine or spurious.

Every new personality trait (action-tendency, feeling, emotion, behavior pattern,
work habits, ambition, etc.) and every new testing procedure, introduced in
class is evaluated in terms of the four basic scientific functions. Whenever
such a demonstration is possible, the students are shown how's modification of
a concept, an empirical referent or a porposition affects validation results.

The course includes the testing of a voluntary subject in front of the class to
demonstrate how raw data are collected. At least one test record is interpreted
"blind" (i.e. without any knowledge of or about the subject) to illustrate the
interpretation of the results of various projective techniques, uncontaminated by
any other information.' Several cases, tested at the beginning of a long follow-up
are presented and students are given an opportunity to try "blind" analyses as an
exercise in learning what indepedent information can be obtained from projective
techniques. "Blind" analyses noticeably stimulate interest and eagerness to
master the method of personality description relying on visual-motor imagery
freely associated.to ambiguous visual stimuli. The assets and limitations of
selected projective techniques are easily explained with the aid of the basic
science system.

1.30
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INNOVATION DATA

The inndvation)rnvolves.

Freshmen Psychology Majors
Sophomores Non-Majors
Juniors Honors Students
Seniors a Other (specifyl:any students -- the level of teaching can be

adapted to the students' preparation (prerequisites)
Pre:requisites for students who participate in innovation: without changing the scheme of teaching

Number of students who participate in innovation per year average of 40
/low long has the innovation been in effect? 10 years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation e $0 if _department
\ - secretaries type and xerox

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ copies of records
h:v al urti ion done on innovation:

IS Sludgyt opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
Othet (specify): Temple University asks students' ty evaluate courses (anonymously). The

students' reaction was very positive.

INSTrl'UTIONAL DATA r
Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year ' :7 I am adjunct (parttime) Professor of Psych,

Number of full-time-equivalent faculty: at Temple; teaching nothing but projectZves
Number of senior majors in the department: (if applicable) there'

Size of Institution .
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year.

Characteristics of InstitutiOb

Public-City
IR Public-State

Private
will Urban

Non-11rban

Men only
Women only
Coed
Co unity or Junior °liege

Undergraduate level program.
Post-Baccalaureate Master's
Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

IN Liberal Arts
(81 Teacher Preparatory
Cia Professional"

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

a Semester Quarter Trimester 4-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Zykmunt A. Piotrowski
Title: Adj. Professor of Psychology
Department: Psychology
Institution: Temple University
Address: Philadelphia, PA 19122

Telephone: (Area Code) 215

Other (Specify):

Home: 2217 Spruce St.
Philadelphia, PA 19103

Number: (home)732-7511

131
130

Extension:



ENCOURAGING ACTIVE STUDENT LEARNING

All fields

1. Students yelling out (see TA innovation)

2. Film stopping (see Using Films innovation)

3. I make erroneous statements about material they know -- when students
keep note-taking, I ask how come they put,down wrong things when they know
they are.wrong. I want them to think -- even if note-taking.

4. If teaching a new skill (e.g., how to tie research articles together -- in
a freshman class), I give the same assignment twice so they can learn the
skill and practice it.

5. I try to make students self-conscious about how they read a book, note-take,
exam-take, etc. They report the methods to each other and try to think of
where they leaned those techniques, why they persist, how they could be
"broken" or why,, etc.

D

1 3 2
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INNOVATION IIATA

Thr innoxation invokes:

CLEreshmen
CX Sophomores

Iumos
cx Symms

It Psychology Majors
CM Non-Majors

Honors Students
Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

/ .

Large classes.

Number of students who participate in innovation per year
How long has the innovation bren in eflect? years

Approximate amount of initial funding nei essdry to develop and try the innovation $

App4oxiniate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $

:xiiluation done on innovation:

Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison
Other (specify):

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-5 academic year
Number of full-lime-equivalent faculty:
Number of senior majors in the department:

Site of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year-

with

(Mardi teristics of Institution

Public City
Puhlit -State

G9 Private
;Urban

Non-Urban

p Men only
Women only

Di Coed
Community or rumor College

non-innovation control group(s)

(if applicable)

01) Undergraduate level program
Post-Liaccalaureate Master's

50 Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

JO Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory

tg Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Inslitulion,

Semester Quarter

INNOVATOR DATA

0 Trimester 4-1-4

Name:
Freda.Rebelsky'Title: Professor .

Department:Psychology
Institution: Boston University
Address: 64 Cummington St. Boston,MA 02

Telephone: (Area Code) Number:
0

132

Other (Specify):

Extension:

6.



at
USING FILMS AS THEY ARE NOT

All Fields

TO BE USED

I interrupt films, especially if the speaker is saying so ething about which
there are multiple interpretations (almost any film wor s on this one!) or
where the speaker mis-sees his data or where the input is horrendously wearing
on the senses (e.g. all ORM films). I get the class to.shout out inter-
pretations. I use mis-seeing as,a way to show students they can see better
than the experts (e.g..ln the Margaret Mead movie, Four Families, Mead says
babies are fed on demand in India while a mother shoves her breast in an un-
willing mouth). Students report that they stop being passive viewers -
after a time they stop movies to question the authorities. In Introductory
Psychology, this is especially useful for showing them how much they have relied
on authorities in the past and how good they can be as observers.

I
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves

Freshmen,
Ck Sophomores
51 juniors

Seniors

Prerequisites for students who

4

01Psychology iijors
Non-Majors

131 Honors Students
Other (specify):

participate in innovation:

Number of students who participate in innovation per year - 250
How long has the innovation been in effect 13' years

'Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $

Evaluation done on innovation:

Student opinion questionnaires
Nleasures of student performance in comparison with
Other (specify):

3,

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty:
Number of senior majors in the department: (if *applicable)

Size of Institution tr

TiOal studentenrollTnt in 1974-75 academic year

tr

innovation

non-innovation

Characteristics of Institution

Public-City
Public-Slate

In Private
120. Urban

Non"( Irlian

14, Men only
Women only

151 Coed
Community or junior College

Predominant Calendar System al

)21Semester Quarter

INNOVATOR DATA

Title:
Department:
Institution:
Address:

control,gro9p(s)

In Undergraduate level program
Post-Baccalijureille Master's

Elk Post-Baccalikreate Doctoral

ID Liberal Arts
4 Teacher Preparatory

j4:1 Professional

J

Your Institution

11.rimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

Freda Rebelsky
Professor
Psychology
Boston University
64 Cummington St. Boston, MA 02

/ Telephone: (Area Code)- Number:- Extension:

13
a

r.it)



MplI STUDIES IN CLASS - TEST TAKING AS A WAY TO HELP STUDENTS, UNDERSTAND t
HEHAVIOR 0

O

All Fields

'When I give weekly multiple choice quizzes, I have students first write if.'
they've studied "enough," "too much," or 6noi enough." Then .1 can show
means for each group and discuss what ft means to rate oneself as studying
'a certain amount

If students say they'd lobetter with more time, I give more time andthey
record each answer Or change an answer done id the extra time.,(So far, more
time has rarely produced batter scores.)

We then, b;)quiz 3, can proceed to more complicated teasons for good and bad
verformanceje.g. make each of four multiple choice items into T/F quick
choices).

I, therefore, am using tests and test taking to teach psychology.,

a

a
a

13G,
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OVATION DATA

1 e innovation involves:

Freshmen
Sophompres
Juniors
Seniors

Psychology Majors
Non-Majors
Honors Students
Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

Number of students who participate in innovation. per year
How long has the innovation been in effect? 13 years

Approximate amount ofinitial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $

200 mostly in large lecture classes

Evaluation done on innovation:

Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non innovation control group(s)
Othenspecify):

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty
Number of senior majors in the departmen( I (if applicable)

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year

Characteristics of Institution

Public-City
Public-State
Private

lig Urban
Non-Urban

'0 Men only
Women only

21 Coed
O Community or Junior College

10 Undergraduate level program
lid Post-Baccalaureate Master's
/CI Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

Id Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory

ICI Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester Quarter Trimester

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Freda Rebel sky
Title: Professor
Department: Psychology
Institution: Boston University
Address: Boston, Mass.

Telephone: (Area Code) 'Number:

Other (Specify):

137
136

Extension:



OFFICE HOURS AND SEEING STUDENTS

All Fields

4
2

Every student must aim to my office during the semester or he/she receives
no grade. They can come just to say this is a lousy requirement. I found,

. early in teaching, that this enables everyone to know where my office is,
when my hours are, and that I might be helpful. Otherwise, students who need
help often don't come - they don't know they need help or they don't feel they
can be helped, or they don't learn I can be helpful.

Funny side note: This device changes "psychological reality." Students think
I have more office houri than most faculty, when in reality, I don't.

138

137



INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

CI Fr Omen
Sophomores
Juniors

Q Seniors

XiO Psychology Majors
11 Non-Majors
E3 Honors Students
0 Other (specify):

rO

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

Anyone in my class

Number of students who participate in innovati,oxi per year: 250

How long has the innovation been in effect? Is years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $

Evaluation done on innovation:

O Student opinion questionnaires
0 Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
O Other (specify):

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
'Number of full-time7equivalent faculty.
Number of senior majors in the department (if applicable)

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year

Characteristics of Institution

O Public-City
O Public-lb-State

1 Private
jp Urban
O Non-Urban

0 Men only
O Women only
tl Coed
O Community or Junior College

131 Undergraduate.level program
Oil Post-Baccalaureate Master's

Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

CI Littal Arts.
0 Teacher Preparatory
IA Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your institution

O Semester 0 Quarter 0 Trimester 0 4-1-4 0 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Freda RebelSky
Title: Prof.
Department: Psychology
Institution: B.U.
Address: 64 Cummington St., Bbston, MA.

Telephone: (Area Code) Number: Extension:

139
138

1.



GRADING

All Fields

Students in all my classes are required to do many different things to show
skills in content and process leained in my course: they get 1/2 credit for
what they do best. I do this because I have discovered that everyone is not
equally good in everything, that even writing an essay at home is only
correlated very'little with an essay on an exam, that dreaming up a research
design is a different skill from multiple choice exam taking - and I'm not
certain that one is better than another - just different. This gets at
individual differences, which we supposedly understand in psychology.

1

140
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

121 Freshmen
Elit Sophomores
CA Juniors

Seniors

K1 Psychology Majors
gl Non-Majors

Honors St udents
Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

Large classes, usually

Number of students who participate in innovation per year: 250

How long has the innovation been in effect? 13 years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $

Approxiinate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $

Evaluation dm on innovation:

Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
Other (specify):

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty:
Number of senior majors in the department- (if applicable)

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year-

Characteristics of Institution

Public-City
Public-State

Ei Private
fii3 Urban

Nun -Urban

Men only
Women only

RI Coed
Community or Junior College

El Undergraduate level program
E3,Post-Baccalaureate Master's
E3 Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

81 Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory

HI Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester Quarter Trimester 0 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title:

Freda Rebelsky
Prof.

Department: Psychology

Institution: Bii
Address: 64 Cummington St. Boston, MA

Telephone: (Area Cade) Number: Extension:

141
140



USING TEACHING ASSISTANTS AND/OR FELLOWS TO MOD BEHAVIORS FOR STUDENTS

0

\
a

-e4

I have used this in introductory-psychology and developmental psychology, but

it could be used in any large class. r 9

During the first'two weeks of class, any TFs or TAs I use interrupt my class
with shouts, such as "talk slower", "put that name on the board", "I don't understand
your data," "where could I check that finding?," "explain that again", etc. This

seems to encourage the active participation by students. After the fi t week's

lectures, I make it explicit that if students don't ask these questions, I'll not
know that they don't know and that they have a responsibility to ask que ions.

The TAs' behavior encourages students' questions. I also do not answer, a ter or
before class, any questions about tests, papers, etc., but ask the student to ask

the question in class, because if he/she is confused, someone else is, bound to be,

too.

ti
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

t Freshmen
IS Sophomores

Juniors
Seniors

Psychology Majors
1:5 Non-Majors ANY LARGE CLASS

Honors Students
Other (specify):

Prerequisiles for students who participate in innovation:

Number of students who participate in innovation per year:
How long has the innovation been in effect? _13 years

Approximate ilmount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation $

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $

Evaluation done on innovation:

Student opinion questionnaires
O Measures of student performance
0. Other (specify):

in comparison with non-innovation controrgroup(s)

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty: _32
Number of senior majors in the department: _150 (if applicable)

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year

Characteristics of Institution

og

0

Public-City
Public-State
Private
Urban
Non4lrban

Men only
Women only :.
Coed
Community or Junior College

al Undergraduate level program
Post-BaCcalaureate Master's .

lja Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

Ii Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory

01 Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your aistitution

iv In Semester Quarter Trimester 4-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:Frecla Rebelsky
Title: Professor
Department: Psychology
Institution: Boston University
Address: 64 Cummington St.

Telephone: (Area Code)
617

Boston, Ma

Other (Specify):

Number:
353

Extension: 2585

143



LARGE GROUP, SMALL GROUP, AND INDIVIDUAL TREATMENT

WITHIN A LARGE LECTURE COURSE

There were 80 students in,this one-hour lecture format course. The lectures
were given in a Lecture Hall, and often augmented by media presentations. The students
had ip individualised text, and'had weekly testing on the material. There were labs
that were a combination of review and growth'groups; these consisted of fifteen
students per group. Contractual grading was also a feature, with the grades A,B,C,X
a non-punitive system,

A

144

118
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves..

IS Freshmen
I a Sophomores

funiors
Seniors

Prerequisites for students who

Q Psychology Majors
a Non-Majors

Honors Students
Other (specify):

participate in innovation:

Number of students who participate in innovation per year 150

How long has the innovation been in effect? 1 years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovatiop = $ 0

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project =

Evaluation done on innovation:

(6 Student opinion questionnaires
;SI Measures of student performance

Other (specify):
in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
',Number of full - lime - equivalent faculty:3
Number of senior majors in the department (if applicable)

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in

Chaacteristics of Institution

PuhlicE-447 County
Public-State
Private
Urban
Noh-Urban

974-75 academic year 600

Mn e only
INomen only
Coed

(2i Community or Junior College

Q Undergraduate level program
O Post-Baccalaureate Master's
O Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

O Liberal Arts
O Teacher Preparatory

ProfeSsional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester Quarter , Trimester El 4-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA.

Name: Dr. Lee J. Richmond
Tit Chairperson
Department: Social Science
Institution:
Address:

Dundalk Community College
Baltimore, MD

Telephone: (Area Code) 301 Number:

0 Other (Specify):

282-6700

145
144

Extension:
220



TEACHING PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS TO THINK LIKE SCIENTISTS: USING OPEN-ENDED QUESTIONS
TO SHAPE PROBLEM-SOLVING BEHAVIOR IN UNDERGRADUATES

All Fields, although this procedure was developed in a course in the Psychology
of Learning; it can be used with any subject matter.

Objectives: (1) to get the students to view data as information to be used.
(2) to get the students used to the idea that their sources are selective and
biased and that they can begin to deal with this by comparing sources, and (3)
to get the students to compare data and ideas from various sections of the course.

The students' major assignments are "study questions," problems to be solved using
several texts and the lecture material as sources. Eight to ten such questions,
in sets of two or three, are given during a term; the students respond with what
amounts to a short term paper for each set. The questions include references
to specific pages in two or more texts and in the lecture-note handouts. They
are deliberately drawn from material on which the sources disagree, or where
the sources appear to be discussing unrelated phenomena. Early questions are
broken. into discrete steps, e.g. summarize what Source A has to say about the
problem, summarize what Source B has to say about the prbblem, compare and contrast
the two sources, draw and defend a conclusion, These steps become the "sub-
programs" for the next set of questions, where the discrete steps are more likely
to be, e.g. use Sources A & B and discuss Topic 1/1, use Sources A & B and discus
Topic #2, describe the relationships between, Topics #1 and #2, draw and support/a
conclusion. Later questions omit the individual steps, but still deal with
problems where the source conflicts are fairly obvious; in the final questions,
careful thought may be needed to state the nature of the problem as well as to
answer it.

Feedback is provided in the form of the instructor's detailed comments on each
answer. Comthents are generally directed towards the student's analytic behavior,
e.g: you have ignored this group of studies which seem to conflict with your
conclusion, but don't ignore conflicts.

The procedure seems effective in terms of the sradual elimination of analysis
errors over the course of the term. In other courses, the quality of papers
done by students who have taken the Learning course tends to be above average.
Student feedback is positive; students describe the course as "hard but useful."
Students' performance on a multiple-choice exam developed for a more traditional
course showed average retention of detail-knowledge; however, the comparison
was not well-controlled and should be considered merely suggestive.

A single instructor can use this procedure effectively with about 20-25 students.
It is probably not .applicable to larger classes unelss really competent.gspis-
tants are available.

.146
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INNOVATION DA\TA

l'he innowdlion Oridres

Freshmen
Sophomores
jonuirs
Seniors

PsycholOgy Majors
Non-Majors
Honors Students
Other (specify):

Prerequisites for shidents who piirticipate in innovation:

One course in introductory psychology; one course in statistics (prerequisites

depend on the n4tu -re of the subject area used) 70
Number of students who participle in innovation per year:
lbw% long lids the inow.dtion been in (diet years

Appru\rinale 11111111W of 111111.11 funding necessary to (I 6velop and try the innovation = $ NA

Appr,iintite amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ NA

dime iininnovation:

Student opinion questionnaires
Medstires of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group's)

El Other (specify). comparisons with noninnovation groups, as described in text;

however, these are rough comparisons only

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Sin. of Deportment in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty:
Number of senior indiors in the department: 25

Si,* . of Institution

(if applicable)

Tifial student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year: 2200

Chardtteristu s of Institution

111 Public -City
tiEl Public -State

PrR,iti.
tIrlidn

0 Non-Urban

Is.ljn only
W0111rn only

131 Coed
Conimonity or Junior College

El Undergraduate level program
Post-Baccalaureate Master's
Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

O Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory
Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester 0 Quarter

INNOVATOR DATA

Ndine:

DepartIT1Vnt
Inslitution
Address:

TImester 4-1-4 Other (Spec:ify):

Ephraim I. Schechter, Ph.D
Assoc. Professor
Psychology
Univ. of Pittsburgh at Jojaatown
Johnstown, PA 15904

Telephone (Area Coder) 814 Number: 266-5841

14 7
146

EItension: 282
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MOTIVATIONAL, MASTERY AND PERSISTENCE BEHAVIOR AS A FUNCTION OF FREQUENCY OF
TESTING IN INTRODUCTORY PSYCHOLOGY CLASSES: AN ALTERNATIVE TO PSI

Teaching and Testing Methods'in All Fields of Undergraduate Psychology

Keller's PSI may work as well as it does because of frequency of testing; Meeker
and Shupe presented evidence of this possibility at the Long Beach PSI conference
in 1972. Meeker began using PSI and we compared it wit .my frequent testing system;
the data-are not very hard,. since students were not ass gned to the clasdes
professor and method are less important than day and me for'more introductory students.

Since the'standard PSI*method is well known it will n9t be reviewed here; note,
however, that it involves self-pacing, study guides, testing, peer consultation, and
retesting until mastery is attained. The frequent testing method involved only
publisher provided (Morgan and King) multiple choice quizzes, short group discus-
sions:land lectures. The teaching objectives of both methods were to improve
students' performance in the courses as measured by sustained interest, test
performance, persistence irLand completion of the course with Iltsitive attitude
regarding the course and the method.

The frequent testing method involves instructing students to thoroughly study each
week's chapter before the first clas's meeting of the week. e.g. in a class that
meets for two two-hour blocks on Monday and Wednesday, the first test was a 10-ques-
tion multiple choice quiz at the beginning of the Monday period. As soon as all
students have finished the quiz, they meet to discuss the concepts and material
covered in the questions; they meet in groups of 10-12 students (60 in the class)
to go over the questions in detail. They are then told that their next quizI in
the last half hour of the Wednesday period, will have these same 10 questions plus
10 new ones. The groups meet after all answer sheets and tests are turned in; the
questions are not available for the group discussions, which revolve Aound
individual interpretation of the recalled questions and thetconcepts involved.
Students share responsibility for interprting questions and the authorts. presen-
tation in the text. When there are disagreements other groups are conaulted and if
resolution is not reached at that level the question is dealt with afterwards by
the whole class and the professor.

Lectures need not and usually do not relate directly to the material in the chapter
except where concepts are not clearly presented. Lectures are intended to supple-
ment the conceptual view-points with more recent, relevant, and interesting
tangential information. Students repeatedly comment ,on the enjoyability of the
lectures they can really listen to, rather than madly taking notes which inhibit
the intellectualization of the .information. Student attendance is not required
for these lectures but over 80%'attend regularly. Films are used where appli-
cable with short instructor produced films being used more frequently. Three
minute 80 mm films allow apple class time for discussion, unlike the longer, less
relevant, commercial films.

During the 1C-week quarter students take 10 ten-question quizzes and 20 twenty-
question quizzes. The final may be cumulative or may be another chapter from the
book depending on the instructor's perception of the course objective. When
another chapter has been used and student's are permitted to vote on taking the
test, group, retest method, they vote to use the method learned even though it
takes an extra hour over taking only the 20-point test, That is an important
hour for them in finals week.

The fina12course grade is computed from the best 9 weeks with the lowest week grades
being thrown out. Over the years about 10% of the students stand with the grade
earned during the quarter and do not take the final. Students learn early that
in this system they are not punished by taking extra tests, but always stand to improve
overall grade. Frequent testing has about 5% drops, PSI 30%'. Is everything but
the testing in PSI superstitious behavior?

147 14 8



INNOVATION DATA

The innovation invokes:

M Freshmen
B3 Sophomores
I luniors

CI Seniors

al Psychology Majors
Non-Majors
Honors Students
Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:
None

Number of studercts who participate in innovation per Nrear
How lung has the innovation been in effect' 4 yeafs

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $
,../-

Appcoxiinate amount needed each year to support ongoing project =

Faluation done on innovyi

M Student opinion questionnaires
fa Measures of student performance in, comparis n with non - innovation control group(s)

Other (specify): drop rate from courses compared with PSI

300

0

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number, of full-time-equivalent faculty. 16,,
Number of senior majors in the department:" (if applicable)

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year 97Q0

Characteristics of Institution

Public-City
12 Public-State

Private
Urban

l Non-Urban

Men only
Women only

M Coed
Community or (unior College

El Undergraduate level program
Post-Baccalaureate Master's
Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

tRILiberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory
Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your InstitutOn

Semester El Quarter Trimester 0.4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title:
Depart ment:-
Insti t ut ion:
Address:

Donald V. Shupe
Assoc. Professor
Behavioral Science
CA. State Polytechnic University, Pomona

Pomona, CA 91767

Telephone: (Area Code) Number: Extension:
714 598-4508

140
148



dIONAL INTERNSHIP: PSYCHOLOGY IN ACTION

Fields

4

Active involvement in life and affairs beyond the limits of the college'
ca4pus is increasingly becoming an important part of many college studedts'
education. The Psychology Department provides an opportunity for selected
stuOnts to receive college credits for various Internships which provide
such experience. The internships are usually pursued in the broader community
of which the college is a part. Each internship is supervised by a sponsoring
faculty member who makes explicit all conditions and requirement of the project,
Most projects culminate in a scholarly paper. Two semester hours credit is
earned in psychology.

Studedts during the past three years have pursued a variety of experience such
as art therapy in a local state hospital; vocational evaluation aids for
Goodwill Industries; child development resource aids for the Appalachian Regional
Planning Agency; research assistants for local secondary education research
funded by N4; teaching assistants,in schools for mentally retarded.ilnd the
physically handicapped; and psyhological assistants at local comprehensive
mental health centers, and other similar programs.

Students who have participated An these programs have brought renewed enthfisiasm
to their classdpom participation and to their own learning and research program.

150
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

Freshmen CZ Psycho log9 Majors
O Sophomores a Non-Majors
IN Juniors Honors Students
IN Seniors Other (specify):

PrerecNisites for students who participate in innovation:

12 15hours of psychology

Number of students who participate in innovation per year: 15

How long has the innovation been in effect? 3 years

Approximate amount of initial ftrnding necessary to develOp and try the innovation = $

Approximate amour( needed each year to support ongoing project = $ 0

Ekalihition done on innovation:

MI Student opinion questionnaires
Measures. of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)

El Other (specify.): feedback from supervisors of students in placement settings

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Sizeof Department in 1974 -75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty: 5';liA
Number of senior majors in the department: (if applictble)

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year 1 050

Characteristics of Institution

Public-City El Undergraduate level program
Public-State Post-Baccalaureate Master's
Private Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral
Urban
Non-Urban El Liberal Arts

Teacher Preparatory
Men Only Professional
Women only

O Coed
Community or Junior College

Pr.eilominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester Quarter Trimester 124-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title: ,

Department:
Institution:
Address:

David R. Skeen, Ph.D
Asst. Professor, Chairman
Psychology
Muskinilim College
New Concord, OR 43762'

Telephone: (Area Code)
614

'Number:
826-8355

Extension:

151
150



,EVALUATION BY USE OF "SMALL GROUP EXAMS"

All Fields

As class size increases, student classroom participation, student social
contact, and student - instructor contact decrease. Faced with larger classes
the writer frequently has resorted to small group techniques of instruction
to'achieve these advantages. Among the more successful has been the "small.
group mul . For this, the class is divided into groups of four or five
students. These may be ad hoc groups or possibly better, continuing groups
that participate in other class, activities. The groups are told they are to
work on the exam as a team and will be graded as a team. Other details
are explained, questions answered, and each group given the same series of
questions. Questions may be objective or essay, but should be challenging
to the group's effort. During the exam, the instructor passes among the
groups to answer questions. After a specific time, the written exams are
collected,,and the questions discussed. Groups are asked to make a copy
or notes of their answers for this discussion. As one might anticipate
from studies of small group behavior, group members will support strongly
their jointly arrived at answers. Discussions are extensive; sometimes heated,
put always involve the active or attentive participation of all students.
The "group exam" and the following discussion have important Advantages
in grading. First, the discussion amplifies and clarifies for the instruc-
tor the students answers to questions. Second, with only 1/4 to 1/5th
as'many exams more time is available for careful reading and evaluation.
Formal student evaluation of thig technique has been largely positive,
both in terms of learning and stipulating interest. Initially, some
apprehension was expressed in using group results to grade individuals;
however, the use of individual evaluation seem to alleviate this teaF.
A useful method is to obtain peer evaluations for each small group member
of his or her knowledge and contribution demonstrated in taking the exam.
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J
INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

Freshmen
SophoinoreS

2g Juniors

Seniors

Prerequisites for students who
None

Psychology Majors
Lit Non-Majors

Honors Students
Other (specify):

participate in innovation:

Number of students who participate in innovation per year: 90
How long has the innovation been in effect? 1 years

Approximate-amount of initial funding necessary to devolop and try the innovation = $

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $

Evaluation done on innovation:

El Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
Other (specify):

INSTITIITIONAL DA14A

Size of Department in 1974-75 aca4rnic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty. 13

Number of senior majors in the department. (if applicable)

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1.974-75 academic year: 20,000

Characteristics of Institution

Public-City
Public!Stat-e

El Private
Urban
Non-Urban

. Men only
Women only
Coed
Community or Junior College

Predominant Calendar System

.453 Semester Quarter

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title:
Department:
Institution:
Address:

El Undergraduate level program
El Post-Baccalaureate Master's
I Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

El Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory
Professional

at Your Institution

Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

David B.D. Smith.
Asst. Professor
Human Factors
University of Southern California
Los Angeles, CA 90007

Telephone: (Area Code) 213 Number:
746-7915

152

o

Extension:



LABOR SAVING MASTERY COURSE EXAMINATIONS WHICH TEST FOR CONCEPT ATTAINMENT
RATHER THAN ROTE LEARNING

All Fields

Mastery course examinations must be easy to construct and grade due to the
large number of. exams administered to-each student and the meed for prompt
feedback of results. Hence, the instructor may rely upon objective-exam
formats which test for rote learning. The short answer format described
below saves labor and readily tests for concept attainment.

At exam time, the student is presented'with two sheets of paper: the description
sheet is comprised of short, novel descriptions of experimental and life
situations illustrating basic principles of the unit being tested. .A condensed
description might read: "A dog gets a treat each time he jumps through a hoop."
The question she4t contains items pertaining to this description; for example:

1. Find an example of an operant in the description provided.
2. What schedule of reinforcement is being used here?
3. What must be done to eliminate the operant? ,Be specific.

If the student does not achieve mastery on this first attempt, he/she
will be provided with a duplicate question sheet and a new description sheet
which is keyed to exactly the same questions; for example: "A small boy
receives a treat every other time he attends to hils father on command."

. . !

Although the questions are exactly the Same for each description, the answers
must be-different. The same question sheet may be used for many descriptions.
This insures that each alternative form of the exam for a particular unit will
be exactly equivalent. Questions such as 1 and 2 above test for concept
attainment in that students must differentiate between examples and non-examples
of basic principles and terms in novel situations. Questions such as 3 above
require the student to understand interrelations among key concepts.

154
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

MI Freshmen
Sophomores.

El Juniors
CM Seniors .

Prerequisites for students

None

GI Psychology Majors
GI Non-Majors
-Honors Students

Other (specify):

who participate in innovation:

Number of students who participate in innovation per year
long hiy the innovation been in effeirt? 1 years

Approximate amount of initial hinding necessary to develop and try the innovation =

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ 0

90

Evaluation chine on innovation:

Student opinion questionnaires
'Measures of student performance.in comparison

0, Other (specify):

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

with non-innovation

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
6Number of full-time-equivalent faculty.

Number of senior majors in the department (if applicablei

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year:

800

Characteristics of Institution

Public-City
Public-State

El Private
Urban
Non-Urban

O Men only
El Women only
O Coed
O Community or Junior College

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

El Semester 0 Quarter Trimester 4-1-4

0$

control group(s)

approx. 100

El Undergraduate level program
O Post - Baccalaureate Master's

l'ost-Baccalaureate Doctoral

HI Liberal Arts
O Teacher Preparatory

Professional

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:

Department:
Institution:

s :

Milton L. Steinberg, Ph.D
Asst. Professor
Psychology
Marymount College
Tarrytown, NY 10591

Other (Specify):

Telephone: (Area Code) 914 Number: 631-3200

155
154

Extension: .4 378



FILING Of EXAMINATIONS IN 'ME UNIVERSITY LIBRARY AS A MOTIVATIONAL DEVICE
FOR STUDY

kr)

For the last two decades, .ending with June 1, 1971, when 1 retired, i regularly
filed all of my previously- administered multiple-choice examinations in the
University Library. 'These examinations emphasized the comprehension of psycho-
logical concepts, presented in classroom discussions, textbook and supplementary
readings. Several times attempts were made to determine the differences in
performance between the students who were informedabout the filing of the
previous examinations (A) and those who were not informed (B). The conver-
sations between the (A) and the (B) about the teaching device in the Library
rendered useless the determination of the difference between the two groups.
The increase in student motivation to study the prey s examinations was
remarkable. The librarians were frequently obligat o "rerun" the previous
examinations to satisfy the demand, although,it had been announced that a
newly-constructed test would be administered at the next testing-period. The
increased motivation to study the 'materials of the previous' examinations
undoubtedly led to an increase in student-performance and intefest in the
subject matter. No extra clerical help was necessary. The only extra burden
on the instructor. was the ,task of constructing new up-to-date tests at every
examination period.

15G
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

CA Freshmen
Ca Sophomores
(51 Juniors
f/I Seniors

Ppychology Majors
CO Non-Majors
(21 Honors Students
21 Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:.

NONE

Number of students who participate ininnovatiwn per year: 150
How long has the innovation been in effect'? 20 years

Appromniate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $

Approximate amount needed each year to support.ungoing prOject = $

valuation done nn innovation:

^lent opinion questionnaires
Nleasures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)

G9 Other (specify): Increase inlibrary usage

INsTrrt ITIoNAt. DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 e demic year
Number of full -time-equi alent faculty. 13
Number of senior majors in the department. 150 (if applicable)

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year 9500

Characteristics of Institution

Public-City
Publn -State
Private
ltrban
Non-1 trban

Mn e only
Women only I
Coed
Community or Junior College

1£0 andergraduate level program
Post - Baccalaureate Master's
Post-I3accalaureate Doctoral

El Liberal Arts
El Teacher Preparatory

Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester Cat Quarter Trimester 4-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Arthur J. Ter Keurst
Professor

Department: Psychology
Institution:
Address:

Central Missouri State
303 Goodrich Drive
Warrensburg, Missouri

Telephone: (Area Code) 816

University

64093

. Other (Specify):

Number: 747-6626

157
156

Extension:



ZIP CODE QUICK QUIZ CARD SELF-SCORING MULTIPLE-CHOICE TEST WITH IMMEDIATE
KNOWLEDGE OF RESULTS

Any Subject Area

The quiz cards can be used with any multiple-choice tests such as those provided
in instructors' manuals, test item files, or self-made. The cards are designed
for forty 4-choice questions. The instructor is provided with an answer sheet
showing the location of the letters concealed beneath the silver circles. The
arrangement of the letters was determined by use o a table of random numbers.
The instructor selects one of the four,letters as t e "correct" letter for the
quiz. He then arranges his questions so that the correct choice of the four pds-
sible responses will be at the location of the pre-selected letter. The student
reads the question, decides whit(oprf the four possible responses is the correct
one. He then scrapes the surfac f the Silver circle with a coin, a key, or k

a fingernail,uncovering the hidden'Igtter. If he finds the "correct" letter
for that quiz, he knows that he has chosen the right answer. He gives himself
3 points for that question. If he did not get the right answer on the'first
try, he re-reads the question, makes a second choice. If he uncovered the
"correct" letter on the second try he gives himself two points. He continues
until he discovers the correct answer. The student totals his own score and
knows immediately how he has done on each question and on the total quiz. He
learned the correct answer if he did not know it reviously. Of course, the
instructor may use any scoring system he likes an may decide to allow only one
attempt.

4.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

El Freshmen
GI Sophomores

Juniors
BB Seniors'

Ct Psychology Majors
O Non-Majors
IR Honors Students
O Other (specify):

Prerequisites Lor students who participate in innovation:

Graduate students

None

Number of students who participate in innovation per year: 300
How long has the innovation been in effect? years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and fry the innovation = $ 8.00

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ 08/student/quiz

Et,aluation done on innovation:

ri Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
Other (specify):

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Sire of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty:
Number of senior rwijors in the department.

Sire of Institution.
Total-Student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year r4c9

(if applicable)

Characteristics of Institution

Public-City
Public-State.

5 Private
O Urban

Non-Urban

Men only
O Women only
I Coed

Undergraduate level program
0 Post-Baccalaureate Master's

Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

I21:1 Liberal Arts
O Teacher Preparatory
IN Professional

O Community or Junior College

PredominarittiCalendar System at Your, Institution

DI Semester 111,'Quarter Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title:
Depart ment:
Institution:
Address:

Clarence Thurman, Ph.D
Prof. of Psychology and Chairman, Dept. of Ed. and Psychology

Education and Psychology
William Carey College
Hattiesburg, MS129401

Telephone: (Area Code)
601

Number:
582-5051

159
158

Extension:
217



STUDENT SELECTED LEARNING.IN AN-ASSIGNED TEXTBOOK

All Fields

The students were told to underline the passages in their text that they
thought were worthwhile learning. When it was time for a t st, the students
came by my office individually; I looked through the 2 or 3iapters and asked
questions about the material that was underlined; the student verbally answered
about 20 questions (which is'enough to give a grade of B-, B, or B+). The-

class size was about 15 qtudents. The distribution of grades was similar to
those obtained by the use of multiple-choice tests. The main benefit wa%
the positive effect on the student's attitudes because their interests and
needs were taken into consideration (which does not happen in most self-pacing,
systems, such as 'the Keller system). It was also pleasant for the instructor.

F
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INNOl DA', A

The innovation invokes-

O Freshmen 0 Psychology Majors
Sophomores Non-Majors
Juniors 0 Honors_ Students 4

O Seniors RI Other (specify): Any grpup of undergraduates

Prerequisites for students who partie [pale in innovation:
4

Number of students who participate in innoviVion per year 15

Iiow long has the innovation been in effect? years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to devylop and try the inno

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ n

f-Aelliration done un innoalion:

Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison

O Other (specify):
with non-innovation

ation $

C( ntrol group'(s)

INsTrrimoNAL DATA

Sue of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-e(Iuivalent faculty. 311

Number of senior meows in the department' (if applicable)

Size of Institution
'iota) student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year.140°

Characteristics of Institution

Publer-City
O Public-State
Ea Private
11C1 urban
O Non-I Irbein

O Men only
Q. Women only
O coed

Undergraduate level program
O Post-Baccalaureate Master's

Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

El Liberal Arts
EC Teacher Preparatory
O Professional

O Community or Junior College

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester 0 Quarter Trimester 4-1-4

,/ INNOVATOR DATA

Na Me: Dr . William B.. Turpin

Title: Associate Professor and 'Chairman
Department.. Psychology

Meredith College
Raleigh, NC

Institution:
Address:

Telephone: (Area Code)

0 Other (Specify):

919 Number: 834-7842

161
1,50

(I am no longer at Meredith College; my

current address is 1819. Arlington St.
Raleigh, NC /7608)

Exten'sion:



A PERSONALIZED SYSTEM OF INSTRUCTION

All areas in Psychology

This system an be applied te) all subject areas in Psychology. It
involves stating the objectives to be learned in terms of performances.
The major areas in the field are divided into chapters, each of which
is further divided into an equal number of instructional goals. In

some courses-the material cove5ng the goals is written and available
while in other courses students are free to use whatever sources may
be found. Testing for qualification in a chapter consists of answering
a stated number of goals in short answer essays. These goals are cho-
sen at random from the total number of goals in the chapter. In this
way the student must prepare for,the entire set of goals to be sure of
passing the test. Tests are on a demand basis whereby the student can
take them any time he feels he is ready. They areon a pass-fail basis.
Certain chapters are designated by the instructor as mandatory and some
are left for student selection. The grade depends on the number of
chapters satisfactorily completed. Alternative methods of completing

a chapter are alsq provided.

Evaluation of this method is accomplishe0 by asking all studynts
to complete an open ended questionnaire: "Things I liked about the

course, things I disliked and suggestions for improvement." In

tion, the instructor is evaluated using a Q sort instrument in order
to detect and correct weaknesses in his performance. These two instru-
ments are subjectively evaluated against each other to assess student
reaction to the course. By far the greatest number have indicated
satisfaction with the personalized approach.

It is interesting that the role of the instructor changes dra
tically in this system. He becomes more of a consultant than a lectufer.
Also, the students usually demand much more test time and less class
time than is normally prescribed.

4.
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xiNNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

Freshmen Psychology Majors
Ea Sophomores IN Non-Majors

Juniors Honors Students
Seniors Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students whoparticipate in innovation:

Nuifiber of students who participate in innovation per year. 360_
How long has the innovation been in effect? years

,

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation =

Approximate amount needed each year to stipport ongoing project =

Evaluation done on innovation:

13 Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in,- comparison with non-innovation control group(s)

Iii Other (specify):

Teather evaluation by, student Q sort

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty.
Number of senior majors in the department. applicable)

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year: 5500

Characteristics of institution

C2 Public- County
Public-State'
Private
Urban

fa Non-Urban

,Men only
Women only
Coed
Community or Junior College

1+

121 Undergraduate level program
Post-Baccalaureate Master's
Post-Baccalaureata,Doctoral

la Liberal Arts
fa Teacher Preparatory

Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your iristitution

8 Semester Quarter Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Richard G. Warga, Ed.U.

Tide: Professor of Psychology

Department: Behavioral and Professional Sciences

Institution: Bucks County Community College

Address: Nkiamp Road, Newtown,.PA 18940

Telephone: (Area Code) 215 Number: 9685861

16 3
162-

Extension: 453



USING AN ORAL RECITATION QUIZ TECILNIQUE IN DISCUSSION SECTIONS OF SOCIAL
PSYCHOTIOGYAND PSYCHOLOGY, E PERSONALITY COURSES

All fields

Students, randomly assigned to groups of three or four, prepare to orally respond

to four discussion questions. The questions, with specific text or lecture topics,

are presentedto students a week before the oral recitation quiz (ORQ). Each

student group sits around one of several small tables with a microphone. One
student in each group will then volunteer to recite first, whereupon one of the

four discussion questions is assigned by the instructor. Addiessing the other ,

two or three peers and speaking into the microphone, the student answers the

question. Responding of up to twelve students occurs simultaneously on,(the

(up to twelve) recitation stations. Evaluation of ORQ responses occur through:

(1) peer assessment of the response; and (2) instructor sampling of the response.'

Total ORQ points include primarily an average of points received from the graders

(instructor included) and points earned by student raters when they have graded

a peer's response in a fashion similar to that of the instructor. -A computer

program is used to determine ORQ scdres. With responses limited to Par 10
minutes, it is possible to administer an ORQ to up to 48 people in one period.

Twelve microphones, ample cable, microphone mixers and several head sets were

purchased for around $600 to construct the ORQ system., The ORQ technique

has two objectives: (1) superior organization and recitation of'materiall

and (2) an improved oral verbal facility. Bodr verbal reports (questionnaires)

and formal exam performance data indicate that it produces superior academic
. .

performance.



INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

Fresh-men
IE Sophomores

juniors
El Seniors

11 Psychology Majors
at Non-Majors

Honors Students
Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

Number of students who participate in innovation per year: 175
How long has the innovation been in.effect? 3 years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ 600

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ 30 (maintenance).

Evaluation done on innovation:

EJ Student opinion questionnaires
0 Measures of student performance in compariSon with non-innovation control group(s)

Other (specify):

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Numher of full-time-equivalent facult y: 10 2 3
Number of senior majors in the department: 25

Size.of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 acedemic year:

Characteristics of Institution

0 Public: `State
Private
Urkin

0 Non-Urban

Men only
Women only

El Coed
Community or junior College

(if applicable)

8,000

El Undergraduate level program
El Post-Baccalaureate Master's

Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

El 'Liberal Arts,
gl Teacher Preparatory
11E) Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester Quarter Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Joel 4--West, Ph.D. and Harlyn D. Hamm, Ph.D.
Title: Associate Pragekpr of Psychology
Department: Psychology Department
Institution: Northern Michigan University
Address: Marquette, Michigan 49855

Telephone: (Area Code) Number:

906 227-2935 1.65.
164

Extension:



dr

SEMINAR IN THE TEACHING OF PSYCHOLOGY

All psychology courses using undergraduate teaching assistants

The notion of students teaching students has aroused well-deserved attention
in recent years, and I,like others, have used undergraduates to help teach
undergraduates. I also have developed a teaching seminar for all undergraduate
assistants in my psychology department. This seminar in the psychology of
teaching has three principal purposes: X1) to provide models of experienced
teaching fOr the undergraduate teacher: c2) to help both faculty and students :
become more reflective and better able. to verbalize about teaching; and(3). to
allow undergraduate assistants a forum in whichto share problems, techniques
and accomplishments.

4

Approximately 30-35 junior and senior-concentrators enroll in the seminar
each semester. They meet with me two hours a week. Theese-students serve as
assistants in such courses as general psychology, developmental psychology,
and personality. Generally they lead.their own discussion group.

The seminar format varies. We have some open discussions of issues like faci-
litating groups or grading papers, and instruction in running demonstrations
(e.g., of operant conditioning). The main educational procedure, however,
consists of discdssing videotapes of faculty ,graduate students, and some
of the undergraduate TA's themselves. Generally a guest speaker briefly describes
his/her teaching philosophy, then reviews with the class the videotape of
his/her own teaching. The dynamics of having the teacher on tape and the
teacher in person within the same seminar has created some - exciting discussions.
These tapes are being gathered into a tape library,.where they can serve as
recource materials for both students and faculty.

,Undergraduate teaching assistants, like their graduate counterparts,, are evalu-
ated by the students in their discussion groups or the class in which they assist.
The assistants, also are encouraged to obtain ongoing feedback from their students,
and to evaluate their own experiences both with their discussion group and in
the seminar in weekly diaries submitted .anonymously to me. The teaching seminar
itself is evaluated as part of the regular undergraduate course evaluation
process. 'NA(

16U



INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

O Freshmen
Sophomores

In juniors
Of Senior.>

Prerequisites for students who

IR Psychology Majors
Non-Majors
Honors Students
Other (specify):

participate in innovation:

Number of students who participate in innovation per year 70

How long has the innovation been in effect? years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ 150,00

Evaluation done on innovation:

CS Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)

Other (specify):,
I am looking at relationships between personality, demographic, interest characteristics

of undergraduate TA's and student evaluations aspects of the TA's performance.

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty: 1?
Number of senior majors in the department:. 700 (if applicable)

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year 25,000

9

-Characteristics of Institution

Public -City
CT Public-St-ate
01 Private,
I5D Urban

Non -Urban

Men only
Women only

63 Coed
Community or, junior College

RI Undergraduate level program
5/1 Post-Baccalaureate Master's
CM Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

FS1 Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory

fa Professiohal

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

kl Semester Quarter Trimester 4-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Titlw
Department:

. Institution:
Address:

Kathleen M. White
Assistant Professor
Psychology
Boston Unilersity
64 Cummington St.
Boston Mass. 02215

Telephone: (Area Code) 617

Bd Other (Specify): Modified trimester
possible to complete
16 units (4 courses )

during summer.

Number: 353-2590

16 r^1

166

Extension:



FOUR TEACHING INNOVATIONS: STUDENT EXPERIMENT DESIGN, SELF STUDIES,
GROUP STUDIES, AND "BUZZ" SESSIONS

Multiple Fields

1) In 1958, when I was suddenly confronted with the necessity of starting an
experimental psychology course for the College of the Pacific, I hit upon the
the following device:

a. Four weeks of general introduction (philosophy of science);
b. The designing of an experiment by each member of the class;
c. The presentation (and critique) of this design to the class - with

the class doing the "critiquing;"
d. The carrying out of the experiment (broadly defined);
e. The presentation of results to the class, with a second critique by

the class;
f. A final examination which consisted of each student taking an article

from The Journal of Experimental Psychology (each student receiving a
different article) for critique.

2) California state credentiality required a course 1.0.4 Mental Hygiene and I was
asked to teach this. I immediately set out to design a course in personality
with the focus upon adaptibility. About 1950 I hit upon the device of having
students do a self-study. Each was given a code number and filled out an auto-
biographical study (52 pages of a questionnaire type which I called "A Psycho-
logical Guide to Self Understanding"). The Mental Hygiene requirement has long
since passed (as the necessary course). I have found the same device a good one

Y' for the Psychology of Personality, however. All students took four personality
tests which were included in the self study, and each was given a half hour
interview following the book's evaluation. We no longer require the interview,
but it is still available for those whowish it.

3) In Social Psychology I early.developed the device (an outgrowth of some of
R.C. Tryon's devices) of having each student do a field study of a small group
(between'10 and 50 people preference around 75 of which he was a member.
There were three elements of tlis study:.

a. A general, journalistic description of the group as might be seen by
casual observer or an unsophisticated member of the group.

b. A social or "demographic" analysis of the group-age composition, sex
distribution, socio-economic orientation, etc.

c. A series of psychological "profiles" of members of the group - back-
grounds of these individuals, interactions in the group, and hypotheses
to explain their intra-group behavior.

4) As the college grew, so did my Introductory Class. When it began to approach
100 I hit upon the "buzz sessions" approach. The class would be broken into
groups of fiye as we tackled each new topic. (I sought to introduce about 8
'basic concepts in psychology scientific method, the study of behavior,
motivation, learning, perce n, intelligence, personality, etc.). The groups

-......"
were asked basic questions, "what causes us to act?," and I circulated among
the groups listening and raising questions. The groups then reported to the
full class and a consensus was developed. Then the textbook assignment explaining
the concept-was read. ' .

160
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation invokes.

O Freshmen
O Sophomores
O juniors
O Seniors

O Psychology Majors
O Nob-Majors
O Honors Students
O Other (specify):

Prerequisitesefor students who participate in innovation:

Number of students who participate in innovation per year
How long has the innovation been in effect.? years

Apprommate amount of initial fOnding.necessary to develop and try the innovation =

.Appioximate amount needed each year to support ongoing-project =

1-:%aluation done on innovation:

O Student opinion questionnaires
O Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
O Other (specify):

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974 -75 academic year
NuMber of full-time-equivalent faculty
Number of senior majors in the department:

Size of Institution
Totalgtudent'enrollment in 1974-75 academic year

Characteristics of Institution

O Publicc2-City
O Public-State
O Private
O Urban
O Non-Urban

O Men only
O Women only
(XI Coed
O Community or Junior College

(if applicable)

5,511

Undergraduate level program
Post-Baccalaureate Master's

CU Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

ID Liberal Art-s
El- Teacher Preparatory
E4 Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

0 Semester 0 Quarter 0 Trimester

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Dr., W. Edgar Gregory
Title: Psychologist and Professor of
DePartment'University of the Pacific
Institution:
Address: 976 West Mendocino

Stockton, California 95204

Telephone: (Area Code) 209

(21 4-1-4 t1 Other (Specify):

Psychology

Number:

7

463-0982
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168

Extension:



TAKING THE GUESSWORK OUT OF STUDYING FOR UNDERGRADUATE PSYCHOLOGY COURSES

General Psychology, Child Psychology (all introductory courses)

4
A goodly number of students new to the area of psychology do not know the gradient
of importance for course content. As an instructor I feel that examinations are

not guessing games. I want my students to have mastery cver a number of different
concepts in psychology (learning concepts, developmental concepts, etc.), which I

feel,arecimportant. In order. to do this, I , like others, give examinations

composed of an equal number of multiple-choice and essay questions (each part worth

50%). The novel feature is that two weeks after the beginning of the term I give

the students 15 (for example) essay questions worded exactly as they will appear

on future examinations. The student then has plenty of time to learn about each

question area during the term. In practice the instructor chooses 5 (for example)

of those essay questions relevant to the areas covered to appear on the mid-term

examination. (The students would not know which five essay qumfipions would be

asked until they take the examination.) -Any student who has rrila the materials and

studied can easily pass the essay part of the examination. The value of giving the

students the questions beforehand lies in the fact that each student now has some
in-depth knowledge about a number of concepts that at least one instructor and

one textbook consider valuable. "The multiple-choice part of the examination (the

other 50%) reflects not only aspects of the essay questions but of the many other

relevant' topics discussed.
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INN( )1,ATi()N DATA

Thy innoation involes

rreshmn
CA Sophomores
O tumors
O Seniors

CS) Psychology Majors
all Non-Majors

Honors Students
Other (specify):

Prerriposttes for students who participate in innovation:

NONE

Number of students who participate in innovation per year: 90
flow long has the innovation been in effect? years-

Approvimatett, ralrYtef IImMyEttilln?nnv, Uffs'Apf, to develop and try the innovation = &AL__

Appro white amount needed each year to support (ongoing project = $ -0---

done,on innovation:

l Stulent opinion questionnaires
O Measures of student per.formance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
O ()tiler (specify):

iNsTITI,TIONAL DATA

!Cite of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-lime-equivalent faculty.
Number of senior majors in the department: (if applicable)

(Mt teaching presently)

Sli.e. nl Instittitifin
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic ftar

Ch,irm teristics of Institution

O Puldu -City
O Public Slate
O Priate

l!rhan
CS Non-I lrhan

Men only
O Women only
(1(1 Coed

Comintinih, or ((moor 'College

llndergracluate level program
O Post-Baccalaureate Master's

Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

iJ Liberal Arts
'reacher Preparatory
Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

0/ Semester 0 Quarter Trimester ? 4-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

N11111'

Dttpartnient:
Institution
Address:

Dr. Helen Ackerman
Professor

5921 Almond Terrace
Plantation, Florida 33317

Other (Specify):

Telephone (Area Code) 305 Number: 581-4533

171
170

Extension:

when teaching
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THE MASTERY CLASSROOM: COMBINING THE MASTERY TESTING APPROACHOF PSI WITH
THE GROUP-PACING AND ACTIVITIES OF THE TRADITIONAL CLASSROOM

General Psychology, Abnormal Psychology

I

The objectives were to promote a high level of mastery, encourage regular
study and class attendance, and increase students' preferences for behaviors
involving course material. The last 2 objectives should Increase retention
of material and the likelihood that students will continue to deal with it
when the grading contingeney ends. Methods included assigning a textbook
chapter and specific study questions for each class, providing 2 to 3
testing opportunities for each chapter, and devoting half of each class
session to testing plus feedback and the other half of most sessions to interest-
generating activities such as films (35% of classes), lecture/discussions
,(35% of classes), and demonstrations (10% of classes). Courses met for two

minute sessions each week for 15 weeks. Most Classes began with a second

quiz of 110 multiple- choice questions on the previous assignment, followed by
a comparable initial quiz on the assignment for the day. Every fifth class
session began with an optional repeat test of 40 questions on the previous 4
chapters, followed by a test of 20 to 30 questions on classroom material and
optional readings. (Since no second quiz was given on fourthchapters, 2 extra
question's were included on their initial quizzes.) A comprehensive semester

final was also given. Scoring and combining of scores was done by computer.
Only scores of 6 or above counted on quizzes, but all test scores counted.
Letter grades each covered a range of 7%, with 70% required for passing.
Sections met both day and evening, and included students of all levels,

majors, and ages.
The percent receiving grades of A, B, C, D, and F, or dropping the course.

after completing the first unit were 40, 29, 13, 5, 3, and 9 for the two

75 student General sections, and 30, 28, 19, 7, (and 16 for the 43 student

Abnormal section. Class attendance, based on those taking initial quizzes,
averaged over 90% in all 3 sections. Otter faculty teaching General rated
the low drop rate and high attendance as quite unusual, but comparable data
were not available for other sections or courses. On the Kansas State U.

questionnaire of teaching effectiveness, student ratings -of both courses
placed them in the upper 30% of courses (according to KSU norms) for gain-ing
factual knowledge, learning fundamental principles, and Improving thinking.
The General students also placed it in the upper 30% of classes for increasing
their positive attitude toward the field. Students rated the frequency of

quizzes between "about right" and "slightly too many," movies as "about right,"

and they requested more demonstrations and lectures. These data suggest that
the objectives were substantially realized and that the students perceived
them and the methods for realizing them as worthwhile. The mastery classroom

method is currently being used in other courses, with other schedules such as
three 50 minute sessions each week and an 8 week summer semester, and by
other faculty members in their General sections.
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INNOYAT(ON DATA.

The inneivation involves:

l Freshmen
Sophomores

(-)4 juniors
I;) Seniors

a Psychology Majors-
, 45k Non-Majors

O Honors Students
Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in in.no/ation: none

Number of students who participate in innovation per year 200
How long has the innovation been in effect? ____I__ years

O

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $

E%aluation done on innovation:

0

=$ 0

RI Student opinion questionnaires
O Measures of student performance in comparisore,with non-innovation control group(s)
Ea Other (specify): Drop rate, attendance

INSTITrTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equ,ivalent faculty.
Number of senior majors in the department: S8 _____

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75

Characteristics of Institution

O Public-City
El Public-State
O Private
EZ1 Urban
O Non-III-ban

O Men only
O Women only
O Coed
O CoMmunity or junior College

academic year

(if applicable)

invAr ono

Undergraduate level program
O Post-Baccalaureate Master's
0 Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

kl Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory

O Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester 0 Quarter 0 Trimester 0 4-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA
David F. Barone
Instructor in Psychology

Division of Science
University of WisconsinParkside
Kenosha, WI 53140

me
Tole:
Department.
Institution:
Address:

Telephone: (Area Code) (414)

Other (Specify):

Number: 553 -2538

17tJ
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Extension:



INDEPENDENT STUDY AND SELFDIRECTED LEARNING IN PSYCHOLOGY

Child Psychology, Sociil Psychology, Educational Psychology

Learners differ. They differ in what they went to learn, how they wish to team, how quickly they learn, and how they desire to be
evaluated. In addition, soma students are jun out of high school while others have advanced degrees. The traditional approach for all
students to learn the same material et the same time is not responsive to the varying needs of students. Therefore, all psychology
courses at Howard Community College have been designed to most the needs of the majority of students but independent study end
self-directed lemming ere encouraged. Ten to twenty percent of our students elect either independent study or self-directed learning.
Students decide if they wish to work on their own. No personality tests or achievement criterion era used to screen students. The
SUMO= rate (completion of the course) has moved from 50% to over 90% while the college success rote in ell classes is around 70%.

.11111

The first day of clan students are given behavioral objectives for the two or more options they may follow to complete the course.
Generally, students participate in group discussions and view films during class time. However, students may select independent study
which means that they use the behavioral objectives es stated for one of the options but do ea of the work outside of class at their
own rate. They are working independently of the class but meet the same objectives as students who attend class. Film guides and
study guides for reading materiels era available to nudents on independent study.

Students who decide that none of the planned options meet their needs can plan with the instructor end thus develop a course suited
m their individual needs and interests. Some students plan only for two weeks eta time while others plan for the full term. Students
can do observations off campus or be involved Ina field experience in the community.

From my perspective, here era some of the important components for offering independent study and self-directed looming.

1. Studo,nts need to be able to select a structured course if they with. Behavioral objectives end en overview of what is involved in
each option must be ready for the first class.

2. Students who with to work on their own need hints on how to get started. Individual conferences during the' first week ere
important to indicate that the student will not be left alone but will have contact with the instructor.

3. Students who want less structure and more choices can select the self-directed looming approach. Library resources (print and
nonprint) must be as available as possible. A tour of the library and some suggested materiels to start with decrease anxiety
and wasted time. Early in the course students need to be taught how to quickly and efficiently use library resources.

0

4. A specified format for reporting to the instructor must be understood and followed. Students should read what their
responsibilities ore prior to their conference with the instructor.

5. Agreements on what the student will be learning should be written. The instructor end the student each need a copy. Any
changes In the agreement need to be made on both copies.

8. If field experiences an to be encouraged, the following needs to be done.

Materiels to teach the skills of observing and working with people.

b. A list Of agencies and opportunities for field work.

c. A list of types of projects and related assignments.

d. A list of readings which can be related to the field experience.

e . Slew agreement on what will be accomplished in the field experience.

8. Support from the instructor for those who feel lonely working alone.

9. Opportunities for students working alone to shore what they era doing end their concams.

10. A clear description of what is expected from independent study and self-directed learning, guidelines for assignments, and
explanation of the values to the learner. An 81 Page "red" booklet to help students related to this final point has boon
developed and is available.

1 7 '1
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation invoIxes

ES Freshmen
IB Sophomores
O Itimors
O Seniors

Psychology Majors
El Non-Majors
O Honors Students
O Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation: none

Number of students who participate in innovation per Year. 30
How long has the innovation been in effect? 3 years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $

Amin) 111111te amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ 0

Ealuation done un innovation:

0

El Student opinion questionnaires
O Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
O Other (specify).

iNsTarrioNAL DATA
Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year

Number of full - time equivalent faculty 1

Number of senior majors in the department: (if applicable)

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year 1000

Characteristii s of Institution

O Public-City
I Publii -State

O Private
O I 'rban
O Non-I 'rhan

O Men only
O Women only
ES) coed
eg Community or Junior College

O Undergraduate level program
O Post-Baccalaureate Master's
O Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

O Liberal Arts
O Teacher Preparatory
O Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester 0 Quarter 0 Trimester 0 4-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

Name
Title.
Department
Institution:
Address

Dr. James Bell
Associate' Professor
Psychology
Howard Community College
Columbia, Maryla9d 21044

Telephone: (Area Code) 301

0 Other (Specify):

Number: 7,439,8000

1 t iJ

.4%

174

Extension: 49



BOOK OF THE WEEK COURSE: A DESIGN FOR MOTIVATING STUDENTS TO HELP ONE ANOTHER
LEARN ABOUT DEVELOPMENTAL; PERSONALITY, SOCIAL AND ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY

Goals: To expose students to these fields by emphasizing their relevance to the real
world. To help students use one another as resources for learning thus building
their own confidence in their ability to understand complex concepts and phenomena.
To help students then begin to see their world as a psychologist might see it. To
expose a number of gradtfate students to variations in teaching and learning methods.

Design: The summary below was presented in some detail as a "contract" between the
staff and students.

Weekly Tasks: Read an assigned segment of R. W. White" Lives in Progress (2nd ed.).
Read Book"of Week: They were: The Child Buyer, Walden II (sections, When Prophecy
Fails, A Separate Peace, The Stranger, Black Like Me, Psychoanalysis for Teachers and
Parents, I Never Promised You A Rose Garden, and The Other America.

Each Monday there was a 20 item multiple choice test on all of course to that date,
with major focus on recent materials and book of the week due on that date. Answers
to test were given immediately. At end of class, each group of 4-5 students received
the week's group task: two essay items, one on the content, the other on group
development. One response per group, a two page essay per item was due on Friday and
returned on following Monday. Graduate students served as: process observers-
consultants for groups; readers of pagers (on Saturday mornings). Papers were
evaluated on format, writing, and content of answers.

Remainder of Monday class, Wednesdays, and Fridays ttere.for lectures, films, large
group discussions, occasibnal team building exercises. This was done in 1968 and not .

repeated. With 60 students and mostly volunteer graduate students, it was too much
work. The book of the week idea and the team essays, however, have been used in
other ways.-

17C



INNOVATION DATA

The innovatin invokes

X Freshmen
-Sophomores

El juniors
Seniors

fi

121 Psychology Majors
Non-Majors

O Honors Students
O Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:
Introductory Psychology

Number of. students who participate in innovation per year: 80+

How long has the innovation been in effect? years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ 6n0-00

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ DK

E:,aluation done on innovation:

fl Stadent opinion questionnaires
O Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
O Other (specify):

Student opinions -.highly positive - major complaints - very difficult, but

rewarding, to learn to work with others; too much work.

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of [) &artment in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty: 30
Number of senior majors in the department 200 (if applicable)

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year: 23,600

Characteri5tics of Institution

121 Public-City
VI Public-State

Privdtp
I Irban

0 Non-Urban

O Men (ally
O Women only
tiff Coed
O Community or junior College

Undergraduate level program
El Post-Baccalaureate Master's
IS Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

ca Liberal Arts
Gil Teacher Preparatory
C3 Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

O Semester Quarter 0 Trimester 0 4-1-4 0 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Leonard M. Lanky, Professor

Title. Professor
Department: Department of Psychology
thslitution University of Cincinnati
Address: Cincinnati, Ohio 45221

Telephone: (Area Code)
513

Number:

475-4680 17 7
475-4873

176.

Extension:



USING FICTION TO TEACH PSYCHOLOGICAL CONCEPTS

General Psychology; Social Psychology
a

The short story is used here to assist the student in the discovery of a
particular principle of behavior and to initiate the discussion of
psychological theory or concepts. Fiction is also used to illustrate a
particular theory or principle presented in lecture. In the social
psychology course students write a paper in which some psychological
theory is applied to a novel of their choice. Required reading in both:
'courses (intro and social) includes novels such as The Terminal Man,
In Cdld Blood, The Confessions of Nat Turner, The Invisible Man, and-
The Ox-Bow Incident.

170
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involxes:

Eg Freshmen
Sophomores

MI juniors
23 Seniors

Ili Psychology Majors
® Non-Majors
DI Honor's Students

-0 Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who partiijpate in. innovation:

Number of students who participate in innovation per year: 250
How long has the innovation been in effect'? years

.Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $0 do
.$ 0.00

Exaluation done on innovation:
1fr

.111 Student opinion questionnaires
Mea.sures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group-Is).
Other (specify):

INsTurt rTIONAL DATA

Size.a Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of frill-time-equivalerrIALculty 10
Number of senior majors in the ment: 75

a
Size of Institution

(if applicable)

Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic: year- 3300

Characteristik:s of Institution

Public-City .
Public-State
Pr'ivate
rrban

-.0 ,Non-I Irban

Men only
Women only

(1) Coed
O Community or junior College

PredC;minant CalendeSystem pct Your Institution

Semester 0 Quarter .Trimester 1E1 4-1-4

Undergraduate level program
0- Pot-Baccalaureate Master's
O Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

12f Liberal Arts
O Teacher Preparatory
(3 Professional

.INNOVATOR.DATA
Name: Martin.Bolt, .

Title: Associate Professor
Department: Psychology
Institution:, Clvin College
Address: Grand Rapids, Michigan

. .

Telephfne: (Ar4Code) 616

O

49506

I:1 Other (Specify):

Numbew: 949-4000

179
178

I

O

Extension! 2722

O_

a
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DEVELOPMENT OF CURRICULUM IN PSYCHOLOGICAL MEDICINE

Subject Area: General and Developmental Psychology

Within medical education curricula in tlIp U.S., there is no well-defined
psychology content; additionally, there is a dearth of textbooks written for
"medical students with regards to normal psychological development. ,Criticisms
have been directed, by students, toward "irrelevant" teaching in this area. In,

order to partially remedy the'problens of curriculum content definition, a
study was made utilizing a national sample of practicing physicians'as curricular
"judges". Based on over 250 written replies and 50 follow-Up contacts by phone,
a course was designed which would meet the needs of physicians in training. -4

Additionally, content deemed appropriate for preparati6hPfor licensing examinations
was included.

Once the content was fairly well defined, an'appropriate method of delivery
had to be designed. While still evolving, the present course utilizes patient
interviews,.selected readings and handouts, lectures, films and.discussions.
Approximately 30 clock hours are dedicated to the growth and development of the
person, and the primary emphasis in both instruction and examinations is on
applied aspects of principles of °human growth. At present, there is one instructor
who delivers the course with the assistance of certain medical students who
conduct "mini-lectures" on specific topics.

Evaluation of this course to date has been via student and clinical faculty,
feedback; reviews have been much re favorable than for coursework previously

1°conducted along more "traditional' lines. No control groups have beenrpossible;
students generally view the material as relevant to their praice goals and as
appropriate preparation for national examinations. Attendance has remained quite
high and the students have perforMed credibly on "both internal- and external
examinations.- As with all courses,,, evaluation and modificatioA_hased upon
feedback are continuous.

3 L) C
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves.

Freshmen
Sophomores
rUi 'ors

Seniors

to

:hology Majors
Non-Majors
Honors Students

It Other (specify): Medical students

Prerequisites for students.kv. who participate in innovation:
all medical students

Number of students who' participatein innovation per yrar36-48
Hia.elong has the innovation been in effect'? years

fa

wroximate amount of initial TUntling necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ 5a-00

A roximate ampunt needed each year to support ongoing project = $

FA,aluation'done an innovation:

StAlent opinion questionnaires ,
DI Measures of. student in comparisorrwith non-innovation.,control,group(s)

Other (specify):

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-7X- academic year
Number of Tull-tiLm-equivalent
Nutuber of senior majors in 'the department: NA

Si Iv of Institution
Total strident enrollment to

Characteristics of,Institution

Public-City
Public-State.
Private
Urban
Non-Urban

Men only
I;) Women only
12 Coed

Community or Junior College

1974-75 academic year-

(af applicable)

1kd dergraduate level program
Post-Baccalaureate Master's
Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

I.iberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory

181 Professional

4.)
Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester Quarter Trimester 01-1-4 Other (Specify):

I,NNOVAOR DATA ,

Name: James G. 'Bouleger, Ph.D. -

Title: Associate Professor, Associate Dean
Depi*Artment: BehaVioral Science
Imoitution: University of Minnesota, Duluth, School of Medicine

Address: 2205 East 5th St.
Duluth, Minnesoba .55812

Telephone: (Area Code) 218 Nuinber 726-7571

181
180

Ex tension: 66

-



'SELF-PACED, PERSONALIZED SYSTEM OF INSTRUCTIONJN INTRODUCTORY
PSYCHOLOGY AND EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY

IntrOductory Psychology I and II and Educational Psychology

A PSI/Keller Plan/Mastery Program of self-paced individualized instruction
is presently being used at Trenton State College in some sections of Introductory
,Psychology I and II and in Educational Psychology. In each Introductory
Psychology course, a student is required to pass (at 80% or better) 12 multiple-
choice exams and a final exam based on material in the text and programmed
workbook. Each chapter exam also contains review items from previous chapters.
Students are given immediate feedback by trained student- proctors, who score the
paper and clarify any points of misunderstanding. Students may take any exam
more than once, without penalty, to better their score. All- exams are computer-

, generated, and ten alternate forms of each exam are available. Grades ia_25I are
determined primarily by exam grades, though a student may accumulate additional
points by attending optional enrichment classes3 by being subjects in experiments,
or by completing other assignments. The PSI program in Educational Psychology is
similar except that half of the assigned meeting times are set aside for optional
enrichment classes. Study guides (educational objectives) are provided by the

instructor. Grades in Educational Psychology are not dependent on test perfor-
mance, but rather on the number and quality of additional reading assignments and

classroom observations.
We have done extensive research comparing our program to traditional

instruction. PSI Introductory Psychology students consistently scored higher on
a common final examination which included both tactual items and items requiring
integrative responses. PSI students 'alio scored higher on a test of retention of

basic concepts given the following semester. PSI students have a slight advantage

in terms of positive affect about the subject matter. PSI students report that
they liked the experience very much, and some students reported that PSI improved
their study habits.

PSI classes are large - about 60 students. Each proctor Is assigned 7 to 10

students. The best students are asked to be proctors for the text semester, and
are given course credit for the experience. The cost of generating the exams on
the computer is minimal - less than$50/semester on an IBM 360. Use of the
computer makes it easy to alter the item file. Cheating is nearly eliminated.
The PSI method is particularly useful for courses in which the entering behavior
of ,the students is quite variable. It allows'less able students to repeat exams
and to receive intensive tutoring, while more able students can complete the

course quickly.

-1r. 8 K.,
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation invokes

EX Freshmen
CX Sophomores

SP(11(iN,

111 Psychology Majors
XI Non-Majors
LI Honors Students
aOther (specify):

Prerequisites for students yyfio participate in innovation:

NONE

Number of students who participate in innoyation per year 0.1200' /year

How Inns; has the innovation been in effect? years .

Approimaie amount of inrrr,il funding necessary to develop and try the innovation 7_$100/semester

ApjNrit \iinate amount needed each yPill' to support ongoing project .$1001semester
comRter time

computer time

Eyaluation done on innovation:

Student opinion questionnaires
Nleasilies Fit student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
Other INT-4.00:

INSTITITTIONAL DATA

Sue of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number.of full-tune-equivalent faculty: 25

Number of senior rnajortin the ilepartment:C 100 (if applicable)

sitv of inqtotition
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year 6500

Characteristics of Institution

-CitY
01 Public:State

Private
l'rban
Non-.t 1rban

Men only
Woiiiin only

01 Coed
CimiinunitN; or Junior College

4

Ilndergraduate level program
Post-Baccalaureate Master's
Post- Baccalaureate Doctoral

17; Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory
Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Quarter Trimester / 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR

Name -Dr. Nancy S. Breland and Dr. Marshall P. Smith
Title: Assistant Professor - Professor

Department' Psychology
Institution: Trenton State College

Address: Pennington Road
Trentoni New Jersey 08625

Telephone. (Area Curie( 609 Number: 2485/6

1132

Extension:,



INDIVIDUALIZED OPPORTUNITY IN PSYCHOLOGY COURSES

General Psychology, Psychology of Adolescence, Applied Psychology, and Educational Psychology

The material in this course is presented in lecture and class discussion, but is also
presented in amanner to afford the student an opportunity for individual effort. The
student is given three assignments that involve a choice: (1) An oral report, brief, but
expressing the student's own choice of topic. (2) A reading report; here, the student
has freedom to choose his reading matter, as long as he does read, and reports on his
reading. (3) A term report, more important than either (1) or (2); this gives the
student an opportunity,to do research and report on it. The student is.asked to select
his own topic within the confines of the course, although this can be very flexible. If

the work done on this paper justifies it, the instructor can, and often does, waive the

final examination.



INNOVATION DATA

The innovation I n tikes

O Freshmen
O Sophomores

O
cia Junutrs

Seniors

O Psychology Majors
CB Non- Maters
O Honors Students
o Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation: none

Number 1)1 students who participate in innovation per year: 90-60
Flus. long has the innovation been i,n effect) 6 years

Appio.iniate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation ;$
nt EmEon would care to donate to Whitworth College

.0YrAtlii;ino amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ The college has a rather

desperate need for library materials, books and journals.
1:Caluillifin done on innovation;

O - trident opinion questionnaires none
O 'Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
'0 Other (specify):

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Sue of Department in 1974-75 acadernii. year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty:
Number of senme majors in the department: lif applicable)

five of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 in:iit.-min: year:

Charal Ierislit s of Institution

O l'uldu -(:ity
O Puldo -State
d Private
fed Urban -- -Small city

O Non-Urban

O !Men only
O Women only

Coed
O Community or Junior College

150-200

o Undergraduate level program
O Post-Baccalaureate Masters
O Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

1 Liberal Arts
O 'Teacher Preparatory
MProfessionar

Piedommant Calendar System dl Your Institution

O Semester Quarter 0 Trimester 0 4 -1 -4 0 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA Alb

Dr. Zed H. Burns

Titiv: Professor of Education and Psychology

Department: Department. of Education and Psychology

Institution: Whitworth College

Address: Brookhaven, Mississippi 39601

Telephone: Area Code) Number:
.1.8o

134

Extension:
a

ft/



VALUE, ATTITUDINAL AND MORAL CONFLICT, DEVELOPMENT, CLARIFICATION, AND
RESPONSIBILITY: PROCESSES AND CONTENT FOR EDUCATORS, ADMINISTRATORS,

REHABILITATION PEOPLE AND OTHER HEALING PROFESSIONS

,

Educational psychology (especially perception, learning, motivation, cognition),
Educational philosophy and foundations, Developmental psychology, Social
psychology, Mental health.

Objectives:. Defining and discrimination of the meaning and morality together with
related concepts and terms such as conscience, guilt, shame, belief, interest, atti-
tude, etc. Individualized beading from personal extensive bibliography (4000
entries),.and fr9m personal "portable" library toward student input and application

(far their class or for the other indicated professions).
Method's: Value clarification approaches, conflict stories, films and film strips,
discusSion, role-playing, together with unique student inputs, sharing and appli-

cations.
Content: Defining values, morality and related terms; methods of value clarification;
viewpoints of various researchers and theorists concerning moral and value develop-
ment; levels of morality and valuing implications of these to education, and other
related professions; steps in the processes of valuing; how people learn values --
value shifts, changes and consistency, together with implications to teaching,
counseling, etc.; utilizing of conflict films concerning moral and value development;

; familiarization with instruments for measuring values, value shifts, changes, moral
stages, etc. 'Number-of students, etc.: Taught once or twice a year for 3 hours
credit (graduate or undergraduate) with average class size of 15 students. One

faculty member and one, assistant (assistant impartially and carefully chosen).

Equipment: Personal bibliography, personal library, value conflict films and
film strips, dittoed open-ended role-playing skits, dittoed models' depicting
possible value and moral processes, collected instruments for measurement of
values and moral development levels. Evaluation of outcomes: Via anonymous

student responses to open-ended instrument depicting strong points, weak points,
suggestions and justifications'theeto about content, processes, apd resulting
'products of the course.

9
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INN(tk ATMN DATA

/to. triook,ition rnN.nl. I'S

O 1.reshmn
0 Sophomores

juniors
t") Seniors

Ed Psychology Majors
Non-Majors

O Honors Students
Q 01herispecay): Graduate

Pit.iiijoisites for students %Nilo pal wide In innovation: Junior standing

11 studt.nts. who participatedn inntRation per year 30

I tow ions.; has (he innovation been in effect 3 years

Npproxiiiiiite limiting necessary to develop and try the innov dim] = $ 1,000

Appi amount needed i n h year Ico sOpport ongoing project = $ SOD-DO (faculty salaries$22,06)

Ilene on innoation:

3 Student opinion questionnaires A

O Mr.l'A I'S ut student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
O ()tiler lspel:ikI.

INS I Fi t'TIONAI, DATA

Sue HI Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of foil-tinie-equivalent faculty 18

Number of senior majors in the department: (if applicable)

SIR. of Institution
Tokil student enrollment in1974-75 academic year

t:hiacterisio of Instituiffin

O Puldu
Puhlii -Stale

O Priate
l2F l'rban
O Ni`in I Trban

(3 %Ion only
O Women only-
@ Cut,(1

O C:ionniimilv or Junior College

(:olcncial System at Your Institution

aSernesler 0 Quarter 0 Trimester 0 4-1-4 D Other (Specify;

29 421

t Undergraduate level program
t Post-Baccalaureate Master's

Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

123 Liberal Arts
lB 'reacher Prepaptory
61 Prokfssional

INNOVATOR DATA

Dr. Robert E. Calmesy*
rule Professor
UsT"InrilrEducational Psychology, College of Education
1"4"hunUniversity of Arizona

College of Education
University of Arizona
Tucnon, Arizona: 85721

Address

'Telephone:. (Area Code) 602 Nurnfer: 884.--1,29 Extension;

) .



EXPERIENTIAL CURRICULUM IN PSYCHOLOGY AT A TWO YEAR COLLEGE

Experimental, Statistics," Human Development, and. Independent Study

.

Each psychology course offered at this college, except Introductory
Psychologjr, requires some form of laboratory participation:' The pri,
mary objective of these laboratories is to provide some "real life"
experience with some of the profess nal activities related to the
course content. , , .

'1. In Experimental Psyciwilogy, labs provide,-experience with waribus

u
different expementaldesignii (simplebetween irsoups, solomon
four group simple within subjects, intrasubjed1 replication,
latin scriare, etc.), different t of apparatudi (operant

conaltioning chamber, mazes, activ y wheels, reaction timer,
hand steadiness, ete.) and with di ferent areas'of.researeh in
Experimental Psychology (verbal,clearnang, motivation, behavioral
analysis, psychophysics, psychopharmacolggy, etc.). Students
must also learn A.P.A. writing style and statistIcel'to9,1s of
data analysis.
The Statistics laps require the Actual collection of data from

-t
0 students on campus and analysis using various statistical

techniques including 2 x 2 'Factorial analysis of variance,
students t, chi square, Pearson's r, Wilcoxon,Mann-Whitney,
Spearman RHO, Sandler's A, etc.

3. Human Development labs require students to serve as volunteers
in some community- setting such as the Social Services Department,
local schools, day care centers, .etc, Students must also meet

fteach week with their il tiuctor to discuss recent labs, to plan
for future work and to assess the value of their experiences.

4. Labs VH-Independent Study are designed to alp students learn how
to lod'ale the reference material necessary to write quality papers
Inc psychology. At the beginning of the semester, each student
seects any psychological topic of interest and thenrhe or she
spends e,rest'of the semester obtaining literature related
to the hosen topic. Students must locate and obtain papers
cited n textbooks, papers listed in proceedings of regional. and

national meetings, an papers indexed in psychological abstracts.
They must also pe se APA monitor and American Psychologist for
any relevant information. Grades are based upon the number and
diversity of papers obtained and on a written term paper sum-
marizing what they have learned about their chosen topic. At

the end of the semest-er.,th7 should be experts in one area
in psychology.

14.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves

LE Freshmen
63 Sophomores
-0 Juniors
O Seniors

CI Psychology Majors
Cit Non-Majors

Honors Students
Other (specify):

Prerequisites tor students who participate in innovation:

Introductory Psychology

Number of, Students who participate in innovation per year 40

11.w long has the innovation been in effect 2. , years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation =$ 10(1

Approv.inime amount needed each year to sup.port ongoing project = $

Fi.aluation done un innovation':

429 Student oponion qiiestomriaires
i'vlwasio es rd studentviformanCe in

..011wr ,Ispecify):
comparison with non-innovation control group(s)

INSTITUTI.CiNAL DATA

Sive of flepart ment in 1974 -75 academia year
Number of full.-tim -equivalent faculty: 1

Number of senior flitliors in the department: (4f ,applcable)

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in

Characteristics of Institution.

O Public-City
a Public-State

'Private

Non-Urban

,"ten only
Women only
Coed

1974-75 academic. year 300

. .

Under,groduatelevel program
O Post-Baccalaureate Master's

Post - Baccalaureate Doctoral

eI Liberal Arts
O Teacher Preparatory
O Professional

ES Community or Junior 'College

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

(ii Semester Quarter Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:

Department,:
Institution:
Address:

F.M. Dodglass IV
Instructor
Psychology
UWCRichland
Richland Center, WI 53581

Telephone; (Area Code) 608 Number: 647-6186 Extension: 56

180
188
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1. PSI IN PSYCHOLOGY AT HILO COLLEGE

2. COMPUTER SUPPORT OF PSI

1. Introductory Psychology; Statistical Techniques; Social Psychology; Adjustment

Basie.Methodology; Advanced Methodology;. Teaching Psychology.

2. Computer programs described below support courses in psychology as well as

other departments on campus.

1. The objective of the program is to individualize and personalize selected courses

in psychology with a PSI or Unit-Mastery format. Introductory Psychology uses the

PLUMS system of Unit-Mastery instruction published,by Scott-Foresman and utilizes

advanced undergraduate tutors; Statistical Techniques uses the ILS materials and

course assistants; Social Psychology uses the McGinnies text with Stalling's Unit-

Mastery qaterials and a peer-proctoring system; Adjustment focuses on college adjust-

ment with materials written by B. Higa & C. Higa of Hilo College and utilizes course

assistants; and the Basic and Advanced Methodology are being developed by four faculty

members in one-credit modules for implementation in Spring, 1976. The courses enroll

Approximately 650 students yearly and utilile 30 tutors enrolled in the Teaching

Psychology course, 4 undergraduate course assistants, and peer-proctoring procedures.

For the introductory courses, we have a campus quiz and tutorial center (shared with

other departments) which is staffed by three materials supervisors and a variable

number of tutors. Advanced courses use course assistants and/or peer proctors.

Evaluation has included student and faculty,questionnaires (consistently favorable)
s

and experimental comparisons of different.quizzing methods, tutoring systems, and

bonus point procedures; as well as the interdisciplinary generalization of Unit-Mastery

study skills. Courses are supported in varying degrees by the computer, programs

described below.

2. Objectives of the computer support programs are to provide systematic and

standardized (yet flexible) generation of tests, evaluation of items, summaries of

student progress and data for course evaluation. Use of the computer programs has

also reduced cheating problems and stimulated faculty interest in, and use of, PSI.

Student quizzes are taken on specially printed IBM cards which provide a data base

for course monitoring and improvement. Each instructor,is provided. with weekly

progress reports summarizing student performance on unit quizzes, and end-of-course

evaluative information.



INNOVATION DATA

The inno%ation in%okes

CiK Freshmen
12 Sophomores

lumors
Sembrs

MI Psychology Majors
50 Non-Majors

Honors Students
Other (specify):

Illeerequisits for students who participate in innovation:
students: No prerequisites

tutors: minimum of A grade in course for which student is tutoring; interview

with irtstructor
Number of students who participate in innovation per year: 650

Him, long has the innovation been in effect? 4 years

Appeoxitudte amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = c00(1)

Approitudte amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $4104.4)
$1000(2)

$15,000 (2)
F:%dluntion done on innovation:

12 Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)

Ca Other (specify). Measures of student performance in different PSI formats

INSTITPTIONAL DATA

Size of Departmerit in 1974-75 ai.adernic year
Number of full-tune-equivalent faculty:
Number of senior majors in the department: 1% (if applicable)

Sik of Institution
Total student Pnrollment in 1974-75 academic year-

Chdrdcteristics of Institution

Puldu -City
Pidilu -State
Private
Pr1)41
Norrilrban

Men only
Women only

3 Coed
Community or Junior College

1700

ECI lltidergraduate level program
Post-Baccalaureate Master's
P(tst-Ba( :calaureate Doctoral

3 Liberal Arts n.

1111 Teacher Preparatory
Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

SPTIIPOPr Quarter Trimester '0 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Na m' Dr. 4erry. L. 'Johnson

,a, Associate Professor

pepartinent:
In-rt(tut(on:
Andress:

Psychology
University of Hawaii Hilo College

P.O. Box 1357
Hilo, Hawaii% 96720

One: (Area (:ode) 808 Number: 961- _9439 Extension.:

191
190
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4

UNIVERSITY, LEARNING CENTER

Interdisciplinary Studies

The University Learning Center is a self4-contained unit with a small number of ,

students, teachers, and aculty. Approximately 3000 square feet of comfortably
furnished space provides a basic area for study, meetings with students and faculty,

and informal interactions between students and teachers over school work.

The University Learning Center stresses knowledge as an on-going part of the

student's life, whose quality comes from its thrust and direction as well as from

its content. Instruction is individualized and self-powered, based on informal

interactions between faculty and teachers and students. Educational resources include

the four faculty who help with long-range and broad issues surrounding the student's

learning, six teachers who art available for specific and regular assistance; resource

centers-which provide textual materials; faculty consultants outside of the University

Learning Center who guide students' work in specialized fields. A home base group,

composed of up to 12 students, led by a faculty member, is the students' primary

social and intellectual' base. Academic accomplishment ig evaluated from a journal,

a continous account by the student of h1 learning. There are few limitations to

content areas that can, be studied other then the students' own interests, persis-

tence, and willingness to actively seek consultation and instruction.

The University Learning Center awards a B.A. in inte1disciplinary Studies.

S.



INNOVATION DATA

The innovation.invol.ves:

CH Freshmen
151 Sophomores
CI Juniors
(1 Seniors

C. Psychology Majors
Non-Majors
Honors Students
Other (specify):

Prerequisites kr students who participate iri innovation:
.

Must meet University admission requirements; departmental interview recommended

Number of 'students who participate in innovation per year 102 (this includes both University

How long hasthe innovation been in effect? _ 4 years Learning Center students and stu
, dents under the old Psychology

Approximate amount ',A.A. initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $350,a00 Learning

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ 135,000 Center

Evaluation done on innovation:

12 Student opinion questionnaires
a Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation controgroup(s)

Other (specify): Academic content
Historical and demographic

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty 4
Number of senior majors in the department 29

Size of Institution

(if applicable) .

Total student enrollmenikin 1974-75 academic year 13,800

Characteristics of Institution

Public -City
Public-State
Private
Urban
Non -urban

Men only
Women only

0[ Coed
Comibiinity or. Junior College

Undergraduate level program
Post-Baccalaureate Master's
Post-BaCcalaureate Doctoral

N) Liberal Arts
Teacher PrepNratory
Professional

Predominant Calenda'r System at Your Institution

FI Semester Quarter T,rimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Charles B. Ferster, Ph.D. di

Title: Director, University Learning Center

Department: University Learning Center

The American University
Massachusetts. and Nebraska Avenues,

Washington, D.C. 20016

Institution:
"Address:

Telephone: (Area Code) 202 ber: 686-2339

9
192

NW.
k-

Extensidn:

/Program)



COORDINATED (INTERDEPARTMENTAL) SEMINAR

SUPPLEMENTARY WEEKLY SEMINAR FOR STUDENTS SIMULTANEOUSLY ENROLLED IN
THE INTRODUCTORY COURSES IN PSYCHOLOGY AND BIOLOGY

Psychology and Biology

4.

Students enrolled in the regular Psychology and Biology courses are
invited to add a 1-credit weekly seminar meeting under the direction of
faculty members representing both fields. Enrollment limited to 15.
Students in the group are assigned adjoining space in the "Center"
dormitory and a commbn set of student and faculty advisers. (Because
these are freshmen this is easily done in the initial rotm assignmentsJ) /

Similar cross-disciplinary seminars in other paried subject -areas determine
room assignmnets for other groups of freshmen in the Center - the whole'
forming a more than normally cohesive social-academic unit.

Topics available for exploration are reviewed in early meetings followed
by selection of specific themes and topics and division of responsibilities
among students for, development and presentation, with faculty members
as advisors.

Library research, field observation and planned experimental approaches
are used. Topics and lines of_investigation are largely student-
determined. Faculty members direct Attention to available materiels,
applicable methodology.

1 9 ,1
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INNOVATION DATA .

The innovation invokieg:

fl Freshmen
O Sophomores
O Juniors
O' Seniors

O Psychology Majors-
O Non-Majors
O Honors Students.
O Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

Ccorequisites rather than_prerequites): Student must elect, in the same semester,
introdqctory -courses in Psychology, and Biology

Number of students who participate in innovation per gar. 6..1.5_

-How long has the innovation been in effect? years

'Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try tie innovation =.$

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ 0

Evaluation done on innovation:

CI Student opinion questionnaires
O Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation contr
0 Other (specify):

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
6Number Of full-time-equivalent faculty.

Number of senior Majors in the department 20 (if applicable)

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year 1600

Characreristics of Institution
6

O Public-City
O Public -State
gl Private
O Urban
O Non-Urban

0 Men only
O Women only
El Coed

Community or Junior College

Predominant Calendar System at

O Semester 0 Quarter

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title:
Department:
Institution:
Address:

ISI Undergraduate-level program
O Post-Baccalaureate Master's
O Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

EV Liberal Arts
0 Teacher Preparatory
O Professional

Your Institution

0 Trimester 12 4-1-4 O Other (Specify):

0

group(s)

Center for Coordinated Study (student - 'faculty grouping)
I

E. Parker 'Johnson, Director, C.C.S. (Administratorsg Program)
Colby College
Waterville, Maine#4901

Telephone: (Area Code) 207 Number: 873-1131

19r:ti
194

Extension: 236
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HUMANIZING MASTERY LEARNING WITHOUT. PARAPROFESSIONAL ASSISTANCE

Introducto-iy and Developmental Psychology but suitable for other areas

.

A year ago I first used Mastery Learning rigidly.
oci)

I divided the text
into twelve sections and wrote fifty study objectives for each section. I next
wrote a multiple-choice question for each of the fifty objectives, scrambled the
order, and used this for the test-retest. This format 'allowed only one day for
discussion of the-objectives but by the end of the term the classes showed an
average of 93% mastery of the 600 objectives. Student gains rose from 41%
'(with 25% chance) on the pretest to 84% on the posttest. I was able to award
4.0 grades to almost two-thirds of the class_ for mastering an average of-96% of

the material. Student response to a questionaire showed that they felt they
worked much harder, learned much more,-,and, if they were teachers, would them-

selves employ a Mastery Approach. A small number of students criticized the
approach as being cold and of demanding rote memorization.*

To help offset the charge of excessive memorization I have rewritten
the objectives, making them broader in scope aea so hopefully demanding
understanding. I hage further rewritten many pf the test questions to determine
the student's ability to apply principles and understand,poncepts. And finally,

the retest now differs from the test in the order, of the questions and.in the
order of the multiple-choice answers, thereby removing a mnemonic device.

In an attempt to personalize the approach, I decreased the number
of unit sections from twelve to ten which permits two days of discussion
before each period of testing. Student reaction indicates that the change was
worthwhile.

Northwestern Michigan College is a small community college. Volunteer
student proctors proved too unreliable and we have neither the funds nor the
graduate assistants to offer much help. However by careful organization I have
been able to check the tests ana record and post the questions4missed at the
end of the testing hour. My class size averages thirty students but I've been
able to successfully grade up to fifty students.

A final humanizing effect is that I can guarantee all students a

Passing grade if they make an honest effort. I believe that the passing grade
is an honest pile since 90% is passing and through the dishrete use of InCompletes,
students who mould otherwise fail can objectively prove to me that they have
indeed; mastered 90% of the material, though it Might be during the followingterm.

1.9C
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

Freshmen
K:1 Sophomores

juniors
Seniors

111XPsychology Majors
=Non-Majors

Honors Students
Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:.
None. The innovations are for use in my general Psychology and Developmental courses

Number of students who pahicipate in innovation per yer 350
How long has the innovation been in elect? one years

Approxi ?nate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ 8.00

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ 0.00

Evaluation done on innovation:

ta Student opinion questionnaires
EX Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)

Other (specify):

Aoreasio

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty: three
Number of senior majors in the department ---{{applicable)

Size of Ins litOtion
'Ewell student enrollment in 1974-75 academic fta 2200

Characteristics of Institution

XX Public-City
f4t LX Public-State

Private
Urban
Non -Urban

Men only
Women only

6C,qoed
183(rAmmunity or junior College

Undergraduate level prograi
Post-Baccalaureate Master's
Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

LK Liberal Art s
Teacher' Preparatory

- Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester laQuarter Trimester 4-1-4 0 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Francis J. Kullman

Title. Instructor
Department: Social Science
Institution: Northwestern Michigan College
Address: Traverse City, Mich. 49684

Telephone: (Area Code) 616 Number: 946-5650

197
196

Extension: 215



PERSONALIZED SYSTEM OF INSTRUCTION

Introduct ?ri Psychology
Statistit
Various Older FielPs

The personalize4 system,of instruction, as described by V,S, Keller, is a self-

paced, mastery based system, which employs advanced undergraduate proctors to
administer and grade the quizzes which are used to assess mastery. The content
of the course is/divided into relatively small units which the students must
master in sequence.,, Alternate test forms are availablelfor use if mastery is
not achieved on the initial testing. In this manner, the tests serve as
diagnostic aids, and hive no aversive, consequences since units are retaken
until mastered. Lectures and demonstrations are irregularly given, and serve
as motivational devices rather than as instruments of information transmission.

1

The instructional staff generally consists of a faculty member, one graduate
student who is in charge of record keeping and oversees the proctors, and the
undergraduate proctors who are responsible for test administration and grading.
Typically, one proctor is responsible for pILl2.students.

Evaluation of the personalized system of instruction id terms of both outcomes
and ratings, has indicated that the system results in both better performance
and retention than comparable lecture courses.

4.
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INNOVATION DATA,

The inhoveition involves:

09 Freshmen
ID Sophomores

Juniors
Ca Seniors

U Ps'ychology Majors
VD Non-Majors
O Honors Students
O Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

NONE

Number of students who participate in innovation per year: 400,
How long has the innovation been in effect? 6 years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ 2400

Evaluation done on innovation:

$ 2400

Gip Student opinion questionnaires
111; Measures of student performance in comparison with non - innovation control group(').'

O Other (specify): Ilk

INSTITUTIONAL DATA .

Site of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty 16

Number of senior majorsin the department 600 (if applicable)

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 19.74-75 academic year 12:000

Characteristics of Institution

O Public-City
O Public-State
Cil Private
O Urban
O Non-Urban

Men only
omen only

,oed
O Community or junior College

M Undergraduate level program
Qfl Post-Baccalaureate Master's
O Post - Baccalaureate 1,2octoral

61 Liberal Arts
O Teacher Pi.eparatory
O Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution
2

CI Semester 0 Quarter 0Trimester 0 4-1:4 0 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Dr. Gerald Lachter
Title: Associate Professo
Department: Psychology
Institution: C.W. Post College
Address: Greenvale, N.Y. 11548

Telephone: (Area Code) 516

437

Number: 299-2377, Extension:

199
198
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.
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY OlkENS TWO OPTIONS

TO PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS: I SCIENTIFIC AND II PARAPROFESSIONAL TRAINING CURRICULUM
. '

'et ' .'
In order to meetthe needs of all students interested in psychology, the

department offers two sequences of courses. Option I: the "Scientific" sesuende
of traditional courses is desigaseto prepare undergraduates for competitive:
graduate schools with a scientific focus: Small honors classesare planped to
optimize learning and,provide'close contact with research-oriented faculty, s2 that
the student can undexiake research t the BA level.

.

Option II: 'thePParaprofesilon41", sequencp of courses is to prepare under-
graduates for 'human service jobs at the BA-level or for applied MA -level graduate
programs. Most psychology majorsWnot become researchers; therefore, 'e, are
trying to realistically prepare.personS to,VOrk as Mental Health Workers, Crisis Tie*

Intervention counselors, Welfgre arid Rehabilitation_Counselors, nursery'school . J
teachers, high schookysychology teachers, Corrections. Counselorsi nursing home
attendents,'and so on. ,

. , v
All majors must take three.courses:

Psychology: 2310 - Intro&ctoey P:tychology
230 - -Advanced rntroductory

3661 - 'Psychological Measurement
e

3
3

Then, tlieT Choi:ise-one of thi options listed below . . 23 semester hours
-14

Total . . 32 semester hours
.0.. ,

%
I., Scientific: 2610 - Statistics

on
3810- Experimental Psychology: Learning
3820 -Experiniental Psycholog7L, Perception
(plus 15 elective hdurs in Psychkogy

e '
. .

II. Pftraprof4ssional:
3270 - Abnormal Psychology

,3590 - Theories of Personality'
. 3800 - Research Methods.

4840 - The Clinical Psychologist.
plus 10 elective'hours from:
3501 -Child Psychology . 4850
3520 - Adolescent Psychology 3600
3540 - Maturity and Old' Age 3500
3550 - Mental Hygiene 4800 -
4N0- Psychology of Exceptionhl Child 4640--

ti

i

sychological Intervention
ciology-social work

ealth EdUcation-human sexuality
Health Education- gs7u
Home Econ.-disad antaged family

Because of the minimal and flexible requirements foil a BA in Psychology,
' junior college transfer students with an AA degree should have no difficulty

graduatinein two years. Indeed, manystudents elect to take both scientific
and paraprofessional courses.

Thegepartment plans to further improve its paraprofessionalloptiO with
more "skills" courses and practicum experieRee, dUch as Basic. Helping
Behavior. Modification, Group Facilitation, Behavior Therapy, Humanistic'- Psychology,
Transadtional Analysis and other inktight approaches.

Within 2-3 years, we expect over 200 students in theParaprofessional option
and over 100 studpnts in the.Scientific op n. It id possible to get a teaching
certificate and, thus, have the option of teaching. personalirapplied psychology
courses in tbe public schools. The deparpent plans to evaluate the effectiveness
df each course and the outcome of both options by GRE's and assessment of relevant
skills.

For more informationeand an exchange of ideas, please write or call.

9 3 0
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INMAATION DATA
-

The innovation invokes!

Freshmen
Sophomores
juniors .

Seninrs

)s. lisychpl_ogy Majors
Non-Majors-,

O Honors Sjudents
. Other (specify( i

Prerequisite's for students who participate in innovation:none,
I

Number
How Ion

1
Open to any major.

students who participate in innovation per year 300+

as the, innovation been in- effect'? 0 years

,Approximate amount of 1,0i.lidh funding necessary to develop and try the innovation

Approximate amount geected each year lo support ongoing project = $none extra, except expansion of
.$,none extra

FC7dtbition done on (nni) t-ition:
1

Di Student opinion questionnaire'S
Measures of student perforimince

IA IsPerliV): GRE in' senior
10,

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

faculty-

in comparison
year 'arkd e

. .P
-Sue or Depahment in 1974-75 academic year

Mintier:of full-time-equivalent Licillty.: _.3.9' '

Number'nf senior majors in the errartment: .090 Of Palicable)
x

Site of 'Inst il ul ion .

. Total student enrollment ill 1974-75iac4demncyea 8.000

wit on-innovation-control group(s)
Course will be eyaluated.

(:haractenstics of Instittition.

CJ

Public -City'
Puldir-State
Private

Non Uphan:
I

No

Mn e': only
Women only
Coed
,Cominuoity or junior College

PredominAnt C endar em at Your

lndergraduate level program
,Post-Baccalaureate Master's
Post-Baccalnureate Doctorat

63 Ciberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory

121 Professional

nstitution

13 Semester Quarter T imester 4-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:psychalogy Department (Clayton E Ladd)
Title: chaihnan'and Profe: soft
Department: Psychology
Institution: Eastern ILIA
Address: Charleston, I 61920

is University

Telephone: (Area Code 217 Number:

Other (Specify):

581-2127 Extension:

20T
200
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USING DICTATED NOTES TO TEACH PSYCHOLOGY TO COMMUNITY COLLEGE STUDENTS WITH -

LIMITED LITERACY

General and Developmental Psychology

The aim is to develop and assess a teaching technique which will overcome the
widespread' literacy limitations of inner city community college students,
Whose note-taking skills are especially faulty.

The inptructor first covers the usual lecture material (which is not in, and of
itself innovative.) Next, he or she extracts the kernel,oC each major subtopic
and provides it in the form of word-by-word dictation. Help with spelling,
definitions and word-derivations is provided.

Pre-and post- testing of comparable "experimental" and "control" groups needs
to be conducted and analyzed.

201
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INNOVATION DATA

h innovation involves
reshmen
ojthomores

juniors
O Seniors

O Psychology Majors-
O Non-Majors
cl Honors Students
O Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

They should be limited in literacy skills, "openenrollment" community college
students.

Nuillber of students Lho participate in innovation per year. 250 ,
Him, long has the innovation been in eflet7 4 years

Approximate amount ol initial funding necessary to develop and the innovation = $

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $500

Exaludlion done on innovation:

CO Student opinion questionnaires
(51 Measures of student performance in comparison with non innovation control group(s)
O Otherlspecify).

500

INSTITUTIONAL. DATA

Site of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty 35 410 in psychology)

Number.of senior majors in the department: (if applicable)

Sii.e of Institution 17,000'iota' student enrollment in 1974-75 academic yeir:

Characteristics of Institution

Public-City (joint funding)
ID Public-State
O Privide
O Urban .

O Non-I Irbiln

O Men only
O Women only
gl Coed
gl Community or junior College

O Ilndergraduate level program
O Post-Baccalaureate Master's
O Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

Ass- =te Bachelor's degree programs
O Liberal
O Teacher Pre ratory
0 Professional

Predommant CSlindar System at Your Institution

`11Semester 0 Quarter 0 Trimester 04-1-4 0 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Dr. redric B. Nalven
Title. Associate Professor
Departawnt Social Science
Institution: New York City Community College
Address: 300 Jay Street

Brooklyn, N.Y. 11201

. ,

Telephone: (A
1)

ea Code) Number: 643-3654

203
202

Extension:



UNDERGRADUATE FIELD WORK PROGRAM IN.LOCAL COMMUNITY SETTINGS:
PROJECT OUTREACH

General introductory psychology, and spediftAlly., developmental, community,
clinical, organizational and social psychology fields; participant
observation method.

A 2-credit course which may be taken 3 times designed for all under-
graduates regardless of major.,

Program contasts of 40 different project's in the areas of meptal health,, .

educatron, criminal justice, personal growth, community organizations, child
care, geriatrics retardation, physical disabilities, juvenile delinquencdy and
hospitals.

Students read about the semester's offerings, indicate their preferences,
undergo interviews and then are placed in a project. Approximately 800 students
enroll each semester.

Students spend 4hours /week in the field
sessions; 'plus other meetings. Requirements
include writing a,log of experiences, taking
paring reports, etc. Films, guest.speekere,
utilized' heavily.

Students.work in groups, guided by more experienced studenls serving'as
leaders. These leaders are trained by Outreach staff.

Supervision 143 provided both in the setting by the, field liasion and
on campus by directof of Project Outreach, Shula Reinharz. Each project is,.
headed by a coordinator who is an edvanced undergraduate or graduate student,
Turnover occurs every two semesters,

setting; '1 hour/weelpin discussion
vary among projects but usually
responsibility for a " session, pre-
vido tapes, field trips are

Administration, planning, evaluation, liaison work with the'commungaity is
tesponsibil&ty of Outreach staff for'whom this is an educational experiment in
otgasization. The 10 staff members are teaching assistants or temporary
employees of the psychology department.

Students report satiefaCtion and claim to have learned a great deal. They g
enjoy assuming responsibility for their project and tackling the difficult
ethical issues that arise in thetr, settings:

The course is not graded, however an uneatiefactory'performance results
in 'tno credit". A $10.00 lab fee is charged to cover all unusual costs,
e.g: transportation.

'All placements are local; al commitments are for at least one semester
(4 months). Community response is overwhelmingly receptive.

Large scalq research proj cts completed or in progress include: student
satisfaction, student attitude change, and Outreach-agency linkages.

20'1



INNOVATION DATA.,

The innovation involves:

El Freshmen
Sophtiniores

l limiors
Senitics

Prerequisites

(ia Psychology Majors
O Non-Majors
fla Honors Students
El Other (specify):

for students who.participate in innovation:
Introductory' psychdlogy or equiValent

I

All students are welcome to apply

Number of students who participate in innovation per Year: 24300plus
1-{ow long hits the-innovation been in effect? _9_ years

;Nppro \inite amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $

Appro \iniate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ Oric. faculty member plus funds for
for teaching assts..020,00/semester) plus transportation, sec. salary, supplies etc.
Evalualion clone on innovatioon:

Student opinion questionnaires
N1e,i4tir'es of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control groupfs)
Other (specify): , Student attitude change.

Examination of mutual perception of pioject coordinators and field
placement liaison.

INSTITVITIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full time - equivalent faculty ,57
Number of seniordnajors in the department:

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year: 17,000

300 (if applicable)

Characteristics of Institution

0-Public-City
Public-State
Private
Urban
Non-Urban

Cl M'en only
Women only

51 Coed
Community or Junior C-0"ege.

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester 0 Quarter E Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify):
fl

O Undergraduate level program
o s t- Baccalaureate Master's

Cal Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

El Liberal Arts
tal Teacher Preparatory

,21 Professional

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title:
Department:
Institution:
Address:

Shula Reinharz
Lecturer, Dept. of Psychology, Director, Projest Outreach
Dept. of Psychology
University of Michigan
554 Thompson -St.
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

Telephone: (Area Code) 313 Number: 764 9188 or Extension:
764 9279

2 0 3
204



FULL TIME FIELD WORK PROGRAM INTEGRATED WITH CLASSROOM

LEARNING: PROJECT OUTREACH SPRING INTERNSHIP

Adolescence. DeViance Institutions

,e

This innovative programs designed to deal with an 8-week block of time ini which
students can do full-time intensive rather than extensive work in field settings. May
and June 1975 is the pilot run of the program.

The theme "adolescents in stress situations" was selected on the basis of student
interest.

For the pilot run, we limited the program to 15 students, each with previous field
work experience and familiarity with subject matter. Students were selected on the basis
of an interview which asked for responses to characteristic situations which 'students
would encounter. Five different settings are participating in the intership-special
education classes, unit of a general hospital, a unit of a psychiatric hospital, a
reform school and a family group home (halfway house). Each student selects three
settings. Students work in groups in the setting, supervised by an advanced student
who accompanies groups to the field.

The eight staff members include administrative, field placement, and academic
directors, and five supervisors, one for each setting. The staff planned the entire
program with the guidance of Shula Reinharz, member of the psychology department
faculty.

Staff and students meet for two 2-hour seminars per week in which readings are
discussed, films shown, lectures preselOed by staff and guest speakers. An
additional weekly seminar is for students to share experiences in the five settings.
Each placement group meets weekly for review and planning of the field work. Students
also have individual conferences with supervisors on a weekly basis.

The focus is on a comparative analysis'of adolescents in the various settings.
Supervisors bring'an interdisciplinary perspective.

Students develop a contract with-the academic director as to the nature of the '

final product each person will submit.
'Evaluation is ongoing and will be completed during-411:Y and August after

completion bf the program.

"Internship" implies intensive, supervised field experienCe but does not employ
pre - professional training.

Placement personnel cooperated'in devising roles for the students in the field.
The placements were already affiliated with another piogram, Project Outreach, and
therefore easily accessible to the new Spring Intership.

20C
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INNOVATION DA'T'A.

The innovation involves:

Freshmen
El Sophomores
liJ juniors
kJ Seniors

4

Psyc'holirgy Majors
51 Non-Majors
CS Honors Students

Other (speCify):i',Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation: Students are selected on the basis of

previous experience and familiarity with subject matter; class standing and major are
not admissions criteria.

Nilinber of students who participate in innovation per yealS:in pilot run in_program; arid 8 staff .

How' lung has the innovation been in effeiV t'd I'S members who 'are also students.

Appru\imate amount of initial Nailing necessary to develop and try. the'innovation = $ 3200 for temporary
Aupriotimate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ 1

staff plus time of salaried
Estimate that continutation costs will be slightly lower staff member. i...-

1-:% -dilation done on .innovation: than start costs; future costs will also depend on size of

§ii ,Student opinion questionnaires .

program
Measures of student performance in comparison wiLh non - innovation control rounIs)

.

CD Other (specify.): Ongoing evaluation feedback fromstudents; post7progran evaluation
field personnel; composite program evaluation

iNsTrNrrioNAL DATA

Sul. or Department in_ 1974-75 academicyear
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty: 57
Number of senior majors in the cle'P'atcstment: .300

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year'

Characteristics of Institution.

Public-City
I3 Public-State

Private
Urban
Non -I (rban

Men only
Women only

II Coed
Community orlunior College

(if applicable)

37,000

I1m1prgcaduate level program
PI Post-Baccalaureate Master's
21 Pos-Baccalaureate Doctoral

12 Liberal Arts
51 Teacher Preparatory
DI- Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester Quarter it Trimester 4-1-4

4-4-4 (2-4)INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Shula Reinharz
Title: Lecturer
Depart ment:Psychology
Institution:University of Michigan
Address: 554 Thompson Avenue

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

Telephone: (Area Code) 313

Other (Specify);

Numbe:J64-9188
764-9279207
206

Extension:
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AN AUDIO-VISUAL COURSE ON PERCEPTION AND.THE PRACTITIONER FOR SELF - PACED
AND GROUP INSTRUCTIONAL SETTINGS

Perception; Special Education; Child Development
ist

The tape-filmstrip-series developed for this course consists of ten taped
lectures ranging from approximately 20 to 45 minutes in length, and 972
illustrative frames. The material, is divided into six major sections:
(1) Introduction to Perception and Sensation; (2) Measurement; (3) Visual
Perception; (4) Perceptual Learning; (5) Sensory Interaction; and (6) Per-
ceptual and Perceptual-motor training. The purposes of the course are to:
1. introduce students in psychology, education, and related fields to some
basic concepts, theories, and research in perception;- 2. help students
think about some unanswered questions abouL:::ic perceptual processes;
3. help*seudents think critically about p t educational procedures;
and 4. make some very tentative "sugges4ons" about appropriate stimulus
conditions or learning situations.

° At the beginningof the course, each student is given a pretest and a set
of notes containing outlines of the taped-lectures, study questions, and lists
of references. After studying and viewing the material in each section,
each student takes a unit test with objective and short essay items and
corrects the test from answer keys. Alternative forms of each_unit test

, are provided for students who do not reach the criterion negotiated at the
beginning of the course. In self-paced individualized learning situations,
the amount of time students spent on the course ranged from 11 to 85 hours,
pith a mean of 34.37 hours (11=30). In addition to individualized learning
settings, the course materials have been used in group classes in child
development and learning disabilities. When the course materials have provided
the core content for a group course on "perception and the practitioner,"
students have applied their knowle ge in field experiments or experiences.

During their development, the cour e materials were revised based on feedback
from university and state college nstructors and undergraduate and beginning
graduate students in psychology and education. The course has also been
evaluated extensively in both individualized and group settings, and data
have been gathered on various factors including references most frequently 4
used by students, and final exam performance as a function of time spent on
the course; number of uhit tests taken, and instructor-imposed vs. student-
imposed unit test criterion. Currently, the course developer is using the
materials in a non-traditidhal competence-based statecollege, serving
adult students whop have had at least two years of college. The course is
available to all students on an independent study basis. The materials are
housed in an A-V room, and after registering for the course, each student
is shown how to operate the equipment by a secretary. The secretary also
administers the pretest and gives the student the set of notes, unit tests,
and answer keys. Although most students complete the course entirely on
their'own at their own pace, students having specific content questions
contact, the instructor by telephone. In this particular educational
setting, students who most frequently sign up for the course are working
in day care or preschool environments.

20'0
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INNOVATII)N DATA

The innovation indokes

O Freshmen
O Sophomores
M Imunrs

Seniors

4

El Psychology Majors
IR1 Nun Majors
alionors Students
0 Other (specify.):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:.
Most students have had introductory psychology; many have had work experience in

education and human'service related fields.

Niimher of students who participate in innovation per year: varies; has ranged from 10-200.

How long has Oae innw,eition been iiNeffect? 5 years

Amin) \imate amount of initial funding necessary 'to develop and try the innovation = d425.00

Approximate amount needed eath year to support ongoing project = $ 1 0 rth

alual ion dome nn innovation:

54 Student opinion questionnaires
I Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation ttontrol group(s)

Other(specay): Nine evaluation studies were done using all or selected

portions of the course materials in self:paced or group settings on students

in various academic pro rams. See also previous narrative description.
ft

INSTITI ITIONAL DATA

S1/1' of Department in 1974.75 acatte Mc year
Nunwroffull-time-equident faculty College has no Departments.
Number of senior majors in the department: (if applicable)

Sale ul Institution
To.tal student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year. 1,000

Characteristics of Institution

0 Publictly
15' Public -State
0 Private
IN I Irban
O Non-urban

O Men only
O Women only
6 Coed

Community or knior College

EZ1 Ilndergraduate level program
O Post-Baccalaureate Master's
O Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

I Liberal Arts
O Teacher Preparatory
O Professional

PretIon»nant Calendar System at Your Institution

0 Semester I Quarter 0 Trimester 0 4-1-4 0 Other (Specify):

1,7INOVATOR DATA
Jet

Name: Susan T. Rydell

Title: Dean, Minneapolis Learning Center
Dczartment:
Institution: Minnesota Metropolitan State College

Address: IDS Concourse
717 Nicollet Mall
Minneapolis, MN 55402

Telephone.' (Area Code) 612 Number: 338-8767

200
208

Extension:



APPLICATION OF LINEAR MODELS AND DIAGRAMS TO SIMPLIFY AND CLARIFY PSYCHOLOGICAL

THEORIES AND PSYCHOLOGICAL INTERACTIONS IN GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY, ABNORMAL
PSYCHOLOGY, ADOLESCENT PSYCHOLOGY AND PSYCHOLOGY OF PERSONALITY

General Psychology, personality, abnormal psychology and adolescent\ psychology

Objective: To diagram and chart complex theories of personality and psychological
interaction through a series of models which are all inclusive of the theory but
as drawings to enable the students to grasp relationships readily and visualize

new relgtionships.

. Method: .Students are shown basic models on the blackboard, then encouraged td
read up on the theory being discussed and in individualized stgdy projects they

finally submit their drawings of how they conceptualize relationships in theories

under diicussion, and how it helped them,understand and visualize new relationships.

Students get to explain their models and why they see the relations4ps they do,

and this enables feed-back from other students: Finally all the submitted

models for each theory are combined with student help int/4) a master model which

endeavors to incorporate everybody's contribution.

Ctiitent: Consist of basic written material in textbook on personality or
dysfunctional theory under consideration and then`through drawings on paper

we relate form (structure) and functional (behavior) relationships.

Number of Students Involved: Standard size class.

Assistants and Faculty involved: Optional.

Equipment:. Early stages of project requires blackboard, and advanced stages

might benefit from slide projector.

Evaluation: Students enjoy-mastering complex theories and student evaluations

have been favorable.

2 O
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

I Freshmen
(SI SophomOres

Juniors
L Seniors

OE Psychology'Majors
ea Non-Majors
Ill Honors Students
g Other

(sPecifY)'exchange students

'Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

NONE

Number of students who participate in-innovation per year: 50
How long has the innovation been in effect? 10 yearS

Approximate amount of initial fundirrg necesary lo develop and try the innovation = $ 100
Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ 150

Evaluation done On innovation.:

IS Student opinion queotionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
Other (specify): Publication of findings forthcoming .

INS'FITUTIONAL DATA

Size" of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-lime-equivalent faculty: 40
Number of seniot majors in the department: (if applicable)

title of Institution
Total student enrollment inn 1974-75 academic year.

Chard( teristics of Institution

O public-City
@ Public-State
O Private
O Urban "

Non-llrban

O Men only
O Women only
031 toed

0.(:ommunity or Junior College

15,000

Ea Undergraduate level program
IEI Post-Baccalaureate Master's
® Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

IEI Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory

El Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

CI Semester 0 Quarter 0 Trimester 0 4-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

N.e me

Title:
Department:
Institution
Address

Frank K. Schmidt, Ph.D.
Adjunct Professor

Psychology and continuing education
The Pennsylvania State University
Smith Building -- Altoona Campus
Altoonam, PA

0 Other (Specify):

Telephone: (Area Code)
814 .

Number: 443-34432.1-
210

Extension:
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AN EXPERIENTIAL APPROACH TO THE STUDY OF CREATIVITY

General Psychology and Creativity

A bidisciplinary course on creativity for senior level undergraduates was taught
in two parts by a psychology instructor eftd_an art.instrictor. The students were primarily
psychology or art majors. The first part was a ten week independent wading section and
the second part was a ten, week workshop section. During the leading course, the in-
structors met with the students.as a group on three occasions to discuss the readings
and plan for the, workshop sessions which would follow.

The first workshoD or experiential session, arranged by the instructors required the
students to construct something out of a pile of about 100 large cardboard boxes.
Students could either work individually or in small groups. No advice or suggestiois
were given and the only tools prAdded were utility knives, masking tape, black pant,
white paint and brushes. All workshop experiences involved unusual activities, which
minimized the usefulness of traditional artistic skills, virtually eliminated competi-
tiveness, and encouraged inventive, unusual thinking and productions. For example,
subsequent sessions involved: inventing new' purposes for common household objects;
modern dance; and 8' x 8' group painting with each student assigned only one color; a
self sc!4pture in clay,,while blindfolded; inventing a musical instrument and creative
music; sculptuie with aluminum foil; and, improvisation and role playing of, social
situations. Also, in one session, the instructors had students answer questions drawn
from several tests of creativity and from recent research on creativity.

The workshop activities were conducted during a two hour interval one morning each
week. Students were required to write a brief reaction paper for each activity. They, -.....

turned it in two days later, when the class met for discussion. After the firgt session,
a group of two or three students volunteered to plan and conduct subsequent workshops.
In addition to the workshop activities, students were required t9 create an independent
project, to be presented to the class at the end of the term. tfibse projects were all
interesting and highly creative, suggesting a great deal of thought, effort and personal
involvement. A,final paper was also required, summarizing the students' experiences
and evaluating the course.

The course was intended to focus upon the individual and to heighten awareness of one's
potential for creative expression. Through feedback and discussion at the end of the
course, it was clear that this objective was met. Most students felt a considerable in-

crease in self esteem and confidence and many voluntarily involved themselves in a variety
of outside activities of a creative nature (e.g. observing nature, participation in yoga
or meditation, designing a model home, joining a childrenr* theater group, etc.): A
secondary objective, the achievement of a greater philosophical and/or scientific under-
standing of creativity was probably not met. The requirements and structure of the course
made it difficult to fulfill this objective, as well as our primary objective. Separating
the experiential and academic aspects seems appropriate, but both instructors felt that
the academic portion would work best following the experiential portion--and should prob,
ably have more rigorous requirements, such as exams and several papep, rather than hav-
ing it be essentially voluntary with only class discussion required. The grading which
was on a pass/fail basis for both portions of the course was considered appropriate,

particularly for the experiential portion. 2 4,0
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves.

Freshmen
1011 Sophomores

Juniors
Seniors

/
RI Psychology Majors

Non - Majors,
U Honors Students

Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

NONE

.")

Number of students who participate in innovation per year. 20

How, long has theinnw.ation been in effect? years

Approximtile'amount ol initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ 100,00

Approximate amount needeilyach year to support ongoing project = $100-011

Evaluation done on innovation:

Student opinion questionnaires
Nleasures of student perforinance in comparison with
Othgr (specify):

Verbal Feedback from the participant

I
INSTIT.IITIONAL DA"I`A

Site of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-lune-equivalent facult y
Number of senior majors in (he department: (if applicable)

non-innovation

Sit... of Institution
Total student enrollment in

Characteristics of Institution

Public-City
Public-Slate
Private
IIrban
Non-:Ili-ban

Men only
Women only

fa Coed
Community or Junior College

1974-75 academic year. 1700

conlrol*up(s)

iaollndergraduate level program
Post-Baccalaureate Master's
'Po s I - Ba cc alau rea t e Doctoral

fa Liberal Arts.

Teacher Preparatory,'
Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester Quarter Trimester 4.-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DifTA

Name
Gills: l
Department;
Institution:
Address:

Leon J. Schofield
Asst. Professor
Psychology Dept.
Hobart & William Smith College
Geneva, New York 14456

Telephone: (Area Code)

315

Number:

789...5500
1 u

212,

Nobuyuki Hadeishi
Asst. Professor
Art Dept.
Hobart & William Smith Colleges
Geneva, New York 14456

Extension:

346
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AN EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSISIOF CONTINGENCY-MANAGED, INDIVIDUALIZED,
COMPETENCY-BASED, AND PERSONALIZED SYSTEMS /OF INSTRUCTION .

r

Developmental and Child Psychology, Behavior Analysisuerition, Basic
Statistics, Rarental Aspects of Parenting, University'and College
Instruction, Environmental Education, Graduate Training

ti

The Department of Human Development at the University of Kansas vigorously

pursues research in a variety of innovative instructional strategies for
both; undergraduate and-graduate students. The objectives of this research
include a comparison of alternatp systems with traditional methods of
instruction and identification of critical-features of contingency-managed,
individualized, competency-based and personalized systems of instruction. 2

The emphasis is on common features of these instructional-systems which
contribute to improved student learning and high levels of student
satisfaction. Another major area of interest is in facieUtating concept,
formation, generalization, and other higher-order cognitive objectives..
Results of several outcome studies are available from George Semb.

Research and innovation occur in several courses listed below. The

instructor's name and approximate yearly enrollments.are shown in parentheses:
Introductory Child Behaviorand Development (George Semb', N=1,700), Introductory
Nutrition (Marie Cross, N=300), Principles of Everyday Behavior Analysis
(Keith Miller, N=300), Priliples and Procedures of Behavior Modification i

(James Sherman and Montrose; 011, N=200), Practical Aspects of Parenting
(Bill Hopkins, N=80), Basic Statistics (George Semb and Kathi Kirigin

N=40).
-

The graduate program in the Department of Human Development is based on
an individualized, competency -based system of instruction. Commonly referred

to as a junior-colleague model of graduate training, the program involves
Some 25 faculty:and 175 graduate students. The program is administered by
Dr. Frances D. Horowitz, Chairman.

214
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation invokes

121 Fre shmen
13 Sophomores

luniors
Seniors

Prerequisites for stuilents who participate in innovation:

A basic course in intro psych is required in the catalogue,. although the requirement

is frequently -waived.

Number of students who partcipate in innovation per year:-1.600_1'
How long has thit innination been in effect? '4 years

ry

£( Psychology Majors
01 Non-Majors

Honors Students
Other (specify);

Approxiniate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $2000

App-riivinate amour needed each year I.Q support ongoing project a sionn

1-:%aluation dune on (innovation:

(21 Student opin on questionnaires
a Measures of 'Itulent performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)

13 Other (specif Component analysis of main feg,tures of competency based, individualized

and personallzed systems of instruction

INsTrimoNAL DATA
SIM' of Departmentf-in 1974-75 academic year

Number of futi-time -equivalent faLulty:..25
Nomber of sdiuor majors in the department: 250 (if applicable)

Slit' of Institution
Total student enrollment

Chard/ teristics of Instiltition

Public -City
C2 Public-Stale

Pri%.ite'
Urban

, Nun-Urban

Men only
Women only

IN Coed

in-1974-Th academic year20 ,000

Communqv or junior College

IIndergraduate level program
DI Post-Baccalaureate Master's
12 Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

Ili Liberal Arts
\ it Teacher Preparvatory

Professional

Predominant `Calendar System at Your Institution

iv al Semester Quarter Trimester

INNOVATOR DATA
Dr. George Squib

Title Associate Professor
pelffimphOluman Development

University of Kansas

Address: ,Lalarence, KS ,66045

Telephone: (Area Code) 9.1.3

4-1-4 Other,(Specify):

Number: 864-4049
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THE USE OF UNDERGRADUATE ASSISTANTS IN.VARIOUS PSYCHOLOGY COURSES

General Psychology, Statistics

Undergraduate students who had previously taken tjhe course' were

selected as assistants Car causes in Introducto y PsychOlogy

and in Statistics. About 45 students were entailed in the
various courses and from three to five assistants were'selected

for each. The assistants, were assigned an office in the psychology,
department and were available for consultation several hours per

week. In all courses students were permitted, but not required,
to.rewrite quizzes and examinations, and the assistants ad-
ministered these rewrites and a discussion of the results.
Based on frequency of contact between students and assistants the

innovation was judged successful for the statistics courses, but

not for the introductory courses as there was very little usage.

For all courses there was,very little contact in the provided

offices other than that for rewrites, but the assistants for the

statistics courses found that there was very high usage whenever

they made themselves available in library or dormitory study areas.

21C
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves.

0 Freshmen
O Sophomores
411 luniors
® Seniors

.)

C; Psychology Majors
O Non-Majors
a Honors St udents
O Other (specify):

Prert.quisites for students mho participate in innovation: r ,

Students must have completed a'course similar to the one in which'they will assist,
They must also enroll for an Independent Study course for which they receive 1
full course credit..

Number of students who participatein innovation per'year A ,

I11)),< long has the inntovation.been in effect? .4____ eitrs

Approximate.amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innOvatii n = $ 0

Approximate amount needed vetch year to support Ongoing projec = $ o

:,aluation done on.innovation:

0 Student ()pinion questionnetres
O Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control groUp(s)

I Other (specify):

Frequency of contact between students and assistants.

INSTETUTIONAI. DNTA

-Site of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-lime-equivalent faculty. 35
Number of sensor majors in the department: L220 (if applicable)

Site of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year 13500

Characteristics of Institution

o

'O

O

Public-City
Public-State
Private
lrhan

Non-Urban

O Men only
.13 Women only
CI Coed

10 Undergraduate level program
Cif Pdst-Baccalaureate Master's
Dr Post-BacT:alaureole Doctoral

12I Liberal Arts
GI Teacher Preparatory
GI Professional

O Community or juntor College

Predominant Calendar System at Your InstiNtion

O Semester 0 Quarter 0 Trimester 0 4-1-4

ENNOVATOR DATA

Name: Ronald L. Sheese
Title: Assistant Professor
Department:
IrtstitUtion:
Address:

Psychology
York University

.14700 Keele Street
Downsview, Ontario

it Other (Specify(:

Telephone: (Area (:rrifej 416 Number: 667-2592

1
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Full Year

Extension:



"'"1

PRINCIPEES OF BEHAVIORAL SELF-MODIFICATI6N:
AN INNOVATIVE PSYAOLOGY COURSE

Subject Areas. Learning; behavior- modificaiion; personality adjustment; etc;

Description of Course and Structure, This course.considers basic principles of
behavioral psychology and how they may be adapted for self-application to develop
desired behavioral skills or eliminate .m.aladaptive behaviors. Students' attympts at
seltLadministration of behavioral procedures provide a constructive learning frame-
work for the mastery and appraisal of the underlying principles. The course sitcom-

modates 5q40 students, and requires only introductory psychology as preparation. .

additiOn to formal lectures and basic required reading's for the entire
class: students are/directed in the formulation, execution, and evaluation- of self-
mOdification projdcts with a view toward identifying and analyzing the strengths and ,

weaknesses of the-Underlying theories. Eadh student participates in one of three
specialized dismission sections Of his/her 'Choice which.focus upon the behavioral
self-management. of either habit responses (e.g., improve study habits; lose weight;
increase systematic exercise), phobic reactions (e.g., test anxiety; fear of
insects; public speaking anxiety), or social effectiveness skills.(e.g., improve
skills related to social involvement or interpersonal assertion). Within'the con-
teXt of their specialized sections,' students are provided with training manuals
which include se4uenced material concerning basic principles, procedures, and recor-
ding forms for assessing and changing their selected target behaviors. At tkie con-

clusion of the course, each student prepares a self-modifibation project report
which includes a.detailed description of the target behavior, the measurement
procedures employed,, the self-modification methods,. used, behavioral and subjective
data for the entire period, analysis of results in terms of effeAive-and ineffective
features of the self-modification methods, and implications of results'in terms of ,

strengths and weaknesses of theories underlying the self-modification methods: -

Grades in the es:Surge are based primarily upon-the self-modification projhet
report, a final examination, and section participation, though the actual degree Rt
success or failure of a student's'self-modifitation attempt does not in any way '"

influence the course grade.

Objectives of the Course. Objectives include helping the student to: (a)

learn certain basic principles and procedures of behavioral psychology which are
relevant to changing behavior in three areas: habit responses; phobic reactions, and
social effectiveness skills; (b) conduct a self-modification project.employing one
system of procedures to modify a specific target beibavior,vhich includes learning to
measure and monitor the behavior pa well as change it; and (c) analyze the results of
the self-modification project initerms of effective and ineffectiVe features of the
methods, and consider the implications of these results eor assessing the validity
of the underlying theories.

-Evaluation of the Course. In addition to course' evaluations and student

interest, which inditate that the course has been very well received, the initial
project provided for behavioral and subjective measurementlef the effects of students'
self-modification efforts in a counterbalanded research design with between-person
and within-person controls -- and the results haie been very entouraglpg. For

example, behavioral improvements were significantly greater for habitmanagement
students than for controls on each of three habit responses, as indicated by measures
of academic perforMance, weight loss, and cardiovascular physical fitness. Likewise,
behavioral and subjectivelroures indicated that improvements in their target
behaviors.were significantly greater for phobic-management students, and.for social
effectiveness student's, than for their respective controls.

Additional Information. Additional informatiOn concerning the self-modification

training materials, and the results of the initial research investigation, may be

optained by writing Dr. A. RobertSherman, Department of Psychology, University of

California, Santa Barbara, California 93106.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

-Freshmen
TA Sophomores
)43 juniors

Seniors

XX Psychology Majors
ja Non-Majors

Honors Students
Other (specify):

:

Prerequisites for stUdents who participate in innovation: A course in introductory psychology.

Number of students who participate in innovation per year 50 -60

HOW long has the innovation been in effect? _____2___ ears
De Iroj8ct was dreloted within a res arc? fr17york through the support of a

Continuationt of .hr curse itself (without research objectives) requires only some
App ro e amoum ot iat.tunoing necessary to evelop an ry the innovation = $ /21. 0 arant. rom he Exxon Educat on oun op. .

Approxima amoun neec eac year to support ongoing project = $

Evaluation done on innovation:

graduate teaching assis
tance and access to
videotape apparatus.

XX Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control groups)

XIIDther(specify): Behavioral and subjective measurement of the effects of students'
Selfmodification efforts in a counterbalanced research design
providing for betweenperson and withinperson controls.

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year 23
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty.
Number of senior majors in the department: 250 (if applicable)

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year 13,000

Characteristics of Institution
tfr,

Public-City
x(51 Public-State

Private
tit Urban

Nun -Urban

Men only
Women only

7431 Coed
ommunity or Junior College

XIZI Undergraduate level program
XlSp Post-Baccalatireate Master's
a Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

XII/ Liberal Arts
al Teacher Preparatory
a Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester XCill Quarter Trimester 4-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title:
Department:
Institution:
Address:

Dr. A. Robert Sherman
Assistant Professor
Department of Psychology
University of California
Santa Barbara, California 93106

Other (Specify):

Telephone: Area Code) (805) Number: 961-35314

210
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Extension:



STUDENTS DEVELOP PERSONALIZED CONTRACTS FOR GRADES IN INTRODUCTORY PSYCHOLOGY:
UNDERGRADUATE TEACHING ASSISTANTS USED

Introductory Psychology; Human Development

Each student.chooses'from a wide selection of possible activities some combina-
tion which will qualify for the grade desired. Activities may include: writing
a sholit paper on a topic announced weekly in class; taking the Student Manual
practice testsccompleting the Student Manual study program; condudting self-
selected Action Projects outlined i.n the Student Manual; designing and conducting
an original action project; writing exam items for use on, class exams; writing
article reports or book reports. (Note: these contract choices rely heavily on

Student Manual which accompanies Understanding Human Behavior by-McConnell)
To qualify.for the intended grade B and A students must average 80% or higher
on class exams; C students 70%.

Undergraduate teaching assistants log in the work as it is turned in, are encour-
aged to write comments and give constructive criticism. They monitor individual
.progress closely and are easily available as resources, The TA effectiveness
is highest when they are Seniors who earned A's in psychology. It would not
be possible to handle the high volume of work turned in eackweek,without using
-Teaching Assistants.

4,1

Evaluation: Compared to the traditional distribution of grades for a class
graded on a curve, last term's class of 91 students received these grades;

A = 41 B = 27 C = 18 D = 2 W = 2 -Inc. = 1

Student feedback: Liked Best - freedom, lack of competition
Liked Least - had to work too hard to get an A,

not enough direct contact with instructor

220
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

Freshmen
Ea Sophomores

lunkrs;
Seniors

° Psychology Majo'rs
GI Non-Majors

Honors Students
Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

Number of students who participate in innovation per year. 100
,. How long has the innovatiortbeen in effect? 3 years

Approximate,amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $

Approximate amount needed each yepr to support ongoing project = $

done on innovation:

Student opinion questionnaires
Nleasures of student performance in comparison with non- innovation control group's)

'0 Other (specify):

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full -time equivalent faculty:
Number of senior majors in the department: (if applicable)

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year

Characteristics of Institution

Public -City
Public-State
Private
Urban
Non-Urban

Men only
Women only

DI Coed
Community or Junior College

51 Undergraduate level program
Post-Baccalaureate Master's'
Posi-Baccalaureate Doctoral

Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory
F'rofeS'sional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester qf Quarter Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Tit le:
Depart ment:
Institution:
Address:

Lawrence Alapbert, Ph.D
Lecturer
Psychology
Good Samaritan Hospital School of Nursing
Portland, OR 97207

Telephone: (Area Code) Number: ..e" Extension:
503 285-1226

22.4
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AN INTERDISCIPLINARY APPROACH TOPSYCHOLOGY AND RELIGION
.

Ono

General Psychology and Religion

Explorations in Psychology and Religion (Psy-Rel 6073) was offered for the first time
during the January term in'1975. Classes met every weekday for three weeks; for 2:45 hours.
Students (about 30) earned 3 credit hours.

The obj'efl;kof the course was to help students achieve a better perspective on the
relationship betwahn religion and psychology. The title of the course was chosen to reflect
the idea that it was not a traditional psychology of religion course: instead of a psychology
professor lecturing on the psychology of religion, two professors, one from the Religion
Department and one from the Psychology Department, were present in the class during every
session. The students witnessed and participated in an ongoing dialogue between a represen-
tative of religion and a representative of psychology concerning the interface of religion
and psychology. The psychology of religion was discussed as well as the way in which the
religionist views psychology, but the course was not bne on the psyChology of religion, pas-
toral counseling, or "the place of psychology in religion". Rather, the meaning and the
implications of two modes of knowledge was the theme of the course. The topics covered
included fundamental concepts in psychology, religion, science, and philosophy; the psycho-
logical roots of religion; religion and mental health; meditation and altered states of
consciousness; religious conversion; and the relationship of religion and parapsychology.
The mode of instruction included "minilectures" by the instructors, ektended answers to stu-
dentdent questions, class discussions and discussions in smaller groups and unrehearsed dia-
logues between the two instructors, the main innovative feature of the course.

During the first class session students wrote an essay presenting theirocurrent under-
standing of the relationship between psychology and religion. At the completion of the essay
they were told that at the end of the course they will be asked to write the same essay,,
again and that time it was expected that the secona.pssay would reflect the understanding of,
the relationship that they had gained as a result of taking the course& At the end of each
week students turned in a summary of the material discussed in class and the topics covered
in their outside readings. Fulfilling these requirements led to a pass grade. To earn a
letter grade a student had to turn in additional work in the form of two or more papers on
topics selected from a list supplied by the instructors or one of their own choosing. Each
instructor graded the reports, papers, and essays submitted by students from his own department.

Students turned in anonymous course evaluations at the completion of the course. The
praise was unanimous, including statements of this having been the "best course" they had
ever had, although it was very easy to see that the course was going extremely well from the
very beginning; the attendance was almost perfect, interest and involvement level the highest
ever witnessed by either instructor. Invariably cited as the significant factors in the
success ofthe course were its unique features: two instructors, the spontaneous dialogues
between them, and their ability to talk to each other about their respective fields without
antagonism.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

Fresh,men
17.1 Sophomores
Q juniors
ID Seniors

M Psychology Majors
ICI Non-Majors

Honors Students
Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

Introductory Psychology

Number-of students who participate in innovalion per year:
How long has the innovation been in effect? 1 years

'Approximate amount of initial funding necessary lo develop and try the innovation > $

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $

1'.vaIUdIIl,7 .rune on innovation:

StUdent opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control gronpis)
Offier (specify):

ITIONAL DATA

Si, e of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty. 8
Number of senior 171,1jOrS in the department: 125

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year: _5R57

(if applicable)

Characteristics of Institution

l'uldic-City
Public-State

fj PriVtlif.
fA Urban

Non-lIrban

Men only
Women only

di Coed
Community or junior College,

O Undergraduate level program
Post-Baccalaureate Master's

CO Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

iLiberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory
Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester Quarter Trimester El 4-1-4,

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Dr. Leonard Zusne
Title: Professor of Psychology
Department: Psychology
Institution: University of Tulsa
Address: Tulsa, Oklahoma 74104

Telephone: (Area Code)

0 Other (Specify):,

918 Number: 939-6351

223
222

Extension:
249



INCREASING SELF-DIRECTED LEARNING SKILLS THROUGH INTRODUCTORY PSYCHOLOGY

ft, 4

General psychology

One major problem experienced as our campus developed and implemented self-

paced courses has been student inability to master the skills and develop the
attitudes required. Perhaps the standard curriculum withits emphasis on
Passtye learning, fixed examination dates, and lock-step progress has taught
attttudes-and study habits which are counterproductive to self-paced instruction.

We have had high non-completion rates and student avoidanceof self-paced
Courses-from their inception three Years ago. During the current academic year,

our department has been operating under a CSUC Innovation Fund grant to use the

Introductory Psychology course as a laboratory for the development of the skills,

attitudes, and expectations needed if students are to be successful learners

in our upper-division courses requiring self-pacing. The Introductory course

was designed to combine both breadth and depth in specific areas of psychology
through the combined use of a regular introductory text and a series of eight

specially designed learning packages which explore in depth eight topics in

psychology chosen for their interest value and designed for active'student
involvement, rather than passive reading experiences. The topics are Aggression,

Biofeedback, Comparative Psychopathology, treativity, Information Processing, Need

for Achievement, Piaget, and Psychodrama. \.Each package was designed to be used

at any time during the quarter. Early in the quarter, all assignments are done

in the traditional classroom-based manner, with lectut'es or demonstrations and

a written quiz during class hours. Gradually, week-by-week, demands are intro-

duced for out-of-class, self-scheduled exposure to laboratory materials, for oral

examinations administered by student proctorS on demand, and for student choice

concerning the order and timing of exercises., Terminal behavior approximates

quite closely the format'of upper-division, self-paced courses. Data collected-

with each package provide the basis for ongoing evalUation of the materials and

structures employed and allow an overall evaluation of the success of this program

to shape self-pacing skills. Evaluation data over two offerings of the course

have been highly positive, with about two,thirds of the students indicating an

increase inself-directed learning skills andon overwhelming majority expressing

highly favorable comments toward the learning units, their formats, oral testing,

and. the entire course.



INNOVATION DATA

Ihi ,rino% dlion involves

CII Freshmen
O Sophomores
CI juniois

Seniors

El Psychology Majdrs
KI,Non:Majors
O lioriors Students
O Other (speed y):

Prerequisites lor students who participate in innovation: None.

Number of students who participate in innovation per year 150
Ilow long has the innovation been in effect? one years

7\pproxilicite amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $10.000,

.Approximatr amount needed each year to support ongoing project =1_3/student (printing costs)*

Lv ablation dime on innovation:

Student opinion questionnaires
O Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
O Other jspecif.v1:

INSTITIUR /NAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty
Number of senior majors in the department: 50

Size of lilqttiplion
I otal student enrollment

Characteristics of Institution

O pubh, :city
pubiu

O Private
O 'rhan
O Non-I Irban

(If applicable)

in 1974-75 academic year. 2350 FTE

O Men only
O Women only

Coed
O Community or junior College

IN Undergraduate level program
gyp Post -Baccalaureate Master's
O Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

03 Liberal Arts
O Teacher Preparatory
O 'Professional

Predommani Calendar System at Your Institution

O Semester 6 Quarter 0 Trimester 0 4-1-4 0 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name. Dr. Mary J. Allen
"[tile: Assistant Professor
Department: Psychology
Institution: Calif. State College, Bakersfield
Address: 9001 Stockdale Hwy.

Bakersfield, California 93309

Telephone: (Area Cmle) Number:
833-2375

223
224
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Extension:



"INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY" - COURSE FOR ADULTS BASED UPON THE PERSONALIZED
SYSTEM OF INSTRUCTION

w

Introduction to Psychology - Overview of the Basic Principles of Psychology

.4?

The course will be aimed at Adult Learners from the Greater Tuscaloosa area.
It will be taught using the five (5) distinct features of the Personalized System
-of Instruction: (1) student determines own rate of progress; (2) course material
is divided into small successive units; (3) lectures/demonstrations are motivating
devices; (4) all critical infaemationis provided, in writing; and (5) unit tests
are evaluated by proctors.

Potential enrollees may include, among others, such diverse groups as home-
makers, nurses, secretaries, factory workers, retired persons, law enforcement
personnel, hospital aides, etc. Albeit, the focus of the course will be on the
Adult Learner who is tot pursuing a full-time academic program. Students may
pursue three (3) credits or a non-credit option.

A "Quiz Room" will he set aside at the Continuing Education Center cin The
University of Alabama campus. If five or more persons enroll who work together
in a particular institution or-agency, a-"Quiz Room "will be conveniently set-up
at their place of employment. A paid Psychology Proctor will be available to
score mastery unit tests.

Thirteen (13) unit mastery quizzes (MS materials) will count 507. towards
final grade. Two (2) "summary" exams will count 15% each towards grade. An
"enrichment exercise" will count 20% which will be a "contract" written in
coordination with the course staff. Lectures/demonstrations will be held each
Thursday night conducted by psychologists from the community and University
faculty. These lectures/demonstrations will follow the weekly schedule of course
units. Heavy emphasis will be placed'on films and other media. All students will
be instructed and strongly encouraged.to use the University library facilities.

The course staff will include: Adminigtrative Course Manager (M.A., Psychology);
Content Course Manager (Ph.D., Clinical Psychology); and two Psychology Proctors
(junior level psychology majors). The Department of Psychology must approve the
course format before implementation. The Division of Continuing Education will
collect all fees and totally administer the program.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation invokes:

Freshmen
Sophomores
.juniors
Seniors

its

Psychology Majors
El Non-Majors

Honors Students
Other (specify):es adults from the community

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

Adults from the Greater Tuscaloosa (Alabama) comunity

Number of students who participate in innovation per year: _alarmed for 35
-How long has the inmixation been in eflect7 years.planned for implementation in Jan. 1976

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to duvelop and try the innovation = $

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ 2100'00
Cr

F.xa !minim done on innovation:

0

Stotler!! Opinion questionnaires
'Measures of student performiroce in comparison with non-innovation control igroup(s)

)(a-Other !specify): to be developed

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Site of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty:
Number of senior majors in the departrrient

Site of lnsbtution
Totall student enrollment in 1974-7.5 acatlemic year 14.000

'
(if applicable)

ea"

Characteristics of Institution

Public-City
Ng Public-State

. 0 Private
t qban

.0 Non-jIrban

Men only
Women only

to coed
Community or junior College

P !)redoYourinant Calendar System at Your Institu ion

el Semester Quarter 0 Trimester 4-1-4 0 Other (Specify):

Undergraduate !eyed program
Post-Baixalaurcuile Master's

FOcPost-Baccalaureate Doctoral

Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory

El Professional

INNOVATOR DATA

Name Peter P. Balaamo
fitic

Coordinator of Continuing Education in Human Services

Department: Division of Continuing Education
Institution: The University of Alabama

Address: P.O. Box 2967
University, Alabama 35486

Telephone: (Area Code)
205

Number:
348-6300

227 226
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A BEGINNING COURSE FOR PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS, EDUCATION MAJORS. AND OTHER TRANSFER STUDENTS

Advanced General Psychology

As:lanced General Psychology is a one semester, 3 credit course for students who wish a mo scientific introduction to psychology
than li offered in General Psychology. The course Is different in three major yaws: (1) imp is is placed on learning how to think
like a psychologist; (2) emphasis is placed on learning how to be an independent learner, and (3) th course moss designed according to

Professor Bela Banathy's systems model Unstruetiund Symms, 1968). The success rate (A, B, C, an grades made up to A, B, or C)
of 57% is lower than the college success rate of 70%. Students drop the course primarily during the second week of the semesteLiThe
lower success rate is primarily due to the large amount of individual study expected outside of class time compared, to other courses
ki the college. All students vlho have completed the course earned an A grade and have given the course high ratings on evaluation
forms used throughout the college.

/
Students are exposed to the breadth of psychology through articles and films. A film guide which includes a summary of the film,
discussion questions. behaviatalobjective, and a supplementary reeding list, is used. Class time is used for group discussion end for
Individual help. Most of the students' time is spent on learning about the irture of psychology by concentrating on a few topics in
depth, such as psychological research methods, learning, Intelligence, social psychology, and mental illness.

The In-depth study on selected topics is used to teach students to start thinking like s psychologist. Students learn abobt the naturfl
of psychological facts and principles, the different views on the value of theories, the strengths and weaknesses of various
psychological research methods, and the controversies which- abound in all fields of psychology which ere to often covered over in
beginning psychology textbooks. Students are taught to critically evaluate secondary Psychological sources by, analyzing sources for
poor definitions and weak evidence, Inaccurate reporting of primary sources, and the drawing of Invalid conclusions.

Students taking the course are used to traditional instructor-centered education. Consequently, the beginning units are highly
structured by the instructor *kilo the final two units are structured by the Individual student. In the early parts of the COW'S'
studentl-ans taught those skills necessary an independent learner. Students learn how to choose. appropriate topics for study;
how how to find library Information quick15 aid thoroughly; how to scan, skim, and closely read; how to critically evaluate; how to
form their own vikve on issues; and pow to use proper psycholodIcal form for written work. Toward the end of the course students
are given practice in applyiq the knowledge and skills they have learned.

The course is divided into 10 unitsh unit has several behivioral objectives to guide the student's !signing. Students have a choice
as to how they will learn each behaviorist objective. Successful completion of the course Involves mastering *filch behavioral objective.
Unit 1 involves learning to scan, skim, and eidiety read Psychology: What's in it for Us? by Andrews and Karlin through i highly
structured study guide. Unit 2 involves practice in finding library sour puic and efficiently. The third unit on learning involves a
programmed study guide built on the SQ3R method of study for u with R The Analyt of Human Operant Behavior. Unit 4
focuses on research methods and used Doherty and Shemberg's Asking Questions t Beh lor *long with an instructor written
booklet on how psychologists get their facts. Students can learn how to do a natu is observation study or read further on the
experimental method. Unit 5 on critical evaluationAs based on instructor produced ma als as Is the sixth unit on scientific writing.
Unit 7 allows the student to read non-technical articles on some of the major issues throughout the field of psychology or view films
on the application oipsychological concepts. Unit 8 puts the student into the middle of two controversies, blackwhite intelligence
comparisons and the effects of punishment, and asks the student to make sense out of the conflicting views and evidence he
encounters. The final two units are student planned both as to objectives and ways of meeting the objectives.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves

Freshmen
O Sophomores
O Juniors
O Seniors

MI Psychology Majors
O Non-Majors

0 0 Honors Students
O Other (specify):,

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

2

none

Number of students who partitipate in innovatioqyper year.
How long has the innovation been in effect? 1 1/L3/ears

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ 0

ti

0

Evaluation done on'innovahon:

O Student opinion questionnaires
O Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
O Other (specify):

INSTITUTIONAL DATA
Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year

Number of full-time-equivalent faculty: 1

Number of senior majors in the department: (if applicable)

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year 100.0

Characteristics of Institution

O Public-City
IN Public-State
O Private
O Urban
O Non-Llrban

1

O Men only
O Women only
C9 Coed
ID Community or Junior College

O Undergraduate level program
O Post-Baccalaureate Master's
O Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

O Liberal Arts
O Teacher Preparatory
O Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

IS Semester, 0 Quarter 0 Trimester 0 4-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title:
Department:
Institution:
Address:

Dr. James Bell
Associate Professor
Psychology
Howard Community College

-Columbia, Maryland 21044

0 'Other (Specify):

Telephone: (Area Code) 301 Number: 730-8000
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Extension: 49



40
USING A MODIFIED KELLER SYSTEM IN TEACHING GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY

I. Introiluction: The teaching of General Ps chology in small classes was the
traditiSnal method at Central Conneticut St e College. In the fall semester
of 1972, circumstances necessitated the fo don' of two large group sections.
Based on familiarty with Kellers' indivi alized system of large group instruction,
the opportunity was taken to develop a dified plan for use in these classes.

11.

II. Rationale and Objectives: The in vidualized system of large group instruction was
originally utilized as a means of meeting an emergency situation in staffing, by whith large
numbers of students could be instructed successfully by a fewer number of instructors.
While this situation was forced at the onset, the rationale became an accepted one, since
it enables one faculty member to conduct the instruction of 400-500 general psychology
students each semester. In addition, it was considered that this plan could also make
effective use of student proctors as in the Keller system. ,

The general objectives to be attained through use of this plan were at follows:
1. To provide an effective learning situation for large groups.
2. To individualize the instructional and learning situation so that /I.

. students could progress according to their own abilities and interests.
3. To take advantage of appropriate learning principles.
4. To provide opportunities for undergraduate majors to gain pratical experience.
in the utilization of their psychological knowledge and skills.
5. To economize on general psychology instructor staff.

III. Organization of the Course: The course is individualized, allowing the student to
progress at his own pace. Psychological principles of learning help maximize each student's
capacity to gain a basic understanding in the field of psychology.

The material to be studied is based on individual learning including:
1. Testing
2. Immedfate reinforcement (on the spot report of test results)
3. Course divided into manageable units and modules
4. Self-pacing recognizing individual learning rates
The content of the course is divided into 13 units. These units art to be undertaken

in sequential order and the student must show mastery of each unit by passing a unit test
(90% correct). Points are accumulated for each test mastered.

Lectures and films are available on an elective basis. Students accumulate points by
.taking a,quiz at the end of each lecture /film module. A maximum of 10 points for Bach quiz
may be obtained and added to the total.

IV. Use of Proctors: At the outset it was felt that upper division majors would be
capable of serving as proctors to assist in organization and administraion. All prOctors
are volunteers and usually serve for one semester. Their "pay-off" is in semester hours
of credit, and they can sign up for 1,2, or 3 hours. They are expected to work With
students on projects and special activities, operate the film series, and administer tests.
They are required to meet` periodically with the instructor to feed back information o the
course and student reaction and to discusscTrocedures. They must maintain informal 1 gs of
their activities and present a final paper relating their experiences, problems, and

:.successes and proposals for future operations. Performance.of proctors, following a'4 to
6 week "shake-down" period, has been excellent to superior.

V. Course Evaluation: An evaluation of the course by students is conducted each semester.
The results are highly positive both in terms of student interest and progress in learning.
A few of the more important items are given below:

1. Did course stimulate your interest in Psychology? 4(93% yes - 7% no)
2. How would you describe the work load? (18% difficult-78%reasonable-3% too easy)
3. How would you evaluate "individual learning"? (94% good to excellent - 6% poor)
4. How would you rate this course over-all? (91% good to excellent - 6% fair - 2% poor)
Student progress has shown approximately 12% early completion, and approximately *%

withdrawal. Under the criterion-based, "master" grading system, 38% attain A's, 36% attain

B's, 21% C'S, and 5% fail. 2 O.1'N
ki
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation invokes

Z3 Freshmen
- Sephomnres

juniors .

(2 Seniors

Psychology Majors
® Non-Majors

Honors Students
Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate kin innovation: .

Registration for general psychology -- freshmen

.a

volunteer upper division- majors

iNuniber'of students Iyho participate in innovation per year:, 800-1000 .plust 20-30 proctors
How longllias the innovation bee) in effect? 21/2 years

APPruxilltate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation =

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project =

-Evaluation done On inniAatiort:

as Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
Other (specify):

INSTITtmoNAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
) Number of full-time-equivalent faculty: _21_

Number of senior majors in the department: _70_ (if applicable)

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year'

*Char:Vteristics of Institution

Public-City
Public-State
Private
Urban
Non-(frban

0
0
21)

Men only
Women 6nly .

Coed
Community or junior College

7000 day atbdents

KJ Undergraduate level program
w Post-Baccalaureate Master's

Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

ID Liberal Arts
MI Teacher Preparatory
O Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

EA Semester Quarter , Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATt(,
Name:
Title:
Department:
Institution:
Address:

Telephone: (Area Code)

Dr. Earl Bihlmeyer
Chairman
Paychology

_

Central Connecticut State College
New Britain, Connecticut 06050

203 Number: 225-7481

23 di

23d

5.

Extension: 302



V.

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT -LED, DISCUSSION GROUPS

General Psychology

5

Objective: to improve advanced undergraduates' mastery of general psychology\bS,
leading small discussion groups in'that course.

o

Method: Discussion leaders tookapreparatory seminar the semester prior to the
one in. which they served as discussion leaders. Then they led discussion groUps
which met one hour a week in place of 0 third hour of lecture in general psychology;
in that semester they also met one hour a'week with the teacher of general
psychology to go over problems encountered in leading the discussions. Contents
discussed in discussion groups, were selected by students and their 'leaders from a
list of applied and basic topics. Four faculty members, '32 discussion leaderei,
and approximately 700 general psyc4plogy students participated-in a study of out-
romes of the procedure in the geneThl psychology course. Thid'oUtcome study was
to demonstrate to the college faculty, that the use of student-led discussion groups
would not be detrimental for the student in general psychology.

Outcome: There was no demonstrable eftece of student-led discussions on objective
test performance, teacher-ratings, and course-ratings, based on,comparisons between
sections using student-led discussions and sections not using tiled'. The only
attribute-of the discussion leaders which was related to ratings of discussion
leaders was the leader's GPA; leaders with GPA's less thdn or equal to 1.5 (halfway
between a B and a C) were rated more poorly than others on sengitivity, stimulation,
leadership, and general quality of their discussions..

For further information, see: Oh the Use of Student-Led Discussion Groups,
The Educational. Forum, 1975, 39, 223-230.

23 2,
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INNOVATION DAT

The innovation in lyes:

CREFreshinen ID Psychology Majors
51 Sophortiores IR] Non-Majors
IR juniors Honors Students

Sgniffrs -0 Other (specify);

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

It is now: a average GPA, and completion of General Psychology

',-

Number of students who participate in innovation per year 50 -400
How long has the innovation been in effect? 2 years '

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to.develop.and try the innovation = $

Approximate amount needed each year to .support ongoing project =

Ev,ilitation done on innovation:

LSI Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)

0ther (specify):

INSTITUTIONAL. DATA

Size of Department 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty:2i._
Number of senior majors in the department' 100

Size of Institution
Total .stuklent enrollment in 1974-75 academic year:

Characteristics of Institution

Public-City
Public-State
Private
Urban

; Non-Urban

Men only
Women only
Coed
Community or junior College

(if applicable)

6,4(0

a Undergraduate level program
rKl Post-Baccalaureate Master's
Ea -Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

Ea Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory
Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Clt Semester Quarter Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Bruce Bloxom
Title: Associate Professor
Department: Psychology
Institution: Vanderbilt University
Address: 134 Wesley Hall, Nashville, TN 37240

Telephone: (Area Code) 615 Number: 322-2874 Extension:
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AN END -TERM PROJECT INVOLVING THE APPLICATION OF PRINCIPLES OF GENERAE

PSYCHOLOGY TO THE. ANALYSIS OF EVERYDAY EVENTS
1

General Psychology

The purpose.of this project is to require that the student demonstrate his mastery
. of the principles of general psychology by applying themdto an analysia'and explanation

of incidents gathered by him from his daily experiences.

The Itudent is instructed to prepare a diary during the first half of the semester
in which he records detailed descriptions of incidents he has witnessed or heard about
or read about which he regards as noteworthy because they are dramatic, curious, puzzling,
or simply interesting to him.

At that point in the semester when the student has become acquainted with the prin-
ciples of learning and,motivation, and with the various personality theories, he is
instructed to prepare an explanatory analysis of the material he has been,recording in
his diary. He is told that he may attempt a motivational:analysis of his Materlal,ian
analysis using the concepts and principles of learning, a Freudian analysis, a Rogerian
analysis, or an analysis using any other formal psychological system he deems appropriate.
He is encouraged to undertake alternative formulations of the,same'incidents using all of
these. approacheso or as many of them as he regards appropriate. Should'he encounter any
difficulty in working out his formulation, he is encouraged to consult, as often as
necessary, with the instructor. Projects completed before the end of the semester are
reviewed in class. k

Informal feedback from students in a numhe of sections indicates that they
invariably find this project to be more instructive, challenging, and relevant than any
other project assigned by this instructor previously.

2
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

Freshmen
Sophomores

p. juniors
tl Seniors.

O Psychology Majors
Noh-Majors
Honors Students
Other (specify):-

fr

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation: none

Number of students who participate in innovation per year 350
Flovy long has the innovation been in effect's 3 years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation =

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoirig project =

Evaluativn done on.innovation:

Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group's)

I211 Other (specify): Informal interview of students.

INSTITIITIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty. 33
Number of senior majors in the department. (if applicable)

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year.

. Characteristics of Institution

I Public-City
Public-State
Private
Urban
Non-Ltrhan

Men only
.Women only

IN Coed
HI Community or junior College

9,000

53 Undergraduate level program
Post-Baccalaureate Master's
Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral.

I Liberal Arts
Teacher Pieparatory
Professional

fr

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

53 Semester Quarter Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title:
Department:
Institution:
Address:

Dr. Myron Brender
.

Assistant Professor,
Behavioral Sciences'
Kingsborough Community College, CUNY
2001 Oriental Boulevard, Brooklyn, N. Y. 11235

Telephone: (Area Code) 212 Number: 769-9200
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Extension: 380



4

.MASTERY, TEST SECURITY, AND BY-OBJECTIVE FEEDBACK IN
A LARGE'INTRODUCTORY PSYCHOLOGY COURSE

General Psychology

In adopting Keller's PSI approach to large classes test security may well become a
serious problem. With 50 to 100 student proctors administering and grading.tests, the
probability of the distribution of tests through inappropriate informal channels is high.
With the tests generally available, students are likely to learn specific responses and
consequently less able to generalize.

To help maintain test security, teats are given syncronized tape recorder and 35
mm carousel, slide projectors in a testing center. A student in,the testing center merely
presses a button to activate the recorder which in turn advances the projector. Then a
stop pulse on the tape deactivates the recorder until the student presses the button again.
The next item then appears. Student number 1 might get items 1,3,7,8,9,12 etc. and student
number 2, with a different tape, get items2,4,517,9,13 etc. Two 40 item pools each with
three different numbering sequences have been developed for each unit. In addition 24
different tape patterns are available. Consequently over 100 different forms of a quiz are
available on any given unit at any time. If open about 35 hours per week twenty -four
testing stations can adequately accomodate about 400 students.

Students using the individualized testing center approach (WVI) could test when they
were ready, as often as necessary, and were required to master (at least 14 out of 15
correct) each unit before going on. Students not using the testing center were allowed
two tries on unit tests at regularly scheduled class times. Students in both approached
were given by-objective feedback, i.e., told how many items they missed on a particular
objective. On a 60 item comprehensive final examination the mean performance on WVI was
51.76 compared to 45.63 for WVG. The standard deviations were 3.74 and 5.97 respectively.
The smaller SD for WVI indicates that students in WVI were much less different from each
other on the final exam than those in.MttG. One likely cause of this reduced variance is
that WVG requires those students to Aster the units who would otherwise be content to learn
much less, i.e., the "gentlemen's C." That this was largely the case was demonstrated by
defining "gooe and "poor" students on the basis of a median split on GPA and comparing
their performance on the final exam:

WVI WVG
"Good" students 53.30(88.83%) "Good" students 49.78(82.96%)
"Poor" students 50.37(83.96%) "Poor" students 41.65(69.42%)

These data clearly indicate that the below median students in WVG performed much poorer
on the final than the below median students in WVI (14.54 percentage points poorer). In
addition there was considerably less difference in WVI "good" and "poor" students than in
WVG.

Within WVI comparisons were made to assess the value of student tutors. A no-tutoring
section, an optional-tutoring section, and a required-tutoring section were compared. No
differences in final exams performance occurred.

In addition during a summer session of 1974 tutoring over actual test items missed was
compared to a no-tutoring situation in which students were merely told how'many items they
missed on a particular behavioral objective (by-objective feedback). Again no difference
in performance on the final exam occurred.. All of these data suggest that in Keller's
plan the mastery requirement seems to be the most. significant variable.

In large multisections courses the bookkeeping task is often very substantial. In a
mastery course in which the average number of tests taken is'40, bookkeeping can be engulf-
ing. Consequently we are instituting the use of IBM Porta Punch devices and preperforated
IBM cards as "answer sheets". Using these as direct card input the instructors gradebook
will be generated by the computer. In addition valuable feedback an the progress of
students in the coursa and on the course itself will be readily available.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

E5 Freshmen
Sophomores
Juniors

El Seniors

Ea Psychology Majors
Non-Majors
Honors Students
Other 'specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation: none

Number of students who participate in innovation per year. _1011_
How long has the innovation been in effect? 1 years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ 12,000

,Approximate amount needed each year iI) support ongoing project = $ no_Additional

Evaluation done on innovation:

ka Snider?! ovinion questio-nnaires
Nleasures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
Other (specify):

INSTITIITIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty. 25
Number of senior majors in the department (if applicable)

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year. 17

Characteristics or Institution

0

0
0
Hi

0

Public-State
Private
Hrban
Non-Urban

Men only
Women only
Coed
Community or Junior College

Predominant Calendar System at Your

000

/0 Undergraduate level program
Post-Baccalaureate Master's

Eig Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

le Liberal Arts
kJ Teacher Preparatory
51 Professional

Institution

Semester .0 Quarter Trimester

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title:
Department:
las,litution:
Address:

4-1-4

Edward C. Caldwell, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
Psychology
West Virginia University
104 Oglebay Hall
Morgantown, West Virginia 26506

Other (Specify):

Telephone: (Area Code) 304 Number: 296-2002
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Extension: 23



INTERGENERATIONAL LEARNING/LIVING

.14

General Psychology

1

A University house has been set apart for the use of undergraduates
and the aged.in the community. At present, students live in the
accommodation, while local elderly stay as guests for varying
periodi of time. The purpose of the project is to acquaint younger
students with the field of gerontology and to provide aged persons
with the opportunity for continuing independent existence,
economically, medically, and psychologically. Certain courses
related to gerontology meet in the house and involve the aged; the
aged participate, as they wish, in University activities; the
house is run by the occupants,with.the result that students often
undertake heavy labor (heavy cleaning, yard work) and the aged
contribute their talents (cooking, mending). As the project evolves,
we anticipate both students and the aged coming to have better
information about one another's lives, to provide mutual support,
and to assist both the young and the aged in learning of one
another's Views, problems, fears, and aspirations. In order to
permit such evolution, formal programs are minimal,. The project
has had a significant influence on other students not concerned
directly with the program, since the program is visible, provides
community events, and has daily contact with the University
community. Although the project is not subject to evalCation in
the usual sense of the term, evaluations of the psychological,
medical, and economic benefits of the program are ongoing. The
project is seen as an admirable way of introducing the study of
gerontology into the undergraduate curriculum and of proViding
students with be opportunity to come into contact with the aged
in a way more personal than is usually the case.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation invoIxe,..

O Freshmen
O Sophomores
O Juniors
O Seniors

Prerequisites for students
None

O Psychology Majors
O Non-Majors
O Honors Students
ID Other (specify):

who participate in innovation:

All students

Nunilar of studerics who participate in innovativ per yeah 15
'r.flow long has the innovation, been in effeat? years .

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ 20, 000

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ 0-20,000

aliiiition done on innovation:

O Student opinion questionnaires
O Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
O Other (specify):

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Depvrtment in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty' 9
Number of senior majors- in the department

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year

Characteristics of Institution

O Public-City
O Public-State .

B Private
O Urban
O Non-Urban

O Men only
0 Women only
O Coed
O Community or Junior College

(if applicable)

3,000

O Undergraduate level program
MI Post-Baccalaureate Master's
O Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

El Liberal Arts
O Teacher Preparatory
O Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

O Semester 0 Quarter 0 Trimester E 4-1-4 0 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DANA

Name: Douglas K. Candland
Title: Professor of Psychology
Department: PsycholOgy
Institution: Bucknell University
Address: Lewisburg, Pennsylvania 17837

Telephone: (Area Code) 717 Number: 524

2 3 ri
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Extension: 1200



THE PSYCHOLOGY AND LIFE UNIT MASTERY SYSTEM

General Psychology

A system for teaching introductory psychology using a standard, eclectic text was
designed to take advantage of principles of individualized or unit mastery instruction,
including student self-pacing, frequent and immediate test feedback, progression upon
mastery of units, and increased student-staff interaction. Other innovative features of
the system include: (1) development and computerized production of multiple-choice
quizzes for use with classes ranging to extremely large size (Minke & Carlson, 1975);
(2) methods to aid the improvement of study skills, including a detailed student guide
with instructions to the student on use and gradual fading of this support (Minke & Carlson,
1975) and the keying of test items to pages of the text for reference following testing;
(3) a "bonus point" token economy system (described in Minke & Carlson, 1975) for addition-
al reinforcement of optimum quiz performance and participation in course-related activities.

The system accommodates approximately 1500 students per semester in a single
section plus several additional small night and summer school sections at the University
of Hawaii. The system is also being used in numerous other public and private college
classes and in military settings in which introductory psychology is taught. At the University
of Hawaii, between 40 and 50 undergraduates per semester who have completed the course
in prior terms staff a "Quiz Center" and aid in quiz administration and tutoring. Two
faculty members serve as course'instructors.

In a typical semester, between 65 and 75 percent of students earn passing grades,
the majority the grade of A, by attaining 90 percent correct or better on unit quizzes
covering two-thirds of the textbook.- On regularly administered 40-item course evaluation
forms, the majority of ratings of the course vary between "favorable" and "extremely
favorable" (or comparable descriptors), although the course is considered "difficult"
by contrast with others on campus.

A comparison between the system and a conventional midterm and final examination
approach was done by S. Kongprasirtpong as a masters thesis project. The unit-mastery
taught class performed significantly better on both multiple-choice and short-answer
comparison examinations, demonstrating the effectiveness of the approach in general
and the multiple- choice unit mastery quiz format in particular. Additionally, the unit
mastery students rated theft class higher on all 23 course evaluation items administered
with the final exam.

Other formal analyses of t system include comparisons of different tutoring methods
(Carlson & Minke, 1974) , of se eral methods of impos,ing quiz criteria (Carlson & Minke,
1975) , and of two lecture formats (Minke & Carlson 1974) . A more complete discussion
of these and other observations on the effectiveness o the system and procedural details
may be found in Minke and Carlson (1975) .
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

Freshmen
lid Sophomores

O juniors
51 Seniors

12 Psychology N1ajors
23 Nun- Majors
O Honors Students
O Other (specify):

Prerequisite4 1m-students who participate in innovation:

None

Number 01 students who participate in innovation per year: _UMW-
How long has the innovation been in effect? _a_ years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ 1500.00

Approximate amount needed rich year to support ongoing project = $.4orma_

Evaluation done on innovation:

CZ Student opinion questionnaires
3 Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
C3 Other (specify): Analyses of aspects of the innovation-via subgroups within the innovation

group.

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-lime-equivalent faculty 26_
Number of senior majors in the departinent 600 (if applicable)

Size of Institution
-h. Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic ear: 71 nno

CharacteristiLs of Institution

O Public-City
Publi -Stmt.

O Private
flHian

O Non-1 trhan

O Men only
O Women only

Coed
O Community or Junior College

O Unde graduate level program
O Post - Baccalaureate Master's
El Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

Liberal Arts
O Teacher Preparatory
53 Professional

Predominant Calendar System al. Your Institution

I2 Semester 0 Quarter 0 Trimester 0 4-1-4 0 Other (Specify):

INKOVATOR DATA

Naive: Karl A. Minke and John G. Carlson
Title: Associate Professors
Department: Department of Psychology
Jnstitution: University of Hawaii
Address: Honolulu, Hawaii 96822

Telephone: (Area Code) 808 Number: 948-8107

2 1 I
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Extension:



GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY: CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION. TEACHING COORDINATED

TO PROGRAMMED MATERIAL

General Psychology

r.

The General Psychology course at the University of Akron is taught via closed
circuit television tape to 3000-3500 students annually. The television lectures
are coordinated to a specifically edited readings book and a programmed workbook..
Voluntary attendance discussion classes are provided. Course examinations are
projected over the television receivers insuring tests security, and conserving
resources. The course is staffed by a television lecturer, a half-time course
administrator and 2-3 teaching assistants.

The course is efficient both from a cost standpoint and well received by
students. For the fall of 1975 the television tape will be re-recorded using a
team teaching approach.

212
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

12I Freshmen
INSophomores

juniors
Seniors,

Prerequisites for students who

Psychology Majors
Non-Majors
Honors Students
Other (specify):

participate iii innovation:

Number of students who participate in innovation per year 3000-3500
flow lung has the innovation been in effect'? 14 years

Approximate amount of initial funding neces-sary to develop and try the innovation =-$_unknawn; TV equipment
etc.Approximate amount needed each year to support (ongoing project = $minimill extra

expense
Evaluation done on innmation:

gl Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance

O Other (specify)
in comparison with non - innovation control groupisl

IN -raurioNAL DATA
Size (II Department in 1974-75 academic year

Number of full-litne-equivalent faculty. 16
Nuivber of senior majors in the department:51E6SL (if applicable)

Slit' 01 Institution
,

Total student enrollment inti974-75 academic year: 20,000

Chal;,a( teristu s of Institution

Puldu -City
Qg Sidle
p ate

Urban
Non Urban

Men only
Women only
Coed

O Cominunity or Junior College

UndergradUate.level program
Post-Baccalaureate Master's
Post-Baccalaureate Dirctoral

co Liberal Arts
Teacher PreParalory
Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester Qg Quarter Trimester j-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Faye Dambrot
Tilly. Course Administrator
Department:
Inslitutum:
Address:

Psychology
University of Akron
Akron, Ohio 44325

Telephone: (Area.Codel 216

Other (Specify):

Number: 375-7280

211
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Extension: 6
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FORTY-FIVE COLOR-FILMS FOR TEACHING INTRODUCTORY PSYCHOLOGY

General Psychology

For many years the University of Minnesota course on introductory psychology
was taught via 50-minute videotapes to 2,500 students per year. The tapes
were based on live lectures presented by fifteen senior faculty members.
Due to declining student evaluations, and the limitations of studio-based
videotape productions, the Department undertook an extensive revision of
the course, using the film medium.

David LaBerge, Kenneth MacCorquodale and James Jenkins each prepared
15 programs on color film. The films are 45-minutes in length, and
make extensive use of graphics, film inserts from existing footage
on psychological phenonema, and actual laboratory experiments and
demonstrations within the Department's buildings. Each segment involved
appkoximately seven hours of rehearsal time. The course, now in its
fourth year, is presented to 3,500 students per year, on a one quarter,
five credits, five days per week basis. The course is given twice in
the Fall, and once in the Winter and Spring. The clarity and resolution
of color film, and the ability to do on-location filming in the
laboratory, has increased the effectiveness of the course.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation invokes

Freshmen
13 Sophomores

EX Seniors

Psyt.hology Majors
00 Non Majors

Honors Students
Other (specify

Pieregiusiles lor students who partn wale in innovation: none

Numbi of students who parlicipatt m MI11)1,1111111 1)4'1 car:
How long has the innoation been in ellect _4_ years

3,500
I)

. .Npproximate amount of initi,cl funding Fie( essary to dr.kelbp and try the innovation . $70,000 plus

APPHoomiiP amount needed r,ii h 1,P(11' III support migoin)::firolect = $ 350

I:A.11'1,01mi dome on irmilalion

CI Student opinnin .quest ionnaires .
-Nleasoies of student performance in comparison Willi non-innovation control group( s)

1.3 Other (specify):

INS ri'l'l TIONAL DATA

SIIV.1)1Departinent in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-lime-equivident fm:tilly 28
Number of senior majors in the department:. 350 (if applicable)

SI/f of institution
Total student enrollment in l974-75 academic dea: sn,nnn

chard( teristu s of Institution

Public Coy
a ',um., sidhr

prrv,.h.
I Iroan
N-on-1 ban

Men only,
omen only

g4 coed
Cornrounily or Junior College

03 Undergraduate level program
QO Post-Baccalaureale Master's
l Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

t Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory
Professional

Predi ininant Calendar System al Your Institution

Selilefoer Quarter Trimester 4-1-4' Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Dr. John G. Darley
Title Professor and Chairman
Department: Department of Psychology
Institution: University of Minnesota
Address: Elliot Mall

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

Telephone: (Area Code) 612 Number: 373-4155

2 4 5
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LABORATORY EXPERIENCE VERSUS SUBJECT POOL

Introductory Psychology

At many universities, students enrolled in introductory psychology courses form the
"subject pool" for research projects, and in many instances, serving as a subject is not.
directly related to the educational goals of the course; many students view this so-called
"guinea-pig" requirement as an infringement on their freedom.

Over the last six years the Psychology Department at the University of New, Hampshire has
developed a:program which appears to have eliminated these problems. An initial step was to
replace the term "subject-pool" with "laboratory experi'nce". But more - important was and is
the Department's commitment to makin each student's participations a subject a valuable
educational experience. Operational) , this means that each experimenter explains his experi-'
went and relates it to topics in the ourse. Before he can post a subject sign-up sheet, he
submits a "debriefing resume"-to the aboratory Experience Committee, which is composed of the

introductory psychology instructors. a guide to preparing the resume, he is required to

include: (1) the specific questions wh ch (hopefully) will be answered; (2) the independent and
dependent variables (including controls used) and how the were operationally defined; (3) the

general field to which the experiment r ates and its importance to the field; (4) the practical
importance (if any) of the experiment an /or field. The educational session at the end of the
experiment serves several functions. It ermits the student to observe first-hand the detailed
procedures of an experiment, and it demon trates the development of knowledge in a particular
area of psychology. The student is also e osed to Department members 'other than those teaching
the introductory sections, and can thereby enefit from their expertise. Lastly, since the
sessions involve small groups, the lab expe ence provides a very favorable student-instructor
ratio not possible in large sections.

In presenting the laboratory experience requirement.to the student at the start of the
semester, emphasis is placed on both its educational value for the student, and its contribution
to the creation of knowledge in psychology. To\ promote active participation, students write a
lab report for each experiment. Required format for the report includes a statement of the
problem, the variables, control procedures, and subject evaluation (clarity, value, subjective
feelings about the experiment). The report is acceptablef it clearly explains the essential
aspects of the experiment; it can bemire- written if\'the experimedter, to whom it is submitted
for evaluation, deems it necessary. Once accepted, the report is then returned to the student's
instructor, who records credit for one experiment, and then returns it to the student. This

system handles about 5,000 reports/year.
The number of 'hours of participation required for each student has varied from thFee to

five per semester. Initially, the reqdired number of experiments for a given student as

increased by one each time he failed to show up for an experiment; he received A semester grade
of Incomplete for putting in less than the required hours. One semester these procedures
resulted in over 150 incompletes. This problem has been substantially solved by the present
system. A sliding scale is employed in which the lab exper ence counts as 10%'of the final
grade. If a student participates in and submits an acceptab e report for the required number of
experiments, he receives an A for the 10%; the grade declines by one for each hour less than the
requirement. This change has increased students' freedom of c oice, and eliminated nearly all
the grades of incomplete.

The lab experience has been in its present form for three years. An evaluation (data
scored anonymously) is conducted at the end of each semester. The most recent sample consisted
of all the students (N..400) in'the introductory psychology sectio in the spring of 1973.

The results, which are typical, attest to the students' satisfacti n with the approach described,
and are consistent with observations made elsewhere (King, 1970).

A recent addition to the system has been the incorporation of idemanatrations": small

group sessions in which no'data is collected, but some experimental' rpcedure is demonstrated

or explained, usually from areas of psychology in which humansubjec s are not used, or from
areas in which no current research projects exist in the department.)

The laboratory experience requirement has worked out well largely because the faculty and,
graduate students have supported the program. Everyone in the Department has taken the program
seriously; without this support, the procedures described here may be no more efeective than
those traditionally associated with a subject pool.

From an article by James R. David and Peter S. Fernald: American Psychologist, April 1975.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

5a Freshmen
Q Sophomores

juniors
Seniors

Prerequisites for students
None

I2 Psychology Majors
II Non-Majors
O. Honors Students

Other (specify):

who participate in innovation:

Number of students who participate in innovation per year Approx. 1800-2000
How long has the innovation been in effect? years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation =

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $

Evaluation done on innovation:

Q,

EC Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
Other (s.pecify):

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full - time - equivalent faculty. _111_
Number of senior majors in the department 350

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year

Characteristics of Institution

Public-City
ID Public-State

Private
Urban

El Non-Urban

Men only .

Women only
Coed
Corhmunity or Junior College

(if applicable)

10,000

EN Undergraduate level program
I Post-Baccalaureate Master's
a Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

15 Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory
Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

II Semester .,0 Quarter Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

`Name:
Title:
Department:
Institution:
Address:

James R. Davis & Peter S. Fernald
Associate Professor of Psychology
Dept. of Psychology
University of New Hampshire
Durham, N.H. 03824

Telephone: (Area Code) 603 Number: 862-2360 Extension:
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WORKSHOP IN SECONDARY SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY.
ti

General Psychology

Project objectives are to upgrade the subject matter and curriculai skills of

secondary school teachers of Psychology. The program will consist of an intensive

two-week summer Session program covering the content areas of the History of Psy-

chology, Contemporary Viewpoints, Experimental Psychology, Physiology, Comparative,

Motivation, Emotion, Personality, Social Psychology, Learning, Memory, Perception,

Cognition, Measurement and Developmental Psychology. Content presentations will

be integhted with curricular material. Curriculum methods and techniques will

include setting up laboratories.in a high school setting, module development, A-V

techniques (graphics, slides, TV production) and their uses, computer simulation,

and communication techniques in the classroom. Current curriculum materials such

as the National Science Foundation projects in Social Studies, Biology and Computer

Science will be examined. Teaching styles, and program design relevant to parti-

cuiai student populations will be stressed. Facilities used will be UltSP

Laboratory, computer and INC materials and equipment. The UW-SP Faculty will

conduct the workshop, and a representative from the Human Behavior Development
I

Project for Secondary Schools will act as a consultant on module development and

Human Behavior project activities. Evaluation will consist of rtriterion-

referenced input-output model based upon an instrument designed by the Psychology

Department Faculty to measure Subject Matter and Curricular competency.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation invith es:

o Freshmen
O Soptiomores
o juniors
o Seniors.

gl Psycho loo Majors
Non-Mapirs

o Honors Students
Ca Other (specify -): secondary school Psychology teachers

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:
18 credits of Psychology

Number of students who participate in innovation per year: 25
How long has the innovation been in effect? 1 years

Approvmate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation =

Approxim..te amount needed each year to supporrongoing project = $ 2,000

Evaluation done on innovation:

53 Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)

g Other (specify:.inputoutput performance criterion, measure

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
. Number of full -lime- equivalent facurt y:

Number of senior majors in the department' (if applicable.'

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year 8,042

Char.ule.ristics of Institution

Public-City
IC Public-State
o Private
o Urban
o Non-t Irban

o Men only
o Women only

Coed
Community or junior College

Undergraduate level program
/0 Post-Baccalaureate Master's
O Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

15I Liberal Arts
E Teacher Preparatory
4 Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

a Semester 0 Quarter 0 Trimester 0 4-1-4 0 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Dr. Cora lie Dietrich

Tole! Assistant Professor

Department: Psychology
Institution: University of Wisconsin -- St'evens Point

Address: Stevens Point, Wisconsin, 54481

1/4.=

Telephone: (Area Code) 715 Number: 346-2883

2 1
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A
RESEARCH PARTICIPATION DESIGNED FOR UNDERGRADUATE MAJORS TN PSYCHOLOGY

General Psychology

. . ,

This innovative project was made possible through a COSIP-NSF grant awarded to the Social
Science departments at Coe College, 1969-1973 (no. GY 6168). The funds from the grant
allowed the department to develop and implement'a unique model of research oriented

teaching. Full-time faculty in the department were given course release-time during the
school year to develop and direct student research endeavors on an independent basis.
Faculty members of the department supervised student research in local community service
programs (e.g. Linn County Day Care Center for Pre-School Children and Asbury Center for

Severely Retarded Children). The table below indicates the number of students enrolled-in
Research Participation, number of courses taken, and numbers of release courses for faculty
supervising such work. A student may enroll in as many as three terns of Reseagsh Partici-

pation. ,,,

YEAR NO. OF STUDENTS NO. OF COURSES TAKEN FACULTY RELEASE UNITS

1969-70 5
4.-

1

1970-71 7 11

071-72 6 13 ,*
1972-73 6 10 1

1973-74 4 -7 . Grant Money Depleted

1974-75 9 10

Totals: 37 6Q 6

The number of students enrolled in Research Participation is restricted by instructors in
order to provide each student with a quality experience. The student must indicate interest

in the research problem and possess the prerequisite skill and content skill necessary for
successful completion of the project. 36 of 'the psychology majors graduating from Coe
during the Plst six years have attended graduate school and 14 of these were enrolled in at
least one term of Research Participation. The project coordinators are responsible for .

directing student research participants in the following areas: (1) selection of an

appropriate and feasible research project; (2) review of relevant literature; (3) deter-
mination of the most adequate research methodology; (4) collection of data; (5) analysis

of. data; and (6) writing the report. The research opportunities this model provides has

benefits for faculty, students, and community. For the instructor, it provides-an oppor-
tunity to sharpen and practice research skills and provides feedback in special interest
areas which has a positive effect on classroom teaching. For the student, it provides an

opportunity to apply theory and methodology studied in class to practical problems found
in the community. Research Participation also provides opportunity for imitation learning

as the student obServes first hand the research strategies modeled by the professor. Students

often monitor each others' progress and provide added incentives for productive partici-

pation. For the community, which serves as an excellent laboratory and data resource for

our students, the research findings provide valuatle information for effective evaluation

of their programs. The long-term gains in scholarly growth for students and facultyAhat
accrues from research oriented teaching at the undeggraduate level are unique and

continuously contribute toward maintaining high academic standards in the department.,
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation invol 1rI'S

El Freshmen
29 Sophomores
CS luniors
IR Seniors

t Psychology IS,Ittjors
. Nun-Majors

Honors Students
Other (specilY ):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:
Introduction to Psychology -- arrangements with supervising faculty member prior to
registration to course.

Number ot students who participate in,inum,tition per year 4 r10_
How lonq has the innovation been in effett? _6_ years

Approximate dumunt funding necessary to develop andtry the innovation = $ 10,000.00

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project 500.00
These figures represent actual costs during 4 years grant money was available.
Evaluation dune on innovation:

Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in'comparison with non - innovation cont-ol group's)

IiilOffier(specify): We have followed up on each student enrolled in this course. In the

past six years 10 of the 37 students enrolled in Research Participation have completed an

Independent Research Project in the senior year. 8 of the 10 resulted' in Independent

stiItlfrftlilf(lk'Rtr6lA.I. A

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic: year
of full-time-equivalent facult y

Number of skninr majors in the department: applimble)

S17.t)f Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 Ti7Tiaemit year 11.80

Charm teristics of Institution

Public-Cilv
Puldic-State

Et/ Private
Irrhan
Non-l!rban

Men only
Women only

SI Coed
Community or junior Coll,

lIndergraduate level program
Post-Baccalaureate Masler's
Post-Baccalaureate Dot Loral

ip Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparalury
Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester Quarter Trimester .C14-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Lowry C. Frederickson
Title: Associate Professor and Chairman
Department: Psychology
Inshtutinnr-itbe College
Address: Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52402

ffitteL
Telephone: (Area Code) 319

Other (Specify):

Charles E. Hamilton
Professor

David L. Knutson
Assoc. Prof.

Number: 364-1511 Extension: 334
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USING UNDERGRADUATE TEACHING ASSISTANTS IN INTRODUCTORY PSYCHOLOGY

-General Introductory Psychology

In an effort to increase meaningful student-instructor consultations in an
introductory psychology course taught in large lecture sections, an office staffed
by undergraduate teaching assistants (UGTAs) was established. The eight UGTAs
are upper-division psychology majors who are either enrolled in a course (Seminar
in Teaching Psychology, 3 credits) or paid departmental assistants. UGTAs meet with
the instructor-in-charge on a formal basis for 90 minutes each week. The UGTA office
is used by the introductory students for takingmake-up exams,.picking up graded
exams and quizzes, tutoring over any material from the text or lectu getting
information about other psychology courses, and the like. In addttidliMe prepared
our own "study guide" that includes 20 multiple-choice questions for each week's
assignment. At least two of these questions appear on weekly (10-item) quizzes
which constitute part of the students' final grade. Answers to the study guide
questions are not found in the guide itself, but must be obtained from the UGTA\.
office, thus prompting tie students to use the office on a minimum of a once-
a-week basis.

The reaction of the introductory students has been most favorable. Meaningful
counseling and tutoring relationshipsdhave developed. Course ratings compare most
favorably to the previous (and expensive) method of teaching introductory
psychology in smaller, multiple sections. Ancunexpected benefit that has emerged
from this program is the strong sense of 'esprit de corps' that has developed
among the UGTAs, and other upper-division psychology students. The UGTA office
has become a meeting place and focal point for them as well as for the introductory
students.

2r0 4,
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves

CI Freshmen
Z3 Sophomores

(tailors
Seniors

I Psychology Majors
El Non-Majors

Honors,Students
. Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in InnovatiumUndergraduate Teaching Assistants must be
upperdivision psychology majors, interviewed bye -the instructorincharge.

Voill, e1. of 'students hi) participate in innovation pel
Ilot% lung has the innoyation riven in efleti? 1 ,earsi

approx. 450

Appro \limit'. amount of initial tootling net essary lu ile, plop and Iry the imuoyation

Appiounate amount needed rat h year to support ongoing. prowl I
.2,400

Faltialion done on innm,alion:

I-

2,400
$._

CR Student - opinion questionnaires
Is.leastires of student performance in iminpailson t ith, non-inntRation control group(s)
Other (specify)

rsTrrtmoNAL DATA

Si/e of Department in 1974-75 ar advinit. year
Number of full-timeequiyalent faculty:
Number of senuu majors in the delta! t ment ____ (if applicahlej

:-)1/C of Institution
'Total student enrollment in 1974-75 .0 year81 200

teristics Of Institution

Pull
I Piddle-Stull.

Private
Drhan
Non- Irhan

\len only
Women onlv
Cord

, Coinneinit \, or junior College

ft I frolergradurite level. prograto
Ed Post Baccalaureate Master's,

PoslyBuccalnureate Doctoral

Liberal Arts
131 Teacher Preparatory

Professional

Predominant (tilendar System al Your Institution

[3 Semester Quarter 0 Trimester 0 4 1-4

(NNOVATOR DATA

Nairn:: Joshua R. Gerow
I ilk. Associate Professor
Department Psychological Sciences
Instil iit on: Purdue University
Address: 2101 ColiseuM Blvd.

Fort Wayne, Indiana 46805

Telephone: I Area Code) 219

Other (Specify('

Number: 482 5897

2
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Extension:



114P

SIMULATIONS AND THE CREATION OF MEANING

General Psychology

A rationaie'for the use of simulations may be derived from Gendlin (1962).
The purpose of the simulations is to generate meanings to be integrated into
psychological concepts. This can provide an experiential base for the teaching
of these concepts and an anchor in memory.

The positive impact of simulations on students is contingent upon systematic,
planned use of feedback. Student feedback is part of the simulation. Standard
questions about content and open-ended questions about reactions to the experience
should be provided. Instructor feedback will be directed to overall student reac-
tion, to on-going task orientation, and to individual learning as this may be
apparent from behavior and report. Attitude change is not the purpose of the
simulation although it may indeed occur. Here are listed some simulations I
have found useful for the study of General Psychology:

the growth of meaning. Chandler (1969) Experiment 3.

group process. Structure a task minimally and have an observer in each
small group study its attainment. Useful for classrooms with students of
diverse origins.

levels of complexity of a task. Define complexity according to some criterion
and have students complete at least two levels.

communication without words. Illustrations may be taken from Byers and Byers,
Nonverbal communication and the education of -children, in Cazden and Hymes (1972)

task x subject interaction, processing of meCsningfur-and non-meaningful verbal
material. See Woodworth (1938) and Neisser (1 9-67) for tasks and procedures.

visual scanning and memory. Recall of features of posters which differ in infor,
mation load correlated with observed scanning patterns and mnemonic devices employed.

Here is the format I have evolved for an instructional unit utilizing a simulation:
I Introduction

Lecture - presentation of the instructional objectives of the unit
the scope of the topic, its importance in psychology
assignment of readings related to simulation
explanation of evaluation procedure, timetable.

Discussion student's prior knowledge of topic from any source

II Simulation
Purpose of the simulation
Procedure to be followed - formation of groups and/or distribution of materials
Debriefing - assessment of immediate reaction to simulation

III Discussion of Simulation
Clarification
Readings in relation to simulation. These should be integrated with experience.

IV Assessment
'Written questionnaire
Instructor report
Intended and unintended effects
Student suggestions

Chandler, K.A. Laboratory-Experiences for 1fitroductory Psychology,NY:Atherton, 1969.
Gendlin, E.T. Experiencing and the Creation of Meaning, NY:Free Press, 1962.
Neisser, U. Cognitive Psychology, NY:Appleton-Cen , 1967.
Woodworth, R.S. Experimental Psychology, NY:Holt, Ri hart and Winston1938.

'11
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

O Frghmen
13 Sophomores
Gil Juniors
O Seniors

tl Psychology Majors
El Non-Majors
O Honors Students
O Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

NONE

Number of students who participate in innovation per year.
How long has the innovation been in effect? 3 Smars

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $

FAaluation done on innovation:

innovation = $

Et Student opinion questionnaires
O Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
O Other (specify):

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
9Number o( full-time-equivalent faculty

Number of senior majors in the department: 300 (if applicable)

4ofSize of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year ?M(1 ..aprgraduates

Charmieristics of InstitAon

Public -City El Undergraduate level program
O Public-State 0 Post-Baccidaureide Master's
O Private 0 Post - Baccalaureate Doctoral
O tIrban
O Non-Urban

O` Men only
O Women only

Coed
O Community or Junior College

fl Liberal Arts
O Teacher Preparatory
O Professional

Predominant Calendar' System al Your Institution

fa Semester 0 Quarter

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title:
Department:
Institution:
Address:

'3 Trimester 0 4;1-4 0 Other (Specify):

Joan E. Gildemeister'
Assistant Professor.
Faculty Educational'Studies and Faculty Social Studies
Richmond College
Staten Island, N.Y. 10301

Telephone: (Area Code) 212 Number: 720-3130
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Extension:



SEMINAR ON CONSCIOUSNESS

General Psychology

In addition to taking a number of approaches to the grand question of what is
consciousnesp,this seminar in large part represents my response, as a scientist,
to a certain attitude among some students, also among some phenomenologically oriented
psychologists, that judgements cannot be made ---."everybody does his thing, is in his
own bag, etc., and how can someone else ever know,enough to judge?" I see this atti-
tude as having roots in a healthy modern American tradition, that of tolerance and of
fighting against racism and sexism. However, this too easily turns into nihilism
unless we are 'willing to carefully examine the bases on which we make judgements, both

as scientists and as people-in-the-street.

I have used a variety of readings, over the past few years,' in the course, usually
beginning with one of Castaneda's books, A Separate Reality, Eo set the probleM.
Castaneda (to put it briefly) goes so far as to doubt that there is a reality and marry
students have agreed that "each of us has.his own reality". In different years, also
to epitomize this point of view, I have used additional books (fairly or unfairly) by,
or edited by, White (The Highest State of Consciousness),0 Ornstein (The Psychology of
Consciousness or The Nature of Human Consciousness) and even Kuhn's The Structure of
Scientific Revolutions.

To establish the argument, which I think is crucial both to everyday survival
and sciedtific-enterprise, that there is a convincing basis for valid judgements about
reality, I have used Gregory's delightful work on he nature of perception and thought,
The Intelligent Eye and Phillips' brief description of Piaget's work, The Origins of
Intellect.

A variety of other books has been used in differ
relevant points-of view, and to compare "objective re ty" with "social reality":

i; years to obtain additional

Adams, Conceptual Blockbusting; Leonard, The Transformation; Gould, Child Studies
Through Fantasy; Gergen, The Concept of Self: Piaget, Psjchology and Epistomology;
Rosenthal, Materialism and the Minch-Body Problem; May, Man's Search for Himself;
Laing, The Politics of Experience; also articles by B. F. Skinner, and J.G. Miller.
This material varies considerably in difficulty and quality and the students' response
to it has also been varied.

In some years, little'"extras" have been introduced; we have been visited by
Transcendental Meditation teachers, Jehovah's Witnesses and by John White, author

of one of the books used. In an occasional lab we have demonstrated EEG rhythms
and once, following up on a public lecture at the college, we tried to replicate the
reported findings that plants (and yogurt!) show electrographic evidence of
consciousness.

Perhaps my greatest problem in teaching the course is in convincing the students
of my sincerity and openness toward varied responses at the same time as I am firmly
demanding that they do the reading carefully and respond thoughtfully on required
papers and in class discussions. Since the seminar has been small, ranging from
four to fifteen students, personal attention is possible and I think I have often
accomplished my aim of teaching them critically examine their ideas.

2 5 C
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation Involves.

C9 Freshmen
Ca Sophomores
IR ((mous
fg Serum s

C9 Psychology Majors
Non-Majors
Honors Students

. O Other (specify):

Prerequisifes.for students who participate in innovation:

NONE

Number of students who participate in innovation per year: /-10

Clow long has the innovation been in effect? years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary\to develop and try the innovation = $ 0

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project =

Evaluation done on innovation:

Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
Other (specify):

Course is small and feedback is frank and direct

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Site of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty 8

Number of senior majors in the department: 40 (if applicable)

Size of Institution 1000Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year.

Characteristics of Institution

Public-City
Public- State.
Private
Urban
Non-Urban

Men only
Women only

IN Coed
Community or Junior College

Qfl Undergraduate level program
O Post-Baccalaureate Master's

Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

16 Liberal Arts
O Teacher Preparatory

Professional

Predianinanl Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester Quarter C9 Trimester 0 4-1-4 0 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Nanie: Robert B. Glassman

Title:
Associate Professor

Department: Psychology
Lake Forest College
Lake Forest, Illinois

Institution:
Address:

Telephone: (Area Code)

P

312 Number: 234-3100

257
to. 256

Extension:



LONGITUDINAL EVALUATION AND IMPROVEMENT OF TEACHING: AN EMPIRICAL APPROACH

BASED ON ANALYSIS OF STUDENT BEHAVIORS

General Psychology

Goals:

vo.

1. Allow the repeated measurement in a given semester of course objectives.

2. Give the student and the professor objective and valid feedback on both the

learning (acquisition) and the memory (maintenance) of each objective.

3. Give the student an opportunity to learn (professor to reteach) objectives not

learned and to relearn those objectives forgotten.
4. Allow the student to pretest (before each test giv5 in class) his learning of

new material and memory of earlier materi41.
5. Give the student access to the actual questions used to measure the course
objectives (the operational definitions) but avoid rote memorization of many

specific questions.
6. U8e a test only once (students keep test after taken) and still keep demands

on preofe8sor and secretary within reason.
7. Allow flexibility in rearranging and redefining of course objectives and the

questions which measure those objectives.

Method:

1. U8e of computerized test question library of over 7,000 questions selected from

25 textbook files (about 12,000) and questions written by my students (about 10,000)

concerning eleven major content areas.
2. Each specific objective i8 retested with different questions on each test after

it is covered in class. (Goals 1,2,and3)
3. Students are given access to old te8t8. Students must complete the old test

before receiving the correct answers.

Results:

1. Computer organizes and/or reorganizes the questions by objective'(major and specific),

date used last, previous difficulty, and 18 other categories of information. The com-

puter prints both an instructor copy with answers and 21 different classes of infor-

mation after each question, and a student test with major content area and specific

objective after each question. The student test i8 directly reproduced by Printing

Department. (Goals 2, 6, and 7 )
2. Previous data indicated that students will rote memorize a population of 1,000

questions (samples of these questions resulted in medians of 95% correct), but no

student has attempted to memorize the current population of 7,000 questions) (median

never above 80% and highest score 95%). , (Goal 5)

3. Test data from Winter 1975 (N.1.72) showed performance on areas of History and Systems

and General Learning went from a median of 62% on the first test toa median of 79% on

the sixth test--second comprehensive. (Goal 3)

4. Student opinion data (scale:excellent, above average, average, below average,

extremely poor) gathered at time of sixth test'was positive. (Goals 1,2,3,4,5)

a. retesting old material rated excellent by 43%, above average .by 31%

b. use of test to aid learning rated excellent by 31%, above average by 44%

c. value of pretest rated excellent 19% and above average by 47X

d. value of two comprehensivl tvts rated excellent by 38% and above average

by 402.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

a Freshmen
Ca Sophomores
0.Juniors

Seniors

O Psychology Majors
,Non-Majors
Honors Students
Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

Number of students who participate in innovation per year 200

How long has the innovation been in effect? 7 years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $4000

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = sfinn

Evaluation done on innovation:

Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
Other (specify):

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty. 4(day)
Number of senior majors in the department (if applicable)

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year: 4,502

Characteristics of Institution

0

0

lag

Public-City
Public -Slate
Private
Urban
Non-Urban

Men only
Women only
Coed
Community or Junior College

(day)

M Undergraduate level program
PjsI- Baccalaureate Master's
Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

, Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory
Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution
It

Semester Quarter Trimester 4-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Jon Gosser
Title: Associate Professor
Department:Psychology

Delta College
University Center, Michigan 48710

Institution:
Address:

Telephone: (Area Code) 517 Number:

Other (Specify):

686-0400
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NINE-MINUTE SIX FORM TREILE-OPPORTUNITY HASTERY,OF INTRODaTDRVPSYCHOLA
USING OVERHEAD PROJECTION TN LARD SECTIONt',

Introductory Psychology

Objectives. While daily evaluation of student performance can effectively con-

sequate student study behavior, large sections present logistical problems such as

time, paper, and honesty. Planned objectives were: (1) quickly administered, paced

stimuli fOr performance evaluation of large sections of students; (2) multiple form

of stimuli to encourage self- sufficient responding; (3) three opportunities per week

(one each class session) to increase restudy and overlearning; (4) computerized scor-

ing and accumulation of points to provide 48 hour feedback to each student concerning

latest effort and overall standing in course.

Methods and Content. A unit was assigned each,week composed of a collection of

rehearsal questions on the textual material Judged most important. The text, Vernon's

Introductory Psychology: A mastery coursebook with performance objectives, contained

these rehearsal 'questions interspersediwithin the body of the text. The questions

were presented in a completibn-style format. Each day at the beginning of class a

scan sheet was passed out to each student. Seating was assigned and each seat was

coded. The column number of a seat was transformed into a"digit from 1 to 6 and this

number corresponded to.the student's form number. Two columns of seats, separated

identical form numbers.

The rehearsal questions were printed as statements to be Judged true 'or false on

an 8i" x 104" transparency, six to a sheet, with 3/8" capital letters for easy view--

abilrty. An overhead projector cast the transparencies onto an 8' x V screen. The

six questions on a sheet were not numbered, but 3/4" x 104" transparency strips tort=

taining six arrangements of the numbers 1-6 were prepared such that each number ap-

peared once in each of the six top to bottom positions. Placing a strip into place

on the left margin of the transpatency provided an indication to each student to

answer the question opposite one' assigned form.number.

As soon as a strip was placed on the left margin of the transparency, the
instructor announced the question number to be filled in on the student's scan sheet.

Twenty questions were presented each day. The strips and/or transparencies were re-

placed every. 10-20 seconds so the entire testing period lasted 9 minutes or less.

While the rehearsal questions formed the stems for the test questions and were

printed in permanent ink, the completed portion was printed in non-permanent ink and

could be changed from day to day encouraging the student to understand the concepts,

rather than rote learn specific Items. The same assigned unit was tested each of the

three class sessions in a week.

No. of Students. Approximately 200 10.

Assistants. Two undergraduate majors helped select rehearsal questions, generate

true and false completions, and proctor.

Equipment. Overhead projector, large screen, transparencies, transparency pens,

scan sheets, and computerized scoring.

Evaluation of Outcomes. Only objective (4) was not met: Printouts from computer

scoring were often not available to students until. a'week had passed. This was judged

to be a definite drawback but is correctable.
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' INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involve's:

El Freshmen
00 Sophomiireg
l juniors

Seniors

Psychology Majors
EN Non-Majors

Honors Students
Other (specify):

Prerequisites for Students who participate in innovation:
.None

Number of students who participate in innovation per year: 400
How limg has, the innovation been in effect? 1 years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation =

to support ongoing project = $ 0rApproximikv4.amount ne ded each year

F.Valui4im done on innovation;

C0 Student opinion q estionnaires
Measures of stude t performance in comparison with non-innovation control group( I)

O Other (specify):

INSTITUTIONAL DATA,.

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty 17
Number of senior majors in the department- 299 (if applicable)

Size of Ins,titutioo
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year 13.9,17

Characteristics of Institution

0
0
0
0

0
0

0

Public-City
Public-State
Private
Urban
N.on-Urban

Men -only
Women only
Coed
Community or Junior College

ICI Undergraduate level program
.0 Post-Baccalaureate.Master's

Posi-Baccalaureate Doctoral

1.iberal Arts
00 Teacher Preparatofy

Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester CU Quarter Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify);

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Stephen A.,Graf, Ph.D.
Title: Ass istafit Professor

Department: Psychology
Institution: Youngstown State University
Address: Youngstown, Ohio 44555

Telephone: (Area Code) 216 Number: 746-1851

26:11-
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TEACHING UNDERGRADUATES PRACTICAL PSYCHOLOGY

General Psychology

The course was an attempt to integrate the usable aspects. of psychology into an

undergraduate curriculum. The general course goals were:(a) to teach psychological
principles which were usable in daily life employing an active participatory

classjoom model, (b) to teach students how to.synthesize principles from existing

theoretical data, and (c) to establish a learning climate where students gained

experience employing many of the principles
tf

covered.

Thirty students enrolled in the two quarter course. The generA areas covered were:

Attitude Change; Group P-rocess; Interpersonal'Communication; Learning; Personal

characteristics and Motivation; and Problem Solving. A typical sequence of events

for each topic was a ope hour lecture on a general overview of the area4 which was

followed by a listing and discussion of 8-14 principles which were designed to

illustrate the principles covered.

Students were then asked to pick a problem in their daily lives and to develop an

action plan to use 'one or more of the principles covered to help solve it. Students

kept a diary on their application attempts and their experiences were discussed A

class sessions. Finally, students were asked to read articles in general psychology

and to synthesize usable prinCiples from the articles.

Data derived from the student diaries and interviews with students showed that the

overall reported success in application of all principles covered was 70%. In

addition, student data showed that there was a tendency to use principles systematically

even though additional work was not required. Finally, the instructor's log on

the course showed that after initial apprehension about using principles dissipated,

students enjoyed the application assignments and no harmful consequences were

associated with their use.

2
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INNOVATION DATA f

The innovation involves:

O Freshmen
CD Sophomores

eJuniors
Seniors

DI) Psychology Majors
®N pn-Majors
O Minors Students
O Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

General Psychology

Number of students who participate in innovation per year 30
How long has the innovation been in effect? _2 years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $_rione_

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $Facalt,y salary for course,

FI,alualion done On innovation:

154 Student opinion questionnaires
O :Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
O Other (specify):

INSTITI'TIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-tiMe-equivalent faculty- 1500
Number of senior majors in the department' 500 (if applicable) '

Si/i, of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year

Characteristics of institution

I29 Public-City
DO Public-State
O Private
RI Urban
O Non-Urban

O Men only
O Women only
RI Coed
O Community or Junior College

36,000

O Ilndergraduate level program
O Po.st-Baccalaureate Master's
O Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

Liberal Arts
. 50 Teacher Preparatory

Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

O Semester El Quarter 0 Trimester 0 4-1-4 0 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Anthony F. Grasha
Title: Acting Director/Associate Professor
Department: Institute for Research and Training in Higher Education
Institution:
Address:

Dept. of Psychology
University of Cincinnati
Cintinnati, Ohio 45221

Telephone: (Area Code) 513 Number: 475-2228
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PSI PSYCHOLOGY IN AN URBAN COMMUNITY COLLEGE

General Psychology

This is a self-paced, continuous-progress class designed for the heterogeneous population

of an urban community college. The format of the class is based on Keller's personalized

system of instruction (PSI). The course material is divided into fifteen units through
which each student proceeds sequentially at his own rate. A detailed study guide is-pro-

.

vided for each unit which specifies in question and problem form the definitions, concepts,.

etc. for which the student is responsible. After studying the assigned material according

to the study guide and securing help from his student manager or instructor if he wishes,

the student signs up to take a.unit test. The tests are given individually to the student

by his student manager four days a week during the regular class hour. If the student

masters the unit test at the single mastery or "A" level of 80% he is given the study guide

for the next unit. If he does not master the unit test, help that he may need is provided

then or at 4 later specified time by the student manager and/or the instructor. He then

takes another test on the unit at a later date. There are several alternate forms of each

unit test and the student may take up to five on any one unit. When the student has

mastered the fi4Xeen units and completes a class evaluation questionnaire and a non-graded

final he receives five "A" credits for the class. He may thus complete the class before

the end of the quarter, or continue the following quarter. Formal class meetings are held

on WednesdSys to present material, films or demonstrations-and to provide the opportunity

for discussion. Learning to read and study efficiently is emphasized. Attendance is not

required and no material,specifically from the class sessions is included in the unit tests.

The-student managers are selected students who have had the class'and who are registered

for three credits in Psychology 231 "Student Manager in Psychology." Each student manager

has ten to twelve students in the class assigned to him with whom he works all quarter.

There are thirty to forty students in the class with three or four student managers. The

student' manager is available four days a week during the class hour to give help with

material, study habits, to provide personal support when needed and to give unit tests.

When the student manager gives a unit test he corrects it, informs the student immediately

of the results, discusses and clarifies.mattal if appropriate and refers the student to

the instructor when indicated.. The instructor is available in the classroom durineall

class hours and spends most of the class time working with individual students who need

special help.

Data collected since 1972 from the non-graded final and theqevaluation questionnaire

indicate that students learn aria retain more and like the class much better than other

classes. The major problem is procrastination and a resulting higher than usual drop-out

rate. We use a number of methods inc44ding telephone calls, letters and buttonholing in

the hallways to combat the problem. Such methods work but not well enough.

Self- guided laboratory units were introduced Fall quarter, 1974, as optional substitutions

for particular text units. They include step-by-step instructions fot simple experiments

in the Lab, with questions, tables and graphs to be completed. Students enjoy doing the

lab units but there is not enough data yet to compare them with the text units.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

Freshmen
la Sophomores
O Juniors
O Seniors

O Psyl.hology Majors
O Non-Majors
O Honors Students
O Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

None

Number of students who participate in innovation per .year 200

How long has the innovation been in effect''. 3 years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $_27.000_

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project =

Evaluation done on innovation:

Student opinion questionnaires
ji:1 Measures of student.performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
O Other (specify):

INSTITUTIONAL DATA et

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full - lime - equivalent faculty.
Number of senior majors in the department- (if applicable)

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year

Characteristics of Institution

O Public-City
IX Public-State
O Private
Ca Urban
O Non-Urban

O Men only
O Women only
CD Coed

Community or junior College

8,474 Fall 1974
8,305 Winter 1975

O undergraduate level program
O Post-Baccalaureate Master's
O Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

O Liberal Arts
O Teacher Preparatory
0 Professional

Predominant. Calendar System at Your Institution

O Semester CkQuarter 0 Trimester 0 4-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Lucille Sive Higgins
Title: Instructor
Department: Social Sciences
Institution:. Seattle ,Central Community College
Address: 1718 Broadway

Seattle, Washington 98122

Telephone: (Area Code) 206

0 Other (Specify):

Number: 587-4100

26;;
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Extension: 4070



STIMULATING INTEREST IN INTRODUCTORY PSYCHOLOGY BY USE OF MULTIPLE MEDIA

General Psychology

Objectives: a) to develop scientific values and skills
b) to provide knowledge of the basic content of psychology
c) to develop better personal understanding of self and others

Approaching Objectives by using a combination of methods and media:
1) Selecting textbook with high student interest (McNeil, The Psychology of

Being Human)
2) Using films which illustrate research methods, reinforce content in text,

and- apply psychology.to current social issues (Ex: "Split Brain," "Sensory
World," "Bill Cosby on Prejudice," "Awareness Training'," "Abnormal
Behavior")

3) Use of selected video tapes prepared by Center for Instructional Services
of school (Ex: T.V. programs such as "The Thin Edge" series on Mental Health)

4) Class discussions and lectures coordinated with films, video tapesxand
guest speakers

5) Alleviating pressures of testing and grading by allowing students credit
for an optional essay question on each exam, in which they can integrate
material from films and class presentaions: Students are encouraged to
attempt the bonus questions, which are"dronped out" if the essays fail,
to raise their standard score grade on a 50-item multiple choice exam.
The obj4ttive portion of each exam is computer-scored, with a mean of
2.5 and a standard deviation of 1.0 ("Halving" the traditional Stanine
scale). To illustrate, if a student made a D (1.0) on the ohjecti41110
portion (weighted 3) and an A (4.0) on the essay portion (weighted 1),
his overall exam grade could be raised to a low C (1.8)..

6) Encouraging optional outside reading by bringing supplementary reading
material (such as Scientific American reprints) into the classroom daily,
correlating it with lectures and allowing ptudents to check out materials
at each class period. In addition, each student is given a list of
paperbacks, "The Challenge of Psychology For the Beginning Student"
(including books such as Dethier, To Know A Fly; Fromm, The Art of Loving;
Williams, You Are Extraordinary; and Wooldrige, The Machinery of The Brain).
This optional.reading report and the first exam are both weighted 1 and
the final two exams are each weighted 2.

Content: Traditional topics of Psychology, organized into three units -
Unit I Outer Determinants (Behavior and Learning as an objective science)
Unit II Inner Determinants (Human Experience - Motivation, Emotion, Perception)
Unit III Total Personality (Normality, Abnormality, Social Issues in Wider World)

Number of Students: 50-60/class with one instructor, standard demonstration equip-
mentfor perception and learning, including rotating trapezoidal window, color
wheel.

Evaluation of Outcomes: Students have responded quite favorably and morale is
generally high with freedom to learn in this situation. The grading system (though
not understood by all) is perceived as fair, alleviating some apathy, anxiety
and hostility associated with evaluation.

While evaluation is always somewhat subjective, systematic use of W.J. McKeachie's
"Student Opinion of Teaching & Course" (AAUP Bulletin, Winter 1969) and frequent
essay evaluations of instruction both show marked improvement of both teacher and
course ratings with this approach. There are more positive and fewer negative comments
about the course as a whole and a greater sense of enjoyment in the learning situation.
While utilizing this approach in the Fall of 1975, seventy per cent of the class
rated the course Good, Very Good or Excellent on McKeachie's six-point scale and
two of the class changed their majors to psychology during the semester.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation invokes.

® Freshmen
Ea Sophomores
O junior%
O Senior%

Prerequisites for stndents who

None

O Psychology Majors
O Non-Majors
O Honors Students
O Other (specify): =

participate in innovation:

Number of students who participate in innovation per year 150

How long has the innovation been in effect? 2 years

Approximate amount tit initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ 100

Applw.6mate amount needed each year to support ongoing project =

El.alt.iation clone on innovation:

Student opinion questionnaires
O Measures of studeled performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)

10 Other (specify). Informal Essay (projective) Evaluations

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Dep.7tment in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty'
Number cf senior majors in the department:

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year 2R00

(if applicable)

Characteristics of Institution

O Public-City
O Public-State
IEI Private
O Urban
O Non-Urban

O Men only
O Women only
la Coed
O Community or Junior College

O Undergraduate level program
fl Post-BitiWaureale Master's
O Post-Bacilalaureate Doctoral

El Liberal Arts
O Teacher Preparatory
O Professional

1- +.1

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

O Semester aQuarter 0 Trimester . 0 4-1-4 0 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Ti tle:
Department
Institution
Address:

Dr. Charles W. Johnson
Associate Professor
Psychology
University of Evansville
Evansville, Indiana 47702

Telephone: (Area Code) 812 Number: 479-2533 Extension:
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PSI IN A.LIBERAL ARTS COLLEGE FOR THE DEAF

General Psychology

to
At Gallaudet, the Psychology Department agreed that the introductory course must
be designed such that it provide a broad, general introduction to psychology to a
great many non-majors who will not take any other psychology course in their col-
lege careers; and, at the same time, it must provide a sound basis for more advan-
ced study for prospective majors. With this as a starting point, a PSI course has
been developed which allows majors and nonmajors to survey the areas in psychology,
and encourages majors to go beyond the minimally acceptable work.

The course is traditional in that it makes use of a standard text book and in-
novative in that it: (1) makes use of a study guide written especially for this
college population, (2) has weekly, videotaped demonstrations and-Mini-lectures
keyed to the chapters in the book, (3) has a computerized testing system in which
no two tests are ever alike, and (4) uses advanced undergraduate students as proc-
tors and discussion leaders.

Study Guides. Because many students at Gallaudet have a serious reading defi-
ciency resulting from early, profound deafness, it was necessary to write a study
guide in which each chapter in the text was summarized and presented in a. simple,
straightforward way. Next, for.each'dhapter, a glossary of difficult or uncommon
words was constructed. Finally, several pages of practice questions, keyed to the
learning objectives are presented, followed by the correct answers to immediate
feedback.

Videotapes. For each chapter, a videotaped demonstration was made, and these tapes
are shown, sequentially, on Fridays throughout the semester. Thereptre also copies
of the tapes available in the media room of the library which can be used by the
students at their request anytime. Each tape is made, up of 3 or 4 demonstrations
or mini-lectures, each of which is keyed to a major learning objective.

Testing. A computer program was written which randomly selects twenty-five multi-
ple- choice items from a forty item question pool, and in addition randomizes the
answer selections within each question. This results in each test being unique,
but all tests are of equivalent difficulty, and all major objectives are tested.

Proctors. Student proctors are senior psychology majors who are available in a
testing lab several hours a week to lead discussions, answer questions and grade
tests. The result is often peer teaching, and is very satisfactory to the intro-
ductory students and rewarding to the seniors.

Feedback from students has pointed to some needed changes and additions in the
study guides, and has been very positive regarding the videotaped demonstrations.
Because this is the first year of the course, we don't yet lave data which com-
pares it to the traditional type course which we also offer. However; preregis-
tration for the fall shows a very large number_of students have elected PSI, and
a comparative study will be nefie.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves..

ES Freshmen
CI Sophomores
® Juniors
® Seniors

Prerequisites for students

NONE

ft Psychology Majors
O Non-Majors

Honors Students
Other (specity

who parto !pate in innovation:

Number of students who participate in innovation per year 200

How long has the innovation been in ,effect? 1 years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to ilex elop and try the innovation = $ 500
(

Approximate ,4mount needed each.year to support ongoing project = $ 20° printing costs)

Eta !odium done on innoxation:

Student opinion questionnaires
Mea-oires of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control groups)

Othpr (spy( r11 )

NONE

INS! III-110 \ Al. DATA

4 S1/1 it! Department in 1(174-75 academic year
Number of lull-tune-equivalent !acidly:
Number of senior majors in the department:,

itistitotion
Pm ollownr in 1974-75 rttaileino Viii

(.balm tertsti'Vs of Institution

0
O Pit 1111, State

Ptix at.
Iii tin

O No Lilian

o onll
& amen (mat

it Coed
Commumtv or lumor College

(if applicable)

1,160

MEI levi.1 program
Post-Baccalaureate Master's
PostBaccalaureate Doctoral

fac Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory
Prolessional

Predominant (..dndar Sx stem at Your Institution

lig Semester Quarter Trimester 4 1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name. Dr. Irving King Jordan, Jr.

role. Assistant Professor

Deportment Psychology Department

lostitidom Gallaudet College

Address 7th & Florida Ave., N.E.
D,C. 20002

telephone (Area (:ode) 202 Number: 447-0714

260
268

Extension:
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THE STUDY OF HOMINOLOGY

General Psychology

The Encyclopedia Britannica 1969 Yearbook defines "hominology" as "a
generalized study of man without regard to traditional academic disciplines."
Hominology is a term derived from "hominidae," the biological word for man-
.kind emerging both as a species and as an individual. Hominology encompasses
many of the'academic areas that are pertinent to the study of human beings
and attempts to synthesize relevant information from a variety of sources
in order to produce new kinds of models, insights, and formulas which
students may use to improve'their capacity for interpersonal communications
as well as their own personal efficiency in adjusting to the demands of living
in a complicated social environment.

The study of hominology does not indoctrinate students in any one school of
thought or opinion. It provides guidelines which can help them discover what
they believe, how they perceive the world around them, and why they act as
they do. Examples are offered to allow students to rearrange priorities and
concepts so that these can be more problem-solving than problem-creating.
In the study of hominology, students learn how to construct a vaph that will
reflect their conceptual orientation and value system. Illustrations are
offered that demonstrate how desirable changes can be made in both percep-
tion and in the selection of personal values,

Improved capacity to communicate will results in considerable personal benefits
to students, since recent studies have revealed that many people are not
even capable of effectively communicating with themselves. They fail, there-
fore, to grasp what their duties and responsibilities are. This is especially
true in the area of moral values and in the perception and interpretation
of their environment. We remain confused in regard to who we are ad indivi-
duals and as humans, where we are going, and what our moral and ethical goals
should be.

Hominology originated at Wi]Jord Hall Air Force Hospital as a.course designed
to help psychiatrists interact with the whole patient instead of only that
aspect that pertained to his emotional maladjustment. The guidance value of
this course was recognized by a number of colleges and universities. At

Southern Colorado State College, the original class in hominology consisting
of eighteen students has grown to over four hundred students a year. The study
of hominology seems to help students find acceptable answers to questions
about which they are concerned.

For more information about hominology, consult An Introduction to Hominology,
by Theodore C. Kahn; published by Charles C. Thomas, Springfield, Illinois;
also, Hominology: Psychiatry's Newest Frontier, by d. David Jones, published
by Charles C..Thomas, Springfield, Illinois.

2.7
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INNOVA'I1()N DATA

The innovation involves.

QD Freshmen
O Sophomores
O juniors
al Seniors

Prerequisites for students who

f Psychology Majors
IR Nun Majors
O Honors Students
O Other (specify j:

participate in innovation:

Number of students who participate in innovation per year 500
How long has the innovation been in effect' _AO_ years

Approvimote amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation =

A )provimate amount needed elich year to support ongoing protect = $

I valuation done on innovation:

031 Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)

I Other (specify): followups

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Site of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty..
Number of senior motors in the department: _484_ (if applicable)

Site of Institution
otal student enrollment In 1974-75 academic year 5000

Characteristics of Institution

O Pub hi -City
Public-State

O Private
O Urban
O Non-Urban

O Men only
O Women only

.0 Cued
O Community or junior College

Purilommant Calendar System at Your Institution

O Semester ICI Quarter 0 Trimester 0 4-1-4 0 Other (Specify)

INNOVATOR DATA

note: sounds
true -- third
of majors but
tional staff

El Undergraduate level program
E Post-Baccalaureate Master s
O Post-Baccalaureate Doi Fond

O Liberal Arts
O Teacher Preparatory
O Professional

Name. Dr. Theodore C. Kahn
Professor and Head

Department. Behavioral Science
Institution: Southern Colorado State College
Address' Pueblo, Colorado 81001

Telephone: (Area (;ode) 303 Number: 545-7267
547-2652

2 7
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SOLE-PLAYING ADMINISTRATION OF AN INTELLIGENCE TEST

Introductory Psychology

Objective: Provide experience with the administration of an intelligence test as
demonstrated by students' ability to re-enact illustrations 'of the entire process.

Method: Assign three students responsibility for making contact with a local mental
health facility to observe the administration of an intelligence test. Best
results with this demonstration seem to be obtained from observing someone whose
IQ will test around -0.5 to -1.0 standard deviations below average.

Assurances must be provided and care must be taken not to divulge the ideintity of
the person observed. Having completed the observation, ask the students to develop
a short (2-3 minutes), skit. The most effective format seems to involve one
student narrating whit is occurring, and a second student serving as surrogate
test-administrator, with the third student role-playing the answers to some of
the questions that the students observed during the original administration.'

Results: (1) Provides a limited number of students with a reasonably well-struc-
tured field experience. (2) Conveys many elements of this field experience to
all members of the class in a compelling manner. (3) Fosters good relations with
public facilities beyond the college environment.

Cautions:(1) Stress to class members that the situation is.role-played, not
actual. I one time was informed that members of my class had been very upset
with my presenting an "obviously deficient" female in the stressful test-taking
situation in front of my class - the demonstration had been that effective. (2)

It is imperative to protect the privacy of the patient who is observed for infor-
mation prior to conducting the demonstration. (3) Hospital conditions (if any)
attached to permitting the observations to be made should be honored.

Equipment: Three students, a cooperative mental health facility, and demonstration
materials from an appropriate portion of whatever intelligence test is to be used.
It is typically easier to get across the main points using the Stanford-Binet
since the tests and performance are more obviously related to changes in mental
ability with changes in age.

2 7 2
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

O Freshmen
O Sophomores
O luniors
O Seniors

O Psycho logy Majors
O Non-Majors
O Honors Students
l Other (spec if v I: Introductory (general) psychology

Prerequisites for stiniPnts who participate in innm. atom:

Satisfaction-of any course-related pre - requisites

Number of students who part !pate in innovation per year: °14, 200

How long has the innovation been in of lett!' 1 years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $

Approximate amount needed 1..11 h yea to support 'ongoing project = $ 0

students

0, if test-demonstra-
tion materials are
available

Evaluation done on innovation

Stollen' opinion questionnaires
O Nfeasios of student performance in comparison with non-innuvation control group's)
O Other 'specify):

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Dep,irtment in 1974-,75 academic year
Number of full-time-iliquivalent faculty: 30
Number of senior inajors in the department: (if applicable)

Size of Institution
Total student enr011ment in 1974-75

Characteristics of Institution

O Puhlic-City
O Polito -State
O Private
O Urban
O Non-1

O Men only
O Women only
Ea Coed
O Community or Junior College

academic year: 28,500

133 Undergraduate lewd program
tia Post-Baccalaureate Master's
El Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

Ea Liberal Arts
IC Teacher Preparatory
lid Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Oi Semester 0 Quarter

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title
Department:
Institution
Address.

0 Trimester 0 4-1-4 0 Other (Specify):

Dr. Richard A. Kasschau
Associate Professor, Director - Undergraduate Affairs
Psychology
University of Houston
Houston, Texas 77004

Telephone: (Area Code) 713 Number: 749-3700

233
272

Extension:



USE OF MUSIC BEFORE CLASS TO ILLUSTRATE SET AND STIMULUS CONTROL OF
BEHAVIOR

Introductory Psychology

Objective: Demonstrate the effects of set or expectancy on perception.
Demonstrate stimulus control of behavior.

Method: At the beginning of the semester (quarter?) arrange for one or more
students to supply about 15 min. of contemporary music per class period for
the semester. The music should be broadly appealing to members of the
class, and it should be played during the -10-20 minute period prior to class.
Precisely at the beginning of each class period (specifically about 20 sec.
before you are ready to start lecturing or discussing) terminate the
student-supplied music and start your "theme" music: Use the same piece
each time.

This procedure must be started with one of the earliest class periods and
maintained consistently prior to and at the start of each class period. Only
one change is necessary on the class day during which the topic of set or
expectancy will be discussed. On that day only the procedure should be
completed exactly as described above with one changd. When the instructor
is ready to begin the class,4the music that is introduced should be the same
piece of music. However, this time it should be played by a different musical
group. The key to success is having the same piece played by obviously
different-sounding instruments and musicians. (One possibility is to use
comparable pieces from the Switched-On Bach and the Switched-Off Bach record
albums available from Columbia Records. These records include the same
musical pieces, but Switched-On Bach features the Moog Synthesizer while
Switched-Off Bach features more traditional musical instruments.)

Results: Provided the sensation/perception lectures occur at least half-way
through the semester, results are "guaranteed." Typically, by the time the
introductory theme is altered the students have heard your theme Music intro-
duction perhaps 20 times. Most students no longer listen carefully (if at all)
to the music. Tests each semester indicate that only 20% of the students
will detect the change. It provides an excellent vehicle for introducing the
topic of your set - you hear what you 'expect to hear - using a situation in
which the students themselves have participated.

As a tangential benefit of this procedure, students frequently seem to illus-
trate stimulus control of behavior. If the instructor very rigorously starts
each class within a specifiable interval after the theme record Has started,
the class tends to quiet itself down in anticipation of your first words rather
than following their enunciation. It is not as predictable an effect .(50%
success?), but using the same procedure it potentially offers a ready demon-
stration of stimulus (i.e., music) control of behavior.

Equipment: (1) One tape recorder. A casette machine is preferable since it
facilitates the transfer to the theme music at the start of each lecture.
(2) A source of student-supplied recordings of contemporary music.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves.

Freshmen
Sophomores

0.1uniors
'Seniors

Psychology Majors
Non-Majors.
Honors Students

Ca Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

Introductory (0:Inerat) psychology students

4.

SatisfaCtion of courserelated prerequisites

Number of students whir participate in- innovation per year. 1,1110
How long has the innovation been in effect? years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation =

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ 0

Evaluattion done on innovation:

1E3 Student opinion questionnai=res,
0 Measures of student performance in cMparison with non-innovation contrbl..group(s)

Other (specify):,

$ 0, if a taperecor
der is available

INSTITUTIONAL. DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number'of full-ti'ine-equivalent faculty
Number of seninr majors in the department: 4°°

30

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year:-

(if applicahlej

Characteristics of Institution

Public-City
i Public -State

Private
tRI Urban 4.,

Nun -Urban

tza

Men only
Women only
Coed
Community or Junior College

Lid Undergraduate live prc ram
liost-Baccalaureate aster's

Ed Nisi-Baccalaureate Doctoral

Liberaf Arts
J Teacher Preparatpry
I Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester Quarter CI Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Spe'cify):

a
,INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title;
Department:
Institution:
Address:

Dr. Richard A. Kasschau
Associate Professor, Director Undergraduate Affairs

- Psychology
University-of Houston
HoustOnexas 77004,

T.

Telephone: (Area Code) 713 Number:

a,

749-3790 ' Extension:

2761`.
5%.
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USE OF THE KELLER PLAN WITH UNDERGRADUATES AT AN URBAN STATE COLLEGE

General Psychology

For five semesters, 140 freshmen and sophomores haire been enrolled each-,semester
in a Keller Plan General Psychology course which was (1) -individually paced
(2) mastery oriented (3) with teaching assistants and 0(4) written study
guides, and (5) without required lectures. Approximately fifteen upper-
class Psychology majors served as teaching assistants receiving 3 course

credits. Students in the course were freshmen and sophomores. Kean College

is a New Jersey state four yeat college, located in an urban area. Most of

the students commute.

For the first two semesters approximately 16 units were required for the grade
of C, with a final exam providing additional po nts toward higher grades. A
learning center was open from 9 o'clock to 3 o' lock and no attendance was

7 required. To encourage rapid progress, bonus p ints were offered for early .

completion of units. The first semester, bonus points were given for comple-vL

tion of each unit by a specificjate. This system seemed not to work adequately

since once a student fell behind the ideal due date on a unit,he missed the
Opportunity to earn bonus points on successive units. Consequently, in the
next semester, bonus points were not contingent on a definite calendar datet
given for each ME completed withia week of the previous ME. This system has

been more successful. In the first method the correlation between number of
units completed and number of bonus points earned was .05, while under the
second system the correlation was .75. 'In subsequent semesters double bonus
points have been introduced for all ME's completed in the first month, and
one point for,each unit completed within a week of the previous one there-)

after.
4 >

For the first semester the dropout rate was approximately 50%, but e dence from

a final exam taken fro/ the publisher's manual showed that self-pa d students

who completed the course did significantly better on the exam th traditional

psychology students.
A a

To reduce the dropoutorate, the number of units w r,0 for a C grade was cut

from sixteen to nine. This maq no substantial Ehangein dropout rate. Most

students who failed to complete the course neverl)rogressed beyond the first

unit. Apparently successful completion was based on Motivational factors,

not academic ones.

To motivate more students this semester, the learning; center was eliminated.

.Students.were required to attend regular cl#ss sessions. .Rapid, initial progress

earns the student the right to come only when he wants. This system has been

quite successful. Projections indicate that the drOpout will be cut at least

in ,half. 2"' s.

f
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INNOVATION DATA

The innoviitin inyokes I '-

0 Freshmn- 0 Psychology 1ajOrs
El Sophomores 0 Non-Majors
0 luniors 0 Honors Stu( ents
0 Seniors El Other (spec.fy):Introductory Psychology Students

Prerequisites for studrits who participate In innovation:

Number of students who participate in innovation per year _150_
Fluky It has the innovation been in effect? 2 - L2_ years

Approximate amourrt ui initial funding necessary to develop and try theInnovation = $ 400(rn evaluate
Approximate amotint needed each year to support ongoing project = $

Ealua done on innovation:

Student opinion questionnaires
M"rasures of student performance in comparison with non- innovation control group(s)

0 Other (specify):

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
. Number of full-time-equi ',dent faculty: 35

N-uniker of senior majors the department:' 400 (if applicable)
.74

S 1/1-4 Institution
Total student in 1974-75 acadeinic year

Characteristics of Instituption

0 Public-City

b tPull.,ktv
Urban.

0 Non -Urban

O'Men ty
0 Women only
EI.COed
0 Community or lunior College

7,0,b0

0 Undergraduate le .1 program
ii3 Post-Baccalaureal Master's
0 Post-Bactalaureat . Doctoral

E3 Liberal ,Arts
0 Teacher Preparatory
0 Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

semester 0 Quarter 0 Trimester 0 4-1-4 0 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title:
Depart ment
Institution;
Address.

Bonnie M. Kind, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor.
Psychology
Kean College- of New Jersey
Union, N.J. 07083 -

Telephone: (Area (;odet

course)

Number Extension:
201 527 2181
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PROGRAMED STU1)NT ACHIEVEMENT IN INTRODUCTORY PSYCHOLOGYAOURSO

General Psychology

For purposes of clarity,the methodology used in programmed achievement will

be outlined. Students are required to retake short multiple-choice weekly quizzes

euntil 100% mastery is videnced, Immediately after the first in-class quiz is
administered the quizzes and the answers to the quizzes are posted in a convenient

location. A quiz covering'the same material with different.questions is retaken
during the next class period by those who did not achieve 100% mastery. Virtually
unlimited opportunities to retake quizzes over the same material are given outside
of class to students who failed to achieve the mastery criterion on in- -class
adMinistrations of a quiz. These quizzes are the basis for 50% of the student's
grade, with the initial score, i. e., the score earned the first time, the quiz is

taken, being recorded. Fifty percent of the grade comes from major exams, usually

two or three in number. In a series of investigations, use of this procedure has
shown that student's performance when they are required to retake the quiz until
they reach a mastery criterion is significantly and markedly superior to that of
students given identical questions without having to retake the quizzes until
mastery is achieved. Moreover, the difference occurs on the first quiz given to

the students. It also has been found that the programmed achievement student
performs significantly better on major exams and, in addition, performs significantly
better on unannounced retention tests.

Research results strongly indicate that prograMmed achievement eliminates the
ubiquitous normal curve for grades without lowering the, educational standard of the
material to be covered. The most significant point in this regard is that students
engage themselves in a concentrated effort to study and learn. Such a consequence

can only be the result of increased and intensified motivation on the part of the

students. Although measurement of motivation is not an easy task, student evalu-

ations of the course support this conclusion.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innmition involves'

I Freshmen
l Sophomores

juniors
D Senous

Psychology Majors
10 Non-Majors

Honors Students
D Other (specify):

. Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

Number of stUderits who participate in innovation per year: VARIES
MIA long has the innovation been in effect? _5_ years

NONE

:\pproximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = ;;;300,00

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $300.00-.

Evaluation done on innovation:

[2:1 Student opinion questionnaires
111 Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
D Other (specify):

INSFIVTIONAI, DATA
Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year

Number 1.1 full-time-equivalent faculty 7

Number of s-enior majors in the department:. (if applicable)

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year: 12,000

Characteristics of Institution

D Public-City
I Public-State

D Private
D I Trban
D Non-tirban

D Men only
D Women only,

Cued
D Community or junior College

Ilndergraduate level program
D Post-Baccalaureate Master's
D Post-Bacalaureate Doctoral

D Liberal Arts
D Teacher Preparatory
D Professional .

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

CM Semester D Quarter D Trimester CT4-1-4 D Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: John M. Knight
Title: Assistant Professor
Depart men t Psychology
Institution: Central State University
Address: Edmond, Oklahoma 73034

Telephone: (Area Code) 405 Number: 34.1-2980

2 7
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Extensibri:' 2708



LIVING PSYCHOLOGISTS tapes made with distinguishes scholars

General Psychology

THE PSYCHOLOGISTS Vol. 1, 1972 Vol 2, 1974
Published by Oxford University Press, Editor9py T.S. Krawiec

In General Psychology, the two volumes are offered to the students as an
additional reading for which they receive bonus credit.

The following is presented to the students: autobiographies, in a manner of
speaking, offer mirrcrs in which students can study their own self reflections
of persistence, hard work, effort and self-discipline. By reading about the
persons in these volumes and the way they are immersed in-their work, the learner
may be infected with a kind of zest to know about things psychological' and
thereby ultimately to become a real student. Basically this may be one of the
better ways to teach students and their learning about psychology.

A short paper (about 2 pages typed) on each person can receive as much as
.5 depending on the quality of your essay. Thus, all 23 essays can earn for you
11.5 points added to your final grade. You may d6 as few or as many reports

as you wish. In your papef indicate what is the main theme expressed by each.,,
contributor as she ar he views and interprets psychology. How does that compare
to your view as you learn psychology from'the chapters of your text and lectures?

All papers are graded by the instructor.

In the course entitled LIVING PSYCHOLOGISTS-, the students listen to one tape per
week. They also read the psychologists and write evaluative papers each week
comparing the published accounts with the interview as presented on the tapes.
Finally, the student is to select one individual and become completely immersed
in the researches and writings of this model. The end product is to produce a
manuscript on that individual.

ti

This being the first attempt of teaching this course,'the evaluation will'come
at the end of the semester.

Persons interested in obtaining the current list of psychologists who have
been interviewed may contact me.

2S0
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation imokes

El Freshmen
Sophomores
juniors
Seniors

Psychology Majors
Non-Majors
Honors Students
Other specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

Introductory Psychology for advanced courses. Freshman can take the introductory course.

Number of students,who participate in,,mnovaturn per year:
flow long has the innovation been in effect? 1 Years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to dvel-op and try the innovation $

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ 1,800

4

3,600

f.:aluation done on innovation:

Student ()pillion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
Other Ispecifv) will be available at the end of current, semester

INSTITLTIONAL DATA
Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year

Number of full-time-equivalent faculty'
Number of senior majors in the department: 22 (if applicable)

Institutiori
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year 2000

Charge teristics of Lnstitution

Public-(;ity

Publi(.-State

Pri% ate
Ilrhan
Non-I lrban

Men only
Women only

',..121 Coed
Community or junttrr College

Undergraduate level program
Post-Baccalaureate Master's'
Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

1.iberlil Arts
Tea er Preparatory
Pro ssional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester Quarter Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Sp'ecify):

cINNOVATOR DATA

Title.
Department.
Institution:
Address:

T.S. Krawiec
Skidmore College
Saratoga Springs, NY 12866

I(
Telephone:* I A rei Code) 518

a

p

Number: 584-5000

281
280,

11.

Extension: 332



..USING STUDENT'S "QUESTION CARDS" A§sWID-TERM AND FINAL EXAMINATION ITEMS

General Psychology

In undergraduate sections of IntroOuctory Psychology, in which the,course
content is presented under eight discrete topic headings, students are
instructed to turn in one 3 X 5 "Question Card" for each course heading
(e.g. personality,.perceptionItc.). Each question card reports, the topic

heading and a four - choice multiple choice qatbation, with the source of the

question and its answer on the reverse side. Students receive ten course
pointsfor turning in a complete set Of eight cards. The cards themselves
are gathered into, an item pool from which 2/3 of tie mid-term and final
examination items pre selected.

The course itself is .based on a maximum point scale of 100 points. Question
cards are worth ten.points, and the mid-term and final examinations-carry a
value of thirty points each, as does a term paper. All course requirements are
mutually exclusive and the student's grades are the sums of all accrued. oint
values.

Students (approximately 130 thus far) have received the course arraftgement
enthusiastically. Student reports indicate their satisfaction with having
contributed, directly to course. examinations, through their contributions of
the question card items.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation invokes

13 Freshmen
IS Sophomores

Juniors
Seniugs

Prerequisites for students who

13 Psychology Majors
11 Non-Majors

Honors Students
O Other (specify):

participate in innovation:

None

Number of students who participate in innovation per year 130

Flow long has the innovation been in effect' 1, years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation =

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ 0

......taluation done on innovation:

ID Student opinion questionnaires
Measurevf student pirformance.in comparison
Other (specify):

INSTITuTioNAL DATA
Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year

Number of full-time-equiva+ent faculty..
Number of senior majors in the department

6

$ n

with non-in 40vation control group(s)

(if applicable]

Size of Institution
Tional student enrollment,in 1974-75 academic year: 5000

Characteristics of Institution

Public-City
ID Public-Slate

Private
Urban

1 Non-1 Irban

Men only
Women only

El Coed
Oommunity or Junior College

10 Undergraduate level program
Post-Baccalaureate Master's
Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

ID Liberal Arts
'Teacher Preparatory
Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester. Quarter Trimester. 4-1-4

1NNOVATORDATA.
Name:
Title:
Department:
I-nstitution:
Address:

tl

Other (Specify):

Charles C. Latson, Ph.D (parttime teaching faculty)
Clinical Coordinator: Children's Partial Hospitalization*
Social Science (Psychologft'
Anne Arundle Community College
Arnold, Maryland 21012

*11111,-time positioe, Mount Vernon Center for Community
MentalHealth

Telff'phone: (Area Cociej Number: Extension:

2" ty
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THE ROLE OF UNDERGRADUATE TEACHING ASSISTANTS IN INTRODUCTORY PSYCHOLOGY

Introductory Psychology

Six years ago our Department of Psychology initiated a program for utilizing
undergraduate students as teaching assistants inthe introductory course se-
quence. Although our program is still in a fluid state, we can now confidently.
bear witness to the fact thgt undergraduate TAships can facilitate and improve
undergraduate education.

The assistantship program ties into a fairly traditional one - semester, introductory
psychology course of around 1200 students, of wh'om 50% are freshmen. There are
four large lectures/week, and one seminar meeting of 10-15 students /week. The

major responsibility of the TAs is conducting these weekly seminars, whose over-
all purpose is to provide students with an opportunity for independent thinking,
developing insights, and for expressing and discussing their own ideas and
questions regarding course material.' 30% of the students' final grade is based
upon their performance in seminar and on seminar-based assignments.

A policy has been established giving TAB subsWtial free rein As to the content
of the seminar. Many elect to explore a single "in- depth" psychology topic for
the entireLeemester. The introductory students then pre-se1ect their seminar.
from a lisENO, topics offered by the TAs. TAs are permitted to assign paper-
back books or journal articles4or the purpose ofetimulating dttcussiona. They
seldom raise questions which-have definite answers; this-is consistent with the
objective of thepeminar meetings, which ia to stimulate discussion and thought
Routine-questions Un lectures and readi?g materials are handled efficiently at
the beginning of the hour, or during the TA's two cliffice'llours/week.. TAB also
_help writing and grading questions for the course exams. Thpy must attend
a weekly seminar on teaching, where they share their problems and Successesoften
through video tapes of their classes.

We have concl deS that Stlior and senior mai° s have the most success as teachers,
and one of th best predictors of how well an -student willverform_in the course
is how his teacher performed in the same course. All our TAs have a high-grade
average,-and heavy weighing is given to those juniors or seniors applying, who
-received an Aor A+ in the course.

We have experimented with many incentive systems for the_undergraduate assis-
tante, and have finally settled on a progehth whereby thOirst time,an under-
gradUate teaches any given course he/she recieves 4 hours of credit. If the
TA'is asked back to teachhe same course, he/she receives a stipend equal to
tuition and fees for thatLtemester (but no course tredit). We ask back
approximately 2/3rds of our assistants, and ppect more from them their second
time around in terms 6sf helping the junior assistants. There seems to We a sub-
stantial improvement in the gality of teaching the second time, and it is diffi-
eult to arrange for a grad ate student to teach .introductory seminars more than once.

What are the effects on the students of uping undergraduate assis'tant's? When faculty
review the videotapes of undergraduate---6d graduate TAs teaching, there is no
significant difference in quality. Students' ratings have consistently shown that
undergraduate TAs are rated higher than graduate assistants on all evaluative dimensions.

Lastly, what effect does the program hall n the undergraduate TA himself? We find
that almost without exception, the students s hat the teaching experience was
the high point of their undergraduate career, and4report that'teaching has given
them a greater understanding of psychology that,helighelped them in other courses,
honors theses, graduate record exams, and graduate7chool. Furthermore,
graduate schools seem pleased to inherit pre-trained teaching assfplants. Many

high quality,students who did not consider careers in college teaching previous to
their teaching experience, have now chariged their orientation;
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INNOVATION DATA

The innio.ation

Freshmen
Sophomores

CM (Armors,
® Seniors

Prerequisites for students

1 Psychology Majors
bNon-Majurs

Honors Students
Other (spe.cifyl.

who participate in innovatatm:

Minimum of "B" cumulativet:average and an "A " in

Number of students who participate rn innovation per year
flow long has the innovation been in effect"' years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ 0.

A pp1-0 \ I ma le amount needed each.year to support ongoing project = $

aluation done on innovation:

Introductory Psychology

15

0 unlese. Me are paid

Suidtrit opinion questionnaires .

Measures of s1julent performance in comparison With rton-vinov.ation control group's)
0 Other (specify):

-T4

rifoNAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974,75 acaderniC year
Number of full-tone-equivalent faculty:
Number of senior inajors ui the. department:

.Sii.eof Institution
Total student enrollment in 1971.75 aca,detriic year ..6,.000

2

(if applicable)

Char'ai teristir.s Inslitution

0
0
Ed

0

Pblic-CO y
Pubhu-State
Private
Urban
Non - ('Than

Men only
Women only

121 Coed
Corn unity or lumor College

50 Undergraduate level program.
6a Post-Bacralmireate Master's
RI Post-Baccalaureate Dog:toral

0x1.,i !Hirai Arts
Teacher. Preparaiwy
Professional

Predominant ;alendar System at Your Institution

1/"`
Seinitster

INNOVATOR DATA

Name.
Title
Department.
Institution
Address.

Quarter la Trimester 4-1-4

Dr. James B. Maas
Asso'ciate Professor

Psychology
Cornell University
Ithaca, N.Y. 148n

Telephone (Area Code) 607 Number:

Other (Specify):

256,-6302 Extension:

23Z;
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SYSTEMATICDESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF AN INTRODUCTORY PSYCHOLOGY COURSE

Introductory Behavior Analysis

The introductory.paycholOgy :course at Western MichiganUniversity is an educational
technology succeas, which has improved over the years, and presently serves an
average ,Of 1200 Students per semester, while only requiring the time of one faculty
member. .A complex hierarchy of teaching apprentices and advanced teaching apprentices,
Working for credlt, and undergraduate and graduate paid assistants administer and
evaluate the course, and:offer input for its modification.

The content: of the course includes readings in the study of behavior, supplemented
by comprehensive study objectives and tested daily with small quizzes. An experimental
rat lab offers practical application of the principles. The design of the course
and staff structure are based on the principles of behavior, 4n that each policy
is weighed for reinforcement benefits for students and staff, and changes or
decisions are usually made with respect to the predicted behavioral outcomes of such
a consequence.

Employment of a staff of approximately 70 students requires effective contingencies
feedback and consequences. All staff are monitored by other staff members and/or
the instructor, with itemized job checklists, plus a "verbal feedback" section,
where appropriate actions are reinforced with praise, followed by specification
of any errors, referred to as "points to reconsider."

Two concepts are stressed; one, all decisions or changes must be specified
in writing and incorporated into the course information manupl, in keeping with
the specification, observation and consequation of all actions, and two, "appropriate"
feedback is essential, defined as prompt, constructive comments, emphasizing good
points as well as poor.

One of the newest'course features is a computer grading system, in which
the test scorer is interfaced with a teletype, allowing direct access to the
university PDP/10 computer. Daily printouts are obtained with students' scores,
absences, lab scores, bonus points, and weekly/overall totals. In addition, the

a
computer compiles a detailed error analysis, giving the mean percent correct for
each question, plus an item analysis of each choice in questions with less than
80% correct.

Every aspect of the course receives expensive evaruaAon from the students,
including lectures, textbooks, lab work, movies, and overall course features.
The results are used each semester to recycle through the rationale and effective-
ness of each comppnent of thecourse, so that it approximates a self-Maintainingi
perpetual-improvement system.
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INNOVATION DATA

The rnnu, ttton invol%es

J k3 Freshmen
S'Ophomores
juniors
Seniors

12 -Psychology Majors
Mm-Maiors

allonors Students
0 Other (specify):

Prerequisites -fur students who participate in innovation:

Must sign up or Introductory Psychology at Western Michigan University

Number of students whu participate in inno% d t 45m per year: 2500
lung has the inno%atton been in effect? years

Appi . 'mate ,miount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ 4f1,OOQ

Appro \mime amount needed each year to support ongoing prowo $ 25,000

tun dome on inno%at ion.

El Student opinion questivnnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non-injito,;ttion control group(s)
(Wwrkpecavl Staff evaluations, all objective measures of student performance"

INS FIONA', DATA

Siie of Department in 1974-75 aiadernic year
a.,ti umber of full- I umequivalent y

Number of senior maims I n the department: (if applittplile)

Slit. of Institution
Total student enrollment rn 1974-75 academic year: 211000 linrIfirgkadtptes, not relevant Xo

grads
Chaiai ieristos of Institution

Publit -City
l'uldu State
Pi R.ite

RI I 'than
Non-Crhan

Men link
NA, ompn only

m Loecit.
.otninunit or junior College

o.

Undergraduate level program
l'ust-Haccalatire.i1e Master's
Post-13.:i alaureate 1)octoral

El Liberal Arts
glTeacher Preparatory..

Professional

Predominant (:alembir Sstern at Your Institution

',rill eti I r Quarter 13 Trimester 4-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

Verne Richard W. Malott, Ph.D.

Title Associate Professor
Deportment Psychology
Instittitoin .Western Michigan University
Address BehaViOrdelia, Inc.

316 DeHaan
Kalamazoo, Michigan- 49007

Other (Specify):

TelephtiLne (:ode) 616 Number 382-6338)

.237
10/
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SELF-PACED COURSE IN INTRODUCTORY PSYCHOLOGY

Introductorky Psychology ti

This introductory course was adapted to K.gller's Personalized System of Instruction

(PSI). Students mastered the material in each unit of the course before moving on
to the next,.

tResults indicated superior learning and more positive course attitudes in PSI-
taught students compared to students taught wieh_traditional methods.

O
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INNOVATION DATA

-The innovalion in\ olves:

ail,FreShmen
Sophoimires
Juniors
Seniors

Psychology Majors
Non-Majors
Honors Students

. Other (sp'ecify):

Prerequisites for students who participte in innovation:

NONE

Number, of students who participate in innovation per year 75-100
oft. How long has the innovation been in effect? 3 years

Approximate amount JO. initial funding necessary to develOp and try the innovation = $

Approximate aitiount needed each year to support ongoing project = $

Etaluation done on innovation:

Ca Student opinion questionnaires
Measures o{ student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
Other (specify):.

o

INSTITLTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty 9

'Number of senior majors in the department50 (if applicable)

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment

At

in 1974-75 academic year: 2100'

Characteristics of Institution

Public-City
Public-State

tin Private
llrban
Non -Urban

Men only
Women only
Coed
Community or Junior College

Undergr4duate level program
Post Baccalaureate Master's
Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

El Liberal Arts
Teacher Prepiiratory
Professional

Predominant Caleratiir System at Your Institution

CS! Semester 9uarter Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Nme: Charles J. Mor.ris

Title: Associate. Professor

Department: Psychology
Institution: Denison University

Address: Granville, Ohio 43203

(va

Telephone: (Area Code( 614 Number: 587-0810 Extensim); 406

230.
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AN ASSESSMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY AND THE ARTISTIC PROCESS

General Psychology

New course content has been developed which will be interdisciplinary in
nature,in expectation of providing a more holistic educational experience for
students in the fieldsof Psychology, Art and Education. The long term goal

is to help students who will be teaching in these disciplines develop more

effective programs, structured in a framework which stresses the important
:interrelationships of-the disciplines.'

Student enrollment is drawn from the three disciplines so as to provide a
representative class composition. Such diversity provides an opportunity to
develop individual self concepts and obtain new insights through confrontation

with new perspectives,.

In keeping with the purposes of the course, the learning experience is
structured so that the student will (1) develop an awareness of the history and
theory of Psychology and Art so that he may place his own experience within a
structured framework; 42) understand the developmental nature of the artistic
experience; (3) examine the lives and works of artists for deeper awareness of

the psydhological processes which functibn in artistic activity; Ind (4) encourage

and develop the individual student's own creative capacities. .

The following is a brief outline of the course. 4
1. An historical perspective.
2. Theoretical perspectives: Psychoanalytical, perceptual, information

and communication, homeostasis, humanistic.
3. Developmental perspective.
4.. Study of the artistic process through the lives and works of

artists: Bosch, Van Gogh, Kurelek.

5. Personal creative growth: Creativity testing, thedrug issue, Zen
and T.M., creative experiences in a variety of media, self-actualization.

Throughout the course the material_under consideration is analyzed and discussed
from the perspective of the three disciplines. Students from each of the fields

volunteer to prepare a contribution to the area of current concern in addition to

the Instructor's preparation. This procedure piomotes discussion and communication

across the disciplines.

The course is taught Fall-term to 30 undergraduate students and Spring term to
50 graduate. students. The course meets one night a week for a two and a half hour

period. This concentrated block of time allows for an initial "warming up" period,
Ne

presentation of material and ample time for discussion to grow and develop in depth.

The "warm up" period provides an'opportunity for synaesthetic experience. A variety

of physical motor skills are utilized (frequently to music) which serves to promote

relaxatiOn and stimulate an open approach to conversation. Frequently, the evening

ends with a period of quiet creative activity where students model clay, sculpt with

wire or draw; each leaving class when he feels his work is completed.

Student evaluation is obtained from a'fnini- thesis" (a written paper or an

artistic creation) which is presented to the class and then placed on exhibit in a

small gallery visited by interested campus members. Course evaluation is obtained

by student responses to a departmental questionnaire.

2)0
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation. invokes.

Freshmen
Sophomores

QD Juniors
CO Seniors

70 Psychology Majors
12I Non-Majors

Honors Students-
)0 Other (specify): Graduate students

Pr'erequisites for students who participate in innovation: Psychology 100.

. Number of students who partiMpate in innovation per yelr: 80

How long has the innovation been in effect? 1 years

Approximate amount of initial funding ntwessary to develop and try jhe innovation =

Approximate aniount needed each year to support ongoing project = $

'EN.aluation done on innovation:

co Student opinion queStionriaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non - innovation control oup(s)
Other (specify):

iNisTrrunoNALDATA
Size of Department in 1974-75 academi year

Number of full-time-equivalent faculty
Number of senior majors in tfle department:

28

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment 'in 1974-75 academic year:

Characteristics of Institution

Public -City
P51. Public-Slate

Private
t trban
Non -Urban

Men only
Women only

IN Coed
Community or Junior College

(if applicable)

8,000

Undergraduate level program
sa Post Baccalaureate Master's
O Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

Liberal Arts
i Teacher Prepariitory

Professional

PreLminant Calendar System at Your Instigation

L7 Semester Quarter Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Dr.-Patricia L. Musick
Title: Assistant Professor
Department: Psychology,
Institution: SUCO Oswego '

Address: Qswego, New York 136

Telephone: (Area Code)
31.5

Nutnber:
341-3165

29 290

Extension:



MASTEOCRITERIA
t

AND "SELF. - PACING" IN UNDERGRADUATE.COURSES

'

General Psychology, (other courses will be added)

a

Students are required to.meet a 90%. correct criterion on written
fill-in-the-blank tests covering 12 unite of textbook material in
order to receive a Orde of A. Other grades (B,,C,D,F) are given,
if earned, but criteria for non-A's arenot definea to the student.
Instructor generated behavioral objectives are prepared for each unit.
Students are allowed 3 attempts per unit to meet the 90% criterion.
(Beginning in Fall, 1975, students will'be allowed 6 attempts).
Students must pass the units in sequential order and must progress at
a minimum pace, although they may and often do work ahead. Currently.
grading is done,by the instructor (overnight), however, beginning in
the fall, student proctors will be used to give immediate feedback on
tests. Lectures are optional and cover the texbook mate,rial.(About
50% ,of,the students attend these lectures.) Occasionall). other lectures
are provided whic do not cover the text material and are-not tested.
Attendance to the e lectures, which are announced ahead of time, is
about 80%.
In the Fall Semester, 1974, 36 students received A's,- 24 B's, 7 C's,
4 D's, and 2 F's. Eight students'droppee No comparisons to other
types of teaching have been made as yet, however, plans are being
made for such comparisons next fall.

202.
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_INN( NATION DATA

The innovation involves

Fresh-men
El Sophomores

R3 Seniors

.Psychology Majors
6a Non-Majors
0. Honors Students

Other (specify):

Prerequisites (or slopitents who parliciwte in innovation: none

Moldier of students who participate in innovation per year:
flow long ha' the innovation been in effect? 1 years

160

Apia ovikiii,cle amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try thv innovation

:\pprovimate atioitint needed each year to support ongoing project r $ 0. 0(1

1v diktation done on innovation:

_$ 0.00

El Student opinion questionnaires
Cl Nblasures al ,student performance in comparison with non - innovation control group(s)

Other (specify)'

INS ill DATA

Size of Deportment in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full lime equivalent faculty' 13 72
Number at senior inaiors the department:

SUP al Institution
Total iltudent enrollmitint in 1974-75 ackidumic'year.

C.liaracteristis of Institution

Public-City.
C2 Public-State

Priv,ite
1 'rban

13 Non -Urban

Men only
Women only

C81 Cued
i)mtniin0 or"lunior College

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

4

(if applicable)

10,000

12 I Indergraduate level 'prograitil
Post-Baccalaureate Master's
Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

E29 Liberal rls
Cl Teache Preparatory.

Professional

Stmit.sliit Quarter 0 Trimester 4-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

Nrme: George W. O'Neill, Ph.D..
.

ine: Assistant Professor
Department Psychology
Institution Clemson University
Address: Dept. of Psychology

Clemson University
Clemson, S.C. 29631

1

Othi- (Specify):

Tvlephime (Area (:ode) 803 Kumber: 656-3212

293
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ADAPTATION OF THE KELLER PLAN TO AN INTRODUCTORY PSYCHOLOGY COURSE

0,-

General PsyChology 1

Pe

Experimental use of the Keller plan for introductory psychology at a slall

community -college was not successful; too many students were noeself-atarting."
,

One-dzi,mester matetial is divided into 7 Units, each unit runs two weeks. Some

90 pages of text (using Buss: Psychology: Man in Perspective) and'one chapter`

of the CRM Film Gy:de to Psychology Today' Films, constitutes reading assignments.

A two-week unit includes 6 class periods of 50 minutes eapk: The lst, 3rd and

. 4th periods are lecture/discussion. The 2nd period is deboted to a film. The

,5th period. is for a test,, and the 6th period for a retest. A test consists of

30 objective questions, /5 based on .the main text, and 5 on the film and film

guide. Test Answers are recorded on a half-page mimeographed sheet, and scored by

template' before the student leaves the class. Studeilts are encouraged to stud

test results before leaving, to have a learning experience.

For the first three units, students are required to score at least 24 out of

30 on thetest to be exempt from the retest. *After mid-term, students are

. "on their own" in deciding on retest. Thera are three (3) retests for each

unit. Students desiring to take even a third test may do so, outside of class,

,by seeing the instructor during office hours.'

Pinal grade is based on the 6 highest unit scores; th unit score is the highest

. test score achieved up on to 3 tests per unit. Addi'ti'onal points may be earned

"by submitting a minor project (10 points) or a major project (20 points). ,Only

student achieving at the "C" level are privileged to submit projects for extra

points.

This structure carries students who are not self-initiating. ttinimum score require-

ments for. the first half of the semester insuresinudents understanding how the

program works. Shifting full responsibility to the student during the second

half emphasizes student responsibility for own, education.-

Instant scoring, and immediate study of test results, provides feedback and on-

going'awareness of grade status. A student arset own goal for grade, and work

to that level with continuous grade knowledge.

The 6th class period'for retest is intended as an incentive; a high score on the

first test makes attendance of the 6th session optional. The extensive use of

films provides some insights into experimental procedures, and identifies some

well known psychologists to the students. This format enables use of a

rather sqphisticated text, at a small community college, for a one-semester

course. Student appraisal is that the course is kough, but fair.

An improvement would be to use less class time for'tests, allowirt more dis-

cussion time, and, have considerable test-options outside class'at convenient

0 hours.
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INNOVATION DATA

the innoxalion inxolxxs

M reshmen
O Suphomurs
O Iumors
O Seniors

O Psychology Majors
P Non-Majors
O Honors Students
O Other (specify):

Pt erequisites (Jrl students who participate in innovation:

College admission

41'

Number of students who participate in innovation per year' 200
}low long has the innovation been in effect./ _2._ years

$ no special funds
ApOluxillidtp.itnokint initial funding nei.essaryto develop and try the innovation =

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ no special funds

rx.duation done 1111 innovation:

HI Student opinion questionnaires
O Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control groups(
O tither (specily):

INSTITIITIoNAI. DATA
Sue of Department in 1974-75 academic year 1 full time, 5 part time

Number of lull-time-equivalent lacuhy.
Number of semor majors in the departm-7-1Tent: /A (if applicable)

Stzt. of Institution
Total student- enulltneiti in 1974-75 ai.ademit year

Charm terishi s of Institution

PuldicJittx county ,

O Public -State
O Private
O I trban

Non -Urban

O Men only
O Women only

Cord
111 Community nr Iunior College

500 full tale, 1600 part time

Undergraduate level program
O Rost-Baccalaureate Master's
O Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

El Liberal A'rts
O'Teacher Preparatory

Professional

Predominant Calandar System.at Your Institution

El Semester 0 (-Quarter Trimester 0 4-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title:
Department:
Institution:
Address:

0 Other (Specify(:

Robert N. Rea
Assoc. Professor of Psychology
SocialScience Dept.
Charles County Community College
1.cqqata, MD 20646

Telephone: (Area ( :ode) 301 Number:934-2251

2 94

2 5

Extension:
34



. STUDENT-ASSISTED-INSTRUCTION IN COMMUNITY COLLEGE INTRODUCTORY PSYCHOLOGY

General Psychology

A course in introductory psychology, one semester in length, involving 100
students was conducted with the help of six, student assistants.

'
The assistants were advanced psychology students enrolled in a course in .

Special Projects; they earned from 1 to 3 semester, hours credit for their

efforts. Their primary responsibilities included the following: administer

examinations, staff a Learning center for examination retakes, conduct weekly

help sections, issue chance coupons and bonus points, contact law-scoring
class members to encourage and stimulate improvement, and provide individual

assistance when needed. The general approach could be described as a mod

unit mastery system with strongly humanistic overtones..

Follow-Up evaluation indicated favorable attitudes on the part of all

concerned and a reduced drop-out rate in comparison to ether introductorr

psychology sections.

'I'

A more complete description of this innovation may be found in th April

1974 issue of the American Psychological Association Division on the eaching

of Psychology Newsletter.
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I
INNOVA'flON DATA

I innovation ink olkes

al Freshmen E) Psychology Majors
13 Sopholuves Nun-Maiurs

juniors kJ Honors Students to

Seniors rsa Other (specify): all introductory psychology students.
A

foi students Who participate in innovation:
Students in Introductory Psychology: None
Student Assistants: Generil Psych and one additional course-in Psychology, with
grade of B or better -

Number of students vt,hii participate in innovation per year: SOO
11,11.. long has the innovation been in effect? years '

Approximate amount, ol inithd !muting necessary In develop and try the innovation = $ none

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing prolect = $ none

1...6aluation done on innovation.

ES Student opinion questionnaires
(vleiistires of student performance in comparislm with n-in tivatiorrcontrol group(s)
Other Ispel 'IN I:

I NSTITI ITIONAL DATA

Si/e -Department ,in 1974-75 academic year 3
Number of full- ime-equi valen t facult y
Ncinber ot. senior inaiors in the departtnent:

Site of Instit'kutron
total student enrollment in 11174-75 academic year:

Chouarteristio s ul Institution

Publu -City
-fn Public -Stone

Pm ate
i 'rhoin

Nun- 'rbiin

Men (ink
Women only

DO Coed
EZ) Community or junior College!

if applicable)

Jo,nno

I lIndergraduate level program
Post-Baccalaureate Master's
Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

10 Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory
Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

ail Semester (Quarter Trimester 4-1-4 D Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

NdIlle Dr. Richard D. Rees
Tole Professor and Chairman
Department: Psychology
Instil iit ion Glendale Community\College
Address 6000 West Olive Avenue

,Glendale, Arizona 85302
I

telephone: (Area (;ode) 602 Number: 93442211

?0
'296

Exttlsion: 269



AN "UNCONVENTIONAL" LECTURE COURSE IN-INTRODUCTORY PSYCHOLOGY

The implication of many studies reporting student preferenc
pace&courses compared to "conventional" lectures is thar I
inferior expedient. My evaluation result4 suggest otherwis

e for individual, self -
ectures are an
e. Once each week,

900 lntrpductory psyc ology students meet in a large auditorium for a lecture

04n either by me or an invited lecturer. Two other hours per week are spent

in discussion sections of 25-40 students distributed among 14 teaching.assistants.

The structure of the course is conventional, but the student response is not.

The following graphs show studeht evaluations at the end of the course for each

of the past three years to the following items:
If a friend of mine asked me whether he should take t e course next year,
provided it wouloil.be taught the same way, I would: a) ecammend strongly that

he take the course,b) recommend-with reservations that he take the course,
c) 'recommend neither for npr Sgainst taking the course, d) recommend with
reservations that he not take the course, e) recommend strongly that he
not take the course.

SO, SO' 45.

Zia

3

3'7

IL 6 G ol c dk. 6 c C. i A. i C.

But this evaluation.is of the course generally. What about lectures" The evalu-
ation item for lectures is as follows: I 't

.

Inviting guest speakers from this and other universities is:a) an excellent
idea, b) a.good idea, c) a average idea, d) a footir idea, e) a poor idea.

2

ei

a 7
1Lva,

,

46 b Ot!", b c . 1 1 c o Cal t.
These results clearly show that the lecture series is more positively rated than

the'course in general. These resqlts do not suggest that individualized instruc-

tion is not valuable. But rejection of lecture course formats cannot be justified

by assuming a negative student reaction}. Lectures can be (and in our cas they

are) the most popular part of an introductory course.

29B
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INNOVATION DATA

'1111'1 novation imokes

hmen
Si ihomores

iniors
Seniors

Psychology Majors
Non-Majors

L3 Honor's Students
Other (spleeny):

Prerequisites for studeints who participate in inno1vation:
.

None,

Ntlinlwr of st)tdents stho participate in innovitlicin per year 900
flow Jong has 't he innov,it ion been in effect? years

Appro.itivale amount of initial funding necessary to'develop and tq the innovation = 5000

Appm.itnatt. amount needed each %,ear to support ongoing priiject = $ 5000

1-.N.aluatiou

1lE3 Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in
Other 1,1)(.111,1:

INSTITI1TIONAL DATA

comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
$0

v
Si,. ' in Department in 1974-75 .icaileinicear 30

Number of full lime - equivalent fac,ully:
Number of senior majors the department: (if applicable)

S//f` of Institution
Total,illidenLenrollment in 1974-75 academic year 4190

'(;b,ur,n of nstitution

Public-City
f7 Politic-State

Privdte
fl Urban

Non-Urbari

%len only
Women only

al Coed
13 Community or Iuncor College

Undergraduate le,oel program
PosI- Baccaliaureate. Master's

CA Post-Baccalaureate d./octora)

Ea Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparator
Professional

P\rediuninant Calendar System at Your Institution

Ca Semester Quarter

INNOVATOR DATA 0

Tit le:
Department:
,Instittninn:
Addresti:

41!)

0 Trimester 4-1-4

David V. Reynolds
Assoc. Professor
Psychology
University of Windsor
Windsor, Ontario,. Canada

0 Other (Specify):

N9)3 3P4

(1

'Telephone: (Area Code) 519 Number: 253-4232 Extension: 757

2 9 0
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COMPUTERS AND PSYCHOLOGY

Genertl Psychology
-Yr

This course attempts to show undergraduate students, at an introductory level,

the interaction between psychology and the disciplines-of computer science and

mathematics. The course"is divided into three general sections: the computer *

as an aid in;data analysis, the computer, as an aid in simulations of pdychologioal

processes, and the computer as a control devicg in the experiments; laboratory.
Subject matter and examples in each.of these areas are introduced briefly in,
class and then students are assigned computer projects which illustrate the .

topics. The emphasis is upon first understanding a given psychological question
or problem, and then developing computer solutions. Examples of topics covered

are: analysis of clinical_test data, use of the computer in CAI, use of a *

computer terminal to present verbal learning materials and record outcomes,
simulations of mathematical and information - processing models of memory and
concept identification, on-line control and.recording of reaction time experi-

ments. A$, a prerequisite to the cdurse'the seudents should have an introductory,
knowledge of either FORTRAN or BASIC. EleMents of list-processing language
(LISP) and an assembly language for a mini-computer are taught during the

course. Students find that the programming projects required each week have
the effect of translating abstract psychological concepts into'sets of operations:
that can be manipulated and thus understood.

The course to date has been limited to a maximum of 15 students, and 8-10 Ilave

participated eadh of the two times it has been taught. It requires as equipment
an easy access lo a computer which supports both algebraic and list processing
languages, andto'an on-line computer facility in the psychology lab. _Thus it
is a specialized course, but has been successful in meeting the objective of
getting students involved with both psychological theory and experimental methods
on-a "hands-on" basis which they feel is both_ challenging and rewarding.

P
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

Freshmen
Siiphomores
juniors
Seniors

Ea Psychology Majors
SI Non-Majors
a Honors Students

Oilier (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation: A prior course in computer
programming.

," Number of students who participate in innovation per year
How long has the innovation been in effect? 9 years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary, to develop and try the innovation = $

Auroximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $

Evaluation done on innovation:

Eel student opinan questionnaires-
MeaSures of stud,ent performance in comparison with non-innovation control groups)

a Other (specify):

INSTITUTIONAL DAWN
oir

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty. i
Number of senior majors in thf department. 22 (if applicable)

Size-of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year 9400

Characteristics of Institution

Public-City El Undergraduate level program
. 0.Public-State Post-Baccalaureate Master's

El Private' Post.Baccalaureate Doctoral
Urban
Non-Urban 2g Liberal Arts

0- Teacher Preparatory
Men only professional
Women only

&I Coed
n Community or Junior College

Predominant-Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester Quarter Trimester 4;1-4 13 Other (Specify): 4-1-4--3 (summerterm,
12 month

INNOVATOR DATA calendar)

Name: Jaiites H. Reynolds

Title: Director, Division of Natural Sciences and Mathematics_
Depart menW Psychology
Institution: Colgate, University
Address: Hamilton, New York 13346

Telephone: (Area Code) 315 Number: 824-4226

301
-300

Extension:



A-MODULAR LABORATORY TO ACCOMPANY INTRODUCTORY PSYCHOLOGY

General Psychology

This modular laboratory program is designed as part of the general psychology
course at Gustavus Adolphus College. The program has two privary objectives.
First, each student is to have "hands onP experience in two oi'-three major sub-
specialties in psychology and be exposed lb fl-e research methodologies in those

areas. Second, the,Orograda_is designed'to individualize instruction in the first
bourse which otherwise is taught in large, lecture-demonstration sections.

The modular latporatory allows'each student to select .2 - 3 labs- from a list of 14
to.16 modulel, divided into four major experimental areas;., Average laboratory

size is 25 - 30 students. Laboratory modules carry weights of 25-or 50 points.

'Moduies weighted 25 last two or- three weeks and those weighted 50-last four or

five weeks. Almost all modules are set ,up on an "open lab - Self paced" basis
with lah'facilities open from-7 a.m. to 10 p.m. each weekday. Students select 75
lab Units distributed'in two or three experimental areas.

Most of the faculty members in the department (N= 7) participate in the program,
supervising modules in their specialties. Upperclass psychology majors assist in
most modules and provide general supervision for the "open" lab. Current labor's-

.

tory modules (spring, 1975) are as follows:

Group I - Human Learning and Performance

Lab 1 Tip of the Tongue An analysis of'human memory and information,retrieval:
Lab 2 - Language and Cognition Build-a-Lab - The development of programs to run
verbal learning experiments on remote computer terminals.

' Lab 3 Assoc. Values and Verbal Learning - Classic experiments, using nonsense

trigrams.
Lab 4 Massed vs. Distributed Practice - Another.classic, using pursuit rotors

Ate

Group II Comparative and Physiological Psychology

Lab Operant Learning The rat and the S Box. .

Lab 6 - Brain and Behavior Students make lesions in hippocampusof rat and

study effects.
Lab 7 - Agonistic Behavior in Mice - A series of ethological and experimental

studies.
Lab 8.- Imprinting in Waterfowl - A Lorenzian lab using ducklings.

Lab 9 - Learning in Goldfish Classical and operant learning in fish.

Group III - Sensation and Perception

Lab 10 Eye of the Beholder A look at perceptual selectivity.

Lab 11 Visual Adaptation.- Experiments using distortion lens.

Group IV Social Psychology and Personality

Lab 12 Sc3cial Power - Use of "games" to study power in grOUps.

Lab 13 Tower Building - Social interaction in a cooperative project.

Lab 14 The Group We of sociometry to analyze group structure.
Lab 15 - Let's Make a Test Students participate, in construction and standardize-

.

tion of mini-personality test.
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INNOVATION DATA

'The innovation

XX Freshmen
it Sophomores

Juniors
Seniors

Psychology Majors.
IRKNon-Majors

Honors Students
Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate ii innovation: .

None

Ntilober of students who participate in innovation per year. 550
How long has the innovajion been in effect'? years ,

Approximate amount of initial funiding necessary to develop and try the innovation

Approximate!imount needed each year to support ongoing projet:t = $ 2,000

s,,d,uation dime on' innovation:

XTStildent opinion questionnaires
Xleasures of student performance in
Other (specify):

INSTITUTIONAL DATA .

comparison with noi4-?nnoviition control group(-s)

Slit' of Department in 1974-75 academic yeir
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty 6

Number of senior majors in the department: 40 (if applicable)

Site of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 acadernic year.: 2025

Characteristics of Institution

publi,city
o

Non -Urban

Undergraduate level program
Post-Baccalaureate MaSter's
Post-Baccalaureate fioctoral

o Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory

Men only I:1 Professional
IA'iopen only

X21 Coed
Ci»nnianity or.lunior College

Predominant Calendar System at Your Iristitutio-n

Semester Quarter rimester e)(4- 1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title:
Department.:
Institution:
Address:

Other (Specify):

Dr. Timothy Robinson and Dr. John Keidall
Professors of Psychology
Department of Psychology
Gustavus Adolphus ,College
St. Peter, MN 56082

, Telephone: (Area Code) 507 Number: 931-4300
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Eiitension: 347 or 200
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BUSING UNDERGRADUATES (INCLUDING FIRST-YEAR) AS TEACHING AIDES IN INTRODUCTURY
PSYCHOLOGY

Introductory Psychology

a

Mills is a small college with a high priority on small classes, yet 'introductory
psychology now enrolls 50 to 75 students each semester--small by other schools'
standards but largewhere classes of 6 to 10 are not unusual. In an effort to
provide a small-class discue-sion experiencerwlthin the framework of the main course,
I have experEmehted with sections--called irsemilaars"--planned and operated by'
undergraduate TAs. I, began with sections modeled after those at Stanford: students
were required t6 choose from one of several "topic" sections, organized by TAs
around topics of their choosing, to meet once a week for discussion.

Senior psychology majors of demonstrated ability were asked if they wished to
be TAs until enough had chosen to do so. They were given some initial suggestions
for choosing topics and planning readings, etc. and met with me every week or
two during the semester (once a week the first time, at somewhat greater intervals
in the two succeeding semesters). TAs received one-course credit under an indep-
endent study number, with the title "Teaching Practicum in Psychology".-

All concerned have been pleased with the results. A few problems the first time
represented failures of communication; the primary one was that the TAs worked
too hard at being instructors rather than discussion facilitators as Ihad envisioned,
but the students were also a bit uncertain about what to expect. The second time,
TAs were specifically told that they need not try to be fully expert--to be able
to answer any questions, for example. Students in the class were told that these
seminars were experimental, "that they ere intended to be for their benefit, and
that their success depended on their on attendance and participation; the role
of the TAs was also made clear to them. Under these conditions, the TAs were more
comfortable, the students actively assisted in developing discussions, and both
were pleased with the results. In addition to the expected benefits, the TAs giined
new insight into the instructor's role,and at least one now plans to be a teacher
who had not considered it thtfore.

This current semester (Spring L974-75) includes a further variation. One of the
few criticisms of the seminars was that some students had enough difficulty with
the basic material and felt they would have preferred a review /study section rather
than a topic/discussion one. So I added two such sections. Rather than ask the
senior majors to review introductory., however, I asked a couple Of students who
had just completed the course with-high grades to be TAs. (Only one of them plans
to be a psychology major.) ,,,All reports so far on these are very favorable. A
few upper-class'students have been a bit surprised to find themselVes being taught
by afirst-year student, but the role, expectations and the demonstrated knowledge -

of the TAs'has kept'this from being a problem.

I expect to continue working with variations-of this system. Some notes on the
earlier versions are included in Ruch, The Instructor's Handbook, Harcourt, Brace
and World, available to those using the sixth edition ot.tiligard, Atkinson and _

Atkinson's Introduction to Psychology.)
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.INNHVATI()S i):\TA
1 The Hi\ iskys

Freshmen
Sophomores
juniors
Scinors

A

12 Psychology,Majors
It) Non-Majors
12 Honors Students

Other (specify):

Pleiequisites for students %vho participate in innovation: Demonstrated competence in psychol-

ogy, whether in the introductory course alone or in a number of courses, .plus

the motivation and maturity needed to attempt it.

Number ill students %vho participate in innovation per year: APProx 12

11(,%\ Ions has the innovation been )n ellect 1 years

Apploviinate amount ul initial funding nevessary to develop and try the innovalion,=-$

Amu.) \ 'male amount needed each year to Support ongoing project = $ 0

as TAs (125 as students)

0

I t dln,dion done on innov,itom:

Student opinion questionnaires
\It.,Istires of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control groupfs)

ED (Mier Is/n.1111,) 'TA questionnaires and informal feedback (an effective system at

a small school).

rifON:\ 11ATA

Site of Departinent,, in 1974 -75 ai;in 'uric year
Number of (ull-time-equivale d faculty'

3

N,umber of senior majors in tlit; department. 0 (if applicable)

total student enriAlment in 1974-75 academic year 9.00

C:haral leitptiLs of Institution

Public-City ,Undergraduate level program-

Puhlii 0 Post-Baccalaureate Master's -(but not in Psychology)

Post-BaCcalaureale Doctoral

Prban

Sup of Institution

Non-Urban

Men only
61 Women only

Coed
Cumiminity or Junior College

I Lilieral Arts
Teacher Prepara.tory
Professional'

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester Quarter 0 Trimester El 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

I INNOVATOR DATA
Name: Dr. John C. Ruch

Title: Assistant Professor of Psychology

DepAlment: Psychology
Institution: Mills College

Address: Oakland, Ca. 94613

Telephone: (Area Code) 415 'Number: 632-2700
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Extension: 287



f

STUDENT GENERATED MULTI-MEDIA SHOW ENTITLED "INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY"
SI

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY

OBJECTIVES OF INSTRUCTOR: 1. To test the assumption that le'arning of psychology would
be increased by a course emphasizing actual creation of visuals.
2. To develop procedures for actively involving students with psychology.
OBJECTIVE OF STUDENTS: To produce a multi-media "Introduction to Psychology" for freshmen.

METHOD:
1. A grant of $50.00 was obtained from the Director of OSU-Newark for an experimental
section of introductory psychology emphasizing use of Super-8 and slide film. Super-8

and slide cameras, projectors and film editors were owned by the department.
2. On the first class day, the 35 students were assigned to create their idea of
psychology from the following materials: clay, paint; crayons, pipe cleaners,
construction paper, assorted office supplies and magazines.
3. During the first%half of the quarter, they were frequently asked, as individuals
and small groups, to construct visual representations of perception,, motivation,
and development by means of slides, transparencies, collages, etc.
4. At mid-term the instructor stated: "You have available 5,cartridges ofSuper-8
film. This will allow five groups to present visually their idea of psychology or
an aspect of psychology they wish to select." Several students countered with:
"Can't our whole class make one five-reel film about psychology?" The unanimity Of
class-support for this resulted in immediate selectionof a steering committee. The
committee assigned sections of the Hilgard and Atkinson text to 8 groups of students.
5. They instructed groups to select significant concepts: then film them appro-

p iately, in Super-8 or color slide film.
. The resultant showwas presented on five screens; each of the following textr'divi-

4 sions were dealt with in order: Psychology as a Science, Development, Perception,
,Learning, Motivation, Personality, Mental Health, Social Psychology. Screens One,
Three and Five Showed color slides; screens Two and Four had Super-8 movie film.
The diverse concepts were given thematic unity by the use of two characters, Freud
and a blond patient, played by two members of the class. A musical sound track
also contributed a unifying note.

STAFF: Instructor, lab. ass't., colleagues consulted: Psychology, Biology, Art.

OUTCOMES:
1. Comparisons were made on content and attitude measures'with a similar sized
control group. Multiple-choice measure of content showed no difference.
2. Attitude chaise measured by a 12 scale semantic differential on "PSYCHOLOGY,"
showed no signifttant difference; however, experimental group made 6 more positive
shifts than did control group.
3. Each student's written evaluation of the quarter's experience related positively to
one or more of the following: achievement motivation, cognitive motivation, inter-
perspnal learnings.
4. The resulting 5-screen presentation has been shown to successive Introductory
classes, and to High Schools and other groups.
5. Pre-post tests of introductory students indicated the show increased by 507.
awareness of areas ofpsychology.
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I NNOV AT ION A T A

The innoxtion mxolxes.

Feshinn
Suphulim'rrs
lumurs
Seniors

Ga Psychology Majors
IR Non-Majors

Honors Students
Other /specify):

'Prerequisites for students xv ho ;hull( pale in innovation:

Number of students who pal-ticipate in innovation per year 750
Ilow long has the innovation been 'in elfeet 3 years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $_1:Lone_

'Approximate amount needed each year to support on-going project = $ Approx. $10.

litation done on iorrovation:

Student optnoin questionnaires
12. Nleatitires of student performance in comparison

()Ihrr (sly( y ):

ITIONAI, DATA

Site of Deoartineol in 1974-75 academic year .V
Number of Iii11-tirbe-equivalent factilty
Number of senior majors in the department:

with non- innovation control group(s)

(if

Sue of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 year 815

.:

Charactervstn:s of Institution

Publii,-City
a fluily-Slide

Private
('Irian
Nun-lfrban

Men only
Women only

HI Cord
Community or Junior College

LIndergraduate level program
Post-liaccalaur%te Master's
Post-liaccalaureate Doctoral

RI Liberal Arts
lit 'Teacher Preparatory

Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester Ga Quarter 0 Trimester Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Ruth Scott
'fide: Assistant Professor
Department. Psychology Department
Institution: The Ohio State University-Newark Campus
Address: Newark, Ohio 43055

Telephone: (Area Code) 614 Number: 366-3321
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306

Extension: 227



INTRODUCTORY PSYCHOLOGY: SHOULD IT BE TAUGHT AS A GENERAL SURVEY COURSE?

General Psychology

A recent national study sponsored by
introductory course is a nearly universe

out the country. Although numerous arti
methods, very few have questioned whether
or, if it is taught, whether it should be

the APA (K4lik, 1973) concluded that the
4f6offering at colleges and universities through-

have been published on instructional
introductory psychology should even be taught;
taught as one gerippal survey course.

It is recommended that tpptraditional survey be replaced in many schools by lager-

level content courses offered in specific areas. One possible set of ,such courses would

be as follows: PsyChAiology and Conditioning; Human Intelligence, Thought and Memory
(or Human Information Processing); Life-Span Growth and Development; and Personality

and Social Behavior.
.

Alour-year follow-up evaluation of such a program was made by 100 Monmouth

.College (Illinois) students. These results were then contrasted with a similar

evaluation made by 220 Clemson University Undergraduates of their traditional general

psychology course. In addition to rating their respective introductory courses, all

'
respondentiWated their preference for either a general survey Or a topical format

and al.39completed a'scale measuring their attitudes toward psychology.

While the first college psychology course was rated favorably by students at both

schools, the students at Monmouth rated their topical introductory courses significantly

more highly than students at Clemson rated their general survey course (p <.01). ,This

difference was obtained in spite of the fact that (a) the two schools have comparable

class sizes, (b) the students at Clemson received the higher course grades, and

(c) the content of the topical courses was rated as more difficult than that of the

survey course.

When asked to state their preferences for one or the other of the course formats,

the majority of students were receptive to and indicated a preference for the topical

introductory format. Monmoutd students, who. were very familiar with the topical empha-

sis, rated this format significantly more favorably than did the Clemson students (p4.01).

Finally, students at both schools expressed moderately favorable attitudes toward

psychology in general. While students at Monmouth expressed more favorable attitudes

than did Clemson students (1)4.05), it is impossible to determine from the present data

how much influence the first cbllege psychology course had on these students' attitudes.

In conclusion, both types of introductory courses are doing a good job of social-

izing new students into the field of psychology. Both types obtain good student evalua-

tions and help produce favorable attitudes toward the discipline Nevertheless, the

topically oriented courses received the superior ratingon all evaluative criteria in

this study. Therefore, it is recommended that the introductory course at many institu-

tions be restructured into lower-level topical courses with each course covering a major

area of knowledge and providing for an in-depth study of basic psychological processes.

As far as the educational consumer is concerned, the topical troductory course

cannot be ignored.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation

IN Freshmen
C9 Sophomores
O Juniors
O Seniors

PrereqUISlit'S fur students

None

7-
ES1 Psychology Majors
El Non-Majors
Y/ Honors Students
O Other (specify):

who participate in innovation:

.A1

Number or students who pahicipate in innovation per year 200
How long has the innovation been in effect? _it_ years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation =

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ 0.00
$ 0.00

E%,do.ition done on innovation:

10 Student opinion questionnaires
rE) Measures rif student perfbrmance in comparison with nen-innovation contrtgroup(s)
O Other (specify):

INsTrrt 1TIONA I. DATA

Size of Department in 1974 -75 academic year
N urn ber.,,nf full-time-equivalent faculty 15
Number of senior majors in the department

e".

75 (if Applicable)

Size of Institution
Total stlidttrit enrollment in 1974-75 academic-year:

.Characteristics of Institution

4

O Public -City

21 Public-State
O Private
O Urban
O Non-1 Irbil n

O
O

0

Men only
Women only
Coed.
Oimmunity or Junior College

10,000

El Undergraduate level program
0-Post-Baccalaureate IViaster's

Post Baccalaureate Doctoral

5:1 Liber.al Arts
O Teacher Preparatm:y
O Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

13 Semester 0 Quarter 0 Trimester 0,4-1-4 0 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title:
Departmen6
Institution:
Address:

David J. Senn, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Psychology
Department of Psychology
Clemson University
Clemson, S.C. 29631

Telephone: (Area Code) 803 Number: 6114110
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THE USE OF ALTERNATIVE GRADING SYSTEMS IN
INTRODUCTORY PSYCHOLOGY

General Psychology

Three different procedures were used for evaluating students in an introductory
psychology course. A total of 180 students.met together for two lecture hours
per week. In addition they met for one.hour per wtek in tutorial groups of size 20.,
All evaluations took place in the small groups with the exception of common mid-
term and final examinations. Grading Procedure I required students to write eight,
ten-item multiple-choice quizzes and three 500-1000 word papers over the 25-week
course. Both the quizzes and papers could be rewritten once if students were
unhappy with their performance. Grading Procedure II perretted, but did not
req sire, eight quizzes and three papers: If the student did not write the quiz
or paper Ort the specified data the weighting of the mid-term and final examinations
were increased proportionally. Grading Procedure III allowed the student to
gubmit for evaluation whatever type of work he wished (quizzes, papers, class
presentations; laboratory projects, field observations, etc.) The quantity of
such work was not specified (some students chose to base their entire grade on
the mid-term and final) but it was required that they establish within the first
two weeks exactly what they would submit, when they would submit it and the
weighting it, would be given. The minimum value of the mid-teril and final combined
was 45% for all students, though it was considerably higher for some. Final
.examination scores are not'et available, but performance on the mid-term
examination was not significantly,A.ifferent for the three procedures. Students were

asked to submit course evaluations at mid-term. Students under Grading Pfocedure
II gave significantly higher ratings to the item on grading procedures than did
the others. This effect did not carry over to ratings of the course as a whole.

"4
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INNOVATION -DATA

The innovation invokes

0 Freshmen
52Sophomores
0 Juniors
0 Seniors

Nor

a Psychology Majors
EN Non-Majors
O Honors Students
O Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

None

Nuirther of students who participate in innovation per year 180
Flo-w long has the innovation been in etfeet. years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the

Approximate amount needed each year. 10 support ongoing project = $

Evalthition done on innovation: s./

innovation +$

0

CB Student opinion questionnaires
Di Measures of student performance.in comparison with riA-innovation control group(s)
O Other (specify).

INSTITIIT1ONAI. DATA

Site of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty 35

Number of senior majors in the department: 120

Site of Institution
Total student enrollment

Characteristics of Institution

O Poblic-(:it y
Public -State

O Privali,
1 trbd n

0 Non-Urban

in 1974-75 academic year: 13500

13 Men only
O Women only
O Coed
O Community or Junior College

%

l Undergraduate level program
Post-Bacc4aureate Master's
Post- Baccalaureate Doctoral

,
El Liberal Arts
El Teacher Pr6paratary
El Professional

Predominant Catendar System at Your Institution

0 Semester 0 Quarter -0 Trimester 0 4-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

4

Title:
Department:
Institution:
Address:

Ronald L. Sheese
Assistant Professor
Psychology
York University
4700 Keele Street,
Downsview, Ontario

12 Other (Specify): Full Year

Telephone: (Aro) Code) 416 Number: 667-2592

311
310

Extension:



THE USE OF VIDEOTAPE IN INTRODUCTORY PSYCHOLOGY LECTURES

General Psychology

a

Short videotape segments (30 seconds'to 5 minutes) have been prepared as
examples of important points to 128 presented in the Introductory Psychology
lectures.. TheSe are used in much the same way that others use'slidq; to il-
lustrate their lectures. Because-the segments are on videotape rather than
film they are less Costly to produce and much more flexible in terms of editing
and presentation. Examples of motor and cognitive development in yaing

6
children are particularly easy to obtain. Tapes to illustrate the various
conditions in com4catedexperimental designs are very useful. Perhaps the'

most interesting 4f.ge is asking introductory students to replicate a subject
or two in an expsr'fikent they are studying and to prepare a videotape of this.
These tapes make good lecture.examples, but are also - highly instructive for the

student experimenters. The innovation has been judged successful and is continuing
on the basis of the large number of students who comment positively about

the videotapes on the spurge evaluations they submit.

31.2
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INNI1VAHON DATA

The ronovon invykegl
la Freshmen. Psychology Majors

: .Sophomores Non-Majors/
Juniors Honors Students
Seniors Other (specify):

Prvitepii,;ites for students who participate in innovation:

d

Number of students who participat( in innovation, per year.
I low, lung has the innovation been in effect.' years

/ \
Approximate amount ut initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovaliorl

Approximaie amount iii tided each _year to support ongoing project =

1..aluation dune on innovation:

Ea Student opinion questionnaires
Nleasues of student performance in omparison with non- innovation control group(s)
()Ayr (specify)

INSTITI'TIONAL DATA

Stir of Department in 1974;75 academic year
Number of foll-lime-equivalent faculty: 35
Number of senior majors in the department: 120 applicahle)

Site loci Institution
Tidal student enrollment in 1974-75 academic years

Characteristics of Institution

,500

(

Pub:NA:it y Undergraduate evel program
,E0 Public-State Post-13accalauri ate Master's
`n 1:0 Postliaccalaurea Doctoral

I Irban t '
Non -I Irban 1111 Liberal Arts

ED Teacher Preparatory
Men only . fia Professional
Women only

IV Coed
COmmunity or Junior College

Predominant Calendar System at Your sittution

Semester 0 Quarter

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Tit le:
Department:
Institution:
Address:

Trimester 4-1-4 CikOther (Speuify): full year

Ronald L. Sheese
Asst. Professor
Psychology

r York University
4700 Keele Street
Downsview, Ontario

Telephone: (Area Code) 416

It)

. Number: 667-2592 E)y,ension:

313
312
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PERSONALIZED SYSTEM OF-INSTRUCTION

so

Introductor;F:Paychology

The objective was simply to ptpvide an laternative to the traditional three
lecture per week/.. approach to teaching introductory psychology. We decided on
the independent study format in which the text was divided into unite of
manageable size (no more than 30 pages each) and multiple 'forms of quizzes for .

each unit were constructed. We now have 6 forMs fbr each unit Otith each quiz

Including se'eral different types of items.

Students have'three chances to pass each unit - with a score of 80Lconstituting,

a pass. The number of units passed, in conjunction with'the score an a
comprehensive final determines the final course grade. The total number of:

unite is divided into 4 Blocks of 6 units each. Students can proCeed at their

own pace within each, Block, but there are deadlines for passing each Block.

(passing a Block means passing 3 of the 6 units). Those failing to pass a

Block by the deadline must withdraw from the course. There-is no restriction

on rapid progress through the course and students who are ready may take their

final' a month before the end of the semester.

Quizzes.are administered, scored and discussed by upper-class Psychology majors
who serve as proctors and earn 2 academic credits fora semdstei's service.
Proctors' are chosen from among those who applyon the-basis of breadth of
experience and quality of performanpe in psychology course work as well as judg-
ments of staff members concerning responsibility and ability to work with

students. We generally have. 2 instructors.and 12 proctors to service the 2
sections (about,100 students) which are offere&bin thiS: format each semester. -
This is the third yeaof the project.

Academic performance as judged by performance on final exams not differed

significantly from that of control groups., Student evaluatillis are generally
enthusiaOtic and proctors feel taht they. learn a great deal about psychology
and sboutteaching from the experience, Problems include:the fact that we
are uncomfortable about the excessive nuMber.Of As, there is too much various in

the skill of-the proctors and not enough contact between students and instruc-
tors. We are currently exploring solutions 'to all of theseproblems.I
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation in es:

l eshmen
Sophomores
kiniors
Seniors

Pgyrhology Majors
Bit Non-Majors

Honors Students
Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

Number of students who participate in innovation per year 100

How long has the innovation been in effect? 3 years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation ='$

Appreiirfate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $

Evaluation done on innovation:

id Student opinion questionnaires
JD Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)

133 Other (specify): proctors write an overall evaluation

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year '

Number of full-time-equivalent faculty: 14
Number of senior majors in the department 48 (if applicable)

11*

Sizieof Institution
,Total student enrollment in'1974-75-academic year 5000

Charac.terislics of institution

Public-City ® Undergraduate level program
1:1 Public-State POst,Baccalaureate Master's

Private Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral
Urban

111 Non-Urban LID Liberal Arts
li3 Teacher Preparatory

ProfessionalMen only
Women only

la Coed
Community or junior College

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

ER Semester

I

Quarter Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title:
Department:
Institution:
AddresS:

Also

Dr,, W. Shepard
Assoc. Professor
Psychology
State University College
Fredonia, NY 14063

participating: Dr. T. Rywick, Dr. D. Hess, Dr. J. Peterson, Dr. A. Popp

-e,

Telephonlb: (Area Code) Number:
716 673-3123

315 314

Extension:



REDESIGN OF AN INTRODUCTORY PSYCHOLOGY COURSE

General Psychology

Our Psychology Department was faced with the problem of increased enroll-
ment wilhout any prospects for additional teachers. We sought to develop
a course which w6uld have educational validity, and still handle a great
many students. At the present time, we are in the midst of a design which
we hope will'satisfy these two problems. The proposed course would consist
of three separate weekly meetings for each student. The first of these would
be a large lecture holding approximately 350 students. The second would be
a small group fo 22 students. The final meeting would be in a group of 44
students. The large lecture is intended to introduce the topic or unit to
be considered for the week. Theme will be no attempt in this to convey
a mgreat deal of information. Instead, the intention will be motivational.
During the second. meeting, 'students will be exposed to a wide variety
i.of experiences including laboratories, class discussions, demonstrations,
etc. Some testing, as well as viewing movies, TV tapes, and discussion will
take place during the third meeting. The 700 students enrolled in the course
will be taught by just three instructors. A minimum of 12 undergraduate
teaching assistants are also used to assist with the two smaller Isiz% groups.
An important feature of the course is the, development of a study guide
which is designed to assist the student to understand the expectations of
the instructors for each of the sections or units in the course. The study
guide underscores the importance of particular points made in the textbopk,
fills in areas that instructors regard as defie- iencies, and prepares
the student for mater tl in each of the three meetings. Evaluation of the
success of,this project has been planned and will consist, in part, of a
comparison of material learned in this format as opposed to a traditional
format.

I
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I
INNOVATION DATA

The innovatiiin involves:

ail Freshmen
Sophomores
luniors
Seniors

Ei Psychology Majors
® Non-Majors

Honors Students
Other (specify):

Pyrequisites for students who participate in jnnevation: none

Number of students who participate in innovation per year: 700 per semester

How long has the innovation/Leen in effect's r) years

Approximate nmount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation =

Approximate amount needed each year to.sOpport ongoing- project = $ ?

F:,iluat ion done on innovation:

10,000

Student opinion questionnaires
El Measures of student performance in comparison with non - innovation control group(s)
b Other (specify):

INSTITEITIONAI. DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-lime-ilquivalent faculty: 14
NUmber of :senior majors in the department: 300+ jif applicable)

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year 5000

Characteristics of Institution

Public-City Undergraduate level program
El Public-State Post-Baccalaureate Master'g

Private Post-43accalaureate Doctoral
Urban
Non -Urban -Arts

Teacher Preparatory
Men only Pr.ofessional
Women only
Coed
Community or junior College

Predominard Calendar System at Your Institution

Semest4 Quarter Trimester 4;1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:

Department:
Institution:
Address:

Michael H. Siegel, Ph.D.
Professor & Chairman
Psychology.
State University College
Oneonta, N.Y. 13820

Telephone: (Area Code) 607 Number: 431-3223
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Extension:
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AN APPLICATION OF BEHAVIOR PRINCIPLES
TO THE TEACHING OF GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY

General Psychology

Two classes of general psychology studen*ts Served as subjects
in an experiment designed to evaluate a Personalized Instruction
technique. Another variable of concern was the personality of the
inclivi

16-
a .

1\

The students were tested on the inner-directed scale
of th Per4 onal Orientation Inventory (Sh.ostrom, 1966). It wds pre-
dicted that the PSI group would perform better on tests than the
lecture group and that the inner-directed individuals would score
better on tests than the other-directed individuals. Seven senior
psychology honors students served as proctors for the PSI class.

An eight o'clock class consisting of 83 students was chosen for
the PSI and a nine o'clock class consisting of 108- students was
chosen for the lecture course. In-the lecture section the students
had to attend lectures and take a test on each of four'Units and a
midterm and final. The unit tests did not count on the grade and
were. *in effect, practice tests. The grades were determined from
the midterm and final. Understanding Human Behavior by James
McConnell was used as a text by both classes.

The PSI class Wi,s broken into seven groups ranging in size from
eight' to thirteen students and each group was assigned to a proctor.
The PSI students had to sign a contract outlining their responsibil-
ities and how they would be graded.. The students had to comple.te
four units and pass a-midterm and final exam on this material. On
each unit, the workbook that accompanied the text had to be completed
by a deadline and approved by the stnent's proctor., Successful
completion of the workbook was followed by)Aftest over that unit. I4

the student made 85% or better he moved on to the next unit. If he
made less than 85% he was retestpd on a different form of the unit
test a maximum of four times. Any student failing all four forms was
required to drop the course.

The PSI class had a midterm average of 41.74 and the lecture
class a midterm average of 36.22 out of a total of 59 points. These
means were significantly different, t(175) = 6.313, 2.<.01. The mean
score at the end of the course was 126.60'and the mean of the lecture
group was 117..75 out of a total o 161 points. These scores were
signific.antly different, t(166) = 3.73, 2.<.01. In regard to person-
ality, no differences were found in the grades of those students
classified as inner-directed and those classified as other-directed
on the POI. . The students rated the workload as more difficult"in the
PSI class, and rated the teaching technique as more efficient than
did the lecture clasy There was a drop rate of 4.6% In the lecture

class and 7.2% in tXe,S1 class.
The proctors' URt-Oercentile scores (X = 86.5) were compared no

honor students' ;,cores (7 = 74.93) in the past three years and were-
found to be sidnificantly'hig.her, t(18) = 11817, 2..05.
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INNM'ATION DATA

The innin,ation involves:

CD Freshmen s.
Sophomores
luniors
Seniiirs

fa Psychology Majors
Non-Majors
Honors Students
Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:
No prerequisites for freshmen.
Proctors must be Psychology majors.

Number of students who participate in innovation per year _WM
flow long has the innovation been in effect? 1 years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ 200

1000

Fs,aluat ion dime on innovation:

IX1 Student Opinion questionnaires.
CD Measures of student performarite in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)

Ot,he [specify):

o.

INSTITUTIONAL. DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-tiMe-equivalent faCul y: 1

Numbs:, 'uf senior majors in the department: (if applicable)

Si ze of Institution
Total student enrollment

Ch.nracteristics of Institution

61 Public-City
Public-State
Private
Urban

CV Non-Urban

in 1974-75 academic year 14500

Men only
Women only

Ii Coed
Community or Junior College

Ill Undergraduate level program
gl Post-Baccalaureate Master's

Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

ial Liberal Arts
IS/ Teacher Preparatory

Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

XI Semester Quarter Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Billy L. $mith
Title: Assoc I ate Professor
Department: Psychology
Institution: University of Central
Address; Conway , AR 72032

Telephone: (Area Code) 501

eV'

Robert Feese
AssiStant Professor
Psychology

Arkansas University of Centrals.,Arkansas
Conway, AR 72032

Number: 329-2931

319
318

Extension: Smith: 234,334
Feese: 344,358



PERSONALIZED SYSTEM FOR MASS-ENROLLMENT COURSES USING INTERACTIVE VIDEOTAPES,
WITH MASTERY aRITERIA, SELF-PACING AND EXTENSIVE INDIVIDUAL TUTORIALS

Introductory Psychology

Standard Personalized System of Instruction (PSI) courses are designed for small-to-
moderate class sizes, using traditional text materials in unit format, a student-
to-tutor ratio not greatly exceeding 10:1, with the course instructor in frequent
attendance tic) .help resolve ambiguities in content presentation as individual
students and tutors run into problems. The staffing problem becomes insurmoun
table when a department wants to extend this plan to its mass-enrollment cours s.
Our innovation, which involves programmed content presentation with interactive
videotapes, and a central instructional facility substituting for classrooms, allows
the desired features of PSI (self-pacing with,mastery, extensive personal contacts,

attention to individual study problems).to be implemented for groups up to 1400.
It works well for small groups, too.

The System: The student masters 10 successive content units in the one-quarter
course. When study is completed on a unit, the student comes to the central
instructional facility and requests an oral screening question from a teaching
assistant (see figure). If the answer, and associated brief discussion, are judged
satisfactory, the student then requests a written quiz form for that unit. If

further preparation is necessary, "the student sees a tutor first, who advises
him/her on ways to study before coming in for another "attempt." The written
quiz is taken in a quiet, proctored room with individual carrels, and is scored
immediately upon completion. Every student then meets a tutor, and they retire
to the tutorial room for further discussion, whether or not the 90% mastery
criterion was achieved. The central instructional facility serves several PSI
courses simultaneously, and is staffed. by administrative assistants and work-study
students, in addition to teaching personnel.

Content Presentation: The text and co-
ordinated videotapes emphasize a simu-
lated lab experience: the.student con
tinually records raw data; performs
analyses and writes conclusions. With
a.frame-by-frame format, the student's
responses are confirmed throughout each
session. Preparation and extensions
assignments are required for 'each video-
tape "meeting." Videotapes are avail-
able on a flexible schedule throughout.
the week,,permitting students self-paced
rates.

e

Tutors: Undergraduates who have excelled
may enroll in teaching practice which

a.
include tutorial duties at the central

b.
instructional'faciiity. The teaching

c,
staff may include as many as 75 peer,

d.
tutors, along with the instructor and
a few graduate student advisors. The
practice also include a literature sur-

e.

vey, tutorial training seminarsand
weekly staff meetings.

320
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student enters for oral screening qu.estion,
student requests written qifiz Lulus
student completes quiz in proctored carrel
student returns quiz for immediate
scoring and meets tutor
student and tutor take carrel in tutorial area



INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves.

I Freshmen
Hi Sophomores
it Juniors-
@ Seniors

121 Psychology Majors
-7111 Non-Majors

Honor Students
Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

admissipn into any degree program at Northeastern University

Number of students who participhte in innovation per yea25nn
flow long has the innovation been in effect? 2 years

)(tiproximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation =

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $

Evaluation done on innovation:

El Student opinion questionnaires'
SI Me wares, of sluderd performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)

Other (specify):

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic yekir
Number of full - time - equivalent faculty:
Number of 'senior majors in the department:

S.Ize of Institution
' Total student enrolInn,n1 in 1974-75 academic year 35.000

17

50
'Of Applicable)

(;baracteristics of Institution

Pub lic-C9y.
Pub lic-giate

ID Private
S) Urban

Non-(Irban

Men only
Women only

!El Coed
Community or Junior College

131 llriergraduate level program
Post-Baccalaureate Master's

03 Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

GI Liberal Arts
21 Teacher Preparatory
Cf1 Professional

1

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester -03 Quarter Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title:
Department:
Institution:
Address:

Michael Terman
Assoc. Professor
Psychology
Northeastern University
Boston, MA 02115

, Telephone: (Area Code) 617 437-3791NiArnber

321
320

Extension:



EXPANDING THE AVAILABILITY OF INTRODUCTORY PSYCHOLOGY THROUGH BROADCAST
TELEVISION

- 'Introductory Psychology

The primary objective of this project was to make the Introductory Psychology course
COnveniently available at home,. to students who could' not or would not attend regu-
larly scheduled class meetings on campus. Because the course had been taught on campus
via closed circuit TV for several years, implementation of the new approach, simply
required upgrading the quality of the existing 28-tape lecture series and then airing
the lectures on KYNE-TV, an ETV station located on the University of Nebraska at Omaha

icampus. Each week during the semester, two of the 50 minute tapes were broadcast with
each of these lectures broadcast at two times - 10p.m. and 7:30 a.m. on Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday, Thursday combinations. Some of the students came to the campus once
each week for a regularly scheduled 50 minute daytime or early evening discussion
section led by a graduate teaching assistant, The three tests given during the
semester were taken in these discussion sections: The discussion sections were
intended to offer the students personal contact with someone who could answer questions *

concerning the lectures or the textbook assignments associated with the lecture topics.
For these students, the course was exactly the same as the course taken by students-
watching closed circuit TV lectuies on campus. Still atiother group of students watched
the lectures at home, read the textbook assignmedts, and with the aid of an independent
study manual, took the course without attending discussion sections on campus. These
students were required to come to the campus three Saturday mornings during the semester
to complete the course exams. Arrangements were.made to give the tests togroups or ,

individuals in Of-campus locations if necessary, but it didnot become nece'ssar'y. ,

Offering the course in this non-traditional way did not require additional faculty, but
one additional graduate assistant was requested in order to offer evening discussion_
sections. The only additional costs were those involved .n developing the independent
study manual. Tape production costs were notjnvolved because the tapes were alleady
in existence for use in the closed circuit course. rThe number of students taking ad- ,

vantage of the availability rif lectures at home is hard to /numbs. In the fall semester
of 1973, approximately 140 elected to register for lectures at home plus an on-campus
'discussion. In the fall of 1974, an additional 19 registered for the independent study
course. However, 46 percent of the students enrolled for the closed circuit, on-campus
course indicated they watched one or more of the off-campus broadcasts. Similar en-
rollments have been maintained in more recent semesters. A survey evaluation at the
end of the fall 1973 semester indicated that 52X of the respondents preferred more
off-campus credit courses through television. Not one of the independent study
registrants in the fall of 1974 received less than a C for the course. Grade tabula-
tions have not been made for the other'off-campus studera.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves.

El Freshmen
O Sophomores
O juniors
O Seniors

.a Psychology Majdrs
la Non-Majors
O Honors Students
O Other (specify):

Prerequisites. fur students who participate in innovation:

None
Number of students who participate in innovation per year 150-200
.flow long.has the innovation been in effect? years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ 2 +000

Approximate amount needed each year to support' ongoing project 2,090

Evaluation done On innovation:
r.

D Student opinion questionnaires
O Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
0 _Other (specify.):

INSTITUTIONAL DATA .

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty: 19
Number of senior majors in the department:

Si.w of Institutiori7,, -,,
Totarstuderrt enrollment

Characteristics of Institution

I
Predominant.Calendar System at Your Institution

M Semester 0 Quarter

O Putzlic-City.
El Public-State
O Private
ID 11 ian
13 No ban

O Men only
O Women only
fl Coed
O Community or Junior College

(if applit'able)

7

in 1974-75 acaliemic year: 1 3,,Onn-14,000/semester)

Undergraduatelevel program
Post-Baccalaureate Master,'s
Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

O Liberal Arts
O Teacher Preparatory
&I Professional

INNOVATOR DATA

hjrme:
Title:
Department:
Institution:
Address:

0 Trimester 0 4-1-4 O Other (Specify):

Dr. James M. Thomas
Assis. Professor
Psychology
University of Nebraska, P.O. Box 688
Omaha, Nebraska 68104

Telephone: (Area Code) 402 Number: 554-2580

323
322 -

Extension:.



ROLE-PLAYING AS A SUPPLEMENTAL INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUE IN INTRODUCTORY
PSYCHOLOGY

General Psychology

The behavioral objective of this course is generally oriented to a
humanistic approach of "relevancy to life." Role-playing is often a
highly etfective way to achieve this objective, since it enhances understanding
of instructional materials and empathy of inthpersonal interaction. The
enactment of roles promotes enthusiasm and comprehension.

For every topic covered, two role-playing "situations" relevant to a
student's life are created by students who are contracted to fulfill the
requiremehtwith the reward of a grade. '(The number of role-playing
situations depends on the size of the class. In my experience, a class that
has between 12 and 20 students works best.) Following are some suggested'
examples:

Perception:

Learning:
Motivation:

Emotion:

Different people's reaction to the same situation,
e.g. two witnesses' accounts of the same accident
Shaping of behavior in the course of dating
Unwanted pregnancy faced by a high-school girl who
tries to tell her boyfriend about the problem
Different expressions of emotion among different,
cultures

Social Psychology: Nonverbal comm caticiat a cocktail party
Personality:. Different forms of defe mechanisms
Adjustment and Disorder: A hypochondriac's compla t 'to a .friend

The students work in teams. Ideally, heterosexual dyads should be
created, but occasionally the form that the created situation demands will
be used. Among college students, interpersonal interaction finds its best
expression in the form of heterosexual relationships. If the student has
a preference for forming a dyad with a particular student in the class, high
priority is awarded to the request. Otherwise, the instructor can arbitrarily
assign the team.

Evaluation is based on.both the instructor's assessment and peer ratings
after each role-playing. Evaluations include two major criteria: relevancy
to life and innovativeness.

The method employed'here offers several advantages. First, it motivates
the.students to read the material in advance so that they can select their
topic.theideas for the "situation." Second, it involves students' actiNel
participation in class, and promotes interpersonal cohesiveness in the gAup.
'Finally, it is believed that such an approach can be applied to all insti-
tutions, whether community colleges or senior colleges; and all locales,
metropolitan or rural, since the situational episodes created often are
derived from the students' own experiences, which reflect the community norm.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves.

® Freshmen
63 Sophomores

Juniors
Seniors

fia Psychology Majors
fia Non-Majors

Honors Students
Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

Students who have the1 first-semester Introductory Psychology.

Number of students who participate in innovation per year.
How long has the innovation been in effect? years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ 350

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ 200

Evaluation done odinnovation:

Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
Other (specify): As indicated in the proposal.

INSTITOTIONAI:.DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full - time ..equivalent faculty ___2_____
Number of senior majors in thr department. (if applicable)

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year: 4000

Characteristics of Institution

IR Public-City
Public -State
Private
Urban
Non-Urban

Men only
Women only

(22 Coed
151) Community or junior College

CM Undergraduate level program
Post-Baccalaureate Master's
Post-Baccalaur&te Doctoral

Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory
Professional

Predahinant Calendar System at Your Institution

& Se m es t e r. Quarter

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title:
Department:
Institution:
Address:

Trimester 4-1-4

Dr. Yu Taun George Wang
Instructor
Social Science
Cooke Community College,
P.O. Box 815
'Gainesville, Tx. 76240

Telephone: (Area Code) 817

Other (Specify):

Number: 668-7731

668-7735
325
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VARIATIONS ON KELLER'S PSI METHOD FOR TEACHING INTRODUCTORY PSYCHOLOGY

:Introductory Psychology

1

The PSI method was applied.to teaching a large section of Introductory

Psychology (approximately 90-150 students) during the last two years. :?The/

proctors were given three hours of credit for their work, and enough proctors

were recruited each semester to give about a 7:1 student-proctor ratio. Twenty

unitviere prepared, sech with a detailed sutdy guide. Only 17 unithlintrodu*

new content: 3 units were "review units" for which the student had to prepare.-:

answers to several integrative essay questions and answer these questions in

a group discussion led by the instructor. In addition, each unit's study

guide had 3 essay questions which the student pad to prepare; one of these

appeared on the quiz for that unit and had to be answered orally'rally lo the proctor.

Nind alternate forms of each unit quiz were prepared via a mputer program

(available from the author). A detailed explanation of the K\filler Plan and course

procedure, and a paper entitled "Tips and Suggestions for Studyi and Learning"

were prepared 'by the author and were mandatory reading for the firs unit of the

course ::,thus ensuring students' understanding of the course rationale, rocedure,

and how -study for it. The class meets Monday, Wednesday, and Friday for 14

weeks; *32 days are quiz days, and the remaining ten are voluntary enrichment days

with films and demonstratipns (with excellent attendance since instituting a 1-.

point bonus for attending). The major host for the course involved Xerox and

duplication costs for quizzes and sttdy guides (50-758). A comparison of achieve-

ment with the control group and a later follow-up is planned. Student opiniRn

questionnaires indicate that the course is regarded as highly successful (85%

would recommend it to a friend), and grade distribution is typical for a Keller

course (60-752 A's).
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INNOVATION DATA

'Chi innovation involves:

(ZI Freshmen PsychdlogY Majors
Silphomorvs Gt Non-Majors
tumors Honors Students
Seniors Other ('pcify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

NONE

Number cif students who participate in innovation per year: 150

How long has the innovation been in effect? years

Approximabr amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation =

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ 0'

V.va Illation done on innovation:

El Student opinion vestionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control 'group(s)
Other (specify):

INSTITIITJONAL DATA

Slif' of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty 29
Number of senior majors in the department: 15C1 (if applicable)

Sete of Institution
'float student enrollment in 1974 -75 academic year 7500

Characterishcs of Institution

Public-City
Public-State
Private

13 Urban
Non-Urban

Men only
Women only

13 Coed
0Community or Junior College

b

Undergraduate level prhgram
Post-Baccalaureate-Master's
Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

3 Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory
Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester 0 (271er 0 Trimester 1314-1-4 0 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Philip B. Young

Tole"? Assistant Professor

Department: Psychology
Towson State College

Address: Baltimore, Maryland 21204

Telephone: (Area Code) 301

tP,

Number 823-7500

327
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Extension: 84C



STUDENT-LED 'SEMINARS

"4,

Adjustment and Perspnal Growth

A

O

Syr

A psychology of adjustment course (personal groW'fhi' to taughtta,4reminars led by .undelr-

graduates Seminar leaders receive six credits (in ."Teaching Psychology ") and seminar
narticipants receive three credits (in "Psychology-of Adjustment"). Each week is devoted
to one topicin personal growth, and students are encouraged to apply the materials= to. ,

'.their own lives..

The course structure is pyramidal. Early in the week the instructor meets with the leaders,
(eight leaders at a'time), and twice later in the week each leader-meets with the eight
participants enrolled in his own seminar.

ft.

Leaders keep journals in which they record plans for each meeting ok their own seminars
and also an account of each meeting. Inlinstructor-leader meetings problems and successes
of the past week are considered, and pia& for the current week are shared and modeled.
General problems such as leadepThip and 'grading are also discussed.

a, 6Th

The first leader-participant meeting of the week generally concentrates on the readings

-'over a topic, and the second emphasizes persOnal application cif the materials. Vprious

group growth techniques are used and also films, projects, min 'ere, and outings.

Leaders recommend participants' grades, to the instructor, and leaders may ask the assie-
,

tance of the.participants in making recommenaations. Participants, in turn, recommend

leader grades to the instructor. Leaders meet with their participants in individual
evaluation conference's twice during the semester.

Following each leader-participant meeting (with some exceptiOns), the leader grades each
participant's performance. A five-zpoint scale is recommended: 5 .2 A, 4 B, 3 * C, 2

D, 1 * F. -Absent students receive 0. Final grades are based on the total Points .accumu-

lated during the semester, but the two lowest scores are discarded. Leaders are permttted

to use other systems as long as each participant's performance is graded and recorded.

At the end of the semester each seminar is evaluated using a .university-wide set of ob-
jective scales. Theseminars typisally achieve high ratings in these evaluations and

are particularly successful in reaching affective goals. Students generally indicate

that they are interested in and challenged by the seminars, that they learn to under-'
stand themselves and others better, and that they wouldlike more courses taught in this

way. They also rate seminar leaders high as compared to regular university instructors.

This adjustment course is one of several (others presently include introductory psychology,

anthropology, English, microbiology, and religion), taught in this way and housed together.
Students generally participate in more than one course, and an attempt is made to create
a,small community within the larger and more impersonal university.
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fNNOVATION DA

The innovation

Freshmen
Sophomores
juniors
Seniors

vo yes:

O Psychology Majors
O Non-Majors
O Honors Students
III Other (specify): Undergraduates of all kinds and levels

Prerequisites_lor students who participate in innovation:
No prerequisite for seminar participants.

Seminar leaders are selfnominated and selected through a special procedure

Numb(4 of students who participate in innovation per year 27R
How long has the innovation been in effect? years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to de'velop and try the innovation = $ 0

Approximate amount needed each ,year to support ongoing project = $ 0

Evaluation done on innovation:

Ei Student opinion questionnaires
O Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control gr.oup(s)
Q Other (specify):

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty: 27
Number of senior majors in the department "inn

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year:

Characteristics (if Institution

(if appycable/i

21,000

Public-City
a Public-State
O Private

Urban
Non-Urban

0 Men only
Women.only

14 Coed
O Community or junior College

181 Undergraduate level program
CR-Post-Baccalaureate Master's
ci Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

Of Liberal Arts
11 Teacher Preparatory.
1:31 Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

gi Semester Quarter 0. Trimester 4-1-4 0 OtherEzkecify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Abe Arkoff
Title: . Professor of psychology

Department:Psychology
Institution: University- of Hawaii

Address: Honolulu, Hawaii 96822°

Telephone: (Area Code) Number:mer: 948-8224

329
328

.,. Extension:



THE'USE OF PERSONALIZED INSTRUCTION AND SELF-MODIFICATION PROJECTS
IN A BEHAVIORAL SELF - CONTROL COURSE

Behavior Modification

An advanced undergraduate course entitled "Behavioral approachesIto self-
control" was taught,by the authors during the fall of 1974. The goals of the

course )were to have students acquire an understanding of the growing literature
on behairiongl self-control and to acquire personal self-manggement skills. To

achieve these goals, behavioral principles were utilized in the course design.
The course consisted of 20 students who had completed a previous course in learning.

A personalized system of instruction (PSI) was used in conjunction with course
readings. There were eight units consisting of three to five short articles each.
A ninth unit was prepared by students it an area of individual interest. In

keeping with standard PSI procedures, students completed the course readings at
their own pace. Each unit was completed by passing a short quiz during'an indi-
vidual performance session with an instructor. A quiz was re-administered without

penalty until the student passed. Each completed unit was worth 10 points. Three

.
times during the.10-week quarter students had the opportunity to earn five bonus

points for working at a rate of one unit per week.

Instruction in the design and implementation of self- modificatX projects was

provided in weekly, two-hour group meetings. Students conducted programs on be-

haviors they wished to modify (e.g., increase study time, weight reduction, decrease
smoking). Weekly reading and written assignments guided students in (a) pinpointing
target behaviors, (b) self-monitoring baseline data, (c) formulating treatment
strategies, and, (d) implementing programs. Admission to group meetings was contin-
gent upon the completion of weekly written assignments. Five points were earned

for completing assignments. Students received five additional points for attending

group meetings.

Eighty-five percent of the students earned the 185 points necessary for an A.

Performance session results showed that students maintained a steady rate of
progress. Of the total number of units completed, approximately 10% were com-
pleted during each week. Self-monitoring data from self-modification projects
revealed that students were generally successful in changing their behavipr from
baseline levels. Ratings of final project reports by independent judges indicated
that 85% of the students were satisfied with the results of their projects. On

final' evaluations, students favorably endorsed the course design and felt confi-
dent that they had learned generalizable self - management skills.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

O Freshmen
0 Sophomores

.-111 Juniors
lib Seniors

Prerequisites

di Psychology. Majors
Non-Majors

O Honors Students
O Other (specify):

Por student's who participate in innovation: a previous course in Ledrning

Number of students Who participate in innovation per year 20
How long has the innovation been in effect? _1' years

Approximateamount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ 0

Approximate amount needed each year to suppOrt ongoing project =

Evaluation done on innovation:

CC Student opinion questionnaires
O Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
15? Other (specify): -S fmonitoring data from selfmodification projects, quiz results

rom performance sessions

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Site of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty
Number of seniormajors in the department:

(Although we do not currently, have
this information, we can supply it

(if applicable) on request)

Size of Institution
Toted sthdent enrollment in J974-75 academic year' 16,000

Characteristics of Institution

O Public -City
01 Public-State
O Private
.0 Urban
C9 Non-Urban (city of 75,000).

O Men only
O Women only
IS Coed
0 Community or junior College

0.Undergraduate level program
O Post-Baccalaureate Master's
19. Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

I Liberal Arts A.,
O Teacher Preparatory
O Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

O Semester El Quarter 0 Trimester 0 4-1-4 0 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Manuel Barrera, Jr. and Russell E. Glasgow
Tit le: Graduate students in clinical'. psychology
Department: Psychology
Institution: University of Oregon
Address: 1679 Agate Street

Eugene, Oregon 97403

Telephone: (Area Code) 503 Number: 686-4954
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Extension:



A PERSONALIZED "PSYCHPLOGY OF ADJUSTMENT" LABORATORY COURSE

a

Psychology of Adjngtment; Mental Health, Self-Control

The problem was to develop a laboratory in a self-paced course which

allowed students to make contact with self- cont'rol techniques without

the loss of self-pacing. The problem seemed similar to fighting Heisen-

berg's principle.

At Minot State College, about 80 students eaqh Oartertake an "adjustment"

course entitled "Dynamics of AdjUstive Behavior and Mental Health: (i.e....Self-

Control). Texts include Adjustment: modification of Self-Behavior (self published

1975) and Schwitzgebel and Kolb's Changing Human Behavior (McGraw -Hill, 1974). In

the former are included the course syllabus, and appeal for self - control, a unit

on PSI, 14 units on self-control, 5 review units, and 5 lab units.\\Each unit

includes a brief introduction, a set of procedures to follow for study, and a set

of study questions. A review quiz follows/a closely related sequence of about 4

units. A set of self-management project instructions. follows each unit review

quiz. The first lab exercise asks*Students to list several dissatisfactions,

describe three of them in brief, and describe-one of the three-in detail. Each

project is discussed with,the instructor who, after reviewing the exercise with

the student, states the next step. If-the instructions were followed, the student

is sent to a proctor who records the pass on the daily data sheet. If the effort

requires some additional work, the student is asked to complete it and the attempt

is noted. Students work through the five laboratory units as they are called for

until a final, typewritten paper is turned in on the 5th lab unit. Students are

permitted to take the final exam as soon as the final paper has been submitted and

accepted. Before and after the course, students take a 140-item, multiple-choice

exam. Each unit quiz consists of about 10 questions, multiple-choice, short-

answer essay, or fill-in. With the post-test, students receive an opinion
questionnaire which surveys reports of attitudes and interests.

The course follows the Keller plan quite closely. It is fully self-paced,

requires unit mastery (90%+), uses small units.(about 5 to 10 page units), uses

lectures as motivators (4 are scheduled each term, only students "caught up" are

allowed to attend), and proctors are used.

The course evaluation is made in several ways. A formative evaluation is used

in which students are examined on units and reviews; if errors are found in the

material, they are immediately corrected. Pre- and post-tests examine for

"learning" (i.e. a summative evaluation). Responses to survey items are analyzed

each term. Comparisons are also made with other coursesLtaught using the Keller

method. The course has been taught by me for 6 quarters, but the methods des-

cril?ed are those most current (Spring, 1975). It should be pointed out that the

course has evolved considerably since its inception. From student reports, the most

favorable term has been the last one. However, improvements remain; for example,

taped lectures are planned for future courses. It is also planned to develop the

Lab manual as a separate text to encompass greater detail in projects. A reader

specifically designed for the course called Self-Control: Readings in "Adjustment"

(Xerox, 1975) is planned for use in future terms.
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INNOVXTION DATA

The innovation involves:-

Freshmen
(3 Sophomores

Juniors
Seniors

13 Psychology Majors
Non-Majors
Honors Students

gl Other (specify): minors and some other specialties such as
special education.

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:
Introductory psychology

Number of students who pAicipate in innovation per year: about_ 300_
How long has the innovation been in effect? _2_ years

Approximalecmount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation =

Approximate arno,unt needed each year to support ongoing project = $

Evaluation done on innovation:

1:i Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control gcoup(s)
Other (specify):13 comparison with other Keller courses, pre and posttests, comparison

with past classes

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full time- equivalent faculty: 81L4
Number of senior majors in the department. 25

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year

Characteristics of Institution

O Public-( :0y
E1 Public-State
, Private

Urban
Non-Urban

O Men only
O Women only

Coed
1:1 Community or Junior College

(if applicable)

2200

Undergraduate level program
Post-Baccalaureate Master's
Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

ID Liberal Arts
fl Teacher Preparatory

Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester IN-Quarter Trimester 4-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title:
Department:
Institution:
Address:

0 Other (Specify):

K. Anthony Edwards
Assistant Professor
Division of Education and Psychology
Minot State College
Minot, North Dakota 58701

Telephone: (Area Code) 701 Number: 838-6101
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Extension: 352



SUPPLEMENTARY LECTURING VIA AUDIO AND VISUAL TAPE .

1

Abnormal Psychology

ui

I tape record all, and video tape some, of my lectures to this class of

90-120 juniors and seniors. 'Tfie tapes'are routinely played back in the
claSsroom during the hour preceding the next lecture, and in the event
of illness or other legitimate absence arrangements are made for private

.hearings. This procedure allows some flexibility in class attendance,
without missing:any content; permits the student to relax and listen for

meaning during the'live lecture, knowing that overlooked details can be

filled in later, by tape; makes possible review and warm-up before each

.
lecture; andapermits the lecturer to listen to his own production, which

is sometimes useful in the preparation of quizzes and in self-critidism

of classroom presentation.

Any visual material used during the-original lecture, whether on the

chalkboard or on a mimeographed handout, is provided during the tape

sessions._

The cost: (a) For maximal convenience, it is necessary to reserve the

classroom for two consecutive hours. (b) The lecturer or his assistant

must take a few minutes to set up for the pre-class replay. The further

effort, to record, is negligible. (c) The assistant or the lecturer

. must fit into his schedule a half-dozen private sessions a week, but

with a little routinizing, a session requires only's few moments of

his time. (d) Ausmall room, conveniently located, must be reserved for

the private sessions.

The only benefit that I have verified is attitudinal. The students ex-

press their appreciation for this extra help, perhaps teflecting some

shift from the attitude that the lecture -quiz format is a contest between

the instructor and the student, toward a conviction that the instruc-

tor really desires to facilitate the learning process.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

Freshmen Psychology Majors
Sophomores 9 Non-Majors
Juniors el Honors Students

El Seniors Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

Registration in the course. Introductory Psychology is prerequisite.

Num lier Of students who participate in innovation per year. 90--120
How long has the innovation been in effect? 10 years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $300 (audio only)

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ virtually nothing

Evaluation done on innovation:.

El Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
Other (specify):

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75.academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty. .45_
Number of senior majors in the department. 300 (if applicable)

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year 15,000

Characteristics of Institution

Public-City
tit Public-State

Private
Urban

El Non-Urban

Men only
Women only

1E1 Coed
. Community or Junior College

liEl Undergraduate level program
I Post-Baccalaureate Master's

E/ Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

fl Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory
Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester Quarter Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR Nit TA

Name: Frank W. Finger
Title: Professor
Department: Psychology
Institution: University of Virginia
Address: Gilmer Hall, University of Virginia

Charlottesville, Va. '22901

Telephone: (Area Code) 804 Number: 924-3526 Extension:
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TEACHING THE PRINCIPLES OF DYNAMIC PSYCHOTHERAPY TO PROSPECTIVE CLINICAL

PSYCHOLOGISTS AND OTHER MENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONS

Clinical Psychology

Objective. This course is designed for advanced students in psychology, social work, psychi-
atry, medicine, nursing, and other helping professions, as well as paraprofession4ls preparing
to enter the mental health field. Typically, such students are thrown into contact with
patients with very little or only inadequate preparation, so that their therapy supevisors
have their hands full just trying to deal with the countless patient management problems that
arise on day to day basis. This leaves little room for the teething of the theoretical and
conceptual foundation required for doing effective psychotherapy. The occasional student who
comes to an internship or a practicum situation already equipped with such theoretical know-
ledge 'ands that what he has learned has very little relevance to the clinical setting in which
he is now working, since he was taught in a nonclinical, academic atmosphere. The objective of .

this course is to provide them with these tools at a time when they are not yet seeing patients
or are just starting to see patients. It bridges the gap between the classroom and clinic.

Method (Innovation). To achieve this aim, it is essential that abstract concepts be imparted
in a clinically meaningful fashion, so that they come to life. In Phase I this is accomplished
by means of verbatim transcripts and tape recordings of therapy sessions conducred by thera-
pists-in-training, i.e., by more advanced students who have already begun doing psychotherapy
under my supervision. These transcripts and recordings are carefully read, listened to, ana-
lyzed, and discussed .in class. I have accumulated a whole "library" of such protocols and
recordings, with the consent of the therapist-supervisess, whose anonymity has been carefully
preserved through editing of the material. Similar measures have been taken to safeguard the

patients' confidentiality. As a result of this accumulation I now have therapy session
excerpts illustrating every major concept and issue relevant to the psychotherapy process:
establisiling the working alliance, recognizing resistance and transference, timing of inter-
pretationsi'handling termination of treatment, etc. A crucial common feature of these therapy
samples is that they all contain tactical and strategic errors which are characteristically
made by beginning therapists. An interviewer, upon first meeting a new patient, asks too many
leading questions, and the initial interview degenerates into a question-and-answer session.
A therapist-student fails to recognize resistance for what it is and gets angry at his patient
for not showing signs of progress. And so on and so forth. It has been my experience and that of

many other teachers of psychotherapy that such examples of "failure" in psychotherapy teach
us infinitely more than examples of successful psychotherapy. We simply learn from our mis-

takes more than from our successes. In Phase 2 these errors are "corrected" by means of role-
playing in class, with the students.interacting as therapists and patients in a manner that
seeks to avoid and overcome the types of pitfalls which they have just witnessed and which
they will soon be confronting.

When this course is given to students who have already begun seeing patients,.I encourage them
to tape record and transcribe their therapy sessions and to contribute these to the class ex-

perience. Before asking them to do this, however, I always make sure'that they have an oppor-
tunity to listen to a few tapes of my own work containing errors I have made. Having thus

demonstrated my own willingness to expose my work to public scrutiny, I find that student
,resistance to this procedure quickly vanished.

Evaluation of Outcome. Student response to this turse has been extremely positive, and there
are definite indications that those who have taken this course are better prepared for their

field experience than those who have not: they feel more secure in their work because they are
better able to conceptualize what is going on between them and their patients, and the entire
supervisory process with them becomes more sophisticated. Psychotherapy is both a technique

and an art. I don't profess thaeit is possible to teach anyone the art of relating empa-

thetically to another human being. But technique grounded in theory can be taught, and it is
best taught in a climate that is not purely intellecttial and didactic but one that, like
therapy itself, provides the learner with a corrective emotional experience.
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0

INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

Freshmen f Psychology Majors
Sophomores Non-Majors
Juniors Honors Students
Seniors El Other (specify): social work students, medical students,

psychiatric residents, nurses, paraprofessionals
Prerequisites for students who par impale in innovation:

Background in personality theory, psychopathology, and interviewing techniques

Number of students who participate in innovation per year 6-15
Now Fong has the innovation been in effect.? 4 years

Approximate amount-of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $

I..aluation done on innovation:

M Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
Other (specify):

INsTrrirrioNALDATA
Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year

Number of full-time-equivalent faculty: 10

.

Nu fiber of senior majors in the department: (if applicable)

Size of Institution
Tutu) student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year: 226

Characteristics of Institution

0
aa
0
0

Public-City
Public-Stale
Private
lrban

Non-Urban

Men only
Women only

63 Coed
Community or junior College

Predominant Calendar System i1t Your

Semester Quarter

INNOVATOR DATA

Nam': Dr. Harry Piss
T"le: Professor and Head of ftircholdity Divislon
Department: Psychiatry

0. Institution: UniVersity of Connecticut Health. Center
Address; Farmington, Connecticut 06032

Undergraduate level program
Post-Bilocalaureate Master's
Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

Liberal Arts
Teacher Prvparntory.

1 Professional

Institution

0 Trimester 0 4-1-4 C9 Other (Specify):

Telephone: (Area Code) 203 Number: 674-2890

337
336

flt

Exlensinn:



PERSONALIZED SYSTEM OF INSTRUCTION (MODIFIED KELLER SYSTEM) IN
ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY

Abnormal Psychology

For each of 15 units, students are given a Study Guide Indicating their reading
assignment and what information they should know. The text isJame6 C. Coleman's
Abnormal Psychology Sad Modern Life (4th Edition). When a student has completed
study on a unit, he comes to the testing room for an interview by a teaching
assistant (a student who has previously completed the course, and receives 3 cr.
for participating as a T.A.)

If the interview shows the student has mastered the assigned materials, he is
given a 10-point written 'quiz. The items are objective: multiple choice, true-
false, completion, matching, definitions. He must get 100% of the items correct
in order to pass this unit. If he misses any item(s), he must re -study the unit
and take a re-test over the same material. The re-test is another form of the
quiz, covering the same material which is in the Study Guide.

If the interview shows the student has not mastered the Study Guide, the T.A.
does not give the written quiz. The student must then re-study the unit and
return for another interview when he is ready.

There are 4 forms of each quiz, so the student has a maximum of 4 chances to
take the quiz and get 100% correct. If he fails to achieve 100% even after
4 quizzes on a unit, he forfeits that unit.

There is no limit on how fast the student completes the units. However, there
is a limit on how slowly he proceeds: each unit has a deadline date after which
a student may take that unit only by presenting proof of illness. The deadlines
allol4one week for each unit. Final grade is based on number of units completed.

The following content is covered: Introduction and Historical Background;
Psychosocial Models; Causative Factors in Abnormal Behavior; Neuroses; Schizo-
phrenia and Paranoia; MajoroAffective Disorders and Suicide; Sociopathic
Disorders; Delinquency, and Crime; Alcoholism and Drug Dependence; Sexual
Deviations; Psych9somatic Disorders; Organic Brain Syndromes;Mental Retarda-
tion; Behavior Disorders of Childhood; Maladaptive Behavior of Groups; Diagnosis
and Therapy.

, Enrollment varies from about 175 students and 23 T.A.s to 300 students and
42 T.A.s. One faculty member and one graduate student assistant supervise
the testing room, which is open'12 hours per week. The regular "Student
Evaluation of Instruction" forms used in other classes at the University are
filled o by students when they complete the course.
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INNOVATION DATA o.

The innovation in%oh,es:

® Freshmen
Stiphonmres

O Juniors
O Seniors

a Psychology Majors
Lit Non-Majors'
O Honors Students
O Other (specify):

Prerequisites for steents who participate in innovation:

Must have completed a course in Introductory P

N111111)01" of students who participate in innovation per y
. [low long has the innuvidion been in ellett'' 2 1/2 years.

Apprommate amount of initial landing netessary" to develop and try the innovation = :6_1000_

Approminate amount needed eadi ye,11' to support (ongoing project

chology

600

= $ 1000

FAalual ow dom. on innovation:

Student (opinion questionnaires
O NIasures of skident performance in (.omparison with nun - innovation control group(s)
O ()flier (spet.ily):

INSTITI rri()NAL DATA

five of Department in 1994-75 academic year
Number of hill-time-equivalent faculty: 10
Number of senior maiors in the department:

SI/1' of Institution
Total student enrollment of 1974-75 academic year.

(:11,oracteristics of Institution

O 1,111)111.-City

Lrl 1)111,111-S1,111.

0
RI 1 'rban
O Nun -Urban

O \len only
O Women only
M. Coed
O Community or Junior College

Predominant Calendar System al Your

(if applicable)

14.300

O lIndergraduate level program
Post-liaccalaueate Muster's

O Post-liaccalaureate 13octoral-

O Liberal Arts
M Teacher Preparatory
.0 Professional

Institution

(i) Semester Quarter 0 Trimester 04-1-4 0 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Tole:

Department:
Institution:
Address:

Dr. Barbara L. Gprdeckis
Assistant Professor of Psychology
Psychology
Central Michigan University
Mt. Pleasant, Michigan 48859

Telephone: (Area Code) 517 Number: 774-3192
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INTRODUCING UNDERGRADUATE PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS'TO METHODS OF CLINICAL INFERENCE
AND RESEARCH

/2

Psychopathology; Methad-&-df clinical inference and research,

This course was specifically designed to introduce students to various methods
of clinical inference and research relevant tothe construction -and study of
dynamic theories of.psychopathology, related psychodiagnostic methods and psycho-
therapeutic interventions. It strives to meet this goal by combining observatioe
of psychiatric patients with didactic readings,,lectures and seminars.

Approximately 20 ItOdents are accommodated in this course, primaril4senior
psychology majors who are interested in careers in the helping professions. All

have taken a survey course in psychopathology as a pre-requisite, and are further
interested in the ways in which clinicians reach their conclusions and test them.

Students spend at least two hours each week working as volunteer psychiatric
aides under the direct supervision of regular ward staff on one of two psychiatric
units io a; local teaching hospital. An additional one hour meeting with ward staff
is used to discuss their observations of individual patients. This part of the
course is largely coordinated by a teaching assistant under the direction of the
instructor. A more formal two hour seminar is taught by the instructor. Hare
students use their ward observations, readings, in-class"video-tapes, and lectures
to explore the use of naturalistic and participant observation, interview methods,
diagnostic protocols, case reports and process notes, along with controlled
clinical research, as tools for understanding psychopathology and its treatment.
They are also encouraged to grapple with the kinds of ethical responsibilitiek
with which practicing clinicians must constantly deal, to deepen their theoretical
understanding of psychopathology via direct observations, and to use the coursq'to
test and consolidate vocational plans.

Student evaluations consistently suggest that this kind of course t very

useful to them in meeting these multiple goals.
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1NNOV4ION DATA

The innoalion

h reshmn
Sophomores
litmors

IX) Seniors

a Psychology Majors
Non-Majors

3 Honors Students
Other (spe):ify):

Vreteiposites fur students who piatii.ipate in innovation:
Undergraduate survey course on theories of psychopathology

\\ 40-50Number Of students who parlicipale in innovation per year
I loyN, long has the innovation been in el ut? ..L._a____ years

' .,
\pin ii.imate amount of inithil holding netessary to develop and try like innovation = $

Appioximat amount needed each year to sum)! rt ongoim,14proiect = $

1t,

1.vnliiiition done on innovation:

XI Student Opinion questionnaires
Nleastires of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
Other (specify):

.
INSTITIITIONAL DATA

be51/ r. Depiirtment in 1974-75 academic year
Number of Lull-lime-equivident faculty: ?57
Number of senior majors in the department 300 (if applicahl0

Sin. of Institution
Total student vninlinn.ni in 1974-75 .it iolernio year 37.000

..liaracteristics of Institution

Publ.o.-City
Public-State
PriA,.in.
Ilrban
Non-I trban

Men only
Women only

a) Coed
Community or junior College

I 1

s.It
tIndergradualv-level program
Pnst-Baccalaureate Master's

gl Post-Baccalaueate Doctoral

V Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory

gl Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester Quarter DI Trimester 04-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title:
)e part men t

Institution:
Address::

James B. Heitler, Ph.D.
Lecturer
Psychology
University of Michigan
529 Thompson
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

Telephone: (Area (:ode)

Other (Specify):

313 Number: 764-6333

311
340
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UNDERGRADUATE SEQUENCE IN COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGY

6

Counseling Psychology: Classroom and Practica

Undergraduate B.A. psychology majros and other interested students participate
at either the junior or senior level in a year-long course sequence to develop
counseling skills, knowledge of theoretical counseling approaches and procedures
for doing research in counseling. The course sequence begins wtih a three- .

credit-hour "Introduction to Counseling Psychology" course held in the fall
. term. Enrollment in this course is restricted to-25 students; one professor
and one student assistant teach the course. In this first course students are
introduced to the mechanisms slid theoretical 'foundations of counseling. They
work with audio and video feedback systems and role play counseling sessions
with the class serving in a participant observer status.

Step Two is a four-credit-hour practicum done during the one month January
term. During this time students observe counseling and under direct super-
vision do limited counseling in a variety of settings. To date students have
had practica in a crisis intervention unit l f a mental hospital,'.a public
school, a school for deaf and blind chil e ten, a mental health center and a
correctional center for juveliilk offenders. ..-

Step Three of the sequence is called "Advanced Counseling;" it is a two-
academic-credit course and meets during the final term (Term 3) of the school
year. Here.students prevent actual case studies of either persons they observed
or counseled, 4Ing theCr practice. This final section provides an opportunity,
to integrate 'ilia theoretical and practical materials cosiered both in class and
in the field. Almost all students comment on the value of field experiences;
this method of organizing the coursd helps them gain an understanding of the value
and utility of a well thought out counseling theory.

Evaluation of outcomes is done at two-levels: mastery of basic theoretical
materials. and improvement in the application of theory to the counseling setting.
One very effective way to measure the latter is simply to compare taped recor-
dings of early counseling sessions with sessions held near the end of the
school year.

4Ni
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves;

Freshmen
Sophomores

g juniors
Seniors

ID Psychology Majors
Non-IVajors
Honors Students
Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

a

Introduction to Psychology, Developmental Psychology, Psychological Testing

Number of studjnts Who partilhipate in'innovation per year. 25
Hmv lung has the innovation been in effect? years The innovation has been in effect partially

this year. It will be completely incorporated in next year's academic program.

Apim).itpdte amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = I01)

Approiiihitefiarount needed each year to support ongoing project = $100

Evaluation done on innovation:

..I20 Student opinion questionnaires.
Measures. of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)

RI Other (specify): Reports from Practicum supervisors

iNsTristuroNAL DATA
Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year

Number of lull-time-equivalent faculty 50
Number of senior majors in the department: 15 (if applicable).

S,, rif Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year 750

Characteristics of Institution

Public-City
Public-State
Private
Urban
Non- Urban

Men only
Women only
Coed

. Community Or Junior College

llndergrialuale level program
Post-Baccalaureate Master's
Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

110 Liberal Arts
;Teacher Preparatory

Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester Quarter Trimester Jo 4 - 1,- 4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Dr. Paul F. KraneL
Title: Assistant Professor of Psychology

Department: Department of Psychology

Institution: Davis. & Elkins College

Address Elkins, West Virginia 26241

',Telephone: (Area Code) 304 Number: 636-1900

343
342

Extension:x60



TRAINING UNDERGRADUATES'AS CO-LEADERS OF MULTIFAMILY COUNSELING GROUPS

Community Mental Health and Family Process

A group of 16 R.C. students participated in a training seminar in multiple family
counseling. This program was a joint venture with theDept. of Probation of
Family CourtS.I. It was administered by 3 faculty and one probation officer.
The goal of the program was to train students to co-lead, under close supervision,
family groups referred from community agencies in S.I. We chose the thera-
peutic model of multifamily groups because we felt it to be a particularly effec-
tive treatment modality for families experiencing a breakdown of parental control
and family communication. Undergraduates enrolled in a 6-credit summer session
course wgch began pilor to and extended after the regular summer session. They
attended a 10-week training session which was followed by 8 weeks of closely
supervised field experience.

The students 'were carefully selected on the basis of their basic knowledge of
psychology, prior experience in helping roles and a number of personal attri-
butes. The training sessions were designed to integrate the formal properties
of didactic teaching with experiential learning. 'We feel we succeeded in enhancing.
Student's iheoreitical understanding by utilizing their emotional experiences
while also.fbcusing on the acquisition of particular counseling skills. We did

this through Thete.Focused Training Seminars. First we announced a particular
theme or'topic to be covered. We then provided stadnes.with a concrete, common
unifying group experience through an exercise, or an observation, or a video
demonstration which gave them a, vivid reference point for discussion of
theordtical concepts related to the single theme chdsen. Two teams, one consis-
ting of a faculty member and a P.O. and the other of 2 faculty members each
co-led a gorup of 8. students. - Sample themes were verbal communisEhtion systems,
and interventions for improving communication. Students analyzed communication
patterns of simulations of their own families at-dginer, role played, and

sculpted their own families.

Students began co-leading their own groups the week following the last training
session. Extremely thorOugh supervising techniques were employed: large group
supervision; co-leader and peer supervision; continuous observation by the trainers
and tape recording and videotaping as supervision. The group process was pre- ,

ventive in focus, helping families to re-establish open communication with the
goal of resolving problems. before resort is made to court adjudication.

Students were required to keep logs of their multifamily sessions. These logs and

the 2 training videotapes made in conjunction with this class., demonstrate that
the students benefitted in several areas: personal development., the acquiSition
of skills enabling them to gain immediate employment in community mental health
programs and to gain admission to graduate school. FolloW-up letters sent out
a-year ,and.a half after the program ended confirmed the persistence of these
benefits.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovah(;n involv e s:

Freshown
Sophomores
itini,ws
Seniors

a

13 Psychology Majors
Non- Majors
Honors Students
Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

At least two advanced courses in psychology; personal interview; some type of

experienceim groups

Number of students who participate in innovation per yea
flow long has the innovation been in effect? 1 years

Approrimale amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation =

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ 400

25

500

oluation done on innovation:

RD Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(sj
01her(specrly): Evaluation of the families that participated, the probation officers

involved, and a systematic evaluation of the video tapes over. time.

INSTITUTIONAL: DATA

Size of Department in 1974-'75. academic /wear
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty. 10 ..

Number of senior majors in the department: 350 (if applicable)

Site of Institution
"Total student enrollment

Characteristics of Institution

lid Public-City
Public-State
Private

lid Urban
Non-Urban

in 1974-75 academic year approx. 4,000

Men aunty
Women only

Ea Coed
Community or Junior College

x Senior College, last two
Predominant Calendar System

IIISdergraduate level program
kl Post-Baccalaureate- Master's

Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

El Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory
Professional

years
at Your Institution

Semester Quarter Trimester '` 4-1-4 Other (Sp(4:ify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title:
Department:
Inst it ut ion:
Address:

Judith Kuppersmith and Rime Blair

Asst. Professors
Social Science-Psychology
Richmond College, City University of New York

130 Stuyvesant Place, Staten Island, NY 10301

Telephone: (Area Code) 212 Number: 720-3120

315
Extension:
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A PERSONALIZED COURSE: PSYCHOLOGICAL SELF-HELP

. Psychology of Adjustment; Mental Hygiene; Psychology Applied to Personal
Adjustment.

For the last five years, theeuthor has developed, taught, and evaluated a
psychology course designed to teach scientifically based methods for changing one's
own adjustment or feelings. The emphasis is on immediate, personalized, practical
application of knowledge in each student's life in an effort to change in ways
chosen by the student: In short, learning by doing! Or, learning to change via
self-improvement!

The course, being didactic and applied, is more complex in organitation than

the traditional course. It is tailored to meet the personal needs and interests

of the individual student. An outline of class sessions:'

1. Demonstration-practice sessions in class covering such topics as self-
understanding, social interaction skills, self-reinforcement, desensitization,
assertive training, attitude change, value clarification, leadership skills,

and discussions of sex and intimacy problems. This is usually done by teams
of students in consultation with the,instructor or aided by the teaching .

assistants, i.e. peer teaching.

Weekly unstructured, volunteer, small group sessions are conducted by two
teaching assistants familiar with psychological self-help techniques. The
group facilitators also respond to 5-10 students' weekly summary of readings
and progress reports about their self-improvement projects.

2. Students are taught to analyze their problems into five "parts":
I Behavior and thoughts, II Conscious emotions, III Skills, IV Attitudes,
values, and motivation, V Unconscious factors. When these "parts" of the
problem are understood, it is obvious that a variety of self-help approaches
are applicable to only certain parts. Other methods taught are Transactional
Analysis, Gestalt awareness exercises, empathy training, discharging and/or
handling emotions, increasing motivation, developing a guiding philosophy of
life, behavioral analysis, change of environment, self-observation, medita-
tion and relaxation training, increasing satisfaction by discarding unreasonable
expectations, modeling and role playing, building self-esteem, increasing
genuineness and intimacy, and so on. Students learn to develop complicated,
reasonably sophisticated "treatment plans" for self-improvement, try them
and make adjustments as needed. (A detailed day-by-day outline is availaiWe.)

3. Basically, there are two major tasks; learn useful self-improvement
techniques and do something with them. At least two individualized self-help
projetts are planned, undertaken, objectively evaluated, and writtenaup.
Also, at least 500 personally relevant pages are read, scrutinized flIA- possible
personal use and applied. It is a demanding course work-wise and intellectually.
No one, at least no knowledgeable person, ever said changing was easy.

The text used is Psychological Self-Help, 1974, by Clay Ladd. Extensive
bibli6graphies are provided for reading in areas of personal interest.

Such courses are blossoming around the country. They offer hope for "giving
psychology away to everyone" in such a way that serious psychological difficulties
may be prevented or handled early. I would be interested in exchanging ideas with
anyone `working in this area.

r3 4 6
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INNOVATION DATA

The inim%.ation inokes:

fa Freshmen
10, Sophomores
qi (union;

Seniors

Prerequisites for students who

El Psychology Majors
60 Non-Majors

1 Honors Students
Other (specify):

participate in innovation: none.

Number of students who participate in innovation per year: 250
How long has the innovation been in effect'? _5 years

:\ppro \Huai'. amount of initial funding necessary to develop ;mil try the innovation

Appro\imate!unount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ none extra

ldilation done On innovation:

$none extra

Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student-performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)

( 9Iher Ispecilv): A total of 8 or 9 measures of change have been used to evaluate
the course.

INSTITI ITIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Milliner of full-time-equivalent faculty- 19
Number of senior majors in the department:

Size of Institution
Total studenrenrollment in 1974-75 academic year'

Charactens.tics of Institution

0
0

Public-Slate
Private
lrban

Non-Llrbah

Men only
Women only

LS Coed
Community or junior College

(if applicable)

El Undergraduate level program
Post-Baccalaureate Master's
Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

181 Liberal Arts.
MI Teacher Preparatory
Eg Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

031 Semester Quarter Trimester . 4-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Clayton E. Ladd,
Title: Chairman and Professor
f)epitrItnent: psychology. Department
Institution: Eastern Illinois University
Address: Charleston, IL 61920

Other (Specify):

Telephone: (Area Code) 217 ,Number: 581-2127

347
346

Extension:



PROBLEM SOLVING AS A METHOD OF TEACHING BASIC THEORIES OF COUNSELING AND

PSYCHOTHERAPY IN AN IN-SERVICE TRAINING COURSE FOR TEACHERS OF SPECIAL

EDUCATION

The basic content of the course is a variety of theories of counseling and

psychotherapy. Both traditional and modern theories are emphasized with a

wide variety of readings and applications to specific problems. Since it

is a goal of the course to help teachers apply theories to specific relevant

student problems, the class time is spent in applying these techniques with

the teachers.

The teachers are first helped in recognizing initial difficulties and then

encouraged to supply specific information in the identification of the Rroblem.

The course then helps in analyzing the problem and later in the formu tion

of a verbal summary of the problem. At a later stage the teacher is ed

to select general objectives in solving his problems and to prepare

'operational criteria to test possible solutions. Later he is supported in

considering various possible solutions. He is then guided to test some

possible proposals against the criteria he has established. At each point

in the sequence of steps,theories and practical principles of psychotherapy

are applied. He is then helped to select a single final solution and lastly

to make a final evaluation of the total decision-making process. Thus, the

student in this course learns about the wide variety of counseling principles

by focusing on problems that concern him. It is felt that .the teacher of

special education can be more effective if he can teach his students to

identify and solve some of their problems. He can prepare for a role as a

teacher of problem solving if he gets t maximum amount of experience of

problem solving in his teacher preparation program.



INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves

O Freshmen
O Sophomores
O juniors
1:1 Seniors

O Psychology Majors
O Non-Majors
O Honors Students
El °the?. (sped f y j: InService Teachers

Prerequisites for students who. participate in innovation:

Number of students who participate in innovation per year. 15
Itow lung has the innovation been in effect' 1 years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $2000

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $1000

tAaluation done on innovation:

O Student opinum questionnaires
O Ntp,isurvs of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
O Other (specify):

iNsTrn K DATA

Sue of Der rtment in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full - time - equivalent faculty
Number of senior majors in the department. _150

Size of Institution
Total student'enrollment

Characteristics of Institution

0

0
0
0

O

a

Puldo -City
Public-State
Private
Urban
Non-Urban

(if applicable)

in 1974-75 academic year. 6000

Men only
Women only
Coed
Community or junior College

O Undergraduate level program
K1 Post- Baccalaureate Master's
O Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

Liberal Arts
t 'teacher Preparatory
O Professional

Predominant Calendar System al Your Institution

Semester 0 Quarter

INNOVATOR DATA

Ndrne'Dt. David Lazar
Lecturer

Department:
Institution:
Address:

0 Trimester 0 4-1-4

School of Education
University of Haifa
Mt. Carmel,Haifa 31999 Israel

0 Other (Specify):

Telephone: (Area Code) Number: Extension:

t319
348



TEACHING UNDERGRADUATES TO BE BEHAVIORAL THERAPISTS

Behavior Modification and General Systems Theory"

EaCh year we train some 200 undergraduates to be behavioral or General Systems Therapists.
As part of this training, the students are given field placements at a local mental
hospital, a nearby federal correctional institution, local elementary and high schools,
half-way houses for retarded individuals,.a state hospital for the retarded, the Univer-
sity hospital, a private (behaviorally-oriented) clinic, etc. The students are given
clients (or patients, or inmates), get to know their client(s), establish behavior-
change goals of the client's own choosing, write contracts between client and student/
therapist (approved by the institution staff, if the client is institutionalized), then
"shape"the client towards agreed-upon goals using various forms of feedforward (modelling,
demonstrations) and feedback (positive reinforcement, encouragement, praise) techniques.
Over the past five years, the students have "treated" more than 1,000 clients; the
contract-completion rate ("success rate") is between 80 and 90%.

The field work just described comes in the second of a two-course sequence. The
first course ("Introduction to Behavior Modification") is a large lecture class with

300 students each semester (and a long waiting list each time). There are two lectures
each week in which the theoretical thrust is a combination of General Systems Theory

4 .and learning theory. During the third hour each week, the class is divided into small
discussion groups led by teaching fellows. The students "contract" for grades, and
are given points for completion of a variety of tasks. To get an A grade, the student
must read three books, take two examinations covering the books and the class lectures,
undertake d "self-shaping project" demonstrating that,the student can control his/her 1*

behavior, write a final report, attend and participate in class, etc. Exams are of

the "mastery" type; if the student fails the first\time, he/she is allowed to retake
the exan, until achieving an agreed-upon grade (9 of the students pass the first time).

The students are also taught deep muscle relaxat n and other behavioral skills. All

feedback to the students is of a positive nature. be eligible to take the second
(field-work lab) course, the student must earn an A+ grade, which involves selecting
a therapeutic area, reading an eXteaaive bibliography, and writing an additional papef

About 95% of the students earn an A or A+ grade.
During the first 2-3 weeks'of the second course, the students read two books,

attend special lectures by senior therapists, undertake video-taped "role-play" games
that focus on the students' field placement, and pass a mastery-type examination on the

books and lectures. The rest of the semester they spend "in the field," working with

clients. One teaching fellow aupervises each group of five student/therapists. In the

field, the students work closely with the institution staff, trying to "shape" the staff
members into participating in the therapy. Preliminary versions of the client-agreed-
upon contracts are approved by the institution staff and course supervisors. Only

positive reinforcement is used, but may be of the biological (candy, food, money),
cognitive (insight, understanding of one's own problems), or social (praise, encouragement,
friendship) type usually, as recommended by General Systems Theory, all three types
of reinforcers are tried. Students have taught mute "schizophrenics" to talk;
trained "paranoids" to speak in socially-acceptableleftshion; toilet-trained incontinent

and, very regressed patients; helped prison inmates double or triple their reading scores,
learn math, learn social skills; trained kidney patients to stay on diets; assisted

brain-damaged patients to learn social control; helped normaa school kids to increase
their achievement scores by 1-2 years or more,taught stroke victims to speak (after a
year's speech therapy had failed to do so); taught "uneducable" retarded children to read
and write simple words; taught "paralyzed" retardates to walR (after 3 doctors said it
was impossible); helped patients in the private clinic to lose hundreds of pounds of
weight, stop smoking, stop hair-pulling, solve sexual and other personal problerdi, increase

study skills; taught secretaries to double their typing speeds; helped self-abusive patients
learn better ways of getting attention, etc. The students succeed where otheLa fail
because they set measurable goals, keep excellent graphs of client progress, encourage
self-control rather than therapist control, and because they are incredibly reinforcing
(which is to say they are loving and concerned about the people they wok with.).
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

60 Freshmen
50 Sophomores
RI juniors
ta Seniors

ts)

m
O

Psychology Majors
Non-Majors
Honors Students
Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

An introductory coursein psychology is required; nothing more.

Number of students who participate in innovation per year __EAID±
(low long has the innovation been in effect.' -years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = S50.410_

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ in_nn (Not including pay for T.F.$)

1-:,1111,1tiun dome on innovation:

pStudent opinion questionnaires
O Measures Of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
MI Other (specify); See description of courses, We have followed up many

clients for several semesters after they were first seen.

INSTITIITioNAL DATA
Size of Department to 1974-75 academic year

Number of full-lime-equivalent faculty. 57
Number of senior majors in the department: 300

Site of Institution
Total student enrollment

Characteristics of Institut-ion

O Public-City:
EE) Public -Slate
O Private
O t Irban
O Non-Urban

(if applicable)

in 1974-75 academic; year: 37,000

O Men only
O Women only
Eg Coed
O Community (Jr Junior College

51 Undergraduate level program
151 Post -Baccala urea I e Master's

Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

® Liberal Arts
tia Teacher Preparatory
ID Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

O Semester 0 Quatlet Trimester CI 4-1-4 0 Other (Specify):

a

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Dr. James V. McConnell
'lisle: Professor of Psychology; Research Professor, Dept. of Psychiatry

Department: Mental Health Research Institute

Institution The University of Michigan

Address: Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

Telephone: (Area Code) Number:
313 764-4224

351
350

Extension:



STRUCTURED UNDERGRADUATE BEHAVIOR THERAPY PRACTICUM

Clinical Psychology

Our aim was to incorporate practicum experiences in a second undergraduate course
'in behavioral modification, meeting these criteria: (a) real problem behaViors,
accessible clients; (b) complex, self-control-oriented procedures such as
systematic desensitization; (c) structured so as to facilitate success, with
only classroom supervision; (d) systematic measurement of behavior. change.
(Course texts were Bandura, Principles of Behavior Modification, 1969, and
Goldfried & Merbaum, eds., Behavior Change Through Self-Control, 1973).

The solution utilized published experimental research reporting successful,
replicable behavior modification procedures for four problem behaviors <smoking,
over-eating, public speaking anxiety, heterosexual social shyness) occuring
frequently among college students. Volunteer student-clients were recruited
through campus publicity.

Training and supervision were provided through assigned readings, written manuals
and record forms, briefings, demonstrations, role practice, and class discussions.

Results: All eleven. student-therapists completed at least two required client
projects, with written data-oriented reports meeting specified criteria, verified
by client signatures. 58% of the clients showed "marked improvement," 25%
"Moderate improvement," defined by"objective measurement criteria with N=1
significance tests. 10 of 11 students obtained "marked improvement" with at
least one client. Anonymous student-therapist evaluations of the practicum were
unanimously quite favorable.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

Freshmen
Sophomores.
Juniors
Seniors

f3 Psycholosly Majors
Non-Majors
Honors Students
Other (specify):

Prerequisites for srudents who participate in innovation:

Previous course in behavior modification

Number of students who participate in innovation per year: 6-11
flow long has the innovation been in effect? years

Appro\iniale amount of initial funding necessary lo develop and try the innovation = $ 0

.Approximate amount needed each year to support urtgoing project = $ 0

Evaluation done on innovation:

ECI Student opinion questionnaires
!Measures 01 student rrorformance in comparison with non- innovation control group(s)
Other (specify):

Client daily behaviorfrequency, etc. records, beforeafter questionnaire scales,
statistical N=1 significance tests.

INSTIIIITIONAL DATA

Size. of Department in 1974 -75 academic year 8
.Number of full-lime-equivalent faculty'

20Number of senior majors in the department. 'L if applicable)

L0/1. of Institution
Toldlestudent enrollment in 1974-75 academic year: 5.000

Ctiardt teristics of Institution

Public-(:ity
OD Public-State

Pri,.ale
tEt llrban

Non-t Irban

Men only
Women only

Et Coed
Community or Junior College

Ei/ Undergraduate level prograM
Post-Baccalaureate Master's
Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

titl Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory
Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

6a Semester Quarter Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title:
Departm'ent:
Institution:
Address:

William R. Morrow
Professor of Psychology
Psychology Division of Science
University of WisconsinParkside
Kenosha, Wisc. 53140

Telephone: (Area Code) 414 Number 553-2476

353
352

Extension: ,fit"



ARE LECTURES NECESSARY?

Abnormal Psycholdgy

Amid much- concern about the need for change in higher education, a major source
of friction between students and the "establishment" seems to derive from the fact
that our society is committed to a goal of mass education while many students want
individual contact with faculty members.

The present study was designed to investigate several methods of inftruction using
as criteria examination performance, Voluntary attendance, and students' evaluative
ratings and by considering relationships among these criterion variables.

Subjects were undergraduates enrolled in an Abnormal Psychology course taught by
the author duriftg four consecutive quarters, with about 70 students each time. The study'

contained four treatment conditions: the first two quyters, A & B, were taught in a
standard.lerturg format: the instructor lectured from notes and answered questions. The

next two were "handout" quarters, C & D: in the first, C, typed notes taken from the
lectures of A & Bwere handed out each lecture period; a student would be able to obtain
these notes only by attending class. After they were handed out, the student had the
option of remaining for the rest of the hour to ask questions their names were not
recorded whether they did or not, but a count was kept. In the next quarter, students
were given the notes for all the lectures at the first lecture. Here, attendance at
class was entirely voluntary; the periods were spent with alternating student initiated
and instructor initiated formats, and question. and answer periods.

Three different types of data were used to evaluate the treatments. First: .For

the four quarters in queg'tion both midterm and final examinations contained multiple
choice and matching items, in addition to short answer questions and essays. These

multiple choice and matching questions were identical for all four quarters, although
their presentation varied, and it is the data from this "objective" part of the exam we
compared. One way analyses of variance of the objective test data revealed no signi-
ficant differences attributable to quarter, on either the midterm or the final. A
second source of data used to evaluate the two "handout" quarters was a brief self-
report questionnaire which was attached to the final exam, and which students turned in
separately without writing their names on ie. The questionnaire asked students to report
the number of times they had remained for, or attended, the discussion period during the
quarter. It also asked students to check a small range of scores in which their midterm
scores had fallen.; compared with the instructor's talley, the differences were suffi-
ciently small as to indicate that the students' reports were valid. Analyses of the

attendance data yielded several interesting results. It might have been expected that in
quarter D, in which attendance was not required for any purpose, relatively fdw students
would voluntarily attend discussions which had no bearing On their. grades. The data

contradicted this assumption. Students in quarter C (where they were required to at least
come to class for the notes, and therefore might stay), remained after receiving their
handout for a median of 2 discussion sections, whereas the totally voluntary group D
students attended a median of 9 sessions.

Ratings for each student's evaluative statement were reliable and indicated a
preference for quarter D. However, the only statistically significant correlation was
that between the ratings and attendance during quarter C. That there was no relationship

between the ratings and midterm grades may suggest that the latter criterion is not as
important to students as it is to others.

In general, then, the students preferred the procedures which were less coercive,
and also took more advantage of what was offered under these conditions. It may be noted

that a sizeable number of evalugtive statements which were judged to be unfavorable did
contain mention'of a preference for a lecture approach. There was, however, no evidence

that students' test performances suffered under either set of non-traditional conditions.
In conducting the courses discussed in this paper, the author looked forward to

quarters C and D optimistically. While the formats used in these quarters were more
personally satisfying, they were not as rewarding in themselves as had been anticipated,
possibly due to the need to maintain relatively constant conditions for experimental
design purposes. 35 4
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INNOVATION DATA

The tnnuvalion ino1%..,,

O Freshmen
. Sophomores

Ca juniors
I Seniors

(41 Psychology ts,lai()6,
fig Non-Mapirs
0 Honors Students
0 Other (specify):

Pre' equis'ites for students %\-u) participate in innovation:

5 credits in psychology

Number of students tivho participate in innovation per year: 150

11utiv long has the innovation been in effect? 4 years

Appro:imate amount of initial funding ne( essary I() develop and try the innovation = $

Appro.imatr amount needed each ear to support ongoing prolei:1 = $

o

1...aluation done on innovation:

g l Student (pinto() queslionndirt'S
011. \leasiires of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control groupis'
® Other lye( ily ratings of student satisfaction based on open ended questionnaires.

!TIONAI. DATA

Si/ of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number Of I ull-limr-equiy (dent ()mull v 50
Numbir. ()I senior (),,noes in the department: 400 (if applicable'

SIII of Institution.
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year. 49,g00

Chard( It.riNtits of Institution

O 1)01)11( -Coy
1)111,11( Shile

O Private
O rrhan
O Non-1 Trban

O \len only
Women only.
(:()(,(1

0(:Orruminity or junior College

El Undergraduate level pro-gram.
Post-Baccalaureate .MasIer's
Post-liaccillsaureate 1)octoral

Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory

El Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

O Semester IV Quarter 0 Trimester 0 4-1-4 0 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Nome. J. Dennis Nolan
olp. Associate Professor
1)11liirtrnont: .Psychology
Institution: Ohio State University
Address Columbus, Ohio 43210

Telephone. (Area Code' 614 Number:. 422-2209

355
Extension:

f



I

SELF GRADING: AN EXPERIENCE IN"SELF-EVALUATED LEARNING

1

Counseling Psychology (Community College Level)

1. Applied Psychology. (2 units): to develop increased awareness of human behavior and
its consequences in a group. situation. To develop skills in effective in erpersonal
relations.
2. Self Development (1 unit): to develop self-esteem 115-30 students .

ObJectives:
1. To develop an awareness of the decision process and self control over the

learning process.
2. To increase self control, assertiveness, and motivation.
3. To be able to adapt the course to meet the requiremehts stated by the students.

Method
Each student is required to assign his or her grade at the end of the course and to

describe the'learning experience on which the grade, was based. This information must be
stated to the group. Each student is asked to state personal learning objectives within
the broad course objectives near the beginning of the course. Students are encouraged to,
identify how these objectives can be measured or identified at the end.of the course.
Midterm, students are asked.to state midterm grades, to estimate semester grades, and to
describe the basis for each grade in terms of learning objectives. The grades should"
be consistent with college standards for time'spent per unit with possible options.
Feedback is encouraged. Since the instructor is required to record the grade, I must
be'able to justify that grade as appropriate. band other students ask questions if
we do not understand the relationship between the grade and the learning experience,.

A standardized test is given as a pretest and posttest to provide one basis upon
which to identify change: the FfRO-B in Applied Psychology and the Tennessee Self-
Concept Sdale in Self evIelopment.

This method of g ing was first used with an Encounter Group course offered to
meet student requests 'such a class in 1969. The grades in that class included
5 A's, 6 B's, 3 C's, 3 D'3, and 1 W (withdraw). Th clap decided upon the - grading
system, initial objectives had not been Stated, and the grades were lower than I woad .

have assigned. These grades reflected various lifestyle decisions more than achievement .

in the class.

The following grades have been assigned by students from Fall 1970 to Fall 1974:
A B C D F W(withdraw)

Applied Psychology 85 86 32 01 0 50
Self Development 77 53 13 0 0 0

The W's sometimes followed a discussion with the students. Many of these students
withdrew from all courses. The grades are similar to those assigned by other instructors
teaching the same courses.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

RI Freshmen
kl Sophomores

Juniors
. Seniors

Psychology Majors
Non-Majors
Honors Students
Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

NONE

Number of students who. participate in innovation -per year:,100
How long has the innovation been..in effect? years

Appi'aximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = 0

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project =

jEvaluation done on innovation:

(31 Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
Other (specify):

L,NSTITUTIONAL DATA

. Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year I
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty 10 fulltime counselors; teaching
Number of senior majors in the department: N/A (if applicable)

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75

Characteristics of Institution

Public- )County
Public-State
Private

al Urban and
21' Non-Urban

0
Coed

a Community or Junior College

Men only
Women only

academic year: Fall-8341, Spring-9176

Undergraduate level program
Rost-Baccalaureate Master's
,Pogt-Baccalaureate Doctoral

Liberal Arts and vocational
Teacher. Preparatory
Professional

Predomiryint Calendar System at Your Institution

83 Semester Quarter Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Sally .4alph
Title: Counselor
Department:Counseling & Guidance
Institution: Solaro Community College
Address: ,,Suisun City, California 94585

Telephone: (Area Cbde) 707 Number: 422-4750 Extension: 244

357
356
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SYMPOSIUM ON ALCOHOLISM

Clinical

This was the oldest course on alcoholism in the country to be offered as part
of the regular undergraduate curriculum. The reason was the neglect by
psychology as a profession of the country's major public health problem and ,

failure to recognize alcohol as ,the major drug of abuse. The begt authorities
in the Pacific Northwest presented a multi-disciplinary, eclectic approach,
avoiding older moralistic views: Films and speakers had to come from a

variety of off-campus 'sources.

Outcome: pioneer effort resulted in putting thiA state in the vanguard of
alcohol education and training in the country, and interested several of our"'
psychology majors to specialize in alcoholism in graduate school elsewhere.
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-INNOVATION DATA

The innovatio involves:

Freshme
-0 Sophomores
fa juniors
1;1 Seniors

I2 Psychology Majors
fia Von-Majors

Honors Students
Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate In innovation:

Upperdivision standing

Number of students who participate in innovation per. year
How long has the innovation been in effect? 25 years

5

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop.and try the innovation = $

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ 300

Evaluation done on innovation:

Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
Other (specify):

INSTITIITIONAL [)ATA

Site of Department in 1974 -75 academic year 5 1/2
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty
Number of senior majors in the department: (if applicable)

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year 3.736

Characterislics of Institution

'Public-City
Public-State

1 Private
Urban
Non-I Irban

Men only
Women only

ID Coed
Community or junior College

El Undergraduate level program
Post-Baccalaureate Master's
Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

LI Liberal Arts
- Teacher Preparatory

Professional

Prediunufant Calendar System,at Your Institution

Semester [}Quarter Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name::

Department:
1nstitution:
Address:

James E. Royce, S.J.
Chairman
Psychology
Seattle University
Seattle, Wash. 98122

Telephone: (Area Code) Number:

359
358

Extension:



SPICING UP AN ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY COURSE

Abnormal Psychology

-V v.

SPICE is an acronym for "student participation in chosen experiences," the
approach I have taken in my abnormal psychology course. The emphasis was upon
selection by the student from a variety of experiences which would open up the
world of abnormal psychology. Some features might be considered a departure from
the traditional: three of them, grades, format, and attendance, will be briefly
described.

Grades. The number of clock hours the student spent in pursuing experiences
related to abnormal psychology was translated into a letter grade. Our school
policy states that the average student who expendes the average amount of effort
in a course will receive a grade of C. In clock hours, the average student
should devote 135 clock hours during the semester for a 3-credit course. It was

somewhat arbitrarily decided that a student would need to perform at a 10% dif-
ferential to receive the next higher or lower grade. Thus, the student would
need to accumulate the following hours to receive a particular letter grade: D=121,

C=135, B= 149, A = 162.
Format. I arranged 262 hours of activities from which the student might

choose. At the start of the course a syllabus was distributed to each student
explaining the grading system, and giving a careful delineation of each activity
and parameters by which it would be assessed. There were 20 different ways a
student could earn hours with a maximum placed on each so that a student's
experience would hot be too lopsided. The list included the following: attending
class, taking tests, collecting psychological articles, performing an experiment
or a survey, reviewing selected books, writing a term paper, visiting a geriatric
home, viewing selected TV programs (e.g. VD Blues, alcoholism, prisons), writing an
autobiography on social, religious, political, psychological and sexual develop-
ment, visiting a school for the mentally retarded, keeping a diary of psychological
insights, visiting a mental institution, visiting a court in session, interviewing
a police chief, psychologist, doctor or psychiatrist, keeping a.notebook of class

lectures, taking part in a panel presentation, and listening to cassette recordings
of psychotherapy.

For the student to receive credit for any of the above items, it was nece-
ssary.to meet the guidelines stated in the syllabus and to submit a written report
of the completed assignment to the teacher. The number of hours credit received
for each experience depended upon the quality of the work.

Attendance. A student could earn one-third of the hours needed for a C
grade by attending all of the class sessions. The class activities included out
side speakers(a former alcohOlic, a professional counselor), five films, student
panel presentations, small discussion groups, lectures by the instructor on popular
topics, worksheets, book reviews, and tapes.

Results. The grade breakdown was as follows: A=23,q,B=10, C=6, D=1. At the

conclusion of the course, the'students were given the Wilson Teacher-Appraisal
Scale. 34% found the course very enjoyable, 66% enjoyable. 45% thought the

course required more homework than d4d their other courses, 45% thought it

required the same, and 10% thought it required less. 40% rated the teacher in
the top 10% when compared with other teachers, 48% in the upper quarter, and
12% in the upper half.

My Evaluation. Some improvements could be made. I would like to: put

more emphasis on learning the text material; invite more guest speakers; develop

more specific guidelines for evaluating and authenticating the students' out-of-

class work; reduce the amount of credit allowed for submitting term papers; and,
finally, I would use a student assistant in conducting the course.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves.

freshmen
Sophomores

12 Juniors
MI Seniors

Psychology Majors
NOn-Majors
Honors Students
Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

General Psychology

Number of students who participate in innovation per year:
How long has the innovation been in effect? 1 years .

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $0_
Approximate) ainount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ °

40

7.

ENiluation done on innovation:

Student opinion questionnaires
O %leasures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)

Other (specify):

'INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty
Nuinber of senior majors in the department: fit__ (if applicable)

Size Institution
Total student enrollment. in 1974-75 academic year 500

Characteristics of Institution

Public
Public-State

gl Private
( irbrin
Non -Urban

Men only
Women only.

n coed
in Community or Junior College

2

K1 Undergraduate level program
Post-Baccalaureate Master's
Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory
Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

El Semester Quarter Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Richard Ruble

Title, Professor

Department; Psychology

Institution: John Brown University

Address: Siloam Springs, AR 72761

For more information: see Feb. 1975
Teaching of Psychology, "SPICING Up an
Abnormal Psychology Course"

Telephone: (Area Code) 501 Number: 524-3131

361
360

1

Extension: 156
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EXTENDED FAMILY THERAPY ROLE PLAYING IN AN UNDERGRADUATE CLINICAL
PSYCHOLOGY COURSE

ClinicG.)Psychology

#1
Undergraduate students enrolled in a clinical psychology seminar partici ed

in an extended simulation of family therapy sessions. The patients, were alw'a s role
played by four of the students while the therapists were the instructor, a clinical
psychologist, and another member of the class. A different student co-therapist was
assigned each session. There were ten 30 to 45 minute therapy sessions, one per week.
The roles were assigned to correspond to a particularly difficult family session the
instructor had previously encountered. However, after an initial assignment of roles,
the students were not briefed on how to react in fhe sessions. Occassionally, the
"family members" met just prior to the session to construct the family history since
the last session, bfat most sessions were conducted without these meetings.

Following the therapy session, the instructor and all students in the class
participated in about.30 minute discussions of the family relationships, the inter-
actions with the therapists, possible alternative ways of treating the family, etc.
Also considerable time was spent dealing with the feelings of the therapists and
the family members during the session. At these times, the student's personal history
was often discussed briefly in an effort to show how this might have affected their
responses during the session. The therapy sessions did not end successfully. The

identified patient remained rejected by his family and the tension between the parents
surfaced to such a degree that divorce was discussed. The students' feelings of
frustration and helplessness (both as therapists & patients) were also considered,
as well as value issues (e.g. what is pathological in a family interaction? What is
successful therapy?).

The students were extremely interested and involved in the role playing activities
and discussions. On several occassions, involvement within the sessions became so
intense that the interactions were actually upsetting for the patients, therapists
and even the observers. Specific theories and techniques of family therapy were
demonstrated and discussed. All students verbally reported that the approach was
extremely valuable and should be,retained as part of the seminar. More traditional
lecture and discussion methods were used during the other two class meetings conducted
each week.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

Freshmen
Sophomores

la juniors
gt Seniors

(gi Psychology Majors
Non-Majors
Honors Students
Other (specify-4:

Prerequisites for students who.partiLipate in innovation:

Introductory Psychology
Abnormal Personality

Manlier of students who participate in innovation per year on__
How In has the immvation been in effect'? 1 yeagts

Approximate ,imount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innouotion = $none

Approximate amount needed eath year to support ongoing project $ none:

Evaluation done Jn innovation:

Student opinion questionnaires
Mf.dsures of-student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)

)Cil Other (specify):

Verbal feedback and discussion with participants

INSTITUTIONAL. DATA

Site of Departanent in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty. 6

Number of senior majors in the department: 50 (if applicable)

Sim, of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 dcadernic year 1700

Chdracteristics of Institution

Public-City
Public-State
Private
Urban
Non-llrhan

Men only
Women only

t) Coed

gl Undergraduate level program
Post-Baccalaureate Master's
Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

1 Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory
Professional

Community or junior College

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester Quarter Trimester' 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:Till
Department:
Institution:
Address:

Dr. Leon J. Schofield, Jr.
Assistant Professor of Psychology
Department of Psychology
Hobart and William Smith Colleges
Geneva, New York 14456

Telephone: (Area Code) 315 Number: 789:6500

363..
362

Extension: 346



FIELD EXPERIENCE IN PSYCHOLOGICAL SETTINGS:
AN INNOVATIVE PSYCHOLOGY COURSE

Subject Areas. Abnormal psychology; clinical methods; behavior modification; etc.

Description of Course and Structure. This course was designed to provide superior
psychology students with an opportunity to broaden their undergraduate training through
academic coursework supplemented by supervised field experience in settings providing
psychological services. The course begins each Fall Quarter and runs through the
academic year, accommodating fifteen senior psychology majors who are selected on the
basis of overall academic performance and past performance in psychology.

In accordance with their preferences, three four students are assigned to each
of four available-facilities for the year. These ilities vary in their client
populations (e.g., psychotic adults; emotionally-di turbed adolescents; mentally-
retarded children; etc.), structures (e.g., residential; day treatment; outpatient;
etc.), and intervention approaches (e.g., behavioral; psychodynamic; group or indivi-
dually-administered; etc.). Students spend approximately six hours per week at the

psychological setting, at least one hour of which consists of a group supervision

session conducted by a qualified staff member of the facility. Students also attend
weekly class meetings with the course instructor, during which time readings are re-
viewed, fieldwork experiences are shared and discussed, special guest speakers are
occasionally invited, and various psychological issues are considered.

Weekly progress reports, which are submitted to the instructor two days prior to
each class session so that they can be evaluated and returned in class, are an impor-
tant academic feature of the course. The progress report consists of two sections.
The Fieldwork Experience section begins with a summary of the salient feature of the
student's fieldwork for the preceding week, and this is followed by the students
evaluative thoughts about the fieldwork experience. The Reading Critique section
begins with a listing and summary of the individualized readings,completed during the
preceding week, and this is followed by a critical analysis and evaluation of the
reading material and its relationship to the student's fieldwork. The progress re-
ports are designed to encourage students to think critically and creatively about their
readings and fieldwork; the reports also enable the instructor to stay in close touch
with the experiences of each student, as well as to identify issues that are likely to
be of interest for general class discussion.

Grades in the course are based primarily upon students' weekly progress reports,
quarterly evaluations of fieldwork performance provided by students' supervisors, and
quality of participation in class sessions.

Objectives of the Course. Objectives include helping the student to: (a) develop

a deeper understanding of the theories and methods of psychological - intervention
employed in real-life settings; (b) become familiar with the specialized literature on
psychopathology and its treatment related to the type of facility and population of the
assigned fieldwork facility; (c) gain a more realistic perspectivvn the strengths and
weaknesses of existing psychological facilities, their staffs, and the methods they
employ; (d) learn about the structure and functions of other psyclfological facilities
through visits, presentations by professional staff, and discusstions byatudents work-
ing at other facilities; and (e) attlpt to conduct small -scale research projects with
an individual or group if such an activity is within the student's interest, and is

possible at the assigned facility.

Evaluation of the Course. Since its inception, this course has consistently been
one of the highest-rated courses offered by the Psychology Department. For example,

during the Fall Quarter of the most recent offering of the Course,-it received the'
highest rating of all nineteen courses presented that quarter. Current students'

responses to open-ended evaluation questions, past students' 'remarks concerning the

role the course played in preparing them. for their current educational or vocational
activities (note that a research study conducted jointly by several students was pub-
lished in a major psychology journal), and the large numbeeof senior psychology
students.who seek admission to the course annually, all appear to be further indices
of the course's success in meeting its educational objectives.
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INNOVATION DATA

inno%dlion in%okes

Freshmen
Sophomores
juniors

gi Seniors

Cil Psychology Majors
Non-Majors

gl Honors Students
Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation: Course is limited to senior psychology
majors selected on the basis of overall academic performance and past performance
in psychology; students must also have had some coursework in abnormal psychology,
personality dynamics, behavioral therapy, and/or psychodynamic therapy.

Nu ter ol students %vim participate in innovati.on per year:
flow long has the innovation been in effect? years

Apprommate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation

Approximate, amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $_21one

(:valuation done on innovation.

$ None.

10 Student opinion questionnaires
Nleasures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
Other (specify)

INsTarrIoNAL DATA
Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year

Number of full-tune-equivalent faculty 23
Number of senior majors in the department: 250 (if applicable)

Slzr of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year 13,000

Chard( terisfi.s of Institution.

Private'

Non-llrb,in

Men only
Women only

10 Coed
Cornrnunity or junior College

Li Undergraduate level program
ja Post-Baccalaureate Master's
XX Post-BaLcalaureate Doctoral

LK Liberal Arts
XI Teacher Preparatory
ja Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester =Quarter Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name.

Department
Institution.
Address

Dr. A. Robert Sherman
Assistant Professor
Department of Psychology
University of California
Santa Barbara, California 93106

Telephone (Area Code) (805) Number: 961-3534

365
364

Extension:



GROUP OR PERSONAL COUNSELING KIT (APPLICABLE TO CLASSROOM, FAMILY, AND/OR

INDIVIDUAL COUNSELING AND TEACHING)

Classroom situation or counseling center/situation. Applicable to communication

techniques, counseling, therapies

The Counseling Kit is a collection of objects representing the various-
techniques I use in group and personal counseling. The techniques attempt

to stimulate certain behavior; one, for example, is teamwork. A large picture
of a mountain, on the counselor's wall, is the focus here -- the group is asked

to work together to organize a hypothetical expedition to climb the mountain.

The steps in their organization could apply equally to problems in school, family,

and work. Another technique explores the individual's relationships with the

people most important to him this purpose, the kit includes a sheet with
figures representing these people; the person can place. them on the sheet in the

way that feels most comfortable, and their positions can reveal much about

insecurities, closeness, and hostilities he feels. Othcr items include bags of

darts, which represent the resentment people store up.t&wards each other, and use

when the "bags" are full of bad feelings. A pair of sitting dolls face each other
and touch knees, representing. my method of encouraging communication between

couples, using eye contact and gentle physical contact.

All these techniques have proven enormoubly successful. I suggest that

when the kit is put into production, others will find them equally useful.

1
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves

Of Freshmen
CI Sophomores
O juniors
O Sembrs

O Psychology Majors
EKNon-.Majors
O Honors Students
O Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

N/A

Number of students who participate in innovation per year:
How long has the innovation been in effect? 4 years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $$3.500 initially

Approximate amount needed eaV.h year to support ongoing project = $kit&xcould be used over again

Evaluation done on innovation:

O Student opinion questionnaires
O N1easures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
a Other (specify): conversations with them, with counsellees, colleagues

INSTITt ITIONAL DATA

.07

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-timNequivalent faculty 4-5
Number of senior majors in the department: (if applicable)

Size of Institution
Total SILI(IVOt enrollment in 1974-75 academic year: uses,

Characteristics of Institution'

O Public-City
CI Public-State Community college
O Private
O t lebrin

-0 Non-I urban

O Men only
O Women only
O Coed

Community or Junior College

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

aSefilf!gleri 0 QUatriffi, 0 Trimester 0 4-1-4 0 Other (Specify):

9000

ag Undergraduate level program
O POSt-Baccalaureate Master's
O Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

O Liberal Arts
O Teacher Preparatory
O Professional

YIINNOVATOR DATA

Name' Dr. Robert J. Stout.
Title: Associate Professor
Depart ment: Social Sciences
Institution St. Petersburg College
Addre%s 2465 Coachman Road Clearwater, FL 33515

Telephone: (Area Code) 813 Number: 546-0011

367
366

Extension: 554, or 515



PROJECTS IN EMPIRICAL PSYCHOTHERAPY AS A COMPONENT OF PSYCHOLOGY COURSES

Abnormal Psychology, Theories of Personality

Hall (1971) has demonstrated that teachers enrolled in university courses can be
taught a basic understanding of the principles of behavior modification and can,
under the supervision of the course instructor, successfully apply them to problem
behaviors in their own classrooms. The innovation discussed in this report is
definately in this tradition. It differs from previous reports in that the
interventions employed by the students are not restricted to orthodox behavior
modification tactics. The students are required to arrive at an operational
definition of the problem behavior with which they work. After a stable baseline
for the behavior has been established, an intervention is applied. This inter-
vention is Selected from a wide range of possible treatments which are expected
tp be effective on an empirical, theoretical, or intuitive basis. The authors
have labeled this broaded orientation "Empirical Psychotherapy." Each student
is required to carryout such a project on a subject and behavior of his choice
during the latter half of the course, which stresses an objective understanding
of behavioral dysfunctions and reviews empirical approaches to their treatment.
These projects are carried out under the supervision of the course instructor,
a licensed clinical psychologist, ty way of periodic progress reports in class.
The student is not required to be successful in modifying the target behavior
in order to earn a good grade on the project; it is believed thatat the
present primitive state of knowledge in therapy much can also be learned from
unsuccessful.applications. But a high percentage of the projects are successful,
so some clinical services are being provided as well as teaching.

Data from one'such project, conducted
by'Charles H. Boland, is shown in

Etthe attached figure. This shows
how 'the number of toys a child left
in the TV room of his house was
decreased by rewarding him for
picking up the toys". Laura Smith 4

reduced the average number of cigar- Li.
ettes her subject smoked during a
3-hour period each evening by 1)
asking her to chew gum instead, 2)
praising gun. chewing, 3) reminding
the subject that she was saving
money by not smoking, and 4) by con-
sequating smoking with a lecture on
its health hazard. The mean number
of cigarettem-sgOked during-the pre-
treatmenT week was 6.4. This was re-
duced to 1.9 during the treatment week.
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INNOVATION DXTA'

The inn(Ration invokes.

Freshmen
Sophomores

83 juniors
Seniors

Prerequisites for students %.),h()

SI Psychology Majors
Non-Majors
Honors Students
Other (specify):

participate in innovation:

,variesNumber or
,vastutlent% who participate in innovation per year:

Ho,. long has the innovajion been in effect? Z years

Appro !mate amount of initial funding necessary I() develop and try the innovation = $

Appliouniate amount needed each year to support 4)ngoing project =

11aluation done on innovation:

0

0

Lit Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student perforinance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)

C8 Other tsp.( ay): data submitted by students

INsTri.(1TIONAL. DATA

Sue of Department in) 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-(Quivalent faculty:
Number of senior majors in the department: 25 (if applicable)

Sore of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year 3080

Chara( teristo s of Institution

Publo -Cif v
1:13 Puhlo -Shoe

Private
lfrban

G3 Non-I 'rhan

Men only
INomen only
Coed
CommunitN, or

Predominant

junior College

1711 Undergraduate level program
O 'Post-Bac(.(ilaurrtate Master's
' POst-Baccalaureate Doctoral

&I Liberal Arts
'Teacher Preparatory
Professional

Calendar System .11 Your Institution

Semester M (Quarter

INNOVATOR DATA

Name
TO le
Depart ment
Institution
Address

Trimester 4-1-4

Robert W. Wildman, Ph.D
Assoc. Professor (P/T)
Psychology

, Georgia College
- Milledgeville, Georgia 31062

Telephone (Area (:ode)

0 Other (Specify):

912 453-4574
Number:

369
368

___,
Robert W. Wildman, II, M.S.
Psychology Intern
R habilitation and Counseling
F lton County Alcoholism Tmt. Ctr.
A lanta, Georgia 30303

Extension':



UNDERGRADUATE PRACTICUM IN INDUSTRIAL PSYCHOLOGY

Industrial Psychology

The basic objective of the practicum in industrial psychology is to give
undergraduate students an experiential approach in the application of psychology

in an industrial atmosphere. The students in the practicum are expected to use
content material learned in an industrial psychology course taken as a pre-

requisite to the practicum. An added benefit of this course is that the students
learn the restrictions and controls imposed upon psychological research in the

working world.

This course is presently being offered for, the second time. Enrollment has

ranged from- 10-13 students. There are between five and seven field placements

each-semester. No more tfcan two students are allowed at one field_ placement.
Each project has a field advisoin addition to the faculty member (industrial

psychologist) assigned to the course. The field advisor usually is a personnel

director of a_company or institution: however, advertising mangers and personnel

researchers have also participated as field advisors. The'requirement for this

course is completion of a project wfiTith is acceptable to both advlsors and the

student and mastery of objectives taken from recent journal articles in areas of

industrial psychology.

The student projects have covered many specific areas. Some projects are

reduction of turnover of nurses' aides, measuring management attitudes toward

female employment; a feasibility study for the opening of a quick serve restau-
rant, making job analyses, evaluation of jobs through the point system, val4-

dation of tests, trends of absenteeism, effects of pay methods On accident

rates, effects of different types of coupons, etc.

The practicum is taken as one course during a semester and is equal to

three semester.hours. The faculty member teaching the course is given credit

for one course out of semester (one quarter time).

There have been evaluations from student's and field advisors for the first

course offered. The evaluations have been overwhelmingly positive. The mOt
positive student evaluations involve the learning of a skill in a "real world"

environment. The strongest student criticism involved lack of time to complete
requirements and requests that the practicum be increased to six semester hours,

(presently the students spend four to six hours per week in industry plus

transportation time.) The field advisors cited their wishes to give students

more of their time, however, they praised the work of the students and were glad

to wo# with the University in this venture.
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INNOVATION DATA

The.innoVation involve`

Freshmen 'Ea Psychology Majors
Sophomores 1 Non-Majors
Atuniors Honors Students

al Seniors Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate ,in innovation:
4.

Introductory PsycholOgy and either Industrial Psychology or permission, of t e instructor

Number,of students who participate in innovation per year 11
How long has the innovation been in effect? 1 years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ 2000

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $

Evalua,ion done on innovation:

5] Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control-group(s)

181 Other )specify)'' Advisor eva1uat4pns in field .

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full time-eqUiva1ent faculty 15
Number of senior majors in the department: f applicably)

Size of Institutian
'Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year

Characteristics of Institution

Public-City
12 Public-State

Private
Urban ry

Non-Urban

Men only
Women only

CD Coed
CoNgunIty or junior College

10,000

U-ndergraduate level Jogram
Post-Baccalaureate Master's
Post-Baccalaureate Docthral

110 Liberal Arts
W, Teacher Preparatory
CD Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution/ "I Semester Quarter Trimester

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:

Department:
Institution:
Address: .

Leonard Berger, PhD
Assistant Professor
Psychology
Clemson University
102 Hardin Hat_
Clemson, South Carolina 29631,

4-1-4

Telephone: (Area Code) 933

Other (Specify):

Nuinber: 656-'3210'

,371
370
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Extension: 9



--AiNDERGRADUATE FIELD EXPERIENCE PROGRAM

Applied Psychology

The Undergraduate Field Experience Program is designed a-g an
exchange program between the given field center"and the Psychology
Department at Northeastern. The student volunteers (approximately
70/trimester) work at the field center, assuming responsibilities
as though they were'employed by-the center. In doing so, the
students gain invaluable learning experiences which cannot be
obtained'in the classroom. This on- the -job training usually.
benefits the students in obtaining jobs in the area in Ohich they
have done their fieldwork.

A student works -9 to 12 hours/week at the fi,:pld center for 3
hours credit or a maximum of 18 to 24 hou /week for 6 hours credit,

6.- in any one trimester, The field center. m require the student- to
7 participate in the program for more than o e trimester and may re:-

quire courses not initially required by the UFEP before the studenW
can work at that center. a.

Eaeh student involved in the program must have"a"faoulty advisor
1 whom he chooses from the 16 available to him in the program. The

student and faculty advisor work together in setting up a programr
the' student. at the aftsen field center. The field center catalog,
from which the student chooses his particular placement, lists all
currently available field centers y.ranging from day centers and
hotlines"to hospitals and ,correctional facilities. The UFEP Committee,
along with ap administrative assistant assigned full time-to the.
program, approves these centers based on their program, and on t)e
supervision and learning expertencds provided. kite visits are also
made during the trimester. ,4

The faculty advisor requires that the' student do addit nal
work (papers, additi*ial readings, library research; proje t reports,
etc.) that compliment and /or supplement th field experi nce. The

',staff or supervisor responsible fOr tie stu ent volOnte at the
center.ig also encouraged to require the st ent to do research,
readings, attend selpinars, etc.

At the end of thetrimester; evaluations from both students and
field Centers are" gathered alltd used by the 'faculty advisor, to
determine grading of the student and.by the UFO' committee to deter-
mine "grading" of the field center as a result of the.student's
perception of his involvement therlp.
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INNOVATION

The innm,ation invokes:

Freshmen a Psychology Majors
la Sophomores C3cNon-Majors

.luniors , Honors Students
Seniors. Other (specify):

Preequisites fur students who participate...in innovation:

General ,sychology course or equivalent

Number of students who participate in innovation per 'year: 200 ( approximately )
long has the innovation heen in effect? years

.

Appro+kimate amount of initial funding necessary -to develOp 'and try the innovation

ppni\i e amount needed each year to support ongoing project $ DNA

EN. ,11,:aliun done on innovation:

=

48,

13 Student opinion questionnaires
NIvas.ures of student performance in comparison witCnon-innovation control group(s1

610ther(specdy): Field Center evaluations

INsIn't ITIONAL DATA

Sii.e.jd.Department in 1974-75 academic year
Nornherof full-time:equivalent faculty
Numher of senior majors in the department (if applicable)

.Sitiof Institution
'total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year 11101in.

Characteristics of Institution

y 21 undergraduate level rograrn
ESI Public-State Post-Baccalaureate Master's

Pm. ate Post-Bacciildureate Doctoral
E2 Urban

Nhn -tfrl an I.iheral Ants
Ei) Teacher Prepardtory

Ven'only Professional
Women only
Coed
Community or Junior College

tprdorninan-t Calendar System at Your Institution

Sonester Quarter aTrimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Drs. Margaret.Condon(Co-ordinator),Ann Buchmann, Anthony Kopera
Title: Undergraduate Field Experience Committee
Department: Psycho ]7ogy
Ins titution: NortheaStern Illinois UhiyersjAy
Address: Bryn Mawr at St. Louis, Chicago, I1. 60625

Telephone:.(A7ea Code) 312 Number: 583-4050

373
372

Extension: 671



ROLE PLAYING SITUATION AS A VEHICLE TO TEACH THE APPLICATION OF PSYCHOLOGICAL
PRINCIPLES

Applied Psychology

(
!04.

Objectives: '
,

A) to assist students in applying some of the psychological principles that they
learn in a typical undergraduate program; particularly, those principles and concepts
from social psychology

B) To produce some growth and some change in the attitudinal and affective domains

Number of students: 35 - 5o

Faculty involved: One

Content: articles describing the effect of the social and physical environments upon
individual behavior

Method: students were required to compose an extensive autobiography at the beginning
of the semester. Roles were then assigned which were different from, and often com-
pletely contrary to, the individual's usual mode of acting, thinking, and demographic
status. Subsequent to this, students worked in small study graups,to aid each other
in delineating the characteristics of each role and in foi.mulating the best way to
enact each role position.

The role playing situation was an actual town council meeting. One individual

was the mayor, another the. Black Panther, and another the director of social services.
There were a total of thirty-five different roles in the "city." During each class

session, the town-meeting had to solve certain problems (e.g. welfare reform, pollution
control, day care centers, low-income housing, etc.) and to pass legislation which
then had to be approved by the governor (the professor). Mipority groups were repre-.
sented with middle-class whites playing these roles; and some men and women played roles
of the opposite sex. The entire situation was an adaption and extension of the simula-
tion described in Coh9n's book Psych City (Pergamon Press, 1973).

During the sixthlweek of the eight-week simulation, a full blown convention was
staged. Students were expected to nominate candidates for the.positions of mayor, police
Commissioner, and three council vacancies. All candidates campaigned, platforms were
drawn-up, and elections held. The winners assumed their respective offices during the
final two weeks of the simulation.

The final classes of the semester were devoted to evaluation and analysis. Each

,person was expected 'to assess the avenues of communication utilized, the development
of norms and coalitions, power sources, decision-making progesses, leadership, attitudes,
methods of change, and the relevant psychologic4 principles employed, to accomplish
goals in'the "real" world.

Evaluation: Students completed a thorough course evaluation at,the end of the semester.
Results indicated that they enjoyed the course, learned much about the relevancy of
psychology, and highly recommended that.the course structure be continued. The most

'gratifying data came when some students indicated that they had changed their attitudes
toward minority members and persons'of the opposite sex, and in general had acquired
a broader perspective of life and a deeper understanding of other people's behavior..
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

Freshmen
Sophomores

El juniors
DO Seniors

a Psychology Majors
E Non-Majors.

Honors Students
O Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who plirticipate.in innovation:

students should have completed at least the basic courses in psychology

, Number of students who participate in innovation per year 35
How long has the' innovation been in effect? 2 years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ None

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = None

HIdilation done on innovation:

El.Stuile'nt opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comp arison with non-innovation control group(s)
Other (specify):

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty: 13
Number of senior majors in the department: 70 (if applicable)

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year 1 0,7 00

Characteristics of Institution

Public-City EN Undergraduate leiel program
Public: -State Post-Baccalaureate Master's

c.>

Private Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral
urban

21 Non-Urban Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory

Men only Professional
Women only

51 Coed
Community or junior College

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

13 Semester, Quarter

INNOVATOR DATA

O Trimester 4J1-4 Other (Specify):.

Name: David J. Marx,.Ph.D.
Assistant Professor"

Department: Psychology Department
Institution: Clemson University
Address: Clemson, South Carolina 2 9631

Telephone: (Area Code) 803 Number gf;i310

374

Extension:



A GROUP PROJECT USING AUDIO-VISUAL EQUIPMENT

Organizational Psychology

el

About mid ay through the semester a class of about 30-40 students was divided
by means of a Series of micro-lab experiences into groups of eight. .Each group
was then informed- that they would be responsible for preparing and presenting a case
study of about 15-25 minutes duration pertaining to some important aspect of human
behavior in an organizational setting. They were to handle all decisions shout what
to do and how to do it (one member acted as a liason to keep the instructor generally
clued in) and they were told that the cases would be video -taped in private session
near the end of the semester and that later they would present the cases on video to
the whole class. Sixty per cent of the grade for the project would be determined by
the class's evaluation ofz,the cases as measured by a seriesof individualized student
scales. Each group whs to decide whether or not each group member whould receive the
same grade or whether they should reward the individuals differentially. The other
40% Would be based on'the instructor's evaluation of an individual paper which
each student wrote deseribing and discussing the life history of their group with a
focus on group dynamic variables relevant to what had been studied in class and, in
some cases,-what had been presented in the cases. Scaled group analysis questionnaires
were provided so that a student could record his or her reaction to each of the group
meetings. These meetings were usually held outside of class time although sometimes-
the last half hour of class was set aside for that purpose. The instructor and,
occasionally, a student assistant, did the video-taping with the School's equipment.

In course evaluations and in informal'verbal feedback students were exceedingly
favorable to the whole experience. The nature of the project wps found to necessitate
bridging the gap from class room concepts to real world experiences both in the case
itself and in group's preparation thereof. In addition, a number of positive inter-
personal experiences between the students resulted.

This audio-visual case presentation approach could easily be adapted to other
particular areas of psychological teaching.

cL
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

-reshmen
'Sophomore's
(unior,s
Seniors

Psychology Majors
01 Non-Majors

Honors Students
Oth.er (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

Introductory Psychology Course '

Number of students who participate in innovation-per year 70
!low long hi-the innovation been in' effect.? 2 years

. .
,

Approximate amount of niitial funding-necessary to develop anirtry the innovation

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing prliject = $ 50
4

1.;%aluation done-,on innovation:-

gl Student opinion quetionnaires

$

a

nno Audio-visual
system

Measures of-student performance in'comparison with nun -innovation control group(s)
CD Other (specify): Class Discussion

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in i974-75 academic year:
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty. 25+
Number of senior majors-in the department

a
Site of Institution

Total student enrollment in- 1974 -75 academic year

Characteristics of Institution

(if applicable)

20,000

Public-City 121'Undergraduate level program
gi Public-State 53Post-Baccalaureate Master's

Private ki Post--Baccalaureate Doctoral
Urban

,
GI Non-Urban - INI !trill Arts

181 Te :her Preparatory
Men only Dll Profe.ssional
Women only .

Itl Coed
. Community or Junior. College

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Ca Semester Quarter Trimester 4-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

ti Other (Specify): \

414.
Name' 'Dr. Keith McConnell
Title: .(Former (when initiated))
Department: Assistant Prof., School of Business

University of Kansas'

Lawrence, KS 66044
Institution:
AddreSs:

Telephone: (Are(Code) 415 Number: 841-6495

377
376

'Current
Graduate School of ProfeaSional

Psychology
JFK University
Martinez,,CA 94553

te.

'Extension:



INNOVATIVE TECHNIQUES FOR A SUPERVISORY PSYCHOLOGY COURSE IN A COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Supervisory Psycheaogy

Novel syllabus for supervisory. psychology course created high student interest
in a required psychology course for veterans.. The majority of the men worked
full or part-time and were in supervisory positions in industry. This evening
course met 6:30 10:30-pm every Mo9day for 11 weeks. For the majority,
this community college course was dieir first course in psychology for a 2-
year associate degree and /or OSHA certification. A course syllabus will be
mailed upon request.

Gary E. Zimmerman
Professor of Psychology
Continuing Education Division
Chesterfield-Marlboro Technical College
Drawer 928
Cheraw, S.C. 29520

o
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

Freshwen
I Sophomores

Juniors
Senu;rs

Psycho lo iy Majors
Nun - Majors
Honors Students

40ther (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation;

Number of students who participate in innovation per year 37

filo.% long has the innovation been in effect? 1 years

Approximate amount of initial funding necess to develop and try the innovation = $0

_ippro.im,ite amount needed each year 1() support ongo g pcpject = $

Fi.aluation done on innovation:

IN Student ifcbmon questionnaires
Measures of stqdent performance in comparison
_Other (specify)

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number offull-time-equivalent faculty:
Number of senior majors in the department:

with non-innovation

(if applicable)

Size of Institution ,
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year: 1100

Chard( teristo s of Institutinn

Public-City
Puhlo -State
Prig at e
Urban

MI Non-I trban

Men only
'0Women only

Ilk Coed

control groups)

GI Undergraduate level program
Post-Baccalaureate Master's
Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory

E Professional

gl Community or Junior College

Predominant Calendar System tat Your Institakion

0'Semester Quarter 01 Trimester 4-1-4

'INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Gary E. Zimmerman
Tole: Professor of Psychology
Department: Continuing Eduction Division
institution: ChesterfieldMarlboro Technircal College

Address' 'Drawer 928. "
Cheraw, S . C. 29520

Other (Specify):

Telephone: (Area Code)
803 °

Number'.
479 -3914

379,
378

Extension:



A DEGREE PROGRAM IN ANIMAL BEHAVIOR

ila

-Animal Behavior, Animal Learning, Zoology

In ]969, the University faculty accepted a recommendation from the Departments
of Biology, Psychology, and Chemistry for the establishment of a major in animal
behavior leading to the A$, or BS degree. The MA or MS in animal,behaVior is also -
given. The program was designed by the departments in order to provide the course-
work, field, and laboratory experience necessarylogo gain fundamental knowledge of
this area. The curriculum includes one year of organic chemistry, physics, and a

Aqesortium of statistics and computer science and semester courses in (from the
Psychology Department) comparative psychology, animal behavior,'learning, experi-
mental psychology and (from t1e,B4ology Department) cellular and molecular biology,

embryology, evolution and population dynamics, and genetics. In addition, majors

are expected to k4 use of field station during the January intercessions and_
to carry On work ith members of

i

the staff in order to prepare a senior thesis or
project.

The program required no new costs, since appropriate coursework and staff were
already teaching these courses. Moreover,no shifts in departmental size or assign-
ments were necessary, sincetthese courses ere likely_ to continue to he offered by

the appropriate epartments. It is essential that such programs have established
'laboratory and d lecilities, although institutions without:direct-control over
field etationsmill find that many stations welcome applications for short -germ
work from undergraduates.

Clearly, the program requires closS-working-relatiens among'the departments
concerned, for there is always the possibility that the program will become the
province of one department. To remain attuned to this natural problex, the program
is under the responsibility of a joint committee that approves student programs,
among other responsibilities.

TA the graduates, 33%are in medicine, 10V in law, 45% in graduate schools in

fields related to animarbehavior, and the remainder' are in various positions
including the ministry, zoo des gn, and museum work...

350
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INN( A'ATION DATA\

The inn 11.e1.t 1W1 If1V1/IVI'S

FrtSh111P11 rig Psychology Majors
tit) Sophoirtores M Non-Majors

limupt.,, Honors-Stbdents
all Seniors Other (specify):

Prerequisites for studimts whotiparticapate in innovation:
This is a degree 'program; hence, the requisite Is admission to-the University

Numlwr of students who participate in innovation per 20

ll iw long has the' innoation been in effect'? 0 years

,Approximate amount of initial furultm!, necessary to develop and ti-y the innovation = $-none

Apliniximdie amount neelted each year to support ongoing. project = $
none,

Elatilation done on innmation:

Student oil-1010n questionnaires
Measures of.jiltident perforrnance in comparison with.noll-ihnoVa-f ion control group/si

t: Other (specify) 114
number of applitiants; .national fellowships; 'graduate admissions

. ",

INSKITUTIONA,L DATA

-Slit. of Department in 19.74-75 ocadernicyear
Number of f011.1iine-e-splivatent faculty: N7

Number of senior majors in the dep:irtment 20

Si-of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75academic year, 3,090.

(if applicable),

Characteristir.% of Institution

P1,1)11,',CHN,

Public-St:ate
t31 privdte .

tirban
Non-1 Irban

\len only
Women only
Coed
Comm nit y or junior

Pr rnunar Calendar S\.stern at Your Institution
1/'

119'Undergradua te Iwel program
Post-Baccalaureate Ma.4ter's
Past-Iiitccaloureate 1)ocloral

tN Liberal Arts
0.I'eacher Preparatory

,D Professional

SeMeS (IT Quarter Trimester EX4-1-4 Other (SPeCIfY:

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Douglas K; Candland

Title Professor of Psychology

Depart ment:
Institution:
Address:

Psychology
Bucknell University
Lewisburg, PA 17,,37

Telephone: (Areal Code) 717 Number: 524-1200

381
380

ExNnsiort:



:PERSONALIZED INSTRUCTION r (KELLER PLAN) IN PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY

PhysiologicelPsycholOgy

f

Have studyaterigls for Kimble, Psychology as a Biological Science,
aid for selected Scientifid AMerican articles. There are 35 students
in the class, 'with five undergraduate proctors.

.

'114 '; -

a
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INNOVATION DATA

The InVOR

J O 1 'reshmen
O Sophomores
O funiors

i Seniors

O Psychology Majors
O Non-Majors
O Honors Students
O Other (specify):

for students who participate in innovation:

L

Number of students who participate in innove-gion per year' 70

flow long has the innovation been in effect? years

ApproNunate amount ut initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation =

Apprommate amount needed each year te.) support ongoing project = $ 0

$ 0

I-A.1111.1.11mi done on innovation:

1 Student opinion questionnaires
O Nleasures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control grout-0)

O ( Ithei 'suet 11)

INS 111TIONAL DATA

Si, e of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of tull-tirne-equivalent !atoll y ?5

Number of senior majors in the department: (if apple able)

Stir of Institution 20 000
Tiltal student enrollment in 1974-75 academic.

tvristii s ul Institution

O Public -CON
t lift -S1,11P

O P1'1%,th.
lIrlian

O Non-( irlian

0 Men on IN
O 1,,V(Ifiwri only
O Cubit
O Community or bailor College

O Undergraduate level,program
O Post-fiaccalaureate Master's
O Post-fiaccalaureate

O Liberal Arts
Li Teacher Preparatory
O Professional

Pr p(lutninarn Cilentlar System at Your institution

(3Seiliestvr 0 Quarter 0 Trimester 0 4-1-4 0 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name. Richard H. Carlson
Associate Professor

Department: Psychology
Institution Texas Tech University
Address Box 4100 Lubbock, Texas 79409

Telephone: (Area .Code) 806
Number: 742-6284

333
82

Utensilin:

Ole



INTERDISCIPLINARY PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY WITH A LABORATORY AND PERSONALIZED

INSTRUCTION

Physiological Psychology

Our problem was to design a course in physiological psychOlogy at Minot State

College which could,be utilized by Allied Health and Psychology students. Dr. John Ward

and I teamed up to solve the problAm. Dr. Ward, who customarily teaches physiology,

teaches the lab section. I, who customarily teach psychology, teach the "lecture"

-section. ihe course is offered 'on the quarter system for 4 hours college credit. The

"lecture" section is taught three days weekly for one hour each session, and the lab

is taught one day weekly for two hou;:g.
The lecture text is R. F. ThompSiies Physiological Psychology (Freemant 1972) and

the lab manual is Hart's Experimentfl Neurophysiology (Freeman, 1969). My 75-pap

manual, Physiological Psychology: A Self-Paced Course (self-published, 1975) ipcludes

a class. syllabus, introductions to selected text units, procedures to follow in studying

the unite, and study 'questions related to the test questions. Each unit al6companied

by a set of 5 multiple-choice test items and one or two essay questions. Essay questions

usually require the student to diagram and describea major concept, tool,or brain region.

On the first class day, students are tord,of the course procedures and grade

requirements. A pre-test is Also taken. Materials are handed out and the students are

told which texts will be used for the course. Following the first session, students

are permitted to attend the "lecture section" to study, review the material, lake

quizzed, or discuss material with the instructor or their peers. After each 5 or 6

quizzes, students flake a unit review quiz covering material from the last section.

Following the unit review quiz, students may take,a laboratory quiz which correlates

with the sectikm. Students are permitted to take the lab quiz at any time fo.11owing

the unit reViatoNquiz provided the laborEllory meeting has been conddcted related to the

quiz. .The lib quiz may be postponed by the student until elater time in.case the lab

work has not yet been completed. The "lecture" quizzes may be completed, then, prior

to taking any lab quizzes. After completing the 30 unit quizzes and:5 lab quizzes,

students may take the final exam which is a composite of all prior work.

In the tradition of Keller's system, the student is permitted CO pace himself:

he takes small units (4-5 pages), unit mastery is required (100%), 1pctuves are
scheduled as ,motivators (4 are scheduled), and prnctoring (by the instructor) is used.

No student is permitted to attend .a lecture or other activity if pacing is behind

schedule (Ne per class on the the average).
Grades'bre divided in such a-way that "lecture" quizzes with mastery demonstrated

are worth 300 points, the finaMxam is worth 150 pointaor 90%+% and the laboratory

quizzes are worth 150 points with mastery demonstrated. In other words, 0'19 "lecture"

quizzes are worth 50% of the grade, the lab quizzes are worth 25% of the grade; and

the final exam is worth 25% of the.grade. A11' "lecture" and lab nizzes may be retaken

until mastery is demonstrated, but the final exam may be taken only once. With this

grading Procedure, students may_get an A in the course,in spite of prior history and -do

so with 'mastery. % e
Evaluation of the course is made by questionnaires, pre- and post,-tests, comparison

with.ot-her courses taught.using Keller's PSI, and examination of self -paced performances.

A
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INNOVATION fiATA

The innovation involves:

. Freshmen
SophomoreS

Cjil Juniors
Seniors

Psychology Majors
Non-Majors
Honors Students

El Other (specify): Interdisciplinary: Allied Health & Psych

PriTequisites For students who participate in innovation:

Introductory Psychology

Number of students who participate in innovation per year 15
How long has the innovation been in effect? 1 termyearg

Approximate amount of initial' funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $1R00_ for lab

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project =

clone,on innovation:

of Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)

® Other (specify): Self -paced performance, other Keller-plan classes, pre-
.

eqUipment

and post- t= is

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 acadeinic. year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty. 8L in psy ch in education, about 15'in science
Number of senior majors in the clepartment .01 applicable)

25 in psych, about 50 in science
Size of Irititutipn.

. -Toni student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year220°

Characteristics of Institution

Public-City
12 Public-State

Private
Urban
Non - Urban

Men only
Women only

111 Coed
Community or Junior College

El Undergraduate level program
Post Baccalaureate. Master's
Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

(NI Liberal Arts
"reacher Preparatory
Professional

Pfedorninant Calendar System at Your Institution

Serhester DB Quarter Trimester .0 4-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:K. Anthony Edwards
Titre: Assistant Professor
Department: Division of Education and Psychology
Institution:. Minot State College
Address:4 Minot, North Dakota 58704,

Othe,r (Specify):

Telephone: (Area Code) 701 Number:
o

838-6101

385
384

,9

Extension: 352



REPEATED TESTING, USE OF UNDERGRADUATE SENIOR LEADERS, SEMI LECTURE-SEMINARS
PRESENTED IN UPPER LEVEL COURSE IN DRUGS AND BEHAVIOR

Psychopharmacoldgy

;0

The course is divided into two parts. The first 374 of the semester is
taught in a traditional lecture format. At the end of the lecture seotion'of
the course, students are giveft a written examination. The grade on the exam
counts 75% of 'total grade in the course. If the student is not satisfied with
the grade, he may take another exam. The student is then given a third oppor-
tunity to take a written exam. If the student is still dissatisfied, he may
take an hour long oral exam with the professo#. Thus, the studeaVis given the
opportunity to take a maximum of 4 examinations, the highest grade being. recorded,.

For the second part of the course the students are divided into Small dis-
cussion sections of 10-12 students. Each pection is supervised by an undergrad-
uate who had taken the course previously and obtained at leaSt a grade of A-.

At each meeting one student, is required to give an oral presentation of
any subject concerning drugs (biochemistry) and behavior. After each session
the remaining students evaluate the presentation and grade it. The teaching
assistant also grades the presentation. The grades are averaged (student grade
50% weight, TA 50%). If-the student .s dissatisfied with the grade, he will
write up his presentation in the form of a paper which is graded by the TA and
the professor.

From the studeat_yvaluation, they seem to like the idea of- alternative
exams and recourse to a paper if oral presentation is not satisfactory. The
students are overwhelming in their approval of small seminar sections. They
comment that it is rare that they have the opportunity to explore in depth a
subject which they find interesting, piesent it and:have it discussed in a small
group setting.

The final grades in the course are higher than college average. This is
because students can raise their grade,by taking various options'. The median
for any written exam is set at C. However it is usually those students who
did poor on the previous exam who take the exakover. No correction is made
for the number of exams taken. The percentage of people taking exams are as
follows:

First exam 100%
Second exam 85%
Third exam 55% -

Oral exam

386
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INNOVATION DATA

The inniwation'involves:

Freshmen
Sophomores

tal Juniors
®, Seniors

Psychology Majors
Non-Majors
Honors Students
Other (specify):

PreNuisites for students who participate in innovation:
Course in Biology and Psychology

Number of students who participlte in innovation per year 100
Howlong has the innovation bee ti in effect's years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop,and try the innovation = $

Approximate amount needed each year to,support ongoing project =

Eva I out ionidone on innovation:

12 Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with norr-innovation control group(s)
Other (specify):

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic yea.r
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty
Number of senior majors in the department: (if applicable)

41114,Size of Institution
. Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year.

Characteristics. of. Institution

Public-City
29 Public-State'
110 Private
a Urban

Non-Urban

Men only
Women only
Coed
Community or Junior College

Undergraduate level program
Post-Baccalaureate Master's
Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory
Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution
0

Semester Quarter Trimester 4-1-4 . Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: David A. Levitsky
Tit le: Assistant Professor
Department: Division of Nutritional 'Sciences
Institution: Corngibl University
Address: Ithac:r7 New York 14853

Telephone: (Area Code) 607

and Department of Psychology

Number:' 256-3041

387.
386

Extension:



THE"CONCEPT OF ORGAN USE REVISITED IN THE GLUTEUS MAXIMUS

Perceptual and Motor Skills

t,

Sporadically throughout the history of psychology, the concept of use and
disuse of organs, especially .the cerebral cortices, has played a relatively
minor role (see Gall and Spurzheim, cf. Boring, 1950). The Movement of
Phrenology (Gall and Spurzheim) emphasized that cortical cells through constant
use increased or expanded, thereby producing a protrusion of the dura mater.
The primary purpose of, the presedt study was tql,-fold: (1) to investigate the
relationship between stimulation, hence use, and organ growth in areas other
than the cerebral cortex, i.e. the Gluteus Maximus; and (2) to provide Stat
Professor with a humanistic correlative example by which to demonstrate Cause and
effect relationships. n

Method: Ss in the present study were 24 pairs of naive, undergraduate males and r
females, randomly selected from the author's introductory psychology class.

Each male was asked to measure his hand to the nearest one-hundredth inch from
the tip of the medius to the armilla. For those who do not know which finger 'is
the medius, it is frequently seen extended on "Laugh-in" and the flying, fickle
finger of fate. The male S dext,toolOhis respAtive female partner's hip measure-
ments. Hip circumference was measured one inch below the iliac arch. Unfor-
tunately, the E did not participate'in the measurement of the hips, as the E
was awarqhof the Rosenthal effect. iictually, if you have ever thought about it,
the RoserNhal effect, may be a Rosenthal effect.

Results: The\ur scores from the above sample were subjected to anlalysis by
Pearson product-movement correlationaf analysis.

The results shOw that correlation bettleen the hand-size of the Male and hip-
size of the respective'-female is +.44 and is a-significant positive correlation
(t=2.29, df=22, p less than .05). Thus, Oe results show that there is a
significant amount of statistical association between hand-size and hip-size.
As in the case' of relational studies, inferences concerning direct cause and
effect are at best tenuous statements'.' Thus, relationally, the hypothesis of
organ use has'tentatAvely been confirmed. It appears that as hand-size
increases, hip-size increases. This may be due to the fact that a larger hand
covers and/or stimulates more hip area.

Sidce the data were at "hand," the regression lines for predicting hand-size
from hip-size, And hip-size from hand-size-are presented for other investigators.
It has been pointed out by several Of my colleagues that the increased hip-
size might be due to a dietary factor prevalent in the.South, i.e: corn-bread.

Reprinted by permission of the author and Dr. James V. McConnell, Editor of
the Worm Runner's Digest (1971, 13, 194 -95
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

t Freshnton
C3 Sophomores
51 Juniors
CI Seniors

Qg Psychology Majors'
ID Non-Majors
O Honors Students
O Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

Have a sense of humor

Number of students who participate in innovation per year 100
How lung has the innovation been in effect? 4 years

Approximate arnoimt of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $0

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project r..$_11___

F:%.,aluation done on innovation:

(2i Student opinion questionnaires
O Measures of student performance in comparison with non-irmovntion control group(s)

. 0 Other (specify):

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department. in 1974-75 academic year
NumbeR of full-time-equivalent faculty:
Number of senior majors in the department 20D:il if applicable)

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year 10,000+

Chirac teristics of Institution

O Public-City
Public-State

O Private
O Urban
O Non-Ili-ban a

O Men only
O Women only

Coed
O Community or Junior College

® Undergraduate level program
Post-Baccidaureate,Master's

t] Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

0 Liberal Arts
Qg Teacher Preparatory
O Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

.1:1Semester 0 Quarter 0 Trimester 0

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:Dr.. Robert E. Prytula
Title:
Department:
Institution:
Address:

4-1-4 0 Other (Specify):

Psychology
Middle Tennessee State University

Murefreesboro, Tenn. 37130

Telephone: (Area Code) N,umber:

339
388

Extension:



OBSER G NATURAL BEHAVIORS OP-ANIMALS

Comparative Psychology

5)

iPreparation fog .this project. Students learn about classes and components

of behavior; Examples of classes and sexual behavior, fighting, care of the body

surface, reacting to predators, etc. Each class is made up of sequences of beha-

vioial components:' a preparatorl component (appetitive), a consummatory coMponent

and a postconsummatory component. . For descriptions of various class of behavior

apd the idea that behavior is analyzable into sequehces of components, see:

Denny and Ratner, Comparative Psychology, Review Edition, 1970; Tinbergen, The

Study of Instinct, 1951; or Cooper, Comparative Psychology, 1972.

Oblettives of the' project are: (a) to become facile with t 'he language of ana-

lysis of behavior into classes and sequences of components, (b) to apply this

classification system to the natural behavior of an animal, (c) to report the

results of the observation in a standard format for research reports with an empha-

sis on the language of the analysis of behavior.

Preliminary procedures. The-inAtructot presents material on .two things:

(a) .the language of behavioral analysis that can be derived from the work of Denny

and Ratner, and their analysis.into sequences of innate or species specific res-

ponses to stimuli (releagine stimuli), (b) .the instructor helps the, students to

identify research setttings,,including homes farms, lawns, etc., Where animals can

be'found that exhibit behaviors in conspicuous ways.
,.

Getting the feel of the project. The students, ideally working in pairs and

trios, go to the setting that.is conve tent for them. The setting may include an

animal laboratory, a zoo, or an area w ere birds or' insects live and feed. The

students become familiar with the local fauna and make preliminary oblervations

to assess the availability, of animals and the probability of finding useful beha-

viors.
,

Preparing for the obsetvation. The students determine how they will sample

the animals and their behavior ta,get a representation of the behavior. The stu-

dents practice observing and. recording. One member of the team may be the obser-

ver and the other the recorder. Video tape, cameras, tape recorders, stop

watches, and field glasses are useful but not necessary. Data sheets or field d

notebooks are necessary. .

Conducting the observation.- The students go to the habitat of their animal

at the time when the behaviors of interest to them are likely to occur. Several

observation periods increase the chances of seeing the behaviors and the compo-

nents of the behaviors. Records are kept of the responses, their sequence and

the stimuli that, elicit them. It is quite true that it is more difficult to

identify eliciting stimuli than the responses themselves. During.the observationg

special attention is paid to ritualized movements that animals may make in response

to each other or in response to other aspects of the stimulus situation. Sketches ' ,,,,,/

are useful to characterize responses and the-setting. Reports for each observatiQP

also include the time of day, the weather conditions,an& any other special circuill-

stances., . A
.

Reporting the observation. This step invoaves bringing together the outcomes

q3f the prior 'three steps in the project in relation to the preliminary information

about classes of behavioe. The format of a journal article is a convenient way to

organize the report. This includes an introduction to the problem, a method section,

the results, and a discussion.

3 S 0
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

Freshm
Sophd res

IN Juniors,
09 Seniors

. I

A

Psychology Majors
Non - Majors
Honors Spdents

. Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:
Two courses in psychology or course in Animal'.-BeRavior.

.
Number of students who participaTe in innovation per year: 40
How long has the innovation been in effect? __"years

Approximate amount of Initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation. $

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongOing project = $ 0

-F:valuation done on innovation:

' Student opinion' questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with
Other (specify):-,

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty 60
Number of senior majors in the-department/ 300

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-,75 academic year

Characteristics of Institution

CI Public-City
,EI Public-State

Private
Urban

O Non-Urban

O Men only
O Women only
IZT Coed
O Community or Junior College

t.

non-innovation control group(s)

applicable)

40,000

0.Undergraduate level program
Post-Baccalaureate Master's
Post-BaccalaureatoDoctoral

Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory

0"Ptofessional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Instituticin

Semester MI Quarter Trimester

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title:
Department:
Institution:
Address:

4-1-4

Dr. Stanley C. Ratner
Professor
Psychology
Michigan State University
East Lansing; MI 48824

0 Other (Specify):

Telephone: (Area Code) 517 Number: 353-0661 Extension:

391
390



USE OF VIDEO EQUIPMENT AS INSTANTANEOUS FEEDBACK IN AN EXPERIMENTAL
PSYCHOLOGY COURSE

- ''"Experimental Psychology (Psychophysical studies; Physiological studies)

4

Carried on in two ways: (1) filming ofcthe experimental piocedures
for later showing and viewing by students; (2} immediate feedback to those
students participating in the experiment.

Active studehtatare not able to see themselves during the experiment
but monitors allow others to view activities involved in the experiment.
Participating student's later view the video sequences with rector or

laboratory assistants.

a
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INNOVATION DATA 4.
innovation invdlyes:

O Freshmen Psychology Majors
O Sophomores 0 Non-Majors
O Juniors 0 'Honors Students
O Seniors o Other (specify):

Prerequisites for st Ants who .participate in innovation:
General' Psychology (3"ci-edits); Statistics (3 credits); Experimental

Psychology I (3 credits)

Number of students who participate in innovation per year 20,25
flow long hasthe innovation been in effect? 2 years lr

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ 4,00f1

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $,250'-350

FAaluation done on innovation:

O Student opinion questionn ires
0 N1eastires of student perfor ce in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)

Other IsPrrAW Feedback from students at the time of presentation; feedback from
returning graduates now in graduate school.

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-titne-equivalent faculty
Number of senior majors in,the department 30 (if applicable)

Size-of Institution
Total student enrollinvnt in 1974-75 academic year 1200

CI;aracteristics of Institution

O Public-City
O Public-State
I Private
t Urban
0 NorO/rhan

O Men only
O Women only
I Coed
O Community o-r Junior College

61 Undergraduate level program
a Post-Baccalaureate Master's
O Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

Liberal Arts
O Teacher Preparatory
O Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

C9 Semester Quarter Trimester 0 4.1-4 0 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Dr. Anthony J. Summo
Professor; Chairman' of Department

Department: Psychology
Institution: Manhattan .Col lege
Address: Bronx, N.Y. 10471,

dn.

Telephone: (Area Code) 212 Number: 549-'8000 Extension: 231-232

393
392 -



.,

PERSON-ORIENTED APPROACH TO THE PREPARATION OF UADERGRADUATE TEACHERS, VIEWING THE
CURRICULUM AS EMBRACING BOTH COURSE bONTENT AND THE MEANING OF THAT CONTENT FOR
THE STUDENT, AND USING SMALL GROUP DISCUSSION, PEER FACILITATORS, INTEGRATED FIELD
EXPERIENCE, CONTRACT GRADING, AND STUDENT EVALUATIONS.

Psychology of Child and Adolescent Development (with required field component)

OBJECTIVES: (1) Growth in understanding,of the young'through improved observation and use
of formal knowledge to illuminate individual behavior. (.2) Growth in self-understanding and 4.,.
realistic s .elf- confidence in interpersonal relations. (3) Growth in critical awareness of ?F.
the influence of the school through active. participation in a classroom situation whichdeparts from past experience.

-

CURRICULUM: (1) Two-part: ('i) &lec ed topics presented by way of lecture, fil4 or demon-
stration, leading to (ii) considA-atio th ough small-group discussion, of the meaning for

studentslof the ideas presented, followed,b feedback to the whole clSas;experience peers
serve as group ldaderal (2) Wherever possible, the approach is experient01 (e.g. projection
by way of Gestalt Awareness exercise), or material for discussion is generated from students'
own past experience (e.g. influence of ethnicity, ordinal position.) (3) Classwork supple-
mented by heavy reading requirement using smal texts (e.g. Kagan, Understanding Children)
with more popular books' (e.g. Axline, Dibs) and articles. A wide choice of materials is.

provided for
i -

,

PEER FACILITATORS: Experienced students (4 persection of 30 students) attend the course
a second time as Student], Assistants. Each serves as a Course Advisor to 6 or 7 students,
and functions as Group Discussion Leader when the class breaks up into small groups: The SAs
and Course Instructor attend a special weekly seminar devoted to a discussion of student
and course-problems-, a d to the development of human relations and group eadership skills.
INTEGRATED FIELD EXPERI Cg: In small group discussions, students-focus cn the relevance
of the material presented to their experience in thd field (each student'. spends 2 hours per
week in a public school classroom). They4keep a field work log, and do two short papers
based on their field experience. PersenaI conferences are held; the course Instructor and
Field Supervisor plan together. i

CONTRACT GRADING: In accordance with
of

gnideliftes provided, the students make out a grade
contract open to renegotiation. The grade is has d on the amoupt of work completed; unsatis-
factory work is done over. This is an Hodor Syste
EQPIPMENT: At present '6 films are in use, all belo ging to our Audio Visual Department.
(Piaget-Conservation; Children as People; The Change lever; The Way It Is; Black History,
Los,Strayed, Or Stolen; Activity Group Therapy).
STUDENT EVALUATIONS: At mid- and end- of term, anonymous course evaluations are filled out.
At,the end of the term, students are asked to write a onest appraisal.of their learning in
the.course;if, having none so, they find it too pe sonal to share, they may submit a signead
statement to that effect.
INDEPENDENT STUDY CREDIT AS PAYMENT pit...SERVICE: For a 6-hour per week investment the Student
Assistants get 3 Independent Study credits. The present Seminar Leader, a doctoral-candidate,
gets "paid" in a similar way.,

i

FACULTY: The Field Supervisor and Course Instructor. Thlatter puts in extratime to
organize the program and attend the 2-hour weekly seminar-.
EVALUATION OF OUTCOMES: (1) Anonymous evaluations; end-term esaays: some complaints abcpt
workloads; Over-all reaction was strongly favorable; some-TITudents rep9rt significant changes
in outlook and behavior; some behavior change observed in class. (2) Formal assessment of
attitude change attempted; results inconclusive; more effective instruments need to be found
(3' devised. (3) Formal course evaluation done by Student Government gives course an
excellent rating:

.
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-INNOVATION DATA

The I nno vat ion Irivolves

Freshmen
El Sophomoresmostly-

.uniors
Ca Seniors few

1 Psychology Majors -, few
lil,Non-Majors- mostly

Flonori Students
Other- (.speciFy):

-Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

Psy I is a pre- or 'co- requisite

Number of students who participate in innovation per year: 180 t

11 long has the Annovation heen in effect? 5 years for contract grading; 2 years

student facilitatnis

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to.deverop and try the innovation =

Approximate amount needed each year to support ()Wing project = $ ,

I:saki-won done on innovation:

for use of
1

Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of studrt wilifianyesbarestisgRault IWnAflelakelitteWildtifff(i6 fogs,

El Other (specify); conferences, end -term, essays. -

2. Observation of behavior change in class."

INSTITUTIONAl"DATA
Size of Dep;Prrinent in1074-75 academic ye'ar

NunTher of full-time-equivalent faculty: 37
Number of senior majors in the department

*4 Site of InStitution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year:

Characteristics of Institution

131 Public-City
Public-State
Private

13 Urban
Non-llrban

Men only
0.Women only
1$ Coed

Community or junior College

(if applicable) ,

1

20,000

fid Undergraduate level prograT
di Post-Baccalaureate Master's

ost-Baccalaureate Doctoral

iberal Arts
MI Teacher Preparatory

Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your lastitution

f3 Semester Quarter CI Trimester 4-1-4
a

Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA
Name; Debora C. Brink

Assistadt Professor
Department Social and Psychological Foundations
Institution: City College of NeW York
Address: New YotIc City, New York I.0031

Telephone: (Area Code) 212 Number:'

of Education

690-5473' -

.N- 395
394

Extension:



THE PERSONALIZED SYSTEM OF INSTRUCTION (PSI) IN AN UNDERGRADUATE

CHILD PSYCHOLOGY COURSE

. Child Psychology-

The PSI or Keller plan i s being employed in two sections of an introductory
course in child psYcholOgy. The majority of students arefreshmen and sophomores
but students from all classes are reprellerited. G6neral psychology is.the only
prerequisite and the majority of students have had only one previous course. Pow-
eVer, students' psychology backgrounds vary widely. Only one student was previously
expospi to a PSI course.

.

Course objectives include (a) self-paced learning (within the limit of a semes-
ter),.(b) mastery of assigned material,'(c) individual contact with students; and
(d) positive reinforcement for learning. Approximately 60 students ere involved,
assisted byix undersraduate tutors and the instruttoF. The tutors' are volunteers,
eath'of whom demonstrated waperior performance in-a preVious child psychology course:
Materials include a detailed statement of the course policy, the textbook, and a set
of study guides. All test qUestions are drawn from topics covered in the study. guides.

Required course content includes the first 11 phapters of Child Dwelonment
and Personality, by Mussen, Conger, and'ikagan, which are divided into 13 units.
Study guides for all units are'contained in the PSI Student Workbook by Peters

" (all materials published by Harper & Row). Students must demonstrate mastery of
each unit, sequentially, by perfect performande on a' 10-item, short-answer test.
Any number of tests (alternate forms) may be attempted until a unit is passed; there
is no penalty for not passing a particglar test. Unit. tests are requested by t
student, immediately graded by the tUto, and discussed. Thus, the sltnt receives
immediate feedback and individual assistance with any problems.-.Studs receive
25 points for each unit passed and a comprehensive final examloation, worth a maximum
of 110 points, will be administered. Grades are based on the .total number of points
earned.

There are 'three scheduled class hours each week, per sectLon, apportloned as
follows: "(A) two hours for tutoring and unit tests; (b) one hour for lecture is-

cussion of enrichment topics child abuse, the effects of day care) and levant

films yhen available. In addition, students may come to the instructor'sofficeofor'
unit tests on non -test days: .

Evaluation measures include final examination performance and a detailed studedt
questionnaire. In addition;-student ratings and, performance will be analyzed for

- possible relationships to previously obtained locus of control scores. Data are not
yet available.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation' involves:.

.13 Freshmen
jp Sophomores
£ juniors

Seniors

Psychology Majors
El Non-Majors

Honors Students
.0* Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation: Thd in,troductory.etOurse'in psychology-
.

I

. Number of students who participate in innovation per year:
How long has the innovation been in effect?,.- 5 years

Approxiinate amount.pf initial funding necessary to develop and try ,theAnnovatiOn = $ U.

Approximate amount needed each year to

Evaluation done on innovation:

'I Student opinion questionnaires
a Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innoxration control group(s)
C; Others(specifSt): Relationship of ratings and performance to locus of control

support ongoing projeCt c $ 0-

1

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size offbepartment in 1974-75 academic year -

Number of full- time - equivalent faculty: 40
Number of senior majors in the department.. 250

Size of InStitution
. Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year 17,000

Th

(if applicable).

Characteristics of Institution

CB P'ublic-City
Pu tic -State
Pri

11,

ate
. at Urban

O Non-Urban

Men only
Women only

I t Coed
Community or junior College

Undergraduate level program
O Post-Baccalaureate Master's

Post-Baccalaureale Doctoral

lit Liberal Art:
0 Teacher Preparatory

Professiorial

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

la Semester Quarter Trimester - 4-1 -4 , Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Jerome H. Feldstein

Title: Assistant Professor

Department: Psychology
Institution:. Herbert H. Lehman College of the CUNY

Address: Bedford Park Blvd. West

Bronx, N.Y. ;10468

Telephone: (Area Code) Number:212 960-8204

397
396

41,

Extension:

measures.
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FIELD WORKIN EVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY: MIDDLE 'SCHOOL PLACEMENT

Developmental

Faculty:. 2; each approximately one-half of thsemester
Students:. 18;9 graduate ytudents, 9 undergraduate stcudenes
Assistants:None
EqUipment: Parts of TAT

-o ... - It

Flanders Classroot:Analysis
Parts of WISC

,..

Timing Devices .

. . Tape. Recorders .- c
r

°

ObjectiVedt (*) Fafaiiiar4ty_with techniques fOriassesiment of children' ,

behavior, ,

(b) Training in behavior obeerVation
(c) Strategies of esdessment and observation to analyze

development

,(d) Planning program for one child with assistance of
school personnel

.(e), AsSessment of intervention program i

(f) Show relatiOnship between theory, observation and
behavior

Placement: Students placed in a Middle School for field work. Students
Workedain pairs, usually one graduate with one undergraduate
'(3 hours/Week): -Cooperation of school. required both teachers
and educational psychologists.

Content: (a) Ethics of behavior assessment and intervention
(b)' Development of assessment tools;- reliability in several

areas: intelligence, personality, classroom behavior
(c) Use and evaluation of tools
(d) Behavior modification in its zany guises
(e) Case assessment
(f) Reliability and validity of data
(g) Report writing; relationship of individual differences to

principles of psychology
Evaluation:' '(a).School requestedoadditionel students second year

(b) Middle school students showed reliable, but temporary,
behavior change

. (c) Students rated course positively on opinion survey

F

/3
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:-

Freshmen
Sophomores

® juniors
O Seniors

Prerequisites for students

Psychology ors
. 0 Non-Majo

Honors udents
Other pecify):

who participate in innkvation: Introductory Psychology
Developmental Psychology
Permission of the Instructor

Number.of students who participate in innovation per year: X18

How long has the innovation been in effect? years

s.ApproximaW amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $

-Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project;= $

Evaluation done on'ino ovaftton: .
.,. 1M

&I 'Student opinion questionnaires -

'0 MeasureS of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control groups)
Other (specify):

INSTITUTIONAL LYATA

'Size of Department in 1974-75 acade mic year 16
Number of full - time- equivalent faculty-

-Number of senior majors in the department-N.A. (if applicable)

-Size of Instittiti'On
Total student enrollment in 1974 -75 academic year 3200

Characteristics of Institution

Public-City
El Public-State
0 Private
/EI Urban
O Non-Urban

Men only
0 Women only
RI Coed .

Community or Junior College

In Undergraduate level program
la Post-Baccalaureate Master's

Post-Bacc ureate Doctoral

Is Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory

0 Professional

Predominant Calendar Syst,em at Your Institution

E/ Semester Quarter Trimester 4-1:4

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Jeannette M. Haviland; Juliet ljogel
Title: Assistant PrOfessor
Departnient' Psychology
Institution: -'- Livingston College, 'Rutgers University
Address: tlew Brunswick, Z &J 08903

Other(Specify):

Telephone: Area Code) 201 Number: 932-2444

399
398

Extension:



PSYCHOLOGY OF PLAY AND RECREATION: A DEVELOPMENTAL. ANALYSIS.

Developmental Psychology

at.

The topic of children's play has been a concern of child psychologists for

some time; sport and recreation have traditionally fallen within the realMof4
physical-educatioh; and the role of leisure has been priMarily a concern of

t
,gerontologists. This courseendeavours to treat these nd other topics.. together

as an important issue in life pan development. It make the assumption tat

while .
there are differences in play, gameE),'sport, recreation and leisure, there

are conceptual similarities in both the way these activities affect development

and the ways in which development and adjustment problems are manifested in them.

These differences and similarities provide A new perspective in the analysis of
_.,
human development and adjustment.

Writings by Virginia Axline, Erik Erikson, David Berlyne, and Brian Sutton-

Smith lend a good deal of academic integrity to the subject and an apparent_

increase in related literature suggests interest elsewhere. .

Since it has been offered only twice much remains to ecione in terms of

development and evaluation, bu students -- who come from a variety of disciplines

seem quite enthusiastic about it and course evaluations are faVorable. .

,16

40

to

399

.400
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INNOVATION; DATA

The innovation involves:

0 Freshmen
3 Sophomores
III juniors
51 Seniors

XI Psychology Majors
JO Non-Majors
O Hon rs Students
O Othe (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate

Introductory Psychology

Number of students who participate in innovation per year..35
How long hays the innovation be ?n in effect'? Z years

Approximate anT(Thint of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $

Approximate amount needed each year to support 'ongoing project = $

EviiMation dune on innovation:

El Student opinion questionnaires
O Measures of student performance in comparison with non - innovation control group(s)
O Other (specify):

INSTITUTIO L DATA

Size of Depart ent in 1974-75 academic year
Number f full-time-equivalent Faculty: 24
Number of senior majors in the department (if applicable)

Size of Institution
Total sil.ident enrollment in 1974-75 academic year 10,000

Characteristics of Institution

O Public-City
0 Public-State
O Private
O Urban
O Non-Urban

O Mon only
O Women only
09 CoecT

O Community. or Junior College

. 01 Undergraduate level program
Post-Baccalaureate Master's

0 Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

El Liberal Arts ,

Teacher` Preparatory
O Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

O Semester fa Quarter 0 Trimester 0 4-1-4 0 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Douglas A. Kleiber

Title: 'Assistant Professor

Department: Psychology
Institution: St. Cloud State College

Address: St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301

.01

Telephone: (Area Code) 612 Number: 255 -3142

401
400

k

Extension:



CONTINGENCY MANAGEMENT FOR'TBE INCREASING GENERALIZATION

OF ACADEMIC SKILLS IN A DEVELOPMENTAL, PSYCHOLOGY COURSE

Developmental Psychology

>/

Using the contingency management (cm) approach, it was the

objective of this course to require students to evidence increasing

degrees of academic skills and "independence° by carefully tying

course activities to final evaluation (grading) of students. For

two standard developmental text-books (GOrdon, 1969 and Birren; 1964),

42 sophomore-senior psychology and non-psychology.malors-were re-

quired to reach: 80% "mastery" criterion on 9 weekly unit quiees

over the Gordon. text,'in toto, for a course grade of "Ci" 807..

"mastery" on.5 weekly oral discussions over most of the Birren

text for i.course grade of "B;". and for a course grade of "A,"

were required to complete a paper analyzing a developmental tOpid

with the approach taken in the course ("transactionalism") to

publication standards; Following cm procedures, each performance

could be'repeated until criterion was reacted'

In the traditional language of higher education, this systematic

progression of increasingly complex behaviors, increasingly "weaned"

from-typical classroom
discriminative stimuli, would be characterized

as follows: "learning the.material,
synthesizingit, and critical

analysis." Many of the details of the course follow those of other

cm or PSI (Keller) courses;
the:"innovation" is in the systematic

progression of behaviors contingent on course grade. One instructor

with only clerical (work-study) help administered the course.

Evaluation of the -course was based on typical course/instructor

evaluation and data on the number of students reaching each criterion,

number of trails required, and perponal cumulative record.

4.
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INNOVATION DATA

'The innovation involves:

O Freshmen.
172 Sophomores

.68 junioxs
Si!,mors

MI Psychology Majors
132 Non-Majors
0 Honors Students
-0 Other (specify):

- Prerequisites for tudents who participate in innovatio9.;

None.

Number of students vsiho 'participate in innovation per 1-:pr 40
How long has the innovation been in effect?9,45Z years

Approximate amount of initial fundinginecessary to develop and try the innovation = $ 0.00

Approximate amount needed each year to support.ongoing project = $ 0.00

Esiluation done on innovation:

Student opinion questionnaires
[7 Measures of student performance in comparison wil-h non - innovation control group(s)
O Other (specify):

ib
4s.

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-7. academic year - ..-

Number i fulL.time-equivalerkt faculty: 2+
Nurpher ii/senior n-iajors in the department:: 5r if applicable)

Size oflInstitutiori ...

Total student,enrollment in 197-75 academic year 458

Characteristics of Institution

O Public-City 29 Undergrqduate level program
O Public-Stste 13rPost-Baccalaureate Master's
1E1 Private , 0 Post-Baccalauneate Doctoral
O Urban
CJ Non-Urban M Liberal Arts

Teacher Preparatory
0 Men only fl Profdssional
O Women only
El Coed
O Community or junior College .4

Predominant Calendar Syst m at Your Institution

O Semester 0 Quart 0 Trimester El 4-1-4 0 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Robert F. Martin, Ph.D.
Title:. chairman
Department: Psychology
Institution: Jamestown College
Address: , Jamestown, North Dakota 58401

Telephone: (Area Code) 701 Number 252-4331. Extension: 277

403 4
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DISCUSSION IN THE ROUND

Adoldscent Psychology,

Thip approach has 1Weamored to
teach at the'secondary level to
Of adolescents and to make the&
ideas, and values. They sit in
students, and preferably, fewer,
leader aid not as alecturer.

46

intrOduce students w4o are planning to
the needs, feqings, ideas, and v \lues
aware of tAir own unique needs,,feklings,
a circle limited to not more than twenty.
with the instructor serving as 'a discussion

At the beginning of the'semester questions based on the. text: AdolescerIce:

Trarlition from Childhood to Maturity, (Monterey, Calif. Brooks /Cole) plus
the students' own adolescent experiences are given to each member of the class

/, to'serve as a framework for the semester's discussion. In addition, each class
member is,re9uired to present two oral reportsbiged on outside readings:* These
bring additional subject-matter into the claps and serve as a focal point for
more discussion in depth. Outside speakers 6n topics such as special programs
for school dropouts and at least one field trip to an adolescent facility dealing
with emotionally disturbed youngsters are included during the semester. As a

resume of the course each student is, requiretto write an autobiography of his

`own adolescence covering the major topics 4ftussed in class during the semester.
Because this is oftenof a highly personalized%nature, it is shared with no one
other than the instructor.N---

An evaluation at.the end of the semester for the pastthree years haeldisclosed
that students have found this approach to be highly intefeating and siimulating.
Typical of such evaluations was the following statement: "I enjoyed the course

very much. I like discussion classes because ndt only do they make me really
think about my vtiews, but I hear others' views, which aive me a much broader

outlook." At tile same time, however, occasional students, accustomed to the usual
lecture, have found this unstructured technique to be somewhat disturbing.

404

403
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovalii2-involves:

0 Freshmen
Sophomores

0 -Juniors
0 Seniors

titioPrerequisites: for students

O Psychology Majors
L46n-Majors.

O Honors- Students
O Other (specify):

who particjpate in innovation:

Educational Psychology

Number of students who participate in innovation per year.1.5-20
How long has the innovation been in effert7 4 years

Approximate amount of initiaunding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $0
,

Approxima-te amount needed each year to support ongoing project = a

f::%,almi ion done on innovation:

a Student opiniim questionnaires
O Wasures of student performance in comparison witrleton-innovatiortcontrol group(sji
O Other (specify):

.

-4

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Sizi! of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number,of full-time-equivalent lac:pity:
Ni. of senior majors in'the department:

o

Size of Institution
Total student enrollmMit in 1974-75 academic year 1150

(if applicable)

Characteristics of Institution

Op Public-City
at) Public-State
O Private
O llrhan
O Non-Urban'

O Men only
O Women only
EN Coed

t 1.1ndergraduate level pr'ogram
OrPost-Baccalaureate Master's
O Post' - Baccalaureate Doctoral

it Liberal Arts
QD Teacher Preparatory
O Professional

3 Community or junior College

Preilominant Calendar System at Your institution

CR Semester 0 Quarter 0 Trimester 0 4-1-4 0 OtherlSpecify):
<..

INNOVATOR DATA
''?.-,

Name: Barbara F. Rothschild
Title:

' Asst. Professor of Psychology
Depart ment:Liberal Arts
Institution: Louisiana State University at Alexandria

Address: Alexandria, Louisiana

Telephone: (Area Code) 318

71301

NuMber: 445-3672 Extension:
61

405
404



THE USE OF CHILV'OBSERVATIONS IN TEACHING DEVELOPMENTAL
'PSYCHOLOGY TO PR @SPECTIVE TEACHERS

Developmental PsyChology

One of the major difficulties in teaching tal Psychology to
non-majors is that of relating the subject matter to stvdents' 'experiences

with children. This probldif is especially applicable to pre-service
teachers n the areat of element6ry education, speech pathology and
audiology, and music education. In order to.effectively make*the course
material more meaningful-, a series of structured child observation
sessions was developed.

Although the course in Developmental Psychology covers,the entire lifespan,
approximately three fourths of the course is devoted o development from:,
birth through Age 12. Four stages of il develo erkt are covered by

)

the observations, one observation ea, c br infanc eaxly.preschooi
(age 2-4), late preschool (age 4-6), hd middle c dhood (age 8,-10). The
observations are conducted in a large observation laboratory ;QOM,
equipped with one way mirrors and wkth adjacent audience seating capacity
for about 70 students (class size ranges from 50-70 students.per sectipn).
Children participating in the observation's are obtained from the)local
community by means of contacts with students in the course or.with college
faculty. Wfile is maintained to keep the pool of available children
up to date.

Each observation Iession is of 50 minute duration,'with shatter sessions
sometimes employed with infants. The content of the cbservation'sessions,
varies each semester,. but several basic areas are examined. For-,the
infant observations, sample tasks from the Bayley Scales of Infant
Development (motor and mental) are demonstrated, along with exampleseof
stranger and separation anxiety, attention to discrepant and non -
discrepant stimuli, and exploratory behavior. Observations with early
preschool children are generally concerned with language development,
characteristics of preoperational thinking, motor coordination with
mechanical assembly tasks, sex role identification, and fantasy play.
Observations with late preschool children focus on tasks from the
Concept Assessment Kit-Conservation to show the transitipn from pre-
opera tonal to concrete operational thought, conscience developmept,
reasoning processes, memory processes, and auditory and visual
discrimination. Observations with middle childhood children deal with
demonstratidns of both concrete and formal operational thinking tasks,
informal measures of school adjustment, reactions to body type and
physical attractiveness of others, ,indices of moral development, and
various aspects.af cognitive style.

Written narratives in student evaluations of the course suggest that
the child observations are a much appreciated aspect of the Developmental
Psychology course. .Mopt students have requested an increase in the

number of observation sessions.

406
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

O Freshmen
Ca Sophomores

A gl 4,uniol7s
0 Seniors

, Prerequisites for students who "p ticipate in innovation:
4to

Psychology Vajors
ISS Non-Majors-A-
O Honors Students

Other (specify):

(Sophomore, standing or above

Niumber"*.of students who participate in innovatiort per ye 250
Howiong has the innovation been in effect? years

0.,
Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop andlry the innovation = $_

Approximate amount needed ach year to support ongoing project =.--$110_additiornal funds required.

Evaluation doneon innovation:-
. . .,

K3 Student opinion questionnaTis -

0 Measures ofjtudent performance, in..
comparison,with non-innovation control group s

O Other (specify): ,

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty:
Number of senior majors in the departme-nt

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment'in 1974-75 academic ytar

Characteristics of Institution

O Public-City
XI Public-Slate
O Private.
O Urban
Z Non-Urban

O Men only
O Women only
X:1 Coed "-.1,
O Community or Junior College

(if Applicable)

5,000

Urydergraduate level program
XI Post-Baccalaureate Mas'ter's
0 Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

W'50 Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory

FA Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester Quarter Trimester 4-1-4 0 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Dr. John R. Silvestro
Title: Assistant ProfeSsor
Department: Secondary Education and Educational Foundations
Institution: State University of New York College at Fredonia

Address: 2089, Thompson Hall
Fredonia, New York 14063

Telephone: (Area Code) 716 ,Number: 673-3379

A 407
406

Extension:



AN EMOTIONAL EXPERIENCE OF KUBLER-ROWS STAGES OF DYING IN ROCK MUSIC

Developmental Psychology

4

41.

Use of reel-to-reel tape recording musical eguivalents of Kubler-Ross's 5 stages

of,slying ( ,30 min.).

Denial
Endleis Sleep; Savoy grown

Anger
/ Life's One Act Play; Savoy Brown

Bargaining' ,

One More Time to Live; Moody Blues

54*ssion .

Balaad of the Sad Young Man; Roberta Flack

Acceptance
Dead. Babies; Alice Cooper

Evaluatiod is by projective instrument. A prief written evaluation by

the student of the 30 minute tape experiencb. Classroom presentation -with

immediate evaluation.

408
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation in'Volves.

Freshncen
Iii3 Sophomores
. juniors

Seniors

Psychology Majors
Non-Majors
Honops Students
Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

General Psychology

Number of students who participate Tn innovation per ,y -ear 150

How fling has the innovti-tioNbeen in effect? 2 iyrs'

Approximate amount of initial lunding necessary t levelop and tr

Approximate amount needed each' year to support ongoing project 70 150

the innovation $
500

EN.aluation done on innovation:

Student opinion questionnaires
O Measures of student performance in comparison
63 Other (specify): Projective response; a

INSTITLITIoNAL. DATA

See of of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty.
Number of senior majors in the department:

S

with non-innovation control grou.p(s1
student evaluation in paragraph form

Size of Institution

1'

(if, applicable)

'Tot di student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year:
3600

Characteristics of Institution

O Public -City
O Publo.-State

Private
Irl),in -

El Non-Urban

Men only
Women, only
Coed

ID Community or junior College

EX1 Undergraduate level program
Post-Baccalaureale Master's

O Post Baccalaureate Doc1oral

RD Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory
Professional

Predominant Cdlentiar§ystvin at Your Institution

Gi Semester Quarter Tcimester 4f1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title:
Department:
Institution:
Address:,

Charles Sweeney
Professor
Social Science
Delaware CAntyckommunity College
Media, PA. 19063

Telephone: (Area Code) 215 Number: 353-5400

409
408

260Extension:



\

UTILIZATION OF EARLY TESTING. TO.EXPEDITE EXPERIENTIALLY BASED CLASSES

4

EducationalPsychology

I.

This innovation was initially utiliZed in Educational Psychology classes but

could be applied to any experientially based class.

This innova ion was prompted by the knowledge that, contrary tp the expressed

desires most teachers, many sthdents "cram" for tests. The primary ob-

jective of this innovation was to take advantage of this method of study in 4.

order to obtain a larger block of time for instructional methods outside the

traditional textbook-reading lecture-listening with specific reference to,'

methods evolving around an experientially based course.

One section (35 students) served as a control. Eighty-minute classes were- ".

held each Tuesday and Thursday for the entire semester. The first clan's period

was used to explain the rationale of the program and the specifics vncerning
attendance, testing, volunteer work, grading, etc. Tests were given every other

class period until the four multiple-choice tests had been given, The alter-

nate periods were used to discuss the previous test, assign the chapters for,

the next test, and help in finding volunteer situations. Acceptable volunter?4''

situations would involve any situation relevant.to the particular course. In

this course, such activities included involvement in public or private schodls,

preschool deaf programs, preschool handicapped programs', juvenile services

center, and Head Start programs. General and specific topics for the remaining

class periods wprd given. These class periods may be used in whatever way the
individual instructor deems necessary.' They may`be used to provide more

depth and breadth to a particular topic, introduce topics not eoVered by the

tested material, discuss situations encountered in the volunteer wotk, bring

in speakers of particular relevance, provide for audio-visual presentations,

and any other activity which is particularlx. relevant to a given course. Point

values may be assigned to any part of the Oragram(tests, volunteer work,

class attendance, etc.) relative to the proportional value desired on the

final grading system.

Final evaluations have not been completed but early.resnits show the mean

scores for the innovation section to be slightly higlier,than the control

group. Retention will be analyzed by analysis of final exam scores. A depart-

mental course evaluation questionnalie will be utilized to examine student

reaction to the innovations. 4
This innovation allows an instructor to have a laige amount of time at his

disposal for various experientially based activities. The early testing

gives the students an overview of the relevant material and acts as'an

advanced organizer. The remaining time may be used in any.specific'manner

with the general objective of integrating the textbook material and experiential

activities through creative instructional= techniques.

410
409
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

in Freshmen
Sophomores

-El Juniors
El Seniors

Oil Psychology Majors
Non-Majors
Honors Students
Other (specify):

Prerequisites for 'students who participate in innovation: There are no prerequisits for this'

course butlhe.students were primarily education and psychology majors.

Number of students who participate in innovation per year: 200

How long has the innovation been in effect? 2 years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ '410L6pecific

materials or equip
ment necessary.
Funding depends upon

the individual instructor.

Approximate amount needed each year to

aluation done on innovation:

It *dent opinion questionn\.1aires
a Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)

. Ca Other (specify): Supervisors of volunteer workers complete an evaluation questionnaire.

support ongoing' iroject = $

(

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-5 academic year
Number of full -time- equivalent faculty: 6 3/4

Number of senior majors in the department: 20 (if applicable)
/10

Size of Institution
Total 'student enrollment in 1974.-7,5 academic year 2800

Characteristics of Institution

Public-City
MI Public-State

Private
RI Urban

Non-Urban

Men only
Women only

El Coed
Community or Junior College

El Undergraduate level program
Post-Baccalaureate Master's
Post-Baccalaujeate Doctoral

113 Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory
Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester Quarter

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:

Department:
Institution:
Address:

Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

Dr. Michael Bradley
Associate Professor
Psychology
UNC Wilmington
P.O. Box 3725, Wilmington, N.C. 28401

Telephone: (Area Code) 919 Number: 791-4330 Extension:

411
410

308



COMBINING EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY WITH STUDENT TEACHING:

A TEAM APPROACH
1)

"T"

Educational Psychology

For three years, Lesley College has combined the required course in Educational
Psychology with the student teaching experience for its junior education majors. By
jfitegrating the study of'abstract theories with actual practice in applying these ,

'ideas to a classroom Situation, it was hypothesized that the students. (all preservice
teachers) would learn theoretical material in depth, and appreciate the value of
theory in their professional lives. The course was designed so that'the same faculty
members simultaneously taught the EduCational Psychology course and Supertrised the
student teaching experiences of the participants. This design was based on the
expectankn that what would evolve would be an intense and constructive student-faculty
relationship which would facilitate learning. The teaching team Included one generalist,
one Educational Plychologist, and two outstanding senior students in order to provide
a variety of sources of help and support for the 30 juniors. The course was a half-
semester in 'length and covered learning theory, a variety of approaches to classroom
management, and basic materials on tests and measurements. The students.worked in
elementary classrooMs.five mornings and three afternoons each week. The Educational
Psychology class meetings filled the remaining'afternoons. The majority of the
stude s took no other courses during this half-semester.

Th program was evaluated at the end of the first year using a written
questi nnaire. More than 70 percent of the responding students rated the major
strength of the program to be the "opport nity td'experiment in a classroom with the
theories learned in class and to see thei effectiveness'. In the fall of the third
year of the combined Educational nychol y and aunior Student Teaching program, a
questionna1ire was mailed to the previo year's employed graduates and their school
principals. A portion of this questi cnaire requested an evaluation of the
effectiveness with which the Educat nal Psychology material had been learned and
was being applied by the beginning eacher. The graduates' understanding of the
theoretical backgroundcovpred in 'he course was rated as "good" (on a sole where.
alternative ratings were poor, fai , good, excellent). Their ability to apply this
knowledge to the classroom situati n was also rated as "good".

O
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

O Freshmen
O Sophomores
E juniors
O Seniors

O Psychology MajoN
O Non-Majors
O Honors Students
1;1 Other (specify): Education majors.

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:
General Psychology
Education Core6 I and II (these basic education courses include ()Iledayaweek field

experience with children)
Nurnlwr of students who participate in innovation per yelir 180
How long has the innovation been in effect? 3 years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try rhe innovation = $

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $

Evaluation done on innovation:

Student opinion questionnaires
O Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
CI Other (specify): Faculty opinion questionnaires; graduates' questionnaires;

Employers of graduates opinion questionnaires.

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Sine of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full- time-equivalent faculty:
Number of senior rhajors in the department: 150 (if applicable/ (Alts)ost all Lesley students

are Education majors)
Size of Institution ,

Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year

Characteristics of Institution
a

O Public-City
0 "Public-State
E Private

;Ea Urban
O Non-Urban

O Men only
Women only

O Coed
Community or Junior College

Uridergradnate level program,
Post-BaCcalaureate Master's

O Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral'

O Liberal Arts
Teacher Prepahtory

O Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

O Semester 0 Quarter Trimester 4-1-4 0 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Dr. Avis Brenner
Title: Associate Professor
Department: Education
Institution: Lesley College
Address: 29 Everett Street

Cambridge, Ma. 02138

Telephone: (Area Code) 617 Number: 868-9600

413
412

Extension: 148



USING GROUP INQUIRY APPROACH TO TEACHIN(rLEARNING PROCESS COURSE
ow

Educational Psychology

eFor the sake of brevity, the following description will assume that reader
has a copy of the two basic texts, Mosston (Teaching: From Command to Discovery)

and,Silberman (The Psychology'of Open Teaching and Learning).
As part of the-effort toward increasing independent study, social dynamics,

and a stress upon teaching rather than learning, each year four of sixteen sec-
tions of EdF 208, The Learning Pro6ess, employ the emphases of Mosston and
Silberman. The term is divided into three parts, of just over one month each.
During each term the, students spend two- thirds of their time in groups of four
to seven members, and one-third of their time in the total class. The suggestions

of Thelen found in Silberman are given-to the total class several times each
semester. The introductory material on pages 3-10 of Silberman is reconsidered
at the beginnitig and the end of each of the thirds. The work of Mosston is

taken in three stages and compared with the structure of Silberman and with the

4 articles of each third of Silberman.
The students find that the original issue of safety and growth fits their

present and past experience. In this month, they become aware of the openness
of their classroom and their unaccustomedness to taking risks. As each group

is coaxed to go beyond the careful structure of Silberman: Problem, Initiating

Activities, Topics of Study, Inquiry, Resolution, Feedback, Articles, and
Bibliography, to individual and group actions and research, there develops a
friendly rivalry between the four or five groups. One group will go to visit

an open classroom in action; another wij1 organize the readings in their own

way; a third will perfect the techniques of the course; a fourth group will

ask for extra materials. Upon the gathering of the whole class, there will
be anexpres"Sion of surprise that all have recognized the validity and relevance
of the original problem. When the second period begins, those who found their
originak group unsatisfactory willjoin new one. This new group spends two
weeks adapting, to the changed membership.---i3Y-this time, the issue of how the
mind works has intrigued the class and a variety of directions are taken by

several groups. Since risks do not seem as fearful at they 'once did, the
groups are-willing to use tapes, films, trips, and interviews. Those' ho have

not progressed'to this stage find themselves cut off from the movement and

special attention is require* to keep them motivated. By the end of the second

period the class feels as one. The first fears that the teacher will lose his
or her role changes to-a, courageous expctation of the challenge of teaching.

Thus the third problem, what should the teacher provide or offer the student
becomes a specific question of finding a balance between the needs of the
class and the needs of the teachers. Within this part of the course, the stu-
dents begin to question the methods and the content both of the liberal arts
courses and the practicum and methods courses of the school of education. Some

students decide to continue the work of the course in a university: wide program

of independent study. The method.of evaluation urged for the students is a

4
journal in which a record of the development of the student through the different
phases of the course is recorded and checked four times during the term, but an
evaluation upon the major readings of the course in either an oral or written
form is available to those who desire it. Twice in each term there is a
student evaluation in a formal manner and three times in each 'term there is a
class feedback within the journals of those who are using this method. The

feedback pi's convincing evidence that the students are involved and developing

into re p rible future teachers.

414
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involve-s:
4. Freshmen

Ei Sophomores
O juniors

Seniors

Prerequisites for students who

O Psychology Majors
O Non-Majors
O Honors Students
M Other (specify': education majors

participate in innovation: developmental psychology

Number of students who participate in innovation per year:
How long Has the innovation been in effect? years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = 0

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ 0

Evaluation done on innovation:

al Student opinion questionnaires
O Mefisures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)

LSI Other (specify): Enrollment in comparison with other sections is high.

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty: 450
Number of senior majors in the department (if applicable)

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year

Characteristics of Institution

O Public-City
O Public-State
El Private
O Urban'
0 Non-Urban

O Men only
O Women'only
rn Coed
O Community or Junior College

6-000

a Undergraduate level program
In Post-Baccalaureate Master's),
0 Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

El Liberal Arts
ea Teacher Preparatory
El Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

O Samester 0 Quarter 12fTrimester 0 4-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title:
Department:
Institution:
Address: N'

a

John F. Britt
Professor
Foundations
University of Dayton
Dayton, Ohio 454

0 Other (Specify):

at+

Telephone:.(Are'a Code) 513 Number:, 229-3544. Extension:

415
414



PROGRAMMED TEACHING DESIGN: AN APPROACH TO GROUP INSTRUCTION

1.

A Educational Psychology

4;

Programmed teaching gAesign-stresses active participation by bath teacher and students

in the instructional process. It is designed to facilitate learning throdgh the use of
a systematic teaching approach, which offers opportunities for verbal interaction and

reinforcement.

The system was first used in an educational psychology course at a predominantly

black college. The course was organized into units, which in turn were subdivided into

modules. Each module consisted of specific objectives, a programmed question-response

sheet, an exercise, and progress check. The programmed question-response sheet was the

heart of instruction. It was comprised of a series of incomplete statements, true-false

items, and short answer questions. These were programmed in a logical sequence.

For each module, the instructor first gave an introductory lecture summarizing

the major topic. He then proceeded to a discussion of concepts a d facts, followed
didby asking students to verbally answer an appropriate question on e question-response

sheet. This verbal response was reinforced or corrected by the instructor. They then

wrote or marked the response on the space provided. This same procedure was repeated

until all questions on the question-response sheet had been completed. Students were

then asked to complete both the exercise and the progress check.

An objective test was usually giyen after each unit of instruction. Students

who did not achieve at least 80% accuracy on the test were required to take an alter-

nate form until he had reached the required level of performance. However, the

highest grade the students might be able to get on the second test was "B". Students

who scored beyond 80% were awarded a free class period and encouraged to read material

of interest while those who received lower scores were to take the second teat during

the regUlar class period. Absence from class was not penalized, however, students

could obtain bonus percent points ranging from one to five provided they had not

missed more than five classes.

Although no control group was used, a comparison with classes taught by the

,

same

instructor before the use of the present system clearly suggested that the new system

was superior -- especially in test performance, class attendance, and class interaction.

The average score on the first test was about ten percent higher than that made by

previous students on tests covering essentially the same Content., Class attendance

was high and students in general showed greater enthusiasm for learning" Of the

121 students who anonymously evaluated the effectiveness of the present approach

'',
over a one year period, only a few had less than positive comments.

4I6
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation invokes.

Freshmen
Sophomores
juniors
Seniors

DI Psychology Majors
f2 Non-Majors

Honors Students
Other( specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innova ion:

General Psychology

\timber of students who participate in innovation per year:
Ilow long has the innovation been in effecP 2 years

Appy) \imate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and tidy the innovation = $ 0

Appro \imate amount needed each year to support ongoing project =

Faluation done on innovation:

.9p Student opinion questionnaires
N1easures of student krformance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
Other (specify):

iNsifrri ITIONAL DATA

Si/e of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty: . 6

Number of senior majors in the department: (if applicable)

Size,iff Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year

Characteristics of Institution

Public-City
El Public-Stale

Private
t Irban
Non-1 lrban

Men only
Women only

El Coed
Community or jun* College

NZI Undergraduate level program
Post-Baccalaureate Master's
Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

GF Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory
Professional

Predominant Calendar System at your Institution

Semester OcQuarter Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:

Department:
Institution:
Address:

Edward C. Chang, Ph.D.

Acting Chairman , Associate Profeseor

Psychology
Albany State College
Albany, Georgia 11705

Telephone: (Area Code) 912 Number: Extension:

416



A PERSONALIZED CONTRACTUAL PLAN IN EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY

Objective. This plan is designed to provide maximum freedow.and diversity in learning
experiences for each student. The student learns to choose, organize and pursue }his course
of study with assistance from the instructor thrtgugh group orientations and personal confer-,-
ences. In addition to knowledge and each student acquires, he learns to develop a
sense of initiative and responsibility. He also learns to work as a team inember dnd studies.
in a cooperative atmosphere, since interpersonal competition is eliminated from this design.
As a result of this teaching, the learning experience will be meaningful and enjoyable.

Method. The followAg are some specific features: 1. A Personalized Contract: There i$
no required text, exams, attendance, or term papers.,,, Each student selects a minimum of 500
points cf projects and activities as his personal contract. He is free to change the content
of the contract until two weeks before the end of the semester. 2. Personal Conferences:
Points are granted to a student for having a 20-minute conference with the instructor.
addition to such conferences, each student is expected to check his progress and problems
with the instructor once each month. 3. A Bonns'System: Bonus points are awarded to works
completed early in the semester (7% bonus for all works completed in the first third of the
semester; 5% bonus to all works completed in the second third.) Bonus points are also awarded
to a student who participates in classroom discussions. 4. Mastery Level of Evaluation:
Grade is determined by the percentage level derived from dividing the earned, points by the,
contracted points.

Contents; A Modular System. Content of the course is divided into'five modyles. They are:
1. Orientation and introduction; 2. research methods; 3. entering behavior-individual dif-
ferences; 4. learning theories; 5. instructional models. Varieties of Activities and Pro-4
jects: attendance, Gext and test, lectureTreaction, book report, journal article report,
behavior objectives, Flander's interaction analysis, tutoring, career development laboratory,
lesson plans, independent research projects, etc. Weekly schedule: Monday-lecture;
Wednesday-group activities, simulations and experimentations; Friday-testing.

Number of Students: This plan was first used in 1970. I usually teach 3 sections of edu-
cational psychology each semester with a total of 120 students. Du'ring the last 5 years,
approximately 1200 students were taught by this method.

Faculty and Assistants Involvement: The Instructor Activities: i. lectures and preparations;
2. personal conferences with students, 8-10 hours/week; 3. read and make comments on roughly
1000 reports and papers each semester; 4. organize and manage inner city laboratory, study
groups, simulations' and demonstrations, and other activities. Assistants: During the past
five years, there has been either a graduate assistant or a student assistant helping in
proctoring and scaring the weekly tests.

. .

Evaluation of Outcomes: 1. Experimental study outcome: A study conducted in 1970 compared
personalized instruction with lecture-discussions and also group discussion methods. Among
the 8 educational objectives, the personalized section rated highest on all objectives
except one (the opportunity for interaction). 2. Students' direct evaluations through per-
sOnal conferences have been extremely positive. 3. Student rating (mandated contract
requirement for all instructors) has been high. Among all five evaluative criteria, ratings
have been above both the instrument means and also the departmental means. 4. Peer evalua-
tions (also part of collective bargaining agreement) have been very positive.
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INNOVATION DATA'

The innoation involves:

El Freshmen
Dc Sophomores
O jiimors
Seniors

0 Psychology Majors
lid Non-Majors
0 Honors Students
IR Other (specify.): Mostly majoring in education

Prerequisites for students who participate in innOvat.ion:

none

Number ol students who participate in innovation per year. 240
I tow long has the innovation been in effect? 5 years

Approximate amount of initial 'uniting necessary. to itexelop and try the innovation = $ 0

Apploxim.ite amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ lonn

1..%aluation done on innovation:

Student,opimon questionnaires
0 N1easures of student performan&i in comparison with a-innovation control group(s)
ID Other (sp-eidfy). Experimental study; peer evaluation

.INsTrirrioNAL DATA
Slue of Depdrtment in 1974-75. academic }ears

Number of full- tune - equivalent faculty: 11
Number of senior majors in the deprtment: (if applicable)

Site of Institution -

Total student enrollment in 1974-7.icademic year: 6,500

(jididiteristics ot InsliNuluin

O Polilic-(;ity 12 Undergraduate level program
)10 PublicStale E Post-Baccalaureate Master's
O Private 0 PosI-13accalaureate Doctoral
O Urban.
13 Non-Urban Liberal Arts

E1 Teacher Preparatory
O Men only I2 Professional
O Women only

. Coed
DI Community or Jun or College

(,..dendar S stem at 'our Institution

fl Seinester 0 Quarter 0 Ttimester 0 4-1-4 0 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Shium Andrew Chen
Tole. Associate Professor of Educational Psychology and Guidance
Departme nf:Department of Educational Psychology and Guidance
Inshfulion. Slippery Rock State College
Address: Slippery Rock, PA. 16057

Telephone: (Area Code) . 412 Number: 794-2510

419
418

Extension: 281 or 282



AUTOMATED INFORMATION RETRIEVAL

Educational Psychology

51

The ERIC/U.1y collection has been placed upon our computer, an IBM 360/67.
Currently, the system uses five magnetic disks (IBM 2213). Appraimately
200,000 references are stored.

Our purposes are twofold: teach the logic of conducting an automated search,
and the nuts and bolts of computer usage. We present search logic using the
logic of set intersection, and Venn diagrams. Mathies' booklet on educational
data sources is helpful (PDK, 1972). We also use the Thesaurus to ERIC,
and bound volumes of descriptors as produced quarterly by .our computer.
Computer operations are conducted by remote terminals, primarily the standard
teletype machine. Supportiqg programming makes it possible for non-computer,
non-sophisticated users to quickly (within 2 hours) learn howto write
(type) instructions on the terminal so as to produce the articles, research
reports, bibliographies, etc. contained in the systeM.

it
One measure of outcome lies in the numbers of automated searches conducted
for classes andprojects othe ,than classes which require such searches.
This "outside" usage has been increasing etotentially during the past 3
years.

0
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INNOVATION DATA

'1'11e inno at ion involves

Freshmen
l Sophomores
l I onior's

Seniors

Psychology Majors
IR Non-Majors L

Honors Studepts
Other (specify):

Preiequisites for students who participate in innovation:

None

\umber of students who participate in innovation per year' 250
ilm4 long has the innovation been in effect? 5 years

Apprommate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ 1500

Appni \imdle amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ 2500

1.:%,altiation done on innovation:

Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance ih comparison with non - innovation control group(s).

El Other (specify): Figures on actual use
co.

INSTIT1MONAL DATA
Srve qf Department ih 1974-75 academic ye.ir 15

Number of full -time- equivalent faculty:.
Number of senior majors in the department:

1

(if applicable)

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year. 20.000

Characteristics of Institution
Undergraduate level program

it. 0 Post-Baccalaureate Master's
Rost-Baccalaureate Doctoral

Public-City
Puhlic-Slate
Private
Urban
Non-Ili-ban

Men only
Women only
Coed
Community or Junior College

29 Liberal Arts
121 Teacher Preparatory
(i) Professional,

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

12 Semester Quarter Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:

Department:
Institution:

..Address:

James G. Cooper
Professor of Research

. Educational Foundations
"UNM

)

Albuquerque, N.M7 87131

Telephone: (Area Code) 505

L
Number: 277-5967

4 2,21
420

Extension:



DESIGNING INSTRUCTION TO ACHIEVE HIGHER LEVEL GOALS AND OBJECTIVES:
A THREE STAGE MODEL

Educational Psychology

).

.

The design of instruction at the college and university level must begin with

14

a clear formulation of goals and objectives, basic knowledge. ;id higher,, level
cognitive abilities should be developed, professional applications should be-
taught when appropriate, sound instructional theory should.guide.the efforts,.
and the best resources of educational technology should be employed. A
three-stage model for instructional design is presented which embraces all of
the above propositions. In stage one, students learn basic subject matter on
a topico In stage two they work in small groups on projects and simulation
tasks learning how to apply basic knowledge to. the solution of real problems.
In stage three they work on individual projects internalizing abilities learned
in group work in stage two.

A typical unit of instruction covering one topic such as writing objectives,
developing tests, or designing almicro lesson takes one to three weeks. At

the outset the students get a Self Instructional Guide, study it, and take the
mastery test a few days later. Then they are given the Group. Instructional
Guide, organized into groups, and assisted in doing the group projects. Groups
frequently meet outside of class as well ad in regularly scheduled class periods.
The group project results in a product which is evaluated on a pass-fail
basis. If unsuccessful, a group continues until it passes. Group projects
may take from one day to two weeks. FinallY, the students are given Procedures
for Individual Projects, the guide for individual projects. Students confer
With the instructor outside of class when necessary regarding their individual
projects. The individual project is also evaluated on a mastery basis.
The student can continue his work until the instructor evaluates it as at least
satisfactory at a C level.

We have carried on continuous evaluation of the model in all courses in which
we have used the model at Purdue University. A uniform subject matter evaluation
is given at the end of Bach semester as one approach to .evaluation. Student
ratings of the courses, the instructors and many aspects of the courses are
conducted each semester. Open-ended evaluations from.students are also secured
in order to get more precise indications of problems, needs and strengths.

422
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INNOVATION. DATA

Flu innovation involves:

Freshmen
CS Sophomores

Uit Seniors

0 Psychology Majors
O Non-Majors
O Honors Students
Q Other (specify):

'Prerequisites.for students who participate in innovation:

fla

Number of students who participate in innova) ton per year: 800

II()(A in has the innovation beenin effect? 4 years

Approximate arnounl.of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ 1000

Appro.iniate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ 1000

EN..dilation done on innovation:

Q4 Student Opinion questionnaires
O Medsures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
0 Other (specify):

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic.year
Number of full time-equivalent Laculty: 8
Number of senior majors in the department: (if applicable)

'40

Size if Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 acadentic year:

r.

Characteristics of Institution

O Public -City
put;hr-State

o Private
O Urban
O Non-Urban

(0.

O Men only
. it) Women only

O Coeil
O Community or junior College

(

O lIndergraduate level prograni,
O Post-Blici:.dalireate Master's
O Post-Racciflitureale Doctoral

O Liberal Arts
O Teacher Preparatory
O Professional

Predominant Calendar System it You stitution

(13 Semester

INVOVATOR DATA

0 Quarter

Name:
Title:.
Depart ment:

Address:

0 Trimester

John F. Feldln
Professor
Educational Psychology

Purdue University
West Lafayette, Indiana

Telephone: (Area Code) 317

O 4-1-4 0 Other (Specify):

Number: 7N9-2E144

423
422

Extension:



THE PSYCHOLOGY OF TEACHING: A GRADUATE SEMINAR ON COLLEGE TEACHING

Educational Psychology

4.

During the past four years,, a,kot graduate creait, two 'q ter seminar Qg college
teaching was held for faculty and tekhing.astsIII-ants% Fifty facility and graduate .

students have participated. Course design is based on several assumptions regarding.
faculty needs in the teaching/learning rocess. These\heeds and the aspects of the
course that meet them-follow:

(a) A theoretical and applied content base is a nec ssit for effective teaching.
The seminar focus is on traditional and non-traditifnal c tent that has the maximum

/ potential for payoff in the classroom. -,Areas covered inc ude traditional apprOaches-
(e.g., behavioral objectives, evaluation teaching and s iudents, theories. of
instruction, interaction analysis) and ral.,t non-tradition approaches (e.g.,
transactional analysis, communication sktiqs, student learn g styles, classroom,'
ecglogy, the classroom as an organizational system). The co rse content emphapizes
both theory and practical classroom applications.

0) Different Instructional options need to-be experience and personally tested
to be adequately appreciated. Participants are experientially e osed.to more than
25 classroom models for college teaching.' This is done .by havin: a given content area
discussed, or presented in classfby a different instructional Meth . Both the instructor
and the participants ulternate in modeling techniques.. 'Furthermore ,assignments are
often" made for people to tea; procedures in their regulaf Classes.

(c) An instructor's educational goals and values e d to be explit\itly stated and
clarified. A final project the first quarter is for arts ipants to develop a personal
theory of teaching. They use course learnings and past exp ence to state and clarify
their educational.goals and values and the relationship of go s and values to their
current classroom methods. Students work in trios to comprehen9ively critique\each
others philosophy, of teaching. Discrepancies among goals, "values and methods are
identified and this information is used to'plan modifications in personal teaching
styles,

(d) Teacher's and their instructional Options need to be evaluated. Every
participant has !heir classroom activity evaluated by other participants and through
a self-evaluation procedure. The assessment includes an evaluation of the instructional
technique/used and the participant's handling of the technique. Uighly descriptive,
behaviorally oriented. assessment procedures are Caught and utilized in the seminar.

Course evaluation data is quite positive with participants reporting that it
opened up a variety of teachlng options for therii and influeved their current teaching
styles. Follow-up with parelcipants who completed, the semiffar shows that the changes
persist over time. In addition, twenty-five percent of those who complete the seminar
become part of an informal consulting jietwork and work with other faculty teaching
issues.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

Freshmen
Sophomores
Juniors
Seniors

Prerequisites for

Psychology Majors
Non-Majors
Honors Students

1 Other (specify):

students who participate in innovation:
An interest or current work

Graduate students and faculty

Number of students who participate in innovation per yed:
How long has the innovation been in effect? years

Approximate amount of initial furiding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ 0
Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ 1700 (Faculty salary)

Evaluation done on innovation:

ca Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non- innovation control group(s)
Other (specify): -

INSTITUTIONAL DATA .

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty. 1 500
Number of senior majors in the department 500

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year:

(if applicable)

36,000

Characteristics of Institution

El Public-City Undergraduate level program
31 Public-State 0 Post-Baccalaureate Master's

Private Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral
53 Uithan

Non-Urbari 1 LiberallArts
El Teacher Preparatory
HI ProfessionalMen only

Women only
51 Coed

Community or Junior College

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester KI Quarter

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title:
Department:
Institution:
Address:

Trimester Ct,Q 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

Anthony F. Grasha
Acting Director/Associate Professor
Institute for Research and Training in Higher Education
Dept. of Psychology
Uniitersity of Cincinnati
Cincinnati, Ohio 45221

Telephone: (Area Coode)_ 51)3 Number: 475-2228

425
424

Extension:



EFFECTS'OP STUDENT-STUDENT INTERVIEWS IN A SELF -PACED COURSE

Educational Psychology

Approximately 50 students are enrolled per term. While most students are
graduate students working toward VI-taster's degree or certification, a .-

small percentage are undergraduates and doctoral students (average age in
the class is about 28 years). The course is primarily focused on learning
and instruction and several different textbooks have been used. Students
are provided with instructional objectives for each of ten units as well
as "interview" questions. All students were required to "interview" with
another student (who was Usually studying that same unit) prior to attempting.

a unit, test. Records of interviews and test scores were kept by the graduate
assistant for the course. After completing the unit test,.a student received

Y) immediate feedback from a proctor. (One proctor per 10 stulients Vas available.
these were students who had previously completed the courses- had done well,
and were interested in the course content.. Although they were not paid, some
received field study or practicum credit.) Standards of performance for
'different grade levels were set for each unit test. If a student performed
poorly, he had one opportunity to restudy and take the alternate unit test.
'Guidelines for the completion of, each unit were also set, but students were
allowed to proceed through the.course at an accelerated rate.

In order to evaluate the procedures described above, proctors, rather than
other students enrolled in the course, condUdted the interviews. Overall,
results showed that students learned the material equally well when they
interviewed with one another as when they were interviewed by trained
proctors. A puestionnaite revealed that students who rated the course most
favorably were those who conducted their own interviews. These students
were more likely to associate the interview with instruction whereas
interviews conducted by proctors were mere likely to be associated with
evaluation.
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INNOVATION DATA .
The i,nnovation involves:

Freshmen
Sophomores
Juniors

. Seniors

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

PsychblOgy Majors
O Non-Majors
0.Horiors Students
O Other (specify):

A

Number.of students who participate in innovation per year J00
Flow long has the innovation Teen in effect? 2 years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ '3 000:00

Approximate amount needed each-year to support ongoing project = $1,500.00

Evaluation done on innovation:

Stt
Tn

()t

lent opinion questionnaires
asures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
er (specify):

iNsTIT JTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in.1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equiolent faculty: 30
Number of senior majors in the department:

Size of Insrpution
Total/ student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year: 40;000

NA (if applicable)

Characteristics of Institution

Public-City
tla Public-State
O Private
O Urban
O Non-Urban,

O Men tinly
Women only

0 Coed
O Community or Junior College

Undergradu'ate level program
O Post-Baccalaureate Master's

Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

Liberal Arts
CEll Teacher Preparatory

Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Se.mesteir 11.3 Quarter Trimester , 4-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title:
Department:
Institution:
Address:

Other (Specify):

Walter GHapkiewicz
Asso4iate Professor
Counseling, Personnel Services, and Educational Psychology
Michigan State University
457 Erickson Hall, MSU, East Lansing, MI 48824

Telephone: (Area Code) 517 Number: 355-5166

42 7
426

Extension:



USING UNIT MASTERY AND FREQUENT TESTING IN EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY

Educational Psychology, But Applicable to All Fields.

Objectives
(1) To insure that students study material at a consistent rate, i.e., to avoid

"cramding".
(2) To insure that each student is aware of his standing in the, course. at all times.
(3). Tdinsure that studentS are not penalized for poor performance on one exam.
(4) To ;nottre that students understand exactly what they must complete in order to

earn a-particular final letter grade.
(5) To insure that only those students requiring' assistance in understanding certain

concepts are required to attend "help sessions" in which these concepts are
explained.

(6) To insure that grading is an objective, rather than a subjective, process.
Methods

In order to accomplish the six goals above,
(1)..Eadh of nine units of material is tested Weekly. .

(2) Studentsdare told, for each week of the quarter, how many points they Should
have earned as of that week to receive a particular letter grade. .

(3), Students failing to pass an exam (9 of ten correct) may be retested on the
same material.

(4) A translation of cumulative points into final letter grade is praviaed during
the first class.

(5) Students who pass the exam on the first take are given library time to digest
advanced materials on reserve.

(6) See #4 above.
Content

Gibson, J. Educational Psychology, 2nd ed.; Appleton7Century-Crofts, 1972.
Number of Students

No necessary limit
Assistants and Equipment

None
Evaluation

For crib year prior to the present system, I used PSI with proctors. Although I am
in agreement with the PSI philosophy, I found the time and effort required to recruit
and supervise proctors, generate infinite exams, eta. to be intolerable. I believe the
present system is a reasonable compromise and student feedback and test performance has
been favorable.'
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INNOVATION DATA

l'heannovation involves:

Freshmen.
Sophomores
juniors
Seniors

Psychology Majors
El Non-Majors

Honors Students
Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

3 cotrcses in behavioral sciences

Number of students who participate in innovation per year 150
How long has the innovation been in effect? sloe_ years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ 7.Prn

Approxiinate amount needed each ylar to support ongoing, prnject = zero

Evaluation done on innovation:

F11 Student opinion questivinaires
Measures of student performance in comparison witlf non-innovation control group(s)

SI Other (specify):
Mastery of predetermined course objective

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty: 10
Number of senior majors in the department: sn (if applicable)

Ze of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year. 4000

Characteristics of InstitutiOn

. Public-City
Public-State
Private
Urban
Non -1 Jrban

Men only
Women only

Ei Coed
Community or junior College

ta

10 Undergraduate level program
Post-Baccalaureate Master's
Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

gl Liberal Arts
JR1 Teacher Preparatory
E Professional

Predo Mutant Calendar System at Your Institution

0 Semester IN Quarter Trimester 4-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Jack C. Hartje
'1111e: Assistant Professor
Department: Psychology
Institution: University of North Florida

Address: Jacksonville, Florida 32216

Telephone: (Area Code) 904

Other (Specify):

Number: 646-2808 Extension: 2808

429
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AN INDIVApUALIZED,COURSE FOR SCHOOL PERSONNEL IN BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION

AND APPLIED RESEARCH TECHNIQUES

S

Behavior Modification /education V

The approach to the course is individualized so that each student may'work at his own speed.

This organizatiOn treats each student as an individual who learns rather than just as a

member of a large class. The emphasis of the course is not on speed but on mastery of each

aspect of the course. The pacing of the course is individualized but the content is not.

The information for the content of the course has been divided into nine units. Each

unit contains specific readings that are found in any or all of the following: 1. required

texts, 2. reserved readings in the library,or 3. within the syllabus itself. Students

progress through the course in numerical sequence, studying the readings assigned

thoroughly. To assist them, the syllabus contains study questions for each of the nine

units and a summary of the material covered in each unit. The study questions serve as

the behavioral objectives of each unit for they specify the, material over which the student

has to demonstrate knowledge- Tests for the course come from-the study questions.
After having mastered the material in a unit, the student is required to pass a unit test.

If one knows the answers to all the study questions, one should have no difficulty passing

the test. However, alternate tests are available for those that initially do poorly.

After all units have been mastered, the student takes a cumulative final examination

over the material that he has already demonstrated mastery of. However, if the student

has scored 90% or better on the first version of 5,of the last 8 tests (units 2-9; unit

1 is a practice test), and if his overall test average equals 90% or better, the student

earns his "A" without taking the final examination.

Besides the nine units of content, FED 409 students are also required to complete two

projects in which they practice what they have been learning through the content area of

the course. The nine units are designed to assist their acquiEition of verbal fluency

with respect to the subject matter of applied behavior analysis. The project section of

the syllabus is designed to facilitate the students' performance of applied behavioral

research in the natural environment.

The completion of two (an ABAB and a multiple-baseline) behavior change projects conducted

in educational settings is a required task for all students enrolled in FED 409. The

syllabus contains a section on behavior change projects that is designed to be used as a

guide or handbook while the student is doing his projects and when he is preparing the

written reports. Parts of the unit are felt to be useful as a reference for the students

as they apply behavior analysis beyond this course. Included in Olis section are:

a project flow chart, project task analysis, project report forms, andraw data sheets.

The flow chart presents a visual representation of the sequence in whidh some basic steps

in behavior change projects are to be done. It also indicates those steps which may be

performed simultaneously. The task analysis of a project presents a list of steps

considered to be essential for the completion of an effective behvior ch ge project.
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INNOVATION DATA

The Inn`ovation involves.

Freshmen
Sophomores
rumors
Seniors

Psychology Majors
Non-Majors
Honors Students

L Other (specify): Education majors
Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

6

none

Number of students who participate in innov
How long has th(; inno%ation been in effect"?

on per year An
years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ 50.00
Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $50.00

talii,ition done on innovation:

tA Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation ontrol group(s)Ca Other Ispecilyj, Students are asked to specify ways in which the syllabus/course

needs further clarification.

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full time - equivalent faculty 20
Number of senior majors in the department

Size of Institution
(if applicable)

Total student enrollment in .1974-75 academic year 18,000

Characteristics of Institution

Public-Coy
1,1,1)11( -Shoe
Private

In Urban
Non -Urban

Men only
Women only
Coed
Community or junior College

M Undergraduate level ,program
10 Post-Baccalaureate Master's
El Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory
Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester ID Quarter Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA.
,:,

Name:Deitz,S.M., Hummel, J.H. , Slack,D.J., Roberts, p.m., Blount ,H.P.Title: Prof. GTA , GTA GTA Prof.Department: ..

Institution: MiiWeREag NY,52i1R11 Foundations
Address: university Plaza

Atlanta, GA 30303

Telephone: (Area Code) Number: Extension:

404 658-2582

430
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AN INNOVATIVE MODEL IN EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY MATCHING STUDENT, TEACHER,

AND METHODS

Educational'Psychology

College students in educational psychology and human relations courses were
organized into a multi-track system that enabled them to choose their program on
an individual learning basis. Such factors as: amount of time available to give

to the course, learning styles (cognitive, affective, verbal, written, experiential

and social) Are included in the model. Motivational and personality problems are also
provided for in the paradigm by providing peer counseling and individual counseling
by the instructor. Focused discussions in large and small groups around the area of
self-insight as a learner is also an important part of the program

Formal testing is minimal, yet a variety of monitoring and feed-back techniques
are utilized. They include: personal reactions to readings, focused autobiographical
material, observations in the field, logs, etc., as well as more sophisticated
research instruments that evaluate specific learning outcomes in cognitive and/or

affective areas. These experiences provide reality models that students can use as
a reference when we focus on the unit concerned with evaluation and feed-back.

A motivational system based on qualitative credit value allows each student to
custom fit his or her program using mastery and competency learning as a prime concept.
Credits are given for basics as well as extra credit. Quality is noted as part of the

credit system. Thus students can explore several areas in depth using this system.
Students who need structure and those who need freedom to be creative can be

accomodated in this model. Peer involvement is encouraged in all levels of the pro-

gram ranging from initiation and development execuation and evaluation. For

example, students evaluate themselves and a peer group provides feedback to students.
Thus, students and the teacher share common roles. Analysis of authority and its

influence on their. learning is a focus of the course. This model can be used at

different educational levels with modification. There is a field base part of the
program where students work in schools and develop competencies and insights about
how children learn.

The need for developing more effective learning models that include both cognitive
and affective learning is important. It is especially significant in a .society that is
interested in fostering openness, creativityand individual and group social responsi-
bility. There is a need to provide viable educational models that will help us to
humanize a process that can create mechanical human beings. Another significant impli-
cation is to open this area to further research so that our model building can have
a firm scientific base.

N
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves

Freshmen
Sophomores A.
juniors

D Seniors

O Psychology Majors
O Non-Majors
O Honors Students
O Other (speci1N):

Prerequisites for student% %Nilo participate in innovalion:

Number 01 students who pal ticipate in innoNaliqn per year. 150

Him, lung has the innuNation been in effect' years.

Teacher Education

Appiximate envount necessary to develop and try the innovation = $Q____

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $

.Naluolion done on intimation

0

Student opinion questionnaires

R9

Nleastnes of 4wIent performance in comparison with non:innovation control groupts)
Other (specify): Teacher attitude scale

INSTITIITIONAI. DATA'

V.

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty 100

Number of se najors in the department: (if applicable)

Size of Institution
Total student eividlinen

Characteristics of Institution

(3 Public-CON
Public-State
PriNate

O Urban
O Non-Urban

in 1974-75 academic year: 10,000

Men only
Q Women only
g.,Coet)
DAlummunit y or Junior College

O Undergraduate level program
O Post-Baccalaureate Master's
O Post-liaccalaureale Doctoral

El Liberal Arts
effl Teacher Preparatory
O Professional

Predimunant Calendar SNstem at Your Institution

a Semester 0 Quarter 0 Trimester 0 4-1-4 0 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

V.Ime Paul Hurewitz
Title Assistant Professor
Depart rnent
Institution.
Address:

Early Childhood and Elementary Education
Herbert Lehman College of the City, University of New York

Bedford Park Boulevard West
Bronx, New York 10468

Telephone: (Area Code) Number:
212. 960-8171

433
432

Extension:



HUMANISTIC, CONTRACT-BASED APPROACH TO TEACHING
PSYCHOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCATION

Psychological "Foundations of Education,I (Developmental Psychology)
and Psychological Foundations of Education II (Educational Psychology)

(

Students contract for desired grade; a written plan detailing proposed
reading, written and oral reports is submitted by third session (sections
meet weekly for semester). Balance of six books, three short reports, and
oneoral presentation is expected for an A or B. -- hence the nickname, "Contac
Contract" (6:3:1). Recommended textbooks include CRM's Developmental Psychology
Today and Psychology Applied to Teaching by Biehler.

In,addition, two major exams, both open-bo9k, are given. The only closed
book test all semester is administered at the first session. This pre-test,
consisting of key concepts and names of individuals with whom the students are
expected to become familiar, helps student and instructor gauge appropriate and .

reasonable contract workload. Part of this test also includes checking from a
list of 75 titles those which the student has read wholly or in part. This

list then becomes the recommended comprehensive bibliography for the course
from which students may draw the kinds of popular reading that have most meaning.
to them.

For the bulk of the students, who usually number 30 per section, taking open
book exams is a new experience. The difference between convergent, memory-
taxfng and divergent, analytical problems is stressed; in fact, students may earn
exemption from major exams by submitting original open book questions suitable

for the course. Coming up with good questions is, indeed, as important as finding
right answers.

Discussions, demonstrations, and films comprise the bulk of class time, witeth

little lecturing. A list of films related, to course content, with each pictuie
annotated as well as rated, has been prepared by the instructor.

These methods have been evaluated each term by students as part of the
college's computerized teacher assessment. The instructor has consistently
been rated high, with nearly 75% asserting in the last poll a "definite" willingness
to take another course with him.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

RI 'Freshmen
O Sophomores

juniors
10 Seniors

O Psychology Majors
Non - Majors
Honors Students

O Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

Social Foundations of Education

Number of students who participate in innotation per year 00
long has the innovation been in effect'' 2 years /7

Amin) 'male amount of initial funding necessary to develop ind try the

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing roject = $

Evaluation (lim( on innovation:

fa Student opinion questionnaires
0 N1vasures of student, performance in comparison v'ith non-innovation control group(s)
O Other (specify):

innovation =

INSTITUTIONAL DATA
,.

Site it Department in 1974-75 academic year
I,

Number of full - litre - equivalent faculty: __+.%60-"

Number of senior majors in the department: (if applicable)

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 197'4-75 academic, year

Chard( teristits of Institution

ICI Public-City
O PublicStale
O Private
Ea Urban
O Non-Urban

O Men only
O Women only
11 Coed
O Community or junior College

13 Undergraduate level program
Post- Baccalaureate Master's

O Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

Liberal Arts
O Teacher Preparatory
O Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

t Semester 0 Quarter 0 Trimester 0 4 -1 -4

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title:
Department:
Institution:
Address:

Telephone: (Area Code)

Dr. Val Karan
Adjunct Asst. Professor
Educational Foundations
Hunter College of
466 Lexington Ave.
New York, NY 10017

0 Other (Specify):

N umber:
212 360-5136

435
434

Extension:



TEACHING EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY BY MEANS OF PERSONALIZED SYSTEM OF INSTRUCTION

Educational Psychology

Objectives are: 1) competency in responding on paper-and-pencil measures
(short answer and fill-in-the-blank) of knowledge of principles 4: behavior
and techniques of classroom management, and 2) a written report of an
attempt to change one or more behaviors of one or more persons using a

reversal or multiple-baseline design.

The course is self-paced. There are eight exams, on'each of which an 80%
mastevy criterion is in effect. If a student fails to meet criterion on
an exam, a second, and if necessary, a third retake is required. All of

the questions on the three forms of each exam are different. A grade of

"A" is awarded to those who pass all eight exams, a "B" to those Who pass
six exams, and a "C" to those who pass four. A "D" is given to those who
pass more than one.exam, but less than four.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves.

Freshmen
11/1 Sophomores

I Juniors
E Seniors

DI Psychology Majors
Non-Majors
Honors Students
Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation: Sophomore standing

,

Njimber of students ,a.ho participate in innovation per year 120

iffw lean); has the innmation bean in effect.? 2 years

Approximate amount ot in lial fundiu net.*essary to develop and try the innovation S 0
Approximate amoont need rd each year to support ongoing project = $

EA dilation done on innovation:

Student opinion questionnaires
E Measures of student performance in. comparison with non-innovation control- group(s)

Other (specify):

INSTITHIONAL DATA
Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year

17Number of full-time-equivalent faculty:
Number of senior majors in the department; 100 (if applicable)

Seer; of Institution
Total 'student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year: 6,400

Characteristics of Institution

Pistilli -City
-State

Prt%.,,or
60 I n

Non-Ill-ban

Men only
Women only

El Coed
Gomm unity or Junior College

QD Undergraduate level program
Post - Baccalaureate Master's
Post-Baccalaureate Dot toral

El Liberal Arts
ZI Teacher Preparatory

Professional

Predominant Calendar.S stem at Your Institution

DO Semester Quarter Trimester

INK° VATOR DATA

Name.
Title
Department:
Institution:
Address:

Dr, Peter A. Lamal, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
Psychology
University of North Carolina at Charlotte
UNCC Station, Charlotte, NC 28223

Other (Specify):

Telephone: (Area Code) 704 Number: 597-2116 Extension: None--direct line

437
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«A

INDIVIDUALIZED/MODULARIZED MULTI -META EbUCATIONAL/ADOLESCENT
PSYCHOLOGY CO RSE

SECONDARY EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY

The project has been underway-for three years, and two published monographs and
two papers are 'available describing the system. The objectives on the project were to
(1) develop and assess a cognitively effective/cost efficient program,, and (2) provide
a model of flexible instruction for the students. These Objectives have been met.

At present the program utilizes text, film, and lecture/tape modules. The material
Covers 13 content areas: Learnin , Motivation, Intelligence-Creativity, Develop-
ment, the Disadvantaged Chi d, Tests and Measurement, Personality, Group Processes,
-tReExceptional Child, Adolescence-Development, Adolescence-Social Behavior, /A-
dolescence -- Sexuality, and Adolescence-Youth; Problems ancl Perspectives. The mo-
dules have been combined to form 60 instructional sequences across the- 13 content
areas. The module structures are as follows:

Text Modules: The text modules are based on commercially available texts, with
all copies of ail texts housed in the. Library Reserve. Each module is structured asifol-
lows: Title Page, Module Management page (giving learning sequence), Statement of
Objectives, Focusing Questions (a simple study guide for non-programmed texts), and
Learning Checks (two alternate form objective-type quizzes of about 15-16 items).
All modules are described on.a Module Content page for each content area.

Film Modules: The film modules utilize 16 commercially available films. Each

module is structured as follows; FilmSynopsis, Focusing Questions, Film Quiz, and
Film Evaluation report. At CU' all films are on videocassette tape and stored in the
Library Reserve Room.

Lecture/Tape Modules: The student may either attend the actual lecture or hear."
the tape. Thete are 10 tapes. Each :nodule is structured as follows: _Lecture/Tape
Content page, a Lecture/Tape note-taking sheet which ls topically keyed, a J.ecturQ/
Tape Quiz, and a Lecture/Tape Evaluation form. The tapes are stored in the Library
Reserve.

The system also includes an Instructor Manual, a student Record-Keeping form, and
a Worksheet. Additional, activities at CU include small group discussions and "con-.
venation hours". _1 . 4 1

The system operates with one instructor and two quarter-time graduate assistants.
A, room is needed as an Evaluation Center. The system can be disseminated; without
chate, materials are available for duplication.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation ink olves

Freshinen
Stiphomores
juniors
Seniors

Pert.quisites..for students

(.?

Psychology MajorS
Nun - Majors

a Honors Students
Other (specify): Thservice Teachers

who participate in innovation: None

Number of ',dents INhu participate in innovation per year 200
How long has the innovation been in effert 3 years

Appro \Mune amount of initial funding necessary to de\,elop and try the innovation = $ 5,000

Appro \imate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ 3,000

"F.:valuation done on innovation:

[5iI Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control groups)

D3 Other (specify): General evaluation data, test results, etc.

INSTITI1TIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty: 20
Number of senior majors in the department (if applicable)

Size of Institution
'Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year:

ChardtA-eristics of Institution

l Public-City
RI Public-State

Private
Ithan

Non-Urban

Men only
Women only

C8 Coed
Community or junior College

20,000

Undergraduate level program
Post-Baccalaureate Master's

153 Post - Baccalaureate Doctoral

CZ Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory
Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester IN Quarter Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Philip. Langer
-Title: Associate Professor
Department: Educational Psychology, School of Educaticin
Institution: The University of Colorado
Address' Boulder, CO 80302

Telephone: (Area Code) 303 Number: 492-6564

439
438

Extension:

A



THE.STUDENT CENTERED EDUCATION PROJECT: A PROCEDURE FOR PROMOTING STUDENT

INITIATED INNOVATION IN EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY

Educational Technology

P^

The Student Centered. Education Project, SCEP, is a two-semester program for
undergraduate students at Western Michigan University. The goal of the project
is not only to establish an effective learning environment, but to continue
devising and testing new procedures within the field of college instruction. --

et .

Approximately 200 students participate in the project each year. Students

enroll for six credits during their first semester in SCEP and for twelve

credits during their second semester.

While programmed textbooks, study objectives, and daily quizzes are standard

" components of SCEP, the major emphasis is on the application of the principles

of behavior to "Real World" settings. An introductory animal laboratory is

included within the first semester's work while an applied lab in one of two
settings is a major part of the second semester's work. During this second
lab, students either work as therapists at the Kalamazoo Valley School for

,the Severely Mental

4
y Retarded or as a Teaching Apprentice in the Psychology

'Department at West n.

Some of the more interesting results of the project have coke from the Teaching

Apprenticeship lib. In addition fo the many other activities of the Teaching.
Apprentice, each TA designs, implements, evaluates, and redesigns a procedure
for improving the effectiveness ér the classroom setting in which s/heis
working as an apprentice. Some ofithe research which is presently being run
by'apprentices and Other undergraduate students working with SCEP are: procedures

for student self-pacing; procedures for unit magiery; behavioral contracting;
group discussion; an on-campus supportive environment for psychology students;

and a self-monitoring system for staff performance.

In terms of evaluation, the students are working hard, they say that they are .

learning more than they do in their other classes, and they enjoy working

within the SCEP system.

More substantial means of evaluation are presently. in progress. For the moment

we feel that the degree to which students are responsible for the,significant
amount of innovative research taking place within SCEP is the best measure of

the project's success.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

't Freshmen
Sophomores
luniors

Ca SeniiIrs

53 Psychology Majors
Non-Majors

o Honors Students
Other {specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:
admittance, to the University, interest in psychology, enrollment in one of the

SCEP course packages

Number of students who participate in innovate per year 900
How Whig has the innovation been in effect? years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project= $ 10,0(10

Evaluation dune on i,nnovation:

25,000

Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control -groupls)

O Other (specify):

INSTITLITIONAI. DATA
.

Size of Department in 1974-75 -academic year '
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty: 19
Number of senior majors in the department: 150

Site of Institution
'1'otd1 student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year-

C;hardcteristit s of Institution

O Public-City
I Irohlit-State

C3 Ptivate
t Irhan
Nom-Urban

Men only
Women only

I Coed
Community or junior College

(if applicable)

20,000

DO Undergraduate level program.
Post-Baccalaureate Master's

a2 Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

51 Liberal Arts
ID Teacher Preparatory
CRI Professional

Predoinmant Calendar System at Your Institution

GI Semester 0 Quarter

INNOVATOR DATA

&ine:

Department:
Institution:
Address:

0 Trimester 0 4-1-4

Richard W. Malott
Associate Professor
Psychology
Western Michigan University
Kalamazoo, Michigan 49001

Telephone: (Area Code) 616

0 Other (Specify):

Number: 383-1629

441
440

Extension:

4



A COMBINATION OF MASTERY LEARNING AND BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION
IN AN. EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY COURSE.

Upper division undergraduate and graduate level Educational Psychology
(should have application in any field in which multiple concepts must be
introduced rapidly).

In detailed handouts at the first class meeting, students were informed they would
receive 12 weekly tests on the text material which would be derived from the Study-.
Guide accompanying the text. On each ten question test (earlier tests used short
essay, completion and m-c items, later tests only m-c) a score of 90% indicated
mastery, allowing the student to go directly to the next unit; scores of°70 to 89%
were considered sub-mastery, in which the student was given one week to complete
a make-4) test, requiring greater depth, only on the items which were, missed, before
going on to the next unit; and scores below 70% were given the same assignment as
the sub-mastery group, but also were assigned a "minus-point". A number of other
assignments were given to complete the course, but were received on an acceptable
or rejected basis.

The mastery learning aspect was incoporated in the ten sequential units and was
well received. The behavior modification applications were basically negative, and
while resisted, instigated a high level of activity. The number of minus-points which
one could earn and receive a particular course grade were est*islled in advanoe, but
were readily accepted by the students in discussion. (0-3 for A, 4 or 6 for B, 6 or 7
for C,. 8 or 9 for Q, and 10 or more for F) Minus points were also assigned to
students who did not hand in other assignments on time and which were acceptable,
although 'an unacceptable assignment would be returned immediately with specific
feedback for acceptability. 4
In the initial formal 'study of the technique, two classes were taught in the above
manner, one with the traditional lecture-discussion method, and a fourth in a manner
determined by the students in the first week of the semester, each receiving the same
text, study guide, list of objectives and number of class hours. At the end of the
semester the two experimental groups (receiving the behavior mod-mastery approach)
were asked to take a voluntary review test, given after their final course grade was
known. This same test was given as a weighted final examination to the traditional
class and in the non-traditional student-originated teaching model the test was given
as a research instrument to 'validate their semester's work'.

The means of the two experimental groups were higher than the best scores of either
of the other two groups, with the means of the final test scores on both of the other
groups falling below the lowest scores of the two experWrital groups. A significant
difference (p < .01) was shown with an analysis of variance and with Scheffe' s

tr
compar-

ison. Interestingly, no significant difference was found between the adit oval method
and the student-originatqd approach. Anxiety, a major factor in the expe ental
method, needs to be sytematically investigated in regard to ultimate' effect .
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

Freshmen
Sophomores
limiors

Fj Seniors

IX Psychology Majors (could)
VI Non-Majors

Honors Students
Other (specily):

Prereq nsites for students who participate in innovation:

Number o students who participate in innoation per year 150
How long as the innovation been m effect? S year?;

Appromm.i e amount of initial funding necessary to del.elop and try the innovation = $

Approimatti amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ 0

,alliation clone on innovation:

6i student opinion questionnaires
CR Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)

Other (specify):

INSTITI ITIONAL DATA

Size of Departrrient ih 1974-75 academic year
Number of foll-liniii-equivalent faculty- 19
Number of senior majors in the department: n/a (if applicable)

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year 17,000

Characteristics of Institution

Public-City
CEO Public : Suite

Private
1E1 Urban

-Non-Urban

Men onl,
Women only

ig) Curd
Community or Junifr College

id Undergraduate Jevel program
El Post-Baccalaureate Master's

Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

Liberal Arts
Te,icher Preparatory
Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

121 Semester Quarter Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

'Name: Neal T. Pinckney
Title: Associate' Professor of Educational Psychology
Department: Behavioral Sciences in Education
Institution: California ,State University, Sacramento

_Address: 6000 Jay Street, Sacramento, CA 95819

Innovator currently employed (on leave) as a technical consultant to the
Ministry of Education and Culture, Brazil. Mailing address until December
31, 19.75: Caixa Postal 24-8434 (USAID -SDS), 70.000 Brasilia, DJ., BRAZIL

ITelephone: (Area Code) 916 Number: 454-6623 Extension: n/a

443
442



A MODULAR PROGRAM IN EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY

Educational Psychology

Recognizing the diversity of interests of students and faculty alike, the Depart-

ment of Educational Psychology at Arizona State University is offering a modular-

ized course. The modular program has been adopted in a three-credit educational

psychology course. The semester is divided into three, five-week modular periods,
but each student is required to take three modules during the semester, and

instead of receiving three separate.one-credit grades, he receives a single

composite grade for three credits. More importantly, each of the three modules

covers a subtopic of educational psychology. Students are assigned to modules in

the first period based on 'individual, personal preference. The module selection

process is repeated again before the start of modular periods two and three,

respectively. Two sections of the three-credit-hour course are offered at dif-
ferent times by partitioning each section into three week modular segments

and offering seven modular topics in Section 1, and e topics in Section 2.

The student has a good range of choice for time and subject matter.

Fifteen instructors participate, and each repeats his module three times in the

semester. Topics offered are determined by the interests of bot4 students and

teaching faculty to include adolescence, cognitive development, Aychological

aspects of learning disorder, behavior modification, descriptive techniques,

adapting instruction to.individual differences, principles of motivation, per-
,

sonality development, and exceptionality.

When students were asked to compare the one-semester course to the modular pro-

gram on a 1 (very unpreferable) to 5 (very preferable) rating scale, the folldw-

ing distribution of opinions was obtained, Forty-one percent of the students

rated the modular program very preferable, 26% rated the program quite prefer-

able, 24%,preferable, 7% quite unpreferable, and 2% felt the modular program was

.very unpreferable. In summary, a total of 91% of the students rated the modular

program preferable (mean rating of 3.96) to the one-semester course.

The last item on the ast assessment asked students to "circle the approach (one

semester or modular) that you would consider better for students taking-educa-

tional psychology in thee future." When requested to choose between the two

organizations of the course, 90% of the students suggested retention of the

modular program and 7% optioned the one-semester course. The remaining 3%

either failed to respond or-indicated a lack of commitment. Included in the

final portion of the leaving instrument was a request that students "cite rea-

sons why the modular program was either more or less preferable to the one-

semester course." Twenty-eight percent of students said the modular topics were

more compatible with student interests, 23% believed that a greater variety of

topics were presented (actually, there are fewer than in a traditional course),

18% liked the change of environment three times in the semester, 15% appreciated

exposure to,the viewpoints of more instructors, 8% believed that paddipg was

removed from courses, and 7% thought that the modular instructor was better

prepared for his special topic.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation inv.okes:

Freshmen
Sophomores

Et juniors
gg Seniors

til Psychology Majors
Non-Majors
Honors'Students

ID Other (specify):

Preregaiisites for students who participate in innovation:

Psychology 100

Number of students who participate in innovairn per year:1410D
How long has the innovation been in effect? 7 years

Approximate ainnunt of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ 600 .

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = s 200

Evaluation done on innovation:

OP 'Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)

09 Other (pecify):
Faculty opinion

INSTITt ITIONAL DATA

Size of Department in'197-(75 dtddelnit; year
Number of full-time-equo,alent faculty. 1.

Number of se_mor majors in the department:

Sin. of Institution
student enrollment in 14.174-75 academic

Characteristics of Institution

Polific-City
Pliblo:-Slate
PR,ite
Irban

Non-1 lrhan

Men only
Women only

gi Coed
Cominunity or junior College

ao

(ifdpplicahle) Graduate students (75)

year: 30,000

Undergraduate le%el program
Post-Baccalaureate Masters
Post -Dacca laurea It! Doctoral

laheral Arts
Teacher Preparatory
Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

1111 Semester Quarter 0 Trimester 4-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title.

Department:
Institution:
Address:

Other (-Specify):

Dr. Robert Grinder and Dr. Howard E. Settler
Associate Dean and Associate Professor of Educational Psychology
Educational Psychology
Arizona State University
Tempe, Arizona 85281

Telephnne: (Area Cnde) 602 Number: 965-6220

445
444

Extension:



FORMATIVE EVALUATION, MASTERY GRADING, AND PEER DIRECTED SMALL GROUP

DISCUSSIONS IN AN INTRODUCTORY EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY CLASS

The innovations reported here accompany a sophomore level Introductory Educational

Psychology class (EDP 052) which has an introductory general psychology class as

its only prerequisite. The course is primarily a foundations course which meets

the state certification standards for the preparation of teachers and includes

facts and principles of learning as applied to problems of education. Each quarter

one large lecture section which can accommodate as many as 300 students and one or

two small sections of approximately 35 students are offered. The text book and

accompanying test items for the course is Psychology Applied to Teaching; Robert Biehler.

A

The three innovations I have been developing for the large lecture sections include

(1) formative evaluation, (2) a pyramid-like structure of small groups which are

led by peers who took the class the previous quarter and who discuss a packet of 18

readings, and (3) a mastery grading procedure. The formative evaluation portion

makes use of five primary unit tests for which there are alternate tests for each

unit. The five principles unit tests are administered every two weeks at regularly

scheduled class times. Percent of correct item scores are used to compute grades.

The objective tests are computer graded and reported back within five hours. On

the evening after each test a debriefing session is held where most thorough

explanations and answers for all the items on the tests are revealed. One week

IN
later anyone in the class is fr e tb take an alternate test over the past unit

and receive 75% of the increa over the primary test added to their primary

test score which, yields their creftt,for any particular unit. If their alternate

test score is lower than their primary unit test score they are given their

primary unit test score, therefore there is no risk involved in takiagcan alternate test.

Eight small group sessions per group are held for one hour a week where readings are

discussed. Students are given 50 minutes of normal class time for this experience.

With the advise and congtnt of their groups, the leaders, who took the course the

preceding quarter, write two multiple-choice and two true-false questions related

to the two or three readings each week. These questionsiare then selected by me

to make up ,a 36 item quiz which is given to the class at the end of the quarter.

Students'-are given .25% credit for attendance at each session which can accum-

mulate to a total of 2% bonus credit. Attendance is optional, not mandatory.

Grades for the class are based on mastery criterion levels and are derived

from three sources: (1) the average over the five unit scores, (2) conditionally

one readings quiz score, and (3) a possible maximum of 2% bonus credit for discus-

sion group attendance. If the percent of correct.items pp the readings quiz is

greater than the average of the five unit scores, it is iiged in computing the course

grade giving a weighting of 10% to the readings quiz and 90% to the average of five

unit scores. If the readings quiz score is less than the five unit average, the

readings quiz is not used in determining the grade and the five unit average is the

only score used. Then, to one or the other of these 2 figures is added the discussion

group attendance bonus credit. Grades are determined by the following criterion

levels: 85%-100% = A, 76Z-84% B, 68%-75% = C, 58% - 67% = D, less than 58% = F.

This class, as. contrasted to a small (34 students) section using summative

evaluation and four unit tests and the same text book, did significantly better

on a departmental proficiency test, t(11)=1 2.73, p < .001. Student.evaluations of

this course have been quite favorable as contrasted with other large classes.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involV:

Freshmen
El Sophomores

rumors
Seniors

Psychology Majors
Non-Majors
FlonOrs Students
Other (speOfy j:

Prerequisites for students who participate in innoy'ation:

Number of students who paRticipate in innovation per year.
years

500-600

How long has the innovation been in effect? 2

Approximate amount of indial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation =

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = S

Ealuation done -ors innovation:

El Student opinion questionnaires
El Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group's)

Other (specify)

INSTITUTIONAL. DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty. 14

Number of senior majors in the department: 110

a

it applicable)

Size of Institution 13,400
"Fifial student enrollment in t974-75 academic year

Characteristics of Institution

Public-City
l Public-Stale

Pri%att.
Urban
Non-Urban

Men only
Women only
Coed
Community or Junior College

Undergraduate level program
Post Baccalaureate Master's
Post-Baccalaureate Mocloral

Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory
Professional

Predoineint Calendar SysIN,11 at Your InstilutiOn

Serne,stkr MI Quarter Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Ne11111':

Tit le:
Department:
Institution:
Address:

Telephone: (Area (:ode)

-Lawrence W. Sherman
Asst. Professor
Educational Psychology
Miami University
Word, Ohio 45056

513 Number: 529-6621

447
446

Extension:



TEACHING EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY: A HUMANISTIC, PROCESS-ORIENTED, FIELD-CENTERED

APPROACH

Educational Psychology

This one-semester corse seeks by exposing students to the intimate relationship between

psychology and education to provide an understanding of the dynamics occurring within

teaching-learning situations. At the same time it attempts to help each student better

understand himself (a pre-requisite to improved understanding of others) by confronting

him with situations in which he must critically examine his experiences as a learner
and his motivations toward, capacities for, and feelings about becoming a teacher or
"helping professional" in some other field. This humanistic perspective on learning

suggests that genuine learning has a quality of personal involvement which ,plwaYs

includes the affective or feeling aspects of the person as well as the cognitive.

Within the humanistic framework of this course, we feel a process- orientation is.essen-

tial. Our concern is to develop within our students capacities for thinking, question-

ing, and problem-solving regarding educational-psychological issues. Course content

becomes important and meaningful only as it contributes to such personal growth. It

is our objective to create circumstances in which students must responsibly direct

their own learning and thus both experience and learn about the psychological under-

pinnings of the process of learning. Consequently, each student is expected to deter-

mine, in consultation with the instructor, the directions he wishes to take in the

course and the projects he will carry out to help him move in those diiections. Gen-

erally a student completes three minor projects and one major project with a portfolio

containing the projects and any other materials which represent the students' growth .

in educational psychology being turned in for evaluation at the end of the semester.

The possibilities for projects in the course are virtually unlimited including case

studies, critical book reviews, surveys, autobiographical statements, class presenta-

tions, and group projects. Many students choose for one of their projects to become

involved a few hours each week in some helping relationship. Each of them keeps an

analytical log of his thoughts and feelings regarding his "field work" and at the con-

clusion of the experience prepares a paper which critically examines and evaluates his

learning and growth through that experience. Field work provides an experiential base

to which students can relate psychological concepts, theories, and research results

they read about and are exposed to in class.sessions. Examples of the diverse field

experiences in which students may participate during a typical semester are: tutoring

disadvantaged high school students, helping in a day-care center, acting as a big

brother (or sister) to a child in an orphanage, peer counseling with persons who have

drug problems, providing swimming instruction for physically disabled children, and

acting as a teacher's assi$tant in a secondary school class.

In teaching this course, we see ourselves as learning facilitators, not directors.

We try to increase interaction and active involvement by having each class (25-35

students) sit in a circle. Glass sessions which flexibly follow a course outline

and our own text materials utilize such strategies as role-playing, small and large

group discussions, inductive exercises, debates, values clarification techniques,

films, student presentations, sensitizinglexperiences, and occasionally a mini-lecture/
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INN( A'ATION DATA

The innox anon inyokes

O Freshmen
IV Sophomores

Juniors
EC1 Seniors

al Psychology Maiors
Non-Maiors

O Honors St talents
O ()flor (specify):

Prerequisites fur students who participati in innovation:

an introductory course in Psychology
Number id students who participate In innovation per year: ___400
How lung has the innovation been in elle( I years

Approximate iitiunt ul initiallunding necessary to develop rind try the innovation = $ none .

Approximate amount needed eal h year to support ongoing project = $ nnnP

Evaltidion done on innoxation:

IEKStudent opinion ildrstilmniiires
l'vleasiires of student performance in r.omparison with non-innovation control .group(s)

0 Other (specify):

INS 1'11'1 'TIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974 -75 ar.adernir. year
Number of ftill-time-equivalent faculty:
Number of senior Mil Inrti in the department: _.114.11a._ (if applicable)

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year: 12,000

Ch.u..1( Ii.risiits of InsiiItition

Publit -City
O Pliblii.-Stale
!D Private

Urban
O Non I Ir ban

0
o
fl
0

.'Arai only
Woman only

()mini anti, or junior College

1Indprgradtia11. level program
O Post-Baccalaureate Nlaster.s

fl Post-13accalaureate Doctoral

El liberal Arts
El Teacher Preparatory
fi:1 Professional

Predominant Calendar S stem a1 Your Institution

O Seinesivr 0 Quarter 0 Trimester 51 4-1-4

1:CNOVATOR DATA

Name Jay Smith

I the Asst. Professor
IN.p.irlr Educational Psychology Dept.

Insattition Hof stra -University

Address Henipsteadt N.Y. 11550

Telephone: (Area cndel 516

to.

0 Other (Specify):

Number: 560 3558 Extension:

449
448

It
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Title: PERSONALIZED AND PARTICIPATORY LEARNING AND TEACHING

Subject: Socio-psychological concepts and strategies in instruction to enhance
learning and inquiry.

Aims and content encompass the examination and analysis of instructor
learner interactions and the teaching strategies hypothesized to
enhance the communication, inquiry and coping skills of learners.

Methods: Seating is arranged to enable face-to-face, at same eye level dialog,
including instructor. At first meeting he puts his name, office
number and hours on board and says: "I hypothesize you want a grade
from this course. Here are some alternative modes to supply evidence
for your grade."

Four optional procedures are suggested for evidence: 1. Write and
submit two reaction reports per week; or 2. Develop an outline in
consultation with the instructor and w7i-te a term paper on a topic
of own choosing; or 3. Oft,- several reaction reports and a mini-
paper.; or 4. Develop either oral presentatton(s) or a pilot study, or
produce an observation or assessment instrument of teaching, or do
independent study. The learner and instructor conjointly plan the
activity; the learner consummates it. Each learner is asked to submit
at the end of the course a self-evaluation (not to be graded) in
response to: "How did I do in achieving my goals in this courseV
Criteria for this self-evaluative exercise are developed conjointly,
by class and instructor.

Learning one another's names, background and interests is initiated
early in the course through the person at the left interviewing
his neighbor re academic background and aims, family status, career,
goals, hobbies and recreation. This information is collected on
everyone, including the instructor, and given back to the- c1 4s.
Early in the course, too, emergent goals (relevant to them individually
and of interest to other class members) are specified by the learners.
Eight to fifteen issues customarily emerge representing individual,
group and instructor concerns and interests.

Consistently, the instructor invites learners to determine the class
meeting agenda through questions, comments, hypotheses derived from
their reading, relevant experiences, class discussions. If, on rare
occasions, there is no ready learner input, the reaction reports,
having been read and returned along with written feedback by the
instructor, serve as sources of dialog and analysis. Sometimes the
instructor may turn, if the occasion offers, to his ,agenda and a
lecturette.

In attempting to enhance learning and inquiry the instructor engages.
in these kinds of behavior: 1. Invites verbally and non-verbally
inputs from learners; 2. Jots on his scratch pad, for ongoing discu-
sion, the learners' demurrers and questions; 3. Invites from the
learners' peers, responses to the inputs; 4. Offers intermittent
reflective and clarifying responses to learners; 5. Affords inter-
mittent positive reinforcement verbally and non-verbally; 6. Gives
lecturettes now and then; 7. Honors the wish of any learner to mike
an oral contribution or to continue to participate non-verbally;
8. Gives no reading assignments but supplies bibliographies; 9. Places
selected texts, articles and materials on reserve and supplies
iearpers with a mimeographed list of same; 10. Gives no quizzes or
final examination and does not assess oral participation class;
il. Derives evidence on scope, commitment and achievement of learners
from submitted written work or formai oral presentation(s); i2. Con-
tinualiy tries to nurture a iearner-oriented climate; i3. Offers to.
observe any student in the class who is teaching in a nearby institu-
tion. Evaluation based on: 1. Written and formal oral work submitted
by students; 2. Instructor and Course Rating Form (instructor
developed); 3. Classroom Attitude Questionnairit of P.S.U. Division of
Instructional Servi \es; 4. Students' self and course evaluation

based on class' predetermined-criteria.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

O Freshmen
O Sophomores
O juniors
ID Seniors

O Psychology Majors
O Non-Majors
O Honors Students
al Other {specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

None

Mostly graduate students and
in-service educators

Number of students who participate in innovation per year la--
How long has the innovation been in effect'? ID year

Appioximate amount of i n i t i a l funding nec.essary to develop and try the innovation = $ n i l

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongbing project = $ ni 1

Evaluation clone on innovation:

X3 Student opinion questionnaires
O Nteasures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group (s)
i Other (specify): Self-evaluation by students in the light of criteria conjointly

developed by Instructor and learners.

INSTITIITIO.NAL DATA

'Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty 9 in Ed Psy 6 28 in Division of Curriculum 6
Number (if senior majors in the department- (if applicable) Instruction

15 Ed Psy & 100 Curriculum & instruction
Size of Institution

Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic: year: 30,000

Characteristics of Institution

O Public-City
11i3 Public-Stale
O Private
O Urban
QC Non-Urban

0
O

O

Men only
Women only
Coed
Community or junior College

1111 Undergraduate level program
OD Post-Baccalaureate Master's
al Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

III Liberal Arts
Ca Teacher Preparatory
ID Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your institution

0 Semester ID Quarter
(Term)

INNOVATOR DATA

Name John Wi tha 1 1
Title: 'Professor of Educational Psychology and Education
Department: Educational Psychology and Division of Curriculum and Instruction
Institution: The Pennsylvania State University
Address: University. Park, Pennsylvania 16802

0 Trimester 0 4-1-4 0 Other (Specify):

Telephone: (Area Code) 814 Number: 865-1594 Extension:

451
450



VARIATIONS ON KELLER'S PSLMETHOD FOR TEACHING EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY

Educational Psychology

This is not a traditional PSI course, although it uses weekly quizzes and

proctors to assist student learning with diagnostic, formative evaluations. Detailed

study guides and essay questions are prepared for each of the 11 units. Alternate

Iforms of quizzes are not provided: students are given only One-chance to pass (70%

ttaaster y criterion). quizzes cover-both text,reading and lecture material. All

answers to the quivies are given'orally to the proctor, thus affording an opportunity/
,

.

to clear up misunderstandings prior.to three major tests. The major innovative part

of the course is the Project/Papers. Ten projects in which students are, sent into

the field to replicate important psychological experiments /phenomena have been

prepared. Students must choose three, one from each of three major areas: Develop-

ment, Learning-Creativity, and Personality-Adjustment. Students first read 5 rele-

vant articles on reserve in the library, then collect their data in accordance

with the project instructions (e.g., a replication of Piaget's conservation experi-

ment, Kohlberg's moral dilemmas, Torrance-vs. Mednick's view of creativity, admin-

iseration of self-concept and locus of control scales). Students analyze the pro-

ject with the aid of information from the articles and write a paper, which is

graded Pass/Fail with the opOrtunity to revise and redo sections of the paper

which are unacceptable, for full credit. Students thus learn basic content via

lectures and quizzes, and engage in discovery and problem solving via the Project/

Papers. Student opinion questionnaires indicate an enthusiastic response to the

innovation (35% reported that it was the best course they'd ever taken). A plan is

underway to teach the course in conjunction with a fAld observatiO participation

in the schools course during Fall 1975.
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INNOVATION DATA

fhc innovation invokes.

OM Freshmen
IR Sophomores
13 juniors

Seniors

EfPsychology Majors
N o ritlGrators
Honors Students
Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

NONE

Num hcrul students who participate in innovation per year:
Flow Imo.; has the inintvat ion keen in effect ? years

Appro \MIME, amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = 150
Appro\imate amount needed eaf:1-1 year to support ongoing project = $

FAaluation dune on innovation:

ig Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in
Other (specify):

O

comparison with non innovation control'group(s)

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty 99
Number of senior majors in the department: 150.

,Size of Institution.
Total student enrollment in

Characteristics of Institution

Public-City
Publit-5i"ate
Private
Urban

'Non-Urban

Nten only
Women only

El Coed
Community or junior College

1974-75

la applicable)

aciillemic year 7500

Undergraduate level program
DI Post-Baccalaureate Master's

Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

DI 'Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory
Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester QuArter Trimester El 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Philip B. Young
Title: Assistant ProfepsZT
Department: Psychology
Institution: Towson College
Address: Ultimore, MD 21204

Telephone: (Area Code) 301 Number: 823-7500 Extension: 84C

453
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DESIGN OF A PERSONALIZED SYSTEM OF INSTRUCTION COURSE IN ELEMENTARY STATISTICS

Statistics

This course is organized'according to the three components of Keller's
Personalized System of Instruction,(PSI): Unitization: Twelve units of
material for elementary statistics were prepared. Each unit contained a
description of the material' covered in the unit, objectives of the unit,
unit problems and exercises to be completed by the student, and problem
solutionsjemonstrating the application of the statistical procedures in
the unitCRastery Learning: Students are required to demonstrate mastery of
old material before proceeding to new material; Personalization: Students
are assigned to an upper'division or graduate student skilled in statistics..
The proctor is responsible for the formative evaluation process and also
clarifiesquestions for the student.'

The course serves 30 students per semester and requires roughly one
proctor for 6 students. Unit materials are prepared with support from
departmental funds. A series of 2m. x 1.74 m. spoma is used for proctoring.

The course is always compared to lecture-oriented classes, This
research was presented to the 1974 meetings of the Western Psychological
Association. We` ave also assessed numerous student attributes and inves-
tigated trait x treatment interactions. This r:eearch has been presented
at the First International Symposium on Educational Testing and 1973 Rocky
Mountian Psychological Association Meetings. A moreitailed discussion
of our implementation appears in Psychological Reports, 1975, 36, 171-174.
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INTVATION DATA

I.& innovation involves:

al Freshmen
54 Sophomores 4'
CD 111giurs

ail Seniors

Psychology Majors
I Non-Majors

Honors Students
Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

Knowledge of elementary algebra

, Number of students %OM participate in innovation per year 40
Him tom.; has the innovation been in effect? 3 years periodically

A

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation

Approomite amount needed each year to support ongoing project =

Evaluation done on innovation:

_$ 0

Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)

O Other (specify):
attributes of students which interact with achievement in innovative versus

noninnovative courses

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Site of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-tirne-equivalent faculty: 27

Number of senior majors in the department: 150 (if applicable)

Slit. of Institution
"Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year 20000

Characteristics of Institution

O Public-City
Public-State

O Private
t"rban

O Non-1Irban

O \len only
O Women only

Coed
O CommUnity or Junior College

Tndergraduate level program
EB Post-Baccalaureate Master's

Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory
Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

DI Semester Quarter Trimester 0 4-1-4 er (Specify):

INNOVA19R DATA

Name: Robert D. Abbott
Tit le:Associate Professor
Department: Psychology
Institution:

16.
California State University,

1

ulierton
Address: Fullerton, CA 92634

Telephone: (Area Code) 714 Number.-270-2271

455
454

Extension:



MOTIVATING FOR STATISTICS LEARNING IN THE UNDERGRADUATE EXPERIMENTAL COURSE

FOR MAJORS

Statistics; Experimental

We call our course the gateway to the major; it is the first psych course for some
students. It is worth 7 credit hours, equal to two courses taken together. It is
intended to recap or replace an introductory course, so the first semester text is
a conventional intro text. It also covers the traditional sophomore experimental
content, with a weekly lab, and covers the statistics often given in a separate
course. It is team-taught by three full-time faculty who cover the weekly 11/2 hour

lab and the-six hours of lecture. Every full-time department member also appears,
to present his/her specialty summarized, ensuring familiarity with almost all areas
of psychology. The purpose of the arrangement is to spread good morale over the
negative-affect material in stat; we directly attack the cultural background of th
aversion to statistics and to math as a psychological phenomenon with desensitization
and other behavioral-modification techniques. Traditional onslaughts serve only to
increase aversion, as any behavioral-modification text will tell you. We cover less
material than conventional statistics courses, but achieve higher mastery of what
we.consider basic concepts.

ESSENTIAL FEATURE: The Syllabus is coordinated so that students do an experiment in
the lab, get data, discuss what to do with the data, become aware that a procedure
is needed to get any lasting benefit from their data, then go to lecture to hear
the material ( on procedures) which they now know they need, and why. We don't
separate the grading on statistics from the overall course grade, to prevent students
from seeking to evade the statistics specifically. This amounts to use of the
Premack principle, which'is also explicitly used in checking off homework assignments
in statistics to be rewarded with the privilege of attending lectures and exams in
the more popular material.
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INNM'ATION DATA

The innovation 'mild 1 V.,

O Freshmen
Eil Sophomores

juniors
O Seniors

Psyc (__h44--"''';yMajors
O Non-Majors
O Honors Sludent;,
O Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

interest in the major.

Sophomore or higher declaring

Number of students who participate .in innovation per year' 40-60
11.,, long has the innovation been in effeer, ____4___ years

Appro\imate antount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ None

Appro\iniate ainountneeded each year to support ongoing project = S

1-;valuation done on innovation:

0 Student opinion questionnaires
o Measures of student performance mparison we h non-innovation control group(s)
O Other (specify): Subjective judgement on supple ntary /tutoring needed.

invidious eavesdropping at regional convent ns as our students

.4 "show off" their knowledge in conversatio s.
INSTITIITIONAL DATA

Sri' of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty: __ILL
Number of senior majors in the department: _15___ (if-applicable)

Slip of Institution
Total student enrollment

Characteristii s of Institution

Publu v

O Public-Stale
Private
Urban

O Nun -Urban

in 1974-75 academic year: 2000

O Men only
O Women only
El Coed
O Con-nullity or Junior College

Ilndergraduate level program
O Post-Baccalaureate Master's
O PnstBaccalaureate Doctoral

.10114ieral Arts
O Teacher Preparatory
O Professional

Predominant Calendar System at 'Your Institution

O Semester 0 Quarter 0 Trimester 0 4-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Prof. Mitchell Berkun

Title: Prof.

Depart ment: Psychology Box76

Institution: Quinnipiac College
Address: Hamden CT 06518

Telephone: (Area Code) 203

1

0 Other (Specify):

Number: 288-5251 Extension: 363
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THE USE OF U NDERGRADUATE TEACHING ASSISTANTS IN AN EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY

LABORATORY COURSE

Experimental Psychology

The Experimental Psychology course is a laboratory course, the third of a requi ed
three-course sequence in research methodology. The major objectives are to build an
ability to critically evaluate published research, to design and conduct original res ch,

and to communicate research findings effectively through oral and written presentations.

Class enrollment for each section is limited to 15 students. Two 2-hour class periods
are scheduled each week. The course places considerable emphasis upon independent work by
the students.. At the beginning of the course an experiment assigned by the instructor is
conducted by the class and discussed. However, subsequent experiments, usually three, are
conducted- by the students.working either singly or in groups of two on problems of their
choice. Certain restrictions and requirements may be imposed on particular experiments
(e.g., use of a psychophysical method, use of a factorial design), but otherwise the
students are required to conduct experiments on original problems; no experiment is
structured for the student. Students are permitted to conduct their three experiments in
a single research area of interest; however, they may choose to conduct each experiment
in a different problem area. Typically, for each experiment the student is required to
submit a proposal, to give an oral presentation and defense of the completed experiment
(with data presented on overhead transparencies), and to submit a complete laboratory
report (written in APA style) which hopefully incorporates changes suggested by constructive
griticism received at the oral presentation. The 2-hour class/laboratory periods are
used to review experimental design and statistics, to'introduce particular concepts and '

methods (e.g., magnitude estimation scaling), to demonstrate apparatus and instrumentation,
to discuss students' proposals, to observe student experimentation, to hear oral presen-
tations, and to give quizzes. Often, students test most of their subjects outside of
scheduled class hours.

Undergraduate teaching assistants (TAs), usually one per section, play an integral
role in the teaching of the course.' As the students work on a variety of problems
which are not structured for them, the TA contributes significantly as a "consultant"
for the students, resporkling to questions, evaluating proposals, offering encouragement,
explaining apparatus, etc. Thus, the students receive considerably more individual
attention than would be otherwise. In addition, the TA assists in the preparation of
quizzes, the critizue of oral presentations, and the evaluation of all written work.
The undergraduate TAs are selected by the instructors, they receive course credit
through a Practicum in the Teaching of Psychology. From th points of view of the
students, of the TAs themselves, and surely from our's, t s recent (2 years) Innovation
in the teaching of the course has been an unqualified suc ess.

Sophisticated laboratory facilities and apparatus are not necessary for this approach
to the course to work successfully. Also, we have used a similar approach with students
who have had the, usual one statistics-course preparation; in this case, more time was
spent initially on experimental design, and less sophisticated experiments were expected.
Although we'have chosen to limit students' experiments to a single broad area (e.g.,
sensation and perception; learning and memory, or social), experiments on a variety of
problems obviously would meet the goals of the course.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

Freshmen
Sophomores

6a juniors
El Seniors

El Psychology tvlajors
O Non-Majors
O Honors Students
O Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:
Completion of Experimental Psychology
Invitation by the instructor

Number of students who participate in innovation per year.
How long has the innovation been in eflect7_2_ years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the,innovation = $ 0

Approximate amount needed each N, ear to supporj ongoing project = $

E.altiation done on innovation:

Ii Student Opinion questionnaires ( Course Evaluation Forms)
Niedsure,, of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
Other (specify):

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty 15
Number of senior majors. in the department: 50 (if applicable)

Site of Institution
Total student ennlIlment in 1974-75 academic year 3000

Characteristics of Institution .

Public-City
Public-State

O Private
O lIrban

Non-Irrlian

O Men only
O Women only
MI Cord
O Community or junior College

Undergraduate level program
Post - Baccalaureate Master's

O Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

El Liberal Arts
RI Teacher Preparatory

Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Gi Semester Quarter Trimester 4-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

Na me:
Title.
Depari lill'nt
Institution
Address:

Other (Specify):

Dr. Douglas W. Bloomquist Dr. Harold 0. Kiess

Assistant Professor Associate Professor

Psychology '
Psychology

Framinghaffi,State College Framingham State College

Framingham, MA 01701 Framingham, MA 01701

Telephone. (Area Code) 617 Number: 872-3501 Bloomquist 239Extension:
Kiess 245
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TEACHING ANOVA MODELS VIA MINIATURE NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

Psychological Statistics

Statistical methods have traditionally been taught to social
science students in cookbook fashion. The goal of this statistical
training is usually to enable the student to associate statistical
designs with various data collection arrangements. More often

(Aa-than not, the student has no conception of what the statistical
analysis assumes about the composition of the dependent variable
being researched, and thus about the composition of the psycho-
logical or sociological constructs under investigation. u.

Students in the social sciences are usually well acquainted with
statistical assumptions, but are only vaguely familiar with the
structural assumptions specified by the mathematical models.
The structural equation expresses the assumed relationship
between the observed data and the parameters of the populatiOn
from which the sample was drawn. The model is an assumption
that the researcher makeS about the composition of the variable
under investigation. The model specifies, and the social scientist
theiefore assumes,.that a suitable representation of "reality"
is provided by the particular partitioning of observed data.

The report presents a pedagogical device that the author believes
helps bridge the gap between student and statistical understanding.
Basically the technique involves the construction of miniature
numerical examples which illustrate how the statistical machinery
reduces each obserVation to a sum of elments specified by the
model and indicates the relationship beBreen these elements and
the respective sources Of variance. Miniature numerical examples
for factorial and mixed ANOVA designs aJe included in the report.

Interested readers may obtain the ten page report from Brian
Bolton at the Arkansas Rehabilitation Research and Training
Center, University of Arkansas, 346 N. West Avenue, Fayetteville,
Arkansas 72701.
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INNOVATION DATA

innoiition

Fri:011mm
Sophomores
Juniors
Seniors

51 Psychology Majors
Nun- Majors
Donors Students
Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate ni innovation:

Number of students who participate in innoY alum per year
Iliiyy long has the innovation been in PHett?.___._ years

Approsimate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation =

Approsim.ite amount needed each yeir to support ongo'in project =

Eyaluation done on innovation:

Student opinion questionnaires
Measures t)I student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
Other (specify):

INSTITITTIONAL DATA

Sue of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty'
Number of senior majors in the department: (if applicable)

Site of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year.

Characteristo s 01 Ins! it lit ton

Publo -CO%
23 Publif -Shoe

Priyate
Urban
Non-Ciban

Men only
Women only

M Coed
Community or Junior College

12,000

El Undergraduate level program
I Post-Baccalaureate Master's

El Post-Baccalaureate Docloral

EC Liberal Arts
EU Teacher Preparatory
ID Professional

Predominant Calendar System al Your Institution

03:1 Semester Quarter

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title.
Department
Institution:
Address:

Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

Brian Bolton
Coordinator of Graduate Studies
Research and Training Center
University of Arkansas
346 N. West Avenue
Fayetteville, Arkansas 72701

Telephone (Area (;ode) 501 Number: 575-3656 Extension:

461.
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THE USE OF COMPUTER SIMULATIONS OF PSYCHOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS IN LARGE UNDERGRADUATE
-CLASSES IN RESEARCH METHODS

Research Methods

A number of simulations of psychological experiments have been designed for instructional

use in undergraduate classes. Inkprmatien about three simulations can be obtained from

Dr. Dana Main; Department of Psychology; University of Michigan; Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Previous experience with computer simulations has been in small undergraduate classes
(Less than 20 students) and involved the use of a student assistant. The following des-
cription is of a method of using simulations with classes of 40 students and can be
accomplished without a student assistant. In this innovation, the students carried out
their computer work on a terminal line to the Michigan Terminal System, but the simulations
can also be von by batch processing. The purpose of the simulations is to allow students
to design and evaluate a program of research by having the computer simulation generate
data for experiments designed by students. The emphasis of this project was on designing
experiments within a research context that simulated as closely as possible a community
investigating a particular content area. Each student was provided with background
information on the topic of study, a comppter use description, and a budget. The following
elements were devised to make the system function:

1. Simulation Abstracts. Each experiment run by a student was described by a title
and abstract and posted with a date of publication (day of posting) on a centrally
located bulletin board under the beading "SiAulation Abstracts."

2. Reprints. Students were instructed to read the abstracts and to request reprints
of articles which seemed relevant to their own research program. Reprintb were
requested by filling out information on reprint request cards and dropping the card
into the folder of the senior author of the paper. Mail folders were provided for
each student in the class.

3. Research reports. Student typed two-three page reports of their research on Ditto
masters and these were duplicated by clerical help.

4. Review papers. Each student wrote a literature review paper of the relevant research
generated by the members of the class to turn in to the instructor. Papers were
graded on the basis of organization, thoroughness, and critical skill. In addition,
students were given credit if their research was mentioned in other people's papers.

5. Research grants. Students were encouraged to work together on simulations and to
keep up on the literature in order to conserve their computer funds. However, if
the original budget was exceeded, they could apply to the instructor for a research
,grant. Successful grant applications gave the student bonus credit in the course.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innox atoll invokes

ht.shim.,
a Sophomores
CA juniors

Serums

i61 Psychology Majors
Non-Majors
Honors Students
Other Ispecil yl:

Prerequisites For students %.ho participate in innovation: ,t.

Have taken one previous course in psychology and are psychology majors.
Number of students %vho participate in innova4ion per year

long has the innoyation been in ellect 1 years
40

Approximyite amount of initial funding nei esseiry to devolop and try the innovation = $
Approximate amount needed.edch year to support ongoing project = $ 7.00 per student

*Depends on the computer facility available,.
El Student opinion questionnaires

Measures of student performance in «unparison with nun innovation control group(s)
Other (spat ay).

1.:,Illiation done on inno%dtion:

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

time of Department in 1974-75 academic year
7Number of full-time-equivalent faculty:

Number of senior majors in the department:

Sue of Institution
Total student enrollment in

Characteristics of Institution

Public-City
D31 Public -State

Private
RI Urban

Non-Urban

Men only
Women only

121 Coed
Community or junior College

60

1974-75 academic year.

(if applicable)

3,000:

ER Undergraduate level program
Post-I3accalaureate Master's
linst-f3accalaureate Doctoral

E211 Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory
Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester Quarter Sit Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Dr. Harriet M. Braunstein
Title Assistant Professor of Psychology
Department: Department of Psychology

University of Michigan-Flint
1321 E4st CourtStreet
Flint, Michigan 48503

Ins I t ution:
Address:

'Telephone: (Area Code) 313 Number: 767-4000

463
462

Extension: 205



el

EXPERSIM AS AN AID IN TEACHING EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Experimental Psychology; experimental design

11%

The EXPERSIM computer program, written at the University of Michigan, is, used
to teach experimental design to undergraduates by haVing them design experi-
ments, within a given model's context. The designs are given to the computer
program as input, with the output being simulated data generated by the model
in the program. The student then uses statistical methods to try to find out
what the underlying model is in terms of the relationships between dependent
and independent variables:

The student writes reports to give an outline of his simulated experimental
results, with an emphasis on the integration of the series of experiments.

One class of 15 students in experimental psychology is using the system.
Although no assistant is involved now, there will be a graduate assistant in
the future assigned to this work.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

Freshmen
Sopfromores
Iiimors
Seniors

(21 Psychology. Majors
Non-Majors
Honors Students
Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who part o [pale in innovation:
none except to be enrolled in the undergraduate psychology course n experimental
methOds, with a prerequisite of. statistics

'Number' iiderits who partu wale in inno at ion per ,ear:
Flow long has Ihe innokation been In VW( I 112_ years

Approximate nimint of initial hintlin De( In de% e
500lop and try the innovation = _

\Niro al000ntilvii ea( Nem ongoing project - 0 1000

1-:% ablation Mine on innovation:

Student opinion questionnaires
!vleastires of student performance in omparison %kith non-irinovation control goup's)

13:1,0ther (specify): none yet as this is the first term

INSIt 'TIONAL DATA
tiler 1)epartinent in 1974-7'5 ai.ilenui. Near

Number of full-tintrquikalent fl ult
\ limber of senior maims in the department: 70 (if applicable)

Slit,
'trial titmient enrollment in 11174-75 a allrnul ear: 6000

Chaim 1111-.11( s 111 'W.111101(111

Pohl!' -City
-!state

i) .111,

E l 1 'i riari
Non-Lrhan

%Ion only
\A omen only

13 Coed
Coliorionil or Junior College

lIndergraduate level pvogram
1 fast-liac(,,ildareale Master's

Post-ilaccalailivalt DoLtoral-

lahral Arts
Tea( her Preparatory

Lid l'ildessional
a

Predominant Calendar S stein at Your Intilllullon

Quarter aTriniestet 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INN()VA FOR 1/ATA

Name
I Isle
f)epartment
Inwlltutlnn
i\dilress

Thomas V. Brown
Asst. Professor f Psychology
Psychology Zept.
University of Dayton
Dayton, OH 45469

Telephnne Area Code) 513 Number: 229-2714

465
464

2

Extension:

6
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COMPUTER-ASSISTED TEACHING OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE COMPUTATIONS

Experimental Design

CASANOVA is a set of computer programs whose purpose is to aid students
in learning the computational techniques for analysis.of variance, CASANOVA
operates in BASIC+ on an interactive time-sharing system. The system uses
eight different designs from one-way analysis of variance to Latin squares
and analysis of covariance.

For each of these designs, CASANOVA generates simulated data for one
or two instances of the design. The solution to the problem is broken dotht

into manageable steps. For each step the student is told what is required
for that step, for example, the'sum of squares for the interaction. The
student can choose among various arithmetic commands which help him find
the solution for that step. The commands are designed to be appropriate
for analysis of variance. For example, SUM is used td get the sum of a set
of numbers while SUMS44 first squares each of the numbers, then adds them up.
The student is an active participant in the solution because he must select
the appropriate commands. Whed the student believes he has the correct
answer, he verifier it against the computer's answer. If he is correct, he
can go on to the next step, otherwise, he can give the command HELP and
receive a suggestion about what he might have done wrong and, recompute the -,4*.?

answer. The structure of the steps organizes the solution into a rational
and consistent sequence of operations which helps the student generalize
across various designs. Immediate feedback for each step aidp.learning by
correcting misconceptions quickly.

CASANOVA has reduced the amount of time spent in class on computations,
freeing the instructor to cover other topics. Students are almost uniformly
enthusiastic about this technique and prefer it strongly to more traditionAL
homework. They seem to learn the computations in less time and have a better
conception of the generality of analysis of variance than when other techni-
ques are used. The commands are easily learned since no progiamming ability
is required. This tends to reduce the trauma often'assocAated with learning
quantitative techniques in psychology. A Student Handbook is40available which
provides examples drawn from research in Psychology.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation invokes:

Freshmen
Sophomores

IN Juniors
al Seniors

El Psychology Majors
Non-Majors
Honors Student--
Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:
Introductory statistics

Number cif students who participate in innovVon per year- 30

How long has the innovation been in effect? 2 /2 years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $_25,0110_

Approximate-amount need-ed eaoh year to support ongoing project = $

I:vd Illation done on innovation:

(;-.5 Student opiniontestionnaires
M' cures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)

El Other (specify?!
Comparison with same. problems done in introductory statistics

INSTITUTIONAL- DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year "i
Number of full-time-equ nt faculty 5_12
Number of senior majors in epartment 25 (if applicable)

Size of, Institution
'rotal student en r (Armen t in 1974-75 academic yeat: 1350

.,
Characteristics- of Institution

Public--City
PubliC-State
Private
Urban

IE Non-Urban

Men only
0' Women only
50 Coed

Community or Junior College

0

Ca L ndergraduate level program
Post-Baccalaureate Master's
Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

00 Liberal Arts
0,Teacher Preparatory

Professional'

Predominant Calendar System, at Your Institution

Semester Quarter Trimester 4-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

O,

Name:
Title:
Department:
Institution:,
Address: 1

Francis Campos
Assistant Professor

__Psychology
Lawrence University
Appleton, Wisconsin

Telephone\ (Area Code) 414

54911

El Other Specify): 3-3

Number:" 739-3681'

467
466

0

Extension: 464
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STUDENT EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY CONVENTION

*/:.Experimental Psychology fl

The goal of the experimental psychology course at the University of Notre Dame is

systematically to acquaint the student with major content areas in psychology and with
the basic research and communication skills that are a part/of a psychologist's reper-

toire. All undergraduate majors take the course after the introductory statistics class.
Building on the latter, the elements of experimental design and its associated problems are
related to the statistical analyses already learned. At the same time,- students begin to

carry out a series of experiments which are designed and discussed as a group in the class-

room. Early experiments are analyzed statistically by hand while later ones make use of a

set of elementary computer programs to which students are Introduced. The programs are

selected to parallel the types of designs treated in the class. A graduate assistant helps
insetting up the equipment for the experiments and also in instruction regarding use of
the university computer.

In the third week of the class, the APA Publication Manual is assigned for reading.
Students are expected to follow the APA format in their lab reports and are given ext sive

evaluation of their efforts on the early papers. In each succeeding experiment, stRdents are
given more and more responsibility'as to design, exacuation, and write-up. The last experi-

ment, usually the sixth or seventh, is entirely an'independent project.
From all of the final projects are selected about eight of the best. These are placed

on a convention program (see sample bel w) to which all faculty and student majors are

invited. .After the convention, those
Usually student and faculty rankings c

tending are asked to rank the paper presentations.
relate well. Those papers ranked"first and second

are, awarded prizes usually a psychology book of general intert.1116t. The prizes are
.inscribed with the.4etudent's name, the date, and the occasion.

STUDENT EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY MEETING -- FIRST ANNUAL :§ESSION

Haggar Hall of Psychology, Room 200=- Thursday, December 12, 1974
o

You are cordially invited to attend a meeting of student experimentalists who will be

reporting the results of independent research projects conduCied this semester in the intro-

ductory lab course, Psycholdgy 342.

PROGRAM

Thursday Morping

11:00-11:15 HARBIN, T.J. The effect of sock music on learning word lists.

11:20-11:35 SKISCIM, C.C. & CASAS,, R. Sex differences in spatial abilities given

f predisposition. /
11:40-11:55 CANNON, C.J. Apparent perception of line length as a function of frame size .

12:00-12:15 -McNAMARA, S.R. The pro essing.of Affirmative and negative binary statements.
A ()

Thursday Afternoon

2:45-3:5b BOYER, W.E. , The effegAbf g-Nrage load on short-term memory

3:05-3;20 MATTHEWS,C.-& MENCHETTI B.M. Confidence measures as affected by group

pressure in an audia,Tperception task.

3:25-3:40 HAINS, A.A. The effects of high -low association trigrami and various recall
intervals on short-term memory.

3:45-4:00 HURLEY, D. & TIGH, C. Effect of topic-relevant cues on the thinking behavior
of normal and obebe students.

=
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"iNNOVATION DATA

.The innovation involves.

Freshmen
MI Sophomores

Juniors
Lo Seniors

IR Psychology Majors
Non-Majors
Honors St udents
Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:,

Introductory Psychology and Introductory Statistics rouses.

Number of students who participite in innovatIon per year. 70
How long has the innovation been in:effect? Z years

Approximate amount of funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ 0

Approximate amount needed .each year to support ongoing project = $ Universityprovided computer
expenses.

-al

.
Evaluation done on innovation: Student clas4 evaluations and informal faculty opinion.

Student opinion questiennaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)

IR Other (specify): see above.

--o

INSTITUTIONAL DATA
. .

Size of Department in 1-974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-Ptplivalent faculty: 15
Number of senior majors in the departinent: 55

`t., .
(if applicable))

Total student enrollment in 197.4- 75-academic year: MO

= Characteristics Of Institution

Public-City
Public -State

1E1 Private
Urban

ECJ Non-Urban

Mcri only
Women only

1E1 Cued
Community or Junior College

ki Undergraduate -level program
121PoskIiaccalaureate Master's

Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

611 Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory

MI Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

RI Semester Quarter' Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Willdam E. Dawson
Title: Assistant' Professor
Department: Psychology
Institution: University of Notre Dame
Address: Department of Psychology

Notre Dame, ,indjaila 46556

Telephone: (Area Code) 219

r.

Number: 283-7627 Extension: 7627

469
468



EXTENSION TEACHING WITH TAPED LECTURESO,'' PERSONALIZED INSTRUCTION

F.

Learning

Courses are taught at Minot Air Force Base through Minot State College extension
services. Psychology classes are 10 weeks long, four hours weekly, and carry
4 quarter hours college credit. In the Psychology of Learning course, I have
incorporated a lecture method and Keller's Personalized System of Instruction
(PSI) using taped lectures, self-pacing, unit mastery, small steps, and proc-
toring in the course design. ,Hergenhabn, (reaching of Psychology Newsletter,
March 1972, 5-6) presented the original idea and much of the basic materials
used in the course are taken from his sources.

The texts include Hilgard and Bower's Theories of Learning (Prentice-Hall, 1975)
and Bugelski's Psychology of Learning (Hackett, 1975). Taped lectures include
the material in the first 8 chapters and a chapter on theory of instruction from
the former, text. Supplementary readings of relevant abstracts are recommended from
the latter text. Other material for the course includes a course syllabus, an
explanation of thecoursePSI procedures, lists of terms, names, and concepts,
discussion questions, and related references. Two forms of 25-item multiple-
choice quizzes are used with each unit.

On the first night of classes, students receive the 36-page set of supplemen-
tary information, the course procedures are explained,-an 80-item multiple-
choice pre-test is taken, and the first taped lecture on the philosophy of
science is played. During later classes, students who re ort readiness may take
quizzes on units for which they feel prepared or listen t past tapes and prepare
for past quizzes. Readiness is defined as students stat1 that they are finished
with a particular unit in its required sequence. A student may elect to stop at
any grade on a quiz or to retake quizzes until a,90% grade or better is obtained.
At about 1 1/2 hours prior to the end of the session, students who are caught up
and wish to do so may stay and listen to the tape scheduled. Others who are not
yet caught up are asked to continue to take quizzes. Each taped lecture is
followed by a question-and-answer session. Students may work independently and
not attend the scheduled lecture, by working ahead of schedule.

The final exam may be taken only once. Final grades are determined on a point-for
es, grade-obtained basis. The number of points obtained by scoring 90%4 on all quizzes

is equal to the number of points obtained on the final exam at 90%+. It is possible
for a student to obtain an A grade in the course without getting A's on all quizzes;
and if A's are obtained on all quiZzes, it is possible to get an A grade in the
course with less than 90% on the final exam. It is not possible to get an A grade
for the course if a C grade is obtained on the final or more than one quiz.

Tapes have been used in the class on campus previously and students report that they
like them. Of course, the Pt44;rred feature of the course is self-pacing, but the
tapes ranked high on the class urvey. Several problems unique to extension courses
are solved by this approach. Absenteeism due to alerts and other problems can be
easily made up with no loss of information. Since most of the students are military
personnel, the self - pacing feature along with other features of the PSI are desir-

able from the standpoint of the student and the instructor. Emphagis on the written

word abd taped lectuie frees the instructor for teaching learning.
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I \\OV A ION DATA

The innovation invokes

Freshmen Psychology Majors
SophomoreS Non-Majors
juniors Honors Students
Seniors. firl Other (specify): Primarily

Preiequisites for stullents ho palticipate in innoy
A-4

extension
Lt ion:

Psychology 101.

r of students il,h() participate in innovation per year- 10-40
How long has the innavation been in effect? years

military personnel in
courses

Appro \white amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ 100 (tapes)

3Frrcr..1111,1tt, amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $

E::%.aluallon done on innmation:

M Student opinion-qtrieStionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
Other (specify) Pre Posttests; comparison with other classes in the past21

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty 8 1/4

Number of senior majors in the department 25

Size of Institution
Tow student enrollin nt in 1974-75 academic year 2200 4

Characteristics of Inslitutio

0

0
0

Public -City
Public -Slate
Private
Urban
Non-Urban

Men only
Women only
Coed
Community or Junior College

Predominant Calendar System at Your

Semester ElQuarter

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title:
Department:
Institution:
Address:

E I Undergraduate level program
Post-Baccalaureate Master's
Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

CI Liberal Arts
fl Teacher Preparatory

Professional

Institution

Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

K. Anthony Edwards
Assistant Professor
Division of Education and Psychology
Minot State liege
Minot, North akota 58701

Telephone: (Area Code) 701 Nuthber: 838-6101

471
470

Extension: 352



COMPUTER SIMULATION OF PROGRESSIVELY COMPLEX PSYCHOLOGY EXPERIMENTS

Experimental Psychology

The sophomore experimental psychology.laboratory consists of interaction
with an on-line computer program (HULLSIM). A relatively simple experi-
mental question is posed (e.g. What effect does reward magnitude have on
the running speed,of a rat in a straight alleyway?). The student calls'
HULLSIM, which requests results in accordance with those values, based on
Clark Hall's mathematical formulation. The student then summarizes and
analyzes these results and draws conclusions from them. On completion,.
the student proceeds to the next problem, an extension'of the former which
requires him to use his previous results, picks values for new variables,
and uses a different design or analysis.

Eight variations on the same problem provide experience with a dozen
variables, repeated measures and matched groups design, factorial design
and analysis, and parametric studies and hypothesis testing.

In one semester students, individually and at their own pace, simulated
experiments that would have required an estimated five years of full,
time work to conduct. Students reported enjoying the course more-
than did preceeding classes with the traditional laboratory. The costs,
after developmerit, have been primarily computer time; the savings to the
institution were in reducing staff hours one full-time\laboratory instruc-
tor and in the cost of traditional laboratory equipment. The satisfaction
for the teacher has been greater, for he has become a consultant for
individual students in difficulty rather than 'a laboratory instructor.
The program has also been written for an IBM 360, using batch mode and
punch cards.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

O Freshmen
1 Sophomores

O juniors
O Seniors

O Psychology Majors
O Non-Majors
O Honors Students
O Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students'who participate in innovation:

General Psychology 1 semester

Number ()I students who participate in innovation per year
How long has the innovation been in effect? i years

.4

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $_..6.7.000-

ARproximate animint needed each year to support ongoing project

F..aluation (lone on innovation:

61 Student opinion questionnaires
O !Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
O Other (specify).

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty
Number of senior majors in the department' 12 (if applicable)

Site of Institution
Toial student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year 1450

-NCharacteristic,s of Institution

O Public-City
O Public-State
El Private
O Hrhaa
O Non-Ilrban

O "Is An only
O Women only
C Coed
O Community or junior College

El Undergraduate level program
Post-Baccalaureate Master's
Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

1 Liberal Arts
O Teacher Preparatory
O Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Li/ Semester Quarter 0 Trimester 4-1-4 0 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Delbert W. Ellsworth
Title: Associate ProfelsoLsf Psychology
Department: Psychology
Institution: Elizabethtown College
Address: Elizabethtdwn, Pa. 17022:

Telephone: Area Code) 717 Number: 367-1151

47 3
472

ExtVnsion:
. a
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USING UNIT MASTERY TESTS IN PSYCHOLOGICAL STATISTICS

t

Psychological Statistics

Procedure: In addition to the usual, midterm and final examinations, a 20-minute.
mhstery test was-given at the end ofeach unit (one chapter of Welkowitz, Ewen,

. and Cohen's Introductory Statistics for the Behavioral Sciences). Students
(class zize-0/30) worked at their own speed, taking a mastery test after com-
pleting the written workbook assignment for that chapter and receiving feedback
on it. Passing all mastery tests ensured a grade of C regardless of examinat.ion
scores, but had no effect on higher grades. A score of 90% was required in order
to pass a mastery test.; a student who failed was allowed a second try on a
parallel form after appropriate review and study. Half of each class period was
devoted to lecture, and half to a free period where students could take masfery
tests or work on homework assignments. An undergraduate assistant who had Pre-
viously earned an A in the course attended each lecture and helped counsel stu-
debts during the free session; a-graduate assistant conducted the customary once-
per-week lab period.

,

Results: Virtual elimination of D and F grades, with a corresponding increase
in the- number of C grades; little ,effect on'A and B'grades. Students were generally
quite satisfied with the procedure4, although not significantly more so than other
clasdes taught by the same instructor'using standard techniqued (lectures, weekly
lab, same text and workbook). The innowitton appears useful for.classes that
include a substantial number of less adept students, but is probably an unnecessary
complication if most students are quite competent.

,

0
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INNOVATION DATA

Tk innovation invokes

Freshmen GI Psychology Majors
Ltil Sophomores Ili Non-Majors
.0 !moors n Honors Students
c-,1 Seniors Other (specify):

Prot eiplisites7or students who participate in innovation:

Introductory PsychbloW

Nwilibr4 nI studenfs who parity ipate in innovatiop per year 60

I low king had the innovation been in effect? 1 1/2 years

.Niquoximate amount ol initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ 0

Appro\irnate dtruront Nedr to support ongoing project = $ 0

1,'alualiiin done on innos.ation:

Student' opinion questionnaires
lia Measures of student performance ih comparison with non-innovation control group(s)

Other (specify).

INSTIT1ITIONAL DATA

Si r of Departiment in 19-4-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent facully-

.Number of senior maws in the department: (II applicable") i.

Sue id Institution
Total strident enrollment in.4974-75 academic year:

(11,41,111vrislirs of nstitution

Public -City
Publo -St at e

M 11,ItV
.40 Ilrhan

Non -I rbark

Men Only
liViimen only

IL Coed
Community or funiut College

. ,
1

la Undergraduate level prograrn,
Post-Raccalatireate Maste ;5: -4?ost-.1-3ricciilaureate'Doc4riii-r

ID Liberal /\rts
Tvachfr Prepriroryd"
profOsional

Pr oul»ro.in1 Calendar S) stem .it Your institution

E4 Semester Quaririr 0 Trimester 4-1.4

INN(1VATOR DATA .

N,ImrrRobert.B. Ewen

Tole
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THE USE OF HISTORICAL NOTES, PERSPECTIVES, PERSONAL VIGNETTES AND BIOGRAPHY

IN THE TEACHING OF INTRODUCTORY STATISTICS

Introduction to Psychological Statistics

Textbooks in introductory statistics are generally ahistorical. With few exceptions
they may mention the originator of a statistic; but they do not describe its evolution
in the hands of successive theorists. They rarely mention personalities or personal
incidents. In this regard, instructors tend to fit the same pattern. While I have not
conducted a systematic sample,'few of the instructors to whom I have spoken'teach any-

thing at all about the history of statistics, yet everyone of them listeped,with interest

and a sense of wonderment to'a brief story about the history of a particular statistic,

a Table, or a famous name. The students in my course are_ extremely responsive to such

stories not only because of the entertainment value in a story but. rather because it hum-
anizes statistics. When the distinction is made early in the.courge between counting and
measuring, and the various scales are discussed, they Are intrigued withthe technique
Xerxes used to count his army: he stood a myriad (10,000) of men in one place, had a wall,
with a gate, of course) built around. them, then emptied and refilled the area until his
army was counted. Wallis & Roberts tell of what was prbbably the first uee'Of thmode
(from Thucydides). When the Plataeans and Athenians decided to escape from a.brick stock-
ade in which the Peloponnesians had enclosed them, 'they. contrived lo build ladders tall
-enough to reach. the top of the wall. How tall would the ladders have to be? They'had
men count the.layers of brick at the same t &me and then used the most'frequently obtained
count as the one most likely to be true.,That was in 428 B.C. Students are surprised to

discover that the distinction between discrete and continuous data is as old as Aristotle
("On Categories"), or that the median is a comparatively new measure -which Galton taught
to fridnds who planned to visit primitive tribes so that they might return with measures
of height.Of greater significance to the student are those developmental histories which
put into perspective the.conceptual evolution of such critical issues as the law of chance,

hypothesis-testing, regression, etc. One can follow a variety of inter - related issues
within p theory from the non-mathethatical wrl.tings of the ancient Hebrews on the casting
of lots (although some forMs of gambling' were punishable by death), through Ihe works of

Pascal (whose magic triangle incidentally, was known gmne 300 years earlier by Chu Shi-kie;

though Pascal still deserves ownership by Virtue of'his extensive work on it), DeMoivre,
Laplace, Quetel'et, the fabulous Bernoulli family, and Bessel (who gave us the probable
error and also,a story-within-a-story if you go back to his earlier work on the personal

equation and the famous dismissal of Kinnebrook by Maskelyne of the Greenwich Observatory),

all the'way to the fairly recent efforts of Galton (standard scores), Pearson, "Student"

(W. Cosset , who called his test z not t), Sir Ronald Fisher, to today's newly Knighted
Maurice Keddall, and others in the forefront of theory (including some who are working
bard to resurrect Bayesian (conditional p) statistics. I devote a single lecture to Galton

(Darwin's cousin) alone. The builder of the concepts of "co-relation" and regression, he

was a compulsive counter and a prolific scientist.'He counted the loops and whorls on his
fingertips and eventually made a real contribution to the science of fingerprinting, and
after counting the number of pretty women he met while traveling through England, he drew
a beckfty map showing London with Most pretty girls anA Aberdeen with the ugliest. His in-

tuitive construction of r is easily folldwed by any student (Newman's biog. in Sci. Amer.

'54 and Boring's account in The History...are enjoyable reading). The personal incidents
in the lives of all these people and thd interactions (sometimes bitter) among those who

were contempotaries4cre absorbing notonly for their-human interest value but because

they help us to understand things as they are,. When Pearson refused to give Fisher per-

mission to reproduce a chi-square table, Fisher recast it and published it his way. We

may never know whether the refusal was based.on the bitterness between these two giants

or because Pearson wa§ trying to preserve income for Biometrika. (Pearson & Kendall, Hist.)

In any case even the tables we have inherited, from Fisher have a story of their own.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation inkfolves:

0 'Freshmen
CI'Sophomore's
O Juniors .

O Seniors

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

Aohe semester course in General. Psychology,

All students in Introductory Statistics
CI Psychology Majors

Non - Majors
O Honors Students
O Other (specify);

Number of students who participate in innovation per year: 50-70
How lon4 has the innovation been in effect 10 years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessaryto (let elop and try the innovation = $

Approxiinate:ainouot needed each .year to support ongoing project = $ NOAP

Evalthition donenri innovation:

0..Stuifent. opin'ion. questionnaires.
0 Measures of st nt performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)

- .10 Other (specify). Mostly indivielnal. feedback

None

INSTAUTIONAL DATA .

Size pfDOpartriiint in. 1974 -75 academic year
Number of fail-time-equivalent faculty:ttitne,, 24 adjuncts
Nimiher ',of senior, majors in th.e departtn.enf 800. (if applicable)

Size of Institution,
1 otal student enrollment in 1974-75 oca.demlc year:

Characteristics of Instituti,on

Publo.-City
.0 Public. -State
O Private,
O Urban
O Non-Urban

O Men only
O Women only

O Comm ity or junior College

c. 16,000

EI -Undergraduate lJ vel.program
El Post- Baccalaureate Master's
O Post-baccalaureate Doctoral

10 Liberal Acts
Al Teacher Preparatory
KJ Professional Nursing

.d1
Pridominant Calendar System at Your Institution

'13 Semester 0 Quarter 0 Trimester 0 4-1-4 0 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Vincent R. Fisichelli, Ph.D.
Title: Professor
Department: Psychology
Institution: H.R. Lehman College, CUNY
Address: Bronx, N.Y. 10468

Telephone: (Aril`le)
212

V

*Iita

.4103167 Direct
960-8204 Department Office

4 7 7 476
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ALTERNATIVE WAY TO SATISFY THE LABORATORY REQUIREMENT OF OPERANT CONDITIONING

tN A COURSE IN THE EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY OF LEARNING

Experimental Psychology (operant conditioning laboratory)

Students in the course Experimental Psychology II (learning) are given the
option of performing lehavior modification work at outside agencies in lieu of
working at the college psychology laboratory, conditioning rats in the Skinner

box. A state hospital with mentally retarded resident patients is being helped
by volunteers from the course. Some patients are taught self-feeding, some
visual' discrimination. Sometimes it is possible to establish that a patient's
educability has been underestimated by the hospital staff. The student is

asked to take a behavioral baseline of either an undesirable response (the
rate of which is to be lowered) or a desirable response (the rate of which is

to be increased). At the end of the semester, the student is asked to write
a report incorporating the results of the student's own attempt at behavior
modification. The above-mentioned hospital supplied Playtest apparatus
(available from Stoelting, a major supplier of psychological laboratory equip-
ment for the discrimination training) and modified spoons (with extra-large
handles) for the self-feeding training. Of the 25 students in the course
]2 opted for behavior modification work at outside agencies and 13 for labora-
tory work at the college. The off-campus placements are welcomed by outside
agencies, which include two elementary schools, a private agency for retarded
children, and the Massachusetts Department of Mental Health.
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INV AION DATA
li. innoiation invokes

O Freshin,en
O Sophomores
53 juniors
Ea Seniors

C2 Psychology Mais
O Nun- Mators
O Honors Students
O Other (specik,

Pierequisttes for students who participate in innovation:

Number of students who participate in innoNation per Near: 12_
H long has the innovation heen to ellect' Nears

Approximate amount id initial funding necessary to clNelitp and try the- innovattion = S nenP

Appi \andtt- amount needed each year to support prole#1 $ none;outside agencies

are pleased to accept student aid and provide the workplace
(.\ aioalow done on innoNation:

. 0
E Slodeni opinion questionnaires as part of course evaluation. in general
fi Masuies of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)*
O Other (spec ify)

* Lab reports expected from all students, those doing behavior modification off
campus and those doing Skinner box studies.

INLiTIT-CTIO\ AL DATA

Sue of Department in 1974-75 academic yea t,
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty: _2_
Number of senior maiors in the department: 25 (if applict'ible)

tine tit Institution 1100Total student enrollment in )974-75 academic year

Charm teristit s of Institution

` 0 Public CM; RI ['mho-graduate level prcigram
O l'uldo -State 0 Post-liaccalaureate Master's

PriNate 0: Post-Baccalaureate Doclaral
DI 'Hiatt

Non-I It:ban l laberal Arts
0 Tea( her Preparatory

O Men took 0 Professional
0 \\ omen onlye
O Chounumiv or (unior College

Predunonant:Calerlat '- stem at Your Institution

Okwinester 0 Quarter Onowster 0 4-1-4 0 Other (Specify):' '

INNOVATOR DATA

Name
Title
Dep..rtment
Institution'
Address

"34

George S. Grosser
Associate Professor, Psychology
American Iftternational College
Springfield, Mass.01109

Telephone (Area Codej 413 Number: 737-5331
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A PERSONALIZED INTRODUCTORY STATISTICS COURSE BASED ON TASK ANALYSIS OF

STATISTICAL PROCEDURES

Introductory Statistics for Psychology, Education, and other Social Science areas

This introductory statistics course combines a personalized management system and
materials.specially constructed as a result of a task analysis of statistical procedures.

The personalized management system is elementary, except for the fact that the
instructor manages all aspects of the course without the aid of prOct.ors. Daily testing

is used. There are, 36 unit quizzes with five forms of each for regular testing and one

rm fc5r makeup quizzes- Each quiz is graded on a 10-point basis with partial credit
4 or any steps correctly carried out even if the steps make uge of previous erroneous

calculations. The mastery levels are: C, 72%; B, 83%; and A, 94%. Up to four uneAsused
.absences are allowed, with a 2-point penalty for each. There are also 7 6-point extra-

.

,

credit exercises which may be taken. In the most recent semesters, 80% of students who

complete the course receive A's. Dropouts are usually limited to 1 or 2 students from

a class of 25. ,Students have given the 'course exceptionally high ratings. Informal

feedback from instructors-of the subsequent experimental psychology courses indicates
thiex students from this course are considered to be very well prepared.

The main innovatibn is the type of programmed instruction used in the materials
(all written by the instructor) used in the course. The course has about 70 units

(usually, two units are tested each day). For each unit, a task analysis was used to
define the steps required to complete the task successfully. For example, 'in calculating'

the variance by the deviation 'score method, the steps are: 1) calculate mean, 2)
calculateeach deviation score, 3) calculate squared deviation scores, 4) sum squared-
deviation scores, 5) calculate N-1 of scores, 6) divide the sum of the squared d9iation'
scores by N-1 to get variance, 7) write variance with appropriate units (e.g., cm ).

Then, based on this task analysis, texts were written to explain the topic. Almost

every test section includes an example. Programmed problems were written for each unit
based on the procedure known as backward chaining or retrogressive sequencing in
mathematics. In this method, the,first problem onlycrequires the last step (step 7 --
write the variance with appropriate unibs). The second problem requires the, last two

steps. The third problem requires the last three steps, and further problems add one

step for each problem. The calculation of the variance by the deviation score thus

requires a sequence of at least 7 problems. ,4

Larger scale task analyses provide the definition of task units and specify the
programming of units by the same backward chaining method. For example, simple ANOVA

has fouf major steps, which are: 1) form the null hypothesis, 2) calculate the sums
of the squares, 3) set up ANOVA table and perform calculations to get F, 4) draw an
appropriate graph' and interpret the results. Followtpg the backward-chaining analysis,

the unit on drawing the graph and interpreting the results comes first.
These task analyses not only aid performance on ordinary topics, they have

permitted highly succesful text construction for more difficult topics, such as binomial
distribution, multiple range tests, and confidence_ intervals, which are only infrequently
covered in more conventional statistics courses at this level.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innervation invokes:

Freshmen
gl Sophomores

Juniors
0 Seniors

M Psychology Majors
ICI Non-Majors
O Honors Students
O Other (specify):

Pr;?requisites for students who patticipate in innovation:

An introductory psychology (developmental emphasis) course

Numher of students who participate in innovation per year 45
How long has the innovation been in effect? 4 years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ 70.00

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project =
50.00

Because our department has two secretaries for 40 faculty, I do all the typing
Eva loaf' n dune on innovation:

Student opinion questionnaires
O Measures of student performance in comparison with oon-innovation control group(s)

Oth' (specify): Detailed, quiz records for daily quizzes to evaluate criterionreferenced
performance in order to show improvements when utnit tests are altered. Experimental
studies which compare the problem order with ratidom, problem order.

a

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty 43 '
Number of senior majors in the department: 100

Size Of Institution
Total student priroliment in 1974-75 academic year:

Characteristics of Institution

O Public -City
O Public-State
O Private
O Urban
0 Non-Urban

0 Men only
O Women only

Coed
O c:ornmunits or]unior College

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

O Semester Quarter Trimester 13 4-1-4

(if applicable)

10, 750 (FTE), 13,000 in attendance

LEO UnArgraduate level program
M Post-Baccalaureate Master's

Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

EI Liberal its
CI Teacher Preparatory mostly secondary level

Professional

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Edward J. Haupt
Title: Associate Professor
Department: Psychology

, Institution: Montclair State College
Address: Upper Montclair, N.J. 07043

Other (Specify):

Telephone: (Area Code) 201 Number: 893-5200
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USING A UNIT: MASTERY PROCEDURE'TO TEACH INTRODUCTORY EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY

Introductory Experimental Psychology

An introduCtory experimental psychology book dealing primarily with human
reseltch was developed using the unit-mastery fornit.- Six units., further sub- _

divided into modutes with progress checks and exercises, were written. The units
cdvered the following: psychology as a science, the background and purpose of a
study, subject selection and experimental materials, two design units, and prol-
lems in doing research with human subjects. The student was given six weeks to
independently study the units. At the end of each unit a quiz was given by the
instructor to assess mastery of the concepts. If the student had a 90-100% per-
formance score, the next unit could be studied. At the and o six weeks all six
units had to be finished and passed in order tp take a comprehensive posttest.

The result of this procedure was a reduction from 13 to f weeks in terms of the
time previously necessary to cover the saw concepts when a lecture approach was
used. In addition, the average level of stUdent performanCe was much greater.

The advantages of suchAitprocedUre are: (1) less time spent learning the
Concepts, thus leaving the remainder of the semester open for analyzing and
designing experiments based upon the concepts, (2) measureable levels of con -

cejt mastery, (3) more immediate and continuous feedback about performance to
the student, (4) the possibility of limited self-pacing and independent study
during the initial six weeks, and .(5) the Course requires only an introductory
psyChology course as,a prerequisite, thus the\course can be aftpted for either de
psychology majors or non-majors (students with a statistical background can
simply go deeper into, the research aspects of the course).

The second half of the course was devoted to analyzing either real or
hypothetical-experiments and to designing experiments which may be actually
done, or simply analyzed in terms of design criteria. The latter objective is
achieved by having groups of students work together to completely design (but,
not actually do) an experiment on a current, relevant topic, e.g. drugs, abortion,
self-concept, etc. In this way the student learned to appreciate the difficulties
in designing experiments. More ambitious students' elected to actually research,
design, implement, analyze and report on a research topic.

The above mentioned research epriences were not possible when lecturing
Consumed most of the available time. Now, it is possible to measure what each
Student knows, to assess the student's ability to apply the concepts, and to
diagnose individual problems in order to- remediate. Furthermore, based upon
student comments, the course was favorably received, especially the aspects of
independent study and immediate performance feedback.

While there were only 25 students in the course each semester, the cost
facto is constant. Each student bought the text ($10.00) andvpaid a $2.00 lab
fee for tests, materials; etc. Only available materials were used for the
experiments. One instructor. alone easily managed the 25 students, The addition
of a teaching assistant would probably make it possible to handle 35-40 students.
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INNOVATION D)\,TA

The innovation involves:

El Freshmen
El Sophomores
El (uniors .

Seniors

OS Psychology Majors
111 Non:MajoYS-
0 Honors Students
'Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

Introductory Psychology
. .

Number of students who participate in innovation per year: 50
How long has the innovation been in effect? 1 years

Approximate amount of initial funding necesstry to develop tiqd try-the innovation = $ 0-00

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ Q.00

Evaluation done on innovation:

Student opiniOn questionnaires
t) Measures of student performance in vmparison with non-innovation control group(s)
111 Other (specify):

Individual discussions with the students in the course.

4t,

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department' in 1974 -75 academic; year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty: 3

Number of-senior Raajors in the department. 15 (if applicable)

Site of Institution
Total student enrollmentn 1974-75 academic year: 1700

Chardcteristics of Institution

6 Public-City
Public-Stale

Ed Private
Urban

"IR Non-Urban

Men only
Women only-

In Coed,
Community or lunior College

Undergraduate level program
- Post-Baccalaureate Master's

Post-Bacciilaureate Doctoral

El Liberal Arts
Teacher yreparatory
Professiohal

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institutidn

M Semester Quarter Trimester 4-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:

Depart ment:
Institution:
Address:.,

Dr. John K. Henneherry
Assistant Professor
Psychology
Le-Moyng College .

Syracuse, New 151( 13214

Telephone: (Area Code) (315) '5 Number:

Other (Specify):

446-2882' Extension: 445
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THE STUDENT AS DATA GENERATOR IN UNDERGRADUATE STATISTICS

Statistics

Among the leading concerns of Statistics teachers is the location of examples,
problems and exercises which are close to the student's immediate frame of
reference. The 'following details a technique' which Integfates the student with
the subjeCt mattr: the use of student-produced data and student-centered
examples.

On the first day of class students are given 3 x 5 cards on which they, print
their names (on the top line), and class (sophomore, etc), academic major,
number of psychology courses completed, and height on subsequent lines. In

addition, students are administered Pressey's Survey of Study Habits (SOSH)
and Sarason's Test Anxiety Scale (TAS). The completed 3 x 5 cards are assembled
to form 8i x 11 sheets (student names are covered) and xeroxed. ,scores on the
two questionnaires are paired on a master summary sheet. Finally, a copy of the
card and questionnaire data along with the original TAS and SOSH are returned to
the students. Besides supplying the students'with data bndlrhe teacher with
information about the class, the cards'become a ready reference for student ad-
visement.

How does the student generated data become'incorporated into Statistics? The
variables which formed the data (class,major,scores, etc) are introduced as
examples in discussions of the four levels, of measurement. Class, academic
major, and questionnaire data are used in excises requiring the preparation
of frequency distributions and graphs. 3. Concepts and 'problems pertaining
to percentile ranks, standard scores, measures of dispersion and central '

tendency. Use TAS andSOSH scores. 7. Compal-isons of studentperformance on the
questionnaires provide an opportunity for presenting concepts, questions an
techniques related to correlation. 5.. When classes ire, too large to realis-
trtally-permit the use of all student scores in calculations of correlation
coefficients, 0, 20 or 30 pairs can be selected, a procedure that can initiate

_ discussion of sampling techniques. 6. After the conceptslof sampling dis-
tribution and the .central limit theorem are explained, students are'instructed
to cut the height data from their xeroxed sheets, mix it in a container, and
draw samples Of N=2, ilff5, etc. Means and grand means are calculated and, sub-
sequently, related to these concepts. "Ottcomen data is lacking, however

___,t4tor assistants and students remark that reading statistics and completing
homework assignments are more interesting when student centered problems are
used than when only text examples .or exercises are given. Student-generated

,,data has additional advantages. it is real data end occasionallycan be ambiguous,
complex, and thought-provoking. See Teaching of Psychology, 1974, 1, 35-36.
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INNOVATION 0ATA

The innovation invokes

Fresh Men
0( Sophomores

rumors
£ Seniors.

Pr-etequisite,, for studerit,,

o-

21 Psychology Major%
Non-Majors

O Honors Students,
Other (specify):

who participate in innovation: None

Number of students who participate in innovation per year: _SR_
How long has the innovation been irieffec.1?

Apirioximari. amount o1 itutiil funding necessary to develop and try theinnovation =

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ 0

E.:I.:ablation done on inno%ation:

Stollen! opinion ijoestionnaires
O \fea,,iire4 of student performanc in comparison with non-innovation control group(sj
O Other (specify) Student and tutor remarks

INI-arrimoNAIL DATA
SI/1.14 Department in 1 974-75 academic year

Number of full-time-equivalent faculty
Number of senior majdrs in the department: (if applicable)

Si/1. of lostilution
Total student enr`ollownt in 1974-75 .hademic year 700

Characteristics of Institution

Puhljc-Cit
Publo -shoe

la Private
Urban
Non-Urban

Men only
Women only

O Coed
-40-Community or Junior College

S

J.

D3 Undelgraduate level Pciriun
Post-Baccalaureate Master's

O Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

Libgral Arts
Teather Preparatory

0 Professional

Predominant Calendar Svzitern at Your Institution

SO Semester Quarter Trimester Q 4-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title
Department
Ifistilution
Address

-

Dr. Paul Hettich
Associate Professor
Psychology
Barat College
Lake Forest, Illinois 60045

0 OtheC (Specify):

Telephone. (Area Code) 312 Number4gV000 Extension: 3)8
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DATACALL: Lomputer7based game for teaching rest earch strategy.

C

All fields applicable in teaching experimental design and
research Strategy.

DATACALL comprises a grbup of designed game environmentsset wp
around several computer simulations ranging from survey' research
to laboratory experimentation. An individual instructor.sets up -

a computer sifiulation of 'a research problem'and then chooses from
among a number of game .rule structures inrelatiA to the goals
he has for this Eype of "laboratory research. Game structures
already tested include individual play, group "parallel". play,
interactive cooperative work and interactive bompetitive games.
Successive play gets students to learn research design by thinking
ahead in planning the most useful colJectiOn'of.data, analyzing,
regularities in collected data and adjusting research efforts to
take advantage of information returns in pilot experiment& or.the
developing literature of the1student re.pearch environment. The
demand characteristics of this type of labqratory environment are
directly under the control of the instructor who sets thergame
payoffs and rules to biaq student greiup behaviors toward develop-
ing the appropriate research strategies....

To process the simulated experiments, a compti4r is necessary.
This, however, can be a, very small machine if each of the simula-
tions is freestanding, In addition, if the batch mode of Process-
ing is used.to cut the costs of computer use for large classes, 4,

lab assistants are necessary.

Formal evaluation indicates that students like this technique of
learning and learn at least as much as under normal laboratory
conditions. In addition, introductory students become relatively
sophIsticated inithe use of statistics (one quarter of the most

,recent class ended the term doing analysis of variance) because
of more complex experiments made possibl.V-by simulation, the
repeated practice available (a motivated student might rdn a
dozen experiments in a week) and the game environment which led
to higher payoffs for good research.behavipr.-

4.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innoxation invokes,

Freshmeri
13,Sophomores
53 Juniors
51 Seniors

(Si Psychology Majors
61 Non-Majors

Honors.Students
O Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate M innovation:

*
Number of students who participate in innovation per year: 200
How long,has the innovation-been in 5ffect?_6____ years

.A42proximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation . $11 000

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ Lab assistants and computer
time vary with size of machine available and numbers of students to be

I.:,iludnon dime on inniwation: handled.

0' Student opinia/n questionnaires
Me.isures of student performance in comparison with non-inOvation control groups)
()the' Ispecify)

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty: _4...5_ (7 bodies)
Number of.'senior majors in the department: _313_ (if applicable)

Size of Instit Litton
l'otal student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year._ _1,100

Characteristics of Institution

public-City
Public-Stale

fir Private
(!rban
Non-I 'rban

Men only
Women only

2. Coed
Community or junior College

(tia UndergrticIuSte level program
Post-Baccalaiireale Master's
Post-jimicalaureate Doctoral

121 Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory
Professional .

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester Quarter Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify): three courses over
'three terms.

INNOVATOR DATA . (10 weeks each)
Name. Richard R. Johnson
Title: Professor
Department; Psychology
Institution: Earlham College
Address: Richmond, Indiana 47374

Telephone: (Area Code) 317 Number: 962-6561 Extension;
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COMPUTER-ASSISTED INSTRUCTION IN AN UNDERGRADUATE PSYCHOLOGY LABORATORY COURSE

, r

Experimental Psychology: Learning and Memory

In 1974, Mount St. Mary's College joined the.PLATO computer network, an
4r innovative computer-assisted instructional system with many unique features.

The specific objective in psychology wae to involve PLATO in the undergraduate
laboratory program, in order to convey information that would be difficult
for.the average student to achieve by other teaching methods.

Students are introduced to experimental methodology through a consideration
ot basic research in animal and human learning. Lecture and readings con-
sider the backgroupd of a specific experimental problem in learning. In

laboratory, the experiment is conducted by the strident. Each student to
the data to the PLATO terminal and enters the data into a designated 1 son.

PLATO uses these data to instruct the strident individually in one of several
areas: .

,-1. Statistical decision making and power
2. Mathematical modeling in learning and memory
3. Simulation procedures in reaming and memory
4. Experimental design problems associated with the data

The history, procedure and results of the experiment, along with th
information from PLATO. are brought together with discussion in a
laboratory report submitted by the student.

This course involves approxiMately 15 students per term, er the instruc-
tion of Nicholas Kierniesky. Informal feed-back from the st group of
students indicates that PLATO involvement increases enthusiasm in what other-
wise might be perceived as dry and boring material.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involve.~.

O Freshmen
Sophomores
)unions

ra Seniors
ea

PrerLetruisites for

{3 Psychology Majors
O Non-Majors
O Honors,Students
O Other (specify):

students Who parlitlIpate an innovation:

Statistics.

dumber of students vlu;" participate in innovation per year
How long has the innovation been in effect? 1 years

15

Approximate amount of initial flincling necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ 20,000
cn

Approxtmate amount needed each year to support ongting project = $ 11,000

Evaluution done on innovation:

O. Student opinion questionnaires
.0 Measures of student performance in compari r ith non-innovation control groups)
© Other (specify):
Student opinion came from Discussion section of lab- report and verbal
contact. More time will allow for better evaluation.

INSTITUTIONAL DATA'

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent facalty: .3 1/2 Psychology

Number of senior majors in the department: 15 (if gpplicable) Psychology

Sill, of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-.75 academic year

Characteristics of Institution

O Public -City
O Public-State
53 Private
0. Urban
1E1 Non-llrban

O Men only
O Women only
O Coed
O Community or Junior College

El Undergraduate level. program
O Post-Baccalaureatv Master's
O Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

la Liberal Arts
O Teacher Preparatory
O Professional

Predominant Calendar System di Your Institution

DI Semester laQuarter' 0 Trimester 0 4-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title:
Departmen.t:
Instittliion4
Address:

Nicholas C. Kierniesky, Ph.D.
Assistant Profesdor
Psychology
Mount St. Mary's College
Emmitsburg, MD 21727

Telephone: (Area Code)

0 Other (Specify):

301 Number: , 447-6122

4189
488

'Extension: 245



` PERSONALIZED SYSTEM OF INSTRUCTION IN ELEMWNTARY STATISTICS USING
UgbERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE STUDENTS AS TUTORS

Elementary Statistics

1The purpose of the method is to provide a system of instruction in
statis ics that allows students to: work at their own pace (within limits);
receive tutoring help when needed; and ac eve a uniform level of mastery.
Th' toureb as taught has approximately 30 s` rude is who have had eithe ss.0
beginning coarse in college algebra or equivalen high school matheWatics.
There are in addition to the course instructor, undergraduate and/or
graduate tutors for about every five or six students. The textbook for
the course. is a programmed book in elementary statistics that covers descrip-
tive and inferential statistics through simple analysis of variance. No lec-
tures are presented beyond the first -day` orientation, which tells students
'what to expect and what will be expected of them, and indicates the ,amount
of work that must be completed each week (on the aberage) in order\ to finish
the course during a regular quarter of nine weeks of classes. As arranged,
students can finish much faster, and a few do so in as feW as five to six
weeks. When a student has completed his or her study of a chapter in the
text, he or she takes a uni quiz on it. The quiz is graded immediately
his or her proctor. If he o she does not get everything correct, an alter-
nate unit quiz is given, and t e process may be repeated. There is no
penalty,.but students soon learn about how much study is needed and seldom
need to take very many, if any, alternate 9pui,gZes after a.tiMe. Scattered
through the unit quizzes at a ratio of about one to six are longer compre-
hensive review ,quizzes, graded by the instructor. If a student completes
all unit and review quizzes satisfactorily before the end of the last week
of classes, no final examination is required. If not the number of unit
and, review quizzes completed yields a weight of two-th rds toward the course
grade and the score on the final yields a weight of one third. Class
attendance is not required, but students typioally atten quite regularly
since they can get tutoring help and take quizzes only du ing class periods.
Students generally like the system, since the usual pressure and anxiety of
examinations in statistics are reduced. The system is not perfect, however.
There is a tendency to want'to proceed too rapidly on the part of some stu-
dents, at the expense of accuracy. Also, some students feel that they do
not gain as good an understanding as they aright if they used a regular text
along with lectures. But such feelings tend to be in the minority, and
students' evaluations of the method typically run high. How w 1 the^
material is retained beyond the quarter is unknown.
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INNOVATION DATA

The 'n) novation Involves:

0 Jeshmen
Sophomores
Juniors

0 Seniors

' 1111 Psychology Majors
O Non-Majors

- Honors Students
Other (specify):

S

Prerequisites for-students who participate in innovation:

A begin/ning course in college algebra /or equivalent high school mathematiCs.

.Number of students who participate in innovation per yearc_91L._

How long has the innovation been in effect? 2 years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = Slime (undergraduate

proctors get. "problems" credit; graduate proctors have this as a duty assignment)
ApproXimate amount heeded each year to support ongoing project = $2141.1,4

Evaluation done on innovation:

I Student' opinion questionnaires
Measures of student PerfoTmance in'comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
Other (specify):

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 aademic year
Number Of full-time-equ(yalent faculty:
Number of senior majors in Che department- (if applicable)

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment

Characteristics of Institution

Public-City
Public-State

rivate
1. an
Non- rhan

MEI only
Women only N

El Coed
Community or lu

in 1974-75

r College

Predominant Calendar System

Semester 131 Quarter

INNOVATOR DATA
ita

ame:
le:

De i tment:
Instit on:
Address:

I Your In

rimester

academic year 12,500

lib Undergraduate level program
I Post-Baccalaureate Master's

Post-Bacc eate Doctoral

1 Liberal Arts
ED Teacher Preparatory
O Professional

tution

George R. Klare
Professor of Psycho
Psychology
Ohio University
Athens, Ohio 45701

Telephone: (Area Co

4-1-4 Other (Specify):

p.

614 Number: .59414169

491
490

\
Extension:

ti
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INDIVIDUALIZED COMPUTER-GENERATED WORKBOOKS FOR ELEMENTARY STATISTICS

ElementaryStatistics

Objectives. This innovailon has twp major objectives. The flr,st is

individualization for both student and instructor. Each student re-.
-Celves ei.Workbook of, unique problems, one different from everyone 'else
in the class. The instructor writes his own .workbooks fog each class-=
rather 'the computerwrites Individualized workbooks to- his specifjca-'
tions. The second objective is to encourage innovation in teaching
the course. The idpstructor can adjust the instructional material to
his teaching rather than modifying his teaching to fit avaiiabLe
material; he can add new topics, drop old ones, and systematically
vary parameters; he can give students no answeps, some answers, or
all the answers; he can-use traditional teaching one time, mastery
teaching the next -- innovation with. little or no additional effort.
Method. Tilese objectives, haVe-beem achieved by writing Wseries.of
subroutines that use the computer to generate individualized work-
books to the instructor's specifications.. The instructor decides
on. the instructions to be given the student, specifies population
parameters (means, '0.-andard deviations, etc.), specifies sample

...

sizes,"decides' whether or not to give the student the' answer, and .
specifies tow many.declmal places 14111 be given in the data. The
computeT then generates the student's workbooks on one half of the-
page,wrth the individualized detailed answer key on the other half.
Content. 'At'the present time the following subroutines have been
developed and used: I) Constructing frequency distributions;
2) Percentiles end percentile ranks from,frequency distributions;
3) Measures of Central tendency; 41_Measures of variability;'5) Nor-
mal curve, sampling error, and confidence intervals; 6) Random 4,;
7) Correlation, regression, and. prediction; 8) Correiated t';' .

). 9) Chi *qbare; 10).Mann-Whitney U test; II),Wilcoxon signeU-
ranks fest; 12) Analysis of variance /
Number Involved., Using these workbooks and similar.individual-,
ized tests, one instructor can teach 20-25 students easily. An

instructor plus one assistant can easilyTrandle 40-45 students.'
Equipment 1J1cessary. 'These subroutines were developed on an IBM
1130 with '16K core. They run on any computer with I6K (or larger)
core; the larger the core, the longer the unit which ,can. be gen-
erated at one time. Since'this ik.run with batch processing,
a large computer with many terminals is not necessary.
Evaluation. This has been used only with mastery' teaching and
student evaluations.have beenAyery positive, prob'abiy more due
to the mastery. teaching than anything else. Grades are a bit
lower than when using a radi4ional workbook with mastery teach-Wing since copying is i ossible. However, udents seem 'to be
better Prepared to use statistics in subsequent courses.
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-INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

O Freshmen
CZ Sophomores
01 Juniors

Seniors

1£0 Psychology Majors
gl Non-Majors
O Honors Students
O Other (specify):

r'erequisites for students who participate in innovation:

Number of students who participate in innovation per year 30
How long has the irmovatron been in effect? 3 fears

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ 100.00

Approximate amount needed each yeanto support ongoing project =.$ None; tf students a re
charged for the
puter time.Eitaluation done on innovation:

131 Student opinion questionnaires
O Measures of student performance in comparison with,nn'n-innovation control group(s)
O Other (specify):

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full - time - equivalent faculty: 4

Number of.seninr majors in the department:,;, 25 (if applicable)

Size of Institution'
Total student enrollment in 104-75 academic year 1 200

Characteristics of Institution

0
0

0
gi

Public-City:
Public-State
Private
Urban
Non-Urban J

ci Men only
O Women only

Coed
O Community or Junior College

Undergraduate level program
0 Post-Baccalaureate Master's
O Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

larLiberal Arts
O Teacher Preparatory
O Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

D.Semester . Llg Quarter 0 Trimester 0 4-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:.
Title:
Department:
Institution:
Address:

RanaJd L. Koteskey
Associate Professor
Department ofPsyohology
Asbury Ilege,
Wi I'more Kentucky 40390

0 Other (Specify):

Telephone: (Area Code) 606 Number; 858 -35 1 I

493
492

Extension: 281



A PSI COURSE IN PSYCHOLOGICAL STATISTICS

J

Psychological Statistics

,Psychology 321 (Survey of Statistics) is an upper-division course designed to teach the
fundamentals of statistical analysis to students majoring in psychology at The University of A.
Michigan. The course is offered by, three or four instructors each semester. Typically, eacTh
instructor handles between 35 and 70 students, and each gives the course in his own wdy.

In the fall of 1972, a PSI section ofthe course was offered for the first time at Michigan.'
The PSI section followed Keller's model in all important respects' but one. No lectures were
given in the course. Tutors and the course instructor were available to help students and
evaluate quizzes during six assigned class hours. The'course material was divided into 18
units, and the final examination counted for one=third of the course,grade.

During 1972 and 1973, the PSI section used Courts' Psychological Statistics (Homewood, Ill.:
Dorsey, 1966) as a textbook. Since this textbook was alio used in one or the lecture/recitation
sections during these years, it has been possible to compare lecture and PSI results:

- -End-of-course exam performance in the PSI sections was significantly better than
in the lecture sections.
End-of- course student ratings in the PSI section were highly favorable.

t--There were no significant differencwin the proportions of withdrawals and
incompletes in the two kinds of classes.

- -The effect, of teaching method on exam performance was clearest for high-aptitude
students; low-aptitude students performed at the same level in PSI and lecture sections.

--After one year, PSI students still outperformed lecture students on a retention measure.
At the time of follow-up, PSI students also gave the course a significantly higher
rating than students from the lecture section.

Findings are reported in:

Kulik, J. A:, Kulik, C.-L. C., &Milholland, J. E. Evaluation of,an individualized
course in psychological statistics. In R. S. Ruskin and S.F. Bono (Eds.), Personalized
instruction in higher education. Washington, D. C.: Center for Personalized
Instruction, 1974.

Kulik, C.-L. C., & Kulik, J. A.- PSI and the mastery model. Paper presented at the
Second National Conference on Personalized Instruction in Higher Education, Los
Angeles, California, March, 1975.

Linver, M. The Keller plan: One method of making teaching more effective. Unpublished
honors thesis. University of Michigan, 1975.

During the 1974 academic year, the individualized se/ction used Runyon and Haber's Funda-
mentals of Behavioral Statistics (Reading, Mass.: Addison- Wesley, 1971) as its textbook..
Study guides, unit quizzes, and instructor materials from this section are to be published by
Addison-Wesley as a supplement to Runyon and Haber's text.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

Freshmen
Sophomores
Juniors
_Seniors

4

-
CrPsychology Majors

Non-Majors
Honors Students
Other (specify):

Putrequisitts for students who participate in innovation:.

Niimber of students ytio participate in innovation per yeat--;
tfol;% long bas the innovation been in effect'? _3_ year

Approimale amount td initia4 funding necessary to develop and try the innovation

Approximate amount needed each year to support. ongoing project = $- 200

4

Evaluation done on innovation:

, 23 Student opinion questionnaires
I MeasoresOof studenpeilormame in

Other (specify): -

4.

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

comparison with
7.

Size of Department in 1974-75.academic year
Number ;if fulktime-equivalent facu4ty:
Number of senior majors in the department: 300

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 41cadernic'year:

Characteristics- of Institution

Public-City
I Public-State ,

Private
Urban
Non-Urban

Men only
Women only

Ed %Pied
CoMmuni.ty or Junior College

Prediumnant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester Quarter a Trimester 4-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

$,14114__

non-innovation control group(s)

(if applicable)

37,000

[El Undergraduate level program
Post-Baccalaureate Master's
Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

Libe,ral Arts
Teacher Preparatory

El Professional

Name,:
Title:
Department:
institution:
Address:

James A. Kulik, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor
Psychology
The University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, MI. 48104

Other (Specify):

Telephone: (Area.Code) (313) Number: 764-0505

495
494

Extension:

6

V
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PSI TAKES THE ANXIETY OUT OF STATISTICS

'Elementary Statistics

40k

I

After nine years of teaching statistics (otherwise'known as Sadistics") with
standard textbOok, workbook, and explanatory lectures, I recently decided to ex-
periment with PSI in search of,a better way. The results outstripped my expec-
tations% The objectives of this innovative course were similar to most first
courses in statistics: (1) knowledge and uncleatItanding of basic statistical terms
and concepts; (2) skill in Constructing and interpreting tables and graphs;
(3) skill in.coputing desltriptive and inferential statistics; (4) application of
statistical concepts in data analysis; and (5) basic experimental design.

The content of the course was derived fro t first eleven units of the self-
instruction textbook, Psychological statistics, Tosti, et e1., (1971), beginning
with measureml'nt, scaling, graphs, descriptive statistics, through probability
theory, including the binomialdend normal distributions, to hypothesis testing,
and the inferential statistics of t-test and confidence intervals. Also required
mere two projects:(1) a written report of reading comprehension improvement ex-
perienced as a result of reading the same technical research study before and
after the course; (2) a probability experiment designed and executed by the student.

The course was designed after Keller's PSI model, with fourContact hours a week
as follows: (1) content lecture on new unit; (2) review (questions and answers);
(3) unit test A; (4) feedback on unit test A. Since classes at Marymount College
are almost never over thirty students, no student proctors were necessary. All
individual tutoring and re-testing was conducted during office hours. Essential
to the motivational aspects of the course were the criteria for the final grade:
A - Completion of 11 units at 90% proficiency level and 90% on the final (A or B):
B - Completion of 11 units at 90% proficiency level or 90% on the Final (A or B).
C Completion of 11 units at 80% pro iciencylevel or 80% on the final (A or B),
Inc. - Unsuccessful'attainment of one of the above before the end of semester.
An alternate form.(B) of the unit tes was available for students who wished to
raise their proficiency above 90% an was mandatory for students who performed
at less than 80% proficiency 'on form A (rarely more than 25% of the class).
The students could take form B as often as necessary, but usually once was sufficient,

-The exeeption to this was the Final'(B), which could be taken only once.

There were two statistical evaluations of outcomes 'conducted by comparing the
innovation group (N -2$) with two non-innovation control groups (N-42) of the, previous
semester. All three'groups were taught by the same professor. On a teacher-course/
evaluation questionnaire, the item, "overall rating of the course," showed a mean
increase from 5.00 to 6.07 (on a seven-point scale) favoring the innovation group,
which generated a t = 2.92, p_ less than .01. The other evaluation was a comparison
of student performance as reflected in letter grades. In the innovation group, 72%
received A's or B's,as opposed to 38% in the non-innovation groUp. A chi square ,

analysis of the grade distribution showed 4k2 = 12.64, p_ less than .01. -.Finally,
a perusal of the open-ended form of the teacher-course evaluation revealed
reduction of anxiety occasioned by the opportunity to re-take an alternate form
of the unit tests as well as the textbook itself as the most outstanding features
of the course.
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INNOVATION DATA

fhr innovation involvOs:

Freshmen .S3 Psychology Majors
,10 Sophomores 13 Non-Majors
El 'tailors Honors Students
0 Seniors Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

General Psychology or General Sociology

Number of students who participate in innovatkin per year. 50-60

II long his the innovation been in effect? years

Appiii.rmate immunt of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation
.

Approximate 41010Unt needed each year to support ongoing project =

e-

$ 0

F. iiludt ion done on innovation:

151 Stiident opinion questianaires
Measures of student performance in comparisbn with non - innovation control group(.$)
Other (specify):

INsTryi moNAL DATA
Size of Department in 174-75 academic year

i

,
Number of full - time - equivalent faculty. °
Number of senior majors in the department: 56 (if applicable)

Size. of Institution 900
Tot,11 student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year

Characteristics of Institution

Public-City
Public-State

13 Private
Urban
Non-Ilrban

Men only
Women only
Coed
CommilnIty or Junior College

undergraduate level program
Post-Baccalaureate Master's
Post-Baccalaureate [Doctoral

PP Liberal Ails
O. Teacher Preparatory

Professionitl

Predominant. Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester Quarter Trimester CM 4-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Dr. John D. Lawry
Title: Chairman
Department. Psychology
Institution: Marymount College
Address: Tarrytown, NY 10591

Telephone: (Area Code)

Other (Specify):

914 Number: 631-3200 Extension: 2214

4 97
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TEACHING SIMPLE STATISTICS FOR RESEARCH

Statisties, Experimental Psychology, Research Design

Students who study experimental methods and statistics in separate courses
have to solve the problem of integrating the material before it can be used in
research. This course offers a partial solution to the problem. It combines'the

study of several research methods with appropriate nonparametric dtatistics suit-
able for evaluating_ data derived from them. These easy-to-compute statistics
help students to overcome their fear of statistics, which 4s a major obstacle to
many of them. The sequence of material, the statistics covered, and the methods
of study are all different from the typical beginning.statisSics course. It can

be taken by students trying to develop a background before the standard course,
or by students who have had-the regular course, but hwo want tq develop a better
understanding.

For i4structional purposes, research techniques are divided into two groups:
Exploratory/Descriptive methods with correlational statistics, and. Experimental/

Inferential methods. Students find the Spearman rank correlation easy to under-
stand .and to compute; a study of it gives veginners experience in computations.

( The course begins with assignments that require research designs using this

statistic.

Mann-Whitney U and Wilcoxon T are studied with experimental designs involving
two sample; a "t test" is easier to understandafter a study of these two.

Chi-square helps to demonstrate ideas of a "one-sample" design, and multiple
groups designs based on the availabilityoi nominal data.

Procedures for choosing a statistic are' emphasized; they must be appropriate
for the research question being asked, the kind of data available, and the
research design.. Every statistic is studied inthe context of several other
statistics to show their uses, similarities, and differences. Practice with
simple research assignments help students learn,how to make appropriate statis-
tical decisions. Computations based on a student's own work teach him far more

than set problems from a text.

Theoretical texts do not develop the practictl ideas beginners can more easily
learn first: The extensive, amounts of supplementary material necessary for this
approach makes more demands on the instrgttor. A special text for this course
is being written, but it is not yet finished.

gy covering less material more thoroughly, it is easier to develop a better
understanding of it, and more confidence for the studnet. They become more
actively involved in the material and many actually come to enjoy it. Several
years experience has'thoroughly de'monstrated how effgktively this method accom-
plishes what it attempts. Many courses are avaflable to teach statistics; this
one was developed to teach confidence - through' ste of a few simple statistics

that can be applied to a surprising number of res

ry

arch designs. Its guiding

idea is that 4 few statistics, learned thoroughly, develop a better foundation
for further study, than\do traditional courses that attempt too much in the time

available.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

Cif rre4hinen
Sophomores

O (uniors
\O Seniors

Prerequisites for students who

high school algebra

fl Psychology Majors
RI-Non-Majors
0 Honors Students
kJ Other (specify):. 'Sociology or any area in which knowledge

of simple research is necessary

27'

rlicipate in innovation:
r

Number of students who participate in innovation per year 60 to 90

How long has the innovation beenin effect? 3 years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ 25

25Approximate amount nil'eded each year to support ongoing project = $

F..,Aloation done on innovation:

p Student opinion questionnaires
O Measures orstude.ra performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
51 Other (specify): Student reports and performance in subsequent classes

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

fe)Siie of Department in 1974-75 academic yea 22 .II.
Number of full-time-equivalent facul y
Number of senior majors in title depaitment. £0 (if applicable)

Size of Institution.
Total student enrollment in

Characteristics-of Institution

O Public: -City
Polilic-State

O Private
fe9 Urban
O Non-Urban

O Men only
O Women on4y
133 Cued

1974-75 academic year- 12.000

Undergraduate 14.oe1 program
Post-Baccalauredte Master's

O Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral.

El Liberal Arts
1E1 Teacher Prepaiatury
O Professional

0 Community or Iumot: College

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

O Semester 0 Quarter QTrimesti.r 0 4-1-4 0 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title:
Department:
Institution:
Address:

Frank M. Loos
Professor
Psychology
Northeastern Illinois University
Bryn Mawr at St. Louis
Chicago, Illinois 60625

Telephone: (Area Code) 312 Number: JU3-4050

499
498

Extension:

r
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EXPER SIM ( EXPERIMENT SIMULATION) THE US OF COMPUTER SIMULATION IN
INSTRUCTIONAL LABORATORY COURSES

1

Research design, statistics, laboratory courses. Specific subject courses
makes use of certain simulation models in the library, i.e., motivation,
psychobiology.

, I

Computer simulation is used to facilitate the teachingof research design in,elementary

laboratory and statistics'courses, The 'classroom is structured as a !'scientific oommunity"

.where each student is a "scientist" in.that community who develops aq6search progiam
with respect to one or more of the datageneratisg models in the program-q.ibrary. -

He develops questions, hypotheses, SlidNdesigns a series of experiments with respect to
simulation costs designed to reflect real costs and anticipated outcomes ;lased on- the

growing body of -knowledge produced bfr the rest of. the community.,

, . I
,"

'
. --,,

Resubmits his design to the computer which generates data that he an lyres in order to
infer relationships in the underlying model generating the simulated ta. In short, the'

extremely timeconsuming and costly data collection step is reduced :to a tter of minutes.

Not oniyr,can the process be repeated several times (six to ten experiments term usually),

but a given experiment can be linked to one that had been done earlier, making it possible

for students to plan a research program, not simply to design an isolated experiment.
.1.

A supervisor program manages all models in the library.A model is a modularized FORTRAN
subroutine that can be added or deleted-from the library without undertaking major reprogramming.
Models in the current library are concerned with the etiology of schizophrenia, imprinting,
motivation, drugs ono learning, and; social facilitation. Other models in psychology as well

as 4n-other disciplines are being developed in different colleges and universities.

At the University of Michigan, laboratory sections have sixteen students taught by
graduate assistants. Larger classes are possible with some modification'of.classroom management.

?

The program is written in FORTRAN IV and requires 20,000 25,000 words of core. 1.( a version

for smaller computers hasbeen developed at University of Louisville). The programs can be

titled in either batch or interactive modes. No previous experience with computers or knpwledge

of programming is required of either student or instructor.

Comparisons of computer classes and classes who studied the literature on which the simulation
was based, indicate better reslarch design decisions on the part of the computer class with

respect to certain test problelin solving protocols. The computer class also showed bettet
understanding of the subject matter than the class that studied the literature.

Cost at the University of Michigan is about $8.00 to$9.00 a student.
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INNOVATION DATA a

The innodlion invokes

In Freshmen El Psychology Majors
1E1 Sophomores IN Non-Majors

lumors lia Honorg Students
Seniors HI her (specify):

Prerequisites fur students who participate in innovation:
Psychology is preferred."'

"A.leaeit One introductory course in

Notber.of students who participate rn innot.ation per year
flow long has the innnvation been in effect' yedrs

550,

Approx.ondte amount of initial funding necessary to develop and ti the innovatio'u = $ 10,006 over a
period of 3 or four ypArs.

cwii,4,,,,t,rf a et) tip!
computer

h year to support ongoing project = $ 4400 nr $8100 a 8 tudent,for
uce tune.

Ft-1111.0ton done on InnovNtion /
C5 Student dpinion questionnaires.

or student pitrformanoe in comparison with non-innovation cwt.! group(s)
Other (specify):

INSTITHTIONAL DATA

Slit. of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-tone-equivalent faculty
Number of senior majors in the department: 300 (tf applicable)

St/e id Institution '-
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year- 3?,qod

Chdra.teristo s of rnstitution

Publu -CitY
al

Urban
0 \Non-1 irban

C) Men only
Women only
Coed

/ Comin.inity or 'tilor College
I--

Predominant Calendar . ystetti at Your Institution

Semester C7 Qt tinter CR Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

Undergraduate level program
Post-Baccalaurpate Master's

El Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

RI Liberal Arts
ri Teacher Preparatory

hrofessinnal

\( )k. AToR DATA

Name Dr.

Tole Assis
I /epart ment Psych
1w:111'111 0i Uni4e
Address 3435

Ann A

ana B. Main
ant Professor
logy
sity of Michigan
ason Hall
or,Michigan 48104

Telephone: (Area Code 313 Number: 763-4541

501
500

E;xtensinn:



UNDERGRADUATE RESEAR6 AT REGIS COLLEGE

At Regis College, the laboratory component'of the second semester course in
Experimental Psychology is an outgrowth of an N.S.F. Undergraduate Research Par-
ticipati6nApro)ect in Psychology. The 1970 guide fin' this earlier project favored

'"those who have qualities of scholarly aptitude, imagination, and perseverance
necessary for success in graduate study in the sciences." Experience with this

project has deepened the conviction that every undergraduate psychology concen-
trator should be engaged in a research project of her choice-even though immediate

plans and interest in graduate"study maynot be present; This faculty member has

learned to entertain the expectancy taht young scholars will bring valuable
thinking and hovel ideas to the research opportunities offered them.

.
This Experimental Psychology laboratory component places the young researcher

in consultation,with a faculty member who realizes, that the student's creative
potential will develop most fully when psychic enlrgy is directed toward finding
and solving meaningful problems, for scientists who are-most fully alive are
attentive to both problem finding and problem solving processes. The purpose is
to sensitize the psyChology concentrator to theseongoing processes and thus
expose her to the scientist's, quest for understanding.

The pattern of student development builds on a term paper completed during the '

'first semester course in Experimental Psychology; within this course, the student
reviewed and analyzed empirical studies on a topic of her own choice. To keep

studentson the frontiers,_it was recommended that some references include research
cafried out within the past five years.

/From such an assignment, conflicting experimentl findings and/or divergent inter-
pretations and/or differing theoretical explladations inevitably emerge. T1403

student's task is to identify such discrepancies, and to design an experiment to-
help resolve them. In this ?rocess; the student examines various research options,
and the faculty member is-available,for consultation. The student.is given every
opportunity ,lead, however, in specifying the problem under study; establishing a
rationale for the hypotheses and predictions advanced, selecting relevant depen-
dent variables, operationall4ing the independent variables, discovering the pro-
cedure and necessary controls which will minimize the effects of-extraneous factors,
arriving at decisions about the mfithod of analyzing data, and preparing the final

communication in both written and oral form. Throughout this process, the faculty

member assumes the role of research, catalyst - not of information-giVer.

By the middle of the semester, most students have their research off the drawing
board, and into the stage of setting up laboratory equipment, recruiting and
running subjects, analyzing and interpreting the collected data. At the end of
the semester, abstracts of all projects are duplicated for circulation at the time
of final reports by several groups of four or five student participants. A final

written project report which conforms to A.P.A. criteria is due the last day of the

semester.

This kind of research experience provides the student with a taste for intellectua$
independence, and its effects are apt to be telling. Students_ annually report

their results at Psi Chi meetings, or other undergraduate psychology conferences
in the Northeast; some students continte their research in more advanced psychology
courses, and eventually public in professional journals; some students become inter-

ested and participate with faculty members in their ongoing research; many from this

course volunteer to be laboratory assistants for the, introductory psychology course.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovatio involves:

Freshme
Sophonu res
)unless
Seniors

h

181 Psychology Majors
Non-Majors
Honors Students

0, Other (stetify).:

Prerequisit s for students who participate i,n innovation:
Psych. 21,1y202 Introductory Psychology

Psych. 31 .
Experimental Psychology I .

Math. 11-312 Statistical Methods ,25Number r f students why narticipate in innovation pyaeery:sear

How lori has the innovation been in effect?5
.10

Appioxii ate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation,. $ 3500 NSF AP

Approxi alt amount needed each year to support ongoing prciiect = $

Th equipment is contingent upon topics which students choose to study
on done- on innovation:

. .

:tudent opini,on questionnaires N
.0 Measures of student performance in comparison with non - innovation control group(s)
fifflher('5'pecify): student, reports at.Psi Chi meetings, etc.

student publications
student success 'in graduate study
student persistence in undergraduate research

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

SI,i (If Department in 1974-75 academic year 5
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty.
Number of senior maims in the de'partment: 25_ (if applicable'

Size pr Institution
.

Total Student. enrollment in 1974-75 academic year: 850

Char tiLterktil s of Institutidn

Public-City lIndergraduale level program
Publo -Stale Q Post-figccalaureate master's
Private Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral,
I irban
Non-Urban Liberal Arts

Teacher preparatory
O ProfessionalMen only

I Wokrien only
Coed
Community Or junior College

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Quarter Trimester at 4-1-4Semester

INNOVATOR DATA

Natne:
Title:
Department:
'Institution:
Address:

S. Viterbo McCarthy
Professor
Psychology
-Regis College
235 Wellesley St.
Weston, Mass. 02193

Telephone: (Area Code)
617

a

Other (Specify):

Jf

Number:
883-1820

Extension:

893-1820 A

503 502

205
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TEACHING EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY TO UNDERGRADUATEIPSYCHOLOGY STUD4NTS WITH
THE HELP OF A COMPUTER SIMULATING EXPERIMENTAL DATA ,

Experimental Psychology

"' This innovation has as its objective the training of psychology students in the
. ..use of the scientific method to test experimental hypotheses..

J .

The method employs the use of the EXPERSIM system, which consists Of la computer
program capable of taking a model that has b en created for a phenomenon of
Interest, and generating data for a given s of variables and values.

(
. .

The procedure is to divide the dais into dams of three students each. Each
team is given the first/phenomenon to be s udied - Santability, or what makes
a good department store Santa Clause.. Ea team is given a list of variables E.

relating to Santability (e.g. weight, sex raced degree of }Etas spirit, etc.)
along, with possible values for each varia le.

The team forms its hypothesis, crehtes as. imple design, and gives the instructor
the variable(s) and.values chosen'. The nstructor has this information key-
punched and run in the computer, anckret trns the computer-generated data/dt the
next class period. (Data in the Santability study happens to be the amount of
time children watch the departmOnt store Santa within a ten-minueg period.)
The student teams are then instructed as to how to analyze the fesults, derive
conclusions, and write a research report on this study.

,While the Santability study has the advantage of offering a model that is very
quickly understood, even by Freshmen students, its disadvantage is that it is
not based on any known empirical data. However, subsequent problems do deal with
models that are based on experimental evidence existing ip the literature.
These models include imprinting, schizophrenia, motivation, drug use, and social
facilitation. As the models progress in sophistication, so do most students'
experimental designs, as the students are weaned from the team. Also, students
learn to punch their own cards.and read them 'into the computer.

At the sate time that the, students in this course work with EXPERSIM, they are
also conducting operant conditioning studies using live rat subjects, so that
not all of the data dealt with in the course is computer generated.

Evaluation of this innovation using the EXPERSIM system is based on only two-
thirds of a semester; however, it has proved to be successful as a means of
teachfUg the experimental method. Students seem to like this approach, and
with it, they are provided the opportunity to run far more experiments than were
students in previous classes who obtained their data from live subjects.

f..i
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

F'reshrnen
ttil Sophomores

lumors
El Seniors

gPsychology Majors
Non-Majors
Honors Students
Other (specify):

'Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:.

Introductory Psychology and Statistics

Number of selidents who participate in innovation .ver year: 25
How long has the innoiation been in elle( t.? 2/3 years

\ \ - .......-^

Approximate amount o'l 'Mimi funding necessary lo develop and try the °ya(foo = $

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ 200 computer time

Evaluation done On innovation

Student opinion questfionnalres
Measures of student performance in comparison with non - innovation control group(s)

El Other (specify). General impression as obtained from student comments, so far.

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty
Number of senior Indiors in the department: 1A (if applicable)

Sizeof Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year

11.

Characteristics of Institution

Pub lic-CLly
Puhlic-State

El Private
Urban
Non-Urhan

Men only
Women only

Ed Coed
Community or junior College

2,255

® Under unit., level program
1 Post- accaliureate Master's

Pos Baccalaureate Doctoral

Liberal Arts
TeacHir Preparatory
Professional

Predominant Calendar System'al Your Institution

Semester Quarter Tester Ca 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:

Department:
Institution:
Address:

Thomas J. McCrystal
Assoc. Professor of Psychology
Psychology
Capital University 0
Columbus, Ohio 43209

Telephone: (Area Code) Number: ti
614 263-6305

-505 564

4

0

Extension:"



PERSONAJAZtb SYSTEM OF 'NATION FOR STATISTICS AND EXPINENTAPTSYCHOLOGY
1

4

General

64,4.

#rimental Psychology .1w

.

Cr).. ,
.. . :......`

An exper4mental ptychology/psychological stat course (a six h(bur block of Courses

required of all psychology majors and migprs) was set up on a modified Keller ,,'

system. The goal of the courses is to give the student a group of research
meth04 fVom co pepti on through design and implementation of a project to data
analytis aild fi ally reporting. The study, the content of the course is divided
irk'''in units rough which the student progresses at his own rate. Study and

nation ar'icarried out in a lab where students have access to calculators,

Ors and structors. Students are interviewed weekly tedetermine whether

are pro ssing"saysfactoeily (compared with a standell progress line

lblished the instructors. According to pa t experience with student

re s. in s'system). Research is curren -in progress assessing potentk
littionshi between locus of control.(Interna s External) and success in the,.

gram. arch is planned comparing the modular system with_tradiational

tture-- cussion approach to the same courses.

Nitt,, 4)

506

41

r
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

O Freshmen
IC Sophomores
r juniors
O Seniors

121 Ps yAdlogy \Majors
O Non-Majors
9 Honors Students
O Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:
IntroduCtory Psychology

Number of students who participate in innovation per year: J_Q_
How long has the innovation been .in effect? 2 1/2 years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ 500.00

pproximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ 150.00

Evaluation done on innovation:

X Student opinion questionnaires
O Measures of student performance in comirison with non-innovation control group(s)
RI Other (specify): Assessment of personality characteristics related to

'sudcets in the innovation.

.

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty. 22
Number of senior majors in the department 80

Size of Institution

e .
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year:

Characteristics of Institution

O Pith lic-City
public-State

0 =Private
Cl Urban
O Non-Urban

0 Men only
O Women only
29 Coed
El Community or Junior College

(if applicable)

11,500

El Undergraduate level program
Post-Baccalaureate Master's

O Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

fa Liberal Arts
29 Teacher Preparatory
C9 Professional

4
Predominant Calendar System at Your Instittftion

IR Semester 0 Quarter 0 Trimester 0 4-1-4 0 Other (Specify):

- INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Leroy P. Metze James R. Craig
Title: Assistant Professor Assistant Professor
Department: Psychology .

InstitutiOn: Western Kentucky University
. Address: Bowling Green, KY 42101

Telephone: (Area Code)
502

Number:
745-2695

507 506
Ms.

Extension: 34

\v-



USING PEER GROUPS AFTER "DE-SENSITIZING" DISCUSSION OF ANY UNEASY FEELINGS ABOUT
WORKING WITH NUMBERS IN TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS COURSES TO FACILITATE BECOMING
COMFORTABLE WITH AND PROFICIENT IN USING STATISTICAL CONCEPTS

Subject area:
Tests And Measurements.

Description of Innovation: -r*

In the first meeting of class all students are asked to rate their feelings about
working with numbers and statistical concepts along the following continuum:

Scared Uncomfortable Neutral Comfortable . Enchanted
5 4 ,3 '2 1

After the ratings are collected, a "de-sensitizing" group discussion takes place
in which eath.student shares any apprehensive feelings and reasons for them\(such
as early negative experiences). In classes over 25 in size, peer groups are formed
of 5 toli6 students sitting adjacent to one another who report to the, whole class
the gist of a 15-minute discussion. In smaller classes, these initial groups are
sot needed. In-the "whole group" discussion period (about half an hour) the
following factors are emphasized:

a) Students in the social sciences tend to be more "verbal" in their thinking
processes and pleasurable learning of statistical concepts can be facilitated
by treating "math" as a second (or foreign) language in which some awkwardness
or rustiness is natural at first!'

//

b) The shift in thinking required/as one moves from a discrete to a continuous
distribution (or from thinking of any number as a point to a band where, for
example, the number "one" is not a point but rather amid -point (1.0) of an
interval br band that extends to an upper limit of 1.5) is like shifting to a new
grammar and again some awkwardness is to be expected.

c) "Mathematical"'learning is different.in the sense that it is "ladder-like" and
each "rung" must be mastered before'moving on to the next level (unlike history,
for example, where it is. not necessary to master the 11th century before-studying
the 20th century).

At this point peer groups comprising.students'from both ends of the continuum
are formed (about 4 to 6 students in each) and it is,agreed that the whole class
will mOve only when all students have achieved mastery. The peer groups are
used as/needed when caltulations are carried out in class or home work-assign-
ments/Corretted in class. For example, medians, means, standard deviations,
percentile scores, standard scores, and stanines are computed on data gathered
by the students on a test construction project. In the relaxed peer. group
atmosphere it is easier for the less proficient students to ask questions and
for the more expert students to "tutor" them up to proficiency'level. Height
and weight data from the students themselves can be used to demonstrate tor-
relation coefficient.

At the conclusion of the class, ratings are again made. In approximately ;6
classes so fir, the peer group format has been well received arid all students
who were belNg "neutral" on the continuum reported an increase in their feelings
of comfort. While this cannot be taken literally as an evaluation measure, it
does serve as a vehicle for reinforcing their more positive attitudes arid sense
of having mastered some basic statistical concepts.

508.
507
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

, Freshmen
Sophomores

El juniors
el 'Seniors

Psychology Majors
Non-Majors
Honors Students

Et Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

koneqOarter course in Statistics

Number of stIndents who participale in innovatio4n per year.
How long has the innovaport been in effect? years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ 0

Undergraduate! students in Human Services
major and graduate students in the
School of Education.

60-80

Apprfeximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ 0

Evaluation done on innovation:

gl Student opinion questiorfnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s),
Other (specify):

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department-in 1974 -75 academic year
Number of fullltime-equivalent 17

Number of senior majors in the department:

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 -academic year:

Characteristics of Institution

Public-City
10 lic-State

Private
Urban
Non-Urban

Men only
, Women only

Coed
Community or Junior College

(if applicable)

25,450

M Undergraduate level Program
Zr Pitst-BacCalaureate

Post- Baccalaureate Doctoral

ia Liberal Arts
IP Teacher Preparatory

I .Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester fil QUa ITO r Trimester

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title:
Department:

Address:

4-1-4 Other (Specify):

Genevieve R. Meyer, Ph.D
Asst. Professor
Guidance and- Pupil Personnel Services
CA State UniV., L.A.
5151 State Univ. Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90032

Telephone: (Area Code) 213 Number: 224-3708

509
508

Ex4ension:

_/
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PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION OF"STATiSTICS AND THE PROBLEM OF SELF - DISCIPLINE

Behavioral Statistics '

After teaching behavioral statistics for several years, one is made acutely

aware of two basic problems related to this course:
(1) each class exhibits a wide range of individual differences with respect'

to basic mathematical skills, and,
(2) .a large'number of students, with adequate preparation in math, have

nevertheless developed a degraded self-image with respect to their abilities in that

area. Both of these problems can be corrected to some extent by self-paced programmed

instruction. Slower students are not forced to-maintain the more rapid pace ofthe

rest of the class, and faster students are not held back by the instructor's considera-

tion of the slower students. Self-confidence can be developed and maintained by the

nature of programmed material, i.e. email incremental steps with a high probability

of success.
We have recently conducted an individualized-programmed course in "Psychological

Statistics" with an encouraging degree of success. The program used was published by

Individual Learning Systems, Inc. of San Rafael, California.- Except for some typq-

graphical errors (hopefully now corrected), the course was well-written and covered

all major aspects of behavioral statistics through analysis-of-variance techniques.

One undergraduate student who had completed the lecture course and had worked through

the program material served as the course proctor by grading exams and giving immediate

feedback where he felt competent to do so. The course instructor did not meet,classes

but set aside two hours each day for individual student counseling. Grades were deter-

mined by the number of unts of the program completed and performance on a final exam.

At the end of the course, eacH student (N=50) was interviewed for his or her reaction

to the course.
Most students (79%) felt they learned more from this method of instruction than

they would have under the usual lecture method whereas 10% felt they learned less.

None of the students thought that the amount of work required was less than usual but

25% thought'the amount of work necessary war-excessive. In response to the question,

"What aspect of the course did you like,least" the, only response given by more than one

student was "too.much time required for study." In response to the question, "What

,aspect of the course did you like best';, most responses centered on the themes of self-

pacing, the requirement for self-discipline, and a sense of personal accomplishment.

This positive aspect of the course also proved to be a negative aspect for some students.

Averaged over a three year period, the usual withdrawal rate for the statistics course

is 4%. In the programmed course, 22Z of the students withdrew. Interviews with these

students indicated that they lacked the self-discipline necessary to complete the

course ifi the absence of some sort of structure imposed by the teacher (announced

exams, emphasis on certain material in the text, etc.).

One must conclude that this method of instruction is highly beneficial for most

students at least in some courses. On the other hand, many students present. certain

problems that preclude their successful completion of a programmed-individualized

course of instruction and indicate,a need for counseling and/or better preparation in

developing more effective study habits.

510
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovalii'm involes.

1-4eshmerz
El Sophomores
g Juniors

Seniors

6d Psychology Majors
Non-Majors
I lonors Students

O Other !specify):

Prerequisites for students who Parlicipale in innovation:

None

Number of students who participate in innovation per year: 50 (but not a continuing program)
'low long has the innovation been in effect? one years Y,.

Appr'o \imate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ $100 (assistant)

.apps itvintate amount needed .each year to support orcgoing project = $ $300

Ealualron done on innovation:

fi) Student opinion .qUestionnaires
\lilasures of-student performance in comparison with non-innovation control grout*)

0 Other (specify):

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-lime-equivalent faculty 3.5
Number of senior majors in the department: 135

Site of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic, year:

Characteristics of Institution

fl
O
rJ

fl

Public-( :ity
Public-Slate
Private
Elrhan
Non-1 Irlian

O Men only
0 Women only
xl Coed
O Community or Junior College

if applicable)

3458

Itnilergrialtiale level program
Post-liaccalaureale Master's

O 11w:4-Baccalaureate Doctoral

Liberal Arts
O Teacher Preparatory
O Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

O Semester 111 Quarter 0 Trimester 0 4;1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

Name! Claude R. Miller
Title: Assistant Professor of Psychology
Departmerfl:Paychology
Institution: 'Georgfa College.
Address! Milledgeville, Georgia 31061

0 Other (Specify):

Telephone: /Area Code) 912 Number; 453 -4574

-51.1

510

Extension:
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A COMPARISON OF LECTURES, INTERVIEWS, AND DISCUSSIONS IN TEACHING-iRESEARCH,
DESIGN SKILLS

fj

Experimental Design

This description is divided into (a) an abstract of the research evaluation
and (b) practical application.

The effectiveness of three methods (lecture, discussion, and Interview) in
teaching research design principles was assessed. These three techniques,
selected because they vary in the amount of verbal response they generate in
students, were compared in .a three-week behavioral science statistic. course.
In addition to computational skills, each of the 24,undergraduate subjects were
taught the logic of experimental design. Subjects received one-third of their
training by each teaching method with the order of methods counter-balanced over
subjects. Interviews were conducted on a one-to-one basis; discussions and
lectures were in groups of eight. Interviews were kept in the same time con-
straints as the other methods by restricting each interview to fifteen minutes
and by using a student proctor to conduct half the interviews.

Students received the highest scores on experimental design tests when trained
by interview and the lowest scores following a week in a discussion section.
Lectures were little better than discussion except for the topic of factorial
designs. The student interviewer was almost as effective as the Instructor indi-
cating that interview teaching could be economically competitive with lecture
sections.

The major ?edagoglcal advantage of the interview is the number of concentrated
interactions that are possible. In a class of 24, meeting three days a week,
an instructor and one well trained proctor can intensively and effectively inter-
view each student once a week. Articulate student responding can be shaped
by the use of prompts, fading, and contingent reinforcement. Gradually
the student acqUires the necessary verbal repertoire to discuss a technical area
fluently. Competing emotional responses are reduced or extinguished and a larger
and larger proportion of the interview is devoted to the behavior of the student
and less and less to that of the interviewer. In,sum, the interview permits
maximal application of the principles known to modify behavior.

It is sometimes helpful to provide students with the questions to be asked
before the first few interviews. Sometimes a list of the topics to be
covered In the interview is sufficient. In either case, these procedures must
be faded fairly rapidly to preclude, excessive dependence on prompts from the
interviewer.

512
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INNOVA'T'ION DATA

The Innovation involves

Freshmen
Sophomores

33 honors
Seniors

C3 Psychology Majors, Non-Majors
Honors Students
Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

General Psychology

Number 01 students who participate in innovation per year 60
flow long has the innovation been in ffei:17 5 years

VAppromindle amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $

Appi oximte amount needed each year to support ongoing project =

PAaltidlion done on innovation:

Student opinion questionnaires
10 Measures of student performance in comparison with nun - innovation controrgroup(s)

Other (specify).

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
5Ntonher of 'full-lime-equivalent facult y

Number of senior majors in the department:

Site of Institution

35 (if applicable)

total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year 17oo

(:kaacterisiirs of Institution

Public-City
O Public -Slate
1 Private

Urban
Non -Urban

Men only
Women only

O Cped
Community or Junior College

Undergraduate level program
'0 Post Baccalaurea te Master's

Pnst-Baccalaureate Doctoral

Ej Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory
Professional

1

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester Quarter Trimester 4-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:

Department:
'Instil tit ion:
Address:

Drs, Albert Prince
Chairperson
Psychology Dept.
Marietta College
Marietta, Ohio 4575Q

Telephone: (Area Code) 614 Number:

Other (Specify):

373-5668 Extension: 286

513
512



TEACHING OF UNDERGRADUATE PSYCHOLOGICAL STATISTICS. WITH AND WITHOUT

A TEXTBOOK

Psychological Statistics

A

-49The purpose is to conduct the undergraduati. course in psychological
statistics in two ways: once the course is taught without the use
of a textbook, i.e., the students are told that there is no particular,
text for the course but they. may use one on their own, either by
borrowing one from the- bnivevsity Library or by purchasing-one. The

selection depends on them entirely. The material covered is listed
in a detailed 4-page syllabus and'is covered in lectures and discussions,
exercises, and demonstrations during the semester by the sate
instructor.

The study is conducted in situ, but the quizzes and exatninations
are comparable. During another semester the same course is conducted,
in about the same way by the same instructor except that, he selects
a textbook and makes it a required reading. The syllabus is the same
and the material is covered-through lectuies and dpcussion's, exercises,
and demonstrations. Selection of subjects depends on whoever registers
for the course during the two semesters.

Results: The first part of the study was completed during the
1st semester of 1974-75, and the second part will be conducted during.
the 1st semester of 1975-76. The study is, therefore, only half
done as of now.

A

51.4
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves.

Freshmen
IgE Sophomores
.XX Juniors

Seniors

Cla Psychology Majors
Non-Magors
I lonors Students
Other (specilN):.

Prerequisites for students who ibirtulpate in innovation.

Completion of the introductory

Number of students who participate in innovation per yr. ar 35

How long has the innovation been in elle( t? one yeent

psychology courbe,

Approximate amount of initialthinding necessary RI develop and try the innovation = $ 100.0.0

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project $ 100.00

1.:%,aluation done on innovation:

It( Student opinion questionnaires
XX Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation contril groups)

Other (specify)

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Site of Department in 1974-75 academics year -

Number of full -Urns- equivalent faculty "g.

Number of senior meows in the department: 80 (if applicable)

Site o it id ion
Toted student enrollment

Characteristics of Institution

Pliblit--City
Public -State
Privat
ltrbei
Nund rban

Men only
d Women only
XX Coed

Commumh. or lunint- College

in 1974-75 ticadeinic year: .2,000

Ifflindergraduate level program
YZ Postliaccalauteate Master's
44 Post-Baccalaureate Doctored

tiberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory

XX Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Ins! tution

()

KI Semester Quarter '0 Trimester 4-1-4 Other iSpecify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: M. Y. Quereshi

Title .
Professor and Chairman

Department: Department of Psychology

institution: Marquette University

Address: 617 N. 13th Street
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53233

Telephone: (Area Code) 414 Number; 224-7198

515
0

514

Extension: (Direct Dial System)



A LABORATORY WITH A PSI COURSE

P

supplemental Psychology

I

Ray, W.S., Simple Experiments in Psychology, N.Y....Behavioral Publications, 1973.

Since these experiments are'written for teachers who know nothing about laboratorigi,
each is written to be carried out by students without a teacher, i.e. by the
students alone, with no teacher around. The experiments can be done in any sequence
except-that they student should be advised to read the student's introduction first.

The last experiment in the book (#9) requires several students perhaps eight or
ten.

The equipment is simple except for a slide projector and a 16 ima movie
prOjector - silent.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation invokes.

O Fresh.inen
Sophomores
lomors
Seniors

O Psycho log'y Majors
O Non-Majors
O Honors Students
® Other (specify): anyone

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

NONE AS YET

Ntimlier of students who participate in innovation per year: I have not used it.

How loot; has thl. innovation been in-eflecl? years

Applieximair amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = S-5-00(.p1us the tape
recorder and prOjector)

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ 5.00

Fvaluation done on innovation:

O Student opinion questionnaires
O Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(y)
O Other (specify):

None ctk

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974 -75 academic year
Number of full-ttine-equkalent faculty:
Number of senior majors in the department: 12_ (if applicable)

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year' 1200

Cheiracteristics of Institution

O Public-City
ig Pub lu.-State
6111 IN i111'

O llrban
NonAlrban

O Men only
O Women only
gl Coed

Community or tumor College

EC Undergraduate level program
O Post-Baccalaureate Master's
O Post-Baccal1fureale Doctoral

IN Liberal Arts
O Teacher Preparatory

Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester Quarter Trimester CD 4-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Dr. Wilbert S. Ray

Title:
Department: Psychology .

Institution: Bethany College
Address: Bethany, West Virginia '26032

. Other (Specify):

Telephone: (Area Code) 304 Number: 82977431

51.7,
516 .

Extension:

/lb

4



A NEW WAY OF TRAINING RATS IN THE INSTRUCTIONAL LABORATORY

7

V

11.

This is a description of a new method of giliing students in the introductory
course some experience with training rats, much of the work being shaping.

/Arequires ten hours of work by the student, five days a week for-two weeks.
student assistant is present in the laboratory at all times.

In an ordinary hand-powered Skinner box the student gives the rat the usual
dipper and bar training Then the rat is placed in an adjoining boX where he is
shaped to any act desired. When the rat performs this act the door into the
Skinner box is raised by the student and the rat is able to go back to it and
reinforce himself with the bar and dipper. When this is learned he is put into
the third box, from which he is admitted to the second box, carries out the act
learned there, and goes back to the Skinner box. One more box completes the
apparatus, but students do not'always get this far. Aside from the behaviors
in the Skinner box the Student can choose what the rat is to do in each of the
other three boxes. He may simply make two turns or hit a bar hanging from the
ceiling, or climb onto and off a blIck, or roll a small rubber ball around, etc.

A film has been prepared to explain what will be.done in, the lab. The films is
18 Minutes in length; so it can easily be shown twice in a class period. The
movie shows the rats arriving at the lab and being put into separate cages, the
construction and operation of the boxes, and goes on to show rats running through
the boxes with various amounts of training, the sequence in which the training.
takes place, shaping the dipper and bar work, and the like. Of 150 students

last ye 4t*only one had an "allergy" to rats.

There is much more student involvement here than in the case where one simply
watches the rat in an automated Skinner box. The student operates the dipper
and bar, opens and closes doors between chambers, keeps a hand- written record
of bars presses and feed and waters his own rat. Separating the various elements
in the chain of behaviors into the different chambers probably facilitates the
rapid development of learning. Try Also painting walls different patterns -
black, grey, vertical stripes, horizontal stripes, etc.

The film, the Bethany Rat Training Program, is available for thp Psychological
Cinema Register.
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INNOVATION I) VI'A

The innovation (mob.' .,

Freshmen
' Sophomores

juniors
Seniors

PsN11;holugy Majors
Non - Majors
Honors St intents

El Other (specif3

11-eremoSiles for sludents patio Mate m innovation:

None as yet

Number of students `ho partiewate rn innOval ion -per-year
MAX' lung has the innovation been in et terl' years

Approximate amount of tntlt,tl binding necessary to develop aml try the innovatinn = $

\pplomiliaie amount needed each year io support ongoing project = $

IA ablation done on innovation:
rya

Student°opiniOn questionnaires
q Me..,tirvs of student peformani r in coinparison with non-innovation (Intro' group(s)
DI Other (sig

INSTITt tTIONAL DATA '
S1/1. nl Department to 197'4-75 academic. year

3Number of full-tune-equivalent laiulty:
Number of senior mapirs in the department; 12

Slit' of Institution

(if applicable) .

Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year: 170n

Charm teristii's of Institution

. Public-City
Public-State
Pm ate
Urban

5i3 Non -UrbanIrban

Men only
Wortley) only

Iii Coed
Community or junior College

Ilndergraduate level program
Post-Baccalaureate Master's
Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral,

El Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory
Professinnal

Prf:donimant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester 0 Quarter

INNOVATOR DAT/
Name:
Title:
Department:

Address:

Trimester 'Ci4-1-4 Other (Specify);

I.
Dr. Wilbert S. Ray
Bethany College
Bethany, West Virginia 26032

Telephone: (Aria Code) 304 Number: 829-7431

5? 9

518

Vxtension:

46



TWO LABORATORY PERIODS ARE USED EACH WEEK TO 'EACH TECHNIQUES .

IN OBSERVING AND.TRAINING ANIMAL BEHAVIOR IN A CONDITIONING

AND LEARNING COURSE.

so#

Introductory course in Conditioning and Learning

A five-hour (quarter). course to prepare psych.ology4majore (open-to
non-majors) for subsequent courses in Experimental Psychology and
in Behavior Modification. Class meets, in three one-hour sessions
'each week to-discuss principles of conditioning and.learning, and
two sessions of two-hours each to observe and train laboratory 9

animals. The' discussion sessions are conducted by a full-time
faculty member, and the lab is supervised by a graduate student under
guidance of the faculty member. Laboratory equipment and animals
necessary/for operant conditioning procedures are provided by the
PsycliOlog9 Department. Students are evaluated at the end, of the
course on performance in the laboratory, and by a Comprehengive
examinatlon. Additional evaluations'arevmade on perfOrmances,in
-rubseqvent psychology- courses. .

The Conditioning and -Learning, course is being considered as aj
,prerequisite for continued studies in Experimental Psychology/arid

in Behavior Modification.
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INNOVATION D TA

The innovatio- ovolves:

Freshmen
O Sophomores
ill Juniors
0.. Seniors

Li Psychology Majors
Non-Majors

O Honors Students
O Other (specify): ,

Prerequisite,: tor-students who participate in innovation:

11,

Number of students who participate in innovation per year
flow' long has the innovation been in effect? years

60

C

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation -= $ 100

A pproximate amount needed each year. to support ongoing project = $ 150

Evaluation done on innovation:

12 Student opinion questionnaires
11 Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
0 Other (specify):

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 16174 -75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty: 9.67
Number of senitir majors in the department: 42 if applicable)

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year: 6,000

Characteristics of Institution

O Public-City
121 Public-State
O Private
0 Urban
O Non-Urban

Men only
ID Women only

Coed
O Community or Junior College

0. Undergraduate level Program
Yost -Baccalaureate Master's

D Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

id Liberal Amts
O Teacher Preparatory
O Professional

Preilominant Calendar System at Your Institution

O Semester MI Quarter 0 Trimester 0 4-1-4 0 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title:
Department:
Institution:
Address:

Dr. Grover C. Richards
Assoc. Professor
Psychology
Georgia Southern College
Statesboro, Georgia 30458

Telephone: (Area Code) 912 Number:' 681-5600

521
520

Extension: 5588



USING UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE STUDENT TUTORS AS ADJUNCTS TO AN UNDERGRADUATE
STATISTICS COURSE

Psychological Statistics

Working hcimework problems in the course is "strongly recommended," operationalized
ae allowing completed homework.to augment a grade slightly. We.have'available
a room containing ten calculators. Laboratory sections'are scheduled twice a
week for three hours each tithe, but attendande is not required.

During all lab hours there are available, in th&lab, at least two undergraduates
and one graduate student to act as tutors. They answer questions, explain diffi-
cult points, help with questions from prior tests, etc. We find that the presence
of a graduate student encourages the better students to come to lab while the
undergraduate tutors, never more than one semester removed from the course itself,
tend to be less threatening to the weaker students. After a few sessions we
find the better students tutoring the weaker and other interactions of this type.

Two undergraduates and one gtaduate assistant have proved to be sufficient person-
nel for a lecture claiS of 120 even if the graduate student assist with the
course, per se. We have found three lectures a week, en mass, along with the
lab to be a reasonable alternative to sectioning such a large course.. The costs
involved are moderate, particularly when contrasted to the idea of sectioning
120 students into four sections of size 30. These costs include one faculty
liember, one'graduate assistant and about 20 hours/week of undergraduate student
help. The 20 hours of undergraduate help consists of 12 student agontact hours
and 8 hours of homework grading.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

Freshmen
ID Sophomores

Juniors 11
Senior. \.

Prerequisites for students who

IZI Psychology Majors (mainly)

Non- Majors
Honors Students
Other (specify):

participate in innovation:

Enrollment in PsychologiCal Statistics course; Introductory Psych.ology

2'hirticipate in innovatio,n per year 00
lon been in effect?1 1,2 years

Number of stud Is who
Huw lung has t e innova

Approximate amt int ol initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ 3000 (for calculators

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $
1200 for tutors plus one graduate
ass stant

E.Aaluation done on innovation:

it Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovairion control group(s)
Other (specify): %.

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty. 21
Number of senior majors in the department; 90 (if applicable)

Size of Institution
Total student enrollmen4 in 1974-75 academic year: __1000--una.ci-rgraduates

Characteristics of Institution

Public-City
0 Public-State

Private
Urban
Non-Urban

Men only
Women only

61 Coed
Community or Junior College

Undergraduate level progrom
Post - Baccalaureate Master's

0 Post-Baccalaureate DoctOral

fl Liberal Arts
Teacher Prepeiraticy
'Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Instrlition

CD Semester 0.Quarter

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title:
Department:
Institution:
Address:

Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

C. James Scheirer and other staff
Asst. Professor,
Psychology
S.U.N.Y.
Binghamton, NY 13901

Telephone: (Area Code) Number:

523
522

Extension:



LABORATORY COURSE IN BIOFEEDBACK

Experimental Psychology

Theoretical issues, methodological probleMs, therapeutic applications,
pnd experimental correlates of biofeedback are explexed through directed
reading and laboratory assignments. Students work as lab partners, alternating
as E and S to carry out and writeup labs exploring control of skin temperature,
muscle tension, and .EEG alpha. The course use specialized biofeedback equipment
and requires one laboratory assistant.- Enrollment is limited -to 24. The course
is offered yearly in the regular curriculum.

.

1\
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INNOVATION DATA

1+11.....(irmovation

O Freshmen 4'

O Sophomores
O juniors
O Seniors

121 Ps chology Majors
I22 No .,Majors
IT Hon s Students

Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

One course in psychology

.112Number of students who participate in innovation per year: 0

How long has the innoation been in effect ? 2 years

Approximate amount uf, initial funding iii.i.cssary In rle%elop and tr

Approximate amount needed each year.to support onguink,project> $ 50

Evaluation done on innovation:

a Student opinion questiMmaires
O Measures of student pertolinaium in comparison-with non-innovation cpntrol group(s)

Other (specify):

the innovation = s 3000

INSTITUTIONAL. DATA

Size of Department in 1971-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty 10

Number oftsenior indiors in the department: 56 (if applicable)

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in

Characteristics of Instil ution

O Public:C.:It!'
Public - State

O Private
O Urban
031 Non-Urban

O Men only
O Women only

0
Coed
Community or lunior College.

1974-75 academic year: 2350 FTE

cfl Undergraduate level program
,110 Post-Baccalaureate Master's

0 Post-Baccalaureate fhictoral

Liberal Arts
0 Teacher Preparatory

.0 Professional

Predominant Calendar S stein at Your Institution

0 Semester 121 Quarter CI Trimester 0 4-1-4 0 Other- (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Steve Suter

Title: Associate Prof erisor

Department: Psychology

Institution: California State College

itliddress! 9001 Stockdale Highway
Bakersfield, DA 93309

Telephone: (Area Code) 805 Number: 833-2373

525
524

extension:



SELF-PACED COURSE fribTHE PSYCHOLOGY OF LEARNING

s'

LEARNING

This upper division, laboratory -based course emphasizes principles and applications

of theories/models of learning. It has been taught with frequent revisions in a modi-
fied self-paced format for three years. Each of the present seven ordered units pre-
sents a coritent.area (e.1. ,-punishment; discriinination and generAlization) and has
three paDts:

OrKess

(1) The "Basic Reading" is a condensed; 10-15 page presentation of the area
with about 257"Study Questions." Oral testing on 10 randpmly-selected
Study Questions is conducted by a student tester, using. probes and dis-
cussion of points not mastered,:

-(2) The 'student reads one from among'5 or 6 journal artical "Spedial Topict"
offeredfor each unit and presents a summary of the article orally to
the tester. -This otertal compliments the text-style "Basic Readings."

(3) There is a 4-session rat lab exercise conducted for each unit toil-
lustrate in practice the phenomeni beinq.dealt with in the unit.

A written final exam is based upon a randomly-seled 0 set of the study questions.
Letter grades are determined by the unit Study Dues ion exams, the Special Topic

presentations, and the final exam.
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INN( A'A'rlON DNI

The ilittationimittVt.s
Freshmen
Sophunitire.
luninfs

O Seniors
a

L3 Psychology Majors
Nun - Maters
Honors Students
Other (specify):

Preteiralsiles for students who participate in innovation:

Statistics, ResearCh methods

of students who participate in innn% at ton pet ear: 48

!Ito,. long has the innmation been 'in effect! 3 years

\ppitottintile amount of initial funding net essary to develop and try the intimation

Appinima(elimount needed Val h %ear to support ongoIng protect = $

IAaluation done on innovation.

El Student opinion ifues)ionnaires
O Measures of student pllnrmances'in comparison %vial non-innovation corilrol
O Other Ispi.1.0%).

INSTITVTIUN Al. DATA

Size a ui 1974-75 academe %ear
b r of tull-linit-equialent ully: 10

Vum 111' senior fthlifIl'S in the department. 50

ter 'n.41110 inn
'fetal student enrulimenl in 1974 -75 academic year

Chard: teri,tit s Of Institution

0
IOC Public -State

. O Prit.tite
0 Urban

Non -Urban
I

(if applicable)

2350 FTE.:

OS1 lIndergraduate level prtigi:tiiii
Post-Baccalaurettle Nlastes
Post-Baccalaureate Dot total

16 Liberal Arts
O Teacher Preparatory

O N.len only Professional
O Women (oily

(:oed
O Cninnionity orltinior College/1%

Pre ilioninalit Calendar Sys -tent at Your Institution

O Semester KI Quarter Trimester 4-1-4

INNOVATA DATA
Nome: Steve Suter

Associate Professor
Department: Psychology
Institution: California State College
Address: 9001 Stockdale Highway

Bakersfield, CA 93309

Telephone: (Area Code), 805 Number:

other (Speedy):

833-2373

527
526

grotipls)

Extension:

bo



INTEGRATED COURSE IN EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY AND STATISTICS

)

General Psychology: Experimental psychology and psychological statistics

The course is designed to enhance appreciation of research methods in psychology

by tying together statistical and methodological approaches to experimental

design. By pointing out the interdependencies of the two approaches, it is

hoped that both courses, psychological statistics and experimental psychology,

become more meaningful. In particular, the course is designed to tie statis,
tical concepts to questions about human behavior, emphasizing the relevance

of statistics to psychology. The course is presently set up to be taken

in a single semester, and carries 10 units (10 hrs/wk). Six hours per week

are devoted to lecture and discussion - the proportion of each varies with

the particular composition of the class in a given semester. Two hours

per week are devoted to original student research projects. Students are

required to design individual experiments; present the proposed designs

orally to the class; submit a formal research proposal; collect and analyze

data; and submit a final research report. Textbooks include a standard

statistics text, and three short texts concerning scientific method and

psyohological research design.

The course is presently offered by a single faculty member. The ctass size

is limited to 25 students. One graudate student provides assistance with

the statistics lab. Evaluation has been informal. During the first semester

the course was offered, students were asked (about halfway through the semester)

to provide written evaluations of the concept of the integrated course.
Response was enthusiastically favorable, although no attempt was made to

quantifythe responses. Since that time, evaluation has been limited to

routine end-of-semester teacher evaluations. To the extent that responses

to the course can/be separated from evaluation of the teacher, it appears

that students continue to respond favorably to the program of blocking

statistics and experimental psychology into .a single course.t
Equipment used for the course includes 20 electronic calculators, available

at least two hours per week; a large capacity, dual computing system (inter-

active time sharing and batch processing) for which a comprehensive library

of statistical programs is available; and an extensive array of tests and

laboratory devices typically Used in undergraduate experiments. In addition,

the department provides access to a subject pool composed of students enrolled

in lower division psychology course. While all of these amenities are

highly desirable in the conduct of the course, they are probably not necessary

to the concept of integrating the two courses. That is, any institution which

offers the two coursesseparately would require no additional equipment to

offer them in combinations,
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!NAM:A.110N DATA

The innoN,.ation involes

O Freshnien
O Sophomores

juniors (primarily)
10 Seniors

GI Psychology Majors
12 Non-Majors
O Honors Students
O Other (specify):

Pieletitusites lot students vho 1).1'1u:quite In innovation:

Lower division course in beginning statistics

Number of students who (halo:qite in intim at u1 per year 25-30

1-1,,$A long has the innovation been in etlect? years

Appiostmate amount til intiml funding net.essary to develop and try the innovation =

Approximate ditiount needed eat h year to support ongoing project = $. 0

l'Aaltiation done on innovation:

6E1 Student opinion questionnaires
O Nleasures ol student performance in comparison with non-innoation control group(s)
O Other (specify).

INsTiort ITIONAI. DATA

Size nl Department in 1974 -75 at.atlemit.vear
Number of ftkll-time -equivalent fat!ttlty. 47
\Ionia.' of senior majors in the department. 600 (if applicable)

Stir nl Insbitition
Total student enrollment in

Chard( teristu s of Institution

O Poldit.-City
H3 Public-State
O Private
O Urban
O Non-Urhan

O Men only
O Women univ
El Coed
O Community or junior College

1974-75 academic. Near:
approx. 25,000

E1 Undergraduate level program
E Post-Baccalaureate Master's
O Post-flaccalaureme Doctoral

O Liberal Arts
0 Teacher Preparatory
O Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester Quarter 0 Trimester 0 4-1-4 0 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Barbara Tabachnick, Ph.D
Title: Asst. 'Professor
Department: Psychology

ti Institution: California State University
Address: Northridge, CA 91324

Telephone: (Area Code)
213 885-3429

Number: Extension:

88S-2827 (Psych. °office)

529
528



USING COMPUTER SIMULATED EXPERIMENTS WITH THE LOUISVILLE EXPERIMENT SIMULATION
SYSTEM (LESS) FOR TEACHING UNDERGRADUATES RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

All Fields

In 'the fall of 1971, the required undergraduate course in experimental psychology

which emphasized only the theory of research was replaced with a course that

emphasizes practice as well. The student selects the variables he wishes to
investigate and the specific levels of these variables; the computer model
calCulates the results, presenting the data as if the specified experiment had

Just been run. The data produced by the computer contains random error, as would
be the case if a "real" experiment had been conducted; thus, Vhe results of an
experiment run on the computer vary, even if the same experiment is replicated.

Along with this output, the programs give an "experimental cost" based on the

parameter values chosen. The student then may ask for summary statistics and
the error of this run as compared to the preceding run, to aid in analysis. By

combining the simulations with live experiments, where the emphasis is on the
techniques necessary for running the experiments and collecting the data, a
complete balanced coverage is provided for the entire range of research training.

This technique has been used successfully in about 30 sections (20 students

each) of the experimental psychology courses. The approach improves instruction

in at least four ways: (1) computer models simulate different experimental
situations or other situations without the need of expensive equipment and
without consumption of valuable time in the class or laboratory. (2) They

enhance the student's understanding of the content of the course by permitting him

to conduct many experiments indifferent areas covered by the subject matter

of the course. (3) They teach 'the student to use good scientific research strategy
by putting hip in a situation where he must formulate hypotheses in order to
obtain meaningful results and where he must examine results carefully in order to

draw meaningful conclusions. (4) Finally, they increase motivation by involving

the student in an active learning process in which he interacts with the computer

model in order to understand the phenomena under study.

Detailed instructions for nonprogrammers on how to design a model and add it to

LESS are given in the Author's Guide to LESS and in the manual for the users of

LESS; instructions are also provided for the other mode of building models with

the system - that in whicfl the author is a programmer who desires to write his

own program to generate data. The system handles a nubmer of different types
of variables including parameter variables (e.g. sample size), discrete variables,

continuous variables, hidden variables (for the student tb discover), and de-

pendent variables. The system, as distributed, already contains six models. Four

of these were developed at the'University of Louisville and pertain to schizo -

.phrenia and imprinting. The Student Guide to Less (publ. by Xerox Individualized
Publishing) is designed specifically for using these 6 models in a course and is
made available by the Campus Store at the U. of Louisville. An Instructor's Guide

to LESS accompanies the student guide and is duplicated, as needed, within the

department.' The system is available in BASIC and FORTRAN.
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INNOVATION I ckl' A

The innovation in%oles

110 Fri:shmen
'18 Sophomores

funiors
El Seniors

ei Psychology Majors
IN Non-Majors

Honors Students
Other (specify):' Graduate Students

Prerequisites for (lents who participate rn innovation:

None

Number of students who participate in innoN,ation per year: 'co
Fiw.% lung has the innovation been in elle( years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try Ow innovation = $

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = S 0

Fvaluation done on inno%dlion

U Student opinion questionnaires
El Measures of student performance in comparison with non-irtnovation control group(s)
0. Other (specify).

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 ,icadrinic year 21NuMber of full-time-equivalent faculty:
Nuinber of senior majors in the(department: (if applicable)

i

Size of Institution 27,520
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year

Characteristics of Ins.titution

O Public -City El Undergraduate level program
13 Public-State Post-liamalabreate Masters
O Private Post-Ilaccalaureate Dw loral
O Urban
O Non-Urban 7 El Liberal Arts

111 Teacher PReparatory
O Men only 0 Professional
.0 Women only
&) Cued
O Community or (unior College

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

ES Semester 0 Quarter 0 Trimester 0 4-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title:
Department:
Institution:
Address:

0 Other (Specify): 4.

I

Dr. John B. Thurmond in Cooperation with Arthur 0. Cromer)
Professor
Psychology
University of Louisville
Life Sciences Bldg.
Louisville, KY 40202

Telephone: (Area Code) 502 Number:

531
636-6107

530
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MINICOMPUTER LABORATORY FOR EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY

Learning and P Biological Psychology

A.digital-computer-basecrlaboratOry is being assembled for Use in the Conditioning
and Learning, Physiological Psychology, and'Artificial Intelligence labdratory
courses, and in independent projects by advanced undergraduates. The laboratoryN
presently includes a minicomputer with 8k memory (PDP-8/e, D.E.C., Maynard,
Massachusetts), 36 bits of relay-compatible digital inputs and outputs (State
Systems, Inc.,-Kalamazoo, Mich.), one analog input and four analog output
channels. A removable diskette system (Xebec, Inc.,.Sunnyvale, CA.) with two
drives serves program editing, storage and retrieval.

Current student projects involving a total of 6 students include experiments in
visual inforMaVon processing using computer-generated displays, averaging

_

vltual evoked pbtentials in rats, multiple schedule perfarmance in rats, and
heart-rate conditioning. Over the next two years the main objective is.to develop
a laboratory in which these and similar student projects may be conducted with
maximum attention directed at the conceptual basis of fhe experiment, while.
Minimizing the distraction of equipment:constraints. Thus, a dialect of FOCAL
(D!E.C.) is under development fax student experiment control with minimum program-
ming sophistication; and Other currently available, flexible programming systems
(D.E.C.'s OS/8; and SKED for the control .of behavioral experiments) are used
when possible. In addition, some programming is done by paid laboratory
assistants, freeing students to concentrate on the design and execution of their
projects.

The laboratory is supported jointly by Hamilton College and by a grant to the
College from the Instructional Scientific Equipment Program of the National
Science Foundation. Equipment cost of the Byatem is about $14,000.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves

O Freshmen
ECI Sophomores
El. juniors

Seniors

Psychology Majors
Non-Majors
Honors Students
Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participatein innovation:

Number of students who participate in innovation per year' 6-15

How on has the innovation been in effect? years

Approximate amount. of initial funding necessary lo develop and try the innovation = $
. -

Approximate arnouxit needed each year to su port ongoi/1g project = $ 1 000

Ealuation done on innovation:

O Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non - innovation control group(s)
Other (specify):

A

14,000

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Slit. of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty: 3

Number of senior majors in the departmeri (if applicable)

Sire of Institution
Totaistudent enrollment in 1974-75 academic year: 900

Characteristics of Institution

Public-City
Public-State

Urban
Non-Urban , la:Liberal Arts

Teacher Preparatory
Professional

J Undergraduate level program
Post - Baccalaureate Master's

,Post-Bacclalaure,Oe Doctoral

1211 Men only
Women only
Cued
Community or Junior College

Predominant Calendar System at

Semester Quarter

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title:
Department:
Institution:
Address:

Your Institution

Trimester C14-1-4

Jonathan Vaughan
Asst. Professor
Psychology
Hamilton College
- Clinton, NY 13323

Telephone: (Area Code) 315 Number: 859-4225

e 533
532

Other (Specify):

tr.

Extension:

-4



s.

S.-

USE OF TAPED LECTURES AND AN OPEN LAB AS A METHOD FOR TEACHING QUANTITATIVE

METHODS IN PSYCHOLOGY a.

Quantitative Methods (Introductory Psychological Statistics)

Lectures were presented on closed circuit TV. A special textbook was used
which was directly integrated with the taped lectures. Graduate assistants
reviewed the tapes, grided assignments, and provided special tutoring when

hrcessary. An "open" lab equipped with batteries of miniature TV screens
and-electronic calculatpts provided aid in completing home work assignments
and reviewing class lectures.- This procedure frees professorial time which
would otherwise be spent servicing twelve classes during the year with a
total enrollment of about 300 students. -(Note: this approach was first
presented at the APA meeting in MiaMi.)

40

534

533

1



INNOVATION [)ATI1

The innovation involves:

Freshmen
kia Sophomores I

Juniors
Seniors

El Psychology Majors
Non-Majors
Honors Students
Other (specify):

Prerequisites for Students +,vh-o participate in innovation:

General Psychology course

Number of students who varticipate in innervation per year: 300
How long has the innovation been in effect? _5_ years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try t'he innovation = $ 3000

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ 0; but graduate assistants
are needed

Evaluation done on innovation:

StudenloPinion questionnaires
Nleasures rif- student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)

10Other (specify): Informal checks with students who went on to other
universities for graduate work to determine how well
prepared they were in statistics

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Siie oLDepar tnent in 1974-75 academic year
Numbe of full-time-equivalent faculty. 16
Number of senior majors in the department: 50 (if applicable)

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic; year 20,000

Characteristics of Institution

Public-City
Ct Public-State

Private,
Urban
Non-Urban

Men only
Women only

HI Coed
Community or Junior College

Predominant Calendar System

Semester El Quarter

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:

Department:
Institution:
Address:

Telephone:

El Undergraduate level program
Post-Baccalaureate Master's

El Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

I Liberal Arts
ftil Teacher' Preparatory
El Professional

at Your Institution

Trimester 4 -1 -4

Edwin E. Wagner, Ph.D
Professor
Psychology
University of Akron
Akron, Ohio 44325

A'rea Code) 216 N umber:

535
534

Other (Specify):

375-7281

(

Extension:



TIM USE OF RESEARCH TUTORIAL STRATEGIES TO DEVELOP RESEARCH SKILLS, AS
MEASURED BY TWO COMPLETED RESEARCH PROJECTS EACH YEAR, WITH DOCTORAL
STUDENTS IN PSYCHOLOGY

Tutorial sessions are organized behaviorally, i.e. each tutorial session has a
behaVioral objective, via a new contract agreed upon for the coming week.
Dates for each step of the research process are met in the form of a "contract."

Students are reinforced for increas4 independence of conception and work. The
most important reinforcement is that one of the two completed proretts'is very
likely to become an acceptable dissertation proprosal.,

The tutorial form of instruction is designed to be a deliberate and systematic
shaping of acceptable research behaviors.

a,

.s4
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

Freshmen
{Sophomores
juniors
Senior's

Psychology Majors
Non-Majors
Honors Students

In Other (specify): grad students in psychology

Prerequisites for students who partiOpate in innovation:

they must be in a doctoral program requiring research skills

Number of s tudents who participate in innuv It ion per year: 8-12
How long has the innovation been in effect? 8 ye,irs

Apprfoornate amount of.initi7i1 tUnding necessary to develop and try the innovation =

Appro\imate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = S 0

Evaluation done on innovations.'

Student opinion questionnaires
122 Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
Oil Other ((specify): Quality of research reports and dissertations over the years;

humber accepted for publication

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year `
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty 4
Number of senior majors in the department: 17 (if applicable)

Si 7e of -Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year: .5000+

(Characteristics of Institution

Public-City
Public-State

El Private
it Urban

Non-I Irlian

Men only
Women only

t Coed
Community or Junior College

Undergraduate. level program
Post-Baccalaureate Master's

In Post-Baccalaureate Doctored

Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory

Di Professional and research

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester Quarter. Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Mary Alice White
Title: Professor and Director, Program in Educational Psychology: Schooling

Department: Psychology

Institution: Box 227

Address: Teacher's College, ColumbileTniversity New York, N.Y. 10027

Telephone: (Area Code) 212 Number: 678-3830

3831

537 3832

536

Extension:



COMPETENCY BASED 1NST4DCTION IN RESEARCH

tt)

Research Methodology

Research Methodology. Is a course designed to teach the basic. principles of research
to undergraduate psychology students and to graduate students from other disci-
plines who are relatively unsophisticated in research.

.The course is largely self-instructional in nature. The ledtning activities 1

and the student's performance activities are coordinated by a detailed student
manual which guides the student through the course. In addition some 80 to 100
-pages of additional instructional maternl giving a capsule view of the steps

' in the research process is provided for the student. Students work at their,
own pace'and tutorial assistance is available whenever needed.

The students demonstrate competency at each-step of the research process by doing
that step. Thus they are asked to develop a problem, generate a hypothesis, do a
literature search and summarize the literatutevelative to the problem, develop a
workable research design, discovet'or design appropriate apparatus or question-
naires, describe the procedure, do the research, analyze the data, draw conclusions
-and write a final report.

Progress is eValuated at each step. Mastery is required for successful completion

of the step. Grades are not given. Proof of completion of the course is
registered on the students' transcript with the competenciesobtained.

I

ti
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INNOVATION DATA

The innmation

Freshmen
Sophomores
luniot s
SYMM S

PsychologyMajors
I Non-Majors

Honors Students
Other (specify.):

Piereipusdes for students who participate in innovation:

NONE

\ timber of students who participate in innovation per vear 140,.7

How long has the innovation been ^in effect? 2 years

Appr,iximate ainulint ul initial funding necessary to d%plopcand Iry the

\ pp] oximatunount needed each vear I

1Aaltialion done on innovation:

innovation = S 500

o support ongoing project = S
100

'al Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student perlurmance in comparison with non-innovation
Other (specify I:

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 dcadruitt %ear
Number, of full-lime-equivalent lam ally: 8
Number of senior majors in the department: 60 (if applicable)

Size of Institution
Tot,d student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year 3000

Charm teristics of Instdulion

Public-City
3 Public-State

Pri% ate
Urban
Nun -Urban

Men only
idt'omenfonly
Cued

I Community 001:PittltifIclUaNptx oriented

control group(s)

IS1 Undergraduate level program
f61 Post-Haccalaureate Master's
123 Post-BaLcalatireale o:toreil

Liberal Arts'
Teacher Preparatory
Professional

Predominant Calendar S\ strin at Your Instittili6n

Semester QUillier Trimester 4-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA
Name: Addison Woodward

CiOther (Specify): six 8week sessions

Title, University Professor
Department: College of Human learning and Development
Institution: Governor's State University
Address: Park Forest South, Illinois 60466

Telephone: (Area Code) 315 Number: 534-5000

53,9
538

Extension: 2393



HIGHLY STRUCTURED LECTURES, UNDERGRADUATE. TEACHING AIDES, "WEEK BEFORE" ESSAY
QUESTIONS, AND EXTENDED TESTING TIME AS MEANS TO TEACHING EXPERIMENTAL
PSYCHOLOGY

Introduction. to Experimental PsycholOgy

A content-oriented course intended to survey some of the problems studied by experi-

mental psychologists. Course topics include: Characteristics of the scientific method,
methodological considerations in conducting behavioral research, a survey of several con-
tinuing issues which research confronts, contemporary uses of psychophysical methods, an
overview of classical and operant conditioning,a thorough survey of the experimental
approaches used to study human verbal-learning and retention, plus a discussion of
research related to concept formation and language learning. The aim of the.course is to
acquaint students with the rationale' behind the explicit rules for objective description
which experimental work, demands.

One innovative aspect of this course includes: (a) highly-structured lectures designed such
that an experimental question is posed and the relevant methodology and research findings
are reviewed, (b) the lectures are structured such that key concepts are clearly stated

and repeated with several examples_ always offered, and (c) a "post-lecture" review session

is conducted each week by an advanced undergraduate who has previously emonstrated

excellent mastery of the course material. The course is structured i h a way'that

there are three hours of lecture each week. The course lasts for 12 w s and it is limited

to 24 students. Reading materials are minimized with the dispensement of information

through lectures emphasized. Every 3 weeks, students must take an essay examination to
demonstrate mastery of the material.

The aim of the course is to make students articulate answers to experimental prob ms. To

achieve this end, students are given the essay questions one week before the actual

testing takes place. The 5 essay questions are each about a paragraph long and each
question states explicitly the items or concepts for which the student is responsible.
Students are told to approach answering the questions as if they had to teach someone the
material. In addition, students are told thai they can work out answers in groups if they

so choose. These "week-before" essay questions generate student responses which 'eflect
that many hours of studying are promoted.

The testing procedure is also somewhat innovative. Students are required to sign

up for a three-hour time period to take the exam. During this extended test period, stu-

dents write out their essay answers. Most students take the full time to write; few

finish early. The above course is rated very highly on course evaluations and students
regularly state that the greater than normal amount of work required was worth it given

the learning they felt resulted (evidence shows retention improved). Grades in the course

generally fall into these ranges: 50% A's, 30% B's, 15% C's, and 5% F's or NC. If there

is a drawback to the above,procedures, it is that the instructor must do a helldva lot

of work.

540
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves

Freshmen
(i) Sophomores
® Juniors

Seniors

lid Psychology Majors
EB Non-Majors

. Honors Students
Olher (specify):

Prerequisites for students who partii ipate in innovation: .

Introductory Psychology
in course.

Number of students'who participate in innovation per year. 4R
How long has the innovation been in effect? 2 years

prior to enrollement

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $

Faluation done on innovation:

Student opinion questionnaires
Measures Of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
Other (specify):

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent facultyr4
Number of senior majors in the departent: 35

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic: year:

Characteristics of Institution

Public-City
Public-State

fiii Private
Urban

51 Non-Urban

Men only
121 Women only

Coed
Community or Junior College

(if applicable}

-A50

El Irndergraduate level program
Post-f3accalion7eate Master's
Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

El Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory
Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester Quarter Trimester El 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title.
Department:
Institution:
Address:

Dr. Robert Allan Youth
Assistant Professor of Psychology
Department of Psychology
Mary Baldwin College
Staunton, Virginia 24401

Telephone: (Area Code) 703 Number: 885 -0811 Extension: 306

511
540



A CONTEMPORARY THEORIES COURSE USING CONTEMPORARY THEORISTS

Ase

Systems and theories in Psychology

The problem of making a survey course in contemporary theories contemporary and
up to date can be approached in many ways including reading assignments in the
current journal literature, presentation of current research findings by guest
lecturers who are involved in differing research areas And student presentations
where the student is asked to assume the theoretical ppsition of a particular
theoriest ( a kind of role playing). Although I have used 211 these procedures
at one time or another, I think the materials I am currently using offer several
advantages.

During the Winter term 1974-74, I implemented a procedure which I feel brings the
contemporary theorist closer to the student than any mathod except perhaps per-
sonal appearances by 10 or 12 leading psychologists. This procedure involves the
use of video-tape presentations. Some of these tapes were obtained directly frgm
our local PBS station through an agreement to supply educational material to all
schools in our area. From this source we have obtained the use of such diverse
materials as the "First Signs of Washoe", the Nova series program on sleep, and
an interview with B. F. Skinner on the PBS program "Day at Night". The core of
the rapes, however, consisted of a series of, half-hour interviews which included
discussions with Philip Zimbardo (Stanfpr prison experiment), Burton White(child
psychology), Albert Bandura (Social learn g theory), R. Rosenthal (experimenter
effects), R. Brown (language acquisition), a ,d Jerome Kagan (cross-cultural
research).

The course was run with a seminar format with a lecture either by the instructor
and/or a student and/or a video-tape providing the background for discussion. A
text book provided the necessary integration with other theoretical positions.
Discussions focused on themes or prescriptions which characterize different
theories in psychology.

Students seemed pleased with the use of the tapes and expressed satisfaction
with being able to actually see and hear a famous psychologist describe his work.
It seemed to make the theories more real and alive to them. Video-tape has the
advantage of being more flexible than film since the material is more easily
repeated or stopped for discussion and comments. And at least for a small school
with few audio-visual facilities, the cost (after the initial investment in play-
back equipment) is much smaller than for the acquisition of new film materials.
It also tends to be more up to date and current becauseof the lead time
required in film production. Further, locally produced material is more easily
integrated into the presentation'. For example, the sleep tape has some footage
of a local sleep experiment added to it which again gives the students a feeling
of seeing up to date, current, contemporary, ideas and research.

Note: The tapes were repared by Dr. Paul D. Peterson, formerly of Whitman
College, Walla Walla, shington, with funds provided by a Ford Foundation grant.

542
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INNOVATION DATA

The innmation

Freshmen
Sophomores

kl rumors
Seniors

l Psycholog Mawr:4
Non-Mapirs
Honors Students
Other tspecilyt:

Prerequisites for stilibmts who partiripate in innovation:

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY

Number of students w ho participate in inmixation per Near:
Ifow long has the innovation been in effect' 1- years

Approximati amount of initial funding net essar lu develop and tr the innovation = $11111 for tapes

Approximate amount needed c rc h year to support ongoing protect = 0

1-:valuation done on innovation:

13 Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance 4n comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
Other (spe'cift I

INS FIT( 'TIONAL ()Al

of Department in 1$ -4-75 academic }'ear
\limber of hill-tit-equiyafent I,tcullt '
Nundiel- of serum n aiors in the department: 5° iii applicable)

time of Institution
Total student enrollment t

(:harai teristo.s of In\tittition

Public-City
Polito -State,

OD Private
l'rb,m
`on -Urban

Ixlen only
Women only

13111:oed
Community or tumor College

1974-75 acade
1800

mic: year

Ilndergraduate level prograin
Post-Iiaci alaiireate Master's
Posl-fiatrahiareate Ibirtoal

OD Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory
Professional

Pirtlioninant Calendar System al Your Institution

Semester .1014 Quiti'llzt Trimester 4-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:

Department:
Institution:
Address:

D.E. ANDERSON
Assistant Professor
Psychology
Allegheny College
Meadville, PA 16335

Telephone: (Area 'Code) 814 Number:

Other (Specify):'

724 -5361 Extension:

513
542



RESEARCH ORIENTATION IN AN UNDERGRADUATE HISTORY AND SYSTEMS OF
PSYCHOLOGY COURSE

History and Systems of Psychology

The basic premise on which the course is fOunded is that the history of
psychology is a viable area for research rather than dead subject matter one
Can glean from a textbook. Major goals of the course are: (1) make undergraduates
aware of the humerous published and unpublished sources of historical material
in psychology and (2) involve the students in research projects.

The course is required for psychology majors andusually is taken in the
senior year. Coverage focuses on the history of modern psychology (beginning
in mid 1800's) through major contemporary systems. At the beginning of the
course, students are given approximately 50 pages of handouts of bibliographic
materials for history of psychology research. A lecture over the material in
the handouts stresses the kinds of information that are available and where the

-information can be found. Usually this lecture is supplemented with a tour of
the university library, focusing on history of psychology sources. Students
are also given a library exercise which requires them to identify the published
`answers to twenty questions such as: Where can you find bibliographies of
J.P. Guilford's publications?, Why did Titchener form the SOciety of Experimental
Psychologists?, Locate a history of projective testing, etc. The questions are
selected to cover a variety of sources including books and directories, with
maj phasis on journals. Unpublished sources such as university and state

It
arc al materials are also stressed.

Early in the semester, individual research projects are assigned, usually
in the general area of the student's interest. Topics are selected which can
be adequately -researched using the library and archival sources of the community,
for example: the history of psychology curriculum development in area colleges
and universities, accumulation of biographic and bibliographic information on
prominent.psychologists whose origins'were in Nebraska, or topics with broader ,

scope such as the history of illusions in perceptual theory. These are semester
projects which require a written report of the research as well as a brief oral
report.

The research skills taught in this course are rare at the undergraduate
level and unfortunately are not prominent in the graduate education of psychology
students. Most advanced students could systematically locate with ease the last
thirty studies dealing with effects of delayed reward on resistance to extinction.

/*\ Yet if you ask them to locate information on G.S. Hall, M.F. Washburn, or Albert
Bandura, etc., they are lost. The course described here attempts to fill that
void. Student evaluations of the research emphasis of the course have been
extremely positive. Most concur at the conclusion of the semester that their
view of "history" as an established interpretation of the past was largely
inaccurate.

t
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation invokes

O Freshmen lia Psychology Majors
O Sophomores 0 Non-Majors
O Juniors 0 Honors Students

3J Seniors 0 Other .1.specifN 1:
a

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation;

'Minimum of 12 semester hours in psychology

Number of students who participate in innovation per year 15-20

How long has the innovation been in effect? ___2____ years

Appruximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing prolect =

Evaluation done on innovation:

19 Student opinion questionnaires
O Measures of student.performarice in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
O Other (specify):

none

INSTIT'(ITIONAL DATA

Site of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty-
Number of senior majors in the department1C-20

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year

Characteristics of Institution

O Public-City
O -Public-State
a Private
O Urban
O Non-Urban

O Men only
O Women only

Cud
O Community or Junior College

(if applicable)

1100

4i Undergraduate level program
O Post-flaccalaureate Master's
O Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

GI Liberal Arts
O Teacher Preparatory

.0 Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

1 Semester 0 Quarter 0 Trimester 0 4-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title:
Department;
Institution:
Address:

Ludy T. Benjamin, Jr.
Assistant Professor and Head
Department of Psychology
Nebraska Wesleyan University
Lincoln, Nebraska 68504

Telephone: (Area Code) 402 Number:

0 Other (Specify):

466-2371

5 1 5
544

Extension: 231



A

PAPER-TUTORIAL IN CONJUNCTION WITH STANDARD LECTURE FORMAT IN A HISTORY
OF PSYCHOLOGY COURSE

a.

,History of Psychology

The objective of this procedure is to offer students an opportunity not only
to write a well thought-out paper but also to meet with the instructor in a,one-to-
one tutorial in which the student is required to expand, elaborate, question, and
think about what had been written. These sessions are integrated within a course
format entailing a set of 25 or so 50-minute lectures following some outline of the
history of psychology (this writer uses his own book, A History of Psychology in
Outline (Delta, 1967) for this purpose). Early in the term the students are told
that each of them is responsible for a paper on any one of several diverse topics
suggested by the instructor. The choice of topics is such that the student may
select something of interest to him -- the instructor aids in any way he can to get
the student started (e.g., provbdes key references, makes his own library avail-

able, etc.). The papers are turned in at least by the eighth week of, the quarter,
giving the instructor time to go over each paper with care. The final two weeks of A

the term are free of scheduled classes, at which time the Instructor meets with indi
vidual students to discuss the papers.' An attempt is made to provide an atmosphere
conducive to discussion; one which engages the student and instructor in critical
dialogue, using the paper as a springboard for an exchange of ideas. This is often

the first time that many of the students at Miami (and I suspect other large state
universities) have a chance to "defend" a paper once it had been written. It also

allows them ample opportunity to receive explicit feedback from the instructor.
This instructor has used a procedure similar to the one described above with as may
as 60 students in the class, compromising somewhat on the one-to-one tutorial by
meeting with small groups (three to five) writing on a common topic. The grade in

the course is based on a combined performance of an essay midterm, an obletive-
essay final, and the paper-tutorial (about 50/50% for exams and paper-tutorial).

4 (3
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation invokes

O Freshmen
0 Sophomores
E funiors

I Semores

O Psychology' Napa's
O Non-Momrs
O Honors Students
O Other (slim:II-y.)4\

Prerequisites for students %vhu pdrIttipitt, in -innovation:
Have had someafirses in general psychology and philosophy

(usually)

Number of students who participate in innovatain per \Tor: _ahout 40
How long his the innovation been in elfe(.1!1=8.. P el I'S

Appro \limit). amount of initial funding netessory to develop and try the'innovotion =

Approximate dmount needed each yedl to support ongoing project = $

1.,yoluotilai (lone on inn()%dtiot).

Student opinion questionnoires
CI Measures of student performance In I omparison %vith nun innovation control group(s)
D3) Oilwr ispetify). Faculty response

INSTITI'llONAI, DATA

Sue (II Deportment in 1974 7; riLddrillic }ear
Notill(er of full-time-equivolent locality- 19

Ntool,I.r of senim motors in the department: 4.0_(11 applicable)

Sul. ((I lifIttittition
I'otal student e4irrillment in 1974-75 o'cademit year: 14.000

Chard( Ieristics of Institution

O Publu CI lIndergradmite level program
Ea 1'111)10 Stale CI Post-Baccidanreale Master's
CI Pri% ote fl Post-liacroiliiiireati. Doctoral
O 1 lrboo
O Non - Titian 0 Liberal Arts

0 Teacher Preparatory
O Men only 0 Professional
O W ()RD. it ri V
El )i. d

O Commilnit or Junior College

(:alendar System al Your Institution

O Semester UQuarter

INNOVATOR DATA

Mune Patrick Capretta
Professor of Psychology'

Deport men t Psychology
Institution maimi University'
Address

0 Trimester 0 4-1-4 0 Other (Specify):

though will be changing to "early" semester

Oxford, Ohio 45056

Telephone 'Area (:ode) 513 Numher: 529-3116

517
546

2
Extension:



4,

Sr

UNDERGRADUATE SEMINAR IN PSYCHOLOGY HISTORY

a/0

0

Psychology and History

The objective of this interdisciplinary course is to focus on those aspects

of the human condition which can be highlighted by a psychological perspective on

historical phenomena and by,a comparative study of changes in psychological con-

cepts and human relationships from one epoch to Another.

The course is divided into two halves, the first adopting a level of analysis

that looks from the individual personality outwards to society and the second from

from societal influences in towards the individual.

0

The readings discussed in class are evenly divided between psychologists

interested in Applying their skills to a historical setting and historians looking

to psychology for a more complete understanding of why certain processes occurred in

the way they did. Thus thesame data may be dealt with in different but mutually

enriching ways.

The curse hob about twenty students and is taught with the aid of guest

historians n a guided discussion format with occasional lectures on specialized,

topics.

vs,
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INNMAIION DATA

I he innovation invokes:
6E1 Feeshmen

Sophon-pres
kiniors

El Seniors

-2

ER Psychology Majors
51 Non-Majors

Honors Students
Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

IntoduCtion to Psychology. Interest in History.

Number of students who participate in innovation per year 20

floW long has the innovation been in effect'? 5 years

Appro\imate amount of initial funding rou,essai'y to develop and try,the innovation = $

Apprommate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ 0

EAaluation done on innovation:

Studept.opinion questionnaires
0-Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control groyp(s)

Other (specify):

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Departmerit in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time7equivalent faculty: 23
Number of -senior majors in the department'

Size of Institution
.Total Student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year'

(if applicable)

3000'

Characteristics of Institution hf"

Public-City Undergraduate level program
Public-State Post-Baccalaureate Master's
Private Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

ED I Irhan
Non -Urban El Liberal Arts

Teacher Preparatory
Men only Professional .

Women only_
IC Coed

Community or Junior College

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

58 semester Quarter Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title:
Department:'
Institution:
Address:

Telephone: (Area Cnde) 914
212

David Stitt
Assoc. Professor'
Social Scip.ces
Fordham Ufiaversity at Lincoln Center
Columbus Ave. and W 60 St.
New York NY 10023

Number:

519

699-2671
956-5600

548

Extension:



FACULTY GENEALOGIES: A STIMULUS FOR STUDENT INVOLVEMENT IN HISTORY & SYSTEMS

HISTORY & SYSTEMS

As a stimulus for "student involvement, the teaching device here described was de-

signed to require students to relate course materialsto the professional liVes of their

professors and themselves. The task was the development of a professional psychological

genealogy for the faculty member who was serving as the student's academic adviser. The

faculty genealogy was set up as an extra credit project in a required history and systems

course comprised primarily of senior psychology majors. To avoid duplication, when two

students had the same adviser, one student was assigned to another professor until all

faculty members had been assigned,. The project. required each student to trace his adviser

to his own doctoral adviser (i.e. chairman: Master), his adviser's adviser's adviser, his

adviser's adviser's adviser's adviser, etc., to the point at which the initial adviser had

no formal - training in psychology (e.g. William James, M.D., Harvard, 1869)." In those few

cases where a professor's formal doctoral adviser did not haVe a significant influence on

his thinking, the individual who served as the major influence during his dcktoral training

was substituted for the adviser. Students received additional course points .for each pro-

fessional generation successfully derived. The first step of the procedure was an inter-

view between the student and'his adviser. The student inquired al,to his adviser's full

name, date of birth, school from which he graduated with the docediate, the date of that

degree., his doctoral adviser, and-any information he might have regarding the training and

contributions of his adviser. In addition, the student asked the faculty member to outline

his own interests, important publications, and other contributionso psychology, in par-

ticular, as they reflected his graduate training. Each student then contacted his adviser's

adviser by mail, and asked the same information of that individual. tiiiiiNfeceiving the

reply, he then'Wtote to his adviser's adviser's adviser with the same questions. Almost

everyone contacted was cooperative. and enthusiastic about the project. Many pespondents

contributed interesting anecdotes about their own professors.. The mailing process typi-

cally continued for a few professional generations until it was possible for the student

to anchor his lineage to a known student-Master relationship. This was done through exam-

ination of reference books on the history of psychology. Only a few students failed to

trace theiraavisersto the point at which the initial adviser had no formal psychological

training. Student responses to the project were positive and enthusiastic.

In subsequent quarters,'other students combined the different individual genealogies

into a combined departmental genealogy; which is displayed prominently in the Department.

This product has proved to be of teaching value in its own right, both for faculty and

students. -\1%.

In those departments with only'a few psychologists, or thOse in which such a project

has already been completed, students might be encouraged to construct a psychological

genealogy for a psychologist whose writings they particularly enjoyed, etc.. Eventually

it would be very interesting to combine various individual and departmental genealogies

into a more extensive product, giving the genealogies of all.contributing psychologists,

past and present. Such material would be invaluable in the teaching of the higtory and

systems of psychology.
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tv\m'ATios. DATA
The innodhon invidkvs

reshtiwn
Sophomores
juniors

gl Seniors

CI Psychology Majors
Non-Majors

la Honors Students
O Other (specify):

Prerequisites lor students Nho participate in innoNation:
History & Systems course.

Should be advanced students in a

Number of students who participate in innovation per year _open
[11)1V long has the innovation been in effect? 4 :years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ minimal

Approximate amount needed each year to support Ongoing project = $

E,allidtilin done on innovation: Not directly
.Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
Other (specify):

minimal mailing cost

INSIIIITIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academe yveir
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty: 25

Number of senior majors in the department: 80

Size of lnstitutinn
Total student enrollment

Chararterrstics of Institution

Publir -City
IZI Public-State

Pr IN ale
l',rhan

120 \Ion-Urban

(if applicable)

in 1974-75 academic year. 16,500

\len only
Women only

fg1 Coed
Community or junior College

('`

Undergraduate level program
Post-Raccidaureate Master's
Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory
Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Ynur Institution

ECI Semester Quarter Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Richard G. Weigel & James W. Gottfurcht

Weigel: Assoc. Prof.
Department Psychology

Colorado State University
Fort. Collins, Colorado 80521

Institution:
Address

Gottfurcht: graduate student

Telephone. (Area Code) '303. Number: 49175121 Extension:
551

550

Itnne,,,ra

mailing cost



DEVELOPMENT OF A CONTRACT-BASED GRADING SYSTEM AND EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING

IN AN.INTRODUCTORY COURSE IN ORGANIZATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY

Social and organizational psychology

Two sections of a large introductory course on Organizational Behavior were,

provided with the option of participatively developing a contract-based

grading system. The development o\the system was simueltaneously used as

a process to experience some of the key dimensions of organizational psycho-

logy: \generation of new alternatives, decision making processes, performance

evaluation, reward systems in formal organizations, and distributive justice.

Small task groups developed detailed guidelines for the implementation of the

system.. Part of these designs were later simulated in the classroom with other

participants. The effects and outcomes of these simulations were analyzed and

integrated later with relevant theoretical materials.

Questionnaires were used to evaluate the outcomes of the experience in beha-

vioral, attitudinal and skill terms. The overall result of this experience

was significantly positive for the students and faculty involved.
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IN:NIAVATION DATA

The innovat 1011 invuk es

Freshmen
o Sophomores
El Juniors

Seniors

Psychology Majors
121 Non-Majors

Honors Students
Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students whoparticipate in innovation:
Junior standing,

Npmber of students who participate in jnnovatton per year
How long has the innovation been in effect? 1- years

90

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = S 350

Appro \home amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $190

IAaluation dune on innovation:

CR Student opinion questionnaires
121 Measures of student performance in cowparison

Other (specify):,

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department if1 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalept faculty-
Number of senior majors in the department:

with non-innovation

(if applicable)

Size (if Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic yerabout 30,000

Charatteristii.s 1;f Institution

Public -City
CD Public-State

Pro.ate
Urban
Non-lrban

Men only
Women only
Coed
Community or Junior ege

Predominant Calendar Syste

control group(s)

l 11ndergraduate level program
O Post-Baccalaureate Masters

Post-fiaccalaureate Doctoral

at Yourinstitution

Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory
Professional

liCSernester Quarter- Trimester 4-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

Name. Gunther S. Boroschek
Title: Professor
Department: Graduate School of Business
Institution: University of Wisconsin at Madison
Address: 1155 ObservatoryDrive

Madison, Wisconsin 53706

Telephone: (Area Code) Number:

565 3
552

Other (Specify):

Current Address

College of Professional Studies
U. of Massachusetts, Boston
Harbor Campus
Boston, MA 02125

lixtension:



PARTICIPATION EXERCISES IN A COURSEIN THE PSYCHOLOGY OF PERSONALITY

Psychology of Personality

Through the use of a series of participative exercises in a course in the psychology
of personality taught by one instructor, students are given an opportunity to gain "hands-

on" knowledge of Various aspects of the subf'ect.

Working in buzz groups,' students are assigned a specificproje'ct which, upon comple-
tion, is then discussedand evaluated by the class as a whole.

Initially, the groups are required to construct a personality inventory from items
generated by themselves in the form of simple declarative sentenced. When the inventory
is assembled, each group considers how its device can be put to use.

.Subsequently, an adjective. check list is constructed from material generated in the
group by brainstorming or by consulting a dictionary and A thesaurus. The use of the

check list as a research,.diagnostic, or selection instrument is then explored.

Similarly, type categories are generated and assembled into typologies, and rudi-

mentary projective devices modeled after the Rorschach and the TAT are constructed and

evaluated.

Daily personal activity schedules are also compiled and anar zed in accordance with

the principles of Freudian, Skinnerian, and drive-reduction theory.

A Rogerian Q-sort of a number of self-referant statements is completed by a member

of each group and submitted anonymously to Another, group for analysis and evaluation;

and Role Construct Repertory matrices are prepared and exchanged anonymously for

'assessment.
el&

As an individual end-term project, each student prepares a personality description

of himself as he sees himself; a description of himself as he believes he is perceived

by others; a descriprion of himself as he would like to be ideally; and a description

secured from others of how he is perceived by them. The student compares and contrasts

these varying views of himself, noting similarities, attempting to account for differences,

and organizing the whole, as best he can, into an integrated portrait of himself.. He

then indicates his reaction to this self-portrait.

Student reactions expressed informally at the close of the semester indicate that

this approach is regarded as stimulating and informative.
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INNOVATION DAT&)

The innoyalion involves.

O Freshmen
a Sophomores
O Juniors
O Seniors

Psychology Majors
O Non-Majors
O Honors Students
O Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students %vim participate in innos,alion:

General Psychology

Number of students 11 ho participate in innovation per year
Hors long has the inno%,ation been in elfect? ___1___ years

80

Approximate amount nl initial funding nei essar%, to de%Plop and 1.ry the

Approximate amount needed each year to sui.iport ongoing project

Evaluation done nn innovation:

innovaiion

O Student npinion questionnaires
O Measures of student perfnrmance in comparison with non innovation contrnIgroup(s)

Other (specify(: Informal interview of students.

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size al...Department in 1974-'5 academic year
Number of full-tiMV-equivalent faculty. _33_
Number of senior maims in the department:

Size Of Institution
Total student enrollment

Characteristic s of Institution

IR Public-City
O Public-State
O Private
O l!rbon
O Nun- lrrhan

in 1974-75 academic year.

O Men only
O Women only
E3 Coed

Community or Junior College

.

(if applicable)

9,000

Ifrulergrailtiate level program
O Post-Baecalatireate Master's
O Post-fiaccalaureate Doctoral

O Liberal Arts
O Teacher Preparatory
O Professional

Predonimant Calendar System at Your Institutinn

a Semester 0 Quarter 0 Trimester 0 4-1-4 0 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:, Dr. Myron Brender
Title: Assistant Professor
DIT"rtmenitehavioral Sciences
Institution Kingsborough Community College, CUNY

Brooklyn, N.Y. 11235Address 2001'Oriental Boulevard,

Telephone (Area Code) 212 Number 769-9200

555
554

Extension: 380



INTERGENERATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS WORKSHOP

Social Psychology, 'Group.Dynamics, Human Development

The Intergenerational Communications Workshop is a multi-faceted experiment which

combines didactic and experiential learning. Adult students ranging in age from 20 to

80 and beyond are brought together in an encounter group format in an effort to facili-

tate understanding and communication across generations as the group explores issues

relevant to each significant phase of adult life. Other.9bjectives include: 1. the enhance-

ment personal growth as participants explore new behaviors within the group that can often

be generalized to interactions with significant others in everyday life, and 2. a deeper

un erstanding of group process through membership in the group as well as through exposure
e

to didactic materials.
Membership 4n the workshop includes students earning undergraduate credit in psycho-

logy and "guest students". The former are students who have completed the comprehensive

general psychology course and have consent of the instructor. Requirements for these per-

sons include attendance at 10 weekly group sessions, assigned readings, and a term paper

or project on an aspect of group dynamics of--their own choosing. Each is also asked to

keep a weekly journal which serves as a basis for discussion of issues that arise as the

group evolves. Guest students include senior citizens and others from the surrounding

community who are not enrolled for college credit, but who are looked upon as vital resource .

persons. Each guest agrees to participate in the 10 weekly sessions, barring illness, etc.

Upon completion of the course, a Certificate of 'Participation is given to these persons.

Though the format of the workshop can be designed to fit a variety of time-tables,.

that described below was selected as it works well in the framework of the trimester

system. Both credit and guest students meet for 10 consecutive 3-hour weekly sessions.

The first half hour or so,is devoted to discussion of theoretical issues, questions, and

process comments on the previous week's session. Attendance is required for credit stu-

dents. The group is then joined by guests and meets for approximately an hour in a large

group. The group then divides into three small age-integrated groups -- one consisting

of all members of the workshop and another smaller, more intimate group of approximately

8 persons. The instructor is assisted by two graduate students who act as co- facilitators,

for the small group.
Most interaction is of a verbal level with encouragement of non-verbal communication

as it meets the 'comfort level of participants. Exercises are introduced in moderation

and when considered appropriate.
Credit earning students meet with the instructor and assistants in additional

class sessions in which theoretical material is related to the in-grgup experience.

Evaluation of the workshop experience is made by a comparison of'tefore and after

questionnaires. This provides an index of each individual's change fn beliefs and percep-

tions concerning issues of importance to adults in contemporary sociiity as well as a measure

of change in personal values, outlooks and goals. Student opinion questionnait'es are used

to access the value of the workshop, the effectiveness of the instructor and assistants,

and to solicit suggestions for modificatiohs.
This has proven to be and continues to be a most exciting and rewarding experience.



INNOVATION DATA

'[he innovation owil%es

Freshmen
Sophomores
luniors
Seniors

121 Psychology Majors
la Non-Majors

Honors Students
ER Other (specify): Senior citizens and other adults

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:
Students earning undergraduate creditGener,a1 Psychology and Consent of

Instructor
Great Students Consent of Instructor 72Number of students who pat ticipate in innovation per year'

How long has the innovation been in effect? 1 years

Approximate amount of inithil holding necessary to develop and try the Innovation = S

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = S

E,aluation done on inno at HM:

1,;tutient Opinion questionnaires
Measures of student perfoi mance in comparison with non-innovation control grnup(s)
Other (specify):

no additional
funding

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

S171' Of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Niunber of full-lim -equivalent faculty:
Number of senior 1 spur' in the department:

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year; _10,000

(if applicable)

Charart$ristics of InsIttution

PublIr-Cit
EI lit11)111-titme

Private
Prlian
Nun-I 'rban

Mn e only
1 %omen only

Coed
Community or Junior CnIlege

Ja Undergraduate level program
fl Post-Baccalaureate Master's

Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

KJ Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory

ICI Professional

Predominant Calendai System at-Your Institution

Semester Quarter 12 "Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title:
Dep irtnienI
Institution:
Address

Anna Marie Buchmann, Ph. D.
Associate Prof. of Psych, Assoc. Coord. Institute of Adulthood

Psychology
Northeastern Illinois University
Bryn Mawr at St. Louis
Chicago, Ill. 60625

Telephone (Area Code( 312 Number: 583-4050

557
556

Extension: 695



PERSONALIZED SYSTEM OF INSTRUCTION IN UNDERGRADUATE TEACHING

Personality Psychology

Objectives of innovation:
Mastery of material (using Mager's specific objectives) by students enrolled in course.
Method:
(Based on Keller's method) course material divided into 23 small units over which students
tested. Mastery of material must be demonstrated on essay exams on each unit before pro-
ceeding to next unit. Multiple choice review tests after each five or six units on which
90% mastery must also be demonstrated. Parallel forms of tests used to allow for repeated
testing. Students allowed to go at own rate through materials.
Number of students, assistants, and faculty involved:
Each semester c. 200 students enrolled; 25 undergraduate student assistants (who have pre-
viously mastered course material) used to proctor students; one faculty member involved.
Equipment: None

Evaluation: Data collected each semester on all aspects of course -- including performanCe
measures, course evaluation, etc.
Specific innovative features:
Pre- and post-testing; review tests; follow-up testingl.pkoctor training; hierarchy of
proctor staff; differential proctor job assignments; multiple course evaluations; data flow
system of student performance and progress; staggered deadlines.

.
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves

Freshmen
CB Sophomores
CS Juniors
1:2 Seniors

Prerequisites for students
None

iD Psychology Majors
19 Non-Majors
o Honors Staslents

Other (specify):

who participate in innovation:

Number of students who participate in innovation per year 500
How long has the innovation been in effect' years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ 500

Approximate amount needed Each year to support ongoing project = $500

Evaluation done on innovation:

131 Student opinion questionnaires
01 Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
DI Other (.specify):

Internal manipulation of variables.

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty: 42
Number of senior majors in the department 200

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment

Chard( teristics of Institution

Public-City
01 Public-State

Private
Urban

l Non-Urban

in 1974 -75 academic year

O Men only
Women only

Ci Coed
Community or lumor College

(if applicable)

12,000

Undergraduate level program
O Post-Baccalaureate Master's

Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory

O Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

181Semester 0 Quarter 0 Trimester c=14-1-4 0 Other (Specify):

/ INNOVATOR DATA
Name: James F. Calhoun, Ph.D.
Title. Assistant Professor of Psychology.
Department. Department of Psychology
Institution State University of New York at Stony Brook
Address. Stony Brook, New York 11794

Telephone. (Area Code) 516 Number: 246-7616

559
558

Extension:



MATERIALS AND DELIVERY SYSTEM FOR A SELF-PACED 'PERSONALITY THEORY tOURSE

Personality Theory

Study questions and supplementary personality assessment "laboratory" exercises have
been developed and tested over four quarters of use for this introductory, upper-
division course in Theories of Personality. The study questions and assignments
for 11 "modules" are intended for use with.Pervin, Personality: Theory, assessment,
and research (first edition), and will be revised as needed by September, 1975, to
go with the second edition. Special features of tiidelivery system are (1) use of
students who excelled previously in the course as tester/tutors, (2) oral testing,
(3) hands-on experience with psychological assessment procedures for all 5 theories
covered in the text, and (4) integration of self-paced and traditional delivery
systems within a single course section to permit student choice of formats.

The student is given a 16 module handout containing assignments and study questions
for the entire course. Although intended as a one-quarter course, students are
given automatic privilege to extend their work to a second quarter. Materials for
the 5 assessment modules are available at the library reserve desk continuously
and are also handed out or actually worked on in class at-stated times during the
quarter--because the materials are available outside of class, students may work
faster or sloOer than the class schedule and may "cut" all classes if desired.'

0 There is one "organizational problems and lecture" meeting per week, with all other
"class time" unscheduled. Oral testing-is available 12-20 hours per week depending
upon numbers of students enrolled. One Teeture is given for each of the 5 theories
covered and one class meeting is set aside for each assessment procedure (for those
students who have not yettdone it), but students are not required to attend either;
lecture content is not tested in exams.

The student appears for oral testing on each module in sequence when (s)he feels
ready to be tested. Ten study questions (of the 20-25 distributed for that module)
are randomly selected for oral responding. A score of 8, 9, or 10 is passing; less
that 8 requires a re -test, with no penalty for failure. Students scoring 8 or 9 may
(if they wish) re-test to improve their score. The mean score over 16 modules
constitutes 2/3 of the course grade, with 9.5 = A, 8.8 = B, 8.0 = C. A written final
exam with 2 questions from each module is used for the remaining 1/3: There is very
high student acceptance of oral tests conducted by peers who previously completed
the course.

In Winter, -1-974', the course was offered with the self-paced and traditional lecture/

discussion formats available simultaneously; each student was free to pursue both
formats as far into the quarter as desired, finally completing the course through

one of the versions. Of 66 students, 19 selected the 3elf -paced and 47 the lecture
procedures. H9wever, several from each group .attempted the other as well, for the

first few weAs, before making a choice.

Copies of syllabi, modules, student evaluation summaries, and other materials/data

are available upon request.

559
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INNOVNI IOti DM A

The innil% anon invokes:

Freshmen
ge

ea Junior s
Ill Seniors

Psychology Majors
a Non-Majors

Honors Students
Other (specify):

ri
Prerrquisites lor students who participate in innovation:

one course in Psychology

'uNumber of students ho participate in innovatgin per year. 50-100

How.long has the in-nov.ir tun been in eftect? years

Approximate amount ill initial funding necessary. to develop and try the innovation

Appro\ 'mate amount needed ear h year to support ongoing project = S 100

1:%aluilition (lone on 111111)%olimn

fIS Strident opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation'control group(sk\
Other 'spec if%)

1,00*

iNsTrrirrioNAL DATA
tirze ot Department in 1974-75 academic year

Number 14111111Nue-equivalent faculty 10
Number of senior majors in the department: 50 (if applicable)

time of Institution
Total student enrollment in

Ch,(r,(clGrr,laa s of Instilution

Q

Puhlti. -1:11
Publii State
Pri%ate.
rrban
Non-Lilian

Men only
liliornen onl%
Coed
(*.muumuu% or Junior College

1974-75 academic year. 2350 FTE

tt".I I Indergraduate level program
Post-iiirucalaureate Master's
Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

Liber'al Arts
Teacher Preparatory
Professional

Pierlorninant Calendar -;(,siern at Your Institution

Semester tIC)irdrter 'Frimester 4- 1-4

INNOVATOR 0.\TA

Name:
FrIle
Depart mint
Institution
Address

Other (Specify):

Dr. David Chestney Cohen
Associate Professor
Psychology
California State College, Bakersfi d

9001 Stockdale Highway
Bakersfield, CA 93309

Telephone (Area Code) '805 Number: 833-2372

561
560

Extehsion:



THE PSYCHOLOGY OF CREATIVITY

Personality Theory

Behavioristic, Factor Analytic, Gestalt, Psychoanalytic, and Neo-Analytic
theories are presented in terms of how each of these theories account for
the creative process, the creative person, and the creative product. Readings

include primary sources by Skinner, Guilford, Wallach, and Kogan, Asch,
Wertheimer, Arnheim, Freud, Jung, Kubie, Maslow, and Schachtel.

Syllabus available upon request.

562
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'INNOVATION DATA

The innovation

Freshmen
Sophomores

.0 l Juniors
P CS Seniors

Prerequisites for students who

Psychology Majors
l Non-Majors

Hortors.Students
Other (specify):

participate in innovation:

Number of students who participate in innovation per ytiar 80

How lung has the innovation been ineflect 4 years

\pproximate amount ol initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $

Approxlmate amourt1 needed each year to support ongoing project = $ 0,

Evidurition done on innovation:

Student opinion questionnaires .
t .

do
Mt.,1,l'IN'S of student perfortnanceV comparisbn with non-innovation control group(s)
Other-(specify):

.iNsTfri IT1ONAI. DATA

Size of Department- in 1974-75 academic year
Number of frill-time-equi alent faculty: 95
Number ofsenior majors.in the departtne

Size of Institution
Tolatudent enrollment in 1974-75'academi year

(if applicable)

Characteristics of Institution

Public-City
Public-Shoe

RI Private,
Irban

Non-Urban

Men unl4 .

Women trnly
Caid
Community or junior College

Predominant Calendar Syster»

atot Inilergraduitte ley pi 1--or lin
-0 Post-f3accalaureate taster s
AD Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparator y
Professional'

at Your Institution

do*

eiiester Quarter, '0 Trimester 4-1-4 Other(Specify);

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Charlotte L. Doyle
Professor

Department: Sarah Lawrence College
Institution: Bronxville, N.Y. 1070g
Address:

914 , Number: DE7-0700
4r4u,563 f.

562

Extension:



7

AN INTERRELATIONAL APPROACH TO THE TEACHING OF SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY

Soliir-Psychology

6
AuShenticity of the individual is sought through interactive dynamics with

students of multi-varied backgrounds and capabilities. The,classroom is structured
as follpws: problems are stated, solutions sought, and competencies of students to
handle problems are assessed, used and restructured. The process is meant to pro-
vide self-insight, inquiry, consensus, dependence, individuality within the group,
and reality-based solving of problems. The means are: it)

1. Giving and receiving non-evaluative descriptive feedback for each
individual within the group.

2. Recognizing, and helping others to recognize, values, attitudes,
and ideas as they problem solve.

3. Openness to new values, attitudes, and ideas (as implemented in
problem solving).

4. Taking risks with new values, attitudes, and ideals.

The behavioral objectives are incorporated into method as follows,:.
1. They provide for student interaction between content and procedt.
2. The classroom is structured to provide flexibility for accomgda-

tion of students of differing ability.
3. Opportunities are created for all sorts of communication.

4

.11

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Cognitive

Affective

Text Dis.ussion

it

Research Resource

SYNT

,.. Concepts Principles

i./''Application ------------)Analyzation

in of
Group Activities Group Process

0
Evaluations were in the form of:

1. A paper turned in by th- group A 0
2. Evaluations by agencies (schools) where stu ents worked (home)"
3. Self and otffir evaluations m

A
4. Group evaluations -- omparison of early,and later evaluations
5. Testing on material (conceits) of social'ipsychalogy
6. Grades.

RUCTRUE CONCEPTS

.74

564

563
a

t.

14-



INNOVAl'ION DATA

The innotiittior'inxiikes

Fri.,,hinen
KI Sophomores'
O lumois
O tienuors

Preletplisites fur stud e nts who participate in innovation:none

031 Psychology Majors
FRI Non-Majors

Honors Students
gl Other (specify): Community college allows 01 to enter.

Number of students.who participate in innovation per year:
flow long has the innovatinn been in effect? 2 years'

Approximate amiiunt of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation =
-Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $

.11 ion done on innovation

I

LI Student opinion questionnaires
O Measures of student performance in cunpaeison with non - innovation control grimp(s)
O Other (specify):

"INSTITLTIONAL DATA

-iii of Department in 1974--5 academic year
, Number of full-time-equivalent faculty:

Number of senior majors in the department; (if.applicable)
3.50

tiiir of Institution
total studentr (tent to 1974-75' academic year: 20',000

Chaiar ti ristn s of Inslifution

O Pii Hi( -CI t
vtihiii.-st,t,

1:11 ',Man
O Non- t !rhan

Me-n)mly'
O WUTTIPI1 only

C:ovil
Eli Community or lunior College

IR IUndergraduate I( 'el program
0 Post-Baccalaurea
0 Post-Baccalaureate. Doctoral

O Liberal-Arts
O Teacher, Preparatory
O Professtional

a

Predominant Calendar SN stem at Your Institution

0 Semester Quarter El Trimester 0 4-1-4 Other (Specify): and summer three weeks

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title:
Departme4rit:
Instituticur
Aildressd

Dr. Bess Fleckman
Associate Professor
Psychology .'

Miami Dade Community College
N.W. 27th Avenue
Miami, Fla. 33167

Telephone: (Area (:ode)

-

350 Number: 685-4347

565
564

Extension:
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SIMSOC: SIMULATED SOCIETY

Social Psychology and Social Organization

SIMSOC, a social process game, was developed to make social science
material more vivid than has been possible with traditional teaching
methods. It is designed to be played without the use of a computer.
SIMSOC is a way to actively involve students in processes of large-
,scale conflict, protest, social control, and social change. SIMSOC
creates a situation in which the participant must actively question
the nature of social order.

Included in the Participant's Manual are rules for playing, materials
needed for play, and questions to guide analysis based on participa-
tion in SIMSOC.

Each participant should have a copy,pf the Participant's Manual, which
includes the necessary materials. The instructor should also obtain
a copy of SIMSOC: Instructor's Manual, which contains all materials
required by the instructor, provides complete directions on how-to
set-up and run SIMSOC, and suggests how to handle a variety of
situations that might arise. One copy of the Insteactor's Manual
will be needed by the instructor, for each SIMSOC of up to 60
participants, The Instructor's Manual may be obtained by instructors

who write, using their letterhead, to:

The Free Press
A Div. of the Macmillan Co.
Faculty Service Desk
866 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022

566
565



INNOVATION DATA

The tnnovatton involves:

ID Freshmen
t Sophomores

Juniors
12 Seniors

(8:1 Psycholggy Majors
(31 Non-Majors .;
110 Honors Students
M Other (specify):Graduate students

P.Kerequisites for students who participate in innovation:
intellectual curiosity

Number of students who participate in innovation per year: ..2...25.A100
long has the innovation been in effect? 8-10 years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ .10 (fore postage
stamp)

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $

F:%atuation d e on innovation:

Student opinion questionnaires
53 Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)
O Other (specify):

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty' ___
Number of senior majors in the department: 12Q

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year: 35,000

if applicable)

Characteristics of Institution

O Public-City
(2 Public-State
O Private
O Urban
O Non-Urban

O Men Only
.0 Women only
21 Coed
O Community or Junior College

Pi\dominant Calendar System at Your

al Undergraduate level program
C1 Post-Baccalaureate Master's
M Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

M Liberal Arts
(0 Teacher Preparatory
OD Professional

Institution

O Semester 0 Quarter as Trimester,

INAOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title:
Department:
Institution:
Address:

William A. Gamson
Professor
Sociology
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan

Telephone: (Area Code) 313

0 4-1-4 0 Other (Specify):

Number: 764-5554

567
566

P.

Extension:



INTERDISCIPLINARY COURSE ENTITLED, "EXPLORING PERSONALITY THOUGH LITERATURE"

Personality -- Literature

The objectives of this course are: (1) to present the eXperiential and humanistic
origins of personality theory, and (2) to present illustrations and applications of
various personality constycts through the use of literature.

The course is team- taug.tjt by a Psychology instructor and an English instructor.
The methods of instruction include: lectures, demonstrations, small group discussions,
use of resource persons, and the use of value clarification exercises. The class is
student-centered, so to a degree the content is determined and modified by student
interest. Generally, the areas discussed include: concepts of self, concepts of others,
and world view. Twenty-five studenp are currently enrolled in the course. Each student
is required to do a project. For example, one student chose to write a short story
based on his view of Behaviorism, several are writing short stories, two students are
attempting to understand Van Gogh better by an analysis of his paintings, and one student,
who writes songs, has attempted to understand himself better by studying the themes in
his music. Since this is the first semester the course has been taught, we have no pool
of evaluative comments. From a number of class discussions, however, students indicate
that they feel free to express thoughts in class they never have been able to express in
other classes. They seem to feel that they have learned a great deal, accurately by
giving them any sort of objective test. We have patterned this class after orre of the
classes which Rogers discusses in his book Freedom to Learn.

568.

567_



INNMATION I'A

l'he innovation involves

O Freshmen
Z1 Sophoiliores
ER rumors

!...;eroors

Psychology Majors
Non-Majors (English and others)

O Honors Students
O Other [specify):

Prererititsues for students who participate in innovation:

Nine hours of English
Six hours of General-Psychology

\unifier of students who participate in innovation per %edr: 25
Dow long has the innovation been in effect? years

Approximate awount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation

Appco \incite amount needed eac6-year to support ongoing project = $

r%alualiiiik_.,donti on innovation:

O Student opinion questionnaires
O Miasures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)

Other (specify):
Openended discussion

INSTITIjIONAI. DATA
Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year

Number of full-tune-equivalent faculty 96 5
Numher of senior majors in the department:90 (if applicable)

Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year: 7,090

Charm teristics of Institution

O Public-City
3 Public-State.
O Pmate
O Urban
O Non-t'riettn

O Men only
O Women only
171 Coed
O Community or Junior College

51 Undergraduate level program
12 Post-Baccalaureate Mister's
O PostBaccalaureate Doctoral

-1.iberal
Arts

Teacher Preparatory
O Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

3 Semester 0 Quarter 0 Trimester 0 4-1-4 0 Other (SpecA):
.-

INNOVATOR DATA

Name. James J. Hart Patricia D. Anderson
Tole., Professor Assistant Professor
Department: Psychology Dept. 'of English
Institution: Madison College. Madison College
Address. Harrisoabutg, VA 22801 Harrisonburg, VA 22801

Telephone. AreaCorle) 703 Number: 433-6369 or.6103 Extension:

569
568

"r



SELF-ADMINISTERED PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT COURSE.

Applied Humanistic Psychology

Student uses workbook-text, HUMAN PSYCHOLOGY, EXPERIMENTS IN AWARENESS, by Robert

Howard. Published 1972 by Westinghouse Learning Press, Sunnyvale, California.
Objective's: Increase students' ability to be psychologically genuine with themselves,
helping them to recognize inner feelings and share insights.

Students record, privately, ans4rs to a series of questions and class discussion,
further reading, role playing, and selection of media evolve from the students'

shared responses.

Content covers the range of psychology,of personality, varying according to the

interests of studrs and guidelines of instructor or college.

No equipment of special assistants needed.

One instructor has effectively handled inactive groups as large as 65-70 with

this program..

569.
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INNON. .\ I ION 1).\ I .\

l'he rrt1.1,11,s

g He-Arm en Psyi hology tslaiors
Non-Maiors

lunias Honors Students
(E Sewors r.-4 Other (specify).

Prerequisites lur students %vho participate in innovation:

NONE

N(11/1111,1 of students Aho participate in inn atiir per year.140/180
itol. Iwo.; has the Inuit% alum been in elle( I' years

Approsint.it amount of [Howl funding mei essary to develop and try the innovation $

Approxiiihit amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ 0

..-04
done on intioNition:..

Stodenieopinion questionnaires
\le.isurs ot student performance in comparison with nova ion control grovp(s)

gi ()ow,. 1,/.(.1f)) each class, each term verbal group evaluations

INsTri 1110 \ A L DATA

Sue of Department in 1974-'5 'academic year
Numher of full-time-equivaleid faculty. 8

Number of senior rn.rlor, in the department: 100 (if applicable)

slip nt Institution
fatal student° enrollment in 1974-75 academic ;ea a/500

Chard( teristo s of Institution

Pohlo Lit%
Publii State

CSI Pio. ate
i'rhan
Non-1'11).in

\Ivo fink
.0 Wonen only
NI Coed

Community or tumor College

all Undergraduate level program
Post-Bacr.aldureate Master's
Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory
Professional

Prettioninailt Calendar 4-,,,shall at Your Institutiun

1 Somestir Qua! vet .4.0 '1 rimester 4.1-4

INN() ATOR DATA
Rbizert Howard

1'0 le Lecturer in Psychology

DIpartment
Institution Evening Collsgge

Address Univeisity of San Francisco'

San Franciidn, CA

Telephone Area. (;ode)
415

Other (Specify):

NI1rnber':. 362-50

5 4

5

Extension:

I
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DEVELOPMENT AND USE OF A MODIFIED SELF-PACED SYSTEM OF INSTRUCTION IN

AN UNDERGRADUATE COURSE IN PERSONALITY

Subject area: Personality

The IterialS developed for an undergraduate course in personality were designed
\_z

to facilitate the student's learning of the major points contained in L. Pervin's

text, Personality: Theory, Assessment and Research.. Pervin!srbook was divided

into twelve units representing chapters (or portions of-chapters). For each

unit, a list of study questions andoe series of four 10-item quizzes were developed.

For administrative ease, each unit was designed to be read in a week's time.

The study questions were written in order to call to the students' attention

basic concepts and terminology. The four equivalent multiple-choice and short

answer quizzes were developed to enahle the instructor to assess the students'

progress. Occasionally a particular question will be repeated on one,of the four

equivalent quizzes. This is to reinforce students for reviewing earlier quizzes

and for seeking to understand the answers to questions they Missed. .

In teaching a three credit course in personality, I have used these materials in

the following manner: for Monday's class,.I usually lecture or give a demonstr4tion

dealing with that week's unit. At the_beginning of class on Wednesday, students

-ask questions over the-reading on that unit. Then i10-item qUizois 'given on the- .

material. Answers are provided at the conclusion of the class, so students have

immediate feedbadc. Students who obtain a grade of 90% or'-higher are excused.fro

class on Friday. Those,who obtained less than 90% come to class on Friday and take

an equivalent quiz after a review session. Their grade for that week's unit is the

grade on quiz 02. Twice during the semester, students take an essay, review exam-

ination covering all of the preceeding material. In this way, students are given

the chance to integrate large amounts.of material. In addition, during the

semester ample opportunity is provided for students to take,- score, and interpret

several personality measures, since a very important reason for many students taking

a course in'personality is to learn Tore about themselves..

The materials I.have described here will be 'published by John Wiley and will

be distributed to instructors adopting Pervin's 1975 edition. They can be modified

to fit the instructor's preferences and needs (e.g., these materials could be used

according to Keller's Personalized System of Instruction). Although the method

described above seems to emphasize evaluation, I have found that it has led to

many desirable consequences in addition to mastery of the material. By the end

of ,the course, most students are no longer dependent-upon the study questions,

having acquired the skill of recognizing important points as they read. In addition,

"the study questions not only seem to facilitate the learning process, they also

seem to strengthen the rapport between student, and teacher,as they emphasize a

cooperative learning effort.

t
a
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INNOVATION DATA

The- innovation involkvs.

Freshmen gl Psychology Majors
soph.im.res 5i1 Non-Majors

qk luny» Hondrs- Students

Ea Seniors
Other (specify ):

.
Prerequisites for students wtio participate in innovation:

'introductory psychology

No tuber nl stinh.ots vho participate in innovation per year 40 ,15

flow long has the innovation been in effect'? years

Approximate amount of urinal giding necessary to develop and try the innovation ;.$

Approximate: amount needed each year to support ongoingproject =

none

Evaluation done on innovation:

St intent opurion questionnaires
Measures .of st (Bleat nerfOrroanCe' ill comparison with non-innova I ion cunt rorgroup(s)

Other .1 Specify.):
474

.

ITIONAL, DATA

Size of Department fn. academic year
Number of fult,lime-equiyaleot.factilty: 11

Number of senior Maiors in the department: (if applicable)

5ize, of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974v7S academicyear' 22.000

Characteristics of Institution,

Public-City
c Piddic-State

Private
Urban

)0 Non-Ili:ban

Men onlY
Women only

Co
11munity

or Junior College

I:53 I Indergranuatelevel program
9 Post-Bacculanreate Muster's
9 Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

Mere! Arts
Teacher Preparatory
Professional

Predonopant Calendar System e,J Your Institution

Semester Quarter Trimester 4-1-4

0
INNOVATOR -DATA

Name' Dr. Hanna Levenson
Title:Associate Profess,or
Department: psychology
institution: Texas A&M 'University
Address: Col lege Station, Tx. 77801

Telephone: (Area Code) 713

Other (Specify):

Number: 845:2964

. 573
572

Extension:



.UNDERSTANDING PERSONALITY THEORY THROUGH INTEGRATED THEMAS AND THEORIES

, .;;

& Psychology of Personality.

9

The basic bjeCtive to,present personality theories so the student can

Understand their underlying assumptions, the similarities and differences

between approaChes, the
possibility and problems faced by g generalized theory,

and the difference between theoretical explanation and description.

The objectives are achieved by organizing the lecture material so as to

contrast different approaches, and special efforts are made to emphasize

points that go:beyond the "memorizing" of material. The course begins by

differentiating descriptive knowledge from knowledge which permits statements

as to what "must" happen at a-given time and'place under specified conditions.

Theory is distinguished from general assumptions-or themas Khich bias theory,

and both are distinguished from the methods or procedures for influencing

behavior and making observatioW These ideas are then presented in an analysis

of the mechanisms governing eating behavior. The section covers nearly all the

dimensions found in later theories. The general ideas are thenepeated and

highlighted in a number of ways. Fbr example, the third and fourth sections,

trait theories and psychoanalysis, contrast descriptive and'explanatory

systems. Description and explanation are also contrasted' within the unit on

trait theory by comparing factorial descriptions of temperament with models

of neural excitation-inhibition balance.

A contrast between a complex, hierarchical mediational theory and a

situationally based theory is developed by comparing psychoanalysis to' imple

-learning models used in.desensitization therapies.

Finally, a secion on cognitive theory is used to elaborate a model which

included and integrates the basic attributes of the earlier models in an

operationally testable' framework. The cognitive model is then used as the

primary tool for the analysis., of problems such as attachment, motel develop -'

meat, achievement motivation, sex differences, and identity and self-develop- ""

ment, and contrasts are drawn between the cognitive theory and other approaches

to these problems.
,, 7

5 7.4
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I \ NOVA.1101.<. ft\ VA

inok
O Freshmen .

3 !--;ophoinores

L1/4ffils

El I's yi hology Mdiors
10 Non-Majors

Honors Students
(Milo (Spei 00:

Pretc,pipou ,,ttot students who pdrtii.tpdte In inno at ton completion of Introductory Psychology

and one other course.

ctiiiients who p,irto (pate in innoation per . ear. 600

11, low\N lo.; th Open Inthe inniR,ition Ope in ellei.t? 8 _years
None

Appiworno(r,1111.)unt ul Intlial turtling tirLessary to ile.t.lop try -the innovation = $

\pp1ooii.11. ,olt.oint needed t,1(.11 year to support ongoing prou.ct = $

1.,1111,,tow don, wook,ition.

cs,,1,.,0 opinion iito.Nttonn,iires
\le ,soirs -.1 student performance in comparison with non-innovation tontol group(s)

(Wir Ispel

rv-,Trn
clown! In P1:4 -75 dtadenut. year'

Nomhei ..._ 311_

senoo 111.w-ff., in the department: 40n (if applicable)

Instdorion
I oral studi)? in 1974-75 year:

o s of 111,0111111(M

l'oblo
P....!,1-1( Look,
1?:nito
I

CI \oll-1:11),in
t

M, folk
p ,os.i_onl,

or Ionior College

A

36,000

611 Ilndergraduate level program
Post-Iiiii;calaureide Niaster's

(21 Post-liaccalatireeite Doctoral

1.ilieral Arts
Tedt.her Preparatory
Professional

Pt.4ronokint (:olenila Systin at Your Institution

E Lwitir.tvr Qua rt-er utioestei 4-1-4 ()flier (Specify):

IN-NI)VAlliR DATA
.

Aim: Howard Leverpal .;

Till Professor
thpdrImeril University of Wisconsirf

Institutioh Madison, 'Wisc. 53606

.1ddress

TvlephiYne /Area Code).
60$

Number:
'162-0908

Ea 5
_574

Extension:

v



USINGSELF-ANALYTIC GROUP FOR TEACHING ABOUT INTERPERSONAL

RELATIONS

Personality and Social Psychology

k

Is

This course, entitled AnAlysis of Interpersonal Behavior, is designed to
unite the familiar experiences of life-in small groups with the unfamiliar
task of understanding and analyzing that experience. Through a coordinated
array of group meetings, readings,qihd written work, the course,aims to open
up various' aspects of the interperponal relations'which usually remain covert
and poorly understood; for example: the many forms of leadership, the role of
unconscious and colleCtive fantasy, the evolutionary development of a group,
and the meaning of the emergent collectivity to the various members. Minimal

structure is imposed a priori, and the instructor's role is among the elements
which is analyzed and altered as the group progresses.

Assessment of outcomes is made by reviewing the changes in the group's
discussion of itself, by reviewing students' logs and papers, and by personal
interviews with the students. Each term the course enrolls roughly 100 students -

in the five sections. Student satisfaction, the,pressure of applications for
each new term, and the results of the evaluations used 'nil point to an,effective
educational experience for nearly all the students.

a
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

Freshmen
go Sophomores
fa Juniors
gi3 Seniors

4 Ci Psychblogy Majors
at Non-Majors
CR Honors Students
0 ,Other (specify):

Prerequisites-for sudents who participate in innovation:

An introductory course in psychology

Number of students who participate in innovation per year: 200

How long has the innovation been in effect? 8 years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $1110. for tapes

Approximate amount needed each Year to support ongoing project = d. 0

Evaluation done on innovation''

12 Student opi ion questionnaires
0. Moasures of tudent performance in cq,mparison Witii non-innovation corrtrol group(s)
O 'Other (spec, )

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

. Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty 57
Number of senior majors in the department: MIL_ (if applicable)

Size of Institution
-Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year: 37,000

Characteristics of Institution

O public-city
5t) Public State
O Private
O Urban
O Non -Urban

O Men only
O Women only

Coed ,

I:21 Undergraduate level program
12 Post-Baccalaureate Master's
CI Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

1211- LiberalArts
011 Teacher Preparatory
al- Professional

O Community or Junior College

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

O Semester 0 Quarter CI Trimester 4 -1 -4 0 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Richard-D. Mann
Professor

Department: Psychology
Institution: University of Michigan
Address: Ann Arbo'r, Michigan

Telephone: (Area Code) Number: Extension:

577
576



FACILITATING-ORIGINAll-EXPERIMENTATION IN SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY AT A PROFESSIONAL
LEVEL OF THEORETIC4AND METHODOLOGICAL SOPHISTICATION BY ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE
STUDENTS

sP

Social Psychology

Contrary to prevailing curricular and text offerings, advanced undergraduate
students can acquire the theoretical creativity, experimental sophistication;
statistical knowledge, and personal initiative necessary to design, conduct,
analyze, and present in written form their own research. For the past five
years my Seminar in Advance&Social Psychology.has had as its primary require-.
ment the production of one original piece of research of this naikure from each
participant in the course. Enrollment has consisted predominantly of psychology
majors; however, sociology biology, and religion Studies majors have also
completed the course with success.

The course begins with three weeks of "crash" reading, and diwussion of current
journal articles, books on research methodology (e.g. Webb, Campbell, SchWartz, /
and Sechrest; UnobtrusiVe Measures), and a particularly intensive consideration

of field experimentation. Commonly employed statistical pfocedures in social
pSychology (principally t-tests, chi-s4uare, and correlation analyses) are
reviewed, and an intuitive understanditg of analysls of variance is presented
(so that students will be able to understand and Interpret analyses of variance
in the research literature evert though technically unable to perform the test).
The only traditional examination in the course follows this intenstVg three-

.

week introduction to experimental social psychology'

The remainder of the course is designed around the original experiments, the
majority of which tend to be field experimentation off campus. Proposals are
presented orally to the Seminar, qbate each is discussed and criticized by
the class members. A formal, written proposal follows one week later. Progress
reports occur throughout the semester; the final oral report to the Seminar
and final typing of the "publication - ready " manuscript occur during the final
two weeks of the semester.

It is unrealistic to expect a first experiment to achieve the level of
competence described above. Consequently, approximately five "smaller" ex-
periments (replications, lab exercises, some simple unobtrusika studies) are
conducted throughout the semester, while work on the major original experiment_
progresses at a,semester-long pace.

By semester's end the methodological understanding., analytic and critical
abilities, and respect for research among the students seem,about on a par
with those typical of graduate students. Student morale becomes increasingly
enthusiastic and contagious throughout the course, and roughly 40-50% of the .

original research projects could be submitted to any social psychology journal
without embarrassment. Finally, the impetus of such a seminar in stimulating
research by the professor should not be overlooked as an important secondary
benefit. "Publish or Perish" is too often replaced by languish and professionl
atrophy at many small colleges where stimulation by colleagues in one's own area
of interest is absent.

57
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INNOVATION fiATA

The innovation involves:

- Freshmen
Stiphomores
juniors

® Seniors

£2 Psychology Majors
a Non-Majors
0 Honors Students

Other (specifyr

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

1. Introducto4 Psychology
2. Social Psychology (or permission of the itstructor)

Number of students who participate in innovation per year:
How long has the innovation been in effect? 5 .years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $
15

Approximate amount needed each year,to support ongoing project = $ 15

Evaluatum done on innovation:

Student opinion_ questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)

gl Other (spcwily): Verbal evaluation with students at end of semester

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of.full- time - equivalent faculty:
Number of senior majors in the department: (if applicable)

6

Size of Institution 350
Total student' enrollment in 104 -75 academic year:

Characteristics of Institution

( Public-City
Public -State

II1 Private '

Urban
Non-Ur ha n

. Men only
El Women only

Coed
community or junior College

A

Undergfaduate level program
Post - baccalaureate Master's
Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

' -

Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory

. Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester Quarter Trimester B 4-114

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title:
Department:
InStitutiori:
Address:

Ralph J.,McRenna
AssX. Professor N"
Psychology
Wilson Colpge
Chambersburg, Perina. 17201

Telephone: (Area Code) 717 , Number:

Other (Specify]:

264-4141 Extension: 287

5 7 9
578
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A GROUP RESEARCH. PROJECT IN-EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGA

Subject Arei: Social Psychological=- Research

Involvement of students in the experimental psychology course at Houghton College,

has.been encouraged through the method of a group research project. Participants

in the course include 18 undergraduate majors in psychology. All have taken at least
12 semester units of psychology plus statistics.

All students were asked to contribute to the project by reviewing past research

on the subject of the planned research, which is-the socgtle4 iisky-shift phenom-
enon. Students were asked to contribute hypotheses and ideas for discussion.
Several students were involved in the actual administration of the experiment and
'analysis of the data. Finally, all students are required to participate in the anal-

.

ysis and final post-mortem of the experiment.

A capable student was chosen to be administrator of the project, while the in,
.

structor assumed an advisory role. Students have tprned in all article summaries.
and ideas to the administrator who has been respondible to see that each student

contributes a reasonable amount. In group discussion, students selected two inde-
pendent variables which they wanted to study in their effects on risk-taking. Then
they divided Into two groups, one to discuss research design and procedures and the
other to construct the question's used to measure risk - taking.

The instructor's social,psychology class (b 50). was involved as subjects: Eval-
uation of the projvt will depend on feedback from social psychology students as

well as from experlinental students. Preliminary evaluation from-private conferences
as well as from grdup discussion has revealed a fairly high level of motivation and
involvement of students. The quality of the research project is much betters than
could be expected from an individual student. 4

-
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INNOVATION DATA

Th'e innovation involves.

freshmen
Sophomores
juniors

47 Seniors

Psychology MajoA
Non-Majors
Honors Students'
Other (specify):

Pr.eivijuisites for students who participate in innovation:

12 semester hours in psychology plus one course in Statistics

Number of students who participate in innovation per year: 10 20
How lung has the innovation been in elle( 17 1 years

Approximate amount of initial funding net essary lo develop and try the innovation =

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $

1-A..iluation done on innovation:

Student .oliinton questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control go p(s)

1:a Other (specd'YI: Evaluation at this time is based on informal disc sion with the
group and individual conferences with participants.

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year ,
Nurnhe-r of full-time-equivalent faculty 3 if
Number tilf senior majors in the department: 30-40 (if .aipticable)

i:

Size of institution i 4
"rota' student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year

Charaoe'ristics of Institution

Public-City
Public -State
Private
Urban
Non-llyban

Men only
Wymen only
Coed
Community or Junior College

tinder
Post-
Post,

ri200

raduate level program
accalaureate Master's
accalAreate Doctoral

El Lib ral Arts
Tei cher Preparatory
Pr ifession?r1

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution '

RI Semester Quarter

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Dennis R. Ridley

Tole: Assistant Professor of Psyfchol.ogy

Department; Psychology
Institution: Houghton College
Address: Houghton NY 14/44

Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify:

Telephone: (Area Code) Number:

716 . 567-2211 5 S1

580

Extension:

219



STRUCTURING A PERSONALIZED SYSTEM OF INSTRUCTION IN AN INTRODUCTORY

SOCIAL FYCHOLOGY COURSE
rf.

C

SUBJECT AREA: Social.Psychology

A ?variety of teaching techniqties .has been introduced/into this junior level course
during the past fOie years. Curiently, Wrightsman's Social psycholoFy in the Seventies N

is the text used. Before describing,current practices, summary statements based on

five years of experience will be. presented:
1 -. Student characteristics function as a dominant factor in determining the PSI

1 ..e. -

format that can be successfully adopted. Specially, 957. of the students were seniors
and juniors and 807. were not majoring in psychology. Their tolerance for "technical"
material is leafi, their'emphasis on relevancy and interest. is 'greater, and their will-
ingness to _try variations in a standard lecture format its limited.

2. A set of 104 beheVioral objectives were developed which emphasized library
research skills, reading an original' empirical study in its entirity, conducting an
independent study, and comprehending a variety of contemporary,findings, methods, and
,theories in social psychology.

.These objectives.emphasized problem solving and rule application. Five$verbs
(identify, construat,'describe, distinguish, and demonstrate) appeared in 867. of them.
This format was abandoned because the students wanted less emphasis on "science" and
more placed on a social science approach. The discrete objectives appeared to provide
them a perspective of the "trees," but not the "forest.". If a textbook were available
which was written with behavioral objectives as a focal point, then this format might be
more popular. , , . . .

3. Undergr4duatei who were recruited as teachingaideswere effective in their
roles. These aides were former students who earned a 'A' in the course and indicated
effeCtive interpersonal skills.' A minprity were psy hology majors. The major problem.
encountered with using aides was their insufficient numbers. -Perspective aideswere re-
cruited during the preceding semester they served. Frequently, this necessitated changes

in course schedules. It always created uncertainity for the instructor regerding his
ability to managt next semester's class with an insufficient number of aides.

4. Onestudy indicated that motivational factors are A major determinant of
students' course progress. The findings of a second one indicated that post-course be--
havior in the form of volunteering to.serve on a panel discussion was not affected by the
teaching format students in multiple sections'of the course received. .

o 5. Operant conditioning techniques involving light panels were used to shape verbal
and nonverbal behav1ors of students in six-member groups. The goal was to create equiv-.
alent participation, maintain them on la social- psychological topic, and facilitate.
social interactions. Although effective and enjoyable, this set of objectives was
dropped because of the time requirements placed on the instructor.

6. In a self-paced course, deadlines throughout the course, but especially during
the first several weeks, are necessary.

present format consists of a pyramid poifit system. "Mastery" points are achie-
ved by taking 16 multiple choice quizzes. These quizzes are scored on scrap-a-way cards
which provided immediate feedback regarding performance. Since multiple tests are avail-
able for each chapter, students are free to take one any time. The PSI Center is open
45 Hours weekly. Although students are encouraged to work at their own pace, a deadline

( is established', or each chapter. The vast majority pace themseZves with the instructor.
The test items stress basic ideas, integrate material from several chapters, and are
based.on a discrimination index of at least .27. Students have the option of using a
grading system based on accumlative points for all quizzed or a pass-fail criterion for
each quiz. Students' course evaluations strongly support the use of this system.

0
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INN(A, ATION DATA

ThV-Trann\ 1111111111111,

0 reshipen
O Sophomores
Q juniors
29 Seniors

Prerequisites for students

CI1 Psychology Majors
Non - Majors

O Honors Students
.0 Other. (srt,ecify):

%vim participate in innovation: Motivation to learn

N1111111.'1' of students who parlicipate in moo\ ation per year: ,220
ilm.% long has the innovillym been in effect? 5 years

.Approvniare amount of Initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation =

Npproximare amount needvil ear h year to support ongoing. project =

L.i.loatioir done on innovation:

$_700

al Student oimuon tjui-41ionnaires
0 Measures of student performance in.comparison vvj4 non-Innovation control group(s)
O Other (specify).

Values and behavior, test performance, post course behavior

INSTITI ITIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1117-1-75 academic year
Number of full tone-equivalenClaculty: 21
Number of senior maiors in the department: 400 (if applicable)

Size of Institution
18 ,000Total student enrollment. in 1974-75 acaditmic year

(tharacterrslics of Inslitolion

O Plibirt.-C4 Qfl I ndrrgraduale level program
Public-State, I Post- Baccalaureate Master's

O Private (Z1 Post-Baccalatireate Dor tonal
O 'rhan
O Non-Urban 6 Liberal Arts

an Teacher Preparatory
O \ten only 0 Professional
O Women only
IN Coed
O (;immunity or Junior College

Predominant Cale'nelar System al Your Institution

laSemester 0 Quarter , O Trirriester 0 4-1-4 0,0ther (Specify): ,

INNOVATOR DATA
Nam,: Dr. William C. Scott

Title: Assistant Professor

Department: Psychology
lostii(juonsQklahoma State University

Addreqs. 119 S. Murray Hall
Stillwater, Oklahoma 74074

//'

Telephone: (Area Code) 405 Number: 372-6211 Extension: 6184
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USE OF NOVELS IN THE TEACHING, OF PERSONALITY THEORY

Personality Theory

In teaching personality theory, the use of certain novels whose' central
character exemplifies a.paricular theoretical approach, adds a dimension to
the discussion of such theory. For non-majors, instead of having the students
read straight"theory; the isntructor can explain the basic theory id class,
and assign the reading of a particular novel, so that all students are familiar
with a character whose personality illustrates the theory. For psychology
majors, the.novel can be assigned in addition to the readings in theory.

In each of 4 broad theoretical frames of reference one or more novels may b

assigned. In the analytical perspective, for example, Phillip Roth'p Po
Complaint serves quite well. In the behavioral area B.F. Skinner's Walden Two is

is an excellent illustration of the theory. In the existential perspective
Albert Camus' Plague or Ken Kesey's One Flew Over the Cuckoos Nest, both provide .

ample material for discussion. In the paradoxical or Eastern conceptions of
personality, the mysticism of Herman Hesse's Stepenwolf can serve to help
students gain insight into both Eastern theory as-well as relating to Carl

Jung's conceptions. CarloaCastenada's Separate Reality orsJournex to INtlan
can also serve well in this regard.

rh all cases, the common acquaintance with the material in the novels serves to-
spark discussions and class dialogue. In addition to the nov

ry

ls, some comple-

mentary expository materials may also be assigned in each ar In the analytical

framework, Irving Stone' -s Passions of the Mind, or Freud's Intr ductQry Lectures oe

can be used. In the behavioral perspective, Skinner's Beyond Freedom and Dignity .

or Science and /lumen-Behavior makes for interesting class discussions. In the 1

existential tradition Victor Frankl's Man's Search for Meaning, Rollo May's Innocent
Murderers or Eric Fromm's Art of Loving are all good supplements. In the parado-

xical area Alllan Watt's The Book or Robert Powells' Zen and Reality, help make
the Eastern notions understandable to the undergraduate.

In the past 5 years, student response has been overwhelmingly positive. Most

undergraduates seem to find the reading of novels much'more palatable than reading
straight theory, and have stated on their evaluations, that being able to see
the theory applied to specific personalities, has greatly.increased their
understanding.

584
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INNOVATION 'DATA .*.

The innovation involves.

Freshmen
-6d Sophornores

Juniors
Sesniors

® Psychology \laiors
Nuu:Nlaiurs
Honors Students
Other IsperilI

Prerequisites for students of ho parliik:21pdte in moo\ dAron.

General Psychology.,

100-.200
Number of students who participate in intimation
How long h,is the innovation, bren in effect? P.n.s

\Nilo \incite dinount of initial funding net essar to develop and try the Moot, ;

.Approxiniaie amount needed tiach year to support ongoing piLject

didne on innovation

Ii Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance rn ompar with non-innovation control group(s)
Other (sp.( ify):

INSTI1 I ITIONAI, DATA

Sin of Department in 1974-75 academic tear
Number of full-tiMe-equivalent faculty. 7

Nonher of senior majors in the (typal Iment (if applicable) A.0".

Sit of Institution
"Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year: 4000. full time, 4000 part time

Characteristics of Institution

Polito .City
Public-Stale
Pi il.ate
I. trban
Non- t irhan

Men.only
Women only
Curti

IRJ Community or Junior College

Undergraduate level program
Post-liaccalopreate NIdsters
Post ILici idaureate Doclordl

Liberal Arts
'reacher Preparatory
Puff essional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Cif Semester Quarter_ Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify:

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:

Deportment:
Infditutom:
Address:

Dr: Lawrence D.Appiegei
Assistant Profesgor
Psychology
County College of Morris
Dover, N.J. 07801

'Telephone: (Areii Code) Number:

585
.584

ti
411t

Extension:
4



INSTITUTIONAL DEPERSONALIZATION (MENTAL HOSPITAL AND PRISON)

V

Peisonality Psychology

a,

ti

,`

The objectives of this course are: (1) to allow each student individual
flexibility in developing an intrinsic motivation in reading and selection
of reading material (2) to help each student become aware of dehumanizing
feelings which come from institutional Eacars (3) to motivate each student
to consider humanizing changes,in institutions.

4 .

The course was divided into two main study units (the mental hospital and the
, .

prison), each taking about 1/2 of the term. The initial session centered-upon
depersonalization in general. A film and a book were used. Five sessions
of the/term were then devoted to the mental hospital and its sub-systems. The

\em
topics discussed included care' of the mentally ill throughout history, methods
of therapy, community, support syst s, and preventive measures for reducing mental
illness. Theremdining five weeks were delioted to the prison and its sub-systems.:'
Topics fdr-discussion included prison architecturelLnd design,'the effectiveness
versus, 'ineffectiveness of punishment, and the validity of imprisonment from the

'ke...___persliectives both of law enforcers and those wholare incarcerated. To complement
the discussions, a deputy sheriff and a man on parole were in iEed as guest
speakers. Toward .the conclusion of each main study unit, the tudents and
professor-trav4led to specific institutions. Forthe mental ho itaL,unit,two

. and one-half'days were spent at a mental hospital where students ere assigned
to various units. For the prison unit, students toured a prison, visited with
a judge and probation officer, and were arrested on fictitious charges and placed
in jail overnight.

There were 12 students and 1 faculty member-involved in this course.

Oneoutcome'was an average of,3.4 unassigned bopks read per student. A
second outcome was the depersonalizing feelings that occured. The most
cOmmnn feeling expressed was anxiety. A final outcome showed all but one
student ;pit changes were needed in the mental hospital and prison g9btems.

4, 0
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INNOVATION DATA

he innovation involves.

Freshmen
El Sophomores
El juniors
El Seniors

15i1' Psychology Majors
tia Non-Majors
0 Honors Students
0. Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

None, though it is helpful' to have had'one or more psych. courses,
motivated/reading and'selfmaturing attitudes.

12Number of students who participate in innovation per year
How long has the innovation been in effect.' year

Interest in self

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation =
0Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $

F:valuation done od innovation:

O Student opinion questionnaire's
O Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control grow s)

Other (specify): an'annotated bibliography showed how much additionil reading was
done over the required and in which areas. A journal was also kept by each-student.

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-7 academic year
Number of full-time- uivalent faculty: 9 1/2
Number of senior majors in the department (if applicable)

Siie of Instituli.on
Total student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year

Characteristics onnstitution

O Public-City
O Pub c-State
tal Priva
O Prban

Non-Urba

O to only
O Women only
kij coed

-O Community or junior College

825

° J Undergraduate lextel program
O Post-Baccalaureate Master's
O Post-Baccal, e D chiral

El Liberal Arts
O Teacher Preparatory
O Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

O Semester EJ Quarter 0 Trimester 0 4-1-4 0 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA
11*Name:

Title!
Department:
Iris otmo:
Address.

Edwin S. Stefan
Assoc, Professor
Psychology
Findlay College
Findlay, OH 45840

'Telephone: (Area Code) Number:.
419

87
586

Extension:
283



NEWSLETTER FOR SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY INSTRUCTORS

*04,t_

Social Psychology

We have formed an organization. titledgthe. Society for the Advancement of Social

Psycholegy, which distributes a free newsletter bi-monthly. One of the purposes

of the newsletter is to ai8 instructors in their tehehing. It. lists of

places to write for free materials, such as newsletters, manuscripts, course.

and lecoture outlines; alpit materials that cost, such as journal subscriptions;

and psychology society memberships. It lists conferences and conventiond,..and
has articles on exchange, programs; it also asks for reader assiptance in

compiling bibliograpfiies.

*
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-INNOVATION DATA

The innovaiuo invokes:

Freshnwn
Sol)honthres

o Juniors
,.E3 Seniors

Psychology Majors
0- Non-Majors

litmors Students
Other (specify): Communication between

social psyCh

instructors

Prerequisit,es for students who Parocipate -in innovation:

Number of students who participate in innovationver ,year:
H

!rearsow long, has the innovation been ineffect?

Approximate amount of inidial funding necessary to deitelop and fry theinnovatiiin = $11/...L

Approximate amount needed eachoyear to support ongoing project = $

Evaluation done on innovation:

Student irpinion.giiestionnaires .

Nteasures of student performance in coM- parison with 'non-ihnovation contIal group(s)

. Other (specify):

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-kirne-eq5,ivalent faculty: 32
Number of Simit4, majors in the departmenti no

',Size of Institution
Total student enrollment in 1974-7.5 academic year: 1:900

(if applicable)

Characteristics of Institution'

0 Public-City
Public-State
Private
Urlran
Non-Urban

.MVonly
Women only

a Coed
Community or Junior College

J

O Ilrofergradunte level program
POst-Baccilliatireate Master's

n Post-Baccalaureate Odctorar

O Liberal Arts
l'eache'r:Preparatory
Professional

.Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

IR Semester Quarter Trimesfer 4-1-4

INNOVATOWDATA

Name: Dr:- L.S. Wrightsman

Title.: Profes r of Psychology

Department: Psycholo

Instilution: Geo. Pe body College -for Teachers

Address: Nashville Tenn 37203

Telephone: (Area Code) 615

.g$

Number:

0 Other (Specify):

3i7-84,0

589
588

Extension:

or%
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SEMINAR ON VISUAL THINKING.

1

O

For nuMbermf,years I have been teachinly at Harvard:and now at

Michigan, an interdisciplinary seminar on visual thinking. tnce the

subject draws on experiences from all branches of the sciences and the

arts it lends itself to cross-disciplinary discussion and a correspondingly

catholic selection of readings.

Readings vary from year to year. :they have included selections

from Wolfgang KOhler, Max Wertheimer, J. J. Gibson, Roger Brown, Hadamard,

Argheim in psychology, Berkeley, Wittgenstein, Hans Jonas in philosophy,

Worringer, Gombrich, Mondrian, CoomaraswaMiy in the arts, as well as 1,671-

Strauss, Konrad Lorenz, and Kevin Lynch. Students, graduates, and under-

graduates selected according to the major fields, range from psychology,

philosophy, art history, biology to-studio arts, music, and_the performing

arts. In addition to the class discussions, which are based on the
readings, I advise students individually on their term papers, whose
subjects are derived from their special fields Of interest. Term paper

topics ranged this year from the visual metaphors it the Psalms'of David

to the pictorial representation of ragas Ii Indian music and the visual

design, of art museums.

5 9 0
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INNOVATION DATA

The innovation involves:

Freshmen Psychology Majors
Sophomores Non-Majors
juniors ' Honors Students
Seniors. Other (specify):

Prerequisites for students who participate in innovation:

`Number of student's who participate in innovation per year
How long has the innovation been in effect? years

Approximate amount of initial funding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $

Evaluation done on innovation:

'Sludeni opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance
Other (specify):

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)

/

Sizeof Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full- time - equivalent faculty:
Number of senior majors in the department, (if applicable)

Size of Institution
Total.student enrollment in 1974-75 academic year:

Characteristics of Institution

Public-City
Public-State
Private
I than
Nun-Urban

. Men only
'Women only
Cued -

ounimmity or Junior College

Undergraduate level program
Post-Baccalaureate Master's
Post-Baccalau)eate Doctoral

Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory
Professamal,

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester Quarter D Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: Rudolf Arneim
Professor of Psychology

Department:
University of Michigan

Address: Ann Arbor, Michigan 48105

Telephone: ,(Area Code) 313 Number: 668-6483

591 ,

590

N..

Extension:

.1
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ti
AN EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING APPROACH IN TEACKING A FIRST GOURSE IN PSYCHOLOGY

Future Of Consciousness

. Course,objectives were: 1. To.review the miffe-body problem with an emphasiAon the.rapid
changes in our understanding of_human consciousness and its evolution, abd ZifTo provide

1 an expvientiarlearning environment and challenges to stimulate greater self awareness.
The course was coordinated with two others: Film Studies on the Future of Consciousness'.
offered by the Film Studies Department, and Language and Consciousness offered by the
English Department. The only way to get my departmental-approval was to offer it.as
an extra course without I had no teach.tmg'assistants to help in the discussion
sections nor any budget to ay for guest Oeakers or films. ,However, typing-services;
audio visual aides and mimeograph material were available. With little advance publicity,'
145 freshrikett to seniors from all majors registered. The_180 seat capacity lecture room

'was like a movie theater with cdmfortable seats and excellent audio visual capabilities.
Class meetings were from 3:00 to 4:15 0n} TA4esdays and Thursdays with the Film Study
course in the same room' from 4:30 to 6:15.\ Time for each course was used inter-,
changeably for films, sgeakers, and lectures. The first class meeting sampled a vari-
ety of topiaincluding group hypnosis, films and,couise materials. Two text tqoks were
assigned: Ornstein's The Nature of Consciousness and White's Frontiers of Consciousness.

° Ten other paperbacks were also recommended. Students were encouraged to sign up for
special interest giqup meetings on an .out of class basis on topics 'such as hypnosis,
'dream analysis, ESP, mediation , etc. The second meeting was a wine and cheese party
held in an old mansion on campus. StudentS'had to introduce-themselves to 10 class-
mates and write,a report based on this experience. Two other written reports for the
course were 1. Prepare a listing ofcourse.related items-, and 2. Interview someone
who, has undergone some type of altered state of consciousness. .The next two meetings
used a.film strip series of de Chardin the Phenomenon of Man with this text as assigned
reading. On the second weekend I led a group of 12 males and 13 females on'ta diffi-
Cult two day climb of Mt. WashingtOn (6,400 feet )'. ,During the next few weeks several'
off campus speakers were presented: Barbara Hubbard from the Committee on the Future,
and Darrel Langham on the Genesaodelof Thinking.. Several films based on the ideas
of Allen Watts, Edgar Mitchell, and Thelma Moss were shown. On Halloween a group ESP
experiment was conducted with two ace Corp students living in Tunesia with temarkably. 4

good results. That evening'30 stu nts visited a "haunted" house where we did some
group hypnosis and other exercises Several films on communal living and growth
centers were shown the following w eks and guest speakers included presentations by
Hare Krishna and Divine Light Missionatry devotees. A three. our African type dance
was held in a large auditorium by the Boston Chapter of Africa and this exercise was
recorded on video tape. A weekend retreat at a Yoga Ashram was another optitmal
exercise. A two day wiNter mountain climb was held in December. ,The last meeting was
a wine and cheese party where a take home exam and evaluation sheet were distributed.
A standard rating sheet reveled a 98% response of vet/ good to excellentafor the
course with spontaneous comments even more enthusiastic.'
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INNOVATION' DATA

The innova tion involves:

sa Freshmen
Eia' Sophomores

juniors
, Sentors

Pre:requisites for students who

Psychology Majors
Ig Non-Majors mostly

Honors Students
CI Other (specify):

participate in innovation: none

Number of students who participate in innovation per year 145
How lung has the innovationbeen in effect"? 1 years

Approximate ionount (11 initial ft:in-ding necessary to develop and try the innovation = $ 1000.00

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ 1000.00
rl

Evaluation done on innovation:

Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance-in comparison with non-innovation

0 ',Other (specifti):

INSTITUTIONALDATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic year
Number of full-time-equit;alent'faculty:
Number of senior majors in the department: 600 (if applicable)

t.

Size of Institution "Ir

Total student enrollment in 1974 75 acadeihic year: 11.000_

Characteristics of Institution

Public-City
Public-State

. Private.
D31 Urban

Non-Urban

Men only
, Women only
;El Coed

Comniunity or junior Collage

control gioup(s)

Iil \llfidergraduate leveLprogram
Post- BaccalaureaI Master's
\ iost-BaccalaureateDoctiiral

EH 0' beral Arts
O. Tracher.Preparatory

Pinfessional
.,. \\,

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Et Semester Quarter - Trimester ©4 -1 -4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name.: gt

Department:
Institution:
Address:

Daniel J. Baer
Associate,Professor
Psychology
Boston College
Chestnut Hill, Naas 02167' \

Telephone: (Area Code) 617 Number: 969-0100

593
592

Extension: 2131, ; 2303
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EXPLORING YOUR (THE TEACHEiS) INTERESTS WITH COMMITTED STUDENTS

.1

Special Topics Course (The "contract" appears below)

.

I want to explore, three recent books and the thinking behind them: Skinner's
'Beyond Freedom and Dignity, May's Love and Will, and Slater's The Pursuit of
Loneliness.

The purpose ofthe course is to help me and the class members get more understanding
of these works and the relations among them.- One important concept, the one with
which I will'begin, is the preconscious, as used by Kubie in his book Neurotic
Distortion of the Creative Process. In my view, Kubie's idea helps me make sense
of: (1) Kroeber and Haan's distinction between the_defense and coping mechanisms of
the ego, and (2) the difference between the tension="reduction models of motivation
(e.g. Hull and Fieud) and the tension seeking ones (e.g. Dember's and White's
competence). I think the notion of preconsciqus will alsohelp me upderstand
Skinner, May and Slater. Thus, the course will begin with reading about
precimscious, defenses, snd motivation and then will go to the works listed in
the first paragraph.

The Method for the course is lecture-discussion. I want to reserve the first 20-45
minutes .(usually longer time) of each period to share my thinking. When discussing
Skinner, May, and Slater, I intend -to become them, defending their views 'as well
as I can. The remainder of each,class will be devoted to small or total group
discussions froM the lecture or the readings. Hopefully my views will be challenged.

All sessions will be tape recorded. regularly suggest additional readings,
but the core materials are those. listed below.. Everyone is expected to read.the
asterisked items in order tobe "oh board" for the lectures and. discussions. You
.cannot have issues:to raise related- to the reading if it is not dOne. The first
assignment is Kubie, Kroeber, and Dember...we'll review them during the first
week. Then we'll.go right into Skinner.

There will be no examinations; there will be no assigned papers' there will be no
hassle over grades - they are A's and B's or whatever each student decides. If
.any student or group of students want to do some writing - theoretical notes,
research ideas, abstracts, or whatever-- fine. I will be.pleased to read
However, if as the course proceeds, you find that you do not want to read and to
contribute to discussions, ,I will ask you to choose between withdrawing without
prejudice or receiving an F and not attending class. I am only interested in
working with-those who want to,struggle with ideas.

What is in it for you? I think these are three of the most exciting and important
books in recent years. Each takes a-firm stand about human behavior, human relation-
ships, and our society. And, they take different stances about causes, cures,.and
even what are real and not real phenomena. I trust,that our working together will
provoke some interesting new thoughts and formulatidns. If'you want to read and
think about these issues, welcdmet

Comments: I did not get students who just wanted an easy. grade. Those who stayed
did read; several submitted journals.. I would require journals in the future. Each
week I produced antextensive reading list. My guess is that about 50% of the
students did about 50% of the reading during any week -additional reading 'that
is. I did find that trying to become each writer and struggling to stay in that
role added tonsiderable interest for me and students.
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INNOVATION D

fChe innovatio involves:

Freshm
Sopho ores
fOniori

13 Seniors

IlPsychology
I Non-Majors

Honors Students
Other (specify):

PrerequiSites fnr students w o rticipate in innovation:

See ontract

Number of stuqents who participate in innovation per year
How long has /the innovation been in effect? years First used in

Approximate

Approximate

1972

amount of initial funding necessary to detielop and try the innovation =

amount needed each year to support ongoing project = $ 0

Evaluation done on innovation:

/0 Student opinion questionnaires Favorable
Measures of student performance in comparison with non-innovation control group(s)

0Other (specify):

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 academic ye r
Number of full-time-equivalent faculty.

30
0

Number of senior majors in the department 20(if applicable)

11.

Size of Institution
Total student _enrollment in 1974-75 academic year 23.600

Characteristics of Institution

Public-City
Bil Public-State
Ea Private
OD Urban

Nun -Urban

Men only
Women only

CD Coed
Community or Junior College

MI Undergraduate "level program
O Post-Baccalaureate Master's
IN Post-Baccalaureate Doctoral

O Liberal Arts
El Teacher Prepikatory
E l Professional

Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester TEI Quarter Trimester 4-1-4

INNOVATOR DATA

Name:
Title:
Department:
Institution:
Address:

Leonard M. Lanskyv
Professor
Department of Psychology
University of Cincinnati
Cincinnati, Ohio 45221

Other (Specify):

Telephone: (Area Code) 513 Number: 475-4680 Extension:

OR 475-4873
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CERTIFICATE PROGRAM IN THE TEACHING OF HIGH SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY

'High School Psychology

Al

The Institute of Advanced Psychological Studies is offering a program in the

teaching of high school psychology. The program is a planned sequence of
courses,'cseminars and practica to qualify the high school teacher ;o teach

psychology courses in the high school. The candidate must complete 30' credits-

from course offerings in psychology, including required nurses such as:

Teaching high School Psychology,- a survey of recent developments in high school

psychology including curriculum planning and gatheting materials for a high gchool'

psychology course, and Practicum in Teaching High School Psychology - the

student is expected to teach a typical high school course in psychology under

supervision. The student can alsO choose' among a number of elective,courses

in content areas such as abnormal, social, personality, developmental and

learning. All courses are geared to the high schobl psychology teacher, that

the method of teach g the content is stressed. Further, persons who

atatin the Certificate in Teaching High)School Psychology have the opportunity

to teach a college-equ valent course in the high school, for faint high school-

college credit. With the approval of the teacher's school district, a partici-

pant is eligible to offer such a'course, and have the high school students earn

Adeiphi University credit. ,Candidates for the program are required to'have an

M.A. degree in some field of education and hold a teaching license.
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A IA( 1).\1A

innlik atom invokes

Freshmen
'Sophomores

Iiiniors
Seniors

I'rrreclursrles for students cchu part!'

Psychology Majors
Non-Nlaiors
flonors S udents

13 Other ispeial f.

wale in innovation:

Mkt school teachers and high school
students

Teachers must have an M.A. degree in some field of education and hold a teaching license.
inher of students who participate in inuili.ation per year.:16:E300

111.. Long has the innoi.ation been in effect? _1_ %ears

I dui-Dunl of unlidl hinding necessary Iu delop and try the innovation
limo \ imale annum! needed each year IQ sopliot ongoing project = 5,000

I.caln. tune done-on innoation:

s "5,000

Siodent opinion questionnaivs
\I, studery4 performance in comparison with nun - innovation lotahlrol group's)
Hihei (seer rlyl:

INSTITLT1( \1. DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 di ademic year
!Number of fulf-time-equRalent faculty' 23
.tiumber uI serum 'majors in the department: (if applicable)

Sur ul Institution
Total student enrollment in

teristu s of In4litillion

Public-Cat%
D Puhhc Slate
fa i ale

I'-ban
Non- 'rhan

'

\len only '
Women only

El Ciled

Community or Immo C:ollegi

1974-75 academic year: 8,000

lndergraduate level program
Post-BaccalaureAte Master's
Post-liaccalaureate Doctoral

Liberal Arts
Teacher Preparatory

10 Professional

Predominant Calendar System al Your Institution

fB Semester Quarter 'Ijiniester 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INN(n'ATOR DATA

Name:
Title
Department:

Address.1

Robert Mendelsohn, Ph. D
'Asst. Professor and Coordinator, High' School Psychology PrRgram
Institute of Advanced Psychological Studies
Adelphi University.
Garden City, NY 11530

Telephone )Area (:ode) 516 Number: 224-8700
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THE PSYCHOLOGY OF SLEEP AND DREAMS

General Psychology

The Psychology of Sleep. and Dreams is a' new undergraduate
course in most psychology curricula. 'Its primary purpose
is to examine what is known from rece4 research findings
about the behavior of sleeping. It covers the measure-
ment of sleep and describes the factors that affect sleep
fyomday to-day: age, tempOral factors (amount of ,pre- .2

ceding wakefulness, length of the sleep period, and time
of sleep onset), daily activities and the Veep environ-

- 'ment. Sources o major variations Are discussed: indivi-
dual, lifferences, eep anamolies such-as sleep walking
and narcolepsy,' neu and psychopath6logy and drugs. The
consequences of vari tions are discussed in terms of the
effects of prolonged deprivation and insomnias. The place
and function of dreaming within sleep is considered.

The course has high intrinsic interestas it refers to a
majer component of peoples behavior. Moreover, the litera-
ture is sharply circumscribed within time and represents
the contributions of a wide range of disciplines in a
massive assault on a yhidden" world. As such much can
be introduced about the "scientific way" of problem solv-
ing. Considerable student participation can be obtained
by the use of sleep diaries and dream diaries and class
experiments. The practicality of the course can be
emphasized by discussions of child-care problems, shift
work and jet travel effects, sleeping pills and the clinical
use of dreams.

Textbooks And appropriate reading materials are'increasingly
available.
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INN( M.' AT ION DATA

1' he innoation invol\ es

O Freshmen Psychology Maj.urs
fa tinphnmores Non,Majors

, Juniors HonOrs Stuqenis-,_
Seniors Other (specilry):.

Prrequisitqs for students who partii:itratie in innovatton:,,

NONE

Number of students who-partieipaie in--innovation per ylar 100
1-1,iw long has,the innovation beeli irleffert? 2i years

App roxirnite dr000nt of initial funding necessary to ilm,elo ind tr4the innovation =

Approximate amount needed each year to support ongoing roject = $
AEvaluation (type on tnnovation:-

Sludent.opinlonquestionnairdsr
O Measures of stud nt performance in comparison' with non-innovation control groups)

Other (specify)::

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Size of Department in 1974-75 a demic year
Number, of full-time-equiva faculty 30 .
Number of senior majors in e department applicable)

of Institution
"lot,11 student enrollment

Characteristics of Institution

Pliblii
M Public-State

Pri%ate
Urbaan

Qa Non-Urban

Men only
Women only

C9 Coed
Community or Junior College

in 1974-75 academic year.:

!,

260_000 .

I Indergrailuate level program
lost-BNc'aloureate rylaster's

I-Baci laureate Doctoral

- 25 Li.beral A is
Teacher p eppratory
Professio al .

Predominant Calendar System at your Institution

Semester E Quarter CI Trimester 4-1-4 Other (Specify):

INNOVATOR DATA

Name: DT. Wilse B. Webb
Title: Graduate Research Professor
Department: Psychology
Ihstitution:. 'University of Florida
Address' Gainesville, Florida 32611

Telephone: (Area Code) 904
4

Number: 392.-2007
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Further Readin4
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Washington, D.C.: A.P.A., 1973.
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Washington, D.Ce: A:p.A., 1974.
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May, 1973 1
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Further Reading (coat.),

MaiW, D.B. Toward a future-oriented curriculum....Ame/ciatn.NychOtOgibt,

1972, 27, 245-248.

.""
tt

Mayhew, L.B. and Ford, P.J. Changing the cukAicuta. San Francisco:

Jossey-Bass, 1971.- 4
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. 1969, 24, 1063-1075.
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ztudy. Durham, N.C.: National Library for' Higher Education. Research

Monograph #1, 1971. ".

Rogers, C. Freedom to teartn. Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill, 1969.

METHOD OF DELOERY

Use bf Various Media

Iidex to psychotogy: Matimedia. Los Angeles: National Information Center

for Educational Media, 1975.

Laird, D. A u&ces eoolZ at the audio-vat/AZ woktd. Fairfax, Va.: Audiovisual

AssOciation Inc., 1973.

Postlethwait, S.N., Novak, J.D., and Murray, H., . The audio-tato/Lica approach
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Minneapolis: Burgess Publishing, 1972.

Thornton, J.W. and Brown, J.W. The new media and catege teaching:

National Education Association, 1968.

Computer-related Procedures

Bjersted, A. Eddcationae technotogy. New York: John Wiley & Sons, 19'2.

The computeA and education. The Educational Technology review series (report #9).

Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Educational Technology Publications, 1973.

Levien, R.E. The omeAging technotogy:, 1n4tAuctiona4u6e4 ofi the computek in

education. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1972.
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Further Reading (cont-)

/ 4%

4

INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION

Self-paced Instruction

Block, J.H. Mazteny tem/ming: Mem./ and practice. New York:-Holt, Rinehart, 1971.

'Keller, F.S. and Sherman, j.G. The Keltea Oak/ ''hWWdbook: i764a0 on cl_pekbonatized
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,
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Dresse , P.',..andThompson, M. Independent 5 a4y. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1973.

.

Gruber, H. and Wartman, M. Self-directed ntudfCs. In Expelhiment3 tin highea

education. Boulder: Colorado Behavior Research Laboratory, Report# 19, 1962.

LEARNING THROUGH EXPERIENCE

Simulation and Gaming
\

toocock, S.S: and Schild, E.O. ,
Simulation games in teakning. Beverly Hills:

. Sage Publications; 1968.

Zuckerman, D.W. and Horp,;R.E. The guide to 4imutationts/gaMe4 6ok education and

Lexington, Mass.: Information, Resources, Inc., 1973.

Field Experience
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Washington, D.C.: Acropolis Books,,1973.
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Second handbook o4 ae4eaach on teaching. Chicago: Rand McNally, 1973.

Research

Regula, C.R. Some suggestions for improving the psychology laboratory experience.
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Further Reading (cont.)

,EVALUATION, FEEDBACK, AND GRADING

Warren,. J.R. College grading practices; An overview. Washington, D.C.: ERIC
ClearinghOuse on Higher Education, Report #9 (ED 047 164), 1971.

COURSE MANAGEMENT.

Team Teaching

'LaFauci, H.M. and Richter, P.E. Team teaching at the cottege re§et. New York:

Pergamon Press, 1970.

Teaching Assistants

Learning by teaching. Amehican PAyahotogicat AAAvciation Division Two Newstettet.

Match, 1973.
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class Arrangement ,
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New 'York: John Wiley and Sons, 1970.

Runkel, P., Harrison, R., and Runkel, M. (eds.) The changiNgkege ceosstoom.
San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1969.

Use of Other Resources

PAychosounceA: A pAychotogy teAouitce catafog. New York: Bantam Books, 1973.

TRAINING AND EVALUATION OF TEACHERS

Costin, F., Greenough, W., and Menges, R. Student ratings of college teaching:
Reliability, validity and usefulness:" Review o6 Educationat Reseatcch,
1971, 41, 511-535.

Fernald, P.S. The selection and training of undergraduate teaching assistants for
large personalized instruction courses. Amenican PAychotogicat AAAociation
Division TWO NewAtettet, March, 1973, 3-5.

STUDENT GROUP

Cross, JC.P. Beyond the open doors: New AtudentA to highen education.

San Francisco: Jossey-Bsss, 1971.
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SUPPLEMENTARY QUESTIONNAIRE

(If you have an innovation that you would like to share with
others in possible futureeditifts of this book, describe the

c'e innovation on this page, and complete the questions an the
reverse side. Be'sure to include a title for the project, and
what category(ies) the innovation should be listed under. Send
this sheet to: Dr. James B. Maas, 214 Uris Hall, Cornell University,
Ithaca, New York 14853)
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I NOVATION DATA

'he innovation jinvolves:
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I
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*4'
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Appro \Multi! iii1)(lat ()I initial funding necessary to'develop and try the innovation = $
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i.altiation clone on nnoyation:

-Student opinion questionnaires
Measures of student performance in comparison witth non-innovation control group(s)
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Size of Department in I974-75 academic year
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Men only
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Predominant Calendar System at Your Institution

Semester Quarter Trimester 4-1,4 Other (Specify):
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Title:
Depaaffnent:
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Telephone: (Area Code) Number: 6.08
6.08
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How to Use This Directory

As indicated in the table of contents, this directory is divided into two mai& sections: the
first specifies the various categories of-innovations and, -the second consists of descriptions of
the innovations themselves. In the first section, each Category definition is followed by a list
of the titles of innovations falling into that category, together with the page number where the
detailed description for each innovation can be found. In the second section, each detailed
description appears on the froht-side of a page, with th elevant biographical and institutional
information for that innovation on the-back.

If you are interested in a particular kind of innovation:

1. Check the table-of contents fo'r the various categories.

2. Read the category descriptionP in the twit to better determine the nature of
the innovations listed in that category.

3. Read the listings following the most appropriate category description, turning
to the pages corresponding to the titles of most interest to you.

Example: You have an interest in the use of audio-visual materials; in the table of
contents under "Method of Content Delivery" you note a category entitled- "Use of
Various Media". Read the description to verify that you are in the right place, and
then refer to the listings that follow.

If you are interested in innovations within a particular content area:

1. Check the table of contents for the location of the particular content area.

2. Check the "All Fields" and "Multiple Listings" pages for material which may
have relevance for that content area.

4

Example: You are interested in innovations in Social Psychology; in the table of
contents find the pages associated with "Social Psychology" and those associated
with "All FieNds" and "Multiple Listings", checking these latter two for innovations
which have relevance for social psychology. .

We recommend that readers do not limit themselves to looking only at their own area.
By consulting the "All Fields" and "Multiple Listings" categories, and even other subdiscipline
sections, it is likely that something of value might by found.

Perhaps most Important, one should use this book as a notebook and phone book. Write-
in it, make comments, and add relevant information to it. Call or write an innovator for more
information or just let him/her know that you share an interest. We sincerely hope this volume
will work for you.

t


